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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions
,
take this opportunity to acquaint the Public, that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society, as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions
,
that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till the

Forty-seventh Volume; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any further

in their publication than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to some of

their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Transactions

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems principally to

have been done with a view to satisfy the Public that their usual meetings were then

continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benefit of mankind, the great ends

of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which they have ever since steadily

pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed, to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions ; which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March 1752. And the grounds of their choice are, and

will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advantageous

manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the certainty of the facts,

or propriety of the reasonings, contained in the several papers so published, which must

still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,

upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the

a 2
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thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society
;
the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the public

newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. And

therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and public

notices ;
which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the dishonour of the

Society.
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.

I. The Diurnal Variations of the Wind and Barometric Pressure at Bombay. By

F. Chambers. Communicated by Charles Chambers, F.B.S., Director of the

Colaba Observatory
,
Bombay.

Received May 27,—Read June 19, 1873.

1. The object of this paper is to draw attention to a remarkable relation which has been

found to exist between the diurnal variation of the wind and the double diurnal oscil-

lation of the barometer at Bombay, and which, it is believed, will be of great interest to

all meteorologists.

2. The observations made use of in the discussion are the hourly tabulations from the

record of a Robinson’s Anemograph from June 1867 to May 1870, the hourly observa-

tions of the barometer and temperature of the air for the same period, and the corre-

sponding pressure of vapour (calculated from the readings of the dry- and wet-bulb

thermometers), and also some particular results of later date which will be introduced

in the course of the inquiry. A full description of the various instruments and the

methods of observation and reduction is given in the introduction to the “ Bombay Mag-

netical and Meteorological Observations, 1865-70 but it may be well briefly to recapi-

tulate here the method of reducing the anemograph indications, as it is entirely owing

to its mathematical exactness that the results now brought forward have been obtained,

and it is therefore deserving of special attention.

The wind of every hourly interval is resolved into a north or south wind and an east

or west wind of such velocities, that, if they blew together, the resulting movement and

direction would be the same as is actually observed. The formulae by which these reso-

lutions are effected are :

—

Velocity of wind from north or south =m cos («X 22^ degrees) (1)

Velocity of wind from east or west =m sin («x22^ degrees) (2)

Where m is the movement observed and n the number of the direction-space under

which the wind of the hourly interval is classed, the circle being divided into sixteen

spaces, which are numbered consecutively from 0 to 15, and correspond respectively to

the directions N., N.N.E., N.E., &c. ; hence the quantity calculated from (1) will repre-

MDCCCLXX1II. B
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sent either a north or a south wind, according as its sign is positive or negative, and

similarly for the east or west wind calculated from (2). The algebraical averages of the

north and south and of the east and west component winds may then be taken sepa-

rately for any given period, and these will, when combined, truly represent the average

velocity and direction of the wind for that period. Such averages have been calculated

for each hour of the day in the whole period from June 1867 to May 1870, or three

complete years. They are given in the following Table, along with the corresponding

averages of most of the other meteorological elements.

Table I.—Mean Values of Meteorological Elements for each hour of the day from

May 1867 to June 1870, and their Mean Diurnal Variations for the same period.

Bombay
Civil

Hours.

Wind.

Bombay
Civil

Hours.

Barometer
pressure.

Pressure of

vapour.

Pressure of

dry air.

Temperature
of air.

Mean
N. or S.

com-
ponent.

Variation

of N. or

S. com-
ponent.

Mean
E. or W.
com-

ponent.

Variation

ofE. or

W. com-
ponent.

Reduced to 32° F.

Mean.
Varia-

tion.
Mean.

Varia-

tion.
Mean.

Varia-

tion.
Mean. Variation.

0 to 1 1-03 N. 104 s. 4-46 w. 1-79 E. 0 29-824 +0-004 0-781 -0 002 29 043 + 006
O

773
O

-21
1 „ 2 1-07 N. 1 00 s. 3'96 w. 2-29 E. 1 •810 — •010 •777 — •006 •033 -•004 76 9 -2-5

2 „ 3 093 N. 114 s. 3 56 w. 2-69 E. 2 •797 — •023 •773 — •010 •024 -•013 76-7 -2-7

3 „ 4 M0 N. 0-97 s. 309 w. 3-16 E. 3 •791 — •029 768 — •015 •023 -014 763 —3T
4 » 5 1-27 N. 0-80 s. 252 w. 3-73 E. 4 -793 — •027 •762 — •021 •031 -006 761 -3-3

5 „ 6 1-27 N. 0-80 s. 1*96 w. 4-29 E. 5 •804 — •016 •756 — •027 •048 + 011 75-8 -3-6

6 „ 7 100 N. 107 s. 119 \v. 5 06 E. 6 •822 + 002 •754 — 029 •068 + 031 75 7 -3-7

7 „ 8 0-73 N. 1-34 s. 0-86 w. 5-39 E. 7 •844 + 024 •760 — •023 •084 + •047 76 4 -30
8 „ 9 0-77 N. 1-30 s. 109 w. 516 E. 8 •864 + 044 •767 — •016 •097 +•060 77-9 -15
9 „ 10 0-67 N. 1-40 s. 216 w. 409 E. 9 •877 + •057 •772 — •011 •105 + •068 79-4 00

10 „11 043 N. 1-64 s. 4 39 w. 1 86 E. 10 •876 + •056 •774 — •009 •102 + •065 80-7 + 13
11 „ 12 083 N. 1 24 s. 712 w. 087 W. 11 •862 + •012 •777

’ — •006 •085
-I-

-04 8 820 + 2-6

12 „13 1-67 N. 0-40 s. 992 w. 3-67 \V. 12 •839 + •019 •783 •000 056 + 019 83-2 +3-8
13 „14 209 N. 0-02 N. 11-39 w. 514 w. 13 •816 •004 •795 + •012 021 -•016 84-0 4-4-6

14 „15 3-17 N. M0 N. 12-72 w. 6-47 w. 14 •793 — •027 •805 + •022 28-988 -049 84-3 +4-9
15 „16 393 N. 1-86 N. 12-99 w. 674 w. 15 •778 — •042 •807 + •024 •971 -•066 84-3 +4-9
16 ,, 17 4-70 N. 2-63 N. 12 66 w. 6 41 w. 16 •773 — •047 •811 + •028 •962 -075 837 +4-3
17 „ 18 4-83 N. 2-76 N. 11-59 w. 5-34 w. 17 •778 — •042 •803 + •020 •975 -•062 821 +2-7
18 „ 19 4-87 N. 2-80 N. 1002 w. 3-77 w. 18 •791 — •029 •802 + •019 •989 -•048 80-4 + 1-0

19 „ 20 4-40 N. 2-33 N. 8-39 w. 2-14 w. 19 •809 — •Oil 800 + •017 29009 -•028 79-5 +0-1
20 !. 21 3-43 N. 1-36 N. 7-32 w. 1 07 w. 20 •82'6 + •006 •800 + •017 •026 -•Oil 79-0 -0-4
21 „ 22 2-47 N. 0-40 N. 6-36 w. 0 11 w. 21 •839 + •019 •795 + 012 •044 + •007 78-5 -0-9
22 ,, 23 1 73 N. 0-34 S. 5-52 w. 0-73 E. 22 •842 + •022 •787 + 004 •055 +018 78-0 -1-4
23 o 1-20 N. 0 87 S. 4-76 \v. 1-49 E. 23 •835 + 015 •782 — •001 •053 + 016 775 -19

207 N. 625 IV. 29-820 0-783 29037 79-4

The observations of the barometer and thermometers were made seven minutes and

five minutes respectively after the full hour.

These variations are also represented graphically by figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, Plate

XXXIV.
3. From the hourly values of the variation of the barometer given above, the con-

stants in the first three terms of the right-hand member of Bessel’s formula,

E= Bj sin (#+ C,)+ B2 sin (2$T

C

2)-{-

B

3 sin (35 -(- C3) -f- &c., . . . (.3)

have been calculated and found to be

B,=-0179, Cj=337 17,

B2=-0385, C2=157 13,

Ba=-0014, C3
= 25 0;
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and from these values we find that the maxima and minima and the times of their

occurrence are as follows, viz. :

—

h m
The first minimum in the day

„ ,, maximum „ „

„ second minimum „ ,,

„ „ maximum „ ,,

= —•0293 at 3 29

= + •0551 „ 9 32

= -•0484 „ 16 1

= + •0228 „ 22 5

Now marking these times along the course of the wind-curve (fig. 1), we see that they

and the centre of the curve are all of them almost exactly in the same straight line

—

that the straight line being drawn through the centre so as to pass as close as possible

to each of the marks so laid down divides the curve into four branches, two turned to

the north of the line and two turned to the south of it—and that the direction of the

line itself is the same as the general direction of the whole curve. We now see

that the curve is such a one as would be formed by two distinct variations being

superimposed the one on the other—one, the movement in the direction of the line,

having a single period like the temperature-curve (fig. 5), and the other, the north and

south movement, having a double period, and in this respect like the barometer-curve

(fig. 2), but differing from it in that it passes through its mean positions at the four

times when the latter is at its extreme positions, and vice versa. A closer comparison of

the two curves (1 and 2) shows that when the wind-curve passes to the north of the line

A B, the barometer begins to rise, and the more rapidly the further the curve departs from

the line, and ceases to do so on the return of the curve back to the line ; similarly the

barometer falls when the curve passes to the south of the line, its rate of descent being

approximately proportional to the distance of departure of the wind-curve from the line.

4. There can be no doubt that the greater part of the more extensive east and west

movement is the land- and sea-breeze
;
and this feature and the generally accepted theory

which explains it have been already commented upon in Appendix I. of the Bombay

Magnetical and Meteorological Observations for 1865 to 1870, on “The Normal Winds

of Bombay.” The explanation of the double diurnal variation which we find is super-

imposed at Bombay on the land- and sea-breeze is not, however, so apparent ; and before

a complete view of the nature of this variation could be obtained, it would be necessary

to eliminate from the whole curve that part which may be considered due to the pure

land- and sea-breeze
;
but the precise nature of this part is itself unknown, and the elimi-

nation could only be effected by a comparison of the curve for Bombay with that of some

other place, where, other conditions being similar, the land- and sea-breeze is either

entirely absent or reversed in direction, as, for instance, at Madras ; but similar results for

such a place are not yet available, and an approximate view is all that can be afforded

at present.

5. The principal features of the pure land- and sea-breeze will be more clearly exhi-

bited in the following manner. Assuming that its direction is completely represented

by the straight line A B, fig. 1, which is inclined to the east and west line at an angle

b 2
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of 184°, then all the hourly points being projected in a north or south direction upon

this line will give a series of points which will represent the variation of the land- and

sea-breeze combined with any of the diurnal variation which may exist in the same

direction, similar to that which does exist in a north and south direction. The varia-

tion is given below, and has been obtained by multiplying the east components of the

variation of the wind for each hour, given in Table I., by secant 18^°.

Table II.—Mean Land- and Sea-Breeze at Bombay.

Bombay Civil Hours 0 to 1. 1-2. 2-3. 3-4. 4-5. 5-6. 6-7. 7-8.

Velocity of wind in miles 1

per hour J

E.S.E.

1-89

E.S.E.

2 41

E.S.E.

2*84
E.S.E.

333
E.S.E.

3*93
E.S.E.

452
E.S.E.

5-33
E.S.E.

5*68

Bombay Civil Hours 8 to 9. 9-10. 10-11. 11-12. 12-13. 13-14. 14-15. 15-16.

Velocity of wind in miles 1

per hour J

E.S.E.

5-44
E.S.E.

4 31

E.S.E.

1*96

W.N.W.

092
W.N.W.

387
W.N.W.
5-42

W.N.W.
6-82

W.N.W.

710

Bombay Civil Hours 16 to 17. 17-18. 18-19. 19-20. 20-21. 21-22. 22-23. 23-0.

Velocity of wind in miles
j

per hour J

W.N.W.

6 76

W.N.W.
5-63

W.N.W.
3-97

W.N.W.

2-26
W.N.W.

M3
W.N.W.

012
E.S.E.

077
E.S.E.

1-57

It is also represented graphically by fig. 6, which will be seen to be remarkably like

the temperature-curve (fig. 5) in general character, but from about 1 to 2 hours later

in phase. This general resemblance is satisfactorily explained by the theory already

adverted to ;
for the producing cause of the land- and sea-breeze, according to that theory,

being the difference of temperature indicated by two temperature-curves, viz. that of the

land and that of the sea (which presumably differ from each other only in extent and not

in form), will also be represented by a temperature-curve of a like nature
; and it is to be

expected therefore that the land- and sea-breeze, when represented as in fig. 6, will have

some such resemblance to the temperature-curve as that which it exhibits. But fig. 6

has at the same time very definite and distinctive features peculiar to itself
; amongst

these may be mentioned :

—

1st. Its rapid transition from east to west, moving from 1T| hours to 12^ hours

through nearly half of its whole range, which is much more rapid than the corre-

sponding change of the temperature-curve.

2nd. From 18 hours to 6 hours the curve is first convex and afterwards slightly

concave downwards, having a point of inflection about midnight, while the tempe-

rature-curve is convex downwards during the whole of the same interval.

These features are what might be expected from the superposition on the land- and

sea-breeze of an east and west double diurnal variation of the wind which attains its

maximum east positions at about the same hours at which the barometer reaches its
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maxima, and attains its maximum west positions at about the same hours at which the

barometer reaches its minima, and passes through zero at the times when the barometer

passes through its mean positions. A strong reason for believing that these features

are produced by the superposition of such a variation, is afforded by the mean diurnal

variation of the east or west components of the wind for the months of July and August

alone; for during these months the land- and sea-breeze' has almost entirely disappeared,

because the difference between the daily ranges of temperature of the land and sea is

then very small, and the wind variation then found is of the kind here described, and

would, when superimposed upon the mean temperature-curve for the year, produce a

curve having similar features to those enumerated as peculiar to the curve which repre-

sents the land- and sea-breeze. The variation is given in Table III., and also graphically

represented by fig. 7.

Table III.—Mean velocities of the north or south and east or west components of the

wind at Bombay for each hour of the day in the months of July and August 1867

to 1870 ; also the mean diurnal variations for the same period.

Bombay Civil Hours 0 to 1. 1-2. 2-3. 3-4. 4-5. 5-6. 6-7. 7-8.

N. or S. component 5-67 s. 5-47 s. 5 -33 s. 5-33 s. 4-85 s. 4 -36 s. 4-43 s. 4-87 s.

Variation 102 s. 0-82 s. 0-68 s. 0-68 s. 0-20 s. 0-29 n. 0-22 n. 0 22 s.

E. or W. component 15 ’64 \v. 1611 w. 16 03 w. 16-07 w. 15-80 w. 1578 w. 1472 w. 14-90 w.

Variation 0-47 e. 000 0 08 e. 0 04 e. 0 31 e. 0-33 e. 1-39 e. 1-21 E.

Bombay Civil Hours 8-9. 9-10. 10-11. 11-12. 12-13. 13-14. 14-15. 15-16.

N. or S. component 4-42 s. 451 s. 4-97 s. 4-77 s. 4-39 s. 4-19 s. 4-41 s. 3-97 s.

Variation 0 23 n. 0 14 n. 0 32 s. 012 s. 0-26 n. 0-46 n. 0 24 n. 0-68 n.

E. or W. component 14-81 w. 14-98 w. 1576 w. 1 6 44 w. 17'42 w. 17-39 w. 17-90 w. 17-90 w.

Variation 1-30 e. M3 e. 0-35 e. 0-33 w. 1-31 w. 1-28 w. 179 w. 179 w.

Bombay Civil Hours 16-17. 17-18. 18-19. 19-20. 20-21. 21-22. 22-23. 23-0.

N. or S. component 3-71 s. 3-78 s. 3-90 s. 4-29 s. 4-57 s. 4 86 s. 5-26 s. 5-29 s.

Variation 0 94 n. 0-87 n. 0-75 n. 0-36 n. 0-08 n. 0-21 s. 0 61 s. 0-64 s.

E. or W. component 17 71 w. 1731 w. 16-41 w. 15-66 w. 16-25 w. 15-23 w. 15-33 w. 15 00 w.

Variation 1 60 w. 1-20 w. 0 30 w. 0-45 e. 014 w. 0-88 e. 0-78 e. Ml E.

The mean components for the whole period are 46'5 S. and 16T1 W.

During these two months the south-west monsoon is at its height at Bombay, and the

wind is more boisterous and irregular in strength, though not in direction, than at any

other part of the year
; the observations are consequently insufficient to give a very

regular curve, but it is sufficiently regular to justify conclusions being drawn from its
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more salient features. The smoothed curve has been calculated from the original one

by means of the- first three terms of Bessel’s formula. It clearly exhibits a double

period like the north and south variation and like the barometer variation, and (remem-

bering that no attempt has been made to eliminate the portion of the land- and sea-breeze

which probably still remains) its general resemblance when inverted to the barometer-

curve (fig. 2) is very remarkable. The part of this variation which contains the double

period, and which will be supposed independent of the land- and sea-breeze, will here-

after be called the longitudinal diurnal variation of the wind, to distinguish it from the

whole east and west movement given in Table I., and from the pure land- and sea-breeze.

6. If we again make the same assumption as before, regarding the nature of the land-

and sea-breeze, viz. that its direction is completely represented by the line A B (fig. 1),

its effect in modifying the north and south double diurnal variation of the wind may be

approximately eliminated by measuring the north and south components from the line

A B as the datum line, instead of from the east and west line. This has been done by

means of the expression

North component of double diurnal wind variation— north component of whole wind

variation as given in Table I. + tan 184° X east component of whole wind variation

as given in Table I., (4)

and the following variation obtained, which will hereafter be called the meridional

diurnal variation of the wind, to distinguish it from the whole north and south movement

given in Table I., and from that part of it which belongs to the land- and sea-breeze.

Table IV.—Meridional Diurnal Variation of the Velocity of the Wind at Bombay.

Bombay Civil Hours 0 to 1. 1-2. 2-3. o-4. 4-5. 5-6. 6-7. 001K

Velocity in miles perl
hour J

0-44 s. 0-23 s. 0-24 s. 0 09 n. 0'45 n. 0-64 n. 0-62 n. 0-47 n.

Bombay Civil Hours 8-9. 9-10. 10t-11. 11-12. 12-13. 13-14. 14-15. 15-16.

Velocity, in miles perl
hour J

0- 13 n. 0 03 s. •102 s. 1*53 s. 1-63 s. 1-70 s. 107 s. 0 40 s.

Bombay Civil Hours 16-17. 17-18. 18-19. 19-20. 20-21. 21-22. 22-23. 23-0.

Velocity in miles per 1

hour J

0-48 n. O 97 n. 1-54 n. 1-61 N. 100 N. 0-36 n. 0-10 s. 0-37 s.

This variation is also graphically represented by fig. 8. Its value of course depends

on the correctness of the assumption as to the nature of the land- and sea-breeze, which

maybe only approximately true, and the variation may therefore be subject to correction

hereafter when the exact nature of the land- and sea-breeze becomes known.

7. It will be observed that the great distinguishing feature of the diurnal variation

of the barometer, viz. the double period, is the most prominent one in the meridional
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diurnal variation of the wind ; and the same feature has been shown to be present in

the longitudinal variation also ; hence we naturally infer that the phenomena may be in

some way interdependent, and are led to inquire after the nature of their relationship.

Confining our attention for the present to the meridional variation, it is difficult to

conceive how any local peculiarity of geographical position could so modify the land-

and sea-breeze (which we have seen follows chiefly, in its principal direction, the same

law of progression as the temperature of the air) as to cause its law of progression in a

north and south direction to be so widely different in character from that in the east and

west direction as the variations in Table I. show it to be ; and much more difficult to

conceive how that modification (if it may be regarded as such) of the strictly local phe-

nomenon which we know the land- and sea-breeze to be, should follow a law of progres-

sion similar to that of the diurnal variation of the barometer, which is perhaps the most

universal and regular of all meteorological phenomena. It seems far more probable

that the variation represented by fig. 8 is not a simple modification of the land- and

sea-breeze by local peculiarities, but an indication of the existence of a double diurnal

variation in the general movements of the atmosphere, as universal as, and moving syn-

chronously with, the double diurnal variation of the barometer, but which has never

before been noticed because of the unsuitable nature of all wind observations made

before the invention of Bobinson’s anemograph for exhibiting a variation of this kind
;

and it is not unreasonable to expect that similar variations will be found at other tro-

pical stations by similarly reducing a sufficiently long series of suitable wind observations*.

Now regarding that part of the diurnal variation of the wind at Bombay which is not

directly attributable to the land- and sea-breeze as a universal phenomenon, perhaps

its most surprising feature is that the hours about noon should occupy a position

furthest removed to the southward of the mean direction-line A B, a feature which

appears to be in direct opposition to the principles of Hadley’s theory of the trade-

winds, which is the theory that explains satisfactorily the land- and sea-breeze, and in

which the wind is always supposed to blow towards the heated region, not awayfrom
it as shown by that feature of the variation ; for, according to that theory, we should

expect to find a decided tendency of the wind to blow from the north at that time in

the northern hemisphere. And this feature is the more surprising when viewed side

by side with the more extensive east and west movement, which is in perfect accordance

with the theory.

Speaking about the sun’s heating action on the atmosphere, and the effects resulting

therefrom, Sir J. Herschel has remarked, in his ‘Meteorology,’ art. 172:—“When
anemometry is further perfected we may expect to trace the influence of this chain of

causation into a morning and evening tendency of the wind (on a long average of obser-

vations) to draw towards the points of sunrise and sunset, to compensate the overflow

from off the heated hemisphere which takes place aloft in a contrary direction.”

* Observations of the direction of the wind are of no value for this purpose, unless combined with their

corresponding observations of the velocity (not pressure) of the wind.
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The expectation here expressed is certainly not realized by the diurnal wind-curve for

Bombay ; but it may not therefore be inferred that such a tendency does not exist, and

may not eventually be traceable. The inference that may be drawn is that the same

cause, working in an unexpected manner, produces other effects of an opposite nature

which completely overwhelm the expected tendency, of whose existence, however, in a

much smaller degree, there can be no doubt. But the principles of Hadley’s theory

fail also to explain the double reversal in the north and south direction which the wind

undergoes daily ; for, in accordance with them, the wind would be reversed in direction

but once a day, just as in the case of the land- and sea-breeze, seeing that the tempera-

ture rises and falls but once a day. Turning to the longitudinal variation, which is

approximately represented by fig. 7, the same difficulty is encountered in attempting to

explain the double reversal of this curve by the same principles ; and the directions of

the wind indicated in the morning and afternoon hours are exactly the reverse of those

expected by Sir J. Herschel in the remark quoted above.

8. It seems highly improbable, then, that the meridional and longitudinal variations

of the wind at Bombay are part of a system of convection-currents, such as would satisfy

the requirements of Hadley’s theory. The form of the curves seems rather to suggest

the notion of a general bodily movement of the atmosphere (its lower strata as well as

its upper) outwards in all directions from the middle of the hemisphere which is being

heated towards the middle of that which is being cooled, succeeded by oscillatory move-

ments consequent upon the disturbance of equilibrium thus caused. The notion of a

general outflow of air (not an upper surface overflow merely) from the heated hemi-

sphere has already been advanced by Sir John Herschel in his explanation of the

diurnal variation of the barometer*; but he does not seem to have suspected that there

would be more than one complete oscillation in the twenty-four hours, or that these

movements of the air would be more marked than the convection-currents already

referred to. After explaining that the heat of the sun produces on the air of one hemi-

sphere a “ considerable elevation of the lines of equal density [which when so elevated

cease to be statical level lines], while the nightly chill on the other side acts in a con-

trary way on the opposite hemisphere,” he says, “ an indirect effect ” on the barometer

“ results from the elevation of the surface of equilibrium on one side and depression

below it on the other. To form some rough estimate of this effect, whose exact calcu-

lation would be difficult, we must consider that an elevation of 363 feet on one side

[taking, exempli gratia, 20° Fahr. for the difference of clay and night temperature]

and a similar depression on the other, correspond to a slope of 3,,-5 at the common
boundary of the two hemispheres, down which the centre of gravity of each aerial

column situate on that boundary (being unsupported laterally) tends to glide. The

effect of this will be the production of a general movement of air setting outwards from

the heated hemisphere
,
and which, though feeble (as its velocity would at its maxi-

mum hardly exceed a mile an hour), yet acting over the whole circumference of a great

* See Herschel’s ‘ Meteorology,’ art. 77 a.
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circle of the globe, would transfer a sensible fraction of the whole atmosphere backwards

and forwards.”

Whether such a system of diurnal wind-currents as that which has been supposed,

having a second complete oscillation during the night, is really a universal phenomenon,

must be determined by extended observation and investigation in other localities ; and

whether the currents are originated and propagated in the manner that has been sug-

gested, or whether they do not rather owe their origination in a more direct manner to

the diurnal fluctuations of the temperature of the air*, it is perhaps premature to

speculate ; but in the mean time it appears to be worth while to compare the observa-

tions that are available, with the conclusions that may be drawn from the hypothesis of

the existence of such currents, and to mark the relations that will be found to obtain

between the diurnal variations of the wind and other meteorological phenomena.

9. If such a system of diurnal wind-currents really exists in nature, we should expect

to find the ordinates of the two curves representing the meridional diurnal variations of

the wind for the northern and southern hemispheres exactly reversed in direction, that

they increase in range with the latitude in both hemispheres, and vanish at the equator.

We should also expect to find that the range of the curve for each place of observation

has a yearly variation corresponding to the sun’s change of declination, being smallest

when the sun’s zenith distance is smallest and increasing as it increases, and vice versa.

Such a variation in range is clearly shown by the mean monthly curves for Bombay.

They give the following diurnal ranges, which are the differences of the mean ordinates for

12| and! 8^ hours in each month, measured in the same manner as those given in Table IV.

Table V.—Ranges of the Meridional Diurnal Variation of the Wind and the Land- and

Sea-breeze at Bombay, and the Ratios of the latter to the former.

Jan. Feb. Mar. April. May. Jline. Jnly. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Range of meridional va-

1

riation J

Range of land- and sea-

1

breeze
J

Ratios

61 61 3-6 3 2 17 0-8 02 1-6 23 4*5 5-9 5 2

14-8 16 1 17 5 16 2 119 8-5 2-8 4 1 8-5 14-3 16 9 14-9

2-3 2-6 4-9 50 70 106 140 26 37 3-2 21 2-9

These ranges furnish another argument in favour of the meridional diurnal variation

of the wind having an origin independent of that of the land- and sea-breeze ; for if both

were a consequence of the same local influences, they would most probably vary in such

* The fact that the curve (fig. 8) attains its maximum south position not long after noon (the time when any

particular place is receiving heat most rapidly from the sun), and before (not after) the time of maximum tem-

perature, which occurs about 14)- hours, appears to point to a direct action of the heated air in expanding itself

outwards as well as upwards
; for if the south current were produced solely in the manner suggested by Sir

John Herschel, we should expect it to attain its maximum strength after the time of maximum temperature,

not before it. The same feature which has here been pointed out as appertaining to fig. 8 will hereafter be seen

to exist in similar curves for other places (see figs. 12, 13, and 14).

MDCCCLXXIII. C
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a manner that the ratio of one to the other would be constant. The numbers in the

third line of Table V. show the mean diurnal ranges of the land- and sea-breeze between

and 15ij hours in each month of the year, the values for these hours having been

obtained in the same manner as those given in Table II. They appear to show that the

two variations are not the effects of the same persistent local influences.

10. Our attention has thus far been chiefly confined to that part of the diurnal varia-

tion of the wind which manifests itself in the direction of meridian lines
;
but the same

considerations would lead us to expect an east and west diurnal variation also, of a some-

what similar character, showing that the wind blows away from, not towards, the sun,

and therefore from the east during the morning hours, and from the west during the

afternoon hours, and having similar oscillatory movements during the night. Reasons

for believing that such a variation does really exist have been given in paragraph 5.

Its times of maxima and minima will probably be about the same time at which the

meridional variation is at its mean positions, and vice versa ; and its directions will, unlike

the meridional variation, be the same at the same times at places in both hemispheres

that are equidistant from the equator.

Unfortunately the observations for Bombay alone will not suffice for the exact deter-

mination of the nature of the mean longitudinal diurnal variation of the wind for the

whole year, until the precise character of the land- and sea-breeze has been found by a

comparison of the observations with similar ones made elsewhere
; but, judging from what

has preceded, we may assume as a first approximation to the truth, and for the sake of

carrying the investigation a step further, that it is similar to the meridional variation,

when the north components of the latter are taken to represent the west components

of the former, but earlier in phase by about three hours.

Taking, then, the meridional variation as a type of the longitudinal variation, and com-

bining the two, we have the epitrochoidal curve represented by fig. 9, which may be

regarded as a typical curve representing the diurnal variation of the wind in low northern

latitudes
;
and again combining the two after reversing the meridional variation, we get

the curve represented by fig. 10, which may be regarded as a typical curve representing

the diurnal variation of the wind in low southern latitudes.

The curves show a double diurnal right-handed rotation, in the same direction as the

hands of a watch, for the northern hemisphere, and a double diurnal left-handed rotation,

in the opposite direction to watch-hands, for the southern hemisphere.

11. In the curve (fig. 1) showing the mean diurnal variation of the wind at Bombay,

the doable diurnal rotation is converted into a single rotation by the influence of the

land- and sea-breeze
;
but the tendency towards a double rotation is well marked, and

the mean diurnal variation for the months July and August, when the effect of the

land- and sea-breeze is very slight, clearly exhibits the double rotation. This variation

is given in Table III., and represented graphically by fig. 11.

12. The following extracts from the discussion of the diurnal variations of meteorological

phenomena for St. Helena, 1841 to 1843, by General Sir Edward Sabiee, are almost an

exact description of what would follow from the superposition of a diurnal variation like
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that represented by the typical curve (fig. 10) upon the south-east trade-wind of that station,

and they appear to put beyond doubt the existence of a double diurnal left-handed

rotatory variation of the wind in southern low latitudes.

“ From Table XLI. we learn that the wind is more easterly generally during the

hours of the day than during the night, and that it is most easterly about noon. The

direction varies little during the night, but there is a tendency to a more southerly

direction about daybreak, and just after sunset. The force of the wind appears to have

a decided maximum between 22 h and 23h
*, and a minimum about 4h

. From 5 h or 6 U

to 15 1
* it remains nearly stationary, except that there is a tendency to a second maximum

at ll h shown in both years, followed by a minimum also of inferior character. At 13h
,

at 0\ and 16 h the pressure coincides with the mean of the twenty-four hours.”

The variation in direction lias also two maxima and two minima with regular pro-

gressions from one to another, and the turning-points occur at intervals of about six

hours.

13. Having advanced reasons for believing that a regular diurnal variation in the

movements of the atmosphere does really exist, and that it is probably universal, and

having shown, to the extent to which the limited nature of the observations permit, the

probable character of that variation, it may now be shown that the diurnal variation of

the barometer is directly deducible from the wind variation. The best way of showing

this will perhaps be to adopt the suggestions recently made by Hr. Balfour Stewart,

and to suppose the existence of several “ meteorological blockades.” A figure will best

illustrate what is intended (see Plate XXXIV. fig. 15).

Let W E represent the earth’s equator, divided into hourly intervals, and let the

horizontal lines above and below it represent parallels of north and south latitude

respectively. The arrows will then indicate the directions towards which the wind is

blowing at the times at which they are placed, in accordance with the typical curves

fig. 9 and fig. 10. They are marked only for those times when the winds are at one

or other of the four cardinal directions ; but it is to be understood that there is a gradual

progression from one to the other with the time, producing two right-handed rotations

along the parallel of north latitude, and two opposite rotations along the parallel of south

latitude ; and that at the equator the wind gradually dies away to a calm, and is then

succeeded by a wind in the opposite direction, which gradually increases to a maximum.

Let meridian lines be drawn through those times when the meridional variation of the

wind on the parallels of latitude passes through zero, which are about the times when
the longitudinal variation attains its maxima east and west positions ; these lines will

divide the space between the parallels of latitude into four areas, a, b, c, and d, the

boundaries of which may be taken to represent those of four separate blockades. An
inspection of the figure will show that air is flowing out of the areas a and c in all

directions, and flowing into the areas b and d from all directions. A barometer placed

in the area cl or c will therefore show a diminishing pressure, while one placed in the

area b or d will show an increasing pressure.

* Astronomical reckoning.

c 2
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Or we may suppose the figure to represent the winds of a system which revolves

about the earth with the sun from east to west, and hence each place of observation

between the two parallels of latitude will successively pass from west to east through

the various conditions of the several areas. Take, for example, a station situated on the

equator at the time 6 hours ;
air is then flowing towards it from all directions, and con-

sequently at that time the barometer is rapidly rising ; when the place has advanced to,

say, 8 hours, air is still flowing towards it from the north and south, but with a less

velocity than when it was at 6 hours
;

air is also flowing towards it from the east but

leaving it on the west, though less rapidly, and the barometer is still rising, but less

rapidly than at 6 hours
;
when the station has advanced to

9-J
hours air has ceased to

blow towards it from the north and south, and it is importing just as much air from the

east as it is exporting on the west; the barometer is now stationary and has reached a

maximum. When the place arrives at 11 hours, the air has begun to flow outwards

towards the north and south, and more air is leaving it on the west than is blowing

towards it from the east, and in consequence the barometer has begun to fall. At about

13 hours air is leaving the place in all directions and the barometer is falling rapidly,

and continues to fall until the station reaches 16 hours, when air has ceased to flow

from it towards the north and south, and is leaving it on the east at the same rate at

which air is being received from the west ;
the barometer has now reached its minimum

position and is again stationary. As the station advances still further, air begins to

blow towards it from the north and south, and to leave it less rapidly on the east than

it receives air from the west, and the barometer begins to rise; about 19 hours, air is

flowing towards the station from all directions and the barometer is rising rapidly, and

it reaches a second maximum at about 22 hours, when the air has ceased to flow towards

the station from the north and south and is blowing inwards on the east at the same

rate at which it is blowing outwards on the west. From 22 hours to 9^ hours the same

cycle of changes as that which occurs from 9^ hours to 22 hours is repeated, but on a

less extensive scale. The same results will follow for a station situated north or south

of the equator, if it be borne in mind that the north and south winds increase in strength

with the distance of the place from the equator.

It will be observed that the movements of the barometer deduced from the figure

are all in accordance with observation.

14. The curves fig. 9 and fig. 10 are also of some importance, as will presently

appear, when viewed in connexion with the “ law of gyration ” propounded by Pro-

fessor Dove
;

for they will be seen to accord with some of the results of his investigations,

viz. the marked tendency of the wind to rotate in a right-handed direction in the

northern hemisphere, and in the opposite direction in the southern hemisphere.

15. The whole of the wind which blows at Bombay on any particular day may be

regarded as made up of three distinct parts :—1st, that due to the double diurnal varia-

tion of the wind, and which is most persistent in its character
;
2nd, the land- and sea-

breeze, which is also very persistent in all except the monsoon months, June, July,

August, and September ; and 3rd, that wind which remains after the elimination of the
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double diurnal variation and the land- and sea-breeze, and which may be called the daily

normal wind (this wind is the most irregular in direction and variable in velocity).

The mean resultant wind for the whole year is represented by the line C F, fig. 1 *.

When all three winds are blowing normally there will be no rotation of the vane, but

only a diurnal oscillation right and left about the daily normal wind. This is the most

usual condition of the vane. The range of the oscillations will be very small if the

daily normal is very strong, and will increase as the normal diminishes in strength.

But whenever the daily normal wind becomes so small or varies in direction so as to lie

wholly within the diurnal-variation curve, a single right-handed revolution of the vane

will occur on that day, but it will not be a uniform movement all round the compass.

Suppose, for instance, that the daily normal is a north wind of velocity one mile per

hour; and let the thick line C D in fig. 1 represent this normal, then lines drawn

from the point D to any part of the diurnal-variation curve will show the direction

of the vane at the times indicated along the course of the curve and to which the lines

are drawn. It will be observed that the vane will alter its direction very gradually

in the afternoon hours, and rather quickly between 21 and 0 hours; that it will be

almost steady at east from 6 to 9 hours, after which a very rapid movement will take

place, changing its direction 180° in about three hours. Such movements of the

vane are of very frequent occurrence at Bombay during most of the year, but especi-

ally during the month of October, when the daily normal wind has a smaller velocity

than at any other time of the year and is very variable in direction. Professor Dove

pointed out the fact that right-handed rotations of the vane at Bombay were more

numerous in October than in any other month of the year ; and he suggested that the

operation of local causes might account for the excess, but he left the point to the

decision of the observer. The foregoing explanation of right-handed rotations of the

vane throughout the year affords also an explanation of the greater number of rotations

in October, and shows it to be due to the fact that the daily normal winds of that month

are smaller and more variable than in any other month, and therefore lie more frequently

within the diurnal-variation curve. A separate treatment of the daily normal winds, so

as to show their variability at different times of the year, is now in progress, and it

brings out the fact here mentioned very prominently. Further, whenever the land- and

sea-breeze and also the daily normal are simultaneously almost entirely suspended (which,

however, rarely occurs, and never except during the monsoon months), there will be a

double rotation of the vane in one day, the movement round the compass approaching

more and more nearly to uniformity of progression as the land- and sea-breeze and the

daily normal become less and less.

It will be noticed that the daily normals which blow from different directions will all be

differently modified by the superposition upon them of the diurnal variation of the wind

:

* The almost exact coincidence of the direction of the resultant wind for the whole year with that of the

sea-breeze is remarkable
;
and the fact seems to point to the same cause for the origination of one as for the

other, viz. the higher temperature (on the average) of the air over the land compared with that of the air over

the sea. Observations made on the eastern sea-hoard of India will show whether there is any truth in this

conjecture.
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suppose, for instance, that the daily normal is a north wind with a constant velocity

throughout the day of ten miles per hour, and that a diurnal variation like that repre-

sented by fig. 1 is superimposed upon it, then at 21^ hours and 11 hours the vane will

be unaltered, but the wind will be increased in velocity at 21^ hours, and diminished in

velocity at 11 hours, whilst at 74 hours the vane will be deflected furthest to the right,

and at 15-^ hours furthest to the left. A daily normal from the south will be oppositely

affected both with regard to velocity and direction, supposing the observer to face the

wind. Next, suppose that the daily normal is a wind from the west of constant velocity

and of the same strength as before, then at 13 hours and 22 hours the vane will be

unchanged, but the wind will have increased in velocity at the former time and diminished

at the latter; whilst at 18^ hours the vane will be deflected furthest to the right, and

at 74 hours furthest to the left. An east normal wind will be oppositely affected both

as regards direction and velocity. Similarly, for daily normals from other directions,

there will be hours (different for each different normal) when the vane will be unaffected

by the superposition of the diurnal variation, but when the wind will be modified in velo-

city, and other regularly recurring times of the day when each different normal will be

deflected to its extreme right and left positions
;
but these times will not be the same for

any two different normals. Hence arise many apparently fortuitous movements of the

vane, which, however, may be reduced to order by the foregoing method of separation.

16. Having now acquired a knowledge of the nature of the diurnal variation of the

wind at Bombay, and the influence which it exerts on the movements of the vane, it is

evident from an examination of the anemograms that by far the greater part of the right-

handed rotation of the vane at Bombay is due to the diurnal variation of the wind

rather than to a veering round of the daily normal wind ;
and it will be needful to

make a special investigation of the wind records at Bombay, eliminating the effects of the

diurnal variation, before it can be said that they show an excess of “ direct” over “retro-

grade” rotation due to the cause assigned by Professor Dove in his ‘Law of Storms.’

17. The anemograms of the seven British observatories, published in the ‘ Quarterly

Weather Beports of the Meteorological Office,’ show numerous instances in the summer

months of diurnal riqht-handed rotations of the vane similar to those which occur at

Bombay, and very many cases of like diurnal modifications of a daily normal from the

same direction. As instances of the former kind, may be mentioned the anemograms

for Falmouth for the 30th June, 1st and 2nd July, 1869; and of the latter kind those

for Stonyhurst for the 30th June and 1st July, 1869. Such instances appear to show

that a systematic diurnal variation of the wind obtained in the British Isles ; and for the

sake of testing this point, an experimental reduction of fifty of the Falmouth anemo-

grams for days between the 1st April and 2nd September, 1869, has been made. Those

days on which the velocity exceeded 15 miles per hour for the whole day, or a large

portion of it, were rejected as disturbed days. The tabulations and reductions were

made exactly in the same manner as the Bombay observations are tabulated and reduced,

so that the results are strictly comparable with those for Bombay. The results are con-

tained in the following Table, and also graphically represented by fig. 12.
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Table VI.—Mean North or South and East or West components of the Wind at Fal-

mouth for fifty days between the 1st April and 2nd September, 1869, for each hour

of the day, also their mean diurnal variations for the same period.

Falmoutli Civil Hours Oto ]. 1-2. 2-3. 3-4. 4-5. 5-6. 6-7. 7-8.

ST. or S. component 2-9 n. 3 -5 n. 3 8 n. 3-5 n. 4'1 N. 3-5 n. 31 N. 5-8 n.

Variation 2-6 w. 3-2 n. 3 5 n. 32 n. 3-8 n. 3 2 n. 2-8 n. 2-5 n.

E. or W. component 2 0 w. 1-9 w. 1-7 w. 1-3 w. 1-4 w. 0 5 w. 0-8 w. 1-2 E.

Variation I S w. 1-7 w. 1-5 w. . 11 w. 1-2 w. 0 3 w. 0-6 w. 1-4 E.

Falmouth Civil Hours S-9. 9-10. 10-11. 11-12. 12-13. 13-14. 14-15. 15-16.

H. or S. component 1-8 N. 0 2 s. 21 s. 3 3 s. 4'4 s. 4-4 s. 3-9 s. 2-8 s.

Variation 1'5 N. 0 5 s. 2-4 s. 3 6 s. 4-7 s. 47 s. 4-2 s. 31 s.

E. or W. component 2-2 e. 31 e. 4-0 e. 2-8 e. 16 E. 1 -2 E. 0-2 w. 00

Variation 2-4 e. 3-3 e. 42 e. 3-0 e. 1-8 E. 1-4 E. 0-0 0-2 e.

Falmouth Civil Hours 16-17. 17-18. 18-19. 19-20. 20-21. 1-22. 22-23. 23-0.

N. or S. component 2-2 s. 0-8 s. 0-3 n. 1-9 N. 2-2 n. 1-7 N. 2-2 n. 2 5 n.

Variation 2-5 s. 11 s. 00 1-6 N. 1-9 N. 1-4 N. 1-9 N. 2-2 n.

E. or W. component 12 w. 2 0 w. 1-8 w. 2 0 w. 16 w. 2-2 w. 21 w. 20 w.

Variation 1 0 w. 1 '8 w. l'O w. 1-8 w. 1-4 v,’.] 2 0 w. 1-9 w. 1-8 w.

The mean components for the whole period are (ho N. and 02 W.

Considering the small number of observations from which it is deduced, the curve is

a remarkably regular one, and accords in many respects with the typical curve, fig. 9.

The rotation is right-handed
; the morning hours occupy the east side of the curve, the

hours about midday are to the south, and the afternoon hours to the west, while the

midnight hours are crowded together towards the north-west, but there are no definite

indications of a double diurnal rotation. This figure will probably interest many mag-

neticians ; for when it is turned in a right-handed direction through an angle of about 90°

in the plane of the paper, it bears a very striking resemblance to a curve which repre-

sents the mean diurnal variation of the earth’s magnetic force in a horizontal plane at

Greenwich; and which is published in the Greenwich Observations for 1867.

18. The Toronto observations of the wind also show a diurnal variation which rotates

in a right-handed direction. The following results (see Table VII., p. 16) are deduced

from the “ Meteorological Abstracts, Toronto 1854-1859,” Tables LII. and Fill.

Fig. 13 is a graphic representation of this variation, from which it will be seen that

the diurnal variation of the wind at Toronto has similar features to those of the Falmouth

curve, and that it resembles the typical curve (fig. 9) in the same particulars. There is

an absence of any distinct indication of a double diurnal rotation in this case also.
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Table VII.—Mean North or South and East or West components of the Wind at

Toronto for each hour of the day, during the years 1854 to 1859 inclusive, also

their mean diurnal variations for the same period.

Toronto Civil Hours 0 to 1. 1-2. 2-3. 3-4. 4-5. 5-6. 6-7. 7-8.

N. or S. component T65 n. T78 n. 1-78 n. 1-75 n. 1-67 n. 1-66 n. 1-71 N. 1-65 n.

Variation 0 64 n. 077 n. 077 n. 0-74 n. 0-66 n. 0 65 n. 0-70 n. 0 64 n.

E. or W. component 1-53 w. 1-49 w. 1-50 w. 1-42 w. 1-35 w. 1-30 w. 1-43 w. 149 w.

Variation 0-40 e. 0-44 e. 0-43 e. 0-51 e. 0-58 e. 0-63 e. 0-50 e. 0 44 e.

Toronto Civil Hours 8-9. 9-10. 10-11. 11-12. 12-13. 13-14. 14-15. 15-16.

N. or S. component 1-49 n. 102 n. 0-38 n. 0 25 s. 0-59 s. 0-61 s. 0-52 s. 0-00

Variation 0-48 n. 001 N. 0-63 s. 1-26 s. 1-60 s. 1-62 s. 1-53 s. L 07 s.

E. or W. component T65 w. 2 00 w. 2-15 w. 2-36 w. 254 w. 2-64 w. 2 65 w. 2-56 w.

Variation 0-28 e. 0 07 w. 0-22 w. 0-43 w. 0-61 w. 0 71 w. 0 72 w. 0-63 w.

Toronto Civil Hours 16-17. 17-18. 18-19. 19-20. 20-21. 21-22. 22-23. 23-0.

N. or S. component 0-58 n. 085 n. 107 n. 1-23 n. 1-31 N. 1-50 n. T58 n. T58 n.

Variation 0-43 s. 0-16 s. 0 06 n. 0-22 n. 0-30 n. 0-49 n. 0-57 x. 0-57 n.

E. or W. component 2-53 \v. 2-33 w. 2-17 w. 2 04 w. T95 w. 1-85 w. 1-75 w. 1 -64 w.

Variation 0 60 w. 0 40 w. 0 24 w. O il w. 0 02 w. 0 08 e. 018 e. 0-29 e.

The mean components for the whole period are T01 N. and 1*93 W.

19. Now, confining our attention to the northern hemisphere, and supposing the sun

to have no declination, a little consideration will show that a double diurnal variation

of the wind like that represented by fig. 9 cannot subsist in all latitudes, for such a

supposition would lead to a contradiction when the pole was reached
; for it would require

that winds should be found there blowing in opposite directions at the same time, which

is of course absurd. The two influences, however, which produce the two north and

south oscillations in low latitudes may be supposed to exist at the same time even at

the pole, tending to produce motion in opposite directions : the movement produced will

therefore be due to the difference of these influences
;
and as the greater influence is that

which produces the larger oscillation in low latitudes, the result will be a transference

of air across the pole from the hot to the cold hemisphere, or, which is the same thing,

a motion of the air from the sun. It follows that the diurnal variation at the pole will

consist of a single rotation, the diurnal-variation curve being a circle—or, in other words,

a vane placed there and influenced only by this variation will “ veer ” round at the uniform

rate of 15° per hour. If we suppose such a variation to exist at the pole, then in middle

latitudes we should expect to find the diurnal variation of the wind partaking of the

characteristics both of the variation at the pole and that in low latitudes
;
and such
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appears to be the case with the variations given for Toronto and Falmouth : the double

rotation is converted into a single one in both instances ; but the rate of rotation is

decidedly not uniform ,
being much slower during the night than during the day,

although the rate during the day is much slower than in low latitudes. Referring to

the typical curve fig. 9, we see that during the day it rotates through 180° in a little

over 6 hours ;
and from the remarks for St. Helena, it may be inferred that there the

diurnal wind-curve rotates through the same distance in about the same time, whilst at

Falmouth and Toronto the curve rotates during the daytime through 180c
in about 9

hours. At the pole, the curve, as we have supposed it, rotates through 180° in 12 hours.

20. The results deduced from the curves that have been discussed afford a possible,

if not a probable, explanation of the observed excess of “ direct ” rotation of the wind-

vane over “ retrograde ” rotation in the northern hemisphere, and of the opposite excess

in the southern hemisphere ; and it is one that follows directly from the observed move-

ments of the wind. They have therefore some relevance in the discussion of storms ; for

it should be shown that there still remains an excess of direct over retrograde rotation,

after eliminating the effects of the diurnal variation of the wind, before any allowances

are made for “ veering ” of the wind in deducing probabilities of the weather from

observations made at the same hours of successive days
;
whilst they show the small mag-

nitude of allowances that should be made for “ veering” or “backing,” as the case may

be, in connecting observations that are made at different hours of the day ; and by

reducing the number of the movements of the vane for which reasons have still to be

sought, and which would otherwise be misleading, they will increase to some extent the

value of weather probabilities. Some of the foregoing remarks have been made because

the writer has observed that, in an “ inquiry into the connexion between strong winds and

barometric differences ” by the Director of the London Meteorological Office, an allow-

ance of 45° per day has been made for the “veering” of a strong wind, in deducing the

probable wind that would follow a certain barometric difference between two stations,

in accordance with Buys Ballot’s law. The subject appears to be worthy of further

elucidation, prior to the adoption of daily allowances for “ veering ” in future tentative

investigations of a similar nature.

21. In conclusion the writer would say that he makes no pretensions to having framed

a complete explanation of the diurnal variations of the barometer. In their present

stage, he regards the notions he has advanced more as providing a working hypothesis

than as a final solution of the long-vexed question of the barometric tides. As a sug-

gestion, it supplies in some measure a want that has long been felt, in that it points out

a definite line of inquiry which cannot fail, if followed, to be productive of most valuable

results. The fact that the hypothesis undesignedly forms a connexion between two

meteorological phenomena (viz. the diurnal variation of the barometer and that move-

ment of the air which Dove has called the “Law of Gyration”) which have hitherto been

regarded as perfectly independent of each other, and that it simultaneously explains both,

appears to be in its favour
;
and it may be that it contains a germ of truth which, when

fully developed, will form no small addition to the foundations of meteorological science.

MDCCCLXXIII. D
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Postscript.

Since the completion of the above discussion, the Quarterly Weather Report of the

Meteorological Office for the first quarter of 1871, containing the Anemometrical

Results for Sandwick Manse, Orkney, 1863-68, has been received at Bombay. From

Table II. page [36] the mean north and east components for each hour of the day in

the whole period have been extracted. They are as follows :

—

Mean North and East components of the Wind at Sandwick Manse, Orkney, for each hour

of the day from 1863 to 1868, also their mean diurnal variations for the same period.

Sandwick Manse
Hours

Civil
t 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

N. component .... -2-65 -2-67 -2-55 -2-49 -2-34 -2-28 -2-20 -2-29

Variation -0-27 -0-29 -017 -Oil +0-04 +0-10 +0-18 +009

E. component -2-90 -2-85 -313 -304 -2-99 -314 -3 09 -318

Variation +0-27 +0-32 +0-04 +0-13 +0-18 +0-03 +008 -0-01

Sandwick Manse
Hours

Civil

|
8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.

N. component .... -2-39 -2-50 -2-65 -2-74 -2-73 -2-58 -2-33 -2 30

Variation -001 -012 -0-27 -0-36 -0-35 -0-20 +0-05 +008

E. component -2-98 -2 98 -310 -3-49 -3-70 -3-69 -3-92 -3-68

Variation +0-19 +0-19 +0-07 -0-32 -0-53 -0 52 -0-75 -0-51

Sandwick Manse
Hours

Civil
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23.

X. component -211 — 1 90 -1-86 — 1 97 -2-19 -2-40 -2-45 -2-62

Variation +027 +0-48 +0-52 + 0-41 +019 -002 -007 -0-24

E. component -3-51 -3-34 -311 -300 -2-84 -2-82 -2-84 -2-84

Variation -0-34 -017 +006 +0-17 + 0-33 +035 +0-33 +0-33

The mean components for the whole period are N. — 2‘38 and E. — 3T7.

The variation of the north components shows a decided double period having maxima

about 6 and 18 hours and minima about 0 and 12 hours, like the meridional variation

of the wind at Bombay. The variation of the east components is less regular, but the

double period, though not strongly marked, is nevertheless unmistakable in this variation

also. It has a minimum about 14 hours and a maximum about 21 hours, a second

minimum during the early morning hours and a second maximum between 8 and 9

hours, showing it to be of like character to the longitudinal variation of the wind at

Bombay. The combination of these two variations produces a curve (fig. 14) which

possesses the same general features as the typical curve fig. 9.
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Introduction.

The paper which I lay before the Society is an attempt to treat with sufficient osteo-

logical detail an extinct family of Ungulates which had an immense range of distri-

bution and a great variety of forms in the two periods of the earth’s history which

preceded our own. The fate this family has met with at the hands of palaeontologists

is a somewhat sad one, presenting a warning example of the unscientific method that

was paramount in the palaeontology of the Mammalia after the time of Cuvier. With

the exception of England, where the study of fossil Mammalia was founded on a sound

basis, and some glorious exceptions on the continent, we have very few good palaeonto-

logical memoirs in which the osteology of extinct mammals has been treated with

sufficient detail and discrimination ; and things have come to such a pass, that we

know far better the osteology of South American, Australian, and Asiatic genera

of fossil mammals than of those found in Europe. Nearly all fossil Mammalia

which have been described in detail belong to genera that still exist on our globe, or

whose differences from fossil forms are trifling. After the splendid osteological investi-

gations .of Cuvier had revealed to science a glimpse of a new mammalian world of

wonderful richness, his successors have been bent rather on multiplying the diversity of

this extinct creation, than on diligently studying the organization of the fossil forms

that successively turned up under the zeal of amateurs and collectors.

From the year 1828, and even before, when Laizee, Pomel, Croiset, and others began to

give short notices on the Mammalia of Auvergne, mammalian genera and species from this

locality have been multiplied at a prodigious rate, every private collector giving his own

generic and specific names, with no better description than stating the real or supposed

number of teeth, and some phrases as to the general resemblances of the fossil in

question. Others substituted in their short notices other names, while the scientific

work of description did not proceed further than the mere counting of the number of

teeth. This process has given rise to such an utter confusion in the palaeontology of

the extinct Paridigitata, that even now (forty years after the date of the earliest

notices) we are utterly ignorant of the true extent and organization of the Miocene

mammalian fauna of Auvergne, for instance—though materials for a detailed study of

the subject abound in all great public, and many private, collections, the fossils being

very common. No palaeontologist, even of the highest standing, could boast of knowing,

MDCCCLXXIII. E
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in our own time, what Dremothermm, Dorcatherium
,
Elaphotheriim, Gelocus, and so on

really are, what are the bones belonging to each set of teeth (as the names were mostly

given to these last), whether they had horns or were hornless like the Tragulidce
,
and

so on. If we add that German authors described the genera of Paridigitates which were

found and named in France under different names (as Palceomeryx
,
Microtherium

,

Hyotherium
,
and so on), when they came from German localities, the confusion may

he guessed. Having no good descriptions and no figures of the genera noticed in France,

the German authors almost necessarily fell into the mistake of renaming what was

already named. Once named, the genus was allowed to go forth with the short and

wholly insufficient characteristics given to it by the first describer, the impossibility of

adding one’s name after the generic or specific designation seeming to take all interest

from it. And this, moreover, is the best case ; for frequently the same form was

described by another palaeontologist under a different generic name, or, if this was

utterly impossible, a new species was made of it, founded on some difference in size or

other trifling character. Happily, however, a reaction began to set in, one of the first

to head it on the Continent being Putimeyer, who did not confine his study merely to

the teeth of fossil Mammalia, but aimed with brilliant success at a complete investi-

gation of the osteology of the extinct genera and of their affinities with the living

ones. Gaudry’s work on the fossils of Pikenni (the best palaeontological work that has

appeared in France since Cuvier’s ‘ Ossemens Fossiles ’), FrAx\s’s ‘ Fauna von Stein-

heim,’ Alphonse Milne-Edwaeds’s ‘ Oiseaux Fossiles,’ and many others may be cited

as examples to prove that the new tendency has fairly set in and will bear good fruit.

The wide acceptance by thinking naturalists of Darwin’s theory has given a new life

to palaeontological research
; the investigation of fossil forms has been elevated from a

merely inquisitive study of what were deemed to be arbitrary acts of creation to a

deep scientific investigation of forms allied naturally and in direct connexion with those

iioav peopling the globe, and the knowledge of which will remain imperfect and incom-

plete without a thorough knowledge of all the forms that have preceded them in the

past history of our globe.

The foregoing observations are intended only as a sort of apology for the somewhat

minute osteological details into which it seemed to me necessary to enter in my descrip-

tion of the two genera which form the subject of the present memoir ; before, however,

we proceed to the concrete description of their skeleton, it is necessary to offer a few

remarks on the position they hold among other fossil Paridigitata, as it seems to me
that it has not been duly recognized by any previous author.

In all our speculations about the history and origin of the Paridigitata, a paramount

importance has always been ascribed to Anoplotherium
,

as the most ancient form of

the Paridigitate series. Now, seeing the reduced state of the skeleton of AnojglotJierium
,

there cannot be the slightest doubt that this position is an entirely usurped one. How
this state of things originated is easily accounted for. Anoplotlierium had the good

fortune to be found and described by Cuvier, who gave a thoroughly good description
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of its osteology, and, comparing it with some of the living Paridigitates, found that it

and they possess many features in common. The naturalists Avho have ventured to

theorize during the period of purely descriptive science which lies between the time of

Cuvier and the complete revolution caused by Darwin’s great work, looked always at

the accurate and talented description of Cuvier, finding no good materials in the works

of modern palaeontologists from which to draw their means of generalization. As this

absence of detailed descriptions of fossil European Mammalia was prolonged till our

own time, we can understand how, even after the great revolution caused by the publi-

cation of Darwin’s views, all writers that were leading the new movement of evolution,

and trying to apply the theory of descent to our modern Paridigitata, had still to consult

the works of Cuvier to find full and accurate information. There they could find only

Anoplotherium fully described (as the Xiphodon and, especially, Dichobune were verymuch

neglected in the ‘ Ossemens Fossiles’) ; and as it was, moreover, the most ancient form

known, they placed it at the commencement of their pedigrees of Paridigitata. But if

we consider the structure of the feet in Anoplotherium
,
we cannot avoid the conclusion

that this genus is only an exceedingly reduced form, descended from some earlier

Ungulate of the early Tertiary or, more probably, Cretaceous period. Anoplotherium is

clearly the last remnant of a dying-out branch, in no case the progenitor of the wonder-

fully rich and diversified Paridigitata which succeeded it in the Miocene period, and

which became so enormously developed in the Upper Miocene and Pliocene epochs, form-

ing in our own time perhaps one of the most richly developed of animal groups. The

feet of Anoplotherium are so much reduced, presenting only two developed meta-

carpals and metatarsals, with merely rudiments of the lateral toes, which certainly existed

in its ancestors, that we cannot imagine such a reduced form giving rise to Miocene or

even modern Paridigitata, many of which have four completely developed metacarpals

and metatarsals. Besides, it is a very general truth that only those families which

were exuberantly developed in bygone times, presenting many subgenera and a great

variety of specific forms of different size, have had any chance of leaving a progeny

behind them. We see examples of this in some of our recent genera the pedigree

of which is now very completely known. There can be, in my opinion, no reasonable

doubt that the Horse descended from the P'aim'otherium (very probably the Rhinoceros

had the same origin from a Pakeotheroid form, though this is not so certain) ; and see

what immense diversity we find in the Polmotheridm of the Eocene and Miocene epochs.

The quantity of described species of Paloeotherium is only a small fraction of the

quantity that really existed, as every one who looks through a large collection of

Eocene teeth becomes aware. Besides, the PalceotJieridce range in size from P. mini-

mum (known only by its metapodium), not larger than a rabbit, through all inter-

mediate sizes to P. magnum
,
fully as large as our Rhinoceros. We may mention that

the Paloplotherium and Anchilophus belonged also to this group, and are extensively

developed in the Eocene epoch. Only such prolific types, sending branches in all direc-

tions, have any chance of not wholly dying out in the course of time. If, in the struggle
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for existence, through geological changes of climate, slow submergence of continents,

and elevation of the former sea-bottom to the height of the Himalayas, many genera

must have been destroyed, still some one branch may have remained, and by gradual

modification through natural selection, and perhaps by the agency of some other un-

known cause, has given rise to new genera and species better fitted for the changed

circumstances of life.

We see the same truth illustrated in the case of the Tapir, which is the last repre-

sentative of a group extensively developed in the Eocene epoch, as all those genera

known under the names of Pachynolophus, Lopliiodon
,
Hyracotherium

, Pliolojphus be-

longed clearly to the family of Tapirince.

On the contrary, Anojplotherium is exceedingly poor in specific forms, only twro being

known with certainty, without any great difference of size
;
and though future discoveries

may possibly increase the number of species, it is doubtful if ever they were as numerous

as those of other genera which peopled the earth at the same period. In my opinion,

as I shall try to prove further on, the Anoplotherium is an aberrant and very reduced

branch of the early Eocene Paridigitata, which has no direct connexion with the living

ones, and the true line of descent of our Ruminantia must be traced through other

genera of the early Eocene epoch.

If, on the other hand, we turn our attention to the Hyopotamidce
,
it must be con-

fessed that the richness of this family in subgeneric and specific forms ranging through

all sizes is really astonishing ; and we shall be hardly guilty of exaggeration in saying

that the diversity of Hyopotamidce in the Eocene and Miocene times was as great as the

wonderful diversity of the Ruminantia is at the present day. That- this is not fully

acknowledged by palaeontologists is due to the neglect with which this family has been

treated, and which I shall endeavour to repair.

Under the name of Ilyopotamidw I understand all the Eocene and Miocene Paridigi-

tata which had crescentic teeth, with five well-developed lobes on their upper molars.

The family might be termed Anthracotheridce, as the Anthracotherici are among the

most prominent representatives of this group ;
but the Hyopotcimidce being richer in

subgeneric forms, the family may perhaps better bear their name.

The chief character on which the genus Jlyopotamus (under the different names of

Ancodus, Cyclognathus, Bothriodon
)
was founded is the shape of the upper molars, of

greater breadth than length, and having five well-developed crescents or lobes. No
author has mentioned any bones belonging to different sets of teeth, on the real or

supposed differences of which many species were founded. The priority of mentioning

these teeth under the name of Ancodus is claimed by Pomel in his ‘ Catalogue
;

’ but

as he neither gave a good description of them, nor illustrated his short notices by figures,

no palaeontologist has accepted this name, and it may be considered extinct. In fact,

long before Pomel, Cuvier, having received a jaw of this genus from Puy, compared it

with Choerojyotamus and Anthracotherium ;
and as he had only the back molars, he

deemed it unnecessary to separate the new animal from Antliracotherium
,
and designated
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it under the name of Anthracotherium velaunum. In the year 1847, however, Professor

Owen, having received from the Marchioness of Hastings very good materials, as far as

the dentition was concerned, studied with great accuracy the structure of these teeth,

and found in them sufficient characteristic differences to justify their separation from

Anthracotherium under the name of Ilyopotamus. Notwithstanding that one of the

characters on which the distinction was based (the complexity of the upper premolars)

w?as found to be a mistake, these complex teeth being milk-molars and not premolars

of the permanent dentition (see Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. iv. 1848, pi. vii. fig. 6
; p

3

and p
3 are in reality rZ

4 and cl
3

),
still there were other characters which entirely justified

the distinction, as I shall show when we arrive at the description of the teeth. Pro-

fessor Owen gave such a thoroughly good and accurate description of these teeth,

accompanied with plates, that he may be considered the founder of the genus. One

year later, M. Aymard, of Puy, in a footnote to his paper on Entelodon
,
mentioned the

Hyopotamidce from Ronzon (Puy) under the name of Bothriodon
,
as he believed them

different from those described by Professor Owen from Hempstead. But having com-

pared an extensive series of jaws and parts of skulls from both localities, I have been

unable to detect any difference in them, and therefore the fossils from Puy must be

included under the same generic name as those from Hempstead. The only author

who has accepted the genus Bothriodon of Aymard is Professor Gervais, who, in his

‘ Paleontologie Franchise,
’

p. 192, says that the Ilyopotamus is to be distinguished

from Bothriodon ;
but I have not been able to find any reasons adduced in the de-

scriptions of the two genera why Professor Gervais considers them distinct, or on what

characters he has founded his distinction. Notwithstanding the care with which I insti-

tuted my comparison, I could not detect any differences between the Hyopotamidce from

Puy and those from Hempstead
;
and, so far as I can see, their separation into two

distinct genera is entirely unfounded. Professor Gervais has described many portions of

jaws from different localities in France, and has given them different specific names, the

distinction being founded on size and on the fact of their having been found in different

localities. As I reserve the discussion of specific differences for the end of my paper,

I will not enter into the criticism of these doubtful species just now.

In the year 1861, Professor Rutimeyer figured and described, with great accuracy,

some few upper molars of a small Hyopotamoid animal from Egerkingen. These teeth

had, however, been previously referred by H. v. Meyer to a (new genus, Tapinodon.

Professor Rutimeyer had only true molar teeth from Egerkingen, and as they really did

not present any fundamental difference from the Hyopotami of Professor Owen, he

considered them to belong to the same genus. The Egerkingen specimens being very

small, Rutimeyer separated them specifically under the name of Hyopotamus Gresslyi.

This discovery was very important, as it carried the genus into undoubted and even early

Eocene strata*. Then came the discovery of the wonderfully rich Eocene fauna of

* I have no doubt that the small Eocene Hyopotamidce will one day be generically separated from the true

Hyopotami, as known from Puy and Hempstead, as their premolars are somewhat different. I shall not do
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Mauremont, described in two memoirs by Pictet, De la Harpe, and PIumbekt. Here

the Hyopotamidoe were much more numerous than at Egerkingen, and presented a great

variety of size. Among these remains were some specimens identical with those found

at Egerkingen, and they were correctly referred to the Ilyopotamus Gresslyi. The

largest species was said to be identical with Ilyopotamus crispus
,
Gerv.

;
but as Professor

Gekvais, in the second edition of his ‘ Paleontologie Fra^aise,’ referred the Hyo-

potamus crispus to Xiphodon (without any suitable ground, as it seems to me), the

whole matter must be revised once more. I cannot refrain from stating here that, in

their second memoir, Messrs. Pictet and Humbert have mixed jaws belonging to different

animals in a very strange manner. For instance, the upper jaw figured (l. c. plate xxiv.

fig. 3, c
)
as Bhagatherium is in reality a Hyopotamus, and the lower jaw (fig. 2) bears not

the least resemblance to the true Bhagatherium mandible figured in the first memoir,

and, in my opinion, belongs to Hyracotlierium or Anchilophus. In the same paper,

moreover, the two authors have figured and described a very interesting small Paridigitate

mammal, which they called Cainotherium Benevieri

;

but there is not the slightest doubt

that this small Ungulate cannot be referred to the genus Cainotherium. I have stated

before that the chief characteristic distinction of the molars of Hyopotamus
,
as described

by Professor Owen, consists in having five distinctly developed lobes or crescents to their

upper molars. These five lobes or crescents are disposed transversely, three on the

anterior half and two on the posterior half of each upper molar, as may be distinctly

seen in Plate XXXIX. fig. 1. With the exception of Dichodon and Merycopotamus,

all Eocene and Miocene Paridigitata with crescentic teeth had always five lobes on their

upper molars, disposed in the same way as in Ilyopotamus ;
and, so far as we know at

present, the position of the five cusps of the upper molars is reversed only in two very

characteristic genera, two being placed in front and three behind. These two genera

are Hichobune and Cainotherium
,
which also by their osteological characters seem to

stand in a very near and direct relation. Every mammalogist is aware how constant are

the dental characters in large groups of Mammalia
;
and if I state that such different

genera as Camelopardalis
,
Camelus

,
Cervus

,
and Bos show less amount of difference in the

structure of their upper molars from one another * than exists between the molars of

Cainotherium Benevieri and the Cainotheria from Auvergne, every one will readily admit

that the so-called Cainotherium Benevieri
,
in which the five cusps of the upper molars

are disposed in the same way as in all Hyopotamoids (three in front and two behind),

cannot be put into the same genus with the true Cainotheria
,
in which the disposition

of the cusps is reversed—two in front and three behind. (Messrs. Pictet and

Humbert noticed this difference in their description, but they did not consider it im-

portant enough for a generic distinction.) The upper premolars show also some

this in the present paper, as I hope to collect more ample materials, not only for the dentition, hut also the

skeleton of the Eocene Hyopotomidce.

* Professor Owen in Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. iv. p. 111.
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differences from the true Cainotlieria, and the lower molars even more. If we consider

each lower molar as composed of four parts, two crescents on the outer side and two pillars

closing the crescents on the inner side (Plate XXXIX. figs. 8-12, ac,pc
,
ap,pp), then we

may state that, in the true Cainotlieria from Auvergne, the back part of each posterior

inner pillar is a little prolonged backwards into a small additional cusp
; this prolonga-

tion is especially marked on the inner side of the last inferior molar, making the pos-

terior additional talon of this tooth quite double. This difference may be clearly seen

in comparing a lower jaw of a Cainotherium from Auvergne with the enlarged figures of

Pictet (‘ Eaune siderolitique,’ plate xxvi. fig. 9, c). By all these characters the Caino-

therium Henevieri, Piet., differs from the true Cainotlieria, and agrees entirely with

the Eocene Ilyopotamidce figured by Butimeyee and by Pictet himself. Therefore the

Cainotherium Henevieri cannot remain in the genus in which it was put by Pictet,

but must be arranged with the rest of the Eocene Ilyopotamidce, as Hyopotamus

Henevieri *

.

I cannot refrain from stating that, in my opinion, the five-lobed character of the upper

molars is of a too general value to be used for generic distinction. In fact all the

Eocene and Miocene Paridigitate genera (with crescentic teeth) have five-lobed upper

molarsf, and therefore this character is as unfit for generic distinction, in this large

assemblage of animals, as the fact of having four-lobed molars would be found unfit if

we tried to apply it to the living Euminantia ;
it is of too general a nature, all living

Buminantia having four-lobed upper molars.

In such cases where the true molars present too great a uniformity for furnishing

good distinctive characters, the shape of the premolars may be of great use, as was well

shown by Professors Butimeyer and Hensel, in reference to Suina and Buminantia.

And, in fact, if we compare the premolars of the Eocene Ilyopotamidce figured by Pictet

and Humbert, Hyopotamus Gresslyi, II. Henevieri, and even his II. crispus (/. c. plate

xxiv. fig. 11), we shall see that all these Eocene Ilyopotamidce, though of such different

size, agree together in the shape of their premolars, while they differ by the same cha-

racter from the true Miocene Ilyopotamidce from liempstead and Puy. As I hope soon

to collect materials for a description not only of the dentition but even of the skeleton

of these Eocene species, I will not enter further into this matter here, and I will only

state that, by comparing the figures of Pictet with my plates, the reader will perceive

that the premolars of all the Eocene Ilyopotamidce are, so to say, more ruminant-like:

this is especially the case with premolars p
2 and p

3
;
they are considerably more elongated

and not so high as in the Hyopotamus and Antliracotherium. Besides, I suspect from

some bones seen in the collection in Lausanne, and especially from a metatarsal of

Hyopotamus (
Cainotherium

) Henevieri figured by Pictet (/. e. plate xxvii. fig. 2), that

some, if not all, of the Eocene Ilyopotamidce were didactyle, at least the metatarsal

* The Eocene Cainotherium Courtoisi from Yaucluse is identical with C. Henevieri, and therefore must

share its fate, and he united to the Hyopotamidee.

f Except Diclwdon and Merycopotamus.
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figured by Pictet belonged undoubtedly to an Ungulate with only two metatarsals.

At all events, these Eocene Hyopotamidce seem to form a separate group ; and as soon

as their organization is better known, they will certainly be generically separated from

the true Hyopotami. As the matter now stands, however, this Hyopotamus
(
Cainothe-

Hum
)
Henevieri is the smallest representative of the family, being hardly larger than a

good-sized rat ; the Hyopotamus Gresslyi had perhaps the size of our recent Tragulidce.

Between these small Hyopotami and the largest Hyopotamus bovinus, Ow., we have all

the intermediate sizes distinguished as separate species’under the names of Hyopotamus

porcinus, Gerv., crispus, borbonicus, velaunus, Aym., leptorhynchus, platyrhynchus, vec-

tianus, Ow., and finally bovinus. All these numerous species were, for the most

part, founded merely on real or supposed differences in the size of the true molars,

no author having figured or described any other part of the skeleton. Now, as every

naturalist is aware, there can be no worse method of specific distinction than size,

especially in richly developed families. Take our living Ruminantia, imagine them

to be extinct, and some future palaeontologist trying to give them generic and

specific names by the characters of their upper and lower molars. I do not think he

could arrive at any thing approaching truth. We may certainly form a large series

of ruminant molars, entirely similar in shape, and ranging in size from the small

Antilope pygmcea to the largest Antelopes and Bovidae*, and then distribute all this

assemblage of teeth into different species according to size ;
but the scientific value

of such species would be indeed very doubtful. Still this is what we see constantly

done in palaeontology. In my opinion, we have, in most cases, not the least chance of

hitting right in establishing specific distinctions on fossil remains; and most of the

published species of extinct animals are certainly only productions of our palaeonto-

logical methods of inquiry, which had no real distinction whilst living. On the other

hand, it is just possible that the real number of so-called distinct species was greater

than we can distinguish by fossil remains ; at all events we have very little security that

most of our specific distinctions correspond to the real state of things which existed in

past geological time. Seeing the impossibility of arriving at any thing like an accurate

knowledge of the specific distinction of extinct forms, it would be much more profitable

to science ifwe were to give a pretty large range, as far as size is concerned, and concentrate

all our discriminating powers on such characters as are really organic and fundamental, and

may be taken as a basis for generic or subgeneric distinction. To found a new genus,

a palaeontologist is required to adduce some good reason for doing so; he is obliged to

point out some organic difference, and this leads to a more complete study of the fossil

forms; while the laxity with which we regard species requires, in a great majority of

cases, no other reason than the phrase “ this tooth seems to me to be specifically distinct

from one already described,” and a new name is formed which goes to the large

number of others uselessly obstructing the science. Every one who has tried to ascer-

* The upper molars of some Ruminantia sometimes present distinctive characters in the form of additional

pillars, but these are often present or absent in widely different forms.
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tain the true organization of extinct types, and who is aware of our ignorance in this

respect, will concur with my statement, that if, from the beginning of mammalian

palseontology, all specific distinctions had been disregarded, and only the generic forms

had been studied in detail, we should know much more about the extinct creation than

we do now. The family of Ilyopotamidce may also serve as an instance of the unscientific

methods which are paramount in palaeontology. During the twenty-five years that the

genus has been introduced to science, we have contrived to make more than ten species

out of it ; while nobody has ever cared to ascertain what its organization really was, and

not a single bone has been figured up to this day.

This was the state in which I found our knowledge respecting Hyopotamus
,
when I

determined to study it more completely than had been done heretofore. I knew that

the principal collections, containing large materials for the study of this genus, were

at Puy in Central France and in the British Museum. My kind friend Professor

Gaudry, of Paris, gave me letters of introduction to M. Aymard, who is the possessor

of the largest collection in Puy, and to M. Bobert, Director of the public museum of

the same town. I met with the most cordial reception from both these gentlemen;

M. Aymard especially, with the utmost liberality, placed the riches accumulated by

him, during thirty years of diligent collecting, entirely at my disposal, and allowed me
to make casts from every specimen I liked. This permission, which is so seldom

accorded by private collectors, Avas of immense value to me, as my Plates could not be

drawn at Puy, but had to be made in London. The same facility Avas afforded me by

M. Bobert; and I take the opportunity of expressing my Avarmest thanks to both these

gentlemen. My thanks are also due to the artist, M. Pellegrini, in Puy, Avho made

my casts, sparing no time and taking much trouble, the specimens from Avhich the casts

Avere taken being generally exceedingly brittle.

I found in the collection of M. Aymard a large quantity of bones, Avhich enabled me to

get a complete conception of the skeleton of the interesting genus described in this paper.

The bones proved that the Hyopotamus Avas one of the extinct Paridigitata Avith cres-

centic teeth, and had four completely developed digits on the fore and hind legs. The

size of the teeth and bones enabled me to distinguish tAvo or three species, as had been

previously supposed by M. Aymard. From Puy I came to London, Avhere, by the kind

permission of Professor Owen and Mr. Waterhouse, the bones of the Hyopotamus con-

tained in the collections of the British Museum Avere placed at my disposal. The jaAVS

and bones from Hempstead, part of Avhich Avere described by Professor Oa\ten in 1848

(Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.), proved to be entirely identical with those found at Puy
; so

that the name of Bothriodon, which Avas applied to teeth and bones found at Puy, under

the impression that they AArere distinct from those found at Hempstead, could not be

retained, and the priority remains Avith the name Hyopotamus given by Professor Oaven

to specimens from Hempstead. But, besides the bones from Hempstead, I found in

the British Museum a number of Avell-preserved long bones, some metacarpals and

metatarsals, as Avell as a Avell-preserved tarsus, Avhich came from HordAvell from a true

MDCCCLXXI1I. F
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Eocene becl, and were supposed to belong to Hyopotamus boviuus, under which deter-

mination they were placed in the Museum. At first I thought that these bones might

really have belonged to the Hyopotamus bovinus, though the British Museum possessed

no teeth of this genus from Hordwell. The long bones from Hordwell were strikingly

similar to the Hyopotamus bones from Hempstead and from Puy
; the calcaneus, astra-

galus, and phalanges Avere so entirely similar to Hyopotamus bones from these two

localities, that it seemed impossible to doubt their generic identity. What looked very

convincing also was the shape of the last, or ungual, phalanges. These ungual phalanges

are very peculiar in the Hyopotami from Hempstead and from Puy
; they resemble

somewhat a large and thick human nail, and we know not a single living or fossil

Ungulate having such peculiar ungual phalanges; however, even in this the animal

from Hordwell entirely resembled the Hyopotamus. But the metacarpals and meta-

tarsals of the Hordwell animal proved very different from any thing found at Hempstead

or in Puy
;
they were considerably larger, and their shape was altogether different ; the

section was much more round, and the inferior or distal ends proportionately thicker.

At first I could not find any plausible reason why the animal from Hordwell, being so

similar to the Hyopotamus in all the long bones of the skeleton, should present this

very striking difference in the shape of the metacarpals and metatarsals. But gradually,

as I grew more familiar with all the peculiarities of these bones, and after having com-

pared them with a large series of metacarpals and metatarsals of extinct and living

Paridigitata, it became quite clear that the animal from Hordwell, although so similar

in all its long bones with the Hyopotamus from Puy and Hempstead, differed widely

from this genus in having only two metacarpals and metatarsals, and not four—being in

fact didactyle, like the Anoplotherium. As we have never yet found at Hordwell a

complete fore or hind foot in its natural connexion, I was very cautious in drawing my
inferences from scattered and mostly broken bones ; but the study of the relat ions of

the carpal and metacarpal, and especially tarsal and metatarsal bones, gave altogether

the same result ; indeed there was no possible doubt that the animal from Hordwell

could not have more than two complete digits to its fore and hind foot. Unfortunately

I could not find any teeth belonging to the new animal whose almost entire skeleton was

before me. The only authority who has noticed Hyopotamus teeth from a deposit in

Hampshire is Professor P. Gervais. In his ‘ Paleontologie Frantjaise,’ while speaking

of Hyopotamus (p. 191), he tells us of having met Hyopotamus teeth, similar to those

described by Professor Owen, in the collection of Bowerbank ;
“ they came from a fresh-

water stratum in Hampshire.” As the bed in which the bones of the new didactyle

animal were found at Hordwell has really an outcrop in the New Forest, I suspect that

the teeth seen by M. Gervais really came from this bed. However, the absence of

these teeth, though much to be regretted, is not an obstacle to a complete knowledge

of the new genus. The classification of Paridigitata is based entirely on osteological

characters ; and as nearly all the bones of the new animal from Hordwell are known, it

is perfectly characterized, and, in my opinion, much better than many genera of which
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only the dentition is known. Besides, we must not forget that the Hyopotamidce
,
as

proved by the fauna of Mauremont and Egerkingen, are a true Eocene family ; and the

presence of a large representative of this family in the Tapper Eocene of England is a

very natural occurrence. I stated before that, even in the Mauremont and Egerkingen

fauna, some of the Hyopotamidce seem to have been didactyle
;
and we may take this

as pretty certain as regards the small Hyopotamus Uenevieri. The new didactyle animal

from Hordwell is only a larger representative of these Eocene didactyle Hyopotamidce

;

and we may expect that when its dentition is completely known it will very probably

resemble that of the Eocene Hyopotarni as found at Mauremont and at Egerkingen,

.and differ by its more ruminant-like premolars from the true llyopotami which occur

at Hempstead and in Puy. The presence of didactyle genera in Eocene deposits,

while we find tetradactyle genera belonging to the same family in the Miocene, is no

objection to the theory of descent as it is often argued by the adherents of the

special creation hypothesis. The primary stock was undoubtedly tetra- or even penta-

dactyle ; and under the incessant tendency to greater reduction and simplification of the

limbs, which we witness in all Ungulata without exception, there were given off side

branches which reached this utmost reduction of the limbs in the Eocene and became

extinct, while the original unreduced stock continued to live till the Miocene period.

A similar case may be imagined in relation to the recent Suinee. There is no doubt

that the Dicotylidce represent one of the most advanced and reduced branches of the

family of Suina
;
they practically reach nearly the same state of reduction of their limbs

as the didactyle genera, their lateral digits being only useless appendages, having no

importance for locomotion. Imagine that, by some geological change, the Dicotyles

should become extinct in South America, while other continents should continue to be

peopled by unreduced typical Suina : in this supposed case we should have an extinction

of the filial branch, while the parent stock would continue to live and flourish. In the

same manner I have little doubt that the didactyle Hyopotamidce found at Hordwell

and Mauremont descended from a tetradactyle stock, which very probably presented the

same structure of the skeleton as we find it in the Miocene Hyopotamidce from Puy and

Hempstead*. And though the didactyle genus is found in strata older than those

which gave us such complete materials for the restoration of the tetradactyle Hyopota-

midce
,
still, seeing the similarity of their skeleton, we may consider the didactyle genus

from Hordwell as a reduced descendant of a form very similar in its skeleton to the

llyopotami of Puy and ITempstead.

Having ascertained the existence of this reduced representative of the family of the

Hyopotamidce
,
I could not, in view of the difference in the number of digits, permit

the new form to remain in the genus Hyopotamus

;

and though I strongly object to the

creation of new names, there is no help for it in this case, and a new generic division

must be made to receive the didactyle Hyopotamoid from Hordwell, as well as similar

forms which may turn up in the future. As the chief distinction of this genus is its

* The probability is converted nearly into complete certainty if we consider that the reduced didactyle genus

presents rudiments of two additional digits, the second and fifth.
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didactylity, I propose to name it Diplopus, and to add to the special form found at Hord-

well the name of M. Aymard, who has contributed so much towards the advance of our

knowledge of this extinct group. I will therefore describe the animal from Hordwell

under the name of Diplopus Aymardi.

From the point of view of pure descriptive osteology, it would be perhaps better to

describe the Hyopotamus from Hempstead and Puy and the Diplopus from Hordwell

separately. I have been prevented, however, by many reasons, from following this course,

and I have preferred to give a comparative description of both genera: as the number of

my Plates was limited, I could not figure ail the bones belonging to both ; and in

the case of entirely similar bones, I gave preference to those which were better preserved.

The present paper contains only the description of the long bones of the skeleton and

of the limbs. I hope soon to be ready with the description of the vertebrae, skull, and

dental characters. My best thanks are due to the officers connected with the Osteo-

logical and Geological Departments of the British Museum, as every thing which could

in any way favour my studies was accorded in the most liberal way. My special grati-

tude is due to Mr. William Davies, of the Geological Department, to whose kindness

and the interest he has taken in my work I owe very much. I am indebted to him for

many valuable suggestions, and for the unremitting kindness with which he assisted me
in looking over and over again through the rich stores of fossil remains contained in

the galleries of the National Collection, and for aiding me in my comparisons in every

possible way.

The Bones of the Skeleton.

The Scapula (Plate XXXV. fig. 1, •§- nat. size).—This is a bone that has generally the

least chance of being preserved fossil, owing to its flat shape and consequent thinness.

Happily, however, thanks to the excellent method by which the bones from Hordwell were

collected by Mr. Keeping, we have now in the British Museum, besides several detached

fragments, a complete right scapula* from Hordwell, which belonged to the didactyle

animal named by me Diplopus Aymardi. The chief characteristic of this fossil scapula is

its enormous breadth compared with the antero-posterior length. No living Ungulate

shows us such a broad scapula, the nearest approach to it being made perhaps by the

scapula of Hippopotamus. Among the fossil Ungulata, the Anoplotherium (Blainville,

Ost. Anopl. pi. iii.) comes even nearer to it, by the broad expanse of the horizontal

part and by the large acromial process
; there is, however, a marked difference between

the two in the shape of the glenoid cavity, which is very oval in Anoplotherium and

nearly circular in Diplopus. The coracoid process is not very prominent, but larger

than in the recent Suinse ; it is separated from the glenoidal fossa by a slight notch,

retreats a little backwards, and does not reach the level of the inner margin of the

fossa. The fossa glenoidea is moderately deep, with a sharp margin raised all round.

The spine of the scapula is very high and sharp, set very obliquely on the horizontal

* As many bones -were drawn without mirror (not reversed), it may happen that some of them described as

right may be really left in the original. I shall, however, adapt my descriptions to the Plates, and describe the

bones as they appear in the drawing.
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part, and inclined to the outer side; its upper margin is rugose, but presents no

flattening or expansion, as in many Ungulates of the Imparidigitate series. The pars

acromialis is produced forwards in the same way as in Anoplotherium
,
the Camelidce

,

and most Ruminants, hut never in Pigs, where the spine rises very slowly from the neck

backwards without any trace of an acromial process. The rising of the spine above

the surface in Ilyopotamus commences at a distance of 30 millims. from the glenoidal

border; but the acromion is so produced forward that it reaches nearly to the level of

the glenoidal cavity, overarching the neck of the bone. The supraspinous is a little

smaller than the infraspinous fossa, but the difference is not important.

In considering the very great breadth of the scapula of Ilyopotamus
,
we must not

forget that all Ungulatahave a very large upper cartilaginous border, which is wanting

in our fossil : the scapula figured by me belonged to a young individual
; and we may

safely infer that by the gradual ossification of the cartilaginous upper margin, the

breadth would not be so disproportionate to its length as it is now. On the outer side

of the neck of this scapula we see a pretty deep and large elongated fossa, found also on

two other broken specimens. In general shape this fossil scapula agrees most with

the scapula of Hippopotamus
,
by its great breadth and by the production of the acromial

extremity of the spine, in which respect it also closely approaches some ruminants.

With the Suinte, however, we find no relation at all ;
and I particularly insist on this

point, as, owing to the poorness of the Paridigitate types in our recent fauna, we are

very apt, whilst studying fossil Mammalia with unreduced skeleton, to find resemblances

with Suinge even where they are very slight, just because the pig has one of the most

complete (unreduced) skeletons among the living Ungulata.

Unfortunately I could not find in the collection of M. Aymard, nor in that of the

Puy Museum, a scapula of Ilyopotamus.

Dimensions of the Scapula of Hiplopus AymardL
millims.

Height of the articular fossa 34^

Transverse breadth of the articular fossa 37

Height of the spine 31

Transverse breadth, including the coracoid process ... 57

Breadth of the neck 47

Largest transverse diameter 190

Whole length 218

This was written and my Plates were drawn in London in the summer ;
but having in

November last paid another visit to Puy, in order to examine the collection of Mr. Vinay,

which I was prevented from seeing on my first visit, I found there a very good speci-

men of the scapula of Hyopotamus. The upper margin of the bone was broken, and

only about two thirds remained entire; the spine of the scapula was preserved, although its

acromial part was broken
; and I could not ascertain if it was prolonged forwards in
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the same manner as in the scapula of Diplopus. My paper and Plates being already

finished, I could not give a figure of this new specimen, and shall try to supply the

want of it by a few explanatory remarks.

The scapula in the collection, of Mr. Vinay belonged evidently to the largest species

of Hyopotamus found at Puy, and in size equalled the scapula of Diplopus figured

in Plate XXXY. The general aspect of this new specimen presented a great simi-

larity to the one figured from Hordwell ; beginning from the neck, the bone broadened

rapidly to its upper and broken extremity, and acquired the same remarkable breadth

which is so conspicuous a feature of the scapula of Diplopus. The spine of the scapula

was also very oblique, inclining outwards as in the scapula figured in Plate XXXV.
The fossa glenoidea had precisely the same exceedingly circular outline as is seen in

the figured scapula; the coracoid process did not project much, and was recurved in

the same characteristic manner. On the outer margin of the neck, however, where

I found a deep fossa in Diplopus
,
the scapula from Puy presented only a flattening.

In general the resemblance was as great as could be between two animals belonging to

the same family but to different genera.

The Humerus.—I have been able to study many specimens of humeri belonging to

liyopotamus from the Isle of Wight, as well as from Puy, but unfortunately not a single

complete one. As is generally the case with fossil humeri, their upper or proximal head,

being very spongy, is destroyed during the process of fossilization, while the distal extre-

mity is well preserved. Compared with a humerus from Hordwell, the humeri from Puy

and Hempstead proved entirely similar to it ;
and as the Hordwell specimen, belonging

to Diplopus
,
was the best preserved, I have figured it on Plate XXXVI. fig. 4, and

my description of this humerus will apply equally well to both genera. As mentioned

before, the proximal heads were broken in all specimens ; but seeing the Anoplotheroid

affinities presented by the distal extremity, we may presume that the proximal head also

resembled rather the Anoplotherium than the Suidse. In the first genus, as far as can be

judged by a crushed Anoplotherium humerus in the British Museum, the great tuberosity

did not overarch the bicipital groove so much as it does in Pigs and the Hippopotamus.

We may, to a certain extent, infer the lesser overarching of the great tuberosity by

marking the course followed by the crista anterior descending from this tuberosity,

and which in liyopotamus runs in the middle of the anterior surface of the humerus

(fig. 4), and not so much on the inner side of it as in Suina. The deltoid ridge meets the

crista anterior a little higher up than in Anoplotherium
,
nearly as in the Hog

;
and at the

point of their meeting we see a conspicuous rugose flat surface for muscular attachment.

The shaft of the humerus belonging to the Diplopus is very stout, thicker transversely

than the humerus of a Reindeer, and much stouter hi antero-posterior depth. The

transverse section is not so regularly oval, but much more triangular than in Pigs or

Ruminants, with the apex of the triangle turned forwards.

The inferior extremity of the humerus is very unlike that of any existing Ungulate,

and presents a good intermediate form between the humerus of Anoplotherium and that
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of the Suina. As this inferior extremity of the humerus seems to me a very important

part, especially as showing the modifications which a bone may undergo in adaptation

to different conditions of life and organization, I must describe it at length.

Looking at the distal extremity of the humerus in the two series of fossil Ungulata,

we shall see that its shape is at first exceedingly and typically different in Paridigitata

and Imparidigitata. In the oldest Imparidigitata, as Palceotherium
,
and even in the

living Rhinoceros, the distal extremity of the humerus is quite hourglass-shaped—that

is, it looks as if two truncated cones were joined together by their apices. At the point

of meeting we have a middle groove, from which the two horizontal cones thicken

gradually in both directions, inwards and outwards. As we have every reason to

suppose that Anoplotherium is the descendant of a very old type of Paridigitata, we may

look to its humerus as giving us the typical form of the distal extremity of this bone

in old Paridigitata. Now the distal extremity of the humerus of Anoplotherium is

totally different from what we have seen in Palceotherium

;

the difference may be best

imagined if we say that in lieu of the middle groove, where the two cones meet, we

find in Anoplotherium a round bulging, which goes all round the distal extremity of the

humerus (see Blainville, Ost. Anopl. pi. iii.). This middle bulging is very characteristic of

all mammals in which the humerus is very movable upon the two bones of the antibra-

chium—so in Man, in most Carnivora, and in those liodents which use their fore paws as

hands. With the reduced mobility of the humerus upon the antibrachium, we remark

a concomitant change in its distal extremity
;
the middle bulging recedes gradually to

the outer half of this extremity and becomes much sharper, till at last, in animals with

greatly reduced limbs whose humeri are fitted only for a simple sliding movement in

one vertical plane (as in our modern Ruminants, and in some Rodents, as Hares), this

round bulging of the Anoplotherium is reduced to a sharp ridge, which enters deeply

into a corresponding groove on the proximal extremity of the radius (which must

necessarily be adapted to all the modifications of the humerus). It is exceedingly

interesting to follow this gradual modification, step by step, through all the inter-

mediate stages presented by the Clicerotherium of Lartet, the Hyomoschus crassus
,
to our

modern Ruminants, whose humeri show, instead of the Anoplotheroid bulging, an

exceedingly sharp ridge fitting closely into a corresponding groove of the radius, and

preventing any other movements save those in one vertical plane. It is interesting to

notice that we see the same change going on in the Imparidigitata, though their

starting-point, from the simple hourglass-shaped form of the humerus of the Palceo-

theridee
,
is so different. In this series a rising appears gradually on the outer half-cone

:

in Palceotherium medium
; this rising goes on increasing with the gradual reduction

of the free movements of the fore limb in Anchitherium and Ilipparion
,

till it reaches

the state iii which we now find it in the Horse ; and in this last the distal extremity of

the humerus is nearly like that presented by Ruminants ; but as I have discussed this

case in my memoir on Anchitherium *, I will not return to it in this place.

* Mem. Acade'mie cle St. Petersbourg, 1S73.
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In the humerus of Hyopotamus and Diplopus the middle Anoplotheroid bulging

(Plate XXXVI. fig. 4, a) is much lowered, showing a step toward the condition seen in

Pigs, in which it is raised into a very slight eminence. The inner margin of the humeral

extremity (fig. 4, h) is produced a little downwards, but much less so than in Anoplo-

therium. The supinator ridge is not prominent, though its rugose surface testifies to

the attachment of strong muscles. There is a very large intercondyloid perforation (c),

into which the olecranon entered deeply, as in modern wild hogs. The breadth of the

articular surface is very great comparatively to the transverse diameter of the whole

distal extremity of the humerus. The humerus figured in Plate XXXVI. fig. 4 belonged

to the didactyle form, Diplopus Aymardi

;

it is from Hordwell : besides this humerus I

had many specimens from Puy and Hempstead ; and as the two genera are confined to

their respective localities, the Diplopus to Hordwell and the Hyopotamus to Puy and

Hempstead, there is no danger of intermixing their fossil remains. The humeri of

different size, which belonged to the tetradactyle Hyopotamus
,
are entirely similar to

the one figured
;
the only difference which may be noticed consists in the fact that the

distal articular surface is relatively larger in the Diplopus than in Hyopotamus
,
as seen

by the fact that in the three humeri of nearly equal size measured by me, the breadth of

the articular surface is 42 millims. in Diplopus, and only 32 and 35 in two humeri of

Hyopotamus.

Dimensions of the Humerus.

Diplopus
Aymardi.
(Eig. 4.)

Hyopotamus.

Hordwell. Hempstead. Puy.

Largest transverse diameter of the distal extremity 541 55 54
Transverse breadth of the articular surface 42 35 32
Vertical height, articular surface, internal border (b) 32 31 28
Vertical height, articular surface, external border 24 23 221
Vertical height at the middle groove (a) 23 21 20'

Transverse diameter of the shaft (inf. 4) 28 22 20
Antero-posterior diameter 39 271

The Ulna.—The antibrachium of Hyopotamidce consisted of two completely separate

bones, and there is no trace of their having been immovably connected together, as in

nearly all living Ungulates. I had several specimens of this bone from Puy, and from the

English localities of Hempstead and Hordwell ;
all, however, were more or less broken,

save a splendid specimen from Hordwell in the British Museum. This right ulna (Plate

XXXVI. fig. 1) fits the humerus figured in the same Plate (fig. 4) as exactly as if it came

from the same individual. I will give the description of this complete specimen, and

state the differences it presents from other ulna? from Puy ; the complete specimen figured

in Plate XXXVI. belonged to the didactyle Diplopus. The shape of this bone in our

didactyle genus is very striking from its extreme flatness and breadth ; it is much arched

forwards, and this curvature reminds one of the ulna of Suina?. At the upper part we see a
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very large and broad olecranon, which differs slightly from living Ruminants and Pigs by

its greater transverse breadth, and by the more projecting hook of the fore part, which

entered deeply into the intercondyloid perforation (fig. 4, c) of the humerus. The fossa

sigmoidea is uninterruptedly united on the inner side to the radial facet, while its outer

part presents a deep ecliancrure. The outer radial facet of the ulna is not united to

the fossa sigmoidea in the Dijilopus, though it is so in the smaller Hyojpotamus from

the Isle of Wight and from Puy (fig. 2, or). Both articular facets for the radius are

nearly in one plane, whilst in Ruminants the outer facet projects much more forwards

than the inner. The section of the ulna of Diplojpus gives us a figure like a fiat or low

triangle, not quite regular on its external border. The posterior surface (Plate XXXVI.
fig. l",y>) of the ulna is the large basis of the triangle

;
the obtuse apex (a) presents a

rugose ridge, seen in fig. 1', running on the fore part of the ulna, and by which it is pressed

against the radius
;
the sides of the ulna are inclined planes, uniting the extremities of

the base to the apex. Just below the second third of its length the three planes of the

triangular ulna begin to narrow whilst descending to the distal extremity, which retains

the same triangular outline. The inferior extremity is cut nearly at right angles by the

facet for the outer bone of the carpus.

If we compare smaller ulnae from Puy and the Isle of Wight we shall see some dif-

ferences not only in the shape of the sigmoid fossa, but likewise in the transverse section

of the ulna. In some of the ulnae, like the one figured from Puy (fig. 2), the lower and

fore part of the fossa sigmoidea is much produced forwards, forming a sort of prominent

bridge between the inner and outer radial facets of the ulna ; the production of this

connecting bridge creates a deep fossa in the middle of the anterior surface of the ulna.

Having examined this part of the ulna in a large number of recent Suina, I found it

very variable, and therefore cannot lay too great a stress upon it in the Hyopotamidce.

But besides this, the ulnae from Hempstead and Puy, belonging undoubtedly to Hyo-

jpotamus
,
have a very different horizontal section, and they are by no means so much

flattened as the ulna of the Diplopus

;

this difference is most clearly seen by comparing

the horizontal sections of both ulnae taken about the middle of the bone. The species

from Puy have a much deeper and sharper posterior edge (fig. 2', ^), which is nearly

absent in the Diplopus. Unfortunately I have not found a single entire ulna of the

Hyopotamus
,
though I have seen a large number of broken specimens from Pay and the

Isle of Wight. Comparing these broken ulnae with the one figured, I found some

notable differences in details, which will be clear to the reader by comparing the figure

of a part of the ulna from Puy and its transverse section (figs. 2 & 2') with that of the

ulna from Hordwell (figs. 1 & 1'). The differences extended further than the shape of

the sigmoid cavity, as the following Table of measurements will show.

MDCCCLXXIII. G
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Dimensions of the Ulna.

• Diplopus

(%• 1,

Plate XXXVL).

Hyopotamus.

Puy (Plate XXXVI. fig. 2). Hempstead.

Total length along the curvature 270
Posterior chord 254
Greatest breadth at the radial facets 32 30 26 25 30
Breadth at the middle 33 18 17
Antero-posterior diameter (at radial facets).

.

22 24 23 25 30
Antero-posterior diameter (middle) 12 19 . . 20
Transverse breadth, inferior extremity 16
Antero-posterior diameter, inferior extremity ni
Antero-posterior diameter from the point 1 43

•

Aa
of olecranon to the posterior surface . . .

. J

The distal end of the ulna of Diplopus is triangular, with a slightly excavated tri-

angular facet for the pyramidale of the carpus. I have not the pisiform bone; but as

there is no facet on the posterior side of the distal end of the ulna, this bone probably

did not articulate with the ulna, but exclusively with the pyramidale.

The great difference in the horizontal sections of the ulnse of both genera (fig. 1" and

fig. 2', Plate XXXVI.) is produced by the great flattening of the ulna of the didactyle

Diplopus. The section of the ulna of a hog taken in the middle will give nearly the

same figure as the section of the Hyojyotamus ulna (fig. 2'). The same letters mark the

corresponding parts in both sections. As an instance of a greatly compressed ulna, I

may adduce the ulna of Hyomoschus

;

it is so compressed laterally that its antero-

posterior depth is ten times as large as the transverse breadth
;
and the whole bone, from

its radial articulation downwards, looks like a knife-blade with its sharp edge turned

forwards towards the radius.

The Radius (Plate XXXVI. fig. 3).—I was not fortunate with this bone, as I have not

a single complete specimen ; even fragments are rare.. I found, however, in the collection

of the British Museum an upper half and a distal extremity of a radius from Hempstead

which belonged undoubtedly to Hyopotamus. I possess also the same parts from Puy,

and they entirely agree with the English specimens.

The proximal extremity of the radius is always shaped so as to fit the distal end of

the humerus, and their variations are always correlative. For this reason the radius of

Anoplotherium, constructed to fit the very peculiar distal end of its humerus, is made on a

pattern exceedingly different from that of all other Ungulata, and shows a striking likeness

to the proximal extremity of the radius of a carnivore, especially the Dog ; but in ITyo-

potamus we find a more Ungulate-like radius. Instead of the great oblique middle

fossa of the Anoplotherium, we see in Hyopotamus a shallow and broad groove (fig. 3, a')l

made to fit the middle bulging (fig. 4, a) of the distal extremity of the humerus. The

inner part of the proximal surface is a plane (Plate XXXVI. fig. 3, h') less inclined than

in Anoplotlierium (Blainv. Ost. Anopl. pi. iii.), but much more so than in Pigs, owing to

the greater downward production of the inner condyle of the humerus (Plate XXXVI.
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fig. 4, b). The two posterior small fossae for the radial facets of the ulna are not very-

deep; they are separated by a posterior bony projection, which entered, or is thrust

under, the connecting bridge of fig. 2, cb. We have no direct means of ascertaining the

curvature of the radius, but it is given to us by the shape of the ulna (fig. 1), so that, at

least in Diplopus
,
the radius must have been considerably arched forwards.

The distal extremity (fig. o') of the radius is very unlike that of any existing Pari-

digitate. In these we see generally on the distal end of the radius two longitudinal

excavated facets, separated by an oblique prominent ridge running in the interspace

between the scaphoid and the lunare (see Blainv. Ost. Anopl. pi. iii.)
; we have no trace

of this ridge in Hyopotamus. The inner half of the distal end (fig. 3', i
)

is occupied by

the oblique convex facet for the scaphoideum
;

the outer half presents a concave

anteriorly broad facet for the lunare ; this bone, having a very oblique position in the

carpus, encroaches by its posterior narrow prolongation upon the scaphoidal half of the

distal extremity of the radius. Both facets are separated anteriorly by a deep groove,

seen opposite the number 3' of the figure. The difference from the radii of all other

Ungulata is considerable. To the external straight truncated surface (fig. 3', ex) the

distal extremity of the ulna was articulated ; but I have had no specimen of Hyopotamus

showing this distal end of the ulna.

The radius of Hyopotamus was articulated (as in all Ungulates having a completely

developed ulna) only with the two inner bones of the carpus, the scaphoid and the lunare,

while the outer bone, the pyramidale, is taken up entirely by the distal extremity of

the ulna. All existing Suit!® show us the same relation
; but in Dicotyles, whose skeleton

is a little more reduced than that of the typical Pigs, we see that the distal extremity of

the radius grows broader in consequence of the reduction of the ulna
;
and, besides its

two typical carpal bones, makes an encroachment upon the outer one, the pyramidale.

With the still greater reduction of the ulna in most Ruminantia, the radius goes on

increasing, and not merely touches the pyramidale, as in Dicotyles
,
but takes the whole

half of its upper surface for its own support, while the reduced ulna is pushed back to

the posterior half of the pyramidale. In consequence of this changed relation between

the carpal bones and the radius, the distal extremity of this bone in Ruminants acquires

at its outer border an additional facet for the pyramidale, of which not a trace is to be

seen in Hyopotamus. We may mention as another peculiarity of the distal end of the

radius of Hyopotamus
,
the entire absence of any styloid process or prolongation of the

inner border of the distal end of the radius, which is well seen in other Paridigitates, as

Anoplotherium and Hippopotamus. Specimens of the distal and proximal extremity of

the radius which I possess from Puy agree in every particular with the one described

from Hempstead.

G o
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Dimensions of the Radius.

Hyopotamus.

Hempstead. Puy.

Transverse breadth of the proximal extremity 30 32
Antero-posterior depth of the upper surface 20 19
Transverse breadth of the distal extremity. These 1

extremities seem to be epiphyses of radii of y
32 30

young individuals j

The Femur.—Of this bone I had a complete specimen from Puy (fig. 5, Plate XXXVI.),
an upper half of a smaller species from Hempstead (fig. 6), and a lower half

(Plate XXXV. fig. 2) from the same locality, but belonging evidently to a larger indi-

vidual or species than the upper half. I had no femur from Hordwell, and consequently

this bone is unknown in Diplopus.

Confining our comparison only to the Paridigitate series of Ungulata, of which Hyo-

potamus is one of the old representatives, we find in our fossil femur characters that are

very common to all the members of this division. In comparing the ruminant and non-

ruminant Paridigitata, we find that the femur in the Suina has a more complete

spherical head supported on a pretty distinct neck, the great trochanter rising very

slightly or not at all above the level of the femoral head, and a small (or inner) tro-

chanter not very prominently developed, and often consisting merely of a rugose thick-

ening at the antero-posterior edge of the superior half of the femur. The general shape

of the bone is very round in Hicotyles, more flattened in other pigs, and slightly arched

from behind forwards. Both edges of the anterior part of the distal articular surface

(rotular surface) are alike, while the internal condyle is thicker than the external ; the

transverse breadth of the trochlear surface for the patella is proportionately broader in

comparison with the entire thickness of the distal end than in Ruminantia
(
Ficotyles

forms an exception to this rule, and the rotular breadth of its femur presents the same

relation to the whole thickness of the distal end as in Ruminantia). Now the femur of

Hyopotamus shows characters that are common to both divisions of Paridigitata. The

head of this femur is supported on a neck (fig. 6) even more distinct than in the Suina,

and approaching that of Hippopotamus. The great straightness of the whole femur

reminds us also of this last genus. The spherical head is provided with a deep pit for

the round ligament, which is absent in Hippopotamus. This round articular head is

connected with the prominent small (inner) trochanter by a very sharp ridge, as in some

Suina, only the ridge is higher and sharper (fig. 6'). The bridge of bone (fig. 6, a)
con-

necting the head of the femur with the great trochanter is much contracted in the

middle, and lowered in such a way that both articular head and great trochanter rise

considerably above the level of the connecting bridge—a character very general among

the Paridigitata, with the exception of the Camelidce
,
in which the superior end of the

femur is shaped on a plan entirely different from other Ruminants, presenting a great

resemblance to the Imparidigitata
(Rhinoceros)

in the breadth of the connecting bridge
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and the shape and position of the great trochanter. The shape of the femur in

Hyopotamus (fig. 5) is remarkably uniform in its thickness, is exceedingly straight, and

presents on its posterior surface, above the internal condyle, no deep pit for the plantaris

muscle, but a simple rugosity, as in hogs. Some comparative anatomists seem to attach

a great importance to this fossa, though I cannot do so, seeing that this fossa

is developed or absent in animals belonging to both series, Paridigitata and Impari-

digitata. For instance, it is very large in the Horse, but absent in the Rhinoceros

;

developed in most Ruminants and Hippopotamus ,
but absent in Camelidce and Suidce

,

where we find, in place of the pit, a rugose surface for the attachment of the same

muscle.

The fore part of the distal extremity (Plate XXXV. fig. 2), as in most living Ungulates

of both series, with the exception of the Suinse, Hyomoschus
,
and some Ruminants, has

a more developed internal rotular edge, though the difference in thickness of the internal

and the external edge is not carried to such a degree as in Bovidae and Horses, but is

comparatively slight. The internal condyle is also a little thicker than the external.

The lower extremity (Plate XXXV. fig. 2) of the femur from Hempstead may belong

to Hyopotamus bovinus by size : this last specimen was kindly lent me by the Museum

of Practical Geology in Jermyn Street ; it is figured of the natural size.

Dimensions of the Femur of Hyopotamus.

Puy. Hempstead. Hempstead (Plate XXXV. fig. 2).

Length 283 ? Transverse breadth of the upper broken end
Antero-posterior depth

.36

Transverse breadth of the

'

proximal extremity he-
62 47

Transverse breadth of the distal end ..61
tween the articular head

and the great trochanter .
. _

Breadth of the rotular surface .26

The Tibia (Plate XXXVI. fig. 7).—I had for the study of this bone two nearly entire

specimens from Hordwell, belonging to the large didactyle form Hiplopus
,
and some

incomplete upper and lower ends from Puy ;
these last undoubtedly from the tetra-

dactyle Hyopotamus
,
as no Hiplopus is found at Puy. The tibia of the Hiplopus from

Hordwell approaches very nearly in length to that of a Reindeer, showing that the

two-toed Hiplopus must have been very high on the hind legs, and the long metatarsals

confirm this view. The general shape of this tibia is triangular from the upper

part down to the distal extremity, and not so much rounded in the lower half as the

tibia of the Suinae. The crista anterior is not very high, with only a slight patellar

depression on its fore part, much shallower than in Pigs. The shaft of the whole

bone is very straight
; the outer edge, facing the fibula, is exceedingly sharp, while the

inner is more rounded. The distal end (fig. 7') shows a very rectangular outline, with

two straight deep grooves for the upper pulley of the astragalus. The inner distal process

of the tibia, or the so-called inner malleolus, which holds the astragalus from the inner

side, is much longer than in Suina, approaching more to the size it exhibits in most

Ruminants, with the exception of Tragulina
,
as these last have an exceedingly short
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inner malleolus. The outer distal edge is truncated somewhat obliquely, and has a

groove in the middle for a corresponding convex ridge on the inner surface of the

fibula, which fits the tibia in the same way as in Pigs, and being produced distally

together with the internal malleolus, firmly clasps the astragalus (figs. 7 & 7', Plate

XXXVI.). The posterior surface of the upper half of the tibia is very flat, showing

some oblique, rough bony ridges for muscular attachment.

The upper or proximal articular surface for the femur presented more resemblances

to Suinse than with Ruminantia, especially in the deep outer groove for the muscular

tendon, though the patellar fossa on the fore part of the crista anterior is shallower

than in Sus.

In the broken upper and lower halves of the tibiee of Hi/ojjotamus I find no difference

from Dijilojms, save that of size.

Dimensions of the Tibia.

Diplopus
(fig. 7,

Plate XXXVI.).
Hyopotamus.

Ilordwell. Puy. Hempstead.

Length 280 240
Transverse breadth, proximal extremity .... G8 55
Transverse breadth, distal end 431 311 36

The Fibula .—Before describing this bone in the Hyojwtamidce
,
we must call to mind the

principal differences it shows in the two series of Paridigitata and Imparidigitata. The

proximal end is wanting in all our specimens ;
but this is not of any consequence, as all

the chief characters are presented especially by the distal extremity. In all Impari-

digitata which possess a complete fibula, this bone is applied to the outer side of the

tibia, forming at the distal extremity the malleolus externus (Plate XXXVI. fig. 7) ;

this distal extremity is truncated obliquely in such a way that the inner surface of it

articulates only with the astragalus, forming its outer boundary
; the fibula can never

touch the calcaneum*, as this bone has no special surface developed on its upper lateral

part to receive the distal end of the fibula. On the contrary, in all Paridigitata the

fibula being applied in the same way to the tibia, presents at its distal end two articular

facets for the articulation with two tarsal bones. The inner surface of the fibula

(Plate XXXVI. figs. 7 & 7', and Plate XXXV. fig. 3, nat. size) is pressed against the astra-

galus
; but its inferior extremity does not thin out, as in Imparidigitata, but is truncated

at right angles, and provided with a special articular facet for an articulation with the

outer wall of the calcaneum. We shall see hereafter that this outer wall exists

perhaps also in the Imparidigitata, but that it is thrust under the astragalus
; and this

seems to be the cause why the fibula of the animals belonging to this series cannot

articulate with the calcaneum.

'* Macrauchenia seems to present the single exception to this rule. The calcaneum of Macrauchenia is not

known.
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The fibula of Diplopus (Plate XXXVI. fig. 7, and Plate XXXV. fig. 3) is shaped

entirely in conformability with the Paridigitate type ; it is a considerably reduced bone,

with a very thin shaft ; the distal extremity, however, is widened considerably in the

antero-posterior direction. The inner surface of this broad (it would he more correct

to say deep, as the fibula is widened from before backwards) distal extremity (Plate

XXXV. fig. 3) is shaped on the same pattern as in the Suidse, presenting a more uniform

arched and slightly raised platform pressed against the astragalus, and not a deep semi-

circular notch as in Ruminantia. (In these the shaft of the fibula is generally mostly

reduced to a mere tendon, but its lower extremity remains under the name of the so-

called “ osselet peroneenJ') The articular end for the calcaneum (fig. 7') presents a very

deep and narrow facet, which occupies the whole antero-posterior extent of the distal

extremity of the fibula. The anterior part of this calcaneal surface is slightly convex,

the posterior concave.

I have found at Puy many distal extremities of the fibula, which belonged undoubtedly

to Hyopotamus ; and even this bone bore a great resemblance to the same part of

Diplopus. This is another fact testifying to the very close relationship of both genera,

notwithstanding the difference in the number of toes. A resemblance which holds

good even in such slight details is a conclusive proof that both genera—the Diplopus

from Hordwell and the Hyopotamus from Puy (and Hempstead)—belonged to the same

family, and that one may be considered the reduced form of the other, notwithstanding

the seemingly adverse fact that the reduced form is met with in the Upper Eocene, and

the more complete in the Lower Miocene. This last certainly had Eocene ancestors,

which may be considered to have given rise to the reduced form, while they continued

to live themselves until the Miocene period.

Dimensions of Fibula, distal end.

Diplopus
(Plate XXXV. fig. 3,

nat. size).

Antero-posterior diameter of the upper broken end.

.

8

Thickness of the same 4
Antero-posterior diameter of the distal end 29, 26J
Thickness of the same 9

General considerations on the carpal and tarsal
,
metacarpal and metatarsal hones in

Hyopotamus, Diplopus, and other Paridigitata.

If, generally speaking, the long bones of the limbs in Ungulata often present but

few characters decisive enough to tell us at once the natural series to which an Ungulate

mammal belongs, the converse is the case with the smaller bones of the extremities, which

have therefore a great systematic importance. We may very often know most of the long

bones of the skeleton, the scapula, the humerus, the antibrachium, the tibia and fibula

of a fossil Ungulate, without being able to determine quite certainly the natural series

to which it belonged ; nay, even more, we may discover the skull and the complete
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dentition Avithout being made much wiser by it. The history of palseontology swarms

with such examples ;
but the discovery of a single carpal or tarsal bone very often

clears the Avhole question, by showing in the most unmistakable manner the true

affinities of a fossil form. Seeing this great importance of the carpal and tarsal,

metacarpal and metatarsal bones, I feel obliged to enter into more minute details than

I have done in the case of the long bones of the limbs
;
and I shall try to show how

constant and important are the characters which we may derive from the study of these

small bones, and what excellent data they may furnish towards a complete understanding

of the development in time of the large and extensive group of modern Ungulata. As

in one of my former memoirs* I tried to follow this course in reference to the Impari-

digitata, I will confine myself in this paper only to the Paridigitate series. As the chief

differences for subgeneric or specific division of the Hyopotcimidce are furnished by the

bones of the feet, I shall describe these first, leaving the skull and the dental characters

to be treated afterwards.

Although I found at the British Museum and in the private collection of M. Aymard

at Puy very extensive materials for the restoration of the fore and hind feet, still it

is to be regretted that as yet we have never found a complete fore or hind foot, in its

natural connexion, belonging to the same individual
;

still less was there a chance

of finding the bones associated in an undoubted manner with a certain set of teeth : all

bones of the Hyojyotaiims occur very much scattered, and no complete skeleton belong-

ing to one individual has ever been found, at least to my knowledge. The happy cir-

cumstances which enabled Cuvier to refer, without any doubt, certain sets of bones to

certain skulls (as whole skeletons were sometimes found in the gypsum of Montmartre)

did not favour my research. But if the actual connexion of specific bones and teeth

should still remain not entirely cleared up, the general osteology of the genus will not

in the least suffer by it ; and with the materials I had at my disposal, I am conscious of

being able to reconstruct both generic forms in a very satisfactory manner, though

even for the carpus I had no complete set of bones belonging to one individual. But in

certain series of animals the peculiar form and general relations of these bones are so

constant, that we may expect variations only in the smallest particulars
;
so that the

general structure of the feet and the mutual relation of the carpal and tarsal bones

between themselves, and to the bones of the metacarpus and metatarsus, may be con-

sidered undoubtedly settled for the Hyopotamidce. To make my description more

clear to the reader, I will take care to make comparisons with animals accessible to every

naturalist ; and I think that for the full comprehension of the relations of these

irregular bones drawings are wholly inadequate, and a direct comparison Avith the feet

of a pig and a ruminant should be resorted to.

Notwithstanding the great external diversity of the recent Ungulata, taking both

series of Paridigitata and Imparadigitata, Avhere we meet with animals so different in

their aspect, habits, and size, running through all the intermediate stages from a rabbit

* “ Sur l’Anchitherium,” Mem. Acad. St. Petersbourg, 1873.
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(Hyrax) to the largest Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, or Giraffe, their osseous structure is

exceedingly uniform and simple, presenting only two chief types, which are completely

defined by the terms Paridigitata and Imparidigitata. Beginning with the oldest

Eocene deposits, these two types are entirely separated by the structure of their skeleton,

and we have not a single living or fossil form that could truly be considered a link

between these two typically different series. I have little doubt that all Ungulates

must have sprung from some common form
; but if so, their division was effected in

very ancient times, perhaps in the early Cretaceous period. I say early
,
because- just at

the close of the Cretaceous period, in the lignites of Soissons and the calcaire grossier,

or in beds that are contemporaneous with them, we find large Mammalia of both

series with a very reduced skeleton. Considering the rate at which the reduction of

the limbs in Ungulates proceeded in the Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene periods, we are

obliged to grant a long time for the branching off of the two series of Ungulates from

a common pentadactyle form, and the subsequent reduction of each branch to the three-

and two-toed forms, met with in ancient Eocene beds.

In the recent period, notwithstanding the great diversity and very wide distribution

of Ungulates, they present an extreme poverty of type. The Imparidigitate series is

strikingly poor, not only in generic but also in specific forms ; they go on evidently

declining from the Eocene ; and in the recent period we have only three different types

of these animals—the Equina, Bhinocerotina, and Taqyirina
;
and even these three

present such a fundamental resemblance in the structure of their limbs and skeleton,

that no reasonable doubt can be entertained as to their descent from a common

progenitor. On the other hand, the Paridigitata, though presenting in the recent

period an exceedingly great diversity of size and habits and a great variety of specific

forms, outnumbering tenfold those of the Imparidigitata, present also only two distinct

types, Ruminantia and Suina
; and, even in these, the fundamental structure of the

limbs and skeleton is so uniform that we may safely infer their descent from one

common form. In the present memoir I have taken up only the second series, the

Paridigitata ; and I shall try to show, as clearly as possible, the common bond that holds

them all together. I shall point out that the uniformity of this fundamental type adapted

to different conditions of life is so great that, notwithstanding extreme diversity of

size, difference of habits, aquatic or terrestrial life, we may trace through the whole

complexity of these diversified forms not only the number and shape of their carpal

and tarsal bones, but even each separate facet of these bones, and point it out as clearly
_

in the reduced limb of a land Antelope as it is displayed in the complete unreduced

limb of the aquatic Hippopotamus. Further, I shall try to show that this uniformity

of type holds good, not only of the living, but also of the extinct forms of Paridigitata.

If we cast a glance on the first section of the fore foot, or the carpus, of any

Paridigitate whose skeleton has not suffered too considerable a reduction (as for

instance a Pig or Hippopotamus, Plate XXXVII. fig. 1), we shall find that it consists

of two rows, containing seven small irregular bones, with an additional one (the

MDCCCLSXIII. h
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pisiform) on the outer end of the upper row. We find in the upper row, beginning

from the inner side, the scaphoid, lunar, pyramidal, and pisiform
;
in the lower, trape-

zium, trapezoid, magnum, unciform. In all extinct Paridigitata, even those with a

very reduced skeleton, we find the full number of these carpal bones (so in Anoplothe-

rium
,
XijjJiodon, Hyopotamus, Plate XXXVII. figs. 2, 3, 20) ; and, only in consequence

of the still greater reduction of the limbs, in some recent Ungulata one of the carpal

bones (the trapezium) seems to be entirely lost, while another (the trapezoid) becomes

confluent with the magnum
;
that the trapezoid is not lost but is confluent with the

os magnum, is shown by the two different points of ossification in the cartilage of the

os magnum in young sheep. As we shall hereafter see, the number and shape of the

carpal and tarsal bones of all animals belonging to the Paridigitate series present an

extreme uniformity, individually as well as in their relation to one another and to

the metacarpal and metatarsal bones; and this similarity is indeed so great that we

cannot explain it in any other way than by community of descent. The extreme con

stancy in the relations of these bones in all Paridigitata being ascertained, the problem

which is unavoidably presented to the mind of the observer may be stated thus :—Very

irregular small bones, intended to constitute a movable articulation between the long

bones of the extremity and the metatarsals and metacarpals, arranged themselves in a

certain way in reference to one another and to these metacarpals and metatarsals

;

this arrangement remains the same in all Paridigitata, recent as well as fossil,

notwithstanding the greatest diversity of form, size, and habits of life; and if some

slight change is to be seen, it is due clearly to the overdevelopment of certain digits

and consequent reduction of others
;
but in all cases the reason of change is at once

apparent : how can such similarity in animals so entirely different be explained \ To

all naturalists who accept the gradual descent and differentiation of all Paridigitata

from one common form, the fact must appear as a perfectly reasonable and intelligible

one. If the immediate progenitor of the Paridigitates presented the given arrangement

of the carpal and tarsal bones, then, at the gradual differentiation of this type, every

small change in one bone called forth a corresponding change in all its neighbours. And
as the link which connects all the forms together was never destroyed, and the changes

were slowly going on, we meet now, in the extremely differentiated descendants, a unity

of organization which was inevitable if all these forms descended from one common

progenitor. But if, leaving the point of view of evolutionists, we look at the matter on

the special-creation principle, this similarity of structure in animals so widely different

is really an awkward fact. To the supporters of special creation the question presents

itself in its simplest form thus :—We have now on the earth a large assemblage of

Paridigitate mammals, presenting widely diversified generic and specific forms, fitted for

the most different conditions of life, some leading an amphibious existence, sharing the

large streams with Crocodiles, while others inhabit inaccessible rocks or burning sand

plains, some heavy and sluggish, others light and swift, &c. ; and yet the creative force,

in calling separately into existence these diversified forms, made them all on one plan,
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and this to such an extent that even the seven bones of the carpus and tarsus, notwith-

standing their irregular shape, were always arranged in the same way, so that a certain

facet of one bone always touched a certain particular facet of another, and never other-

wise. That this could really occur in every separate case of creation, is almost as pro-

bable as that seven dice thrown out of a dice-box should give us the same number

of points, similarly arranged in a hundred successive throws. Notwithstanding the

thousands of different relations which might exist between such seven multangular bones,

we get always only one
;
and in the whole range of living and extinct animals we see no

exception to the common rule of typical arrangement of the carpal and tarsal bones.

The point at issue is, can this uniformity be accounted for by the principle of special

creation, or by the theory of descent and modification'? No naturalist can in our time

hesitate between the two ; and while all the adduced facts are wholly inexplicable by

the first theory, they seem most natural in the light of the second. We may still not

be fully informed as to all the true causes which induced the variation and consequent

differentiation of animal types
;
but the principle of descent must be conceded as the only

one by which all future researches into the structure of the extinct world must be

guided.

I have mentioned chiefly the carpal bones
;
but the study of the tarsus leads to pre-

cisely the same result, and the likeness of the tarsal bones in all Paridigitata is perhaps

even more striking than that of the carpals. All Paridigitata have a calcaneum with a

special facet for the fibula, an astragalus with a double pulley, a cuboid supporting the

fourth and fifth digits, and a navicular, with three cuneiforms, for the support of the

third and second digits
; the first digit being always lost, its tarsal bone is gone to give

support to the second toe, or, if this be lost, to the rudiment of it. We shall see these

relations by-and-by, when we come to the special description of the tarsal and meta-

tarsal bones.

The Carpus of Hyopotamus, or the Four-toed Form.

In describing the bones of the carpus of the Hyopotamus
,
I will try to confine my

comparisons exclusively to the nearest living relatives of the extinct genus, as only

such likeness and difference between nearly related forms belonging to one natural

series can be of any immediate use for our purpose. Resemblances to the bones of

animals belonging to other series are mostly only analogies, not homologies; and if

some similarities which we may find to the carpal bones of animals belonging to the

other natural series of Xmparidigitates are of importance as testifying their common
descent from some ancient form, still we lack so completely any links between these two

series (which are entirely distinct from the oldest Eocene deposits) that it would be idle

to speculate about their relation on such trifling characters as these. I will therefore as

much as possible confine myself to the series of Paridigitata. The carpus of Hyopotamus,

like that of all Paridigitata, consisted of eight typical bones, four in each row; of these

eight bones I have only five, the trapezium, pisiform and magnum being absent from

n 2
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all the collections I had an opportunity of studying
;
but their absence will not interfere

much with the complete restoration of the fore foot.

The scaphoid (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, s) is not very different from the corresponding

bone of the pig in its upper part ; but the general form tends more towards the Hippo-

potamus. The proximal surface reminds us of the same surface of the Anoplotherium

(Cuv. Oss. Foss. v. p. 217), and shows a very shallow platform, sloping radially; in

correspondence with this, the inner part of the distal extremity of the radius (articulating

with the scaphoid) is also very flat. In our recent Suidse, this proximal facet of the

scaphoid has a great rising on the fore part and a deep excavation behind ; and, corre-

spondingly, the extremity of the radius is more deeply excavated, and the interlocking

of the two is firmer.

The distal surface of the scaphoid in the Hyopotamus is very distinct from the same

surface in the pig, and reminds us more of what we see in Hippopotamus ; namely, it

is divided by an oblique ridge into two slightly concave facets, of which the radial or

posterior facet articulates with the trapezoid (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, t), and the ulnar

or anterior reposes on the os magnum (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5 and Plate XXXVII.
fig. 20), which being absent, its place is left blank in our figures.

The posterior extremity of the scaphoid is elongated into a thick recurved portion,

which bends inside the carpus. The inner or ulnar surface exhibits nothing particular

;

its upper margin is occupied by a long narrow facet for articulation with the lunare.

The outer free surface is uniformly rounded.

Dimensions.

Length antero-posteriorly ... 30 millims.

Height 16 „

The scaphoid (from Hempstead) described above belongs to the tetradactyle form of

the Hyopotamidce
,
or to the genus Hyopotamus ;

but I have found in the collection of

the British Museum another scaphoid bone (from Hordwell), which I may with great

probability refer to the didactyle form called Diplopus. This scaphoid is very different

from that just described
;
and all the differences point to a reduction of the foot. Its

proximal surface does not slope outwards, but is perfectly horizontal, with a transverse

rising in the fore part, a hollow in the middle, and an elevated posterior border
; such

a surface of the scaphoid ensured a firmer interlocking with the radius. It reminds one

strikingly of the same surface in the Anchitherium ; and it is possible that the distal end

of the radius in the Diplopus was shaped on the Cameline type, which is very similar to

that of a Horse or Anchitherium.

The distal surface is not divided into two facets, but is uniform, like the distal surface

of the same bone of a pig ; and this is very intelligible, seeing that the trapezoid, having

no complete second toe to support (as in Hyopotamus), did not press on the distal

surface of the scaphoid, leaving there such an impression as it did in Hyopotamus.

The semilunar (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, e, and Plate XXXVII. Z).—>1 had several
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lunar bones of different sizes from English deposits as well as from Puy. Those from the

latter place agree entirely with smaller lunars from Hempstead ; and we may safely

infer that they belonged to the Hyopotamus .

In general shape the lunar has the same character as the same bone in other Pari-

digitata, especially the Suina—with this difference, that it is relatively much thinner

and higher in Hyopotamus, as might be expected from the form of all the bones of

the skeleton, showing that the Hyopotamidse had a much more elegant and higher

skeleton than our recent Suina. The proximal or upper surface of the lunar, which

articulates with the outer half of the distal extremity of the radius, has a considerable

rising in the fore part and an excavation behind
;

this upper surface, looking on it

from above, has a very oblique direction inwards
; this is effected in such a way that

the radial upper margin of the lunar is pressed closely to the scaphoid, while there

is a great interval between its upper ulnar margin and the pyramidale : a glance at the

proximal surface of a pig’s carpus will explain this disposition much better than long

descriptions.

The distal surface of the lunar is prolonged into a prominent beak inserted between

the os magnum and unciforme. This insertion of the lunar between the two principal

bones of the lower row is a feature common to all Paridigitata ; only in Hippopotamus

(Plate XXXVII. fig. 1, l) the beak, owing to the squareness of all the bones, is much

blunted
;
but it is very well seen in Anoplotherium

,
Xipliodon (Plate XXXVII. figs.

2 & 3, l), the Suina and Ruminantia. The beak is limited on both sides by two oblique

facets, one radial for the os magnum, the other ulnar for the unciforme ; a ridge running

from the anterior point of the beak through the whole antero-posterior depth of the

bone separates the two facets from one another. On the anterior half of the distal

surface of the lunar, the ulnar facet for the unciforme is larger than the radial or

os-magnum facet ; but on the posterior half this relation of the two facets is inverse

:

this disposition is obviously an adaptation for the better interlocking of the carpals.

The posterior termination of the lunar is very like that of the lunar of the Suidse

:

the lateral facets for the two adjoining bones show nothing particular; only the upper

radial facet covers the whole upper and inner margin of the lunar, while the ulnar is

only developed on the fore part, the ulnar side not touching the pyramidal in its

middle and posterior part. I have, from Hempstead, a lunar bone much larger than

the one described and figured by me in the restoration of the carpus (Plate XXXVIII.

fig. 5) ; it may have belonged to the largest species, called Hyopotamus bovinus
,
although

it looks too large for it
;
there is no difference in shape whatever.
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Dimensions.

Hyopotamus.

Hempstead. Hempstead.

Height, anterior ........................ 19, 22 271
Breadth, anterior ...................... 14, 17 20
Depth, antero-posterior 22, 22 281

The unique specimen of the lunar I possess from Puy, although agreeing entirely

with that from Hempstead, is somewhat too much crushed to admit of accurate mea-

surements.

The pyramidal (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, p) has the shape which is so characteristic of

it in all Paridigitata. We may remark, in reference to this bone, that it is the least

changeable of all the carpal bones, its shape being very similar, even in animals of

widely different families and even orders. For instance, it is very like in both

Paridigitata and Imparidigitata ; and a pyramidal of Ehinoceros is hardly to be dis-

tinguished from that of a Hippopotamus. We may suppose that, as this bone has a

very similar function to perform in all Ungulata, it did not change its shape, while the

other bones, more directly acted upon by the different condition of life, did.

The pyramidal of Hyopotamus presents therefore a certain likeness to that of an

Anoplotherium
,
and also to that of a common hog

;
the chief distinction lies in the fact

that all its edges are much sharper, and not so much blunted as in Suidse
;

this applies

particularly to the ridge separating the facet of the ulna from the facet for the pisiforme

(Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5,jp).

The distal surface, adapted to the outer proximal facet of the unciform, is shaped very

much as in all other Paridigitata.

I have this bone only from Puy.

Dimensions.

Height 18^

Greatest antero-posterior depth . . .18
Breadth 12

The pisiform is wanting; it is, however, not a very important bone, partaking more

of the character of a sesamoid than of a true carpal.

The second row ofthe carpus.—I could not find the trapezium in any collection, although

a facet on the radial side of the trapezoid and the second metacarpal clearly show that

it was present. As the first digit is always abortive in all living and fossil Ungulata,

the trapezium, which is the true carpal bone of this digit, has lost all its importance.

However, it is to be seen in Hippopotamus and Anoplotherium (Blainv. Ost. Anopl.

pi. iii.), where it articulates with the posterior face of the trapezoid, and assists in

holding the second metacarpal in Hippopotamus ,
or the rudiment of the second in

Anoplotherium. It is present in the Suidse (Plate XXXVII. fig. 4, tz)

;

and I found it
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also in Phacochcerus and Babirussa
;

it seems to hang only on the back part of the

trapezoid (t), without touching the second metacarpal. The trapezium is very small

in Dicotyles (Plate XXXVII. fig. 5, tz), and is entirely lost in ruminants, not being even

present as a distinct point of ossification in the trapezoido-magnum cartilage. It is

worthy of notice that, though the metatarsus in all Ungulata is always more reduced

than the metacarpus, still the homologue of the trapezium (the first cuneiform) is often

found in the pes when no trace of its homologue exists in the manus. So, for instance,

in the Horse (coalesced with the second cuneiform) and most, if not all, Ruminants, in

which the first cuneiform is present, while the trapezium is lost.

It is difficult to say if it existed in the Diplopus
,
seeing the reduction of its meta-

carpals to two

;

but as it exists in Anoplotherium there is no reason why it should be

lost in the two-toed Diplopus.

The trapezoid (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, t).—I have this bone from Puy, belonging to

Hyopotamus or the four-toed form. In considering only the shape of this trapezoid,

without heeding the size, it is almost identical with the trapezoid of Hippopotamus ;

only its upper or proximal surface is more convex. The distal surface is deeper than it

is broad, slightly concave, and fits exactly the proximal surface of the second metacarpal

(Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, t). On its radial side is seen a well-developed articular facet

for the trapezium. If we compare this trapezoid with that of a pig (Plate XXXVII.

fig. 4, t), we shall find a great difference, especially in the distal surface. In Hyopotamus
,

as well as in Hippopotamus
,
the trapezoid is destined to support only its typical

metacarpal (the second), while in the Suidae, owing to the larger development of the

middle, and consequent reduction of the lateral metacarpals, one half of the distal

surface of the trapezoid is taken by the third metacarpal, and only the remaining

half supports the second (Plate XXXVII. fig. 4, t). In consequence of this, the

distal surface of this bone in the true Suidae, instead of being flat, is spear-shaped, with

a sharp edge running through its whole antero-posterior depth. In Dicotyles (Plate

XXXVII. fig. 5, t), where the reduction of the lateral metacarpals has gone still further,

the distal surface of the trapezoid, being wholly taken by the third metacarpal, has

resumed its flat form, thus resembling more the trapezoid the Hyopotamus than that of

the pig. But notwithstanding this similarity, the part played by this bone in Dicotyles

and Hyopotamus is wholly different
;
and while in the first it has no connexion with the

second metacarpal, in the last it is entirely connected with it, and gives no facet to the

third metacarpal.

Dimensions.

Height ........ 101-

Breadth, inf. 8

Antero-posterior depth . . . 15

Unfortunately the os maynum is wanting in all the collections I have visited; but

the interval included between the surrounding bones gives an idea of its shape, which
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certainly must have approached that ofAnoplotherium. I pass on to the most important

of the bones of the second row—the unciform.

Happily we are very well off as to this bone, there being some excellently preserved

specimens from Puy. The shape of this bone and its connexion with the adjoining parts

present considerable interest.

The unciform of Hyopotamus (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5 u, fig. 7) presents some like-

ness to the same bone of Anoplotherium and also of Sus ; but nevertheless its differences

from both, especially the last, are numerous. Comparing the front view of fig. 5 and

the view of the distal surface (fig. 7) with the corresponding aspects of the unciform

of Anoplotherium in Cuvier (plate 102, fig. ii. A 2 & 3), we shall see that they present

many features in common in both genera ; I shall add that in Cuvier’s figure (A 3),

the letter k corresponds with our III., the letter h with our IV., and the letter i with

our V.*

Looking at the bone from above or in front (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, u), we see that

its radial facet articulates with the outer face of the lunar bone, while its ulnar facet

is occupied by the pyramidal. The facet for the pyramidal is larger than that for

the lunar, both in Hyopotamus and Anopl'otherhim (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, u, and

Plate XXXVII. fig. 2, u), while it is just the reverse in Sus, where the lunar facet of

the unciform is much larger than the pyramidal facet. Both facets are divided by a

pretty prominent ridge. The whole bone is relatively higher than in Anoplotherium
,

in correspondence with the lighter and more elegant stature of the Hyopotamus.

The distal articular surface is shown in Plate XXXVIII. fig. 7, and may be compared

with the same aspect of the unciform of Anoplotherium (Cuv. pi. 102. fig. ii. A 3).

We find on our bone the same facets; only their relative development is different.

III. is the radial inferior facet, giving articulation to the prolonged beak of the third

metacarpal (k in Cuvier)
; IV. is the middle, principal, or central facet, articulating with

the fourth metacarpal (

h

in Cuvier) ;
outside from it is seen another smaller, facet (V.)

for the lateral or fifth digit (Cuv. i)\ ; and we see just the same in the Suidae, which

have a complete fifth digit, and in Anoplotherium
,
where there is only a rudiment of

it. In Hyopotamus and Hippopotamus (Plate XXXVII. fig. 1), however, owing to the

greater development of the fifth metacarpal, this facet is not pressed so much backwards

and upwards as in the pigs
;
in the living Hippopotamus it is entirely on the same

level with the facet for the fourth metacarpal (Plate XXXVII. fig. 1, u).

* In Cuvier the bone is turned in an opposite direction, though it is from the same side, the left.

t Cuvier (Oss. Eoss. 4th ed. vol. v. p. 425), describing this facet i as supporting the rudiment of the fifth

toe, adds, “On n’en trouve l’analogue ni dans le bceuf, ni dans le cochon, ni dans le Tapir, &c.” It is certainly

not found in Bos, as the Ox has no rudiment of the fifth toe ;
but it is always to be found in the Suidae as well as

in the Tapir, both these having a completely developed fifth toe, which is articulated to the homologue of this

facet. In all Mammalia, without exception, the unciform supports the fourth and fifth metacarpals
; therefore

in all mammals both these facets are homologous, whether they support completely developed toes or only

rudiments of such, as in Anoplotherium.
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In examining the radial side of the unciform of Hyopotamus we shall see that the

upper lunar facet of this bone nearly meets the lower facet (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 7), the

two being separated merely by a ridge*, while in Anoplotherium (Plate XXXVII. fig. 2, u ,

and Cuv. plate 102. fig. ii. A 5 m
)

these two facets are separated by a vertical facet,

which articulates with the neighbouring os magnum. In the Suiclce this facet is exceed-

ingly developed, and the homologue of the lower facet hi. (Plate XXXVII. fig. 7) is

confluent with it in such a way that both together (^-j-m, Cuviek, Oss. Foss. pi. 102.

fig. ii. A 5) form the radial high and perpendicular border of the pig’s unciform ; at

the upper part of this perpendicular border abuts the os magnum, at the lower the

beak-like projection of the third metacarpal; this last projection, therefore, is more

horizontal in Suidae, and not so oblique as in Anoplotherium and Hyopotamus. The

posterior projection of the unciforme is tolerably broad and well developed, as is seen

in Plate XXXVIII. fig. 7.

Dimensions.

Transverse breadth

Unciform
from Puy.

. . 22

Unciform
from Hempstead (fig. 9).

17

Depth, antero-posterior . .
22i 17

Height ...... . . 17 12

I had already completed this description when I received unexpectedly, through the

kindness of Mr. Davies, sen., of the British Museum, two carpal bones from the Museum
in Cambridge. On examination both proved to be unciforms. One of them (Plate

XXXVIII. fig. 9 & 9') corresponded very closely to our unciform from Puy, being,

however, much smaller; it may have belonged to some of the smaller Hyopotami
,

whose metacarpals, corresponding entirely in shape with those from Puy, are often

found at Hempstead. This small unciform is figured in Plate XXXVIII. fig. 9, front

view, 9' the distal surface
;

it is from the left side, like the corresponding one (figs. 5 & 7)

from Puy. Its distal articular surface (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 9') has three facets—one for

the beak-like projection of the third metacarpal, a central one for the fourth meta-

carpal, and an outer (v.) for the metacarpal of the small or fifth digit. The posterior

part of this small unciform is drawn out into a tolerably broad backward projection.

The second of the two unciforms received from Cambridge was found at Hordwell

;

it proved a most valuable addition to my materials, as, after a careful study, I arrived at

the conclusion that it undoubtedly belonged to the large didactyle form referred by me
to the genus Diplopus with the specific name Aymardi. Figs. 8 & 8', Plate XXXVIII.
give a front and a distal view of this interesting bone. Comparing it with the same bone

from Puy, or the small one from Plempstead, we are at once struck by their difference.

The front view, in consequence of the large development of the inferior radial angle,

presents a much squarer outline ; the inner vertical wall of the bone has become much

* This makes the Hyopotamus unciform look exceedingly like that of a Palceotherium crassum

;

but this

similarity is only superficial, as the distal surface and the posterior beak are very different from what we see

in Palseotheridas.

MDCCCLXXIII. I
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higher, reminding one precisely of what is seen in Sus, and even more so in Hyomoschus.

The distal surface (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 8') is also very different. The facet for the

third metacarpal, instead of being oblique as in the bone figs. 5 & 7, u, Plate XXXVIII.

(where it forms an oblique truncature of the inferior radial angle on the unciform), has

gone over to the inner or radial vertical wall of the bone, forming a facet homologous

to that of the Hog, composed of the facets of the Anoplotherium (Cuvier, pi. 102.

fig. ii. A 5). In consequence of this the beak-like projection of the third metacarpal in

the two-toed form is more horizontal (Plate XXXVIII. fig. G, in.) than in the four-toed

form (fig. 5, hi.), approaching what is presented by the Suidce. The distal surface (fig. 8')

shows no trace of the outer facet for the fifth metacarpal, and is entirely taken up by

the greatly enlarged facet of the fourth ; and the margin of this facet is so sharp that it is

evident that the rudiment of the fifth metacarpal (whose existence is proved by a facet

on the outer side of the fourth metacarpal) did not touch the unciform, confining itself

to the lateral upper facet of the fourth metacarpal.

The posterior projection of the unciform (fig. 8') is very much broadened, so that the

whole distal surface acquires a somewhat square outline
;
but what is more interesting,

the inner or radial inferior margin of this projection has a large round facet* by which

it articulated posteriorly with the os magnum. We never meet with such an enlargement

of the posterior par tof the unciform in the true Saidce
,
as in these the posterior and

inferior parts of the unciform and magnum do not articulate together. Such an enlarge-

ment, however, is seen in Dicotyles
,
where the unciform sometimes touches the magnum,

while in Hyomoschus we see, on the inner side of the same posterior enlargement of the

unciform, a round facet for the magnum ; this facet is also very characteristic of the

unciform of all true ruminants. The reason of this closer articulation between the

magnum and unciform seems to lie in the reduction of the lateral metacarpals, which

caused the carpal bones to concentrate more towards the central part of the carpus.

The proximal, or upper, surface of this unciform is also much broader and flatter than

in the four-toed form, both facets for the lunar and pyramidal being more on one plane.

These two facets are very nearly equal in size, not as in the Pig, where the lunar facet is

much longer and broader than the facet for the pyramidal.

Dimensions.
Unciform of

Diplopus, from Hordwell.

Transverse breadth 21-|

Antero-posterior depth 21

Height 19

Tarsus of Diplopus and Hyopotamus.

The general structure of the tarsus in the Hyopotamidae is quite conformable to the

typical structure shown by all Paridigitata
;
and, in considering the shape of each of its

constituent bones, I shall point out the features in which it resembles, or differs from,

* This facet is seen in fig. 8' from below, as a projection of the posterior and inner margin of the bone.
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the other representatives of the same order. Fortunately the bones of the tarsus are

much more numerous than the carpal bones both at Puy and in England
;
and I have

been enabled to restore it completely, with the exception of the first cuneiform, which

is wanting.

Calcaneum (Plate XXXY. fig. 4, Plate XXXVII. fig. 21, c).—This bone presents a

remarkably uniform shape through the whole range of Paridigitata ;
in Hyopotcimus

(Plate XXXVII. fig. 21, c

)

and Biplopus (Plate XXXV. fig. 4) it is very similar to the

calcaneum of a pig. Owing to this uniformity of the calcaneum in the Paridigitata, we

must extend our comparison to the other series, or Imparidigitata, if we intend to find

out what are really the characteristic and essential features of a Paridigitate calcaneum.

The general shape of the calcaneum in the entire order of Ungulata is, on a cursory

glance, very similar
;
indeed, to find the typical differences we must enter into a deeper

analysis of the bone in question. If we put before us some calcanea belonging to

animals of the Imparidigitate series, for instance that of a Palceotherium, Tapir, Rhino-

ceros, or Horse, and try to compare them with those figured in our plates, or, still

better, with the calcaneum of a Pig in natura
,
we shall immediately see that in the

first* the upper and outer edge of the calcaneum, where it bends down to enlarge into

the sustentaculum, forms a large articular projection (fig. 4', e), which enters below

and behind the external pulley of the astralagus ; to the inner side of this articular

facet we have the sulcus sustentaculi (fig. 4', s), and, on the other side of this sulcus,

another large articular oblong internal facet for the astragalus (fig. 4', i). In corre-

spondence with this, the posterior part of the astragalus of all Imparidigitata presents

two large principal facets for the calcaneum—an outer facet, under the outer pulley,

and an inner oblong facet.

Looking now, with a view to a strict comparison, at the same upper edge of the cal-

caneum of a Paridigitate (Plate XXXV. fig. 4 ;
Plate XXXVII. fig. 21), we see that,

at the point where the anterior edge bends down into the sustentaculum, it is divided

into two parts by the sulcus sustentaculi ; the external part, being the direct prolonga-

tion of the anterior edge, forms a prominent articular facet for the fibula (Plate XXXV.
fig. 4, ff) ;

the inner part, being situated on the sustentaculum proper, gives a large

single facet for the posterior part of the astragalus (as). Considering these two facets

in reference to the sulcus sustentaculi, I thought that the outer astragalean facet of the

calcaneum of the Imparidigitata (e, fig. 4') ought to be homologized with the fibular

facet of the calcaneum of the Paridigitata (fig. 4, ff), and the inner oblong astragalean

facet of the calcaneum of Imparidigitata (i, fig. 4') with the single astragalean facet on

the sustentaculum of Paridigitata. Comparing in natura the calcaneum of a pig and

a horse, this is the view which seems most natural : it looks quite as if the outer astra-

galean facet of the Horse’s calcaneum, instead of being buried under the outer pulley

* To make my comparisons better understood I figure tbe front view of an Imparidigitate calcaneum (Plate

XXXY. fig. 4')
;

it belongs to Anchitherium. Tbe calcaneum (Plate XXXY. fig. 4') is a left one, while tbe two

calcanea (Plate XXXY. fig. 4 and Plate XXXYII. fig. 21) are right.

i 2
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of the astragalus, had got to the outside of it, and were articulated with the fibula. Such

a view of this homology is still more strengthened if we consider the relation between

the two bones in Anoplotherium (Plate XXXVII. fig. 11, and De Blainville, Anopl. iv.)

;

in this animal the fibular facet of the calcaneum is still covered by a process of the astra-

galus; it seems as if it were just one of the stages of the progressive march of the

fibular process from under the outer pulley to the outer side of the astragalus.

As all Imparidiffdata have two chief astragalean facets on their calcaneum (Plate

XXXV. fig. 4', e and i), and no facet for the fibula, and as all Paridigitata having a

fibular facet on their calcaneum (fig. 4
, ff) have only one chief astragalean facet, it

seems natural to say that the second (external) astragalean facet of the Imparidigitate

calcaneum is not lost in the Paridigitata, but has been made use of for the formation of

the fibular facet. But there seems to exist an objection to this view ; and it is furnished

by the Macrauchenia
,
the strange South-American form, which seems really to be a sort

of Imparidigitate Camel. The calcaneum of Macrauchenia
,
however, is not known

;
but

the astragalus figured by Professor Owen in the ‘ Zoology of the Voyage of the Beagle
’

(plate xiv. fig. 4) clearly shows that there were two principal facets for the calcaneum,

as in all typical Imparidigitata. Now the fibula has also on its distal extremity an

articular facet for the calcaneum* ; and this facet presupposes unerringly a similar fibular

process on the calcaneum, as it exists in the Paridigitata. If this should be really the

case, then the existence of two astragalean facets and a third fibular one will perhaps

invalidate the view as to the homology explained above, and it would in this case stand

thus:—that the single large astragalean facet in the calcaneum of the Paridigitata is

homologous to both facets of the Imparidigitata (e+b fig- 4'), the fibular facet of the

former being a new superadded character, not found in any of our living or fossil Impa-

ridigitata, but exhibited by the South-American Macrauchenia. So that, even with the

large material in our hands we cannot quite certainly determine the homology of different

parts of such an important bone as the calcaneum in both the chief series of Ungulata

;

and as we have no forms linking these two typically different calcanea together, this is

one proof more of the very ancient separation of this order into its two principal groups.

The calcaneum of Hyopotamus (figured in \ nat. size, Plate XXXVIII. fig. 21) and of

Dipjlopus Aymardi (Plate XXXV. fig. 4, nat. size) resembles very much that of a pig,

with some slight differences. The sulcus which divides the fibular facet (ff) from the

astragalean is very deep ; this last facet has a slight angular rising or ridge nearer to

its inner border, which fits into a corresponding slight depression in the posterior

(calcaneal) surface of the astragalus; besides, as in all Ungulata, there is, at the inferior

and inner border of the processus anterior, a smooth and large surface (Plate XXXV.
fig. 4, a s

)
by means of which the inner wall of the calcaneum fits to the outer border of

the inferior pulley of the astragalus. The fibular process (ff) is not so high, but much
deeper antero -posteriorly than in the Suina

;
and we have seen that the distal extremity

of the fibula is also extended in the same direction. The inner surface of the fibular

* Voyage of the Beagle, p. 51.
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process is very smooth, without the large prominence we see in pigs, where it enters

deeply into the external wall of the astragalus. The inferior surface of the processus

anterior is occupied by one tolerably broad facet for the cuboid (Plate XXXV. tig. 4, cb).

On the posterior surface of the thickened back end is seen a groove for the tendon of

the musculus plantaris, which, as in all Ungulata, was certainly developed as a flexor

digitorum ; this groove is shallower than in the Suina.

Dimensions of Calcaneum.

Hyopotamus,
from Puy.

Hiplopus,

from Hordwell
(Plate XXXV.

fig. 4).

Length 95 96
Height at the fibular facet 37 47
Length of the processus anterior 34 40
Greatest breadth 22 23i

The astragalus (Plate XXXVII. fig. 21).—This is an extremely characteristic bone

for determining the natural afnnitiesof Ungulata; in Hiplopus it is very nearly like as

in Hyopotamus ,
and conforms to the general shape of this bone through the whole

range of Paridigitata. It has a double pulley—a proximal one, fitting the distal ends of

the tibia and fibula, and a distal pulley fitting the navicular and cuboid. In all Impari-

digitata the astragalus has only one pulley, on its upper or proximal end, while the lower

or distal is flattened, though articulating with the same two bones. (In Macrauclienia

and in the Horse, the distal surface of the astragalus articulates only with the navicular

bone.) This character of the astragalus is one of the best by which to distinguish at a

glance the two series of Ungulata; andwe knowofno living or fossil animal which presents

an astragalus linking these two divisions together. True, in the astragalus of Hippopo-

tamus (Plate XXXVII. fig. 9, a ), owing to the broadness and thickness of all the tarsal

bones, the inferior pulley is so exceedingly low that it reminds one of the same distal

surface of the astragalus in Bliinoceros (see De Blainville’s plates) ; but this likeness

seems to be only an analogical one, both animals having heavy tarsal bones adapted

very nearly to the same function.

Although extremely like in general shape to the astragalus of a pig, that of the

Hyopotamus is proportionately much higher, the distal and proximal pulleys being divided

by a larger interval than in the Suidae. That part of the distal pulley which fits the

cuboid is perhaps produced a little more downwards than in the Suina, though the

difference is very slight. In comparing the large astragali of the didactyle Hiplopus

with the smaller ones of Hyopotamus
,
we find very few differences indeed

; but it may

be mentioned that the proximal pulley of the two-toed form is relatively a little higher

and enters more deeply into the distal end of the tibia (Plate XXXVI. fig. 7), which may

be due to the greater narrowness of the reduced foot, requiring a more close articulation

with the tibia.
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Dimensions.

Hyopotamus. Diplopus Aymardi.

Puy. Hempstead. Hordwell.

Length, tibial side 40 ,
47 44, 43, 40 52

Length, fibular side 441, 52 50, 50, 45 551

Anterior breadth in the middle 21 ,
29 25, 24, 23 281

Transverse breadth, proximal pulley .... 231, 27 26, 26, 231 261
Transverse breadth, distal pulley 241, 30 28, 28 29

The cuboid (Plate XXXVIII. figs. 1, 3, 10, 11).—I have examined numerous and well-

preserved specimens of this bone from Puy, Hempstead, and Hordwell
; the cuboids

from Puy and Hempstead (figs. 1,10) clearly indicate the four-toed form called Ilyopo-

tamus, while the bones from Hordwell (figs. 3, 11) belonging to the genus called by me

Diplopus, indicate, in the most unmistakable manner, that in this last animal the foot

was clidactyle, as the inferior surface of the cuboid shows no trace of a facet for a fifth

digit as in Hyopotamus.

As the cuboid is one of the most important bones of the tarsus, I will give a detailed

description of it, with as many figures as I can afford
;
but should the reader take a

cuboid of a hog in natura
,
then many points that are difficult to explain by words will

at once be plain to him.

I will begin, as I have nearly always done, with the description of the cuboid of

Hyopotamus (Plate XXXVIII. figs. 1, 10), and afterwards compare it with that of the

Diplopus (figs. 3, 11). As in all Paridigitata, which have the navicular and cuboid

distinct, the front face of the cuboid of Hyopotamus is cut out en equerre (Cuv.)
; this is

brought about by the circumstance that the cuboid articulates with two bones of the

first row of the tarsus, the calcaneum and astragalus
;
and the facets for these two

bones lie in different levels, the rounded crescentic facet for the outer half of the distal

pulley of the astragalus rising in front, while the facet for the processus anterior calcanei

presents a flat surface sloping forwards, as is plainly to be seen in the figures (fig. 1 cl

and as). Tice upper or proximal surface of the cuboid is occupied entirely by these two

facets, one internal, shaped like a concave crescent for the astragalus, the other external,

like a convex sloping surface for the calcaneum. The proximal surface of a hog’s cuboid

shows the same facets ; only the external one is often cut transversely in two by a rough

deep notch for the passage of vessels and ligaments : this division of the astragalean

facet of the cuboid is nearly constant in the Hog and Dicotyles
,
though I did not find

it in Phacochoerus and Babirussa. The relations between the transverse breadth of the

two proximal facets vary in different genera. In Anoplotherium
,
the calcaneal facet is

much broader than the astragalean (Plate XXXVII. fig. 11) ; but in Hippopotamus and

Hyopotamus the relation is reversed, while in most Suidse both facets are very nearly of

equal breadth.

The internal wall of the cuboid shows on its upper margin a small facet for the

neighbouring navicular, and a little lower a very small rising which corresponds to the
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nterval between the distal surface of the navicular and proximal of the great or third

cuneiform
;
the rising was very slight on our specimen, and is only imperfectly seen in

the drawing. On the posterior part of the inner wall we see two facets divided by a groove

for the external and posterior part of the navicular (in the Hog these two facets have

coalesced into an elongated single facet on the posterior border of the inner wall of the

cuboid). This posterior margin of the internal wall shows in Ilyopotamus a considerable

bulging inwards, into the middle of the tarsus (seen in Plate XXXVIII. fig. 10), which

makes this cuboid much broader than the corresponding bone of the Diplopus (fig. 11),

where this bulging is mucli less, nearly identical with that of a hog’s cuboid.

The outer surface of the cuboid is rounded. If we look at the external surface of the

cuboid of a hog we shall see a deep sulcus for the peronseus tendon situated between the

posterior prolongation of the cuboid and the distal articular facet ; this sulcus is absent in

Hyopotamus, owing to the fact that the posterior part of the cuboid is not produced

downwards, as we shall immediately see. The posterior surface of the cuboid is con-

siderably broader than the anterior, as is to be seen in fig. 10, while in Diplopus (fig. 11),

and especially in the Hog, the converse is the case. Besides, looking at the cuboid from

the posterior aspect, we perceive a very broad and rough transverse ridge for muscular

and ligamentous attachment, running through the whole breadth of the bone as it is seen

in fig. 10 from below. The Anoplotherium and the Hippopotamus have nearly the same

transverse ridge on the back part of the cuboid ; only it descends lower down, while

in Hyopotamus this ridge does not reach the level of the distal articular surface of the

cuboid, which is the lowest point of the bone ; we shall by-and-by indicate the difference

presented in this respect by the cuboid of Diplopus.

The distal surface (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 10) is the most important, as it presents the

articular facets for the two outer metatarsals. Not only in Ungulates but in all recent

and fossil Mammalia the cuboid of the tarsus, as well as its homologue (the unciform) in

the carpus, gives an attachment to the two outer metatarsals and metacarpals of the

foot (the fourth and fifth) if they are not entirely reduced. In looking at the distal

surface of the cuboid in Hippopotamus
,
we shall perceive a large central facet for the

fourth metatarsal, and outwards from this another good-sized facet for the well-developed

fifth metatarsal. In the common Hog, nearly the whole distal surface of the cuboid is

taken up by the much developed fourth metatarsal ;
but still there exists at the

outer part of this large facet a smaller and oblique facet for the still functionally developed

fifth digit. In Dicotyles
,
where the fifth digit is lost, or only a short rudimental

metatarsal of it remains, the whole distal surface of the cuboid is taken up by the

fourth metatarsal, the rudiment of the fifth being only attached to the outer side of the

fourth metatarsal, without touching the cuboid (De Blainville, Sus, plate vii. Dicot

.

labiatus , lowest left figure). In the Anoplotherium commune
,
as well as in A. tridactylum

,

there is not the slightest trace of a facet for a rudimentary fifth digit ; but in Xiphodon
,

which also has only two developed metatarsals, we have on the distal surface of the

cuboid a large facet for the fourth metatarsal, and an outer small facet for the rudi-

ment of the fifth, which certainly existed, as the outer border of the fourth metatarsal
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has also a small facet, to which this rudiment was attached (Cuvier does not mention

this, as he treats both Dichobune and Xiphodon very briefly). This additional facet

for the rudiment of the fifth metatarsal is to be seen in He Blainville
(
Anopl

.

plate v.) ;
it certainly existed in Dichobune and Cainotherium ,

as both have a completely

developed fifth digit in the pes and manus.

Now, looking at the distal surface of the cuboid of Hyopotamus (Plate XXXVIII.

fig. 10), we clearly perceive two large articular facets (iv. & v.) nearly in the same mutual

relation as in Hippopotamus ;
the two facets are numbered iv. and v. in correspondence

with the metatarsals they support ;
and their outline corresponds very nearly with the

proximal surfaces of these two metatarsals (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 1, iv., v.). The inner

border of the facet iv. is convex, the outer (near the ridge that separates the two facets)

concave ;
and corresponding to this the inner border of the fourth metatarsal is con-

cave, and the outer convex, to fit the cuboid. The facet v. is a little convex and tri-

angular ;
and the metatarsal v. is shaped in a corresponding manner.

Besides the cuboid figured from Buy, I had a smaller cuboid from Hempstead, with

two facets on its distal surface for the fourth and fifth metatarsals, and another from

the same locality much larger than the Buy specimen, but corresponding closely with it;

unhappily this last large specimen is much rolled, and the articular facets are not quite

distinct.

If we compare with the cuboid just described the same bone from a nearly complete

foot found at Hordwell (Plate XXXVIII. figs. 3, 4, and, distal view, 11) belonging to the

Diplopus, or the two-toed form of this family, we shall see important differences which

must clear away any possible doubt as to the number of digits in the genus Diplopus.

The front view of the cuboid, fig. 3, shows it to be a little narrower than the same bone

in its smaller but four-toed congener
; and this is especially the case if we compare the

posterior parts of both bones, as seen in figs. 10 and 11. On the inner wall, the middle

anterior rising which enters into the interval between the navicular and third cuneiform

is more distinctly developed, as seen in fig. 3 ; the rising, with a facet for the distal surface

of the navicular, on the posterior border of the cuboid, is not so thick and not produced

so much inwards as in Hyopotamus
,
but repeats entirely the arrangement seen in the Hog.

The external surface is more hog-like in appearance, and differs from the same

surface of Hyopotamus by the presence of a deep sulcus (fig. 11) between the distal

articular facet and the posterior prolongation (fig. 1 \,f.my), which, in this genus, is

produced much lower down than in Hyopotamus. Instead of the broad transverse ridge

seen on the posterior surface of the cuboid in the Hyopotamus (fig. 10, tr), the cuboid of

the two-toed Diplopus has this ridge prolonged downwards in a beak-like process quite

of the same shape as in the common Hog (fig. 4, b.cb ). This posterior beak descends

lower down than the distal articular surface of the cuboid, and exhibits on its inner side an

elongated facet (fig. 11, f.my) by which this beak articulates with a corresponding cuboid

facet on the outer side of the posterior prolongation of the fourth metatarsal (fig.4", iv.

cb.f). This articulation is observable, though imperfectly, in fig. 4, where the beak of

the cuboid (b.cb) is seen descending on the other side of the fourth metatarsal. In my
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specimens of Hyopotamus from Puy the posterior prolongation of the fourth metatarsal

is not well preserved (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 2', iv.) ; but as there is no downward pro-

longation in the cuboid and no facet, the cuboid seems not to have articulated with this

posterior prolongation of the fourth metatarsal, and it does not so articulate in Anoplo-

therium and Hippopotamus. In the Hog the relations are just the same as in the

didactyle Diplopus ; only this beak has on its outer side another small facet, for the

posterior prolongation of the outer or fifth metatarsal—which is wanting in Diplopus ,

and, though present in Hyopotamus ,
has no such posterior prolongation as in the Hog.

A glance at a hog’s tarsus will make all this much clearer.

The distal surface of the cuboid in Diplopus (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 11) is entirely taken

up by a single large facet for the fourth metatarsal, leaving no place at all for an additional

digit as in fig. 10, though a rudiment of such fifth digit certainly existed, as is proved by

a small facet on the outer border of the fourth metatarsal, to which this rudiment was

undoubtedly attached, without ascending, however, so far as to touch the cuboid.

All these differences clearly indicate that the Plyopotamoid form to which this cuboid

(fig. 11) belonged had no fifth metatarsal, but only a rudiment of it ; we have seen the

same thing in the manus, where the unciform, instead of supporting two toes, is shown

by the distal articular facets to have supported only one (the fourth) while a rudiment

of the fifth, indicated by an external facet of the upper border of the fourth metacarpal,

did not reach the unciform and left no trace upon it.

Dimensions of the Cuboid.

Hyopotamus,
from Puy

(Plate XXXVIII.
figs. 1 , 10).

Hyopotamus,
from Hempstead.

Diplopus,

from Hordwell
(Plate XXXVIII.

figs. 3, 11).

Height, anterior 26 19, 31 23
Breadth, upper part ............ 21 17, 24 19
Breadth, inferior, on the distal surface. ....... 18 15, 21 16i

Antero-posterior depth 25 25, 28i 25

The navicular (Plate XXXVIII. figs. 1-4, n).—This bone is nearly identical in both

genera, and has the same general shape as in all Paridigitata, in which the navicular is

separate from the cuboid. The upper or proximal surface is entirely the same as in the

Hog, except that the middle rising which fits into the groove of the distal pulley of the

astragalus is more rounded. The inner (fibular) surface has, on the anterior and

posterior part, facets corresponding with those already described on the tibial side of

the cuboid. The posterior termination is rounded and only moderately produced

downwards (as seen in figs. 2 and 4), without such large beak-like prolongation as is

seen on the posterior side of the navicular of a hog (Plate XXXVII. fig. 12, n) or

Dicotyles (fig. 13, n).

The distal surface is the most important one, as it supports the three cuneiform bones,

which carry the digits. All the anterior part of the distal surface of the navicular is

HDCCCLXXIII. k
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occupied by a broad facet for the great or third cuneiform, which supports the third

metatarsal. I have not figured the distal extemity of the navicular
; but, by looking

at the distal surface of the Anoplotherium navicular (Plate XXXVII. fig. 17) or that of

a hog, the reader may form a correct idea of it. This facet is much narrowed in its

posterior part, and then expands slightly again, forming a small facet for the second

cuneiform ;
behind this there is a slight sharp ridge, which is seen tolerably well in

the side view, fig. 4, Plate XXXVIII., as well as on a navicular of the Hog (Plate

XXXVII. figs. 12, 13, n) ; behind this ridge is the facet for the first cuneiform. This

last facet is concave on some of the naviculars of Hyopotamus
,
and convex on the two

others belonging undoubtedly to the two-toed Diplopus ;
whether the difference was

constant I cannot tell without ampler materials. I find no essential differences in the

shape of the navicular bone in the two genera ; and my description, made from good

specimens of the Diplopus, may apply to the Hyopotamus also ; of this last I had only

one, not quite perfect, specimen of navicular from Puy.

Navicular of the Tarsus.

Hyopotamus.
from Puy.

Diplopus,

from Hordwell.

Anterior height 11 121, 14
Breadth, proximal face 151 15, 17
Depth, antero-posterior 24 26, 30
Breadth, distal surface 14 141, 20

The cuneiforms (Plate XXXVIII. figs. 1-4, c
3
).—These are small but very important

bones, on account of their relation to the digits which they have to support. The second

row of the tarsus, containing the three cuneiforms and the cuboid, exhibits very clearly

the complete homology of the fore and hind limbs. As in the complete manus we have

in the second row of the carpus three distinct bones (the trapezium, trapezoideum, and

magnum), each supporting a separate toe, and one external bone, the unciforme,

giving support to the two outer digits (the fourth and fifth), so in the pes we perceive

also an entirely homologous set of three cuneiforms (first, second, and third), each

supporting a separate toe, and one external bone, the cuboid, giving support to the two

outer digits of the pes (the fourth and fifth). Where all the five digits are completely

developed this rule admits ofno exception whatever in the whole range ofMammalia ; but

where, as in Ungulata, the number of the digits becomes sometimes greatly reduced, the

relation of the carpal and tarsal bones to the remaining digits is slightly changed, though

all the three cuneiforms are still retained, and I know of no instance where one of

them is wanting. This persistence of cuneiforms is a strange fact
; for in the carpus,

which is generally less reduced than the tarsus, the trapezium (homologue of the

first cuneiform) is certainly lost in Horses and Ruminants, while its homologue in the

tarsus is still retained in a recognizable state. These relations, slight as they may
seem, are important; we must know all the details and the true homology of the
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smallest bones to establish clear lines of descent. I shall be obliged to discuss the

question of the cuneiforms again when I come to describe the metatarsals, and

will confine myself in this place to a general review of them in the Paridigitata, and

a special description of these bones in Hyopotamus and Diplopus. As the Hippo-

potamus is the most complete of the living Paridigitata, we see in the side view

of its tarsus (Plate XXXVII. fig. 10) all the three bones (c\ c
2

,
c
3

)
fully developed;

but as the first digit is aborted, its typical tarsal bone, the first cuneiform (cy ), gives

additional support to the second digit. Each of the two inner digits (the third

and second) are supported by a separate cuneiform. We see besides, in this side view

of the tarsus, that the second digit (fig. 10, il), besides its own tarsal bone (the second

cuneiform), seeks additional support from the large third cuneiform : we shall discuss this

relation when we come to the metatarsals
;
and I will merely observe here that it seems

to be a very ancient one, which existed perhaps in the progenitor of the whole class of

Mammalia. In the Hog (Plate XXXVII. fig. 12) we find the three cuneiforms

quite distinct
;
but there is a great change in their relative position : instead of the

third cuneiform giving additional support to the second digit, it is now not only

entirely occupied by the enlarged third digit, but even the greater part of the second

cuneiform leaves the reduced second digit to give additional support to the enlarged third.

The first cuneiform is also peculiar in the Hog ; it is thrust like a wedge between

the posterior beak-like prolongation of the navicular, the head of the second metatar-

sal, and a posterior process of the third metatarsal, to which it gives an articular facet.

Remembering what we have said in reference to an analogous beak-like prolongation

of the cuboid in hogs, and looking at a hog’s tarsus in naturd
,
we shall see that the

wedge-shaped first cuneiform, together with the cuboid, press from within and

without on the posterior processes of the third and fourth metatarsals, and make the

two middle metatarsals act like a single undivided bone : this is moreover aided by

a special provision in the articulation of the distal extremities of these metatarsals

with the first phalanges
;
namely, the outer borders of the combined distal extremities of

the two metatarsals are produced down less than the inner, so that the digits, being

expanded in treading on the ground, tend to meet by their proximal ends and compress

both metatarsals firmly together, thus materially aiding the compression of their upper

extremities by the beak-like prolongation of the cuboid and the wedge-like first

cuneiform. There is nothing of the sort in Hippopotamus ;
but the same provision

existed in the two-toed Diplopus.

Dicotyles (Plate XXXVII. fig. 13) presents nearly the same relations
;
only the second

cuneiform (c
2

)
has gone entirely over to the third digit

;
and after this there was no

assignable reason why these two bones, giving support to a single metatarsal, should

not coalesce : and this they have done in Hyomoschus and Tragulus (figs. 14 and 15,

c
3

, (?), where the navicular has also coalesced with the two cuneiforms, the first cuneiform

(c
1

)
remaining entirely distinct in both. In a Miocene ruminant from Auvergne,

fig. 16 (Amphitragulus 1), with a rudimentary second metatarsal, we may also clearly

K 2
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perceive that the large cuneiform is formed by the coalescence of the second and third,

while the first cuneiform remains distinct, giving support to the rudimentary metatarsal n.

The same relation may be seen in our recent Ruminantia, whose large cuneiform bone is

therefore to be taken as the homologue of the third and second, the first remaining distinct.

Having traced our three cuneiforms, even in the most reduced Paridigitata, it is

natural to ask how the matter stands in Anoplotherium
,
the reputed prototype of every

Paridigitate. In this respect the confusion is very great
;
and it originated with Cuvier.

In his description of the Anoplotherian pes he says (‘ Oss. Foss.’ 4th ed. p. 147,

plate 128), that he found “ le grand cuneiforme C ” (which is our third cuneiform)

and, besides, another bone (plate cxxviii. fig. 2, h), which he calls “ osselet surnu-

meraire,” and assumes to be a rudiment of the second digit, saying (p. 147) that it

articulates to the facet i of the scaphoid, and the facet k of the third metatarsal.

(This bone is, no doubt, our first cuneiform, Plate XXXVII. fig. 11, cv )
If we

look at the restoration of the pes of Anoplotherium in He Blainville, and read his text,

we shall see that he speaks of three cuneiforms, and even figures them (He Blainville,

‘ Osteogr.’ Anopl. plate iv., side view of pes) ; B is the third cuneiform, C the second

;

and the bone lying backwards from it is certainly the first cuneiform. I take this

restoration to be in the main right ; only the second cuneiform, which is represented in

the side view as articulated to the scaphoid, has, in his figure of the distal extremity

of the scaphoid (a little below), no such facet on this bone, the facets figured being for

the first and third cuneiform only. But if we read his text we shall find the con-

fusion which is so characteristic of his palaeontological writings. He says :
—“ Les

os cuneiformes sont au nombre de trois: 1e premier, assez allonge .... colle contre

le metatarse ; le second presque de meme forme, un peu moins recule, articule avec

le scaphoide d’une part et le metatarsien du medius de 1’autre, et enfin le troisieme

. . . . articule carrement avec le scaphoide en haut et la metatarsien du medius en

bas.
:

’

—

Anopl. p. 35.

So, in the interpretation of He Blainville, the first cuneiform does not touch the

scaphoid at all (in the description of the scaphoid, p. 35, he says :
—“ le scaphoide a

a son bord interne un tubercule ovale un peu saillant pour l’articulation du second

cuneiforme, outre un beaucoup plus grand pour le troisieme ”), but is applied to the

third metatarsal, the second cuneiform being, in his description, also articulated with

the same metatarsal ;
and the third cuneiform is the chief support of the third digit.

All the three cuneiforms, then, are said by He Blainville to articulate with the third

metatarsal
;
but I regret to say that this is entirely incorrect. I enter into such detailed

descriptions only because such matters should be at once set right
;
the real state of

things is this :—The Anoplotherium possessed all the three typical cuneiforms * in their

* Their relations to the metatarsals were entirely identical with what we see in Hippopotamus : the third

cuneiform supported the third digit
;
the second cuneiform supported (the rudiment of) the second digit

; and

the first cuneiform was articulated to the navicular above the second cuneiform in front, and the rudiment

of the second digit below.
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typical relation ;
and, besides, a rudiment of the second digit pressed against the upper

margin of the third digit. To prove this, I have figured the pes of the Anoplotherium

from Yaucluse, where this rudimentary digit is completely developed (Plate XXXVII.

fig. 11), we see in this foot the three typical cuneiforms nearly in the same relation as

in Hippopotamus-, the third cuneiform articulated to the third metatarsal, the second

cuneiform to the metatarsal of the short second digit ; the first cuneiform, seen behind,

aids to support this short second digit. I have represented in Plate XXXVII. fig. 19

the distal surface of the navicular of this Anoplotherium tridactylum

;

and we distinctly

see the three facets for the three cuneiforms, which all articulated with the navicular

bone. Together with these navicular bones from the tridactyle form, we have from

Vaucluse some naviculars of the didactyle species (fig. 18): the complete second digit is

reduced in this species to a mere rudiment; and we see a corresponding diminution of the

facet for the second cuneiform which supported this rudiment, the facet for the third

remaining nearly of the same size. Now in the Anoplotherium from the Paris gypsum,

as I see by a navicular in the British Museum (fig. 17), this facet for the second cunei-

form is even smaller, but it exists still. As far as I can judge by a cast of another

Anoplotherian pes in the Museum, the facet for the second cuneiform is absent from

it
;
but still we see a trace where this very reduced second cuneiform leaned against the

third, perhaps not touching the navicular
; the posterior navicular facet for the first

cuneiform remains very large. The reduction of metacarpal and metatarsal bones

always precedes that of the carpals and tarsals
;
and when a rudiment of the former still

lingers, we may be sure to find the corresponding tarsal or carpal
;
and so it is in

Anoplotherium
,
which possessed besides its three typical cuneiforms a rudiment of the

second metatarsal.

Proceeding now to the Ilyopotamus
,
we find that it, as well as the Diplopus, had

three cuneiforms to its tarsus
; but unfortunately the first is absent from all collec-

tions examined by me ; the second is preserved, thanks to its tendency to coalesce

with the third or great cuneiform. The shape of the third cuneiform is very like

that of the same bone in the Hog or Anoplotherium ;
it is articulated to the third

metatarsal below(PlateXXXVIII. figs. 1-4) ;
and its tibial or inner border gives additional

support to the second metatarsal *, as its homologue, the magnum, does in the carpus.

The second cuneiform is a small nearly cubic bone. I have never seen it separately, as it

is always lost owing to its small size ; but it is represented in fig. 2, having coalesced with

the third cuneiform, and giving support to the second metatarsal. The third cuneiform

of Diplopus
,
figured in the nearly complete tarsus (Plate XXXVIII. figs. 3 and 4), is in

all respects similar to that of Ilyopotamus ; only, as seen in fig. 4, it did not give any

attachment to the rudiment of the second metatarsal, as it does to the complete

second metatarsal in Ilyopotamus-, nay, more, the tibial upper margin of the third

* In fig. 2, Plate XXXVIII., the second metatarsal rises a little higher than the third, and touches the

internal side of the third cuneiform. The same is to be seen in Hippopotamus (Plate XXXVII. fig. 10) and

Anihracotherium. This relation is essential in an unreduced tarsus.
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metatarsal in this specimen has a very slight truncature or oblique facet, by means of

which this third metatarsal touched the second cuneiform, a deviation from typical

relations which is enormously developed in the Hog (Plate XXXVII. fig. 12, in. c2)

;

the proximal surface of the rudimental second metatarsal (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 4, n. r)

is therefore a little lowered in this specimen, to allow the second cuneiform to touch the

third metatarsal. On the contrary, id two other specimens not figured, the relations

remain true to type, and it is the third cuneiform which gives a small facet to the

rudiment of the second metatarsal.

I have found, moreover, in the British Museum a specimen of the Diplopus from

Hordwell in which the two cuneiforms (2+ 3) had coalesced in the same manner

as the two cuneiforms of the Hyopotamus of fig. 2. The distal surface of these two

coalesced cuneiforms is given in outline below fig. 4, Plate XXXVIII., to show its cor-

respondence with the proximal surface of the third metatarsal ; and it answers so exactly

to the third metatarsal with the coalesced rudiment of the second, figured in fig. 4",

that one may think they belonged to the same individual [my coalesced cuneiforms,

however, are from the other (right) side] ;
and the correspondence to the figured foot is

so exact that even the second cuneiform presents a small facet (the shaded bit of the

outline below fig. 4) to the third metatarsal. So that in this specimen the overdeveloped

third metatarsal seeks additional support from an adjoining tarsal bone. In the Suina

it accomplished the passage long before the loss of the second lateral digit, as seen in

figs. 12 and 13, Plate XXXVII.

A similar case is described in my Memoir on Anchitherium * : here also the third

cuneiform became, in the same way, confluent with the second, to pave the way for

the overdeveloped third (and single) metatarsal to enlarge and usurp the second cunei-

form, which bone typically belongs to the second digit.

The first cuneiform is absent ; and, judging from the absence of a facet for this bone on

the posterior prolongation of the third metatarsal in Hyopotamus (Plate XXXVIII.

fig. 2), we may infer that it did not articulate with it; but in Diplopus such facet

on the posterior prolongation of the third metatarsal is clearly seen (fig. 4", fcJ,
and furnishes a conclusive proof that the first cuneiform was articulated to it in the

same manner as in the Hog. Above, it was articulated to the somewhat convex pos-

terior facet of the navicular (seen in figs. 4 and 2, Plate XXXVIII.), then touched the

back part of the small second cuneiform, and, being prolonged lower down, leaned

against the posterior part of the second metatarsal (as proved by a facet on this bone)

in Ilyopotamus (fig. 2), or against the rudiment of this second metatarsal in Diplopus
,
as

seen in fig. 4, Plate XXXVIII. In this latter the first cuneiform was probably thrust

like a wedge between this rudiment and the posterior prolongation of the third meta-

tarsal, in the same way as it is to be seen on a hog’s tarsus (Plate XXXVII. fig. 12).

Metacarpus and metatarsus.—When I began to study the structure of the anterior

and posterior extremities of the Anthracotheridse and Hyopotamidse in the collections of

* Hemoires de l’Academie de St. Petersbourg, 1873.
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the Museums of Lausanne and Puy I had no doubt whatever that the genus imperfectly

known under the names of Hyopotamus and Botliriodon had four completely developed

digits on both extremities ; and all I had seen in the collections of Puy confirmed this

inference; besides, as I could not find any difference in the dental or osteological

characters between these two supposed genera, I was obliged to unite them, giving

priority to Professor Owen’s denomination. But, whilst studying the fossil remains

from Hordwell and Hempstead in the collection of the British Museum, I gradually

acquired the conviction that we have, in the English deposits, two very different forms of

the same natural family, which, though entirely similar in most of their osteological

characters presented a wide difference in the composition of their manus and pes,

a difference somewhat similar to the difference we see in our own times between

Hyomoschus and the true Kuminants. One form had clearly four completely developed

digits, while the other had only two. At first I struggled against this conclusion, as the

fact seemed too singular, considering the similarity of all the other bones of the skeleton

;

but by-and-by, as I got more materials, all doubt cleared away ; and having once ascer-

tained this point, I felt obliged to subdivide the family of Hyopotamidse into two

groups or genera, Biplopus and Hyopotamus, whose chief distinction lay in the number

of digits. It is more than probable that each group or genus was represented by

several species, though this specific distinction is very difficult to establish. But I shall

return to this question at the end of my memoir ; at present I proceed with the descrip-

tion of the bones forming the metacarpus and metatarsus in both genera. As I have

generally done, I commence with the tetradactyle form, or the Hyopotamus
,
and shall

proceed afterwards to the didactyle, or Biplopus.

Before, however, proceeding with the Hyopotamidse, it seems necessary to cast a

glance at the composition of the manus and pes in all Paridigitata, living and fossil,

as such a general review will throw more light on the importance and value of the

distinctions found in our fossil Hyopotamidse than a tedious and minute description

of their bones could do. Studying in detail the structure of the extremities of the

living and extinct Ungulata Paridigitata, and especially their metacarpals and meta-

tarsals, we meet everywhere, through all the great diversity of their forms, such striking

similarity in all the smallest details, such adaptation of one typical structure to widely

different conditions, that there seems to be no possibility of explaining it otherwise

than by a common descent (with modification and adaptation) from some single ancient

form which presented the arrangement we call typical for the whole of the Paridigitata.

Looking upon the whole community of Paridigitata as modified descendants of one

ancestral form, the theory of evolution says that each form must have inherited the

typical structure of the common ancestor, modifying it in each particular case to the

condition of its own life
; and though, after the lapse of a great period of time, the

diversity acquired by different forms would be prodigious, still every member of the cycle,

even at the furthest points of descending lines radiating from the common ancestor, would

by every single bone testify its relation to this common ancestor. And such is really the
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case with our recent Paridigitata. If the Hippopotamus and Pliacoclicerus, Tragulus and

Antilope
,
seem wonderfully different, as being on the furthest points of the radiating

lines, still they have every one of them strikingly similar typical characters inherited

from the ancestral form which was the common progenitor of them all.

The chief and most obvious characters of a Paridigitate foot are to be seen in the

shape and connexions of its two middle fingers ; therefore I will commence with these,

and state some general features common to all Paridigitata, living or fossil, without

exception.

While, in the Imparidigitata, the axis in relation to which the whole foot is shaped is

given by the middle or third digit, the axial line passing through its centre, we have in

a Paridigitate foot always two middle digits (the third and fourth), which form the

centre in relation to which the foot is arranged, the axial line passing in the interval

between these two digits. These, then, may be taken as the principal digits of the

manus and pes ;
they exhibit nearly always a certain mutual symmetry, and are inter-

locked at their upper extremities by a peculiar arrangement which is common to all

fossil and living Paridigitata, as far as we know them now.

The mutual interlocking of the middle metacarpals is effected in this way. The

fourth metacarpal has always, at its upper radial end, a process, or a smooth salient

margin, uninterruptedly connected with its proximal articular surface : this process enters

deeply into a corresponding excavation of the third metacarpal ; and this excavation

is overarched by a special ulnar process of the third metacarpal, which is inclined

outwards, and abuts against the unciform. This is to be seen on all the figures of

the carpus (Plates XXXVII. and XXXVIII.), and better still in Be Blainville’s Plates.

In consequence of this projection of the third metacarpal the fourth stands always a

little lower than its neighbour, and is supported entirely by the unciform, while the

third is supported by the os magnum and partly by the unciform (Plate XXXVII.
figs. 1, 2, 3, 20 ;

Plate XXXVIII. figs. 5, 6), upon which it glides by means of its oblique

outer and upper process.

The two middle metatarsals (the third and fourth) (Plate XXXVIII. figs. 1 & 3)

show us something quite analogous
;
the fourth gives off from its upper tibial side a pro-

minent process (not uninterruptedly connected with the proximal surface as on the fourth

metacarpal), which enters into a deep corresponding cavity in the outer side of the third

metatarsal. The fourth metatarsal is supported by the cuboid, the third by the third

cuneiform.

Such is the general rule of the interlocking of the two middle metacarpals and meta-

tarsals in all living and extinct Paridigitata : there is not a single exception to it ; and

the old Eocene Pichobune
,
as well as the recent Hippopotamus, present us with the same

relation. But it may be urged against me that such a relation is certainly not to be

seen in the recent Ruminantia, whose middle digits have coalesced into one single cannon

bone. However, I think that the rule is even applicable to them. Although in the

recent geological period the Ungulata Paridigitata, generally, acquired an exceedingly
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reduced skeleton, we still possess nearly all the intermediate stages between four com-

pletely developed and distinct metacarpals and metatarsals, and their reduction to two

coalesced middle ones. Besides, the links which are wanting in the fossil state are often

furnished by the living forms in the course of their individual development before they

reach the adult age. Such links are presented by the Tragulidae and the posterior extre-

mities of Dicotyles and IlyomoscJius. If we examine the bones of their feet at an early age,

when the fourth and third digits are yet distinct, we shall see exactly the same relation

as is laid down in our general rule. But even after the complete coalescence of these

two metacarpals and metatarsals, some traces of the original disposition are to be detected.

Examining the fore “ cannon” of the typical Buminantia (especially Deer) we shall see

that one half of the proximal surface, answering to the third metacarpal, is a little higher

than the other half, and always presents a produced ulnar margin, by means of which

it abuts against the unciform
;
the same is to a certain extent seen in the back cannon,

where the proximal surface for the cuboid is often a little lower than the surface for

the third cuneiform.

These two middle digits (third and fourth) form the chief basis of the foot of a Pari-

digitate Ungulate ; to these are added, on the inner and outer sides, one digit more, the

second and the fifth. But so much is the skeleton reduced in the existing Paridigitata,

that there exists at present only a single form (the Hippopotamus), represented by a

single species (or two, as Choeropotamus liberiensis appears to be distinct), in which these

two lateral digits have a true functional importance ; and although the lateral digits still

exist in all the Suidse, Tragulidae, and Hyomoschus
,
they have no real functional import-

ance. Even in the Suidse the two middle digits are so largely developed in comparison

with the lateral ones, and all the bones of the carpus and tarsus have been so completely

taken for the use of these two middle digits, that we shall be guilty of no exaggeration

in stating that the Suidse might lose the lateral digits without their locomotion being at

all impaired. We even witness this process going on in Dicotyles—in which the lateral

digits are still more reduced than in the true Suina, and they begin to disappear altogether,

beginning at the external metatarsal. If the lateral digits are still retained in the Suidse,

it is chiefly owing to the fact that the Hogs live generally in marshy places and on

muddy river-banks, where a broad foot is of great importance for not allowing them to

sink deeply into the mud. But if, by some geological change, their habitat should be

transformed into dry grassy plains, there can be no reasonable doubt that they would as

readily lose their lateral digits as the Palseotheroids have lost theirs (perhaps by an

analogous change of habitat) in becoming transformed into the monodactyle Horse.

Should this occur only in a limited locality, and under circumstances admitting of no

migration (for instance, on a large island), it is very possible that the Suidse of this

particular island might lose their lateral toes, while others, which continued to li\e

under the old conditions, would retain theirs. If this should really occur, we should

have two groups of the same family, quite similar as to the large bones of the

skeleton, but dissimilar as to the structure of their feet, which is just what we witness

MDCCCLXXIII. L
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in the two groups of the didactyle and tetradactyle Hyopotamidee of the oldest Miocene

and Upper Eocene.

What, then, are the relations of these lateral digits to the whole manus and pes,

considered in their primitive unreduced condition. The inner, or the second lateral

digit of the manus is supported by the trapezoid ; it is not, however, limited only

to this bone, but leans a little over the inner edge of the third metacarpal, and goes to

touch the os magnum, which presents a special facet to this second metacarpal. We
may see this typical relation in the second digit of the Anoplotlierium tridactylum

(Plate XXXVII. fig. 2), in the rudiment of the second metacarpal in the Paris Anoplo-

tlierium from the gypsum (see De Blainville, Anopl.), and in the very complete fore

foot of Hippopotamus and Hyopotamus (Plate XXXVII. figs. 1 & 20, n. t, m). In the

posterior limb, the inner or second metatarsal is supported entirely by the second cunei-

form (the homologue of the trapezoid), and by the tibial edge of the great or third

cuneiform(the homologue of the os magnum), as maybe seen in Hippopotamus
,
figs. 9 & 10,

Anoplotlierium
,
fig. 11, Hyopotamus (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 2), and Anthracotherium *

.

The outer or fifth digit of the manus and pes in all Ungulata Paridigitata (and, in

fact, in all existing Mammalia) is supported by the same carpal bone as the fourth.

There is not a single exception to this rule ;
and in all Mammalia, wherever the fourth

and fifth digits of the manus and pes are present, they are always supported by one bone

—the unciform in the manus, and its homologue (the cuboid) in the pes.

Seeing that the full number of digits in Mammalia is five, while the number of carpal

and tarsal bones which give support to them never exceeds four—three inner digits

being supported each by a separate bone, while the two outer are always supported by a

single carpal and tarsal bone—the question may arise, is this relation primitive for all

Mammalia 1 or is it a result of coalescence of two outer carpal and tarsal bones into one 1

As we have not the slightest notion of the skeleton of the first mammals, nor even of the

geological time when they made their appearance, the solution of this question is not

to be expected now. Turning to some of the Amphibia and Beptilia with completely

developed digits, we generally, or at least very often, find, as has been proved by the

beautiful researches of Gegenbaur, that each of their digits in the manus and pes is

supported by a special carpal and tarsal bone, there being five distinct bones in the

second row in the manus and pes. Now it is very possible that the first progenitor of

the class Mammalia had also five carpal and tarsal bones in the second row, or, what is

more probable, seeing that there is not a single instance of these two outer bones being

found separate in any mammal, living or fossil, that their coalescence was effected

before the evolution of the first truly mammalian type, and that they passed into this

class already coalesced.

I have already mentioned that, beginning with the mammals of the oldest known

Eocene deposits, the oldest mammals of whose skeleton we are able to form a tolerably

clear idea (the oldest Mammalian remains, though proving the existence of the class as

* This relation is very characteristic, not only as regards Ungulata, but nearly all Mammalia.
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far back as the Jurassic and even the Triassic period, have not yet furnished the slightest

clue as to their skeleton), we meet always with Ungulates which belong unmistakably

to the one or the other series ; a fossil Ungulate may be at once said to belong either

to the Paridigitate or Imparidigitate division
; we have not a single form in which the

characters of the two groups can be said to be mingled together, or which could be

reputed to be the progenitor of both these great divisions of the Ungulata. Some of

the early Eocene Paridigitata and Imparidigitata seem undoubtedly to be more nearly

related, and have more common characters, than the greatly reduced forms we meet with

in the recent epoch
;
but this shows only, if we imagine these two series to be diverging

lines meeting in some old Cretaceous Ungulate, that they occupy certain positions on

these two different lines nearer to the point of divergence, but still so far from it that

all the intermediate links had time to be completely destroyed before the Eocene

period. We may imagine that in the Cretaceous epoch there existed an Ungulate

form with a very complete skeleton and five digits to the manus and pes ; from this

common form the divergence of Paridigitata and Imparidigitata may have been effected

in such a way that, with the commencement of the reduction of the skeleton of this

typical primary Ungulate, the chief development fell in one case on the middle (3rd)

digit of the manus and pes, the laterals becoming more or less reduced and arranged

symmetrically on both sides of this central digit of the manus and pes, so as to originate

the series of Imparidigitata ; while in the other case the chief development fell on

the two contiguous middle digits of the manus and pes (the 3rd and 4th), giving rise

to the series of Paridigitata. But as the overdevelopment of a single middle digit, to

such an extent as to support the body effectually, is a task much more difficult to the

organism than the development of the two middle digits to a comparatively less extent,

the reduction of the Paridigitate skeleton proceeded at a much quicker rate than that

of the Imparidigitate; and while we meet with many animals of the Paridigitate

series having only two digits in the Eocene, the Imparidigitata have always three.

In the Miocene epoch, the two middle reduced digits of Paridigitata have already coal-

esced to form a single digit, the cannonbone of Ruminants ; but the most reduced member

of the Imparidigitata, the Anchitherium
,
still walked on three toes, though the laterals

began to be greatly reduced
; and it is only in the later Miocene and the Pliocene periods

that, with the appearance of the Eipparion and Horse, the skeleton of the Imparidigitata

attained as great a reduction as the skeleton of Paridigitata did in the earliest Miocene,

Gelocus (Aymard) being the first Paridigitate with a complete cannonbone in the adult.

In the skeleton of this Ungulate progenitor, before the divergence of the two series was

effected, we may imagine a pentadactyle manus and pes constructed in the way given

in the following scheme.

l 2
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Scheme of the Ungulate Manus and Pes.
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The two outer digits of the manus and pes are supported by one bone—the unciform

in the manus, the cuboid in the pes ;
the three following digits in the manus were sup-

ported, the third by the os magnum, the second by the trapezoid, the first by the

trapezium ; and in the pes each of the inner digits was supported by its corresponding

cuneiform. The reduction of the manus and pes commenced at the first or inner toe

;

and we have not a single living or extinct Ungulate presenting this first digit developed ;

nay, more, I know of no positive case where even a rudiment of the first toe is present.

All the bones described as such rudiments have turned out, on close inspection, to be

the trapezium or the first cuneiform* mistaken for the rudiment of the first digit. This

is constantly the case in regard to the rudiments described in the ‘ Ossemens Fossiles.’

Fortunately, even in the recent period, there still exists an Ungulate upon which we

may well study the structure of the typical Paridigitate manus and pes. This is the

Hippopotamus : no trace of the first digit is left in the fore or hind limb; but, owing to

the very complete development of the remaining four digits, they must have retained

their typical relations to the bones of the carpus and tarsus. Looking at the fore foot

of the Hippopotamus (Plate XXXVII. fig. 1) we perceive that the two middle digits

are mutually interlocked in the manner described above as common to all Paridigitata.

The two outer digits, the fourth and fifth, are supported by the unciform
; the third is

supported by the os magnum, and gives besides, at its ulnar margin, a projecting beak,

by means of which it hangs on to the unciform ; the second digit goes a little higher than

its neighbours, is supported by the trapezoid, and touches a small facet on the radial

side of the os magnum ; the first digit is entirely reduced, and its proper carpal bone,

the trapezium, assists to support the second digit.

"What do we see in the hind foot \ The cuboid (Plate XXXVII. fig. 9, cb),

which is the homologue of the unciform, supports the fourth and fifth digits
; the inter-

locking of the two middle metatarsals is effected in the usual way, the fourth giving a

projection which enters into a concavity of the third ; the third cuneiform
(c3 ) (the

homologue of the os magnum) supports the third metatarsal
; the second metatarsal is

* If this absence of even a rudiment of the first digit is really constant among fossil and living Ungulata, it

may possibly be supposed that at the branching off of the Ungulate division this first digit was already reduced

and even entirely lost.
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•supported by the second cuneiform (c2 ), and its tibial margin touches the third cuneiform

(just as the homologous parts on the fore foot do) ; the first digit is entirely lost, and its

typical tarsal bone, the first cuneiform, aids in supporting the second digit (PlateXXXVII.
fig. 10,0,).

This should be the place to consider the structure of the feet in the Suina
;
but, as in

the recent members of this family, owing to the overdevelopment of the middle digits,

the typical relation between the bones is a little changed, I will describe it after having

treated those Paridigitata which preserve this typical relation unchanged.

Of the fossil Paridigitata whose skeleton is known to us with any thing amounting to

completeness, we have only the Anoplotherium and Xiphodon; and we shall see by-

and-by with what wonderful persistence the typical relations are adhered to in the

skeletons of these animals, notwithstanding the great reduction of the number of their

metacarpals and metatarsals.

As the Anoplotherium tridactylum is certainly a less-reduced form than the species from

the gypsum, and as, except a sketch in Gervais’s ‘ Paleontologie Fran^aise,’ there are no

good drawings of its extremities, I represent them on Plate XXXVII. figs. 2, 11, from the

original specimens of Bravard now in the British Museum. Though the number of digits

on the fore and hind limbs is odd, it is nevertheless a very typical Paridigitate, and

differs from the Paris Anoplotherium only in this respect, that the second digit, which is

represented only by a small rudiment in the animal from Montmartre, is developed to

a complete (though short) digit in the Anoplotherium from the lignites of Vaucluse.

The manus of the Anoplotherium is so well described by Cuvier that I will not enter into

any details, and only point out its chief peculiarities. As seen in Plate XXXVII. fig. 2,

this manus is entirely true to the general type : the interlocking of the two middle meta-

carpals is effected in the same way as described above
;
the fourth metacarpal is supported

by the unciform
;
the third hangs to the os magnum, and sends a prolongation of its

ulnar margin to meet the unciform
; the second, though too short to touch the ground,

is complete and supported by the trapezoid, and it sends a projection to articulate

with the os magnum
; the trapezium aids in supporting the short second digit. At the

outer margin of the foot there exists a rudiment of the fifth digit, leaning against the

unciform and the ulnar margin of the fourth metacarpal.

The pes of Anoplotherium tridactylum (Plate XXXVII. fig. 11) shows us the same

typical persistence in the relation of the bones. The interlocking of the two middle meta-

tarsals takes place, as usual, by a process from the fourth fitting into an excavation of the

third metatarsal ; this last is supported by the third cuneiform (c3). As the second digit

is developed, the corresponding bone, the second cuneiform (c2 ), very small or nearly obso-

lete in the Paris Anoplotherium
,
is largely developed in the A. tridactylum

,
and supports

the second digit; the first digit is absent, and its tarsal bone, the first cuneiform (cj,

aids in supporting the second digit.

As the chief difference between the Anoplotherium from the gypsum of Paris and

the A. tridactylum lies in the development of the second digit and its corresponding
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carpal and tarsal bones, I have represented the distal surface of the navicular (to which-

the cuneiforms are attached) of the tridactyle form (fig. 19) and of the Paris Anoplo-

therium (fig. 17); the navicular (fig. 18) is from the same locality as the tridactyle

one ;
and though undoubtedly belonging to a didactyle Anoplotherium

,
the intermediate

facet for the second cuneiform still presents some development, while in the Paris spe-

cimen it is exceedingly small and is even absent in some specimens
;
indeed it seems that

the second cuneiform, being very small, did not always touch the navicular ; and this led

Cuvier into the erroneous belief that this bone was altogether wanting*.

The manus and pes of Xiphodon (Plate XXXVII. fig. 3) present exactly the same

peculiarities : though reduced to only two metacarpals and metatarsals, these two are

in no way adapted more completely to the distal surface of the carpus, and are sup-

ported only by their typical carpal and tarsal bones. The persistence of typical rela-

tions is so great that even the rudiment of the second metacarpal, though a mere bony

nodule, persists not only in its articulation with the trapezoid, but even with the radial

facet of the os magnum (as seen in Plate XXXVII. fig. 3, n., m, t), as truly as in the

case of the complete second metacarpal in the four-toed foot of a Hippopotamus.

In the pes, as far as I am able to see by the figures of Cuvier and De Blainville, the

relation between the metatarsal and tarsal bones is quite such as we laid it down in

our general scheme. There are three distinct cuneiforms ; the third metatarsal is sup-

ported entirely by the third cuneiform ; and though there is only a small rudiment of

the second metatarsal, nevertheless this rudiment has not surrendered its typical articula-

tion, and retains the whole of the second cuneiform for itself ; the first cuneiform is arti-

culated upwards with the scaphoid, touches the posterior part of the second cuneiform,

and is articulated lower down with the rudiment of the second metatarsal, presenting in

this way entire agreement with the typical structure of a Paridigitate tarsus f.

Now, if we turn to Cuvier (Oss. Foss. v. 4to ed. p. 181), we shall see that he noticed

the three cuneiforms in Xiphodon
,

calling only the first (marked e) “ osselet sur-

numeraire he did not notice the true rudiment of the second metatarsal (De Blain-

ville is entirely wrong in saying that there were only two cuneiforms, Anopl. p. 50)

;

he did not describe or mention the rudimentary second and fifth metatarsal, though he

very correctly noticed the corresponding bones in the metacarpus.

After this brief notice of the structure of the metapodium in the fossil Paridigitata,

we may proceed with the description of the same parts in Diplopus and Hyopotamus ;

but I wish, before doing so, to take a short survey of the same part of the ske-

leton in the remaining living representatives of the Paridigitate series, the Suidse and

Ruminantia.

* Passing through Paris, I tried to settle this question
;
and in fact there exists in the ‘ Galerie de Pale-

ontologie ’ a nearly complete foot with the three cuneiforms. It is in a block of gypsum, and placed high on

the top of the wall-cases in the gallery.

t I find on the posterior part of the distal articular surface of the cuboid of Xiphodon a small facet clearly

destined for the rudimental fifth metatarsal.
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The general conclusion to be drawn from our survey of the fossil forms, is that

they exhibit an extreme uniformity in the structure of their metapodium, and that these

uniform and typical relations between the metapodium and the bones of the carpus and

tarsus are remarkably constant, and, as regards the fossil forms, unpliant and rigid. Even

with the utmost reduction of the metapodium in Anoplotlierium and Xiphodon
,
the

typical relation between the two remaining metacarpals and metatarsals remains

just the same as it probably was in their tetra- or pentadactyle ancestors ; so long as

even a rudiment of a metacarpal or metatarsal remains, it holds just the same re-

lation to the supporting bones as if it were complete. We meet with no distinct

adaptation by means of which the median metacarpals and metatarsals which are left

after the dropping off of the laterals, enter into a more complete articulation with

the remaining bones of the carpus and tarsus. Considering, for instance, the two slender

separate metacarpals and metatarsals of Xiphodon
,
we must confess that a foot so

badly adapted for the use of a swift animal is rarely to be met with The middle

digits, being unankylosed, are liable to be broken separately by a much less exertion

of force than it would require to break the two coalesced middle digits of a Ruminant

;

besides, seeing in what manner the whole weight of the body is transmitted to the two

middle digits, we shall find that it is not effected in such a way as to ensure the

most complete and stable equilibrium. To effect this we might expect that the

proximal ends of the two remaining metacarpals (Plate XXXVII. fig. 3) would be

enlarged to such a degree as to underlie the whole distal breadth of the carpus ; in this

case the weight of the body would be transmitted much more equably and effectually to

the two middle digits of the metacarpus. However, we see nothing of the kind : the

transmission of the weight of the body is effected only by the two bones of the second

row of the carpus ; and the two useless rudiments remaining on both sides, and occupying

the whole trapezoid and a large facet of the unciform, diminish by so much the stability

of the foot, in comparison with an arrangement in which the facets occupied uselessly

by them should be taken by the functional middle digits. We meet with exactly the

same relation in the pes ; so that it will be needless to recapitulate in reference to it all we

have said in reference to the manus. The same may be, to a great extent, said of the

Anoplotherium
,
though the digits which remain are so stout and short that the want of

stability of the foot is not so clearly shown by this form as by its slender congener.

On the whole we may, with sufficient probability, say that, while in these two genera

the reduction of the manus and pes was going on and the lateral digits aborted,

the remaining middle digits did not adapt themselves as fully as could be imagined* to

altered circumstances of life and to a different distribution of weight of the body
; they

remained too true to ancestral traditions ; there was no pliancy in their organization

which, by adapting them more fully to altered conditions of life, would have enabled

them to carry on successfully the struggle for existence with other competing genera.

* And as we actually see in other genera which outlived Anoplotherium and Xiphodon.
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And these last, as we shall presently see, being better adapted to altered conditions of

life, got the upper hand, multiplied largely in specific and generic forms, and peopled the

earth with their successors, while Anoplotherium and Xiphodon died away without leaving

any*. In this inflexibility and rigidity of organization, in this inability to alter it as

completely as the competing genera were able to do, lay perhaps one of the causes of the

extinction of some genera and their replacement by others. All that I attempt here is

to show in what peculiarities of structure this rigidity of some genera and pliancy of

others consisted. I do not wish to put this as the only cause, but as one of the many

still unknown causes which led to the extinction of so many animals that preceded the

present population of the earth.

I have adduced here only such cases as are known and described ;
but having carefully

examined large collections of bones from the Eocene and Miocene deposits, I have been

struck with the recurrence of similar facts. Trying to reconstruct the extremities of some

Paridigitata of the Lower Eocene from Mauremont and Egerkingen, and of Miocene forms

from Rochette, I could distinctly perceive that all genera which have left no direct succes-

sors, and which are entirely extinct, present the same rigidity and persistence of the

typical relations ; on the contrary, those which have representatives in the living creation,

their direct successors, exhibit much more pliancy and much better adaptation to altered

circumstances of locomotion, along with the reduction in the number of digits.

Before proceeding to consider the two remaining groups of Paridigitata, the

Ruminantia and the Suina, we may draw the attention of the reader to the fact

that these two groups of Paridigitata are the only onesf which now people the

earth ;
there is no greater diversity than this

;
and every living Paridigitate (if we

except the Hippopotamus) is always clearly a ruminant (including the Tragulidae and

Camelidae) or a Sus. How striking is this poorness of different types if we compare it

with the rich and diversified forms presented by the recent Carnivora or Rodentia. The

extreme diversity of generic forms and specific modifications, coupled with the enormous

range of distribution of living Paridigitata, produces a false impression of the diver-

sity presented by this order ; but in reality there is no such diversity, and all the extremely

rich assemblage of Paridigitate Ungulates that people the earth in our time are only the

result of the modification of two typical forms, the Suina and the Ruminantia. The

latter term is a very objectionable one, as the faculty of rumination has nothing to do

with the skeleton, and in reality it would be no wonder if some of the Imparidigitates

possessed the same faculty. As the teeth have so great a value in systematic zoology,

it would be perhaps more advantageous to distinguish all Paridigitata into those

which have tubercular and those which have crescentic teeth. To the first division will

* The reduction of the limbs in Anoplotherium and Xiphoclon is so great that I regard them only as the last

representatives of dying- out branches that did not leave any direct descendants.

f If we except Hippopotamus—this last remnant of a Paridigitate series once rich in generic forms, hut

which is now reduced to only two distinct groups.
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belong all the existing Suina and the Hippopotamus
;

to the second, the remaining

Paridigitata, which all possess, more or less completely, the faculty of rumination

coupled with the absence of incisors (Camel
"?)

in the premaxillaries. Such a division

of Paridigitata would allow a place in the zoological scale to the extinct forms which

were distinguished by the non-confluent metapodium, and the presence of incisors in the

premaxillaries, and very probably did not ruminate.

We shall now proceed to cast a comparative glance at the structure of the feet in

both these divisions as they exist in our own time, and endeavour to discover if their

structure does not present some characters which show that they are better adapted for

new circumstances of life than were their Eocene and Miocene predecessors; and that

to this better adaptation may be, in part, ascribed the victory they obtained in the battle

of life, and their spreading over all the surface of the globe.

As the Paridigitata with tuberculated teeth are represented, in the recent period,

only by the Suina, and those with crescentic teeth only by the Euminantia, we shall

have to confine ourselves to these two orders ; in the latter we shall particularly call

the attention of the reader to the Tragulina, as the less reduced members of this

family, and therefore more likely to furnish us with typical characters.

The true Suina have four complete digits in their manus and pes, but only the two

middle ones are subservient to the purpose of locomotion
; the laterals are always so

reduced that they do not regularly touch the ground, or only do so on muddy soil, when

the foot sinks deeply into the earth. According to the general rule laid down for all

the Paridigitata, the interlocking of the two middle (third and fourth) metacarpals in

the manus is effected as usual ; the fourth digit is supported by the unciform, while its

radial upper margin is fitted into an excavation on the ulnar side of the third metacarpal,

which, by means of an ulnar process of its upper margin, articulates with the unciform,

while its proximal surface is supported by the os magnum (see figs, in Cuvier, ‘ Oss. Foss.

Atlas,’ and He Blainville, ‘ Osteograpliie, Sus,' also our fig. 4, Plate XXXVII.). How-

ever, in examining more attentively this proximal surface of the third metacarpal of

the Hog, we remark something quite new, and not met with in most of the fossil

Paridigitata. Owing to the over-development of the middle digits, the radial side of

the third metacarpal (Plate XXXVII. fig. 4) has spread inwards and pushed the

second metacarpal away from its typical articulation with the os magnum ;
nay even

more, this second metacarpal has yielded one half of the surface of its carpal bone

to the encroachment of the third digit
; this last, besides the magnum, occupies

now one half of the trapezoid—a new fact in the history of the Paridigitate foot

that had important consequences. To show the reader more clearly that this modifica-

tion is a recent one, we turn to the fossil Suidge. Unhappily, our knowledge of their

skeleton is very imperfect
; and while genus after genus (not to speak of species) of the

fossil Suidse have been created merely on dental, often very slight and unimportant,

characters, the study of their skeleton has been much neglected. As far as I am aware,

MDCCCLXXIII. M
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not a single bone of their skeleton was figured or discussed comparatively until the

appearance of Professor Gaudey’s work on the Fossils of Pikermi*.

However, I was so fortunate as to see many bones of the skeleton of the Miocene

Suina, distributed into divers genera, in the collections of Paris and London
;
and on

comparing the third metacarpal of the Palceochcerusf (Plate XXXVII. fig. 6) from

Auvergne, and the Choeromorus
,
Lrt., from Sansans, with that of the recent Suidae, I

found that this broadening of the third metacarpal did not exist in Palceochcerus nor in

the Choeromorus, the second digit taking for its support the entire surface of the trape-

zoid. Plate XXXVII. fig. 6 represents a third metacarpal of Palceochcerus ; and

by comparing it with fig. 4 we immediately perceive the difference. This broadening

of the metacarpals, with the purpose of taking the whole of the distal surface of the

second row of bones of the carpus, took place in the Suina only after the middle Miocene

epoch. But, among the recent Hogs, we have one more advanced form which, in this

character, stands to the other Suidae nearly in the same relation as the Suidae stand to

the Palaeochoeridae
;
this is Picotyles. The structure of its fore limb agrees entirely with

that of Sits, only the lateral metacarpals are reduced a step further
;
and looking at

fig. 5, Plate XXXVII., we shall see that the enlarged third metacarpal has taken, not

the half, as in Sits, but the tvhole of the distal surface of the trapezoid, the second

metacarpal being pushed entirely away from its typical carpal bone. Moreover, this facet

for the trapezoid (as in fig. 4) is transformed from an oblique into a horizontal one,

thus giving better support to the third digit ;
while the corresponding distal surface of

the trapezoid instead of having a spear-shaped form, as in the Hog (fig. 4, t), is quite

flat in Picotyles (fig. 5, t). The trapezium (fig. 5, tz) is greatly reduced, has no distinct

articular facet on the trapezoid, and is disappearing altogether, without coalescence with

the trapezoid. Thus, then, we find that, in the Miocene Pigs, the whole trapezoid is,

according to the typical relations, taken by the second digit ; in the recent Hog only

half of its distal surface is left for the second digit, and none at all in Picotyles.

On the outer side of the manus, the relations are much simpler, as the fourth and

fifth metacarpal are supported, in all Ungulata, by a single bone, the unciform ; there-

fore, by the gradual broadening of the fourth metacarpal, the outer or fifth digit is

pushed to the outer side of the distal surface of the unciform, until, in the Hog and in

Picotyles
,

it occupies only a small lateral and outer facet on this bone, in such a way

that the fifth digit has practically no upper carpal facet, but is suspended laterally to

* Gervais, ‘ Paleontol. Eraneaiso,’ has figured a third metacarpal, which is very interesting, as it shows none of

the broadening of the radial margin so characteristic of Sus. It is from the right side, while all figured by me
are left.

t In its dental characters, as well as in its skeleton, Palceochoerus stands so near to the Hog that even

their generic distinction might be questioned. The Choeromorus, being- also a true Hog, stands further from

the recent Suidte
; one of the very curious characters of this remarkable genus is the central ridge of the distal

extremities of the metacarpals and metatarsals, which, instead of encircling the whole extremity, is limited to

its back part only
;
the first phalanges are modified accordingly.
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the outer side of the unciform
;
and this lateral position is more pronounced in Dicoiyles

than in the Hog, in consequence of the greater reduction of the former.

Moreover, if we examine attentively the proximal surfaces of the two middle meta-

carpals in Dicotyles, we shall see that they are much more joined together than in the

common Hog or any other Sus ;
their inner flat sides are so closely united that it will

require only a little step further to make them coalesce
; and as the os magnum and

trapezoid are now both resting on one metacarpal they cannot remain long distinct,

but must coalesce : if this should occur, we should have a structure nearly analogous

to, and hardly to be distinguished from, that of a typical ruminant.

If we turn now to the structure of the ])es in the Paridigitata with tuberculated teeth,

or Suina, we shall meet with precisely the same phenomena
;
and the homologous bones

of the manus and pes undergo a strikingly similar course of variation.

The two middle digits of the pes interlock, in the usual way, by a process from the

fourth metatarsal, which fits into an excavation of the third. The cuboid supports the

two outer digits, the fifth and fourth
;
the third digit is supported by the third cunei-

form. If we compare the third metatarsal of the recent Hog (Plate XXXVII.
fig. 12, hi.) with the same metatarsal of Palceoclicerus, fig. 12', and of Cheeromorus

,
we

perceive just the same difference as in the homologous bones of the manus. While in

Palceoclicerus the third metatarsal is confined entirely to the third cuneiform*, leaving the

second cuneiform for the support of the second metatarsal, in the Hog (fig. 12, hi. c2 ,
c2)

this third metatarsal is greatly enlarged
;

it has pushed the second digit away,

and encroached on nearly the whole of the distal surface of the second cuneiform,

leaving only a very narrow facet of this bone for the second metatarsal (fig. 12, ii. c2),

which is now chiefly supported from behind by the wedge-shaped first cuneiform.

On the outer side of the pes, the enlargement of the fourth metatarsal has taken the

greater part of the distal surface of the cuboid, the fifth metatarsal being pushed very

much backwards, and being supported partly by a small facet on the distal surface of the

cuboid, and partly by a posterior prolongation to the beak-like downward process of the

same bone. The pes of the Dicotyles shows us the same disposition in an exaggerated

form; the inner side of the third metatarsal (Plate XXXVII. fig. 13, hi.) has completely

occupied the second cuneiform, so that the second digit is supported only from behind by

the first cuneiform. On the outer side, the fifth digit is completely lost
;
or, if a rudiment

of the fifth metatarsal remains, it is generally a flat elongated bone attached to the outer

side of the fourth metatarsal, and having no articular surface on the cuboid, which is

taken up by the over-developed fourth metatarsal. Besides, the two middle digits

have coalesced in the whole upper half of their length, simulating the cannonbone

of a Buminant. The navicular and cuboid are still separated, but are very firmly

pressed together; and now, both these bones, having the coalesced metatarsal below

them, cannot have much separate movement, and their coalescence, as well as that of the

* As the hind limbs are always more reduced than the fore, it seems that, even in Palceoclicerus, the third

digit encroached in a perceptible way on the second cuneiform.

M 2
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second and third cuneiform, is only a question of time, the modification going on unin-

terruptedly in the direction of the greater reduction of the limb-bones.

Can the general tendency of this steady reduction be doubtful 1 Is not the fact

eloquent enough, that, proceeding from the middle Miocene times until the recent

period, we meet with a whole series of Suina in which the skeleton is gradually more and

more reduced, until it culminates in the Post-tertiary time in Dicotyles, a form very

analogous, in the structure of its limbs, to the Ruminants, whose middle digits are quite

ready to coalesce into a cannonbone, and the laterals to drop off"? Indeed, this has begun

in the posterior limb, in which reduction is always in advance, and on its outer side, which

is generally more reduced than the inner. If any inference from one series of pheno-

mena is allowed to be applied to another, then, inasmuch as the Paridigitata with cres-

centic teeth, or the recent Ruminantia, proceeding from tetra- or even pentadactyle

forms, arrived in the Miocene period at didactyle forms, in which the coalescence of

the two middle digits simulates monodactylity, we have a full right to infer, seeing

the parallelism of these two groups, that the Paridigitata with tubercular teeth

have followed just the same line of reduction. And if nature should be allowed to

follow its course, or if man had made his appearance only in the Post-quaternary instead

of the Post-tertiary period, he would no doubt have found only two groups of Pari-

digitates remaining, one with crescentic, the other with tubercular teeth, but both having

a cannonbone in their fore and hind limbs, and no lateral digits. These two groups

of Paridigitates undergo exactly parallel modifications in the course of time, as far as

their limbs are concerned—only in the group with crescentic molars these modifications

have gone on much more rapidly than in the parallel group with tubercular teeth. The

cause of this greater rapidity lay very probably in the more specialized, instead of an

omnivorous, diet, and was perhaps influenced by the commencing faculty of rumination,

which gave them an enormous advantage over the other group, by allowing them to

store food in their paunch in the most favourable, or least dangerous, part of the day,

and chew it afterwards when retiring to rest.

If we turn now to the Paridigitates with crescentic teeth, represented in our times

only by the living Ruminantia, we meet in the typical (which in this case means the

most reduced) genera both middle metacarpals and metatarsals coalesced so as to simu-

late a monodactyle foot, forming the so-called cannonbone. The rudiments of the

lateral digits are mostly lost (in Bomdm and Antilopidoe
)

or retained only as small

filaments of bone, having no articulation with the carpal or tarsal bones, but merely

pressed to the outer and inner sides of the two middle digits. The trapezium is

entirely lost ; the trapezoid is confluent with the magnum *. In the tarsus, the navicular

is confluent with the cuboid, and the second cuneiform with the third
;
the first remains

nearly always separate, and in case of confluence with the coalesced second and third

cuneiforms, as in the Giraffe, the division is clearly seen. This is the general structure

of the foot in the typical Ruminantia, or the most reduced Paridigitata with crescentic

* Except in C'amelidce.
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teeth ; but fortunately we have still a living form which stands to the typical Rumi-

nantia nearly in the same relation as our Dicotyles would stand to the Post-quaternary

Suinte with a cannonbone. The parallel is really complete, with the exception of

some small points*. This living form is the Hyomoschus aquaticus, hardly distinguish-

able from its fossil congener of the Middle Miocene. If we examine the manus of this

animal (Plate XXXV II. fig. 8), from the inner side, we shall meet with characters

common to all Paridigitata. The interlocking of the two middle metacarpals is

effected in the usual way
;
the inner, or radial, margin of the third is enlarged in the

same way as we saw it in Dicotyles—only the two carpal bones which support this

enlarged third metacarpal, the magnum and trapezoid, are already confluent (fig. 8,

m & td) ;
the reduced, but still complete, second digit has a small facet on the back part

of the coalesced trapezoideo-magnum. On the outer side of the manus, the large fourth

metacarpal is supported by the unciform, and the distal surface of this bone gives also

a small facet to the reduced and thin, but still complete, metacarpal of the fifth digit.

The pes of Hyomoschus will show us something similar to what we have seen in the

manus. As seen in fig. 14, Plate XXXVII., the inner side of the third metatarsal is

enlarged, and has taken the whole of the second cuneiform, the second metatarsal being-

supported entirely by the first cuneiform, which is distinct, while both the others have

coalesced mutually and with the navicular (c
3
+c2 -f-w, fig. 14).

On the outer side of the pes we find that the large fourth metatarsal has taken nearly

the whole distal surface of the cuboid ; however, it leaves a very small facet for the

articulation of the complete fifth digit. The length of the lateral metacarpals and

metatarsals nearly equals that of the middle ones, though, owing to their thinness and

the want of direct firm support from the carpals and tarsals, they are, as it seems, not

subservient to locomotion. The middle metatarsals are confluent in the adult.

In the Traguliclse (Plate XXXVII. figs. 7 & 15) the middle metacarpals and meta-

tarsals are distinct in the young, even after their complete ossification ; in this state we

may ascertain that their mutual interlocking is effected as in all other Paridigitata.

The inner margins of the third metacarpal and metatarsal are enlarged even more than

in Hyomoschus, and their relation to the trapezoid and second cuneiform is altogether

the same. The lateral digits persist during the whole of life as filiform bones on both

sides of the middle cannonbone. Although of the same length as the cannonbone, they

are useless for locomotive purposes, owing to their extreme thinness. At last, in the

typical Ruminantia, the two middle metacarpals and metatarsals coalesce into the cannon-

bone during the process of ossification. All particulars we have remarked in the Tragulinae

* The chief are these :—the trapezoid is confluent with the magnum, while it is only preparing to become so

in the anomalous Dicotyles
;
the navicular of the pes is confluent with the coalesced second and third cuneiforms

(as in all the Tragulidte)
;
the fifth digit of the pes is completely developed, not lost, as in Dicotyles. The

articular ridge of the distal end of the metacarpals and metatarsals is confined only to the palmar side, and

the first phalanges are modified accordingly. If we remember that some of the ancient Pigs, as Chceromorus,

show just the same smoothness of the distal ends of the metapodium, the parallelism of both groups of

Paridigitata appears to hold good, even in the slighter details.
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are exaggerated in the true Ruminants. The trapezoid and the second cuneiform

are always, even in the cartilaginous state, confluent with the magnum and third cunei-

form, and can be detected only as distinct points of ossification. The. rudiments of the

lateral digits are generally preserved as slender elongated bones in the metacarpus,

especially in Deer, .much more seldom in the metatarsus. In the fossil Ruminantia

from Auvergne these lateral rudiments are present, as a rule, on both the fore and hind

limb (Plate XXXYII. fig. 16, n.). The rudiment of the fifth metatarsal is usually free,

and has even a small facet on the cuboid; while the second metatarsal, being jammed

in between the inner enlargement of the third metatarsal and the posterior beak-like

prolongation of this digit, has generally coalesced
;
but its proximal extremity is mostly

free, and articulated with the first cuneiform (and this is sometimes to be seen even in

living Ruminantia).

The upper and posterior beak-like prolongations of the middle metatarsals of Pari-

digitata constitute a very characteristic feature of these bones
;
they grow larger and

larger with the reduction of the pes, and are firmly pressed together by a special process

of the cuboid and the first cuneiform in those genera in which locomotion is almost

entirely performed by the two middle digits. Finally they coalesce, and the confluence

of the metatarsals seems to proceed from these processes downwards, as is to be seen at

a certain age in the metatarsus of Dicotyles.

Metacarpus and Metatarsus of Hyopotamus and Diplopus.

Having thus discussed at some length the shape and mutual connexions of the bones

which compose the fore and hind limbs in the chief fossil and living Paridigitata,

our task is made much easier in reference to Diplopus and Hyopotamus ; and without

dwelling too long on the description of very minute particulars of these bones, which to

a certain extent are visible in the Plates, I shall merely state the chief features they

present to the observer, and the points of agreement or difference with the corresponding-

bones of allied genera.

I begin with the metacarpals of Hyopotamus
,
or the tetraclactyle form, and will

afterwards pass to the didactyle Diplopus. The restoration of the manus of Hyopotamus

from Puy is given in Plate XXXVII. fig. 20, \ nat. size, and the upper part of the

same manus, fig. 5, Plate XXXVIII. The separate bones belonged to different indi-

viduals, and were not found in connexion. The fourth metacarpal especially is defective
;

but it is the only specimen of this digit I could find in the collections from Puy
; it comes

from a very young individual, and is therefore too small for the adult unciform by

which it is supported. I have seen the same bones from Hempstead, but somewhat rolled.

The interlocking of the two middle metacarpals is effected in the usual way, the

radial margin of the fourth being thrust under the ulnar prolongation of the upper

margin of the third (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5). This ulnar prolongation of the third

metacarpal going to meet the unciform is very oblique in the Hyopotamus

;

its axis

forming, approximately, an angle of 45° with a horizontal line. In the Suidge, as well
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as in the corresponding hone of Diplopus (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 6, hi.), this projection is

much more inclined (perhaps 30° with the horizon). The reason of this difference is given

by the unciform, as the radial inferior truncature of this bone (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, u),

to which the projection of the third metacarpal is articulated in Hyopotamus, becomes

nearly vertical, and helps to constitute the inner radial wall of the same bone in Diplopus

(Plate XXXVIII. fig. 8).

The proximal surface of the third metacarpal (fig. 5, hi.) has an elongated, somewhat

triangular, flat facet for the os magnum
;

this upper surface is sloping inwards, so as to

allow the second metacarpal to lean laterally on this margin, and reach its facet on the

os magnum, as seen in fig. 5. In Diplopus, on the contrary (fig. 6, hi.), this upper

radial margin of the proximal surface is produced upwards (as in Dalceoclmrus
,
Plate

XXXVII. fig. 6) ; and therefore I think that, in the didactyle form, the rudiment of the

second digit could not reach as high as the os magnum.

The ulnar side of the third metacarpal has an anterior reniform and a posterior oval

facet
;
both articulate with corresponding facets on the radial side of the fourth digit.

In the didactyle Diplopus
,
this anterior reniform facet is excavated into a deep hole for

a corresponding large projection of the fourth metacarpal, as seen in Plate XXXVIII.
fig. 6 : thus the interlocking of the two middle digits is much closer in the didactyle genus

;

and this is quite natural, as the foot, having no lateral digits, required a firmer structure.

The radial side of the third metacarpal in Hyopotamus has on its anterior part a tole-

rably long (7 millims.) facet, which is uninterruptedly united with the somewhat sloping-

radial margin of the proximal surface. This facet is destined for the second metacarpal,

which has a corresponding surface on its inner (ulnar) side; the bone on this side is flattened

by the pressure of the complete lateral digit, as may be seen in the sections of the four

metacarpals given below the fig. 5. If Ave compare this part of the third meta-

carpal with the corresponding region in Diplopus (fig. 6, hi.), Ave shall see a great

difference. In this last genus, as there is no lateral second metacarpal, but only a rudi-

ment of it, Ave find a deep depression, with small longitudinal facets, where the rudiment

(seemingly a nodular bone, as in Anoplotherium) adhered to the third metacarpal. We
meet Avith an exactly similar holloAV on the inner (radial) side of the third metacarpal in

Xiphodon. On the upper and front part of this third metacarpal is a rough tuberosity for

the tendon of the extensor carpi radialis muscle
;
this is not so prominent in the same

bone of Diplopus Aymardi (fig. 6), perhaps oAving to the younger age of the individual

to Avhich the third metacarpal of fig. 6 belonged.

The fourth metacarpal (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, iv.) of Hyopotamus
,
though repre-

sented very badly by a proximal half of the bone belonging to a young individual

from Puy, sIioavs, nevertheless, nearly all Ave require to knoAV about it.

r

\i\\e proximal surface is fiat, and has the shape of an isosceles triangle. On the radial

upper margin Ave have a thickening at the point where the fourth digit is thrust under

the ulnar prolongation of the third. The ulnar, or outer, side of the fourth metacarpal

has two distinct facets, an anterior and a posterior one, for the articulation of the outer

or fifth metacarpal.
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The general shape of both middle digits in Hyopotamus is very flat in front, with two

tolerably sharp edges, which form the outer and inner border of each metacarpal ; the

two inner, or contiguous, edges are formed by the metacarpals being pressed against each

other in the axial line, while the outer edges result from the pressure of the lateral digits

on the two middle ones from without and within (see fig. 5, and section). In the

Hiplopus, as we shall see hereafter, we have only the contiguous edges, while the outer

sides of both metacarpals are rounded and smooth, there being no lateral digits. The

section of the four metacarpals given belo-v fig. 5 may give an idea of the flatness of

these bones in the middle : it may be possible that they are somewhat flattened by

pressure ;
but in the living Hippopotamus the metacarpals are perhaps relatively as flat.

The length of the third metacarpal (drawn in outline) from Puy is given by a com-

plete specimen in the collection of M. Aymakd. I have also several rolled specimens

of both middle and internal lateral digits from Hempstead.

The distal ends of the two middle metacarpals (Plate XXXVII. fig. 20) are quite

smooth in front ;
but on the posterior or palmar surface of each a median prominent ridge

is seen corresponding with a sulcus on the proximal extremity of the first phalanx. In the

Hog, this ridge goes round the whole distal end of the middle metacarpals. The outer

half of this distal end is a little shorter than the inner, though the difference is not, by

far, so great as in Suina ;
and the first phalanges being modified accordingly to fit the dis-

tal extremity of the metacarpals, the outer half of the proximal surface of each is slightly

higher than the inner. This corresponding inequality of the distal ends of the meta-

podial bones and the proximal surface of the first phalanges is seen in many fossil genera,

but is most manifest in the recent Suina. The purpose of this arrangement seems to be

the compression of the metacarpals of the middle digits and the approximation of their

distal ends. The two middle digits diverge in treading on the ground
;
but, by the same

action, their proximal extremities tend to converge ; and, owing to the special disposition

of the metacarpo-phalangeal articulation, they compress the two metacarpals or meta-

tarsals together. In such animals as the Hog, in which this disposition is strongly de-

veloped, and aided by a special adaptation of the tarsal, and to some extent carpal, bones

to bring together the proximal extremities of the two middle digits, these two practically

work like the cannon of a Ruminant. In Hyopotamus, however, this disposition is

only indicated, while it is developed much better in Diplopus.

The lateral digits of the Hyopotamus are very well developed, and, in fact, besides the

Hippopotamus
,
we know of no animal in which they are so complete and relatively large

as in Hyopotamus. It is possible that in Anthrac'othermm they took even a more im-

portant part in locomotion ; but the complete limbs of Anthracotherium are not fully

known at the present time.

The inner or second metacarpal (Plate XXXVII. fig. 20, & Plate XXXVIII. fig. 5, ii.)

is represented in all collections I have visited only by its proximal half. The upper or

proximal extremity of the second digit presents an elongated and concave articular

surface for the distal face of the trapezoid ;
its ulnar margin, as seen in fig. 5, is

blunted by an oblique facet, which must have abutted against the os magnum.
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On the posterior edge of this second metacarpal is a small facet, probably for the

trapezium ;
although I did not find this last bone, its existence must be inferred from a

facet on the trapezium and this posterior metacarpal facet.

The general shape of the bone is somewhat triangular
;
on its flat side it is pressed

against the third metacarpal.

The fifth metacarpal .—Of this bone I have seen only somewhat less than the upper

third. As shown by this small fragment, the fifth digit was relatively well developed ;

our fragment probably comes from a larger individual than the other metacarpals.

The proximal surface has a facet which occupies its entire antero-posterior depth and

articulated with the unciform (fig. 5, v.); the inner side shows two separate facets, one

anterior and one posterior, which entirely correspond with similar facets on the outer

side of the fourth metacarpal (the Hog and Hippopotamus has only one such facet). The

outer edge of this fragment is thickened and rugose for the attachment of ligaments.

The Metacarpus of Diplopus.

The chief differences exhibited by the two middle metacarpals of the didactyle

Diplopus (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 6) have been to a certain extent already stated in the

course of the discussion of the metacarpals of Hyopotamus ; something may, however,

be added. The general shape is exceedingly different, as may be seen by the sections.

The two metacarpals of the didactyle Diplopus are much more mutually symmetrical

than those of Hyopotamus ;
the contiguous sides are flattened in such a way that the

two bones are pressed together on their flat surfaces, while their outer rounded outlines

sweep in and out in a nearly regular quadrant, so that the two united metacarpals

represent in section the half of a solid cylinder. These inner flattened faces are very

rough, showing the attachment of numerous ligaments that held them firmly together.

The distal extremity is turned a little outwards and broadened transversely ; its inner

half is much thicker or deeper than the outer, more so than in the recent Suina.

The distal articular ridge of the metacarpals is limited only to the posterior or palmar

side, although a faint trace of it is visible even on the anterior face of the distal

extremity of the metacarpals. The semicircular line, where the anterior surface of the

metacarpal passes into the distal articulation for the first phalanx, is only slightly

excavated, while in the metatarsals this line presents a deep crescentic concavity ; this

furnishes a very good practical character for distinguishing broken distal ends of the

metacarpals from the metatarsals.

We have already mentioned the difference in the proximal surface of the third

metacarpal, by the radial edge (fig. 6, hi.) being more raised, by the more horizontal

direction of the ulnar process, and by the depth of the excavation, into which is

fitted the radial projection of the fourth digit. The posterior surface of the meta-

carpal is flat, as seen in the section. The fourth metacarpal (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 6,

IV.) shows similar differences ; the proximal surface is of a rounded triangular outline

to fit the similar facet of the unciform (fig. 8
f

,
iv.) ; the projection on the radial flat

MDCCCLXXIII. N
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surface is very prominent, in order to enter into the deep pit on the ulnar side of the

third and bring about a firm interlocking of the two digits. On the outer and posterior

side, we see an excavation for the nodular rudiment of the fifth metacarpal, which, as it

seems, did not touch the unciform, at least had no facet on it. The posterior surface

is very nearly flat, and the section of the hone is a rounded triangle instead of being a

fiat trapezium as in the Hyopotamus. I have seen a complete specimen of only this single

metacarpal ;
fortunately this gives us the length of the metacarpus in the didactyle

genus ;
it is considerably longer than the metacarpus of Hyopotamus

,
as may be seen

by comparing figs. 5 and 6 of Plate XXXVIII.

As we have no means of distinguishing with complete certainty the phalanges of the

fore from those of the hind foot, they will be noticed after the description of the meta-

tarsals.

The Metatarsals of Hyopotamus and Diplopus.

My materials for the hind foot are fortunately more complete than those for the fore

limb, and the striking dissimilarity we noticed between Diplopus and Hyopotamus in

considering the manus, is still more confirmed by the study of the pes. According to

the order adopted by me, I shall describe at first the middle metatarsals, as they always

exhibit the fundamental features of the pes, and consider the lateral digits afterwards.

I begin with the tetradactyle Hyopotamus.

The third metatarsal (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 1, m.).—As in all Paridigitata, this meta

tarsal is distinguished at once by the presence, on its fibular side, of a deep pit, into

which fits the corresponding projection of the tibial side of the fourth (fig. 1, iv.),

giving rise to the characteristic interlocking of the middle digits. The proximal

surface of the third metatarsal (fig. 2', in.) is of a rounded triangular outline, and

slightly concave to meet the slight convexity of the distal surface of the third cunei-

form (fig. 1, c3). The third metatarsal is supported entirely by the third cuneiform ;

and as the lateral internal (tibial) side of this third cuneiform descends a little lower

than the second cuneiform, the second metatarsal going to meet its typical second

cuneiform, may lean also against the third cuneiform (fig. 2, ii.), a constant feature in all

unreduced Ungulata. The posterior projection of the metatarsals is very long, and pressed

against a similar projection of the fourth metatarsal (fig. 2', hi., iv.)
;
on the inner (tibial)

side of this projection we see no trace of a facet for the first cuneiform, such as is

presented by Diplopus (fig. 4 and the recent Suina. The inner or tibial edge of the

proximal surface is slightly elevated, though not enough to exclude the second meta-

tarsal from its facet on the third cuneiform, as it may be seen also in Hippopotamus

and Anthracotherium. The outer, or fibular, side of the third metatarsal is flattened

(section, fig. 1) in correspondence with the adjoining side of the fourth; besides the

deep pit mentioned before, we see, on this side, a long narrow facet on the posterior

projection (fig. 2'), articulated to a similar facet of the posterior projection of the

fourth. (As the fourth metatarsal was slightly defective in my specimen, the posterior
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projections of the two middle digits that must in reality articulate together are sepa-

rated in the drawing.) The inner or tibial side of the third metatarsal shows an oval

facet for the articulation of the second digit
; a like facet is seen in the Suina and

Hippopotamus, only much shorter.

The fourth metatarsal (Plate XXXVIII. tig. 1, iv.).—What at once strikes the

observer on looking at this metatarsal, is the large projection of its tibial side, which

enters into the corresponding pit of the third metatarsal
;
a little below it the inner

surface of the bone is very rugose and bulging a little inwards. The proximal surface

(fig. 2', iv.) is slightly concave at its fore and inner part, and somewhat raised in the

postero-external angle (the elevation is indicated in fig. 2' by a deeper tint)
; this raised

joint fits exactly into the postero-external concavity of the distal surface of the cuboid

(fig. 10, iv.), while the remaining, and slightly convex, cuboidal surface is fitted to the

slight concavity of the inner and fore part of the proximal surface of the fourth meta-

tarsal.

The outer side of the fourth metatarsal has a lengthened oval facet for the articula-

tion of the fifth digit ; such a facet is to be seen in the Hog, only a little shorter.

Whether the fifth digit articulated with the fourth by a second facet I am unable to say,

as my specimen is a little defective ; but very probably it did.

As the two middle digits, in their general shape, bear a great likeness to each other,

all I shall say of one will be referable to the other. Their symmetry is somewhat

disturbed by the slight bulging of the inner side of the fourth metatarsal
; although,

if we look at the anterior surface of the whole pes, this slight disturbance does not

interfere with the general symmetry of the two middle digits.

The section of the middle digits (Plate XXXVIII. below, fig. 1) has a flattened tra-

pezoid outline, especially if we take it in the upper part, where the posterior projection

is prolonged downwards as a flattened platform in the upper half of the posterior surface

of the metatarsals; towards the middle this platform subsides, and we have a more

rectangular section. This flatness of the metatarsals is very striking in comparison with

the rounded outline of the metatarsals in the didactyle genus ; but one of the living

Paridigitata, the Hippopotamus, has even much flatter metatarsals *, their thickness

being only half of their transverse breadth. The outer margins of both middle meta-

tarsals are made conspicuous and angular by the pressure of the completely developed

lateral digits; their anterior surface is therefore very flat, even more so than in the living

Hippopotamus. The middle metatarsals preserve a uniform breadth along their entire

length, and we see no such conspicuous broadenings of the distal ends as in the didactyle

form. The restored pes (Plate XXXVII. fig. 21) does not show this very clearly, as the

complete digits from Puy were much disfigured by pressure ; but it could be readily seen

on some well-preserved fragments of the distal extremities. The distal end is quite

* I find in a Hippopotamus with epiphysed bones that the fourth and third metatarsal have 32 mm. trans-

verse breadth each, and 16 and 17 mm. thickness or depth, while in Hyopotamus the breadth is 16 each and the

depth 11 mm.

N 2
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smooth anteriorly, the articular ridge for the first phalanx being limited to the posterior

or palmar half of the distal surface.

The lateral digits were completely developed in Hyopotamus and, no doubt, played

an active part in the process of locomotion. The second metatarsal, seen from the

inner side in Plate XXXVIII. fig. 2, n., is articulated to the second cuneiform by a

nearly circular, flat proximal facet
;

this facet occupies the whole upper, somewhat

attenuated, head of the second metatarsal
;
the anterior part of this proximal head is

pressed against the third cuneiform, as seen in fig. 2, n. c3 . On its postero-tibial side,

a little lower down, is seen another elongated facet, to which was articulated the first

cuneiform, although this last bone was not to be found in any of the collections 1

visited. The shaft of the second metatarsal was closely pressed against the third, and

reached very low down the metacarpus, considerably lower than in the Hog; and in

my restoration of the pes (Plate XXXVII. fig. 21) the lateral digits, as I am aware now,

are too much shortened. The section of the second digit is perhaps more elongated than

in my figure. The distal extremity is unsymmetrical, but very well developed, the ridge

for the first lateral phalanx being very high and confined to the back part of the distal

end. . The truncated posterior border of the proximal end of the second metatarsal is

very characteristic of all Paridigitata which have retained the lateral digits : it is to be met

with in the Suina, in Cainotherium
,
and even in. Hippopotamus ; this truncature is

intended for the first cuneiform, which articulates with the navicular, with the posterior

part of the small second cuneiform, and, by a large facet, with the truncated posterior

edge of the second metatarsal *.

The fifth (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 1, v., Plate XXXVII. fig. 21, v.) or outer metatarsal

presents, at its proximal end, a triangular facet, corresponding to the facet v. on the

distal side of the cuboid (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 10) ; the posterior end of this fifth

digit is prolonged backwards into a projection which has very nearly the same antero-

posterior length as the fore or articular part. The inner or tibial side has a half

reniform facet for the articulation with the fourth metatarsal. The section of this

digit in the middle gives a somewhat roundish outline ; its general shape is oval, the

proximal third is a little curved forwards to fit more exactly the outline of the neigh-

bouring fourth metatarsal.

The Metatarsals of Diplopus.

Of these I found several specimens in a perfect state of preservation in the

collection of the British Museum f . They are all said to come from Hordwell

;

* In Hyopotamus, although the third cuneiform has no regular truncated edge, as in Hippopotamus (Plate

XXXVII. fig. 10, c
3 )

and Antliracotlierium, for the articulation of the second metatarsal, still this metacarpal,

owing to the fact that the second cuneiform is situated a little higher than the third, is allowed to touch this

last, remaining thus true to typical relations.

f On my second visit to Puy, after this paper was written, I saw, in the collection of Hr. Vinay, a detached

second metatarsal of unusually large size. It belonged to the large species, and, judging by this hone, all the

four metatarsals of the larger species of Hyopotami were nearly subequal, as in the recent Hippopotamus.
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and I must state that I have not seen a single specimen belonging to the clidactyle

Diplopus from Hempstead, and, vice versa, not a single specimen of the tetradactyle

Hyopotamus from Hordwell. The state of preservation of the fossils in both deposits

is very different, and, as far as I can judge from information received in the

British Museum, the tetradactyle genus Hyopotamus
,
identical with the genus from

Buy, seems to be confined to Hempstead, while the didactyle form is found only at

Hordwell *. I hope, however, to discuss the stratigraphical questions more fully at the

end of my paper.

The two middle metatarsals of Diplopus, seemingly from the same individual, with

three tarsal bones, are figured of the natural size in Plate XXXVIII. figs. 3 & 4, and

two others, from a larger individual, Plate XXXV. fig. 5. The three phalanges of the

fourth digit are a restoration, as I had only the corresponding phalanges from the other

side
;
the two metatarsals are also from different individuals, and the third is a little

smaller than the fourth.

The difference of these two middle digits of the pes from the corresponding bones of

Hyopotamus is very great in general shape, section, and in some of the minor relations

to the tarsal bones, the principal relations being the same in both genera.

The dissimilarity in shape is of the same order as that noticed in reference to the meta-

carpals. Instead of the flattened and angular metatarsals of Hyopotamus as seen in

section Plate XXXVIII. fig. 1, we have, in Diplopus, very rounded, mutually symme-

trical digits, which adapt themselves mutually by a large, flat inner side, and are sym-

metrically rounded both in and outside, so as to present in section nearly a perfect half

cylinder (Plate XXXVIII. v., figs. 3, 4, 5). By this shape they differ much from the middle

digits of the equally didactyle Anoplotherium and Anthracotherium magnum (the digits

of which I have from Bochette, Lausanne), but present a resemblance to the same bones

of the Xiphodon and Entelodon (didactyle), and also to that of the common Hog, as this

last may be said to be practically didactyle. As seen in Plate XXXV. fig. 5 the distal

ends are considerably broadened, and the articular ridge, though confined to the palmar

side of the distal extremity, is prolonged in the form of a very low, but visible, elevation

along the lower end to the anterior surface of the distal articulation (see Plate XXXVIII.

fig. 6, and Plate XXXV. fig. 5). These slight peculiarities, which are too numerous

to be all noticed, clearly indicate a somewhat better adaptation to didactyle locomotion,

or at least some nearer approach to our recent didactyle forms than is exhibited by older

forms, such as Anoplotherium—every new experiment of nature to produce a didactyle

genus seeming to be more successful than the preceding one. However, I have no doubt

the experiment ended there; and no direct connexion exists between the didactyle

* I have seen a very large lunare from Hempstead, which appears to indicate the presence of a larger

Hyopotamus in this deposit ; a very large cuboid from the same locality, though much rolled, seems to indi-

cate, so far as can he judged by its imperfect state, the presence of another very large tetradactyle species at

Hempstead. The cuboid iu question presented on its distal surface two facets for the fourth and fifth digits,

and no beak-like posterior projection.
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Hyopotamidse and the living genera of Paridigitates, which, as it seems to me, have

descended from a branch given off by the tetradactyle Hyopotamidae of the Eocene epoch.

The proximal articular surfaces of the two middle metatarsals of Diplopus (Plate

XXXVIII. fig. 4") may be compared with the corresponding proximal surfaces, of the

tetradactyle Hyopotamus (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 2'), when the differences are seen at a

glance. The facet
(cb.f )

is intended to meet a like facet on the inner side of the beak-

like posterior projection of the cuboid (fig. 11, f.my) ;
it is wanting in Hyopotamus

,
as

well as the cuneiform facet (fig. 4 ,,,/b
1)

for the first cuneiform, which was wedged in

between this posterior projection of the third metatarsal and the rudiment of the second

digit (fig. 4", nr). This rudiment was confluent with the third metatarsal in one of

the figured specimens (fig. 4 and 4", nr), but it was absent (because not so coalesced)

from all the other specimens of the third metatarsals in the British-Museum collection

—

for instance, from the third metatarsal represented in Plate XXXVIII. fig. 12. On the

free (outer and inner) sides of both metatarsals are longitudinal facets to which the

rudiments were articulated ;
these last, however, I could not find, save the one of the

second metatarsal ankylosed to the third represented in fig. 4, Plate XXXVIII.

The interlocking of the two middle metatarsalswas effected by a very prominent tubercle

of the fourth entering a deep pit on the fibular side of the third, as seen in the figures
;

besides there is an oval facet on the inner faces of the posterior projection of each meta-

tarsal. The beak-like downward process of the cuboid and the wedge of the first cunei-

form pressing laterally from the inner and outer sides upon these posterior projections of

the two middle digits held them firmly together. This close fitting of the two metatarsals

(and metacarpals) together was further assisted by the mode of metatarso-phalangeal

articulations universal among Paricligitata—namely, by the outer halves of the distal

surface being a little shorter than the inner (as is clearly seen in Plate XXXVIII.

fig. 6) : in the phalanges the relation is inverse, and therefore in treading on the ground

their upper ends are made to converge and to press the two metatarsals and metacarpals

together ;
the two separate metatarsals, compressed in this way, approach as near as

possible to the cannonbone of modern Ruminantia.

Phalanges.

The first phalanges.—In a set of mixed phalanges belonging to both Diplopus and

Hyopotamus it would be utterly impossible to distinguish the bones belonging to each

genus : as difficult is it to separate those of the rnanus from the phalanges of the pes ;

their relative height and thickness present no good constant characters. One of the

best authorities, Professor Hensel, in his memoir on Ilippavion, printed in the Transac-

tions of the Berlin Academy for 1861, tells us that it is even impossible to distinguish

the fore and aft phalanges of living Ungulata in the case of several individuals being-

mixed together. This may serve as an excuse for my not trying to do it among the

fossils
;
and 1 therefore intend to give only a general description, which will apply to

both the fore and hind limb.
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The phalanges of Hyopotamus found at Puy, where the didactyle Diplopus is not

present, are, by this fact, already separated by nature. As seen in Plate XXXVII.

tigs. 20 & 21, they strike us as being much longer than in most of the living genera,

and considerably longer than in Anoplotherium. In Xiphodon and Entelodon, however,

the first phalanges are also very long.

The upper, or proximal, articular surface is not symmetrical, as the inner side of the

first phalanx is considerably thicker than the outer, in correspondence with the same

inequality of the distal extremities of the metacarpal and metatarsal bones. The same

difference in the thickness of the inner side is also to be seen on the distal extremity.

The proximal surface is concave, and the groove for the articular ridge of the metacarpal

is limited to its posterior third only. This thickening of the inner side makes also the

inferior end not completely symmetrical ; and this want of symmetry is much greater in

the first phalanges of the didactyle Diplopus.

The second phalanges.—The second phalanges of all Paridigitata (with the exception

of Hippopotamus and Camelidas

)

are very characteristic, as their distal extremity is shaped

unsymmetrically in a peculiar manner, so as to cause the ungual phalanges to converge in

treading on the ground. For this purpose, the outer half of the distal articular surface is

not only much larger than the inner, but bends obliquely inwards, and the ungual pha-

langes following this inner curve tend to converge. This arrangement is very strongly

developed in the second phalanges of Anoplotherium (see De Blainville, Osteogr.

Anoploth. pi. iii.)
; it may be seen in every Ruminant as well as in the Suidse. Hyopotamus

and Diplopus also have second phalanges shaped on this pattern ; only this want of sym-

metry is not so clearly developed as in the Suina or Ruminantia.

The third phalanges.—These have a very peculiar shape and are quite identical in both

genera. This strange shape I can compare to nothing better than to a very thickened

and rounded human nail. Their proximal surfaces are unsymmetrical, to fit the unsym-

metrical distal end of the second phalanges
; but the remaining part is much more symme-

trical than in the Suina or Ruminantia, the inner side not being flattened at all, or very

slightly. The palmar surface is quite flat. The lower and anterior margin shows the

usual vascular foramina and a certain crispness to allow a firmer fitting of the horny hoof.

With this I conclude my description of the long bones of the skeleton and the bones

of the limbs ; the latter are all figured of the natural size, and the sections give a correct

idea of their breadth and antero-posterior depth. Some exact dimensions which could

be taken are given in the general Table (p. 90) I have taken the liberty of disposing

right and left as best suited my purpose
;
and while some bones from the collection

of the British Museum were drawn directly from nature* and therefore in the Plates

appear to belong to the opposite side, others have been reversed.
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Table of Measurements of the Extremities *.

Hyopotamus. jDiplopus.
.

Puy. Hempstead. Hordwell.

Metacarpals. III. IV. III. IY. III. IV.

Length 105 138

Transverse breadth, proximal face 17 m 17 16 19 20

,,
middle 16 15i 15 18

„ distal extremity 20
10 10 14

22
16Antero-posterior depth in the middle 10|

Metatarsals.

Length ' 113 140 156

Transverse breadth, proximal face 18 18 14, 13 18, 15 22, 18

,, „ middle 16 164 9, 10 15, 14 16, 17

„ „ distal extremity 20 241

Antero-posterior depth in the middle 11 10 16, 15 17, 16

Eirst Phalanges.

Length 48, 49, 50 37, 38, 40 51

Transverse breadth, proximal face 21, 21, 22 16, 16, 17 25

„ „ distal extremity 15, 16, 164 13 17 1

2

Second Phalanges.

Length 25, 24 25, 30

Transverse breadth, proximal face 16, 15± 18, 19

„ „ distal extremity 14, 13| 16, 17

Third Phalanges.

Length 27, 28 29
Transverse breadth, proximal face 14, 141 15

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE XXXV.

Fig. 1. Scapula of Diplopms, Hordwell, f nat. size. Brit. Mus.

a

,

acromion
;

cp, coracoid process.

Fig. 2. Distal extremity of the femur of Hyopotamus, Hempstead. Mus. Pract. Geology.

it, internal trochlea.

Fig. 3. Extremity of the fibula of Hiplopus, nat. size, Hordwell. B.M.

Fig. 4. Calcaneum of Hiplopus, Hordwell. B.M.

ff

,

fibular facet ; as, astragalean facet ; cb, cuboid facet.

* The absence of a number indicates that the bone was broken at that particular place and did not allow of

exact measurement. My materials for the lateral digits were much more scarce than for the middle ones, as

the former, through their slenderness, are often broken and lost. Nearly all the hones of Hyopotamus figured,

from Puy and Hempstead, belong to the small species Hyopotamus velaunus, Aym. Such measurements as

I could take of the lateral digits show that they have half the breadth of the middle ones. So the breadth of

the second metacarpal from Puy is 8 millims., the depth 10 millims.
;
the second metatarsal is 8| millims.

broad, and 6 deep at the attenuated proximal end
; the fifth metacarpal is 9f millims. broad and 8 millims.

deep at the proximal end
;
the fifth metatarsal is 9| millims. broad and 9 millims. deep.
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Fig. 4'. Calcaneum of a Perissodactyle (Anchitherium).

i, internal astr. facet ; e, external astrag. facet ; s, sulcus sustentaculi.

Fig. 5. Two metatarsals of Diplopus, left foot, from the New Forest (Brockenhurst).

B.M. The phalanges of the third digit are restored.

Fig. 5'. Section of these two metatarsals in the middle.

All the figures except the scapula are of the natural size.

PLATE XXXVI.

Figs. 2 & 3 are of the natural size, all others two thirds of the natural size.

Fig. 1, side, and fig. 1', front view of the ulna of Diplopus from Hordwell. B.M.

or, outer radial facet
;
ir

,
internal radial facet.

Fig. 2. Front view of the upper part of the ulna ofIlyopotamus, Puy : or, external radial

facet ; ir, internal radial facet
; cb, connecting bridge.

Figs. 1" & 2'. Sections of both ulnse : e, external ; i, internal edge ; a, anterior
; p, pos-

terior surface.

Fig. 3. Proximal part of radius of Ilyopotamus, Hempstead. B.M.

Fig. 3'. Distal extremity of the radius of Ilyopotamus from Hempstead.

ex, external ; i, internal side, B.M.

Fig. 4. Humerus of Diplopus, from Hordwell. B.M.

c, intercondylar perforation; a, middle bulging
; b, internal projection.

Fig. 4'. Section of the same.

Fig. 5. Femur of Ilyopotamus from Puy.

t.mj, trochanter major ; t.mn, trochanter minor.

Fig. 6. Smaller femur from Hempstead. B.M.

Fig. 7. Tibia and fibula of Diplopus, Hordwell. B.M.

Fig. 7'. Distal view with the fibula. Fig. 7". Section about the middle of the bone.

PLATE XXXVII.

Letters common to all the figures :

—

s, scaphoid
;

l, lunar
; p, pyramidal

; tz

,

trapezium

;

t, trapezoid; m, os magnum; u, unciform; c, calcaneum; a, astragalus; ^navi-

cular ; cb, cuboid
; c3 ,

third, c2 ,
second, and cx ,

first cuneiform.

Fig. 1. Bight fore foot of Hippopotamus', fig. 2 of Anoplotherium tridactylum from

Vaucluse; fig. 3 of Xiphodon.

Fig. 4. Side view of the right fore foot of the Hog ;
fig. 5 of Dicotyles ; fig. 7 of

Tragulus Kantchil
;

fig. 8 of Hyomosclius aquations.

Fig. 6. Third right metacarpal of Palceoclmrus (Allier), to show the absence of the radial

enlargement.

N*MDCCCLXXI1I.
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Fig. 9. Right hind foot of Hippopotamus. Fig. 10. Side view of the same, to show

the articulation of the third and second metatarsals with the first, second, and

third cuneiforms.

Fig. 11. Left hind foot of Anoplotlierium tridactylum.

Fig. 12. Side view of the right hind foot of the Hog; articulation of the third and

second metatarsals with the three cuneiforms. Fig. 12'. Third metatarsal of

Palceochoerus. Fig. 13. Hicotyles. Fig. 14. Hyomoschus aquations. Fig. 15.

Trayulus Kantchil. Fig. 16. Amphitragulus (?) from Allier.

Fig. 17. Distal surface of the navicular of Anoplotlierium commune

,

Paris gypsum, to

show the facets for the three cuneiforms.

Fig. 18. The same bone from Vaucluse. Fig. 19. The same bone, Anoplotlierium tri-

dactylum, to show the great development of the facet for the second cuneiform

(
c
2

), which carries the second digit.

Fig. 20. Fore foot of Hyopotamus from Puy (partly restored).

Fig. 21. Hind foot of the same.

Figs. 1, 9, and 10, ^ nat. size; figs. 2, 11, 20, and 21, \ nat. size; all others of the

natural size.

PLATE XXXVIII.

Same letters as in Plate XXXVII.

Fig. 1. Hind foot of Hyopotamus
,
Puy.

as, astragalean
; cl, calcaneal facet of the cuboid.

Fig. 2. Same, side view. The third and second cuneiforms are coalesced ; the first

cuneiform is absent.

Below fig. 2, proximal faces of the four metatarsals and section of the same.

Fig. 3. Hind foot of Hiplopus, Hordwell. B.M.

Fig. 4. Side view of the same.

b.cb, beak of the cuboid
;
fc x ,

facet for the first cuneiform ; nr, rudiment of the

second metatarsal coalesced with the third.

Fig. 4'. Section of the two middle metatarsals at half their length.

Fig. 4". Proximal view of the metatarsus of Hiplopus.

cb.f, facet for the descending beak of the cuboid; fc x ,
facet for the first cunei-

form
; nr, rudiment of the second metatarsal coalesced with the third.

Outline of the distal face of the two coalesced cuneiforms (third and second) of

Hiplopus, fitting the proximal face of the third metatarsal with the coalesced

rudiment of the second metatarsal (nr). B.M.

Fig. 5. Fore foot of Hyopotamus, Puy.

Fig. 6. Two metacarpals of the fore foot of Hiplopus, Hordwell. B.M.
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Fig. 7. Distal view of the unciform of Hyopotamus from Puy.

in, iv, v, facets for the corresponding metacarpals.

Figs. 8 & 8'. Front and distal view of the unciform of Biplopus, Hordwell. Mus. Cam-

bridge.

In, lunar facet
; py, pyramidal facet ; ill, v, facets for the two metacarpals.

Fig. 9. An unciform of Hyopotamus from Hempstead. Fig. 9'. Distal view of the same.

Smaller than the unciform from Puy. B.M.

Fig. 10. Distal view of the cuboid of Hyopotamus, Puy.

tr
,
transverse ridge ; iv, V, facets for the two corresponding metatarsals.

Fig. 11. Distal view of the cuboid of Biplopus. B.M.

f.my, facet for the fourth metatarsal on the posterior beak ; iv, facet for the

single fourth metatarsal.

Fig. 12. Another third metatarsal of Biplopus, without the rudiment of the second.

All the hind feet are right ;
the fore foot is left.

PLATE XXXIX.

Fig. 1. Cranium of the largest species of Hyopotamus, from Puy. Two thirds nat.

size.

Fig. 2. Side view of the head of a smaller Hyopotamus, from Puy. Nat. size.

Fig. 3. Lower jaw of the same ; said to come from the same block.

Fig. o'. Upper view of the anterior extremity of the lower jaw.

Fig. 4. One molar (m 1

)
and three milk-molars of Hyopotamus, Puy.

Fig. 5. Part of the head, from the postglenoid process to the occipital condyle.

Fig. 6. Dorsal vertebra of Hyopotamus.

Fig. 7. Second cervical vertebra of Hyopotamus, from Puy. Collection Pichot.

Fig. 8. Left lower molar of Chalicotherium . Fig. 9. Anoplotlierium. Fig. 10. Bicho-

bune bavarica, Fraas. Fig. 11. Hyopotamus. Fig. 12. Ruminant from Allier.

ac, anterior crescent
;
pc, posterior crescent ; ay, anterior pillar

; pp, posterior

pillar.

Fig. 13., Left upper molar of Rhagatlierium

;

fig. 14 of Hyopotamus Gresslyi. Fig.

15. Intermediate form between the Hyopotamus and Bicliodon ;
the anterior

middle (fifth), lobe is coalesced with the internal. Fig. 16. Hichodon, from

Mauremont.

el, external anterior lobe; ml, middle anterior lobe; il, internal anterior lobe.

The teeth (figs. 13, 14, 15) have the three lobes on the fore part of the tooth.

Fig. 17. Left upper molar of Bichobune leporina, Cuv. ;
and fig. 18 of Cainotherium:

the three lobes are on the posterior part of the tooth.

Fig. 18. The so-called Cainotherium
(
Hyopotamus

)
Renevieri, Piet., having, like all the

other Hyopotamidee, the three lobes on the anterior part of the tooth.
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PLATE XL.

Fig. 1. Head of Hyopotamus velaunus
,
Aym., from Puy; restored, but belonging to one

individual : all the pieces were found together in the same block. Side view.

Fig. 2. View from above, to show the great sagittal crista.

Fig. 3. Lower jaw of a very young Hyopotamus from Puy; the first molar is concealed

in the jaw.

d\ d2
, d

3
,
the three milk-molars; p*, the first premolar which has no milk-tooth

to precede it.

Fig. 4. Upper view of the three milk-molars.
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II. The Bakerian Lecture.—On the Structure and Development of the Skull in the

Salmon (Salmo salar, L.). By William Kitchen Parker, F.B.S.

Received April 18,—Read May 30, 1872.

Introductory Bemarks.

At the close of my last communication, on the Frog’s Skull, I promised to bring

forward a paper on that of the Salmon ;
indeed the present paper should have appeared

next after my memoir on the Skull of the Fowl (see Phil. Trans. 1869, p. 804) ; but the

invaluable labours of my friend Professor Huxley on the “ face ” of the Vertebrata

(see Proc. Zool. Soc. 1869, pp. 391-407) deflected me for the time, and I was led to

labour at the Amphibia. This new subject has been fraught with as much pleasure as

the one before it ; for although the Salmon begins as a higher type and ends as a lower

than the Frog, yet it also undergoes no little metamorphosis, and its transformations

are not a whit less instructive than those of the Frog. Moreover, let this be said in

praise of this fish, that its eggs and its fry are the most exquisite objects the morpho-

logical observer can ever hope to spend his time upon—their size and their diaphanous

character making them excellent subjects for section, dissection, and viewing under any

and every degree of magnifying-power. As to the source of these specimens, it is due

to the donors that their names should be mentioned here
;
they are my friends Messrs.

B. Waterhouse Hawkins, Frank Buckland, and Henry Lee, who have most kindly put

every valuable specimen into my hands that I have desired, not only for this paper, but

for others completed, in hand, or in prospect.

Cuvier must be taken as the great pioneer in this branch of Ichthyotomy ; many of

his determinations are excellent, yet, from His not having worked out the development

of the Fish, several of his terms are not defensible.

My own earlier study of the Fish’s skull was assisted by Professor Owen’s well-known

‘Lectures on the Vertebrata’ (vol. ii.)
;
his modification of the Cuvierian nomenclature

is very elegant and useful. Of course the determination of homologies will differ largely

when one worker looks at them from the transcendental stand-point, whilst another

creeps up to them from below, caring only to see them in the light of development : my
divergence from this “ guide ” was soon to take place.

Professor Huxley’s Croonian Lecture, delivered before the Loyal Society on June the

17th, 1858, gave a painful but healthy shock to my mind; having learned that the

whole subject had been begun from the wrong end, it took some time to acquire calmness

and courage to begin afresh. Help, however, came in time
;
and the same author threw

MDCCCLXXIII. 0
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much new light upon this difficult subject in his Hunterian Lectures, delivered at the

Royal College of Surgeons of England in 1863.

During that time, and since then, this subject has been frequently and warmly dis-

cussed between Professor Huxley and myself ;
although all that I have written hitherto

upon Ichthyotomy has been incidental and in elucidation of higher types, yet, with the

exception of the Bird-class, the Fishes have received most of my attention.

In the present paper the nomenclature will be based upon Cuvier’s, as modified and

made elegant by Owen and as corrected by Huxley. I shall, however, have to differ

on several points from the last of these three anatomists.

The most invaluable part of Professor Huxley’s labours is that which has given us

the true auditory elements in the bony skeleton
;
three of these are almost universal

—

namely, the “ prootic,” the “ opisthotic,” and the “epiotic.” Cuvier only recognized

the second of these as necessary to the “ pars petrosa,” his “ rocher the prootic was

mistaken by him for the “ great wing of the sphenoid,” and the epiotic as part of the

occipital arch, his “ external occipital.” But Cuvier, and Owen after him, were right

in putting another element, their “ mastoid,” amongst the auditory centres
;
and Pro-

fessor Huxley was wrong in supposing this piece to be the “ squamosal.” I pointed

out this error to him before his Lectures were in print ; hut he wras doubtful about what

I had long felt certain of, and called it my opinion (see note to p. 188 in his Elem. Comp.

Anat.). In his new work, however
(

£ Anatomy of the Vertebrated Animals,’ 1871, p. 153),

this bone is put into its proper category : thus we haye four “ periotic ” bony centres. I

now have to speak of another periotic bone, the nature ofwhich I have long pondered over,

namely the “ postfrontal.” This bone, which was so called by Cuvier, but has nothing

in common with his Reptilian postfrontal (a mere postorbital investing plate), begins as

a delicate tract of osteoblasts immediately outside the ampulla of the anterior semicir-

cular canal
;
another ossifying tract begins over the ampulla and arch of the horizontal

canal, this is the “ pterotic;” a third over the ampulla of the posterior canal, this is the

“ opisthotic a fourth over the arch of that canal, the “ epiotic whilst the fore edge

of the periotic capsule is ossified by the “ prootic.” I thus anticipate my descriptions

for the sake of starting fair in my terminology ; I propose the term “ sphenotic ” for the

antero-superior or postfrontal bony centre.

As soon as possible all the terms must be put into harmony with the facts of mor-

phology, and terms that are applied to two different parts in different Classes must be

got rid of if they can conveniently be spared. Thus the term prefrontal, which is applied

to a mere investing bone in one case and to the lateral mass of the ethmoid in another,

ought to give way, in one case to preorbital, and in the other to a true morphological

term, namely “ ecto-ethmoid.”

I have long ceased to use such terms as “ os transversum,” “ ectopterygoid,” and

“ entopterygoid,” as they do not mean the same thing in the Fish as in the “Sauropsida
”

and the Mammalia. Cuvier’s “ transverse” of the Fish is really the pterygoid, as Professor

Owen has well shown : Professor Huxley calls it “ ectopterygoid whilst his ento-
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pterygoid (the Owenian name in this case, and answering to the internal “pterygoid”

of Cuvier) does not answer to the internal pterygoid plate of Man and the other Mam-
malia, but to an additional bone occasionally seen even in them. By adopting the term

“ transpalatine ” for the Reptilian transverse bone, “ pterygoid ” for the homologue

of our internal pterygoid plate, and “ mesopterygoid ” for the innermost or submesial

plate, I seem to myself to have struggled out of a quagmire of obstructive terms on to

something like a raised causeway.

Many specially ichthyotomical terms must be retained, such as “ hyomandibular,”

“ symplectic,” and the like ; for although we now begin to see what the representatives

of these bars are transformed into in the higher classes, yet they have in their more

primitive condition in the Fish an essentially specific character as morphological elements;

whilst their metamorphosed counterparts in the higher types may be compared to new

species, developed during secular periods.

In my last paper I stated my opinion as to the merely varietal value of the bony

deposits that take place in the general connective web ; these bony plates may be

superficial,
intermediate

,
or deep, the latter mostly fastening themselves on to carti-

laginous tracts, and causing their transformation into true bone.

We have three groups of such bones—namely, “ dennostoses,” “parostoses,” and

ectostoses in the Teleostei, as a rule, there are no “ endosteal ” deposits, or direct

calcification of cartilage-cells, such as we see in Sharks, Rays, and in the “ Anoura in

the Salmon there are no “ dennostoses ” nor “ endostoses.”

If the reader will refer to the figures of Callichthys (a Teleostean covered with Ganoid

armour) in my memoir ‘ On the Shoulder-girdle,’ he will see how gently and almost

insensibly the body-plates pass into the armour for the head ; this is the first degree of

specialization in relation to the cephalic endoskeleton. A further degree is obtained

by the ossific deposit being found in a deeper stratum, the skin itself becoming the seat

of deposits that form the proper scales of the fish, unrelated to the cartilage beneath

;

this we see in most Teleostei.

Let this be held in mind, and then all those bony plates in the Salmon’s head which

do not engraft themselves upon the cartilaginous skull and face can be arranged into

one category—the splints, or “ parostoses.”

The deeper strata of bony deposit, on account of their peculiar behaviour correlative

to the endoskeleton as “ ectosteal ” laminae, are, as it were, taken into the very body and

substance of the endoskeleton, and become part and parcel of it ;
they may be called

secondary endoskeletal elements
,
in contradistinction to the parts into which they grow,

which are primary.

Thus in morphological species, as well as zoological, there is frequently a dovetailing

of members, a mutual trespassing of territories; and the sharp boundaries, which for

the sake of logical clearness we are always drawing out, often belong to us, as intellectual

conceptions, rather than to Nature, as solid and tangible facts.

Before concluding these remarks I must express my gratitude to Dr. Traquair for
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his excellent paper on the Polypterus (‘Journal of Anatomy and Physiology,’ vol. v.) ; it

has helped me greatly, beautifully showing the meaning of the earlier “ Ganoid ” stage

of the Salmon’s skull.

Structure of the Adult Salmon's Skull.—Eighth Stage.

I begin with the adult, and this because of the multiplicity of parts in the Teleostean

skull : he has mastered no easy piece of work who knows these parts and their relations.

On the upper surface of the Salmon’s skull there are five important parastoses—namely,

the “ superethmoidal,” the frontals, and the parietals (Plate VII. fig. 1, eth., f., p.).

The parietals (p.) are small, ridged, subarcuate bones, separated by the whole width

of the broad supraoccipital (s.o.)

;

they articulate with it, and also with the corresponding

frontal (f.) and with the epiotic {ep.); their relation to the ossified and unossified skull

proper is shown in section (Plate VIII. fig. G, p., s.o.).

The frontals (_/*.) are, as is usual in the Teleostei, very large; they only meet to form

the sagittal suture in their hinder half, for further forwards the smooth strong ridge of

the cartilaginous skull separates them. They rise thin towards the edge, and at the

base of this ascending lamina there is a considerable sulcus, outside of which they expand

to an equal size again in front, and to twice the width behind. The fore and outer part

is leafy and jagged, so is the hinder half at its extreme width, in its supraorbital portion ;

but the rest is a thick bed of excavations for fatty tissue. The exact relation of the

frontals to the skull proper is shown in a series of transverse sections (Plate VII. figs.

8-11, and Plate VIII. figs. 4 & 5,/.).

The character of the frontal roofing is well shown by the effect produced and the

parts exposed when these bones are removed (compare Plate VII. fig. 1 with Plate VIII.

fig. 1).

The fore part of the cartilaginous skull is covered in by a bone (Plate VII. fig. l,e<th.)

which has been the subject of much discussion; and here the Salmon shows itself to be

a halfway type between the typical Teleostei and the Ganoids.

In the “ Siluroids,” for instance Callichthys and Clarias (see for the latter, Huxley,

Mem. of Geol. Surv. decade 10th, 1861, p. 30, fig. 20, eth.), there is a large Ganoid scale

in this region, similar to what is found in Coccosteus {op. cit. p. 30, fig. 19, eth.). Now
in the “ Siluroids” the dermal scute has coalesced with a true meso-ethmoidal bone,

formed by an ectostosis
;
but in the Salmon that region of the skull is entirely unossified,

and the bony plate is parosteal. In another malacopterous fish, the Pike {Esox lucius),

there are two ossifications in the meso-ethmoidal cartilage, one on each side in front

(see Huxley, ‘ Elem.’ p. 186, figs. 7. 3, A, B, C 3), and the long, flat snout is overlain

by a pair of parostoses {op. cit. p. 168, fig. 69. 2). Then in other Malacopteri, namely,

the “ Cyprinoids,” there is a proper median ossification of the meso-ethmoidal cartilage

(see Huxley, Croon. Lect. p. 24, fig. 6, eth.) ;
and this is the state of things in the

“ Acanthopteri” (e. g. Zeus
)
and the “Anacanthini (e. g. Gadus). In the “Ganoid”

Polypterus
,
the median, proper meso-ethmoidal bone is invested by a pair of large ganoid
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plates (Traquair, Journ. Anat. and Phys. vol. v. figs. 1, 2, 3, 7, na.) ;
these are sup-

plemented by an additional pair (na'.). The nasal sac itself has a small roof-bone,

lettered o.t. (os terminate) in Dr. Traquair’s figure. In Muller’s figure of Polypterus
,

as quoted by Huxley, op. cit. p. 22, the main superethmoidal plates are lettered N. It

is evident, therefore, that there are several candidates in the Polypterus for homology with

the human nasal bones. In the Pishes generally I retain the term “ nasal” for the “ os

terminate” (the so-called “ turbinal” of Owen), which is the foremost of the upper fork

of the “ lateral-line” series of mucous bones, and which covers the nasal sac. This bone

is shown in the Salmon in Plate VI. fig. I, n.
;

it belongs to the same category as the

superorbital (s.o.b.). These investments of the nasal region have merely to be regarded

as a commencing specialization of the dermal scutes in relation to more and more meta-

morphosed ethmoidal structures.

Two large splints, one very large, invest the basis cranii
; one of these has been known

for many centuries in its mammalian form ; it is the vomer (Plate VII. fig. 2, v.). This is

an oblong bar of bone, thick in front ; it sends upwards a sharp keel on this anterior

portion, between the halves of the ethmoid (Plate VII. fig. 5, v.)
;
behind, it is carinate

downwards (Plate VII. fig. 7), and it is armed with sharp recurved teeth. This bone

underlies the next for a considerable distance (Plate VII. figs. 2, 7, 8, v., pa.s.). The next

bone, by its primordial condition, characterizes the Ganoid and Teleostean Fishes and the

Amphibia, although I find few even of the higher Vertebrata without traces of it; it is

largest in the lower Ganoids, for instance the Sturgeon. A good Ichthyopsidan name

was first given to it, “ parasphenoid,” by Professor ITuxley (see Elem. p. 170); it is a

submucous bone, intimately related to the basis cranii, and is of great length (see Plate

VII. figs. 2 & 4, pa.s). This bone is large, a long leaf, with descending laminae, and is

split in front. It is also split behind into several snags, and from its hinder third

sends upwards “ basitemporal wings.” It is upwardly keeled in front, downwardly keeled

behind, and flattened in the middle (see sections, Plate VII. fig. 7-11, Sc Plate VIII.

figs. 4-6, pa.s.). A view of the basis cranii after these two parastoses have been removed

(Plate VIII. fig. 2) is instructive as to their architectural value.

The lateral-line series does not give us any conspicuous “ supratemporals ;” but there

is one attached to the “pterotic” which is worth description; it is shown in Plate VI.

fig. 1, s.t. This curved, rod-shaped mucous bone is articulated below to a large falcate

bone full of gland-burrows, but this is formed in the proximal part of the opercular

fold
;

it is the “ prseopercular hence it is evident that the slime-canals do not confine

themselves to the two forks of the lateral-line series.

1 Over the eye there is one “superorbital,” and under the eye two thirds of a ring of

“suborbitals” (Plate A I. fig. 1, s.o.b., su.o.); these are thick and strong-rimmed where

they contain the glands, thin and splintery at the outer edge. The suborbitals are

developed in the superior edge of the subocular bar, external to the cartilage.

The bones of the upper jaw show the aberrant or subtypical character of the Salmon,

the maxillary being dentigerous as well as the intermaxillary. The latter (Plate AT.
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fig. 1, p.mx.) is much the most massive and broad hone of the two
; it has a nasal and

a dentary region, and its structure is peculiarly sponge-like and tubuliferous.

The maxillary (mx.) is scooped where it is overlapped by the intermaxillary
;

it sends

inwards a scooped facet for articulation with the palatine (pa.), is rod-like in its den-

tigerous portion, and flattens out below, especially on the upper edge, which is over-

lapped by the malar or jugal. This third bone (Plate YI. fig. 1 ,j.) is lanceolate, scale-

like, and fimbriated above, like the down-turned end of the maxillary
;
it is only loosely

connected with the hinge-work of the mandible.

A very large splint covers the anterior two thirds of the cartilaginous mandible, largely

on the outer, and less on its inner side : this is the dentary (d.). The fore end of its

tooth-bearing part is strongly hooked
;
and this hooking of the mandible, so as to fit

into the fore end of the beak, gives a peculiar character to the Salmon’s face, especially

in old males. On the angle of the mandible another splint is found,The angulare (ag.) ;

it is small and rough. But the most characteristic bones investing the skull and face

are those which form the gill-cover; these attain their highest development in the

Teleostei. There are two sets, the “ opercular” and the “ branchiostegal for the second

postoral arch, from which the primary opercular fold is developed, splits into a twin- -

series of pieces at an early stage of growth. In the Ganoids, even in the Sturgeon, three

of the four very constant opercular pieces are found on each side
;

in these the “ prse-

opercular” or proximal bone is not differentiated, and in the Polypterus (see Traquair,

op. cit. plate vi. fig. 7, y.) the prceopercular is one with a large “temporal,” as in the

Frog and Ostrich. This single representative of the “squamosal” and the “prseoper-

eular” is, in the Polypterus, burrowed by mucous glands”*.

The “ prceopercular” of the Salmon is quite subcutaneous; it has the usual falcate

form, is burrowed in a radiating manner by mucous glands
; its attachment is by its

fore edge, above to the hinder edge of the hyomandibular, and below to that of the

quadrate (Plate YI. fig. 1, p.op., li.m
,
q.).

Another piece developed in the proximal edge of the opercular fold is the interoper-

cular (Plate YI. fig. 1, i.op .); it is ear-shaped, its narrow end passing within the prce-

opercular is very thin, and it is marked concentrically and radially by growth-lines.

The most constant of these bones in the “ Ganoids” is the “ principal opercular;” it is

the cephalic counterpart of those scutes which lie directly below the mucous bones (see

4 Shoulder-girdle and Sternum,’ plate i. fig. 9, op.), and the next plate behind it belongs

to the trunk and is related to the shoulder-girdle as the “ supraclavicle.” The “ oper-

cular” is a large subquadrate bone in the Salmon (Plate VI. fig. 1, op.)

;

it is elegantly

marked with both kinds of growth-lines, and it articulates by its own cup with a ball

on the hyomandibular,—that process which is the morphological counterpart of the

* I purposely mention the condition of the opercular bones in Polypterus, and that for two reasons—namely,

to trace the Teleostean bones in each case to their simpler Ganoid representatives, and to incite Professor

Huxley to reexamine his lettering in the woodcut in his Geological Survey Memoir (p. 22, figs. 16 & 17,

H.M., S.T.).
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“ extrastapedial” in the Anurous Amphibia ancl in the Sauropsida. The bone lying

below and somewhat within the opercular is the “ subopercular” (Plate YI. fig. 1,

s.op.); it is subfalcate, broad in front, very thin, and is elegantly marked by growth-

lines. Together these four bones form the framework to the great outer and upper

gill-valve in the osseous fishes ; they are there subcutaneous bones, although they are

represented by true cartilages in the “ Plagiostomes and the principal opercular piece

is also represented by a cartilaginous sickle in the young Frog; it becomes, as I have

already shown, the Batrachian “annulus tympanicus” (“Skull of Frog,” Plate vm.

fig. 7, a.t.).

Along the infero-posterior division of the second postoral arch there are twelve rays

on each side (Plate VI. fig. 1, br.s.); these are flat, thin, and shaped like a knife-blade;

their attachment is to the lower margin of the “ epiceratohyal” bar on its outer side.

These rays decrease in size from above downwards ; they form one continuous series : in

Teleostei generally, especially the Acanthopteri and Anacanthini, there are seven on

each side ; these are terete rods, arranged in two groups—the upper four attached to the

outside ;
and the three lower end to the inside of the hyoid cornu. Plere, again, the

-Salmon is seen to be only subtypical. There is an azygous bone at the base of this

series (Plate VI. figs. 1 & 5, b.br.s) ;
it is the ossification of intermuscular septa, and

forms a sort of isthmus ;
it does not answer to the “uro-hyal” of the Bird, which

corresponds to the “ basibranchial” bar of the gill-bearing tribe, but should rank with

the lateral rays and be called the “ basibranchiostegal.” Nearly twice as many rays

proceed from the first branchial arch (Plate VI. fig. 3) ; these are pointed, flattened,

arcuate ossicles, attached to the fore edge of the branchial bar; their direction is

forwards and a little inwards. There is a single row of them on the first and fourth

arches, but there are two rows on the second and third arches (fig. 4) ; these are so

arranged as to form a colander through which the water is strained, as it is incessantly

sent through the branchial clefts. In the Tadpole, as I have recently shown, similar

structures commence on the branchial arches, which become conical elevations of cellular

tissue, densely covered with tufted branchiae, and they serve both for straining and for

respiration. In the typical Teleostei they only partially grow into bony rays even on the

first arch, but form little mounds covered with bristling teeth. The merely fibrous bones

are thus easily classified by considering their relation to the parts beneath
; they belong

to the skin and its multifarious ingrowths ; the osseous matter has ceased to be formed

from their outer surface, leaving the skin thoroughly differentiated from the skeleton

within. These parts have attained a higher morphological condition than in the “ Ga-

noids;” but they cease at this, their culminating point, and do not reappear, many of

them, at least, even in the metamorphic “ Ichthyopsida.” Those bones, however, which

do reappear in the higher classes become very constant, and are never lost sight of again

even in our upward march to Man.

The bony plates now to be considered (the deep laminae) possess a peculiar meta-

morphic potency; for wherever they fasten themselves upon a cartilaginous rod or
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plate they, as it were, devour it, and convert it into their own substance ; they have to

be considered in connexion with the tracts of hyaline cartilage, which they are ever

tending to obliterate.

The skull and face proper, deprived of the investing bones, is a very complex struc-

ture, a box above and a crate below ;
the two divisions will be best understood by con-

sidering them apart.

And first the box itself (see Plate VIII. figs. 1, 2, & 8), which is a compound structure,

formed behind of axial parts, and before of facial. But, besides the axial and facial

elements, there is to be considered how much is due to what the great ear-sacs super-

add, and also what is superadded by the facial elements to the nose-sacs, which help to

build their crypts ;
the eye-sacs are free, but are attached by a short cartilaginous pedicle

(Plate VII. fig 3, o.pd.). There is one part of the skeleton which is truly azygous ; and

this is a primary, fundamental part, a part to which all the axial structures apply them-

selves; this is the “notochord.” In the adult skull there is only one bone formed

upon this fundamental part, the basioccipital
; but the bony sheath of this axis acts upon

symmetrical cartilages that appear very early, one on each side of the notochord
; these

are called, together, the “investing mass.” This “investing mass” is the direct con-

tinuation of that part of the embryo which is so early segmented into the vertebral

rudiments, yet itself, still closely embracing the azygous axis, is under the controlling

influence of some force which prevents further segmentation. A quasi-vertebral ring

or arch is, however, formed, the “ occipital arch” (Plate VIII. figs. 1, 2, 7, 8) ; and this

ring, seen from behind (fig. 8), has all the appearance and many of the characters of a

vertebra. Only four of the bones seen from behind belong to this segment, the basioc-

cipital
(
b.o .), the “ exoccipitals”

(
e.o .), and the “ superoccipital” (s.o)

:

the three outer-

most pairs belong to the auditory capsule; they are “ otic elements.” But the “ basioc-

cipital” bone does not utilize all the “ investing mass ;” the notochord retires during

growth, and the rest of the investing mass is ossified (not thoroughly) by the foremost

of the otic bones, the “ prootics.” One remarkable change in the investing mass, as

a whole, is the growth downwards of a lamella on each side, thus forming a covered

archway
;
for in front of the retiring notochord the moieties of cartilage meet, and this

viaduct is floored by the submucous bone which has been removed (Plate VIII. fig. 2),

the “ parasphenoid.” All the true axial parts of the skull cease at the fore edge of the

investing mass behind the pituitary space (jpy.) ; all the rest has a facial foundation, is

built on the “ trabeculae,” or has a secondary character as a development in the cranial

wall. The compound eighth nerve (Plate VII. figs. 2, 3, 4, s, and Plate VIII. figs.

2 & 3, s) passes out of the skull between the postero-internal face of the ear-sac and

the investing mass
;

it pierces the exoccipital in the adult. These latter bones present

flat zygapophyses for the “ atlas,” which is also joined to the basioccipital, a notochordal

‘buffer” remaining between the two. The “superoccipital” (Plates VII. & VIII., s.o.)

is a massive bone ; it does not, as in the “ Sauropsida,” receive any of the “ anterior audi-

tory canal ;” and it extends halfway along the roof of the square postpituitary part of
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the skull, its bony matter ending abruptly in front. So much cartilage as is here

ossified belongs, indeed, to the occipital ring; but whilst ossifying the cartilage had

grown forwards to join a retral growth of a similar character which had crept along the

cranial ridge all the way from the ethmoid (Plate VII. figs. 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, and Plate

VIII. figs. 1, 4, 5, 6). This solid, subcarinate roof to the “great fontanelle” makes

the endoskeletal skull of the adult Salmon very different to that of the adult Frog

(“ Frog’s Skull,” Plate IX. fig. 6), which is barge-sliaped, and has a very imperfect

“ deck.” These two types of skull do, however, conform to each other more than would

seem at a hasty glance ;
even in the Frog the annular ethmoid roofs in the great opening

to some extent, and the superoccipital cartilage has grown to the anterior sphenoidal

region. We have, moreover, in the Salmon the lateral fontanelles {pfo.), as in the

Frog (Plate VIII. figs. 1 & 4). The rest of the square hinder part of the cranial box

is almost entirely due to the impaction into the sides of the primordial cranium of a

pair of very large ear-sacs, which coalesce very early with the investing mass, and send

forwards from their anterior margin a lamina of cartilage which becomes the ali-

sphenoid, and which is separately ossified. Anticipating the account of the earlier

stages, I may say that the auditory sac is enshielded by cartilage from the outside, and

is never totally encased as in the Frog. Also the huge size, in the young, of the

semicircular canals causes upgrowths and swellings, according to their form, in the

cartilaginous shield
;
and more than this, for the skull of the Fish, especially behind,

is related to muscular masses, hence apophyses have to grow out for their attachment

and leverage.

The eye reads all this in merely looking at the end view of the skull (Plate VIII.

fig. 8), which shows a curious piece of architecture, the keystone of which and the

lesser and greater wings thereof are produced and snagged. Five bony buds were

during the first season grafted upon each swelling ear-sac, and they have transformed

those simple encasements into the angular, ridgy, and winged mass which I have por-

trayed in figs. 1, 2, & 8 in Plate VIII. All these, save one, can be seen from the

upper surface (fig. 1); they are the “ sphenotic”
(
sp.o.), the “ pterotic” {pt.o.), the

“epiotic” {eft.), and the “opisthotic” {op.): the “prootic” {pro.) can be seen from

beneath (fig. 2), partly sliced away from the outside (fig. 3), and in transverse section

(figs. 4 & 5). The inner view (Plate VII. fig. 4) and the outer (Plate VII. fig. 3, pro.)

are most instructive as to the most constant of the periotic centres. All the figures show

how massive the periotic cartilage and bone becomes, and yet the labyrinth is only very

partially imbedded in the mass. I borrow from the study of a prior stage the fact that

the prootic commences in the thin anterior edge of the shield behind the exit of the first

division of the fifth nerve, but enclosing the second ; also that the “sphenotic” begins

over the ampulla of the anterior canal, the “ pterotic” over the ampulla and arch of

the horizontal canal, the “epiotic” over the arch of the posterior canal, and the

“opisthotic” over its ampulla.

The prootics nowhere display such curious and unlooked-for characters as in the

mdccclxxiii. p
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Osseous Fish ; they beguiled both Cuvier and Owen into the supposition that they were

the great wings of the sphenoid. They surround part of the fifth nerve, send their

osseous matter trespassing across the “investing-mass bridge,” and also down into its

deep descending keels—those most ichthyic protectors of the orbital muscles (Plate VII.

figs. 3 & 4, and Plate VIII. figs. 2, 4, & 5, pro.). A broad synchondrosis exists between

the prootics and the upper bones ; and below this, on the inner side (Plate VII. fig. 4),

the prootic is trilobate as it embraces the hinder division of the fifth nerve (5
4

)
and the

“ portio dura” (7"). When the outer face of the skull has been sawn away (Plate VIII.

fig. 3, ct.s.c., pro.), it can be seen that the ampulla of the anterior canal is partly imbedded

in cartilage, and that the tubular communication of the ampulla with the rest of the

labyrinth really burrows its substance and reenters the skull by the recess which opens

outwards for the second division of the fifth nerve (5
6
).

The bony bridge made by the prootics from the fore part of the investing mass arti-

culates in front with the “ basisphenoid ” (Plate VII. fig. 4, pro., b.s.), and behind

with the basioccipital (b,o.). The two supero-external pieces carry the long concave

facet for the wide head of the hyomandibular (Plate VII. fig. 3, and Plate VIII. fig. 2,

sp.o., pt.o.), and together form the “tegmen tympani,” or rather its ichthyic counter-

part, for here is no tympanum. The “ sphenotic” is only half the size of the “ pterotic,”

but it is a solid bone (see sections, Plate VII. fig. 11, and Plate VIII. figs. 4 & 5,

sp.o.); it forms a strong forthstanding spur protecting the orbit, whilst the pterotic

sends a similar spur backward for muscular attachment. Neither of these bones can

be seen from the inner face of the skull (Plate VII. fig. 4) in a direct lateral view, nor

can the “ epiotic” or “ opisthotic.” The Bird differs from the Osseous Fish, whilst

agreeing much with it, for it has all the five periotic centres ;
but the cartilage is not so

thick as in the Fish, and it is entirely ossified; the “sphenotic” and pterotic are both

small, but the former (“postfrontal”) has the same shape as in the Fish and the same

relation to the “ alisphenoid ” (see “Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxiv. figs. 6, 8, 13, 14,

p.f., a.s.

;

compare especially fig. 14 with the section, fig. 4, in Plate VIII. of this

paper).

In the Fish the huge sweep and vertical position of the semicircular canals makes the

membranous labyrinth bear a much larger proportion to the cranial walls than in the

Bird, in which the fore part of the periotic cartilage rapidly modifies itself in relation to

the membranous cranium, and the anterior canal leans backwards ; thus the “sphenotic”

region grows out free from the labyrinth, and its ossicle looks like a mere epiphysis on

the “ alisphenoid.” In the Bird the cerebellum excavates the cranial wall by its pro-

jecting lobe, and thus brings the little pterotic into view within ; whilst the opisthotic

wedges itself in between the prootic and exoccipital, and is greatly modified to encircle

the mouth (“ fenestra rotunda”) of the small cochlea (see “ Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxv.

fig. 3, op.,f.r.). The epiotic and opisthotic of the Salmon are both very backwardly

placed in relation to the posterior canal (Plate VIII. figs. 1, 2, & 8, ep., op.); they

correspond in the adult Fish with their condition in the newly hatched Fowl or Chelo-
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nian*, the epiotic being the larger and more conspicuous bone. Here, in the Salmon,

the opisthotic has an average development for a Teleostean; but in the Cod-tribe

(“ Gadidse ”) it is very large, and reaching down to articulate with the basioccipital,

ossities the thin protuberant cartilage that encloses the sacculus
;
yet in them it is quite

simple and ichthyic.

Getting in front of the borrowed part of the encasements of the brain, we come in

front and at the sides of the pituitary body upon parts that, without a doubt, answer

to the posterior sphenoid of Man. But in the Teleostean, at best, the basal part, the

“Turkish saddle,” is very unfinished and the “greater wing” is very small in propor-

tion to the “petrosal” mass; yet the “ alisphenoids” are unusually large in the Salmon

for a Teleostean, and it has, what many others do not possess, namely a basal bone.

The extent of the posterior sphenoid is best seen when part of the skull has been sawn

off (Plate VIII. fig. 3), and its general form and relation in a transverse section (Plate

VIII. fig. 4); from beneath (Plate VIII. fig. 2) and within (Plate VII. fig. 4, b.s., al.s.)

it can be studied instructively. Thus it will be seen that the basal bone is Y-shaped,

that it leans backwards, that it sets its foot against the end of the orbito-nasal septum,

and with its arms it props up the alisphenoids. At its bifurcation it leans against the

prootic floor (Plate VII. fig. 4, b.s., pro.) behind, whilst in front of it the optic nerves

(2) escape. Between the arms of this bone the pituitary body is let down behind its

single leg to find no “ seat” to the “ saddle,” save what is formed beneath by the para-

splienoid
(
pa.s.) : the “sella” of the Bird is very similar to this (see “Fowl’s Skull,”

Plate lxxxii.). The “ alisphenoids,” although in reality forming only the second cranial

sclerotome, seem as if they would close-in the skull both in the Salmon and the Bird

(compare the sections, Plate VII. fig. 11, and Plate VIII. fig. 4, with “ Fowl’s Skull,”

Plate lxxxv. fig. 11). Their relations are complex, and their formation will be better

understood when we come to their development; the various figures, however (Plate

VII. figs. 2, 3, 4, 11, and Plate VIII. figs. 1-4), will give a tolerably good idea of their

architectural relationships. These bones are not brought into relation with the

“investing mass” as in warm-blooded Vertebrata, but are separated from it by the

great anterior passage for the “ trigeminus” (see, from within, Plate VII. fig. 4, al.s.,

pro.). Looking at the inner view, we see the alisphenoid propping up the thick supra-

cranial ridge of cartilage, articulating behind with the prootic, and in front with the

orbito-sphenoid (o.s.), whilst it rests upon the corresponding arm of the basisphenoid.

The alisphenoids bound the lateral fontanelles in front (Plate VIII. fig. 1, and Plate VII.

fig. 3, al.s.,p.fo .); they are separated externallybya thick synchondrosis from the sphenotic

(Plate VII. fig. 11, and Plate VIII. fig. 4), and externally (Plate VII. fig. 3, and Plate

VIII. fig. 1) they clamp, as well as underprop, the great cartilaginous “ culmen cranii.”

The alisphenoids are much more distinct from the beginning from the trabeculee than

* They soon coalesce in the Turtle ( Chelone mydas), and the compound hone, from its relations to the laby-

rinth, has been mistaken for merely an opisthotic (see Huxley, ‘Anatomy of Yertebrated Animals,’ 1871,

p. 203).
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the same regions in the Bird ; this distinction is shown in Plate VII. fig. 4, where in front

of the orbito-sphenoid bone
(
o.s.) there is seen a sinuous fissure

( e.t.f,'.). This fissure had

been seen and drawn by me nearly three years before its development was made out. We
should soon understand all things that belong to the skull if the sphenoidal regions

were intelligible ; they are not, however, as yet ; for have we not just seen that even the

posterior sphenoid is in front of the axial part of the skull, and that it grows out from

the auditory capsule 1 Not altogether, however, for the alisphenoid is continuous above

with cartilage which grows backwards from the “ ethmoid,” the ethmoid itself being

built upon the foundation laid by the “ trabeculae ”—a state of things enough to suggest

to us the wearing away of morphological landmarks during the ages that are past. At

present I have to describe the anterior sphenoid as it exists in the adult. Neither in

the Bird nor in the Teleostean Fish can any part of the anterior sphenoid be seen

either from above or from below (compare Plate VII. figs. 3, 4, & 10, and Plate VIII.

figs. 1 & 2, with “Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxvii. fig. 1, os. i, os. 2,jps.); in the] Bird the

mesoethmoid meets the prepituitary part of the basisphenoid, and in the Salmon that

prepituitary part is scarcely ossified at all by the Y-shaped bone, and the coalesced

trabeculae and the keel ascending therefrom are permanently unossified. Above also

(Plate VII. figs. 1, 3, 10, o.s.), the cartilage of the great “ culmen cranii” is not infected

by the bony orbito-sphenoidal lamina*.

A vertically transverse section of the coalesced orbito-sphenoicls (there is no distinct

presphenoid) shows well their structure, and how that they in this case, and not the

ethmoid, close-in the cranial cavity. There is no “ crista galli,” and the perforation

(Plate VII. figs. 3, 4, & 10, 1

)
for the “olfactory crus” is in the orbito-sphenoid. In

the vertical section Ave see the twin bone grafted upon the “ culmen cranii” above, and

upon the thick swelling partition that grows upward from the shelving trabecuke below.

This double bone has metamorphosed some cartilage, but, like the \r-shaped basisphe-

noid, it is principally membranous
;
in the Sturgeon the orbito-sphenoids do not graft

themselves upon the cartilage, and in the Fowl the two pairs of these bones have no

orbito-sphenoidal cartilage to graft themselves upon (see “ Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxvi.

fig. 11, os. 1
,
os. 2).

Foundation, side-walls, and roof,—all these are facial in the ethmoidal or nasal region

:

Ave are in front of the skull iioav, and the brain which did overtop and overhang every

thing else in the head, and was, indeed, the largest thing there, is now relatively a retired

series of small lobes and bands (compare Plate VII. fig. 4, shoAving the cranial cavity,

Avith Plate I. fig. 8, showing a sectional view of the head in my earliest stage), so that

the ethmoidal region can iioav be studied in an extracranial manner
; Ave need not try

to torture it into the vanguard of the A
Tertebrae, or even into a “ cranial sclerotome.”

Save in expansion and size, the “trabeculae” have undergone but little alteration in

their under surface since the time of hatching, and even tAvo or three days before

;

but above they have been subject to great change, by means of the various outgroAvths

that have sprung from them (Plate VIII. figs. 1 & 2, tr.). Looking at the bare skull
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from beneath, we see two symmetrical cartilaginous slabs, totally unossified, which

together form a rough kind of cross deeply grooved along the mid line, for it has its

equal moieties bevelled towards the middle. These moieties were formed of the fiat

tape-like trabeculae, which met each other at an obtuse angle, so as to present a ridge

towards the overlying membranous cranium. They were bowed out far beyond the

boundary of the pituitary body, and by the end of each bowed part they coalesced

with the corresponding moiety of the investing mass
; now, however, there is no such

connexion, the trabeculae are again free ,
and they end by two small points with a

rounded emargination between (Plate VIII. fig. 2, tr.). Each free point is the termina-

tion of a lanceolate convexity, and these convexities diverge in front, terminating on the

outer edge of the trabeculae. These facets have relation to the underlying “ parasplie-

noid;” for here the flat part (Plate VII. fig. 2, pa.s.) becomes carinate above, and also gives

off the “ basitemporal aim.” But these facets have another meaning than their relation

to the parasphenoid ;
for they are the first budding (arrested, indeed, and functionless) of

the “anterior pterygoid processes” (see “Ostrich’s Skull,” Plate vn. fig. 4, a.])., and

“ Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxiv. fig. 11, a.p.). These processes are the “ basipterygoids” of

Huxley (seeProc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 418). Another pair of facets are formed beneath

the arms of the cross ;
these are for junction with corresponding facets on the palatal bar

;

at these points the trabecular skull-base becomes greatly expanded. Corresponding with

what I have said in my account of the development of the Frog’s Skull, I call these

outstanding parts, that tend to make the facial arches into a kind of basketwork, like the

gill-crate of the Lamprey, the “ facial connective growths.” Those by which the palato-

pterygoids join the trabecular bars appear during my rather long “first stage;” but

those which foreshadow the second pair of connectives in the “ Sauropsida” cannot be

seen until the metamorphic changes are well nigh over.

Having sent out the “palatal connectives” the trabeculae gradually contract : the part

in front of the palatal connectives may be called the “cornua trabeculae between

those projections we have the transverse partition formed between the eyes and nose-

sacs, whilst the further continuation of the trabeculae is modified in relation to the nasal

organs. The broad part immediately in front of the facets is the floor of the nasal sacs,

and corresponds to the “ subnasal lamina” of the Frog (“ Frog’s Skull,” Plate vn. fig. 6,

s.n.l. ). Below, this is traversed by a curved ridge, which grows towards its fellow, ante-

riorly, in an elegant lyriform manner
; the two do not meet at the mid line, but in front

of them the thick short trabecular horns unite their substance, have a groove between

them, and end in a bevelled facet
; each “ horn ” is separated from its fellow at the end

by a rounded emargination. Moreover, each horn has at its tip a pair of short, thick

upper labial cartilages (u.l.
a
,
u.l.

b

), the inner of which is the largest; they are joined

by fibrous tissue, but they have a joint cavity between themselves and the “horns.”

Between the nasal sacs the trabeculm are badly soldered together
;

in front the cartilage

loses its substance in places, which becomes replaced by fat; further back, however,

there is a large, apparently meaningless, cavity, filled also with fat. Below, between the
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converging arcuate ridges, a large canal is seen, occluded in its middle by the largest of

four or five swellings of cartilage, that thus clumsily, as it were, have resoldered the

trabeculae together. Looking at the upper view (Plate VIII. fig. 1, al.s.), we see feeble

attempts at the formation of “ aliethmoidal ” and “ aliseptal ” laminae; but the “septum

nasi” only exists as the clubby coalesced “ trabecular horns.” Above, the cartilage near the

mid line is imperfect ;
then, behind that, we see a piece of the “lamina perpendicularis

”

(p.e.) crop up to the surface, and behind this the opening which is the anterior remainder

of the “ great fontanelle,” overhung by the free fore end of the “ culmen cranii.” This

remnant of the “ fontanelle,” and the vacuity a little in front of it, both open into the

great mesoethmoidal fat-cavity (Plate VII. fig. 4, m.n.c.). Is there any morphological

meaning in this fat-cavity, and in these deficient solderings of the “ trabecula; cranii ” in

front of the cranial cavity 1

If the reader will refer to the fourth Plate in Joh. Muller’s magnificent work on the

Myxinoids (‘ Vergleichende Anatomie der Myxinoiden he will be able to answer this

question for himself ; meantime I will refer him to the sectional views of this Salmonine

remnant of the azygous nasal sac of the Myxinoid with its “ Nasenoffnung” above and

its “ Nasengaumenoffnung” below (see Plate VII. figs. 4, 7, & 8, m.n.c.).

The facets for the palatines are not on the widest part of the ethmoidal region; for,

above, the huge “ ectoethmoidal ” wings form both wall and roof to the orbit in front,

and, largely ossified, they form the so-called “ prefrontals ” (Plate VIII. figs. 1 & 2, and

Plate VII. figs. 1, 2, 3, & 9, l.e.). These elegant shelving ethmoidal wings are sepa-

rated above by a notch from the “ mesoethmoidal ” region, which has at that part

become the “ culmen cranii.” Exactly between these antorbital expansions the “ meso-

ethmoid” is, as has just been stated, occupied by fat, but further backwards it reappears

a veritable “ lamina perpendicularis ” (Plate VII. figs. 4 & 9, p.c.). Outside the fat-cavity

the antorbital wall is pierced by the “olfactory crus ” (
i
)

;

in the lateral view (Plate VII.

fig. 3, i) this can be seen emerging from the orbito-sphenoid behind, and reappearing in

front of the “ ectoethmoid ” in the recess for the “ nose-capsule.” The ridge above this

recess is the rudiment of the “ aliethmoid ” of the Bird and other high types, and the

ridge below is the edge of the “ subnasal lamina” of the Frog.

If the reader will refer to my paper “On the Fowl’s Skull” (Plate lxxxvi. figs. 8 & 9),

he will see that the “ prefrontal ” bone answers to the region called “ pars plana,” the

seat of the “middle turbinal,” whilst the upper unossified part of the lamina is the

counterpart of the foundation for the “ upper turbinals.” Of course there can be no
“ inferior turbinal,” as there is no specialized “ septum nasi ” from which it could grow

as an outgrowth from an “ aliseptal lamina.”

The Fowl gives voice as to the meaning of the “ culmen cranii;” I had described the

retral continuation of the ethmoid along the mid line, above the olfactory groove, as the

“crista galli,” but corrected this error (see “Fowl’s Skull,” note to p. 762, and Plate lxxxi.

figs. 3, 4, & 5, eth.). If this elegant roof had continued its growth backwards in the

Fowl instead of degenerating into a spike, we should have had what does appear in the
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Salmon’s skull ; I am, of course, supposing an equivalent growth from the “ superocci-

pital.” When we come to the earlier stages of these parts the meaning of what is here

written will become much plainer, and the reader will do well to keep the adult con-

dition of the various parts always before him whilst studying their incipient stages.

With regard to the next arch, the “ pterygo-palatine,” I must confess that the state

of things in the Frog made me hesitate in classing this arch with the rest as a morpho-

logical equal. It certainly has a sluggish development even in the Osseous Fish, where

it attains to its fullest growth and is for a time entirely distinct; moreover it only

acquires the typical sigmoid form of the facial arches just as it is losing its distinctness

from the first postoral bar. This arch is but little developed in the Urodeles, and

scarcely chondrifies at all in the Sauropsida and Mammalia. Yet my figure of it in the

Chick (“ Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxi. pa., pg.) is perfectly correct, and my early stages

of the Salmon will show a marvellous amount of harmony between the “ Teleostean
”

Fish and the “ Carinate ” Bird in this and in many other parts.

To put the matter clear at once with regard to the Frog, let me repeat what I have

described in that creature—namely, that at first there is no pterygo-palatine arch what-

ever ; that it is fairly suppressed during the whole of the proper ichthyic or larval period,

only existing as a feeble “ secondary connective;” that when the tail is disappearing and

the lungs developing it only has reached to the condition of the Lamprey ; and, finally,

that it never becomes distinct, either from the trabecula in front or from the mandibular

pier behind. I am somewhat inclined to attribute the feeble and slow development of

the second preoral arch in the Salmon to the prepotent growth of the eyeball
;
yet that

will not account for its suppression in the Frog, where the eyeball is relatively much

smaller (see “Frog’s Skull,” Plate iv. fig. 1, and Plate v. fig. 1).

When the investing parosteal bones are removed from the facial arches of the Salmon

we have what is displayed in Plate YI. fig. 2, and Plate VIII. fig. 9. Let an imaginary

line be drawn through the substance of the cartilage that separates the “ mesopterygoid
”

and pterygoid (m.pg., pg.) in front from the metapterygoid and quadrate
(
[mtpg., q.)

behind : such a line will pass through a knob of cartilage above
;

this is where the

“ orbitar ” process of the mandibular arch has coalesced with the inturned or hooked

upper (= posterior) end of the pterygo-palatine rod, and the line drawn will show the

whole extent of the coalescence. These parts do not coalesce in the “Abranchiate

Vertebrata.” The dentigerous bony palatine does not wholly ossify the palatal region

of the bar, a large knob articulates with the maxillary near the end of the prepalatal

spur
;
the “ ethmo-palatal,” an earlier process, tied to the trabecular facet by strong fibres,

does not ossify, and the postpalatal portion has a soft core. The “mesopterygoid”

(m.pg.) overhangs the outer side (Plate VI. fig. 2), but is large, convex below, inturned,

then concave, and then flat behind, on the inner side (Plate VIII. fig. 9). This fiat

posterior portion overlaps the pterygoid
(pg.), which clamps the lower edge of the bar

behind, is most developed on the inner side, and, like the “ mesopterygoid,” overlaps

the inner face of the quadrate bone. Plere there is no “ os transversum ” or “ ecto-
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pterygoid,” and the innermost
,
or submesial pterygoid, is much larger than the pterygoid,

the counterpart of the “ internal pterygoid plate ” of Anthropotomy. In Fishes this

bone is very constant from the Ganoid Sturgeon to the Teleostean Perch ; I have never

seen it in the Amphibia, and as yet only in Anguis fragUis amongst the Reptilia; it has

only failed my search in the Ostriches and Fowls amongst the Birds, and I am satisfied

that it is not uncommon in the Mammalia.

In the ordinary language of embryologists the mandibular arch is called the first facial,

for the palato-pterygoid is mostly reckoned as a rudiment growing out from the man-

dibular rod above, whilst the “ trabeculae ” had all along, until Professor Huxley showed

their true nature, been regarded as processes growing forwards from the “ investing

mass.” In my description of the Frog’s skull the mandibles are, on account of the

suppressed and non-separate condition of the palatals, classified as the second facial

arch
;
in this memoir the mandibles will be considered as the third arch, but the series

must be divided into the “ preorals ” and “ postorals.” In all Teleosteans, and in some

to a most extreme degree, the gape of the mouth is placed at a great distance from the

head. In such Fishes as the Dory
(
Zeus), in JEpibulus

,
in Fistularia

,
and in the “ Hip-

pocampoids,” there is found the extreme of Teleostean modification of the mouth ; but

in the most moderate degree of specialization, as in the Salmon, the hinge of the jaw is

carried away from the head, first, by a double condition of the quadrate, and, secondly,

by the descent of the top of the pier away from the side of the head and its attachment

some distance down to the overgrown pier of the next arch (Plate VI. fig. 2, Plate VIII.

fig. 9). All this modification shows that the Teleosteans are Vertebrates specialized to

the uttermost for their own kind of life, and that they are indeed one of the culminating

branches of the vertebrate Life-tree ;
hence, I think, arises the wonderful harmony, in

many respects, between their structure and that of the branches and twigs of another

“ leader” in this genealogical tree : I refer to the Bird.

The top of the mandibular pier, “ metapterygoid”
(
mt.jpg.), is not let down so far in

the Salmon as in the more typical Teleosteans, where it is commonly on a level, at its

top, with the attachment of the “ stylo-hyal it passes halfway down, and both it and

the succeeding pier being broad, it largely overlaps its successor. The whole pier is

oblong, the upper bone, “ metapterygoid,” being squarish with produced angles, the

lower, the “ quadrate,” triangular, with a free grooved posterior wing, and at its inverted

apex a condyloid facet.

Observe that the synchondrosis between these bones rises in front of the upper piece

into a boss, and swells out behind it into a knee
; the boss is a primordial lobe ;

the

“ orbitar process ” lies in front of the eye in the long horizontal mandibular pier of the

Tadpole (see “ Frog’s Skull,” Plate v. figs. 1 & 3, or.p.)
;
the “ knee” is the retention of

the original curve of the facial arch, which I shall afterwards describe. All in a row are

these knees or bends in the postoral arches
;
that on the trabeculae has been lost, and the

curved part of the pterygo-palatine arch has coalesced with the orbitar process of the

mandibular pier. On the inner side (Plate VIII. fig. 9, gu.) the quadrate is grooved,
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between its broad part and the periosteal wing, to receive a peg from the next pier, and

by this elegant carpentry the two piers are strongly coupled to each other.

The free part of the mandibular arch is one third longer than the pier ; it is strongly

clamped by a bone which is grafted upon it, most on the outer side; this is the

articulare.

The “ coronoid process ” is part of this bone, and not due to the Meckelian rod ; but

the hooked process behind the angular process is due to the character of the original

segmentation of the terminal piece. The “ articulare ” is snagged, ribbed, and splintered,

and only ossifies the proximal part of the mandible, the rest being a strong, rounded,

gradually tapering rod (Plate VIII. fig. 9, ar., ink.).

As in the Bird there is no “ mento-meckelian ” bone, such as occurs in Frogs and Man.

No morphologist has ever been more richly repaid for his labours than he who traced

the metamorphosis of the second “ postoral ” in the Frog ; equal pleasure and profit has

attended the unveiling of the mystery of the Teleostean hyoid arch. This arch has its

fullest development, if not its highest metamorphosis, in the Osseous Fish. On each

side of this huge siving there are seven bones and four broken-up segments of cartilage,

besides an azygous pier, which has its own bony plate, besides, in the Salmon, thirty-three

parosteal bones. How all this has been made out of a single pair of facial rods let

embryology declare. Not now, however; at present let it be assumed that the second

“ postoral ” does cleave a long cleft down its substance, that the foremost larger part

stays atop, and that the narrower part slides slowly but surely down to the knee on the

synchondrosis of the foremost piece. The great factor in the swinging-power of the

Fish’s mouth is the uppermost part of the larger anterior division of the arch. At first

hooked beneath the fore part of the auditory capsule, it keeps under a ledge formed by

the bulging of the horizontal canal, and then the hinder piece having escaped downwards

out of its way, it grows along nearly to the extreme end of the sac.

The long scooped facet for this element, the “ hyo-mandibular,” is shown in lower

and side views of the skull (Plate VII. figs. 2 & 3, and Plate VIII. fig. 2). Below

the unossified, long, convex condyle of the hyo-mandibular there is a knob for the cup

on the opercular (ojp.c.)

;

below this the bone gradually narrows and stops short above

the knee like bend
; then comes a broad cartilaginous tract, and below that the ossified

“ symplectic” peg (sy.), which turns forwards to fit into the groove of the quadrate. On
the inner and posterior face of the out-bowed synchondrosis there is a small rod of

largely ossified cartilage, this is the “ stylo-hyal ;” it is the secondary suspensorium of the

second narrower division of the second “ postoral,” and is attached by ligament to a cup

above and to a cup below
;
there is evidently a small joint-cavity above within the

ligament, but not below (Plate VIII. fig. 9, st.h.). I do not find this “ stylo-hyal ” (Cuv.)

until I come to the fourth stage, and it has no separate representative in the Frog
;
yet

in Fishes it is found from the lower “ Ganoids” (the Sturgeons for instance) up through

all the higher osseous kinds
; not, however, in “ Myxinoids,” nor “ Plagiostomes,” which

are represented by very early conditions of the Teleosteans.

MDCCCLXXIII. Q
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This dropped semi-arch, thus suspended, is very large, and carries the infero-internal

gill-cover fold, the branchiostegal membrane with its many parosteal rays. The main

arch has an arcuate outline within, is flat above and knobbed below
; but this knobbed

part, from the Sturgeon upwards, is segmented off, is cupped to fit to the convex end

from which it has been taken, but there is no joint-cavity ; this distal part has two bony

centres, and the upper third of the main arch has a centre distant from the rest of the

bar. From above downwards “ epihyal,” “ ceratohyal,” and hypohyal; these may be

the names, for the distal piece answers to the “ hypobranchials,” and not to their azygous

keystone
; it has its own keystone, the “ glossal,” or rather “ basihyal,” a thick flattened

bar, covered at top, sides, and end with a dentigerous ectosteal plate (Plate VI. fig. 1,

and Plate VIII. fig. 9, ep>.h., c.hy ., h.hy., g.h.). These huge “ cornua” are strongly tied

to the sides of the basal piece, near its end, and the first “ basibranchial ” runs up to the

converging bars (Plate VIII. fig. 9, b.br.).

The smaller arches, much smaller from the first in this high type, are devoted to

respiration, all save the last, and are seen from their inner side (Plate VIII. fig. 9, br.)

;

they are a regular series, decreasing, however, in size and specialization from before

backwards ; they pass below within the hyoid arch, as it passes within the mandibular,

telescopically. Each bar is normally segmented transversely into four cartilages, con-

joined by a strong, short, fibrous ligament, and each of these has its own ectosteal sheath.

The fourth arch has its upper piece unossified, and wants the distal segment ; the fifth is

still more aborted, having a small separate upper cartilage and a larger lower piece

which is ossified
;

this arch is dentigerous and abranchiate, and is called the “ inferior

pharyngeal.” The normal arches have their segments called “ pharyngo-,” “ epi-,”

“ cerato-,” and “ hypobranchial,” and the keystone pieces are the basibranchials
; there

is only one for the fourth and fifth arches, and it is unossified and segmented from the

bar in front ; the three foremost have coalesced. These arches tend to fork above
; the

first segment sends off a sort of pedate process (Plate VIII. fig. 9
,
jj.br.), the next has its

upper segment bifurcate, and also the next, the third articulates with the fourth and

sends a fork from its “epibranchial” segment, the fourth sends out an epibranchial lobe,

somewhat 3-lobed itself, and the fifth is simple. The third basibranchial (Plate VIII.

fig. 9, b.br. s) is clamped on each side by a descending process of the corresponding

“ hypobranchial,” and it sends downwards a cartilaginous hook from its lower end

;

these are for muscular attachment.

First Stage.—Salmon-embryos
, before hatching

,
with the facial arches simple.

V ith such specimens before him as those from which the following descriptions have

been taken, it is not a little difficult for the worker to keep himself from wandering

into general Embryology.

This snare will, however, be avoided as much as possible, reference to the general

bearing and relation of parts being made just enough to make the matter clear to the

reader. As an introduction to this starting-ground, the inquirer will do well to read the
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latest and best abstract of what is known as yet of the development of the Vertebrata

;

this is given in Professor Huxley’s new work entitled “ A Manual of the Anatomy of

the Vertebrated Animals” (see pp. 3-13).

In the younger embryos which formed the subjects for my first stage
,
the “ primitive

groove ” had not closed over the cephalic (Plate I. figs. 2, 4, 5) nor over the caudal

extremity of the long tape-like germ.

At present the rudiments of the nose, eyes, and ears are very imperfect, the olfactory

sacs are merely (Plate I. fig. 1, ol.) pits surrounded by a circular ridge of the “ epiblast,”

the folds of the eyeball (e.) are not coalesced, and the auditory involutions (figs. 1, 3,

6, 9, au.) are still widely open.

The peripheral portions of the “ blastoderm ” extending over the yelk form a bag so

wide open above that its rim reaches to within a short distance of the posterior margin

of the mouth, close behind the converging Meckel’s cartilages (Plate I. fig. 1, u,v., mn.).

In this early stage all the principal parts of the head have their rudiments differentiated

;

but these rudiments lie in the midst of a very soft stroma, and much care has to be

taken in hardening and even colouring the specimens before the various organs can be

made out. The most immature embryos worked out by me are illustrated by figs. 1 & 2,

Plate I.
;
and although the parts which have begun to form the skull and face are

coloured as though they were cartilaginous, yet their actual condition was merely that of

more consistent tissue than that in which they were imbedded. This tissue was indeed

composed of the “ mother-cells,” very small, of hyaline cartilage
;
and it could easily be

seen, in the case of the facial arches, that the apparent rods were merely tubes composed

of finely granular matter, lying in and also enclosing a thoroughly diffluent tissue.

As to degree of development, the first two pairs behind the mouth were the rods most

distinct, next to them the branchial-arch rudiments, then the trabeculse, and lastly the

“ subocular ” bands, the rudiments of the pterygo-palatine arch.

My illustrations will appear to the reader as representing strangely twisted, oblique

objects; they are true to Nature, however, in that the upper and lower planes of the

head, in the unhatched Salmon, are placed in such an oblique manner that only one

eye-dot appears when the eggs are examined with a pocket lens (see Plate I. fig. 4, the

head seen from above). Hence all bird’s-eye views of the head, whether upper (fig. 2)

or lower (fig. 1), are strangely unsymmetrical
; and it is useless at present to seek in these

imprisoned young for either the swelling cerebral vesicles, with which the embryologist

is so familiar, or for that very important tilting-over of the fore part of the brain, causing

the “ mesocephalic flexure.”

The flat edge of the down-kept membranous cranium is seen from below like a second

superciliary ridge (Plate I. fig. 1). One eyeball, it may be indifferently either right or

left, is fully seen below, whilst the other is mainly seen above, and only peeps down to

the lower plane. So large are the ear- and eye-sacs that they overlap each other
; this

is seen in specimens that have suffered no compression. Most of the structures with

which I have to deal are formed in what I would call secondary strata of the “

Q2
meso-
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blast,” enfolded very largely in their differentiation by involutions, tuckings-in, of the

“ epiblast;” these are mainly on the under surface of the head, which now just projects

free of the yelk mass. This subcranial mass of tissue becomes thickened in certain direc-

tions, puckered into more distinct ridges and furrows, and cloven into bands or rods, the

epiblast freely growing into every available cleft, and giving additional separateness to

the mesoblastic structures. Hence, in the cephalic part of the embryo, the so-called

mucous membrane, that of the mouth and fauces, is not a hypoblastic production, but is

formed by ingrowths of the “ epiblast” down to the point where the true mucous mem-

brane begins
;
the lining of the mouth and fauces should be rather called “ inner skin

”

than “ mucous membrane.” By means of the peculiar thickenings and puckerings of

that part of the blastoderm which underlies the projecting head, we get an upper and a

lower palatal region ; in the higher Vertebrata, the Crocodilia and the Mammals gene-

rally, a third and lowest palatal floor is formed by a peculiar infolding of the supraoral

strata.

The uppermost and also innermost 44 palatal bands ” (‘ Gaumenleisten,’ Muller, see

his 4 Myxinoids,’ pi. 4) are formed out of a delicate tract of 44 mesoblast ” immediately

underlying the membranous cranium, under the rudiment of the first vesicle (Plate I.

figs. 1 & 8, v. i, tr.) ;
they are invested below by a tract of “epiblast,” the primordial

mouth-roof, which is made and exposed by the puckerings of the 44 blastoderm.” These

are in reality the first facial arch ; their relation to the rest of the series is seen in a

sectional view (Plate I. fig. 8, v. i, tr.)
;
the huge eyeball and the dipping-in of the tissues

to form the mouth-cavity makes their relation to the rest of the series difficult to under-

stand. Rathke, who regarded these bands as continuations of the 44 basilar plate ” or

44 investing mass of the notochord,” called them the 44 rafters of the cranium,” trabeculoe

cranii. Their morphology is much more easy to be understood in the embryo of the

Frog ; whilst the mouth is hard to interpret in that type, and comparatively easy, as it

appears to me, in the Salmon. A much smaller object than a rafter would have served

better as a comparison for those rods which stand in the van of the facial phalanx,

namely a pair of curved forceps (see Plate I. figs. 1 & 2, tr.). That these bands belong

to the same series as the rest of the facial arches, and that they are formed out of the

same structure of the 44 blastoderm,” is evident if we examine them in the Frog (see

44 Frog’s Skull,” Plate nr. fig. 3, i, tr., and Plate iv. fig. 1, i, tr.), where they are the

largest of a series gradually decreasing in size backwards. Moreover, in the second

stage of the Frog’s skull (Plate iv. fig. 1), when the trabecular rods have acquired the

curve inwards above which is peculiar to the series, then they are really subocular rods,

for they lie in the very substance of the outside of the cheek, and curve round under the

eye, there being at that time no pterygo-palatine arch in their way. But the Salmon-

embryo at its earliest differentiation of organs shows itself to belong to a new and higher

dispensation
; in its earliest infancy it bears the impress of a nobler type. The blades of

these tiny forceps are perfectly simple in form, they are not riveted anteriorly (=below)

;

this anterior part has neither the second lobe nor the outward turn, which makes them
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lyriform afterwards ;
the blades pass round the pituitary body, to which they are as

nearly related at the beginning as they are in the Frog in my third stage (op. cit.

Plate iv. fig. 9, tr.). There is no clear distinction at present between that layer of epi-

blast which forms the skin and that which invests the rudiments of the brain as the pri-

mordial or membranous cranium. Hence the position of the trabecula; (see Plate I.

fig. 8, tr.) is between the epiblastic cerebral tube (imperfectly closed) and the palatal

skin
(
enderon),

and they are formed out of and enclosed in that thin tract of “ mesoblast
”

which becomes differentiated not only into these trabecula, but also into the membranous

cranium*.

There is a great difference in the embryos at this early stage
; for while some have their

mouth gaping and the angle of the mandible drawn back, others (see fig. 3) have a pecu-

liar likeness to their sire
,
the old male Salmon, the rudiments of the lower jaw being very

long and strongly hooked upwards ;
these, however, are best for a contemplation of the

morphological nature of the mouth. The mouth of the Frog-embryo caused me so much

trouble that I almost despaired of classifying it (op. cit. p. 145, and note), but now I

seem to “feel the light” from this translucent embryo. Looking at my third figure, and

considering that the foremost arch is wrapped up in the succeeding folds of the face, then

the seriality of the converging bars and intervening furrows will be understood.

The facial clefts formed by dehiscence of the thinned interspaces of the rib-like

thickenings of the face are not formed at the same time ; the first cleft, which I have dis-

covered between the first and second preorals, does not become thoroughly distinct until

after hatching. The first yjos^oral cleft is now visible (fig. 3), but it has lagged behind

the second, for the cleft in front of the mandibular bar was formed first.

That cleft is not one of a pair like the rest, but is double, and forms an azygous V-shaped

opening, bounded in front by the second preoral, and behind by the first postoral bar ; this

is the mouth (m). The palatines are primordial structures as distinct, even now, as the

eyeballs which rest upon them
; they bound the opening gape above, and reach in front to

the nasal sac, and behind to the auditory capsule, overlapping there the remarkable super-

orbital band (s.ob.). Now, in conformity with their long suppression and late appear-

ance in the Frog, even here in the Salmon their differentiation into hyaline cartilage

is very tardy ; in my fourth stage the rod will be seen to enclose a protoplasmic pith,

and in the fifth their apex will have melted into the fore edge of the next arch behind f.

The section (Plate I. fig. 8, in) will show what space is forming for the mouth and

* In the longitudinal section (Plate I. fig. 8) the trabecula (tr.) is coloured, as though it were showing through

the palatal skin, for it could not be shown in a section of the skin, being at a little distance from the exact mid

line
;
the same is partly true of the next bar, pterygo-palatine, hut the rest are made naked at their very ends.

t Here let me warn the reader against relying on terms of mere local relation, such as prefrontal, postfrontal,

and the like : the term s«&ocular is good for immediate use in description
;
hut at first the trabecula is the

“ subocular ” in the Erog-embryo
; then in the Tadpole (compare “ Frog’s Skull,” Plate iv. fig. 1, tr., with Plate v.

fig. 1) it is the mandibular pier (1st postoral) which is the subocular bar; here, in the Salmon, the subocular

bar is the rudiment of the “ pterygo-palatine arcade.” We must not rest until our knowledge is put upon a

sound morphological basis.
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fauces between the infoldings and thickenings that have formed beneath the brain.

The pituitary body {py.) lies between and almost upon the converging mandibular rod

(v. 3), and these terminate above in a transverse line a little behind the pointed end of

the notochord (nc.). An equal space exists in front of the pituitary body, between it,

behind, and in the membranous cranium and subocular bar in front : there is no space

between the trabecula and the cranial sac ; it cleaves fast to the skull from the first.

Several minor stages and various conditions of the mandibular arch (third facial, first

postoral) are given
;
perhaps the most important is my very earliest (Plate I. fig. 1, v. 3).

Here it is but a granular tube filled with and enclosing fluid stroma, and yet it

has three most important regions marked out. The first of these is the slender “ meta-

pterygoid” band, running up and curving inwards as far as the next arch: this part has

its normal position under the fore edge of the auditory capsule.

The next region is the middle, the swelling part, which shows the commencement of

the “ orbitar process,” here, at the beginning, having a position which it only acquires in

the fifth or metamorphic stage of the Prog (see “Frog’s Skull,” Plate v. fig. 1, and Plate

vii. fig. 1, or.p.). The third region is the MecJcelian ; it becomes afterwards a free seg-

ment, the mandible ; it is clubbed at its end as in the Tadpole, but it lies as yet some

distance from its fellow. I11 more advanced embryos (Plate I. figs. 3, 7, 9, v. 3) the first

postoral has grown very much ; it is very variable as to length, even at exactly corre-

sponding stages, and the clubbed Meckelian end has spread into a flat spatulate expan-

sion (Plate I. fig. 7, and Plate II. fig. 1, mn.). This bar is not dissected out in figs. 3,

6, & 9, but in fig. 7 we see its uttermost development as a simple tape-like band of

cartilage, its flat apex and “orbitar process” turned inwards beneath the front of the

auditory sac, and its Meckelian region converging to its fellow in front, and flattening-

out at the symphysis. The apex, with its “orbitar” expansion is well shown with its

relation both to eye- and ear-ball in fig. 5 (
v . 3, mn.).

The first clear differencing and formation of the second postoral (hyoid) is shown in

fig. 1 (v. 4 ) ; it has an enlarged and incurved apex, and is thickened in the middle and

below : the umbilical vesicle
(
u.v

.)
reaches the mid line between the two bars. This condi-

tion lasts but a short time
;
for in embryos but a little more advanced (figs. 3, 7, 8, 9) the

part of the blastoderm enclosing the yelk has retired so as to expose the under surface

of the lingual region, and even the opercular fold of the second postoral bar
;
moreover

the ear-sac (au.) has still its great lipped opening. Now, but not before, the first postoral

cleft (fig. 3, cl. 3
)

is very distinct, and the top of the long hyoidean band of cartilage

largely curls itself under the auditory sac (figs. 3, 5, 7, 10, v. 4, cm). Also we now

find the first of a series of azygous cartilages, which are denied to the three front arches

;

this is the “ glosso-hyal” or true “basihyal” piece (figs. 7, 8, g.h.). But, further, the

first two postorals would he remarkably alike, save that the apex of the second is

broader and more developed even now than that of the first, so early does each arch

show the marks of its hereditary modification. As all the arches have a tendency to

project forward, this keystone piece stands mostly in front of the lateral bars ; it will be
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seen to be the same with those that succeed. These arches are formed in that part of

the blastoderm which lies within the huge opening of the “ umbilical vesicle that

vesicle attaches the fore part of its neck, at present, to the under surface of the rudi-

mentary tongue, with its enclosed “ basihyal” cartilage (Plate I. tigs. 3 & 8, u.v., g.h .,

v. 4), and because of the heart (A.), which is situate in the mid line, these bars are wide

apart at present. There are five pairs of rods behind the hyoid arch ; these become

the branchial arches {hr.), all save the last pair, which become dentigerous and are always

feeble ; they all suffer from the general non-symmetry of the head, are all smaller than

those in front of them, but all except the last early acquire the elegant sigmoid

in-hooked form. That these Salmon-embryos rapidly assume the more highly specialized

characters of a noble “ Teleostean” Fish, and are much further from the lower “ Myxinoid”

types than the Frog-embryo, is evident if we compare my very earliest condition (Plate I.

figs. 1 & 2) with the counterpart stage in the Frog (“Frog’s Skull,” Plate hi. fig. 3).

That part of the primordial skull of the Salmon which is quasi-vertebral (its

“ peri-notochordal” region) is very small, and forms the floor for the “ medulla oblon-

gata” (Plate I. figs. 2 & 8, and Plate II. fig. 2, nc ., i.v.). Of all the facial arches the

trabecuhe come nearest to the investing mass in this type (Plate I. figs. 2 & 5) ; whilst in

the Frog (op. cit. Plate III. figs. 4-6) they are the furthest from it. In a number of

specimens I was able to make out, most clearly, the free truncated ends of the moieties of

the “ investing mass” or “ basilar plate” (Plate I. figs. 2 & 3, and Plate II. figs. 4 & 5, iv.).

The abrupt manner in which this “puYe-pr0tovertebral ’ tract ends in front is quite

remarkable; it is as square as though it were really one of the proto-vertebrae, the

foremost*.

In my most immature specimen (Plate I. figs. 1 & 2), studied as a transparency, but

in the upper view (fig. 2), having the skull-floor partly laid bare from above, the twisted

condition of the embryo gives the notochord and its investment a turn toward the left

side ;
it is seen to reach the trabeculae

;
but its investing moieties (iv.) quite run short,

so that there is a peculiar and sudden abortion of the primordial vertebral structure.

All that is built upon this foundation is the occipital arch and the “ prootic bridge,”

and the mansion of the brain is built up from many a source foreign to these mere axial

rudiments.

There is a skull-rudiment which develops in a manner unexpected by me ; this is the

* I can now throw a little more light upon the Eowl’s skull than when I wrote upon it. Professor Huxley

gives a figure of the primordial skull of the Fowl in his ‘Elements’ (p. 138, fig. 57, F 1

), and reproduces it in

his ‘Manual’ (p. 18), which agrees very closely with my first stage (Plate lxxxi. fig. 2). In these figures

the “ trabeculae” converge towards each other over the ends of the investing mass, and this mass terminates

in a truncated manner on each side, the squared end looking forwards and outwards
;
the two structures are

not seen, however, as distinct. In my next stage (Plate lxxxi. fig. 8) the blades of the trabecular forceps

have opened out, and the investing mass is now mesiad of the apices of the trabeculae, which are plainly seen.

Not so plainly seen, however, as in the third stage (Plate lxxxii. figs. 1, 2, 3, lg.), where these apices have

become long, free, rounded rods, with a cellular interior, such as I find in the trabeculae of the embryo of the

Eoa, Eunectes murinus.
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primary “ superorbital bar” (Plate I. figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, s.ob .) ;
it is much more than

the seat of that frequent additional bone which overshades the eye in Fishes ; in the

fifth stage I shall describe the cartilage which develops in it as a boundary to the “ great

fontanelle.”

The auditory sac is only partially invested with cartilage, and at this stage it is an

irregular and fenestrate shield (figs. 2 & 5, au.), imperfect within, above, and below

(Plate I. figs. 2 & 5, and Plate II. figs. 2 & 4). As far as I can see from various views,

the great blastodermic involution which forms the ear-sac shuts off the labyrinth before

the outer opening begins to close, although this gaping space itself is very temporary.

The sac itself seems to be formed from the epiblastic layer, which has developed a roof

to the labyrinth over the rudiments of the three semicircular canals, thus shutting off the

new sense-organ from the outer skin and its primordial opening. But the mesoblastic

layer has developed immediately around the new racemose labyrinth (Plate I. figs. 2 & 5)

a partial investment of young cartilage
; this cartilage has not crossed over below the

primary opening, nor has it finished the floor (see Second Stage, Plate II. fig. 4), a

deficiency being left there for several months ; nor does it ever in this Telostean wall-in

the labyrinth, craniad. The finishing of the upper and lower faces of the periotic cartilage

is remarkable and instructive; and whilst the primordial opening of the sac is closing-in

the semicircular canals are getting more roof, which grows from before backwards, and

which is not completed in newly hatched fry (see Fourth Stage, Plate III. fig. 6, ep.).

No such gradual or even partial growth of cartilage is seen in the Frog; in that type

the epiderm, at least
,
is closed over the sac before hatching, when the head and tail of

the embryo pitch very little beyond the yelk-mass. Then, indeed, there is a primordial

“fenestra ovalis” (“Frog’s Skull,” Plate in. fig. 3, and Plate iv. fig. 1), but otherwise

the cartilaginous ball is complete, except where it allows the “ portio mollis ” to enter

on the opposite side. Soon (that is in Tadpoles less than half an inch in length) this

fenestra is filled in, again to reopen by the segmentation out of its own substance of a

stopper, the “ stapes ” (op. cit. Plate iv. fig. 7, and Plate v. figs. 1, 2, & 4).

We shall see the last of the primordial fenestra ovalis of the Salmon in the seventh,

or first summer stage, but I have already shown that there is no reopening.

The auditory cartilage is entirely free at first, but as my first stage is passing into the

second it coalesces with the “ investing mass ” by two connective bands that enclose the

primordial “ fenestra ovalis ” (Plate II. figs. 2 & 4) ;
this takes place a little before the

fusion of the trabeculoe with the same plates. The foregoing description will be now

supplemented, and in some degree recapitulated, by a description of the transverse sections.

Two of these sections (Plate I. fig. 10, and Plate II. fig. 1) are made through the eye-

balls, and two through the ear-sacs (Plate I. fig. 11, and Plate II. fig. 2). The first of

these sections (Plate I. fig. 10) is of a very immature but unusually symmetrical embryo,

one answering to figs. 1, 2, & 8 as to development. At this part the “ umbilical vesicle”

(u.v.) is quite free from the projecting head of the embryo; a clear watery space inter-

venes between the two parts, and this space is larger on each side of the flat head. Two
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principal strata of the blastoderm are seen above this space, and between them another

shallow transverse vacuity, the mouth.

The anterior cerebral vesicle (c. i) is full of a gelatinous fluid, but its more condensed

peripheral part is very soft and of no great extent
;

it is somewhat grooved below. Below

this shallow sulcus, in the tissue between the membranous cranium and palatal skin,

there are seen the sections of two chondrifying bands, and in the sulcus between the eye

and brain a thickening of a triangular form is observable
;

this is softer still. The inner

pair are the trabeculae in section, and the outer the subocular or palato-pterygoid bars.

In the thin “ hammock,” with its thickened middle part, which is swung at a small

distance below the space of the mouth-cavity, there is a more solid but flat pair of

sections ; these are the outspread ends (see also fig. 7, mn.) of the first postoral rods,

their symphysial ends. So that we have here, beneath the first cerebral vesicle :—1st,

a capsule ; 2nd, a layer of “ mesoblast,” containing the cartilaginous rudiments of the

first and second prseorals
;

3rd, a layer of enderon (palatal) ;
4th, below the oral cavity

two layers of epiblast and one of mesoblast, this latter containing the first postorals or

third facial arches. A section from the same part in a more advanced embryo, or

near to the second stage, shows a great change (Plate II. fig. 1) ; here the section,

which is through the very middle of the exposed and hidden eyeballs, is also posterior

to the “ prosencephalon ” and through the middle of the “ thalamencephalon their

imprisonment has strangely hindered their symmetrical growth, but they have acquired

much substance ; we are here behind the cavity of the prosencephalon, and in front of

the next, and therefore in the most solid part of the brain. The left half of the “ thalam-

encephalon,” like the left eye and the left half of the “hemispheres,” is smaller than

the right. The more solid tissue of the first, second, and third arches is shown in section,

and the flattened Meckelian region is well displayed at the symphysis of the chin. A
glance at this figure and the last, for comparison’s sake, will show how fast the dif-

ferentiation of layers has taken place ; but that which is of most importance to notice is

that a new cavity has been formed, the “ anterior palatal recess ” (a/jj.r.). This marked

splitting-up of the facial strata divides the mouth from the layer in which the trabeculae

and subocular rods are imbedded, and is well seen in older embryos as a recess between

the upper (trabecular) palate and the “ naso-frontal process ” (see Fourth Stage, Plate II.

fig. 10, n.f.p ., a.jo.r.).

The next section (Plate I. fig. 11) is through the fore part of the right ear-sac, but

the obliquity of the head makes even this true transverse section miss the left ; it is in

front of it, and also of the notochord. In this stage the eye- and ear-balls overlap each

other, and hence a section which barely escapes the eye takes off the fore part of the

ear. The brain is here somewhat more developed than in figs. 8 & 10; but the razor

passed through the more solid cerebral substance which lies immediately behind the

thalamencephalon, in front of the pituitary body, and across the overhanging fore edge of

the “ mesencephalon.” The razor missed the “ subocular ” boss on both sides, whilst the

trabecuke, the mandibular bars, and the right hyoid were cut through obliquely. On the

mdccclxxiii. E
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left side the umbilical vesicle is free, but on the right it is continuous with the blastoderm

beneath the hyoid bar. At this point three things are clearly seen—the fore face of the

auditory sac is chondrified, its outer part being pitted by the anterior canal, the hyoid

bar has crept beneath this region, and the “primordial auditory involution” lies over

the supero-external region of the sac; it is here cut through its middle. If this be

compared with the other figures, especially figs. 2, 3, & 6, it will be seen that the naked

upper part of the labyrinth lies just within the primordial opening in the skin. Hence

I infer that the “ labyrinth ” itself has been constructed out of that layer which was pri-

marily uppermost, the “epiblast,” and that the next layer within, the “mesoblast,” may

be credited with the formation of the cartilaginous shield.

The last of these sections (Plate II. fig. 2) belongs to the very close of the first stage,

and is much in advance of the last
;

it is also from a point further hack, although the

broad hyoidean band has been displayed. Here the “ epenceplialic ” region is cut through,

the third vesicle, and the medulla oblongata
;
the apex of the notochord and of the

“ basilar plate ” and the fore part of the “labyrinth” with its “shield” are severed; these

parts have now coalesced beneath the rudimentary “ sacculus.” This band is a “ con-

nective ” passing in front of the “ inferior fenestra” (fig. 4,fs.o.); it is very thin. On

account of the natural obliquity of the parts, the first and second branchials are shown

with their basal piece ;
they are prematurely distinct in this specimen ; for I find them

less specialized in others, which in other respects are more advanced*. The hinder

part of the mouth here must still be “ epiblastic ” as to its lining, for it is in free com-

munication, by the visceral clefts, with the outer skin.

Second Stage.— TJnhatched Salmon with hyoid arch splitting up.

Notwithstanding the fundamental identity of the morphological plan of growth in

Vertebrate embros, the detail is marvellously varied, and these variations take place

very early ; both the precocity and the amount of these variations, especially as seen in

this and my former subject, the Frog, have surprised me again and again. The light

obtained from that has indeed been useful for this

;

yet not as a clear, flooding light, but

merely as a lantern to my first steps.

Therefore this piece of research has been made with a greater sense of comfort and

confidence, but not with less caution and care. The manner in which the second post-

oral arch is, as it were, chopped and split into fragments is very unlike what I have

described in the Tadpole
; and more, it gives as yet little promise of becoming a “ Tele-

ostean ” hyoid apparatus. The three foremost arches have not changed much, they are

quite unsegmented
; but the second “ postoral ” (Plate II. fig. 3), besides having its fore-

turned lower extremity cut off and rounded into a globular submesial joint, has been

* The reader may think that I have drawn a little upon my imagination for the deep yelk-bed in which the

auditory region is made to lie in this figure, and for the awkward manner in which the chorion is made to com-

press the young cerebellum
;

all I can say is that the actual object, uninjured in relation, although shaven

through, appeared as strange to me.
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cleft from apex to base into a broad anterior and a narrow posterior band. The round

distal piece belongs rather to the extremity of the former than to that of the latter

;

thus the front division is connected with the azygous £: lingual ” or “ basihyal” piece by

this distal segment, the “ hypohyal.” It is useless looking to the Tadpole for an expla-

nation of this; and as we shall soon arrive at a “ Ganoid” stage, we may do well to look

among the “ Plagiostomes ”—that is, we must search a lower morphological level.

In the Brazilian Torpedo (Narcine) * there are two bars in this region, the foremost,

however, being slender and the other broad (see Muller’s ‘Myxinoids,’ pi. 5. figs. 3 & 4,

ci.d.). In my last paper (p= 195) I ventured to call the foremost bar a “ metapterygoid,”

much wondering why it rested upon the broad hyoid suspensorium. I retract
;

it is

quite behind the mandibular region, and the two together are surely the split-up second

postoral, the anterior a feeble “ hyo-mandibular,” and the posterior a massive “cerato-

hyal;” there is no “hypohyal,” as far as I know, until we get to the “Ganoid” Sturgeon.

In the higher groups we have long been pestered with two cartilaginous and bony tracts

on each side in the substance of the second postoral arch ; hence the misunderstanding

of the relations of the “incus;” this element may notv be said to be safely fixed in its

own place as the “ antero-superior segment” of the split-up hyoid arch, and the mam-

malian representative of the Fish's “ hyo-mandibular.”

The “basihyal” (Plate II. fig. 3, gh.) has now become a thick lozenge-shaped mass of

cartilage, strongly wedged betwmen the “ hypohyals.” This preparation, which has been

flattened out for display, shows considerable modification in the form of the mandibular

bars ; they are more strongly sigmoid, and the “ orbitar process,” above the abrupt bend,

is very distinct
;

its most definite reappearance is in Chelonians and Birds. The thick

“ subocular ” flap is acquiring a more solid palato-pterygoid pith
;
towards it, in front,

the still small and distinct trabeculae
(
tr.) are sending a small connective lobe, the

first rudiment of the “ ectoethmoid ” with its “ superpalatal ” facet. The same

stage is illustrated by the figure of an uncompressed specimen (Plate II. fig. 4), from

which the postoral part of the face has been removed to display the auditory sacs from

below. The oldest specimen of the first stage (Plate II. fig. 2) may illustrate this,

which is but little older
; here (fig. 4) the “ notochord ” is twisted to the left side

and projects beyond the ear-shaped flaps that form the end of the “ investing mass.”

Behind, these moieties contract, first suddenly and then gradually, growing to a point as

they form the “ basioccipital ” region. The primordial “ fenestra ovalis ” notches both

the prootic cartilage and the investing mass, and with the help of the two secondary

isthmuses a very elegant circular window is left
;
not through it, but a little externally,

the otolith may be seen shining through the cartilage. The anterior, horizontal, and pos-

terior canals have bulged out the cartilage in their respective regions ; above, there is still a

fenestra over the posterior canal ; this is not closed for some time to come (see next stage,

fig. 7, ep.). Between the investing mass and the ear-sac in front there is a deep notch

;

into this the trabecular apex is creeping. Another head at this stage has supplied me
* Professor Gesex'bave in the recently published third part of his 4 Untersuchungen.’

R 2
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with the most lucid appearance of the relation of the investing mass to the trabeculse.

These translucent Salmon-embryos show their parts with intense clearness, and here espe-

cially a definite image is important. This individual had broader trabeculse (fig. 5, tr.)

and investing mass with narrower ends than others examined ; the knee-shaped trabecular

apices, bent before the pituitary body was within shot-range of them, turned inwards,

and lay crosswise upon the free ends of the investing mass, overlapping them uncon-

formably.

The blades of these minute “ forceps ” evidently move, opening as they grow, and

bring themselves into conformity to and into coalescence with the ends of the investing-

mass ; this will be seen in the next stage.

Third Stage .— Tlnliatched Salmon with Meckel’s cartilages free.

This stage does not yield in interest to the last, and the growth now must be very

rapid, the metamorphic changes taking place as fast as the development of flowers in

spring time.

I think it is very probable that the third stage is the morphological equivalent of that

which is persistent in the Rays, just as in the unhatched chick we come upon “Rhyncho-

saurian,” Struthiine, and Tinamine stages, as we delve from above downwards into the

more simple and unspecialized conditions of the embryo Fowl. Certainly I shall soon

come to a most evident “ Polypterine ” stage. Standing on the level of those depressed

outspread “ Elasmobranchs,” the Rays, we see what fitnesses for aquatic life may arise

in organisms halfway between the simplest possible conditions of a Fish and the noblest

spiny-finned “Percoids.” If these fiat-headed, flat-bodied, long-tailed, broacl-flippered

Salmon-embryos had grown largely without zoological improvement
,
to the Plagiostomes

they must have gone, no other place would have been found for them *.

One of the first preparations made byme of the Salmon-embryos was thatwhich is figured

in Plate II. figs. 6 & 7. This preparation of the primordial skull was very exquisite, but

showed such strange characters that it had to wait for some weeks for interpretation
;

the second stage, just described, was the sine qua non for that. Articulated to the fore

and under part of the well-developed periotic capsule, I found two similar, nearly equal,

strong cartilaginous rods, each growing athwart, under the head, and only directed

slightly forwards. The foremost was too far hack for it to be the mandibular pier, and

they both were too well developed, too large, and too far forwards and outwards to

answer to the first and second branchials. Thus in a few moments I was able to reason

out what they were not
;
the missing link (my second stage, fig. 3) turning up, it soon

became evident what they were. Yet this temporary conversion of the second “ postoral

into a “double couple” of arches disturbed the complacent manner in which I was making

the subdivision of the Tadpole’s facial parts into a measure for the rest
;
the structures

seen in that type are not the most perfect, but are low in kind, and therefore cannot be

* Those of my earliest stage, in which the non-symmetry is at its least degree (Plate I. fig. 10, transverse

section), have the Raiine type of head in perfection.
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used as a rule. Yet this lesson was learned from the Frog—namely, that part of an arch

being segmented off from the primary bar may travel up or travel down just where the

specializing force pleases
; the “ hyoid cornu ” of the Frog travels up, that of the Osseous

Fish travels down. The anterior division of the second postoral in the Salmon now

stands forwards and touches the first postoral arch (Inn., q.)

;

it has left its own distal

segment, the “ hypohyal ”
(
h.hy.), to the hinder moiety, which moiety is still articulated

like the fore piece, by a flattened hook, to the ear-capsule
; the “ basihyal,” or tongue piece

(
g.h.), still keeps its relation as the keystone, and still projects forwards considerably.

But that which marks this stage is the segmented condition of the first “ postoral ” or

mandibular arch (compare Plate II. fig. 3 with figs. 6 & 7). In this simple morphological

process my former subject failed for interpretation
;
there

,
in the Tadpole, the pier is of

extreme length, so long as to carry the “ orbitar process ” in front of the eye ; but the

free Meckelian arch is for some time very small indeed (op. cit. Plate in. fig. 12, and

Plate iv. figs. 7 & 8, mk.) ;
and although it acquires the sigmoid bend and the “ angular

”

hook, yet at the first it is a mere hud pinched off, as it were, from the lower end of the

bar, which before segmentation (op. cit. Plate in. fig. 3, and Plate iv. fig. 1,2, mn.) is

strongly inturned below. Plere there is something very chirurgical in the way in which

this segment is “ cut out without hands,” the invisible knife passing now across, now

along, and then dexterously slanting through, so that a hall is formed on the upper part,

and a cup and a long rounded angular process on the lower. This specimen is of the

short-jawed variety (compare Plate I. figs. 1 & 3), and Meckel’s cartilages pass athwart

and then curve backwards, perfectly Bay-like. Already the pier of the mandibular arch

is escaping downwards from its original position, and has grown very little since the last

stage, and, in this specimen at least, the orbitar process is less marked. If the position

of this pair of cartilages be considered, it will be seen that they well illustrate the so-called

palatal cartilages (“ Gaumenknorpel ”) of Narcine (Muller, op. cit. plate 5. figs. 3 & 4, e)

and the azygous palatal cartilage (“ unpaariger Gaumenknorpel ”) of the Sturgeon (op.

cit. plate 9. figs. 10 & 11, h). It is the top part, the inturned outspread apex of the arch,

which is segmented off in Narcine on each side ;
in Acipenser it is evident that these

segments early coalesced to form the “ azygous metapterygoid”*. It is perfectly normal

that the facial arches should turn in and flatten out at their apex ; those the least spe-

cialized, the gill-arches, constantly do this, and the substitution for gill-papillse of small

teeth is a very gentle change and superaddition of function. Certainly the foremost

arches are subject to most modification; but even the outflowing of the trabeculae is per-

fectly normal, and their hooked apices only enclose the pituitary body because of its

contiguity
;
the hooking was a morphological fact before any such relation was brought

about by specializing growth. As to the segmentation of the mandibular arch in Narcine

and Acipenser, let the reader compare their metapterygoid segment, just referred to in

Muller’s work, with his plate of the Chimcerds skull (op. cit. plate 5. fig. 2, qqq), and

see how in that type the “ pliaryngo-branchials ” are segmented off to form outspread,

smooth, arched roof-plates to the pharynx ;
thus the order, harmony, and simplicity

* See ‘ Monthly Microscopical Journal,’ June 1873, plate 20. figs. 1, 2, 5, mt.pg.
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of the whole matter will appear to him. As to the languid, feeble, tardy-growing 44 sub-

ocular ” bands, these are not really cliondrified in this the third stage
;
they are, however,

larger. But the trabeculae have grown immensely (Plate II. figs. 6 & 7, tr.). Looking

at them in this stage, before they have done more in relation to the cranium than to marry

themselves to the “investing mass,” we shall see how facial arches must be modified that

have to grow in a directly horizontal manner, adapting their apex to some convenient

fastening-point behind. Save in the lack of segmentation of the out-bowecl part, these

trabeculae at this stage are very exactly like the next pair (the palato-pterygoids) of the

Pelecanidae, of Sulci and Pludacrocorax at present, and of Pelecanus itself, as soon as

they have combined and sent upwards a common crest ; the divergence of the ptery-

goids in these and other Birds is the true morphological equivalent of the divergence

of the trabecular apices outside the pituitary space.

We have seen already that the trabeculse at a very early stage (Plate I. fig. 5, tr.)

have their leafy ends bilobate
;
the outer lobe is the first morphological germ of the

“ethmo-palatine ;” it, in reality, is a conjugational “stolon” from the minute trabecular

stem. Already, in a very few days, the trabecula: have grown tenfold
; they have also

articulated, as facial arches are wont to articulate, with their successor bars ; and now we

have the junction of the ascending part of the palatine with the 44 lateral ethmoid,”

never to be seen wanting again in our long ascent to Man. Underneath (fig. 6, tr.) the

ethmoidal region is transversely ribbed : these ribs grow out afterwards as the pedicles

(the serial counterparts of the 44 basipterygoid processes”), to which the palatines are

suspended. In front the other lobe meets its fellow
; it is thick, and the two diverge at

a large angle
;
they together form the rudiments of the nasal septum and the “ subnasal

laminae.” Above (fig. 7, tr.) the 44 ectoetlunoiclal” wTall is quite soft; it separates the

nose from the eye : the whole of the cerebral roof is also quite uncartilaginous.

The original membranous space below the primordial ear-opening is now a small

fenestra over the posterior semicircular canal (fig. 7, ejy.) ;
the 44 fenestra” in the periotic

floor (fig. 6, f-s.o) is less; moreover, the whole capsule, now well united to the investing

mass, has developed considerably since the last stage. Now the occipital arch (b. o., e.o.)

can be seen behind the auditory capsules
; but the two divisions have not united above

;

they are nearer, however, than the figure (7) would indicate, as it is a little outspread

for display.

The branchial arches do not grow at the same rate in different individuals; they are

more differentiated in the oldest of my first stage (Plate II. fig. 2, hr.) than in those

examined in this, the third. Plere (Plate II. fig. 8) these elegant blunt hooks have

coalesced by their lower straight end, and the coalesced part is turned backwards,

swollen, and half cut off as a median piece. This is similar to what I found in the

formation of the sternum in the embryo ox
(

4 Shoulder-girdle and Sternum,’ plate xxix.

fig. 1), where the median piece is made out of the ends of the lateral pieces. In the

hyoid arch of the Salmon (Plate I. fig. 7, g.h.) the median piece is truly and primarily

azygous ;
here, in the branchial arches, it is a secondary azygous element, made up of

the coalescing ends of a pair of rods. As yet there is no basal piece behind the third
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arch. There is now no appearance, nor will there be for several days to come, of any

further subdivision of the branchial arches ;
their respiratory papillae are beginning at

this stage as dermal growths. With the “ primitive groove” filled in, with considerable

consistency of the brain, and with the skeletal growths so far advanced, the young

Salmon is becoming too active and strong for further imprisonment.

Fourth Stage.—Salmon-fry in the act of hatching and newly hatched.

The figures given are from young Salmon with the head only protruding from the

shell (Plate II. figs. 9 & 10, and Plate III. figs. 1-3), and of others which had enjoyed

a day or two of freedom (Plate II. fig. 11, and Plate III. figs. 4-6). The expansion of

the cerebral vesicles is a correlate of that peculiar bend downwards of the fore part of

the head which is called the “ mesocephalic flexure.” Now, for the first time, the

head assumes the form so familiar to the embryologist in the air-breathing Vertebrata.

This overbending of the cerebral vesicles evidently is not the vera ccmsa of the arrest

of the notochord behind the smaller, dipping vesicle, the pituitary body, but is a corre-

late of the sudden finish of the investing mass : a cause for both these arrests has yet

to be found. This, which may possibly be a modification taking place during long

secular periods, is also correlated with the small amount of independence seen in the

cartilaginous cranium, which, where it is not largely aborted by the implantation of

the ear-bulbs, yet grows over the membranous cranium from any neighbouring cartila-

ginous tract. I said groins over
,
that is in the lower types

;
but the most important part

of the nervous system is largely roofed in simply by investing bones. As yet, in this

fourth stage, the only part of the membranous cranium floored or surrounded by cartilage

is the “ medulla oblongata.” A sectional view, both during hatching (Plate III. fig. 3)

and after (fig. 5), shows the form of the principal parts of the brain, and the relation

of its parts to axial and facial structures. The earlier specimen (fig. 3), even, has now

budded out a well-defined “prosencephalon” (Cl 4

), the more solid “ thalamencephalon”

(CP') lying on a pair of balks, which are the bent and flattened trabecula) (tr.) : the

pituitary body {jgy.) has no “ rest,” but lies between the trabecular hooks, amidst gela-

tinous blastema. Even the fore part of the “ medulla oblongata” (:m.ob .) rests upon a

fold of the primordial enclosing membrane, which retires to line the back of the pitui-

tary body
; this is where Patiike placed his “ median, or azygous trabecula,” evidently

a mere membranous band projecting beyond the notochord in the mid line, and having-

no morphological relation to the trabeculae proper : even these parts were misunderstood

by this most excellent embryologist. If these sections be compared with the earliest

stage (Plate I. fig. 8, net), a notable difference will be seen—namely, that the pointed

end of the notochord has retired somewhat, and that the apex of its sheath has grown

downwards behind the pituitary body as a free tongue-like process.

In these sectional views we see how the walls of the face are broken into ridges

and furrows; and in fig. 5 especially the relation of both the prseorals is shown—the

second (subocular) forming the upper cheek-wall, and the first (the trabecular) forming a
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curved beam on which the first vesicle rests. The trabeculse end in and "fill the cavity

of the “ naso-frontal process,” which ends below and behind in a free lip—the floor of the

“anterior palatal recess” (see also Plate II. fig. 10, a.jp.r.). In the section of the more

advanced specimen the “subocular” (pterygo-palatine) rod is brought into view;

between it and the trabeculae there is seen the bulging orbital floor (see also Plate II.

fig. 10, and Plate III. fig. 2, or.). Here, under the eyeball (see also Plate III. fig. 4,

l.clfl is a cleft ,
which 1 find very distinct, and which Professor Huxley shows me is the

“lacrymal cleft;” it is the true first cleft ; the oral opening is the second, and therefore

the tympano-Eustachian, or first postoral, is the third. This cleft is also important as

stamping the true visceral-arch character upon the two prseorals. When arches can be

shown me which combine the characters of ribs and visceral arches
,
then I will treat of

them as morphological varieties ; species they are, to all intents and purposes, being

altogether independent of the perineural axis—most largely developed when furthest in

front of it, and excluding the heart instead of containing it. The trabeculae at the time

of hatching are solid, so also are the first and second postorals
;
but the chondrification

of the pterygo-palatine and branchial arches is tardy, and they still contain a central

cavity filled only with protoplasm (see Plate II. fig. 10, ppg., and Plate III. fig. 3, hr.).

Morphologically, we are now at the level of the “ Chondrosteous Ganoids;” a familiar

example, happily extant, is the Sturgeon. Now in the life-history of this Teleostean

we for the first time see the “ stylo-hyal,” and the Sturgeon, standing above the Plagi-

ostomes and below the higher Ganoids, shows it for the first time, zoologically. Even

in the second stage the Salmon has gone beyond the Plagiostom.es in having segmented

off a “ hypohyal ; in this it agrees with the Sturgeon, which, however, has its own speci-

alization in the complete subdivision of the first half of the second postoral, the “ hyo-man-

dibular.” Even at the time of hatching, the first postoral cleft is being obliterated, but

the cutis being removed, it can be seen as an opening undergoing division into two :

the lower of these is the tympano-Eustachian, and is entirely occluded by the sym-

plectic
;
the upper part remains open in most Plagiostomes and Ganoids as the “ spiracle.”

The amount of metamorphosis which takes place before the fry has fairly escaped from

the egg is evident (see Plate III. figs. 1 & 2); for almost all the essential characters

of the Teleostean face have already appeared. The most remarkable of these are the

low position of the first postoral
(
mtpg ., q.), the equally low position of the posterior

division of the second postoral
(
c.h .), the appearance of the little connecting segment

(
st . h.), and the development of the halved hook of this, the hyoid arch, into the back-

wardly turned massive head of the “ hyo-mandibular”
(
h.m.). Moreover the individual

segments have not only gained their new relationships, they have also acquired very nearly

their permanent form ; for the muscular masses are now developed, which have their

origins and insertions in harmony with the nature of this type of Fish.

The huge eyeballs still obscure the morphology of the upper part of the face, and

their sockets especially, at present over large (see Plate II. fig. 10, and Plate III.

fig. 2, or.), widely sever the pterygo-palatines and their cleft from the trabeculae.
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The former (ppg) are still distinct from the quadrate
(q.) with its projecting “ orbitar

process;” the “metapterygoid process” is blunt and short, and has not the flattened

shape it afterwards assumes. The “ hypohyal” has now well applied its hollow upper

end to the rounded base of the “ cerato-hyal”
(
c.li .), and the “ basihyal” is seen to be the

first of a series of azygous cartilages, which serve to all but the last abortive branchial as

key-stones. The ascending and lessening branchial arches are becoming stout, and are

developing their respiratory papillae and their alternating cogs that convert the gill-

arches into a colander.

A bird’s-eye view of the primordial skull of a recently hatched Salmon (Plate III.

fig. 6) shows the advances just spoken of as having been made since the third stage.

Even now, over the posterior canal, the cartilage is deficient
;
the fenestra is a remnant

of the great space beneath the primary infolding of the “ blastoderm.”

Fifth Stage.—Salmon-fry of the second week after hatching.

This stage does not yield in interest to any going before or after it ; taking it for all in

all the skull has now the most perfect parallelism with that of the culminating “ Ganoids,”

such, for instance, as the Polypterus. In that light I have seen it, and know not well how
to describe it otherwise than by using a running comparison with what is seen in that

fine waif of the seas of the primary epoch. Two of our chief experts in the “ Ganoidei,”

namely Professors Huxley and Traquair, are of one mind with me in this view

;

they both see the Ganoid type in this plane of the Salmon’s ascending growth, and

thus there are three witnesses to attest to the truth of the matter.

If the reader would follow me in the details of this stage, he should keep open before him

Dr. Traquair’s “ Cranial Osteology of the Polyferns ” (Journ. of Anat. andPhys. vol. v.

pi. G). In this condition of the Salmon’s skull there are no ossifications of the cartilage
;

the great first hone
,
the parasphenoid, has appeared, and, as in the lower Ganoids, is of

huge relative size
;

it reaches from between the nasal sacs to beneath and behind the audi-

tory (see it in dotted outline in Plate IV. fig. 3, in longitudinal section fig. 4, and in trans-

verse section fig. l,pa.s.). The “ supraethmoidal plate” (fig. 4, eth.) has appeared as a

fine film of bone in the thickness of the subcutaneous stroma, and the frontals (Plate III.

fig. 9, f.) are styloid ossifications, forming eaves to the low cranial roof. The thickened

stroma below the trabecular cornua is not ossified into the “ vomer several, however,

of the parosteal and ectosteal tracts of the face are already present, and will soon be

described. What I have to draw the attention to principally, is the greatly altered

state of the primordial (cartilaginous) cranium ;
the ossifications are of secondary im-

portance. A comparison of the skull as it existed a week before (Plate III. fig. 6,

upper view) will show the rate and the degree of metamorphic change which has to be

contemplated now.

Even now the membranous cranium is growing upward, free of the fore face substruc-

ture
; the whole of the inflated brain-sac, very large in relative size, as yet, may be

studied in its own morphological independence. The trabeculce, stretched forward under

MDCCCLXXIII. s
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it, like the arms of a swimmer, have already coalesced, and send their outspread palms

beneath the nasal sacs, to which they form a floor, as well as serving in this complex

building the purpose of beams to the brain-chamber and rafters to the palate*.

Nothing, perhaps, in the whole Vertebrate morphology has such a vegetative freedom

of growth into branch-like and leafy outgrowths, spreading outwards and reaching far

fonvards, as the first facial arch. Yet it is upon the trabecular modifications that the

very facies of the types largely depends
; the Shark, the Sawfish, the Skate, the Tortoise

and the Bird, the Whale, and even Man himself, all these largely owe their “ progna-

thism ” or their “orthognathism” to arrest or extension of the trabecular growths.

Here, as in the Polypterus (Traquair, op. cit. plate 6. figs. 2 & 3), the muzzle is broad

and depressed, owing to the great outgrowth of the early two-leaved end of each trabe-

cula. Upon the coalesced “ cornua” (Plate IV. fig. 2) there has arisen an elegant

X-shaped rudiment of the median ethmoid and nasal septum in one. Between the

hinder legs of the X is seen an opening (shown also from behind in Plate III. fig. 7);

this deficient fusion of the two sides thus preserves the counterpart of the Lamprey’s

nasal opening (Muller, op. cit. plate 4). On each side of the median upgroAvth we

see the “ subnasal lamina” (figs. 1-3, s.n.l.), on each side of the snout the divided

“ upper labials,” and outside the ethmoid the articulation of the palato-pterygoids (ppg.)-

The X-shaped “ mesoethmoid” (ossified in Polypterus, see Traquair, figs. 1-3, P) is

continuous with the shelving, inturned “ ectoethmoid” (Plate III. figs. 7 & 8, l.e. 1);

these growths, hard to be understood, are continuous below with the pedicle for the

palatal facet (Plate IV. figs. 1-3, and Plate III. fig. 7). Where the olfactory crura

escape in front to ramify on the nasal sacs (Plate III. fig. 8, i), there the ectoethmoid

can be seen to be continuous, below, with the outspread “ trabecular cornua” (“ sub-

nasal laminae”), and above to have a mutual bond in the new cranial roof over the

“ prosencephalon ” (C l
4
). In the transverse section through the nasal sacs (Plate III.

fig. 7, ol.) the commencement of the sloping roof is, of necessity, cut through obliquely;

but its structure and meaning cannot be misunderstood if it be looked at in the dis-

sected and bisected skull (Plate IV. figs. 1-4). This elegant roof has no side walls to

support it ; it is, as it were, thrown like a tarpaulin over the brain-sac (see also Plate

III. fig. 9), and is tied by cartilaginous ropes, behind, to the Avails of the ear-chamber.

Where this structure is cut through at its convergence in front (Plate III. fig. 8) we

have a cincture of cartilage (see Dr. Traquair’s remarks, op. cit. pp. 170, 171), similar to

that which is seen in the Frog (“Frog’s Skull,” Plate vn. fig. 9).

This ethmoidal “ tentorium” contracts and thickens to form the part which in the adult

* We must be very cautious of interpreting continuity of even cartilaginous structure as necessarily indicating

morphological simplicity. Here, in the Salmon, the cranium is free from the trabeculae as it is not in other

types. We must keep also an expectant watch for the solution which may turn up of the after division of

the skull-segments and ear-organs of the Mammalia
;
in that class there seems to he a reversion to even a

Myxinoid type of structure, for the nasal sacs, growing backwards under the skull, divide the trabecular base

from the proper cranial floor.
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I have termed “ culmen cranii ;” then it stretches backwards as far as to the occipital cinc-

ture ; now it covers only the first and part of the second cerebral division (Plate IV. figs.

1 & 4). The “ great fontanelle,” which in the adult is covered in and reduced to two

small lateral rudiments over the postsphenoidal region, is now a most elegant heart-

shaped and large space (Plate IV. fig. 2, fo.), through which, in the dissected skull,

half the basal region can be seen. Even in the adult Frog (“ Frog’s Skull,” Plate ix.

fig. G, fo.) there is as much open space, for it reaches further forwards, although more

covered in behind. If it be well considered, this expanded fontanelle of the young Sal-

mon is essentially like that of the adult Polypterus (Traquaik, op. cit. plate G. fig. 2),

which is bounded by a limiting cartilage that runs behind into the postfrontal part of the

ear-sac ;
this cartilage is like a wall-plate which has had part of the roof removed from

it above, and part of the wall taken from beneath it. The creeping backwards of the

ethmoidal “ tentorium ” at the mid line causes the emargination in front of the fonta-

nelle ; and each “ funis tentorii ” is continuous behind with the sharp cartilaginous crest

that arises as an upgrowth from the auditory sac, subparallel with the elegant curve of the

“ anterior semicircular canal.” Reference to the profile view of the skull (Plate IV. fig. 1)

will satisfy us that we have in this peculiar band the cartilaginous pith of that remarkable

“supraorbital bar,” which I'have described in the first stage (Plate I. figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,

s.ob.), which stretches from the nasal to the auditory sac. On account of their origin in

the early embryo they may be called the “supraorbital bands” (,s.ob .)

;

they have no distinct

counterpart in the Frog or Fowl, but the retral part of the roof has a very evident

counterpart (see “ Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxiii. figs. 2, 4, 5, growing backwardsfrom eth.).

But the roof-cartilage is well developed in Birds generally; in the “ Struthiomdce” it is

ossified separately from the “ pars perpendicularis” (“ Ostrich Skull,” Plate viii. figs.

3 & 10, etli. p.e.), whilst in the Cassowary (ibid. Plate xiv.) it is enormously developed,

and becomes the well-known “helmet.” I need scarcely mention the free roof-growth

in Sharks, both ordinary and “ Chimseroid,” and also in the Sturgeon.

Returning to the “ trabecula;,” we find that they gradually narrow backwards towards

the pointed apex of the cordiform pituitary space ;
they thicken as they become narrow,

and elbow out strongly before they apply themselves to the upper surface of the now

rounded apices of the investing mass, from which they were very distinct in the speci-

men figured.

The pituitary body is let down through the cranial floor (Plate IV. figs. 2-4, py.) on to

the subcutaneous parasphenoid
; but it occupies very little of the open space, which is

further enlarged by free communication with the “posterior basicranial fontanelle”

(Rathke), the gap in which the apex of the notochord lies. To this latter space the

orbital muscles (figs. 2 & 3, o.m.) converge and lie (see Plate V. fig. 1, o.m.) upon the

parasphenoid; at present there is no “prootic bridge” covering them above; the apex

of the notochord lies upon their “ raphe.” The “ investing mass”
(i.v.) is now largely

confluent with the auditory masses
;
in front each moiety is separated from the prootic

region by a rounded notch, and behind each side is developed into two lips
; those below
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become the basioccipital articular ring, and those above the zygapophyses for the first

cervical vertebra. Sectional views (Plate III. fig. 11, behind
,
and Plate V. fig. 5, in

front)
show the increasing thickness of the basilar plate from before backward. The

lateral and superior parts of the occipital cincture are everywhere continuous with the

related parts of the periotic capsules (Plate IV. figs. 1 & 2) : these structures are pecu-

liarly* elegant at this stage, as the cartilage only thinly veils the curves and swellings of

the membranous labyrinth, which, like the brain (fig. 4), is now very large relatively.

The apertures for the hinder division of the fifth nerve (the front division escapes over

the notch), the “ portio dura” of the compound seventh, and the “ vagus” and its com-

panion, these can be seen piercing the periotic walls (figs. 1-3, 5 b

,
7
a
, 8). Above (figs.

1 & 2) a gentle sulcus separates the growing roof from the elevation caused by the

anterior and posterior canals; the latter, swelling out behind, form the “ epiotic” emi-

nences. The most projecting part laterally is formed by the horizontal canal, and under it

(fig. 3) is the ridge, which sets bounds externally to the facet for the extended head of

the hyo-mandibular (figs. 1 & 3, tun.). In the middle of the under surface the skull-

base is swollen into an oval eminence on each side, and the cartilaginous part of

this swelling is deficient outwardly
;
here still lingers the primordial “ fenestra ovalis

and mesiad of this the cartilage is very thin (Plate V. fig. 5), for here is the “sacculus”

with its “ otoliths.” In front the auditory sac grows into a laminar form, and this thin

edge gradually narrows as it passes above into the “supraorbital band;” this ingrowing

lamina becoming much more developed forwards, gives rise to the “ alisphenoid,” which

is distinct neither from the band above nor from the ear-sac behind; it is some

distance from the investing mass. There is at present no rudiment of even the very

rudimentary “ basisphenoid” of the adult. The whole of the “anterior sphenoidal

region” is membranous at this stage (Plate IV. fig. 7, o.s.). A description of the sectional

views, although involving some recapitulation, will serve to make the description clearer.

A longitudinal section (Plate IV. fig. 4) shows that the roof-cartilage growing back from

the ethmoid only lies over the fore part of the “mesencephalon” (C2

); anteriorly the

“ mesoethmoid” ends abruptly over the nasal sacs; over this part the thin “ supereth-

moidal” lamina of bone
(
eth.) is seen. The nasal sac

(
ol

.)
lies upon the “ trabecular cornu,”

and to it the olfactory crus (1) is passing; it pierces the antorbital wall. In front of the

trabecular horn the “premaxillary” (p.x.) is cut through. The trabecular floor (tr.) is

continued to beneath the “ thalamencephaion” (C 1") and then diverges: the pituitary

body (py.) is seen in front of the notochord
(
nc .). Beneath the trabecula is seen the

thin parasphenoid (pa.s.), but not the “ vomer ;” this antecedence of the former bone

brings this stage to a level in this respect with Lejndosiren. Part of the “cerebellum”

(C 3) is covered with cartilage, the “ superoccipital” (s.o.) ; the medulla oblongata
(m.ob.)

lies on the notochord. But the “ prosencephalon” does not lie upon the trabecular

floor; it rests upon the wings of an “interorbital septum”
(
i.o.s.), which is at present

entirely membranous. A more enlarged view of the middle of this section (Plate IV.

fig. 5) below shows the orbital muscles passing beneath the notochord on each side of
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the pituitary body
(o.m., py., nc.) ;

this lobe does not yet reach the parasphenoid. A
section like the fore part of the last (tig. 6), but to the right of the mid line, shows the

opening of the nasal sac (ol.), the inner face of the eyeball (<?.); the “ ectoethmoidal,”

or antorbital wall, is cut through external to the roof, and is seen articulating with the

palato-pterygoid bar (p.py.), in front of which is the principal upper labial (u.l.
a

); the

premaxillary (p.x.) is cut through, and the upper jaw is seen from the inner side.* The

first and second transverse sections (Plate III. figs. 7 & 8) have already been spoken of;

in the latter the forks of the parasphenoid
(
pa.s

.)
are cut through, and in the first it is

severed in the vomerine region. In the third section (Plate III. fig. 9) the “ prosence-

phalic” lobes are cut through; and this part of the membranous cranium is roofed over

by the ethmoidal “ tentorium,” the free edges of which are bound down by the styloid

“frontal” (f). The cranial walls pass down into the “ interorbital septum” (i.o.s.), which

is continuous below with the perichondrium of the tilted and coalesced “trabeculae” (tr.).

The parasphenoid here is arched and outspread laterally, in accordance with the lower

surface of the trabecular floor. The huge eyeballs
(
e.) are separated by copious gelatinous

tissue, keeping the olfactory crura (1) from the septum, which is here at its highest.

The fourth section (Plate IV. fig. 7) is through the “ thalamencephalon” (Cl") and the

fore part of the “mesencephalon” (C2), on each side of which the tent-ropes (“super-

orbital bands”)
(
s.ob

.)
have been severed behind the rudimentary frontals

; as this section

is through the eye behind the entrance of the optic nerve and in front of their exit from

the cranium, they are seen in section here (2) near the lowered interorbital septa. The tra-

becular floor is flatter here, and so also is the parasphenoid which underlies it (tr. pa.s.).

The fifth section (Plate III. fig. 10) is very instructive also; it is through the middle of

the “mesencephalon” (C 2), the fore part of the pituitary body
(py.), the most diverged

and terete part of the trabeculae (tr.), the back of the orbit (or.), and cuts through that

part of the “superorbital band” (s.ob.) which is passing insensibly into the auditory

sac, its “ sphenotic” region; a downward growth from this part of the cartilaginous skull

gives rise to the “ alisphenoid.” The exquisite infoldings of the parasphenoid (pa.s.)

are here seen in relation to the pituitary body, exactly between the elbowed trabeculae

(tr.). The sixth section (Plate Y. fig. 5) has been already partly described; it exposes

the arch of the anterior and the ampulla of the horizontal semicircular canals, the “ utri-

culus” and the “ sacculus ;” it shows the deficiency of the cranial roof at this place over

the “ cerebellum,” and the huge size of the medulla oblongata (C 3, m.oib.). The seventh

section (Plate III. fig. 11) is through the basioccipital, just missing the supraoccipital

roof; it passes through the medulla oblongata (m.ob.), close behind the cerebellum:

running askance, the razor has opened the ampulla of the left posterior canal, and has laid

bare the canal through which the compound eighth nerve passes (p.s.c. 8). This section

is from a less advanced specimen than that illustrated in figs. 2 & 3 ;
the other structures

severed in these sections will help to explain the movable machinery of the mouth and

throat, which must now be described. In the profile and bird’s-eye views of the pri-

mordial skull at this stage I have purposely excluded the delicate ectosteal laminae, many
*
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of which had commenced ; but the relation of these can be best shown in the transverse

sections, and my most important morphological business is the description and interpre-

tation of the cartilaginous basketwork.

In Professor Huxley’s Croonian Lecture (Proc. Roy. Soc. Nov. 18, 1858, p. 29, fig. 8,

left hand woodcut), the primordial skull of Gasterosteus is given at a stage corresponding

to this; and in the ‘Elements’ another figure of this stage (p. 185, fig. 72, A) is

given, with the remark that “ this is the earliest condition of the cartilaginous cranium

of the osseous fish that has yet been observed

“

but,” the author goes on to say, “ it can

hardly be doubted that the hyo-mandibular and palato-quadrate cartilages have already

deviated considerably from their primitive condition
;
and it would be a matter of great

interest to ascertain whether these cartilages are primitively continuous, or whether, on

the other hand, the hyo-mandibular altogether belongs to the second visceral arch, while

the hinder crus of the palato-quadrate belongs to the first, but has become detached

from its primitive connexion with the basis cranii.” That passage was written in 1863 ;

since then neither repeated discussions nor the light from other types that have been more

or less fully worked out have given us any satisfactory solution of the question. I am
gratified by knowing that the author is satisfied with the solution offered him

;
and I

have here given four stages earlier than the one supplied by the young Stickleback.

How admirably apt and simple are the metamorphic changes by which a few hooked

and twisted rods of simple cartilage grow and change, splitting or coalescing, con-

tracting or dilating, and thus by a few orderly morphological processes develop the

most highly specialized face-apparatus to be seen in the whole circle of the Vertebrata!

We have just seen how the circle of the eyes is finished, above, by the superorbital

band, an cave-like band which connects the frontal tent with the ear-organ : we now

come to the condition of the sill of the huge eye-space (Plate IV. fig. 1), a structure

which has given the morphological student no little trouble. This second “ praeoral

arch” does not continue distinct as in the Bird, but coalesces with the fore edge of its

successor, the first “postoral.” Articulating by a short “ ligamentum teres,” which

leaves no joint-cavity, with the ectoethmoidal facet, this semilunar rod then thins out

(figs. 1, 2, 3, see also Plate III. figs. 7, 8, 9, pa.), and running upwards applies its

apical part to the “ orbitar process” of the quadrate. In doing this it loses somewhat

of its crescentic form, becoming in-hooked at its apex; thus it acquires, at last, the form

proper to the species of arch to which it belongs*. The metapterygoid region
(
mt.pg.),

not separated yet by ossification, has already acquired the form seen in the adult, being

now flat and emarginate above. The rest of the pier of the first “postoral” is flat,

* If I have been able to get a lighted torch here it is not for the Fish only, as such, hut for use, that the

Bird, the Turtle, and many others may be understood. In the Bird the “ orbitar process” is huge and gets

outside and in front of the pterygoid, which, in articulating with the body of the quadrate, never fails to show

an apical process

;

this epipterygoid hook is largest in the Grosbeak and in the Finches, its companions. In

the “ Testudinata” the pointed “orbitar process” merely touches the apex of the “epipterygoid columella;”

whilst in Lacertians the process is aborted, and these arches are far apart.
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until we come to the elegant quadrate condyle (q.), the angle of the “ palato-quadrate

arch.” The hinder outline of the pier is so convex that the whole arch still retains the

primordial curve, broken in upon by the oblique fissure which formed the joint-cavity.

The “ articulo-Meckelian rod” (mandible, ar.,mk.) is thick and produced into an angle

behind the selliform hollow for the quadrate ; it then continues thick and terete to its

rounded end. The whole of the first postoral pier is let down so as to be below the

expanded head of its successor (fig. 1), which now carries it. Thus simple is the morpho-

logical process by which the curious protrusible mouth of a fish is constructed

!

The bony plates and the exact form, in section, of the mouth-margining cartilages

are shown in the sectional views.

In the foremost of these (Plate III. fig. 7, pa.) the thick articular portion is shown

to have at its infero-external face a delicate ectosteal lamina, the rudiment of the bony

palatine. In the next (Plate III. fig. 8, pa.) the rod is flatter, and this is behind the

bony plate. In the third (Plate III. fig. 9, pa., ms.pcj.) we have a perfect section of

the mouth, and the palatine bar, much flattened, has a second bony lamina on its inner

side, the “ mesopterygoid.”

The former, the palatine bony plate, has precisely the same relation in the young and

old Sturgeon, and in old specimens the mesopterygoid is also well seen*. In the same

section is seen the maxillary (mx.
)
and the Meckelian rod (ink.), perfectly round ; on one

side both the dentary and articulare
(
ar

.)
are seen, on the other only the dentary.

In the fourth section (Plate IV. fig. 7), which may be profitably compared to two

similar views of the Tadpole’s skull (“ Frog’s Skull,” Plate vi. figs. 3 & 4), the coalesced

“palato-quadrate” is cut through, the quadrate hinge being seen (q.) and the ascending

pterygo-palatine bar (ppcj.). Below the quadrate is the articular region with its osselet

(ar.), and beneath the section of the tongue and mouth-floor the crown of the inverted

second “postoral” is cut through, showing the “basi- “hypo- and “ cerato-hyals,” in

section and in relation. The great distance of the metapterygoid apex of the first

“ postoral” from the upturned postfrontal angle of the ear-sac is shown in the sixth

section (Plate III. fig. 10, mt.pg)
;
this part is bent outwards, the pier being in-bent where

the two regions join: this is a correlate of the assumption of a new swinging-point, for

the metapterygoid bends outwards to overlap the hyo-mandibular. Below the quadrate

(q.) is the angular process of the articulare (ar.) ;
below the back of the tongue (t.) is

seen the fore end of the first basibranchial (b.br.), and on each side we see the “ cerato-

hyals” (c.h.) obliquely cut through.

Each hyoid ramus is now composed of four cartilages (Plate IV. fig. 1), which are

ossified somewhat later than the arches in front ;
I did not find any traces of osseous

deposit, even in transverse sections, highly magnified : the cartilages will now be described,

and their osseous centres when I come to the seventh stage. To understand the state

of things, reference must be made to the first splitting up of the “ second postoral,” and

to the changes seen in the third and fourth stages ; these have been just described.

* See my paper iu Micr. Journ., June 1873, plate 20. fig. 5, pa., ms.pg.
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But the hyo-mandibular (h.m.) showing yet no division by two osseous centres, and

lying behind and not within the quadrate, is quite Polypterine in character. Reference

to my second stage (Plate II. fig. 3, h.m., c.h .), and to Dr. Traquair’s figures of Polypterus

(fig. 6, H.M. ,
H.M'.), will give us an explanation of a peculiarity to be seen in that

“Ganoid”—namely, that the top of the newly separated “ cerato-hyal” (c.h.) of the

embryo Salmon, which is connected with the lower end by a constricted portion, has its

counterpart completely segmented off in Polypterus; and this it is which forms the accessory

hyo-mandibular of Traquair (op. cit. p 176); it is an “upper cerato-hyal.” The term

“ post-hyomandibular” must not be used for this, but for the hinder condyle of the

true “ hyo-mandibular,” a part which becomes so strangely modified in relation to the

organ of hearing in the Frog (“ Frog’s Skull,” Plate vii. fig. 13, pp. 170, 171). The head

of the “hyo-mandibular” of the Salmon at this stage is slightly divided into two parts;

but although many “ Teleostei” have two condyles to this bone, in the Salmon the joint-

cavity continues single. The “opercular knob” is at this stage a mere obtuse pro-

jection; the cartilage narrows gently towards it, and then suddenly; and here it curls

forwards, getting a little within the metapterygoid flap
;
then, applying itself to the hind

edge of the quadrate, it is really wedged between the quadrate and the angular process of

the “ articular ” region. At the convexity of its bend, behind, we find a cupped space rather

on the inside ; it is for the stylo-hyal (st.li.), and a joint-cavity here makes this a small ball-

and-socket joint. Below this joint the cartilage belongs to the “symplectic” region; it

becomes the nail which is driven in a slanting manner into the inner face of the quadrate.

The “stylo-hyal”* (st.li.) does not appear until the emergence of the head from the

egg (Fourth Stage, Plate III. figs. 1 & 6) ; it is evidently developed in the hooked apex

of the posterior half of the primary hyoid bar in the fourth, and in the adult stage it is

too short to show much of the curve, but now it is very evident. The apex of the anterior

half develops the opercular process (see Plate II. figs. 3 & 6, Plate III. fig. 6, and

Plate IV. fig. 1, op.c.). It is also to be noted that the anterior half of the bar forms the

“ hypohyal” below, which it loses, giving it up to the next half; whilst the posterior half

keeps its own apical segment, the “ stylo-hyal,” and gains a new distal segment, the

“ hypohyal.” These changes of number, form, and place are to me very wonderful; yet

I must give my account of them in patient detail, not the less that my wit will not reach

to their meaning. The elements of this half-arch are tied to each other by fibrous bands ;

I can find no joint-cavity between them. The stylo-hyal, true to its original character as

an inturned hook, is articulated inside the apex of the great outflattened cerato-hyal

;

this piece (c.h.) only gets to be two by ossification, the upper third having the epihyal

as a centre; but the “synchondrosis” is not severed through.

This piece is very flat above, with rounded margins ; but it contracts and thickens

below, and then forms a swollen head, which fits into a corresponding depression in

the distal piece, the hypohyal (h.h.) ; this latter part is very solid and is grooved below

* These terms are purely iclitliyic, and are not to be confounded with like terms used for the higher Yerte-

brata ; we are not quite prepared yet for an harmonious terminology.
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(Plate IV. fig. 7). Upon the two “ hypohyals” the lingual element or basihyal Q/./j.)

rests in its hinder part; its fore part projects into the substance of the tongue.

The branchial arches (Plate IV. fig. 1, br. 1-5) are still unossified, but their basal

elements are being fused together; the relation of the foremost piece to the floor of the

mouth is shown in section (Plate III. fig. 10, b.br. 1), and the second pharyngo-branchial

in its relation to the basis cranii is shown in another section (Plate V. fig. 5
,
pi.br. 2) : in

this section part of the first cerato-branchial region is cut through (c.br. 1), and here

also is shown the articulation of the “ hyo-mandibular” beneath the ampulla of the

“horizontal canal”
(
h.m ., h.s.c.).

Sixth Stage.—Young Salmon of the sixth week after hatching.

In Salmon of this stage there has been an increase in length less than might be sup-

posed from a month’s growth
;
they are three or four lines longer than in the fifth stage

(about an inch and a sixth), but the yelk-sac has been entirely taken into the abdomen,

and the tissues have become very much more perfect and solid. Ossification has begun

in the parosteal tracts generally, and in most of the ectosteal, but we shall not find the

bony plates of the sphenoidal region for some weeks to come
;
and most of the' ectosteal

plates will be best described in Salmon of the first summer. Yet there are changes of

great importance that have already taken place in the cartilaginous skull, which is now

beginning to pass from the Polgpterine into the Salmonine morphological type. The

vertical section (Plate V. fig. 2) is shown with the brain removed, and this must serve for

comparison with both the inner and outer views of the fifth stage (Plate IV. figs. I & 4).

The middle ethmoidal region is now much more developed and is very solid, the nasal sacs

lying, as in the Sturgeon, in little recesses or crypts on either side. The trabecular cornua

are only separate at their ends by a very small emargination; these, and the septum common

to both the nasal and anterior orbital region, are formed of continuous cartilage. This

section, which is a little more than half, being made to] the left of the exact mid line,

shows what is most instructive, namely a double origin for the interorbital cartilage. The
“ mesoethmoid,” besides being continuous with the prosencephalic cartilaginous roof,

also sends a sharp, wedge-like lamina backwards into the presphenoidal region
; and

besides this the coalesced tilted trabeculse have sent upwards another lamina, which

runs from the ethmoidal to the basisplienoidal region, some distance below the pre-

sphenoid. Here, evidently, we are beginning to get a clue to the remarkable characters

of the Bird’s skull, in which the differentiation of morphological regions often takes place

some days after the formation of continuous hyaline cartilage over several truly distinct

parts. In the Bird
(
chick

)
the distinctness of the trabeculce from the “ investing mass”

is best shown during the second week of incubation, and the morphology of the inter-

orbital plate is best studied at the beginning of the third. I have shown this breaking

up of large parts of the cartilage into more or less distinct morphological elements in

the “shoulder-girdle” in my memoir on that part of the Vertebrate skeleton; and it

must not be supposed incredible that morphological differentiation of the skull may
MDCCCLXXIII. T
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often not be exhibited until the cartilage lias in many cases been converted into bone.

The skull of a Shark and that of a young Rodent (after the osseous centres are all

formed) may be profitably compared together ; for it would seem that in the Mammalia

alone does the skull perfect its segments—segments altogether so unlike those which

form the rest of the axis, and which are most truly primordial*.

The membranous interorbital space in the young Salmon is the equivalent of the

“ fenestra” in the Bird, formed by retreat of the ethmo-presphenoidal cartilage from the

trabecular crest. In Pelecanus onocrotalus both the prseoral arches behave in a similar

manner; both coalesce in front of the elbowed part, and both of these double bars send

upwards an azygous keel. I shall have to return to this comparison in describing the

next stage. The trabecular carina only reaches to the converged part of the trabecula

;

the ethmo-presphenoidal wedge only takes up the front third of the prosencephalic

(anterior sphenoidal) region (Plate V. fig. 2). The cranial roof is thicker, and extends

further over the middle cerebral lobe than in the last stage, and the band which

unites the roof to the ear-capsule is broader and shorter. The alisplienoidal region

is beginning to be walled-in by a growth of cartilage downwards from the band, and

forwards and inwards from the ear-sac ;
for the rest, this region is membranous, as in

the Lacertilia. The Lizards have an orbito-splienoid mapped out by an outline of partly

ossified cartilage, and the band at the top of this region answers, as far as it goes, to the

very edge of the roof-cartilage of the young Salmon ;
but there is no band running to the

periotic region, and the only probable rudiment of an alisplienoid in the skulls in my

collection is a small epiphysis at the antero-superior angle of the prootic in a Mexican

Lizard (
Loemanctus longipes). In the young Salmon the anterior sphenoidal region,

although w7ell roofed-in, has no cartilage in its side walls, as in the carinate Birds and

“ Strutliionicke,” with the exception of Struthio. The “ fontanelle ” is still very large

(fo.), yet the superoccipital cartilage
(s.o.) reaches to the junction of the anterior and

posterior semicircular canals
(
a.s.c ., p.s.c.). Plow large these and the other parts of the

labyrinth are the figure shows, and also how the periotic cartilage fails to enclose the

ampullae and most of the arch of the anterior and posterior canals, as well as the

“ utriculus ” (lit.) and “ sacculus ” (sc.). The strong sheath of the notochord is now

beginning to be ossified, and thus to lay the foundation of the “ basioccipital,” but of it

alone; the posterior part of the investing mass” (iv.) forms additional substance for

the completion of this quasi centrum. The roof-bones are not shown in this figure,

except the “ superethmoidal lamina the premaxillary is also cut through
; and the long

“ parasphenoid ” has now the “ vomer ” beneath its fore end, and to it are attached a

number of teeth.

A section (Plate V. fig. 3) immediately in front of the projecting “ ectoethmoidal

wings” (prefrontal lobes) shows at this stage a very complete coalescence of the upgrowths

* In all generalizations of this sort the AmpMoxus is left out of the question; when we obtain links that will

in any way bind it to the Myxinoids, then we may begin to reason from a higher stand-point (see “ Erog’s Skull,”

p. 202).
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of the trabecular horns, and the width and thickness of the subnasal lamina just in front

of the facet for the palatine ; the skull now at this part is very Acipenserine. In this

section the nasal sacs are severed at their opening, the lateral parts of the premaxillaries

are cut through, the fore part of the parasphenoid, and the “ prepalatine ” bar with its

ectosteal plate. Another section (Plate V. fig. 4), made near the fore part of the orbits and

a little obliquely, shows on one side part of the antorbital (ectoethmoidal) plate, and on

the other the roof-cartilage. This is a most instructive section, and should be compared

with a similar section of the Fowl’s skull made at the beginning of the third week of

incubation (“Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxiii. fig. 11 ,p.s., i.o.s., b.s.) : for the crest growing-

down from the roof is the “ mesoethmoid” passing into the presphenoid; the roof itself

ends in the Bird in a spike above the olfactory groove, and in the young Salmon in the

free, retral, median lobe. Below, the tilted coalesced trabeculse send up their crest, in

which the lower part of the “ mesoethmoid ” passes below the presphenoid into the basi-

sphenoidal region
;

this will be better understood in the next stage. Here we see the

raised middle of the “ parasphenoid ” applying itself to the trabecular groove and the

tilted and broad “ mesopterygoid” region of the subocular arch (pa.s.,pa.). In another

section (Plate V. fig. 1), made through the fore part of the auditory capsule, we see the

ampulla and part of the arch of the anterior canal
(a.s.c .)

overlying the hyo-mandibular

(the fore part of which is cut through), and forming the tegmen tympani. ITere the skull

is widest, for it covers in the posterior part of the middle lobe of the brain, where it

overlaps the posterior region ; here was seen, inside the ampulla of the anterior canal,

the Gasserian ganglion (5). The posterior branch of this fifth nerve is seen passing-

through its own foramen in the “prootic” cartilage; and the fore part of the investing-

mass, confluent with the ear-cartilage, is undergirded by the “basitemporal wings” of

the parasphenoid, over which lie the orbital muscles
(
o.m .). Here also is well seen the

manner in which the periotic cartilage is folded over the semicircular canal, but fails to

wall it in ; the sharp edge above is that which runs into the boundary-band that comes

from the sides of the cartilaginous roof.

Seventh Stage.—Young Salmon of the first summer, 1 \ to 2J inches in length.

We have now come to a stage in which the Ganoid characters are being rapidly effaced,

whilst that which is “Teleostean” has become apparent. In this arbitrary but not non-

natural seventh age of the Salmon we are able to detect not only the intermediate laminae

of bone in which the cartilaginous skull is arrayed, and by which, as in proven armour,

its possessor takes a high ichthyic rank, but we have now rudiments, at least, of all the

deep laminae that graft themselves upon the cartilage within. The cartilaginous skull

itself has become much more massive, and it is no hard task now to harmonize the skull

of the young with that of the adult. Holding in mind the condition of the last stage

(Plate V. figs. 1, 2, 3, 4), we see that the cartilaginous roof is increasing in thickness, and

extending backward over the middle cerebral region, whilst the sharp edges of cartilage

(behind from the occipital ring, and postero-laterally from the cartilaginous ear-sacs)
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are growing more over the third vesicle and cerebellum. The roof-cartilage is thicker

(fig. 10) and has developed an inturned selvedge, which encroaches upon the membranous

orbito-sphenoidal region, whilst the “ mesoethmoidal ” wedge has grown further back-

wards along the presphenoidal line. A thin spicule of bone has been formed over the

“ ectoethmoidal wing” (figs. 7 & 9, l.e.), and this does not behave like the “ supra-

ethmeidal” plate (fig. 6, n.*), but grafts itself upon the cartilage and becomes the so-

called “prefrontal” bone. In the prosencephalic region I have not figured the per-

manently distinct frontals above ; but laterally there are now a pair of new bones to be

illustrated (figs. 6, 7, 9, 10, o .s.). These laminae are like the valves of bivalved “Ento-

mostraca,” and occupy already nearly the whole of the orbito-sphenoidal space. These

bones curiously illustrate, and are illustrated by, their counterparts in two very diverse

types of Vertebrata: they have precisely the same character, as bones, as those deve-

loped over the “ orbito-sphenoidal ” cartilage of the Sturgeon ; there, however, they con-

tinue as distinct “investing bones,” even to old age (see adult Sturgeon’s skull, with soft

parts modelled, in Mus. Coll. Surg.). In the Fowl, at the time of hatching, the orbito-

sphenoidal region (“Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxiv. figs. 7 & 8
,p .s.) is entirely membranous

;

it has no alee growing from the presphenoid (ibid. Plate lxxxiii. fig. 11, o .s ., p .s.); but

in a few weeks two membrane-bones appear on each side, and these soon graft themselves

upon the presphenoid (see also Plate lxxxvi. figs. 11 & 14, and Plate lxxxvii. figs. 1 & 2,

o .s., p .s.). The single bone in the young Salmon grafts itself also upon the presphe-

noid exactly in the same way (Plate V. figs. 6, 7, 9, 10, o .s., p .s.) ; and not only so, but

the upper edge of each plate splits and embraces the descending roof-plate (fig. 10).

That this is not done in the case of the Bird also, depends upon the fact that the

“ culmen cranii ” growing backwards from the “ ethmoid ” is arrested midway (ibid.

Plate lxxxiii. figs. 2, 4, 5, Plate lxxxiv. fig. 7, Plate lxxxv. fig. 1, and Plate lxxxvi.

figs. 11 & 14, o .s., eth.). There is no difficulty now in understanding the meaning of

the great interorbital bone of the adult Salmon (Plate VII. figs. 3, 4, 10, o.s.), nor in

seeing why it is arrested in its growth downwards
;
in like manner the distinct pre-

sphenoid of the Fowl (op. cit. Plate lxxxvii. fig. 1 , p .s .) reaches no further downwards

than to the top of the trabecular keel, in which the mesoethmoidal and basisphenoidal

ossifications meet. Now we know that the primordial “ notch ” between the upper and

lower retral median cartilages that grow from the ethmoid in the Salmon answers to the

secondary “fenestra” of the Bird, it becomes a question of intense interest as to what

the lower bar is, as well as how it comports itself. Here, in the Salmon, there is no

median ethmoidal ossification
;

there, in the Bird, the basisphenoid borrows its ossifying

centre at first from the parasphenoid, a bone permanently distinct in the Fish, but the

median ethmoid becomes an immense bone (op. cit. Plate lxxxvii. fig. 1, eth.), all arising

from a single centre f.

But the prepitnitary part of the basisphenoid is formed, as to cartilage, in the same

* The “mesonasal” is lettered n by mistake in these figures (2 and 6); it is marked eth. in the rest.

t Not in the “ Eatitae,” however (see “ Ostrich's Skull,” Plates yiii.-xiy.)
;
here the roof is separately ossified.
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way—namely, by the extension backwards below the optic nerves of the “ trabecular crest.”

In the Bird this crest (“Fowl’s Skull,” Plate lxxxiii. fig. 14, b.s.) expands in front of

the pituitary body into the “ anterior clinoid wall” (Plate lxxxiii. fig. 2, a. cl.). In the

Fish the trabecular crest runs into the pituitary space, between the out-bowed part of

the trabeculae (Plate V. figs. 6 & 7). Thus the foundation of the clinoid wall is laid in

cartilage, but the wall itself is finished in another way. The membranous septum behind

the optic nerves becomes partially ossified ; this osselet is a Y-shaped little prop, the arms

of which seize the lower edge of the alisphenoids, and the leg of which is implanted

upon the rounded end of the trabecular crest (Plate V. figs. 6 & 7, Plate VII. figs. 3 & 4,

and Plate VIII. figs. 2, 3, 4, b.s.). At first (Plate V. figs. G & 7) the foot of the bone

does not reach the cartilage, but they grow towards each other afterwards. This bone

is a prepituitary “ basisphenoid it is a deep lamina or “ ectostosis,” and it becomes one

with the primordial skull both above and below. Immediately behind this bone the

pituitary body (Plate V. figs. G & 7 -,py-) descends to reach thej 4 parasphenoid ’ there

is no other seat to the “ sella turcica;” and on each side the internal carotid artery (i.c.)

enters.

Before leaving the fore part of the skull I may refer to the extraordinary expansion

which the trabeculae have already undergone. At first (Plate I. figs. 1 & 2, tr.) they were

filiform thickenings
; they soon (fig. 5, tr.) spread into a bifoliate form ; the “ bifoil ” has

already become differentiated into a “ meso-” and an “ cctoethmoidal ” region. Now see

what has taken place ! Between the eyes we have the grooved interorbital base

(Plate V. fig. 9), then the wide floor of the “ ectoethmoid ” with the “ palatine facets”

then the floor of the nasal sacs, and, lastly, the emarginate trabecular plate formed by

the trabecular horns (ethmo-vomerine cartilage of Huxley). Above, the lateral parts

have grown into the sloping prefrontal wings, which meet in the roof-cartilage
,
whilst

along the mid line there grow backwards those two most important crests, the “ ethmo-

presphenoidal ” and the “ trabecular.”

We never see a cranium pure and simple ;
for the outgoings and incomings of

nervous force there are required appropriate organs that either nestle under the eaves

of the skull or are projected into its walls. All the space from the great fifth nerve to

the compound eighth is occupied by the antechambers, chambers, and galleries of the

ear-organ
; here no fence but membrane and a gelatinous stroma is interposed between

the brain and the labyrinth. But the skull on the outside becomes exceedingly strong

by this impaction of the organs of hearing ; the rudiments of the thick bony blocks that

exist in this part of the adult are now to be seen as their “ ectostoses.” But the audi-

tory region is fringed on its anterior margin by a slight cartilaginous growth, the thick

upper selvedge of which is formed by the “ superorbital band this fringe is under-

going ossification, and is the “ alisphenoid as I have just mentioned, it is underpropped

by the Y-shaped bone. This is a very unfinished skull as far as the sphenoids are con-

cerned, and has little in common with what we are all familiar with in the human skull

and in that of the Mammalia generally. In the Mammalian skull all that part of the
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anterior sphenoid occupied by the “ culmen cranii ” is membranous, and the membranous

orbito-sphenoids of the Salmon are represented by cartilage in the Mammal. Again,

the alisphenoids of the young Salmon are scarcely more free from the ear-cartilage than

the laminar growth of the prootic region in an average Mammal (see in the Beaver,

Huxley’s ‘Elem.’ p. 245, fig. 97, as., pro.)-, but where the alisphenoid of the Mammal

thins out above, there in the Fish it has a thick selvedge, connecting it both with the

ethmoidal roof and the periotic capsule. The basisphenoidal region is also in a most

rudimentary and, as it were, fragmentary condition ; for there is a feeble prepituitary

portion, an open sellar space, and the cartilage
(
basilar

)
which should form the posterior

clinoid wall, the postpituitary region, and the spheno-occipital synchondrosis,—all this is

trespassed upon by the “ prootic bones,” which borrow it to form their curious basi-

cranial bridge.

Relatively to the rest of the skull the auditory capsules are very large
;
their centres

of ossification are curiously placed—one on the anterior margin behind and above the

main part of the fifth nerve, and perforated by the posterior branch, and the other four

forming a rfi/A^-angular series along the most projecting part, covering the galleries of

the labyrinth (Plate V. fig. 7). The first is the “prootic” (pro.)-, the second, which is

over the ampulla of the anterior canal, is the “sphenotic” (sp.o.) ; the third, over the

ampulla and arch of the horizontal canal, is the “ pterotic ”
(
pt.o .) ; the fourth, over

the arch of the posterior canal, is the “ epiotic ” (ep.) ;
and the fifth, which is over its

ampulla, is the “ opisthotic ” (op.). Of these Professor Huxley is responsible, as to

nomenclature, for three, the “ tria ossicula” of Kerkrixgius, who described them in the

human skull (see ITuxley’s ‘Elem.’ p. 153); the other two which I contend for are

the “ sphenotic ” and “ pterotic.” At present these bones are in their infancy, the car-

tilage is whole beneath them ;
it still retains the impressure and form of the elegant and

large elements of the labyrinth. The most exquisite part of this cartilaginous capsule

is seen beneath the “ tegmen tympani” and facet for the “ hyo-mandibular this is the

ovoidal pouch for the “ sacculus,” which lies between the foramen for the “portio dura”

(7") and that for the compound eighth nerve (8). The antero-superior part of this

“ saccular recess ” is occupied by an oval fenestra, the primordial deficiency already

described (see Plate II. fig. 4) ; it does not, however, persist, but closes as in the third

stage of the Frog, and does not reopen as in that air-breathing type (see “ Frog’s Skull,”

Plate iv. fig. 7, and Plate v. figs. 1 & 4, au., st.). That out-bent part of the trabeculae,

the apical part which joins the “ investing mass,” is still present, but is a temporary

structure ;
thus the three anterior facial arches all escape away from their primary rela-

tions to the base and sides of the cranium. The lowered position of the pterygo-palatine

and mandibular arches is shown in the next figure (fig. 8; the rest of the face detached

from the skull, fig. 7).

The “ superoccipital ” region is now invested by an ectosteal lamina, and the “ foramen

magnum” is bounded laterally by a pair of crescentic ossicles, the exoccipitals (Plate

Y. figs. 6 & 7, so., eo.).
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The ossified sheath of the notochord (nc., bo.), the median, hollow, styloid rudiment

of the “ basioccipital,” has not much atfected the posterior half of the “ basilar plate,”

as yet*.

One of the peculiar characters of the palato-pterygoid bar is its projection beyond

the prefrontal attachment ; it is a part well marked in the newly metamorphosed Frog

(“Frog’s Skull,” Plate vn. fig. 11, pr.jpa.), The Lamprey, evidently related to the pro-

totype of the Frog, has it also in the same degree (Muller, ‘ Myxinoids,’ pi. 4. fig. 3,

under mew), although in that low Fish the half-suppressed bar corresponds on the whole

with my fifth stage, or Tadpoles that have begun to acquire limbs.

The long suppression and the secondary character of this bar made me waver for a

long while as to the true morphological character of this arcade ; but I have no doubts

left now, and shall speak of it unhesitatingly as the “second preeoral arch.” The pre-

palatine spur is normal enough when it is regarded as the terminal part of a facial

rod
;
and the points of attachment of this bar are easily understood to be consistent with

the habit of these arches generally, as they are always catching hold of each other to form

a basketwork. Posteriorly this bar does not connect itself with the trabeculte, as in the

Lizard and the Bird, but its apex is completely fused with the fore edge of the pier of

the mandible, with the well-known “ orbitar process.” Tinder the fore part the palatine

ectostosis (Plate Y. fig. 8, jga.) bearing teeth has begun to invest the cartilage
;
below the

hinder part, and more within than without, is the “ pterygoid ” plate (]>(]) ;
and over the

middle part is the “ mesopterygoid,” an ovoidal shell of thin bone with its hollow face

looking inwards (m.pg.) f.

At the apex of the lowered mandibular pier the ear-shaped “metapterygoid” (mt.pg.)

has worked into the fore half of the cartilage ; and below the “ quadratum ” (q.), which

began on the outside

,

as in the Frog, Newt, and Lepidosiren, has grown to a very elegant

flabelliform bone with a periosteal posterior wing that is grooved on its inner face, and

into which the svmplectic is inserted obliquely, like a badly driven nail. The unossified

quadrate angle forms an elegant condyle, which fits into a deep fossa in the “ articular
”

end of Meckel’s cartilage ; this, with its largely projected angle, is very much like the

human “ ulna;” the joint is a simple hinge. In front of the angular and articular region

Meckel’s cartilage retains its old cylindrical form, and has its rounded end incurved as

at first. Much of the lower edge is occupied with a lanceolate “ articulare ” full of

spongy hollows, the primary lamina subdividing again and again (see Fifth Stage, Plate

III. fig. 9, ar.).

The “ hyo-manclibular ”
(
li.m.), although made now the common suspensorium of these

* It is easy to see that if the vertebrate animal had been, in each or any case, anencephalous, then the

materials were at hand, in the notochord, its sheath, and the basilar plate, for several vertebrae, which would

have elegantly diminished in size from behind forwards
;
the tantalizing Amjohioxus merely throws a “ will-o’-

the-wisp ” light on this dark margin of vertebrate morphology.

t In determining these bones in other types, it should he recollected that the “ palatine ”
plate is under and

outside, the “mesopterygoid” over, and the pterygoid under and within

;

this may help the palaeontologist with

his “ Ganoids” and other extinct types.
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massive bars, is as yet not over large, as we see it in the adult; its long process has

now the proper symplectic ” bony sheath (si/.), in addition to the other ectostosis on

the main part. The opercular knob (op.c.) is large and well defined. The synchondrosis

below the two bones is hollowed inside and behind for the head of the short “ stylo-hyal
”

ray (st.h.), which is now enclosed in its own bony sheath. The lower end of the “ stylo-

hyal ” is attached by a fibrous cord to the next cartilaginous bar, which has two ectosteal

sheaths (the “ epihyal ” and “ cerato-hyal ” proper, ep.h., c.h.). The rounded cerato-hyal

end fits into the cupped surface of the thick bulbous distal “ hypohyal” (h.li.)
;
there is no

joint cavity between them. There is a cavity, however, between the hypohyal and the

azygous piece, the keystone of the arch ;
this is the glossal hone, or true “ basihyal”

(
g.h .) ;

it has now a dentigerous bony lamina, its proper ectosteal plate, whilst the hypohyal,

short as it is, has two centres of ossification.

As this present paper is merely the first of a series which I hope to offer to the Royal

Society on the Fish’s Skull, I shall refrain from making any Summary. The Teleostean

must be studied in the light of the other ichthyic types
;
there is the more need

for this, as it is, indeed, the most specialized of all. When the “ Marsypobranchs,”

“ Elasmobranchs,” “ Dipnoi,” and “ Ganoids” are thoroughly worked out it will be easy

to summarize the facts obtained. With regard to the Salmon itself, the reader is

referred to a very important work on its structure by Dr. Carl Bruch, 4 Vergleichende

Osteologie des Rheinlachses (Salmo solar
,
L.) mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der

Myologie, nebst einleitenden Bemerkungen iiber die skelettbildenden Gewebe der

Wirbelthiere ’ (Mainz, 18G1).

Description of the Plates.

PLATE I.

First Stage.—Embryosfrom the egg with simple facial arches.

Eig. 1. Lower view of head, with facial arches shining through. x20 diameters.

Fig. 2. Upper view of same specimen, with skin partly removed. x20 diameters.

Fig. 3. Lower view of another head, partly dissected. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 4. Upper view of head, undissected. X2Q diameters.

Fig. 5. Another upper view, dissected. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 6. Side view of head within chorion. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 7. Another head, seen from below (dissected). X20 diameters.

Fig. 8. Part of section of egg with contained embryo, cut longitudinally. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 9. Head of another embryo, obliquely shown. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 10. Transverse section, through the eyes, of an unusually symmetrical embryo.

X2G diameters.

Fig. 11. Another transverse section, further back. X 26 diameters.
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PLATE II.

First Stage (continued).

Fig. 1. Section, through the eyes, of an unsymmetrical embryo. x24 diameters.

Fig. 2. Another similar section, further back, x 24 diameters.

Second Stage.—Embryos with hyoid arch split up.

Fig. 3. Under view of head, somewhat depressed, x 24 diameters.

Fig. 4. Under view of same head, with postoral arches removed. X 24 diameters.

Fig. 5. Part of another skull, x 30 diameters.

Third Stage.—Mandibular arch segmented.

Fig. 6. Lower view of skull and face, with branchial arches removed, x 24 diameters.

Fig. 7. Same object, upper view. X 24 diameters.

Fig. 8. Branchial arches of same, separately shown, from below. X 24 diameters.

Fourth Stage.—Head emergingfrom the chorion, and hatched embryos.

Fig. 9. Front view of head. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 10. Section of the same, through the eyes. x20 diameters.

Fig. 11. Upper view of head. Xl0 diameters.

PLATE III.

Fourth Stage (continued).

Fig. 1. Side view of head, with face dissected. x25 diameters.

Fig. 2. Lower view of same, dissected, x 25 diameters.

Fig. 3. Section of head of partly hatched embryo, x 20 diameters.

Fig. 4. Side view of head of hatched embryo. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 5. Section of the same. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 6. Primordial skull of same, from above. X 25 diameters.

Fig. 7. Section of ripe embryo-head through nasal sacs. X 25 diameters.

Fig. 8. Another section through prosencephalon. X 25 diameters.

Fig. 9. Another through the same, and also the eyeballs. X 25 diameters.

Fig. 10. Another section, behind the eyes, x 25 diameters.

Fig. 11. Another section, behind the left ear-sac. x25 diameters.

MDCCCLXXIII. u
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PLATE IV.

Fifth Stage.—“Fry” the second week after hatching

.

Fig. 1. Side view of primordial skull. x24 diameters.

Fig. 2. Upper view of same. X 24 diameters.

Fig. 3. Lower view of same. X24 diameters.

Fig. 4. Vertical section of the head. X 24 diameters.

Fig. 5. Part of same section. X 48 diameters.

Fig. 6. Another vertical section (part) a little to the right. X24 diameters.

Fig. 7. Section through the eyes [offourth stage). X25 diameters.

PLATE V.

Sixth Stage.—Young Salmon of the sixth week after hatching.

Fig. 1. Transverse section through anterior part of auditory capsule. x20 diameters.

Fig. 2. Section of head (vertical). X 16^ diameters.

Fig. 3. Transverse section through nasal sacs. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 4. A similar section through fore part of orbit, x 20 diameters.

Fig. 5. Section through ear-sac {fifth stage). X 20 diameters.

Seventh Stage.—Young Salmon of the first summer,
1|- to 2J inches long.

Fig. 6. Vertical section of head. X 15 diameters.

Fig. 7. Side view of skull. Xl5 diameters.

Fig. 8. Facial bars of same. Xl5 diameters.

Fig. 9. Lower view of face. X 20 diameters.

Fig. 10. Section of fore part of skull. X 15 diameters.

PLATE VI.

Eighth Stage.—Adult Salmon.

Fig. 1. Side view of skull and face. Nat. size.

Fig. 2. Same, with outer bones removed. Nat. size.

Fig. 3. First branchial arch. Nat. size.

Fig. 4. Second branchial arch (part). Nat. size.

Fig. 5. Lateral view of basibranchiostegal. Nat. size.

PLATE VIE

Eighth Stage (continued).

Fig. 1. Upper view of skull with bony plates on. Nat. size.

Fig. 2. The same, from below. Nat. size.
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Fig. 3. Side view of skull, with bony plates removed. Nat. size.

Fig. 4. Vertical section of skull and bony plates. Nat. size.

Figs. 5-11. A series of transverse sections of skull, with bony plates on. Nat. size.

PLATE VIII.

Eighth Stage (continued).

Fig. 1. Skull, from above, bony plates removed. Nat. size.

Fig. 2. The same, from below. Nat. size.

Fig. 3. Part of a vertical slice of the skull. Nat. size.

Figs. 4-7. The rest of the series of transverse sections. Nat. size.

Fig. 8. End view of skull. Nat. size.

Fig. 9. Inner view of facial arches. Nat. size.
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III. Volcanic Energy : an attempt to develop its true Origin and Cosmical Relations.

By Robert Mallet, A.M., C.E., F.R.S.

Received May 13,—Read June 20, 1872.

1. Plutonic action has long been loosely applied by geologists as a term for forces of some

sort, of whose nature little was known, acting deep beneath the surface of our globe,

and either not directly manifesting themselves at all at the surface, or, if so, chiefly in

the form of earthquakes, thermal springs, &c.
;
while volcanic action, showing itself

at the surface in the phenomena of extinct, dormant, or active volcanoes, has been very

generally regarded as something different in nature as well as in degree of activity.

Some relations have always, more or less vaguely, been admitted between these
; but each

has in turn been placed in the relation of cause and effect to the other. A third class

of actions, those of “ forces of elevation,” though assumed to have some relations with

the preceding, have very commonly been regarded by geologists as differing in nature

from both, in degree as well as in kind. It is true that all these phenomena have been

linked together by such wide and vague phrases as that of Humboldt, who speaks of

them as “ the reaction of the interior of a planet upon its exterior ;

” but I am not

aware of any attempt having previously been made to colligate them all as effects origi-

nating in one common cause, and that referable to the admitted cosmical facts and

mechanism of our globe.

Sir William Thomson, regarding all these phenomena from the lofty point of thermo-

dynamics (from which the writer also is about to view them in this paper), has distinctly

colligated them as referable to dissipation of energy existing in our planet in the form

of terrestrial heat, and has given to all its play of phenomena the title of “Plutonic

action,” which he defines as “ any transformation of energy going on within the earth”

(Trans. Geolog. Soc. of Glasgow, vol. iii. pt. ii.).

2. The writer accepts Sir William Thomson’s above views, so far as he is yet acquainted

with them through publication, as the broad basis for future physical geology.

Sir William Thomson, however, has not attempted, so far as the writer knows, to

bring his general view, that volcanoes, earthquakes, &c. result from transformations of

terrestrial heat, so to bear upon the facts known respecting these as to explain in any

way the immediate mechanism from the play of which within our globe these grand

phenomena of nature are produced
;
nor to connect these with the “ elevation theories

”

of geologists, so as to substitute a precise and true one for the current and erroneous

notions as to the nature of those forces which have elevated mountain-ranges and

generally produced the inequalities of our globe, apart from the subsequent moulding-

actions of water and other surface agencies.

mdccclxxiii. X
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The attempt to do this, in outline at least, which is all, perhaps, that existing

knowledge admits of, is the object of the present paper. The term “ Plutonic action
”

is objectionable, as already and long used by geologists in a loose and different sense.

Vulcanicity is preferable, as proposed by the writer (4th Report on Earthquakes,

Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1858), as comprehending all energy resulting either in volcanoes

(
Vulcanology) or in earthquakes

(
Seismology ). In the former of these, forces of elevation

generally may be comprehended, and in the latter thermal springs, though, as will

appear when the intimate relations of the mechanism of all of these are better understood,

the boundaries of these divisions at some points grow indistinct.

3. The phenomena seen at volcanic vents, and those experienced in earthquakes, have

been tolerably well observed ; and the immediate mechanism of the latter may be con-

sidered as understood, though the cause or causes of commotion, and it may be very

different at different times and places, are still somewhat obscure.

The deeper mechanism of volcanic vents, all nearly except what is visible and tangible,

is so far quite obscure ;
and this mainly because no rational origin has ever yet been

assigned for the production of the high temperature manifested at volcanic vents.

To assign a true origin for this is to possess the key of the whole
; for given a

veritable cosmical mechanism for the production of the heat that shall square with its

local distribution, and with the capricious, non-periodic phenomena of eruptive vents,

and all the other observed phenomena of volcanoes, from the largest to the most minute

of these, become explicable and fall into place upon a cooling terraqueous globe. As

respects a presumed connexion, if not identity, save as to degree of intensity, between

volcanic and seismic mechanism, however vaguely referred to some common force of

origination, it can scarcely be said hitherto to have advanced beyond this.

Volcanoes, notwithstanding Von Buch’s unsound distinction into linear and central

groups, have long been observed to follow the lines of surface-elevations, i. e. mountain-

chains, the exceptions being only apparent. (4th Report on Earthquakes, Brit. Assoc.

Rep. 1858).

So also the writer has shown (Earthquake Catalogue, Brit. Assoc, and Seismic Map of

the world thereof) that earthquakes on the whole are found to occur within the area of

great seismic bands which follow and extend at either side of the mountain-chains of

the world. Again, though thermal springs occur everywhere (just as earthquakes may

occur anywhere), yet on the whole they are chiefly manifested in regions which have

been or are greatly disturbed by mountain elevation or by volcanic and seismic activity.

Thus we find this local relationship binding together the whole, viz. that volcanoes,

earthquakes, and hot springs follow the lines of mountain elevation or dislocation.

And this is almost all that we can certainly affirm connects them as having some

common origin beneath.

4. Any subterranean impulse may produce an earthquake
;
and for those impulses

there must be more than one nature of origin, for the impulse producing a shock like

that of Riobamba cannot be the same as those producing the tremors of Pignerol or of

Comrie, lasting for years.
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Close to the volcanic vent the eruptive throes may produce earthquake-impulse before

or after these have broken through the earth’s surface
;

but we cannot phenomenally

connect most earthquakes with volcanic action at all, inasmuch as there is, even in the

very greatest, no local change of terrestrial surface-temperature.

We can only refer them to a common origin, if we can discover and describe some

play of cosmical mechanism set in motion by terrestrial heat, that shall be sufficient in

energy to account for all the phenomena, that shall bear examination when brought

into contact with each particular class of well-ascertained facts, either of volcanoes or

of earthquakes or of mountain-chain elevation, that shall leave none of these facts

inexplicable, and that shall so link itself on to cosmical physics generally as to be

applicable to like phenomena in other planets than our own, or satellites, so far as we

have facts ascertainable in relation to these.

• 5. Within the limits of this paper it is impossible to enter upon any large discussion of

the theories that have been advanced as to the nature and origin of volcanic activity and

elevatory action ; a few remarks upon the notions commonly current on these subjects

amongst geologists are necessary, however, to point out their more salient defects and

to contrast the views about to be here advanced with those which are current.

6. Volcanic theories have been always of two classes, the chemical and the mechanical.

Omitting all earlier, Davy’s notion that volcanic heat was due to oxidation of the metals

of the alkalies or earths by contact with water, supported by Daubeny and in part by

De la Beche, is that which has mainly engaged attention. Had it not been for the

splendour of Davy’s genius and the announcement of this view at the moment of his

great discovery of the bases of the alkalies, it would probably never have had even a

momentary acceptance.

Davy himself abandoned it at a later period. When we remember that the mineral

constituents in the rocks known in the earth’s crust do not contain on the average more

than about 4 or 5 per cent, of the alkaline metals taken together, and compare the nature

of the total ejecta of volcanic vents, more especially those of gas or vapour as ascertained

by many labourers, amongst whom must be distinguished Daubeny himself, Abicil,

Bunsen, St.-Claiee Deville, and Fouque, with such as must result from Davy’s hypo-

thesis, we can only wonder that one so absolutely gratuitous should ever have had a

moment’s acceptance.

There is no other “ chemical theory ” to put in its place. All great or violent chemical

energies, powerful as these must have been in past time, when the materials of our planet

were in vapour and dissociated by high temperature, have long since been as a whole

satisfied.

7. As the thermal energy of the shrinking mass was dissipated, and it passed from

vapour to liquid, and from that in chief part to solidity, the chemical energies of the

sixty or more elements we know of became satisfied by combinations, the order and con-

ditions of which chemistry may yet hope to trace, though it cannot do so at present*.

* Sterry Hunt and Stoney have, however, made the attempt.
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8. That there now exist in the interior of the earth large masses of uncombinecl

metals of great specific gravity and high, fusing-point, and strongly electronegative in

the chemical scale, as gold and platinum, to which we may add iron if its vapour

existed in large excess in the original nebula
,
is highly probable, both on such specu-

lations as we can so far form as to the order of the play of chemical forces during

the globe’s formation by condensation, and as perhaps the only way in which the earth’s

mean density can be reconciled with that of its known superficial crust.

But the chemical elements composing that crust are on the whole in a state of com-

bination ;
and hence no chemical energy remains stored up for conversion either into

heat or into work.

9. For we may obviously, in relation to vulcanicity, pass by those minute chemical

changes at present going on within the crust, mainly through the action of air and water

and matter dissolved therein on some of its various constituents. We may even omit as

insufficient whatever of chemical action took place during the period (probably yet not

quite ended) when the mineral lodes or veins were formed. In a word, the chemical

elements of the crust and interior of our globe, so far as we know any thing about them,

have long assumed a state of chemical equilibrium, and one generally of the most stable

character. So that we are compelled to conclude that whatever evidences of chemical

decomposition or combination may be presented to us by the ejecta of volcanoes, the

chemical action has been brought about by elevation of temperature at the seat of action

deep below.

10. That thermal energy has been in part transformed into chemical work and not

chemical energy into heat. There is therefore no room longer for any “ chemical theory
”

of volcanoes
;
and we are reduced to that commonly, though not quite accurately, called

the mechanical one. This has passed current at different times in several forms, but

all resting upon the assumption that our planet now and for long past consists of a

liquid nucleus of fused matter at a very high temperature, covered by a solidified crust

of matter chemically much the same, but the materials of the uppermost strata of which

at least have been dislocated, broken up, redeposited, and variously arranged into surface

formations by the long-continued action of those superficial agencies with which the

geologist deals.

1] . The hypothesis of the existence of a liquid nucleus intensely hot rests mainly upon

two grounds :—1st,the nebular origin of our globe in common with all others, as suggested

by Laplace, by which the interior of a cooling globe must be hotter than the exterior;

2nd, the observation of temperature, which proves to increase with the depth, though in

a very discordant sort of way.

12. That our globe is hotter within than on or near its surface is a fact ,
but that it

possesses a liquid nucleus in a state of fusion is only an hypothesis, though a very

probable one. The rate of increment of temperature with depth, far too hastily assumed

to follow everywhere one simple arithmetic law, and the facts of terrestrial conductivity,

so far as these are known, induced the belief that the solid crust is comparatively thin.
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An unlimited supply of liquid lava was thus provided
;
the question was, what brought

it up through this thin crust, and ejected it and other matters at the surface. By some,

amongst whom Signor Belli may be distinguished for the ability of his writings, the

crust was assumed so thin as to merely float upon the liquid globe beneath; and a

mechanism being conceived for fracturing the crust into separate fragments, and their

density being rather greater than that of the supporting fluid, these sunk more or less

in the latter and forced up the liquid lava in the spaces between.

13. This, which may be called the hydrostatic theory, has had several modifications.

Another school of geologists, and the more numerous one, assumes that infiltrated water

reaches the liquid and incandescent nucleus at certain points, and that by the elastic

force of the stream formed the lava and other ejecta are forced up
;
and this, too, has had

several modifications.

These latter views are no doubt true so far as the general notion of ejection by steam

pressure is concerned
;
but insuperable difficulties appear to arise against the origin of

the incandescent matter coming from one great reservoir, common, therefore, to all the

volcanoes on the earth.

14. There is no evidence of universal connexion with such a common source of liquid

rock beneath.

On the contrary, volcanic vents even closely adjacent show no proofs of direct inter-

communication.

Their efforts are not synchronous; their paroxysms are isolated and subject to no

recognizable periodicity
;

their ejecta, solid, liquid, or gaseous, though showing a great

general similarity in all parts of the world, are far from being identical in chemical con-

stitution or in temperature
;
these vary at different times, and show signs of secular

change in geologic time.

The liquid or solid ejecta show no such uniformity at all volcanic vents as should

arise from their coming all ready fused from one universal reservoir, the contents of

which, at the same depth, it has been supposed there is no ground for assuming to differ

in composition
; while they do show very distinct indications of having some relation

to the rocks directly through which the vents pierce, or over which they are posited.

None of these difficulties, to which others of a not unimportant character might be

added, have ever been explained away.

15. A further difficulty was placed in the way when the investigations taken from astro-

nomical considerations were supposed to prove that the earth’s crust, instead of being

very thin
, must be very thick. It was not inconceivable that the liquid rock of the

nucleus might in some way reach the surface through ducts or fissures in a shell of 20

or GO miles thick ; but it was at least more difficult to conceive, if not quite inconceivable,

by what force and how it should be propelled through ducts of 800 or 1000 miles or even

more in depth. It is quite a separate question what degree of weight should be attached

to the celebrated paper by the late Mr. W. Hopkins, F.R.S., on Precession and Nutation,

as proving a thickness of solid crust exceeding 800 miles or so.

The difficulties to his reasoning, arising from his neglect of viscosity and friction-
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hold between the solid crust and the liquid nucleus at the surfaces of contact, have been

forcibly stated by M. Delaunay (and have certainly been underrated generally, and,

indeed, have only been met by the mathematicians who have been the partisans of Mr.

Hopkins’s views), by showing that if the physical difficulty of such viscosity &c. be admitted,

other mathematical difficulties must arise if we cling to the method of Mr. Hopkins as

capable at all of giving any answer to the question of thickness of the earth’s crust,

which the writer believes it is not. That that thickness is not small, however, the writer

believes to be the fact upon considerations wholly different from those of Mr. Hopkins ;

and that view receives support from the investigation of Sir William Thomson as to

the rigidity of the earth, at least with those who admit the sufficiency of the physical

data upon which his mathematical reasoning there is founded. The effect, however, of

this conjunction of the reasonings of the physical astronomer and of the geologist has

been to raise a new difficulty for both.

16. The geologist, chaineddown under SOOmiles or more of solid rock, the real thickness

of which he is in no condition to disprove
,
cannot get his liquid lava sea beneath to the

surface; and he has no other source for volcanic heat and ejecta to suggest.

The mathematician has the fact before him; volcanoes exist. He admits the difficulty

of the geologist, and meets it by the most lame and gratuitous hypothesis of lakes or

isolated masses of liquid fused rock existing at different points and at different depths

(which depths, however, must, on the whole, be shallow within the solid crust of the

earth), and assumes that from these the volcanic vents are supplied.

17. Nothing can be morefeeble and unconvincing than the attemptmade byMr. Hopkins

to give a rational explanation or support to this gratuitous and most improbable hypothesis,

which, so far as the writer knows, that gentleman was the first to bring forward in his

“ Researches in Physical Geology,” 2nd series, Phil. Trans, for 1842, Part II. :
—“ We are

necessarily led,” he says, “ therefore to the conclusion that the fluid matter of actual volca-

noes exists in subterraneous reservoirs of limited extent, forming subterraneous lakes and

not a subterraneous ocean ” (p. 51). He adds (same page), “ If we find that the hypothesis

of the existence of these subterranean lakes, at no great depth beneath the surface, does

enable us to account distinctly and by accurate investigations founded on mechanical

principles for the phsenomena of elevation then we have all the proof of the

truth of our hypothesis which the nature of the case will admit of.”

That is to say, if we admit Mr. Hopkins’s physical notion of elevatory force, viz. that

it consists of the pressure vertically upwards of a fluid against the superincumbent solid

crust, we may also admit his lakes. If, however, as we shall presently see, Mr. Hopkins’s

fundamental conception of the nature of elevatory forces is erroneous and untenable,

then the lake-hypothesis must stand alone and upon its inherent improbabilities. At

p. 52 the only attempt made to produce a rational origin for these supposed fiery lakes

is thus given :—“ It would seem probable, I think, that their origin may be ascribed to

the greater fusibility of the matter composing them
;
and their continuance in a state

of fluidity may, I conceive, be accounted for partly by the same and partly by another,

which I will proceed to explain.”
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This other cause, which occupies pages 52 and 53, is simply another hypothesis, that

if the pressure of the superincumbent dome over the liquid lake be removed, partially

or wholly, by its becoming a self-supporting dome or arch, then the relief from pressure

thus arising must lower the fusing-point of the liquid material of the lake, and so keep

it longer liquid.

18. There is nothing absolutely in any of the known facts as to the materials of our

earth’s crust to warrant our supposing isolated masses therein of far greater fusibility than

the remainder, to say nothing of that material being ex necessitate penetrated by water

from the surface, to which it is admittedly near ; for without the water we can have no

volcano. Other serious difficulties occur as we attempt to follow out this notion by a

comparison with observed facts of volcanic action at the vents, for which space cannot

here be afforded. We pass on to some remarks on the theories of elevation.

19. The words “elevation,” “upheaval,” “ Aushebung” “ soulevement” have been

continually employed by the geologists of all countries, but especially of our own, in

the loosest way, so far as the forming of any definite conception of the play of forces

or mechanism of the movements is concerned.

A wide survey of the writings of geologists proves, however, that the notion generally

formed of a “ movement of elevation” is that it is produced somehow by a force acting

beneath a limited area and in a vertical line, or nearly so, and in a direction from below

upwards. Commonly it is assumed or inferred that the pressure upwards, beneath the

area “ elevated,” has been that of a fluid, gaseous, as by Yon Bucii &c., or more or less

perfectly liquid, as by most others.

20. It is true that some geologists (amongst whom was the late Mr. Jukes) had some

not very clearly defined notions that such machinery of elevation would not account for

the facts as to elevated masses observable in nature, especially the frequent smallness of

area in relation to the abruptness and height of the masses elevated.

But that this notion, that elevation is produced somehow by nearly parallel forces

acting radially to the spheroid, is even yet the one commonly maintained we need no

proof beyond turning over the pages of the latest writers on geology. If we look at the

figure on page 285 (2nd edit., 1862) of Scrope’s 4 Volcanoes,’ we shall see evidently that

such is the notion he formed ; and, without citing further examples, it is that which

Hopkins distinctly enunciates as his fundamental conception of the matter in his paper

on “ Researches in Physical Geology ” (Trans. Cambridge Phil. Soc. vol. vi. part i.),

where he says (p. 10) :
—“ The hypotheses from which I set out, with respect to the

action of the elevatory force, are, I conceive, as simple as the nature of the subject can

admit of. I assume this force to act under portions of the earth’s crust of considerable

extent at any assignable depth, either with uniform intensity at every point, or, in some

cases, with a somewhat greater intensity at particular points—as, for instance, at points

along the line of maximum elevation of an elevated range, or at other points where the

actual phenomena seem to indicate a more than ordinary energy of this subterranean

action. I suppose this elevatory force, whatever may be its origin, to act upon the lower
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surface of the uplifted mass through the medium of somefluid, which may be conceived

to be an elastic vapour, or, in other cases, a mass of matter in a state of fusion from

heat. Every geologist, I conceive, who admits the action of elevatory forces at all will

be disposed to admit the legitimacy of these assumptions.” The first effort of our

elevatory force will of course be to raise the mass under which it acts, and to place it in

a state of extension
,
and consequently of tension.

21. If this fundamental notion be (as the writer believes it is) erroneous and opposed

to all the facts observable in the great regions of elevation, i. e. in the mountain-chains of

the world, then it must be admitted that the speculations which follow as to the forma-

tion of fissures See. (in a word, the substance of the doctrines of this paper, however

ingenious as a mathematical exercise) have no true reference to the facts as occurring in

nature, and, promulgated with the authority of the author and with that sort of oracular

sanction which mathematical symbols possess for those who are devoid of mathematical

knowledge, have tended materially to retard the progress of a truer interpretation of

elevatory forces.

22. If we were to assume (as has been done) that the appearance of the masses of the

great continents above the sea-level was a work of elevation at all, it might be a case to

which Mr. Hopkins’s notion could perhaps apply. But that the great continents have

not been the work of such elevatory forces at all, but have resulted from the deformation

of a cooling and contracting globe covered only by a thin and yet flexible solidified

crust, sinking over great areas and relatively or absolutely rising over others, has been

so convincingly urged by Dana and other American geologists that it is probably now

admitted.

23. De la Beche’s notions as to elevation approached nearer to exactness than those

of most of his contemporaries*; but to one man alone, Constant Peevost, belongs the

honour of having clearly enunciated a true theory of elevatory forces, followed out by

comparison with facts in nature, and by showing that these were inexplicable upon the

notion of direct upheaval by a radial force from beneath.

* [To cite even by name all the authors whose works contain scattered passages from which notices may be

gleaned (always more or less vague, disjointed, or even inconsecutive) as to the relation between terrestrial

refrigeration and the formation of continents, mountains, &c., is here impossible. De la Beche, in his

‘ Researches in Theoretic Geology,’ 1834, pp. 121-162 et passim, writes far more clearly and connectedly than

others of that period. His views, however, were anticipated by Peevost. Those who desire to trace more

fully the history of this branch of knowledge will find somewhat ample references to past authors iu an able

paper by Prof. Dana, “ On the Geological Resrilts of the Earth’s Contraction,” in Amer. Journ. of Science, 1847,

vol. iii. ser. 2.

The leading idea of the present Paper (namely, the showing that the deformations producing continents and

sea-beds, the elevation of mountains and depression of valleys, and the origination of volcanic heat and energy

are all due to a unique cause at different stages of its long-continued action) could not have been anticipated by

any of the many eminent men above referred to, by Dana or by the writer, because the imperfect state of tire

science of Thermo-Dynamics down to a later period rendered the leading idea itself impossible to them.]

N.B. Passages in the test or footnotes which, like the present footnote, are enclosed in brackets were

inserted in March or April 1873.
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24. The nature of the conception of this force, as more or less clearly shadowed forth

by geologists, admits of no doubt, as regards French geologists at least, when we consider

the force of their adopted term soulevement (presumably sublevare, sous-levement
,
a lift

by a force from beneath), and, indeed, is pretty evident in the German Aushebmu/ ;
but

the English “upheaval” and “elevation” admit of any cloudiness of conception or

latitude of interpretation.

25. Peevost’s ideas are scattered through numerous papers, extending over nearly

twenty years, but are to be found in their most systematic and formal manner in vol. xxxi.

part ii. of the ‘ Comptes Bendus’ for September 1850, p. 461 et seq., and, at an earlier

period, in the ‘ Bulletin de la Societe Geologique de France,’ vol. xi. p. 183 et seq. His

view is this, that, apart from the great deformations which hollowed out the ocean-beds,

as to which he is not quite so clear, all elevations of the earth’s surface of the nature of

hills or mountains (in general the rugose contour of its surface) have been produced,

not by vertical forces directly coming from some unknown deep-seated source, but by

vertical forces, the* resultants of tangential pressures, acting against each other in hori-

zontal or nearly horizontal directions, and transversely to the ridges or lines of elevation,

these tangential pressures originating in the contraction of the earth’s crust by secular

refrigeration. This view, which the writer believes to be true, has been followed out

by Dana, the two Bogees in America, by Elie De Beaumont and some other continental

geologists, by showing how completely the observed facts fall into place and are account-

able for by it, but oppose themselves to the notion of a vertical primary force.

26. The Pev. O. Fishee also, in an important paper “ On the Elevation of Mountain-

chains, and Speculation on the Cause of Volcanic Heat ” (Cambridge Trans, vol. xi. p. iii,

1868),which the writer had no knowledge of until after the present paper had been written,

has given support to Peevost’s view, by proving the mechanical adequacy of the tangential

pressure due to refrigeration to the elevation of the highest mountains of our globe.

Mr. Fishee’s views in the above paper as to the origin of volcanic heat are entirely

different from those of the writer as here developed.

27. Upon Hopkins’s view, all elevated parts must have convex surfaces, and, whether

continents or ridges steep as the high Alps, must be bombe or dome-like in contour ; they

must all present the evidences of tension during elevation and in orthogonal directions.

But the careful geological surveys and sections made since Peevost’s day show that, on the

whole, the sectional contour of large areas, much less those of continents, are not bombe
,

and that the transverse sections of all mountain-ranges prove their curvatures on opposite

flanks to be not convex, but concave—a form which is generally the case in the fall of

the land from all mountain-crests to the sea-level, as is evident by the concave form

(approaching to something of a curve of the parabolic order) shown by the longitudinal

section of all large river-courses.

28. The “ fan-like ” structure of the Alps
(
structure en eventail), so well elucidated by

Favee and Studee, Von Linth, and other Alpine geologists, becomes a conclusive proof

alone that the forces of elevation have been lateral compressions resolved into the

MDCCCLXXIII. y
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Fig. 1.

vertical. Thus tlie deficiency in density more recently found, or with good grounds

suspected, as occurring beneath great mountain-masses receives its solution, whilst a

greater density there would be the necessary result of direct vertical pressure.

29. Thus it is evident that the tangential, or nearly tangential, and opposing pressures

t and t', resolved into the vertical e, by

which the upraised mountain-mass is lifted,

tend to reduce the density, if not to leave

actual hollows, about h, below the level of

the intersection of those three lines of force

and above that at which the tangential

forces are completely horizontal ;
but that

a directly vertical lift, as by d continued on

by e to the summit, must tend to produce

increased density about h.

30. The intense plications and foldings over of strata and absolute overturn of whole

mountain-masses, seen in all great regions of elevation, the tremendous bending, foldings

over, and smashing up of beds, such as M. Burat’s sections of the Coal-formations of

Central France or those of D'Halloi and Yon Dechen of the formations of Belgium and

of Westphalia, become thus accountable for, as are, indeed, all the salient phenomena

presented by the surface and sections of our earth’s crust, to follow out which in detail

here is impossible.

31. One or two important results which follow from Prevost’s grand hypothesis, that

all forces of elevation, in a word, the only known vertical lifting agent (volcanic vents

excluded), are resolved or transformed tangential forces of compression due to contraction,

and acting in antagonism at various but no very great depths beneath our globe’s present

surface, which as yet have attracted no attention, should be at least alluded to.

32. These tangential forces of compression, acting slowly, not at all points uniformly

or alike at all times, and on the whole (as the globe cooled) with a diminishing intensity,

act simultaneously, though unequally, over great areas of sectional surface of the earth’s

crust. Relatively to the tremendous crushing-power of the tangential forces themselves

and to the long continuance of their action, the materials on which they act must be

viewed as more or less plastic.

33. It follows that if by resolved tangential pressures acting against each other in one

direction, or in parallel directions along lines or in planes, elevations are produced, the

compressions in these directions must be accompanied by extensions in the orthogonal

directions, by difference in resistance to pressure producing tensions.

34. Hence, by the final resolution of tangential compressions, surface-fissures may
follow from these orthogonal tensions, so that generally the compressions shall give

rise to crumplings up and crushing together of strata, to elevation, and to fissuring; in

which last the phenomena may simulate the effects of direct elevatory forces, according

with Hopkins’s hypothesis. And this is the reason why the actual directions of observed
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Assuring in nature do, to a certain extent in one set of directions only, viz. in those ortho-

gonal to the lines of horizontal pressure, coincide with those assigned by Mr. Hopkins.

But it further follows, admitting the relative plasticity of the less coherent formations of

our earth’s crust and the sufficient power of these tangential pressures for crushing up the

others, that not only elevation may result from their vertical resolution, but that conditions

must arise where these pressures act through considerable depths of materials differing in

nature or in resistance, or in both, so that, by other analogous resolutions into the vertical

or more or less toward it but in the opposite sign (i. e. downwards), depressions and hollows

of any sort of form are producible.

35. Also that when these tangential and compressive forces, taken in a horizontal

plane, make an angle in meeting greater or less (as may also happen in a vertical plane),

then lateral displacements and all the phenomena of shifted strata or interrupted veins

or faults can be produced.

36. We can also see that this view of the origination of the elevatory forces which

have raised up our vast mountain-chains at once assigns a true and adequate cause for a

limitation to their possible height
;

for as soon as the mass already forced up presses

by gravity downwards upon the resolved vertical force e (fig. 1) to such an extent

as to equal the resistance to crushing of the rocks beneath in the directions t and the

further effect of the tangential pressures in those directions must be expended in crushing

the rock between them to powder, where in some direction the solid can yield unequally,

or in forcing off the material in some other direction than in the vertical. It is difficult

to see how any limit is assignable to mountain altitude upon Mr. Hopkins’s hypothesis,

unless by calling in other hypotheses for limiting the uplifting force itself, the intensity

of which we cannot estimate in his case, inasmuch as its very nature is left unknown.

37. If, then, in Pkevost’s notion we find an adequate and consistent theory of elevatory

forces, it is the writer’s belief that in it also (when followed to its legitimate consequences

in one direction) we possess the clue that shall ultimately lead us to an equally simple,

adequate, and consistent theory of Vulcanicity as here about being unfolded.

38. That the globe is hotter as we descend into it may be accepted as a fact, even from

the very limited number of trustworthy experiments we yet possess ;
for artesian wells

and small borings are alone to be relied upon, mines and coal-pits giving (for reasons

not necessary here to enlarge upon) unreliable results.

39. And as we are certain that the geothermal couche of uniform annual temperature is

everywhere above the existing temperature of the celestial spaces, so our planet must be

a cooling globe

;

and if so, in accordance with all we know of the materials of which it

consists, a contracting globe.

40. The rates of increment of temperature with depth, however, present great dis-

cordance even after we have excluded cases (such as mines or coal-pits at work) likely to

contain accidental sources of error. Not only does the rate vary from 1° Fahr. in 15 feet of

depth to 1° in more than 200 (Mallet, 4 Neapolitan Earthquake Report,’ vol. ii. p. 310),

but in places within a mile or two of each other, and in the same formation, it varies as

much as from 208 to S3 feet for 1° Fahr. (op. cit.). Even in the same vertical line of

y 2
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boring the rate of increment has been found to vary at different parts of the descent. A
large proportion of the observed temperatures certainly fall within the limits of l°Fahr.

in 30 feet and in GO or 70 feet of descent.

The most complete and valuable collection and discussion of all the observations on

record up to June 1836 which the writer has met with is to be found in a rare and scarcely

known Inaugural Dissertation for the degree of Doctor of the Rheno-Trajectine Academy

(4to, 101 pp., Muller, Amsterdam, 1836), entitled “ Disputatio Physica Inaugularis de

Calore Telluris infra superficiem augescente,” by A. Vrolik. The careful and laborious

author places the following amongst his general conclusions :
—“ Variarum observationum

autem eventus, acleo inter se discrepare ut certarn incrementi legem pro unaquaque

regione nondum statuere possimus.” He believes it proved that in general the rate of

increment is greater in plains and valleys than in mountains.

41. These conclusions have been sustained by the later observations made since 1836.

De la Beche, Herscilel, and Babbage enunciated more or less clearly a connexion

between the increment of hypogeal heat and the conductivity of the superposed strata.

That was afterwards examined carefully by Hopkins in one of his most valuable

memoirs, that “ On the Conductive Powers of various Substances, &c.” (Phil. Trans,

vol. cxlvii., 1857). Towards the conclusion he remarks, “ On the whole, then, I cannot

avoid the conclusion that the existence of a central heat is not sufficient in itself to

account for all the phenomena which terrestrial temperatures present to us” (p. 835);

that is to say, that a cooling globe, together with such effects as his experiments on

conductivity of its materials warrant, are still insufficient to account for the observed

discrepancies in hypogeal increment of heat.

42. One great source (if not the only one) for the unknown residual phenomena thus

distinctly indicated by Hopkins we hope presently to point out, and to prove its inti-

mate connexion with existing volcanic phenomena.

43. Our present knowledge of hypogeal temperature, while thus and so far insufficient

to sustain any very minute conclusions based upon annual absolute loss of heat by

our earth, seems surely to support the fact that our earth is a cooling globe
;
while

astronomical analogies and considerations of its figure seem equally to warrant

the presumption that it has been a cooling globe at all times from a state of fusion ;

and if so, that from that period and up to the present it has been on the whole

a contracting globe.

These are all the conditions we require to admit for the conclusions to be obtained

by considering the sequence of the phenomena that have followed on refrigeration.

44. It may be remarked, in passing, that the general credence of geologists in the

cooling at all of our globe has been more or less disturbed by the celebrated memoir

of Laplace (Mecanique Celeste, tom. v. cap. iv. p. 72 &c.) “ On the Cooling of the

Earth as affecting the length of the Day,” in which it has been taken for granted, by

most geologists at least, that the great mathematician has irrefutably proved that our

globe has not cooled sensibly for the last 2000 years.

45. With due reverence for the intellectual sovereignty of Laplace, the writer ventures
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to suggest that his calculation really proves nothing as to what may be the actual facts in

nature, because the physical data which he has employed are not such as actually occur

in nature. The law of compression with depth adopted was objected to by Dr. Young;

and the assumption that the coefficient of contraction is the same for the entire globe,

whether liquid or solid, hotter or colder, seems to vitiate the results.

If a colder and consolidated crust possesses a greater density and a smaller coefficient

of contraction than the liquid or solid but hotter matter beneath, by accretion and

solidification from which the crust is gradually thickened, it is easy to see that such a

relation may subsist between these quantities that the distance of the centre of gyration

of the globe from its centre of figure may remain constant, either always or for very long

periods, although the diameter of the earth as a whole may have diminished by con-

traction
; and thus, since the moment of momentum must have remained unchanged, the

angular velocity, upon which the length of the day depends, may have remained constant

(or so nearly so that its variation may have been absolutely insensible) for 2000 years,

or perhaps for a much longer period, notwithstanding that the world, as a whole, may

have been losing heat all the time at a very sensible rate per annum, as seems to be the

undeniable fact.

46. Let us take up the train of phenomena of refrigeration from the period when we

may suppose the whole globe a liquid spheroid in fusion, rotating upon an axis inclined to

its orbit as now, losing heat by radiation, and receiving that of the sun. Whatever the

rate of refrigeration generally, it must have been greatest towards the poles ; so that any

solidified crust must have first formed about the poles and spread thence in two hemi-

spherical sheets, getting thinner as they neared the equator, where they ultimately

joined. From what we know by our mere furnace or laboratory experience of the

effects of our highest temperatures on metals and on the materials that we must pre-

sume constitute the mass of our globe, it is certain that, at temperatures exceeding their

fusing-points, they become more and more liquid up to some not yet known limit, and

that at points a good deal above those of fusion they are all reduced to mobile liquids

of extremely small viscosity.

47. On the other hand, it is equally certain that all metals, and such mixed materials as

constitute rocks (acid and basic silicates), pass through a rapidly increasing phase of

viscosity as they pass below the fusing-point on their Avay to ordinary solidity. It is

this interval of rapidly increasing viscosity below the fusing-point and above that of

complete solidification that enables platinum and iron &c. to be welded. This stage of

viscosity in metals is very brief ; but in earthy mixtures or compounds, such as the

acid or basic silicates, it is much more prolonged, and the increase of viscosity towards

the inferior limits of temperature much greater than in metals.

48. With the extreme fluidity of the molten spheroid at the exalted temperature that

we must infer for it at the time of its first condensation from vapour, and after the first

great chemical equilibrium of its elements (then entered into combinations analogous to

those we now find in the globe so far as we know it), it is not conceivable but that
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great currents of circulation must have arisen within the spheroid, by reason of the

more rapid cooling at the poles than in equatorial regions, warmer currents proceeding

superficially from the equator towards the poles, and colder currents returning about

the axis of rotation, and dividing and ascending about the plane of the equator.

But the effect of these in equalizing the temperature of the superficial and deep

parts of the spheroid would be small; it would, notwithstanding their influence, be

always greatly hotter at the centre than at any part of the surface or near it. The

exterior couches becoming more and more viscous as refrigeration proceeded, a thin

solid crust would at length be formed over the whole spheroid, thickest at the poles.

This crust, while thin
,
though solid through a certain thickness, would be very

nearly at the same high temperature as the viscous and the fluid matter beneath it.

It would therefore still continue to part with heat by radiation at a rate not very far

different from what the surface of the liquid spheroid did prior to formation of any crust.

49. But it is certain (as wall be hereafter shown) that the coefficient of contraction

per degree is less, for such materials as rocks are formed of, when in the solid than in the

viscous or liquid state, and decreases as a function of the temperature down to the

mean temperature of our present atmosphere.

It would depend upon the rate of surface-cooling, compared with that of the viscous

matter below, and upon conditions of radiation &c., for which we have no sufficient

data, whether the relations between the rate of cooling and of the contraction of the

exterior and interior might not give rise to tensions within the thin crust ; but upon

the whole the effect would appear to be to produce tangential pressures also within

the thin crust. To the compressions producible by these the thin crust would readily

give way by wrinkling or folding over, or equally give way to tension by breaking to

pieces. The density of the solidified matter in this thin crust was no doubt greater than

that of the viscous layer beneath it, and the density of the last greater than that of the

liquid matter still deeper
;
but the difference in density must have been small (as we

shall hereafter see), the difference of temperature between such layers being so. Nor can

we attribute any great difference in density to any abrupt molecular change in volume

known to accompany the passage from the viscous to the solid state in the materials of

rocks. [The differences in density observed in the passage of mineral compounds from the

vitreous to the crystalline state, and vice versa, are not great, and in those cases the

cooling has been comparatively sudden. In the production of Eeaumur’s porcelain,

the change by slow heating is preceded by abrupt cooling as glass. In our crust there

was not abrupt cooling.]

50. The thin crust, even if more or less dislocated, would therefore probably still remain

upon the surface, sustained by the viscous bed beneath and that by the liquid spheroid,

and would not piecemeal sink down into the latter.

But should we assume it to do so, there appears the utmost improbability in the

supposition, which originated with Poisson, and seems to be adopted by Thomson,

that the solidified sheets broken from such thin crust and constantly renewed would
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sink to the centre of the liquid spheroid, and remain there still solid, and so gradually,

of such fiery debris, build up a honeycombed but solid nucleus, with liquid matter above

it and a solid crust above all. When we take into account the excessive relative

thinness of the original solid crust, a very few miles, perhaps only a few fathoms, and

the small volume of its mass in comparison with the enormous volume of the liquid

nucleus, through which the fragments of crust have to descend some 4000 miles,

together with the enormous excess in temperature of the liquid approaching nearer the

centre, it seems impossible to arrive at any rational conclusion, except that such

sunken sheets of solid crust must be reduced to liquid fusion again by heat conducted

into them from the heated liquid, the local temperature of which would be increased

by heat generated by their fall through the liquid a distance nearly equal the earth’s

radius before they ever reached the centre ; and assuming that the laws of gravitation

within a spheroid, and the density of the crust and relative rate of compression with

depth of the crust and of the liquid, would ever permit them to reach that centre,

Poisson’s hypothesis, which has been a stumbling-block in the way of more rational

interpretation of these difficult questions of primaeval geognosy, should, the writer

submits, be set aside.

51. In cooling bodies, as the loss of heat in equal times is greater the greater the

difference in temperature between the hotter and colder bodies, the rate of cooling of

the globe, when its general temperature must have exceeded that of our hottest furnaces,

and when, as we must presume, that of the celestial spaces was the same as now, must

have been very rapid. The amount of contraction also (aided as the cooling rate

was by the circulatory currents within the liquid before referred to) must have been

proportionally rapid.

52. The viscous crust must be supposed greatly thicker than the solid sheet above it.

The enormous amount of rapid contraction at this period was, in the writer’s opinion,

met by that deformation of the spheroid which hollowed out the ocean-bed to very

much the general outlines that we now see, and so assigned the general forms to the

continents.

This cannot be viewed at present as much more than a conjecture; still it is one not

without support both from authority and from facts. It seems impossible to assign any

other machinery or one adequate in force to a soulevement or subsidence so vast, extending

unbroken over such vast areas, and which should give to the sections of both land and

ocean-bed their actual forms, which (without regard to mountain and valley) are but

vast flat, raised-up plains, dipping more or less abruptly down to equally shallow, flat,

saucer-like plains of ocean concavity. Lateral thrust or radial pressure at local centres

seems here equally inapplicable. It is for the physical astronomer to investigate the

causes of this very striking and obviously not chance-configuration of this deformation

on the surface of our globe. [It should also be remarked that a certain order in the

form of the land (coast-lines) and sea indicates that these are not the mere result of

superficial actions, such as deposition, denudation, and local oscillations of level, but
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must be ascribed to forces which acted (along with these or before them) upon a

vast if not universal scale, and at far greater depths beneath the existing surface.]

53. It is a remarkable fact that the western coasts of nearly all the great masses of

land are the steepest, and that even without reference to littoral ranges of mountain,

such as the Andes or those of the Malabar coast*.

Now this is just what we should expect if the ocean-bed were the result of the

depression of the surface of the spheroid by the deformation supposed ; for the

matter in the crust that descended, having a velocity of rotation due to its higher

radius (that prior to depression), would, in descending to the level of the ocean-bed,

tend to fall (and by so much of the energy of its whole mass of matter to push) to the

eastward of the true vertical, just as a weight let drop from a height falls to the

eastward of the vertical. This effect would be greater as the deformation was more

rapid, but would never disappear while it occupied some finite time. [The rapidity of

elevation has at all times depended upon the rate of refrigeration ; and the latter,

whatever its actual rate at any given epoch, must have been greater as the temperature

of the earth’s surface was higher as compared with space. Thus, when the temperature

of the surface was, let us suppose, 1500° Fahr., the annual rate of elevation of great

mountain-chains may have been considerable.] If, on the contrary, the continents were

raised up by some inconceivable force of elevation, no such phenomenon would present

itself ; and it seems impossible to see how this could have occurred without the

production of vast cavities beneath.

54. These sudden contrary flexures at the junctions of the continents and sea-basins

initiated lines of fracture and of weakness in the early crust, along which we find

ranges of mountains and volcanic action now.

55. The ocean-bed deformation took place most probably long before the surface-

temperature was such as to admit of its being filled with a permanent ocean water,

though probably for a long period depositions of boiling water, at an enormously high

boiling-point, took place locally and in basins here and there, beginning towards the

poles, alternately boiling away and being redeposited, and being thus attended with

torrential rains and with great surface-currents and deluges of hot water.

56. To the solvent power of these and to their violent carrying and denuding action and

prodigious powers of breaking up the rocky mass of the primordial crust, by comparatively

sudden heating, by the continued conduction from below (in antagonism with the sudden

cooling locally), by precipitation of comparatively cold water from above, must be ascribed

powers of comminution and alternate denudation and deposition such as later geologic

time, much less historic time, presents us with nothing but the faintest resemblance of.

And to this early machinery may be ascribed the production, as by a mighty mill,

* Dana (American Journ. Sci. 1847) has, however, shown a different possible cause for the greater prevalent

steepness of mountain-ranges on one of their flanks, viz. the greater intensity of the tangential pressure at the

less steep flank, or smaller resistance of the materials of the opposite one. This, however, gives no solution

cf the very general fact of western flanks being the steepest.—March 1873.
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of the vast mass of comminuted material which has formed the assumed azoic and yet

more or less stratified rocks, or of others of like character that may have preceded them.

57. At length the crust became further indurated, and with its viscous bed beneath

greatly thickened and convection cut off by it, as well as its coefficient of contraction

diminished, arrived at that state in which it was thick enough to transmit tangential

stresses within its own sheet. When the balance of contraction in a given time between

the crust and nucleus beneath was such (the latter still in great part liquid, contracting

fastest because of its large coefficient of contraction) that the crust began to transmit

compressive tangential strains within its thickness, these were of great energy and acted

through great ranges. And now the crust, thick and stiff enough to transmit these

strains through great distances, began to corrugate and double up upon itself, and thus

to elevate the greater and lesser mountain-chains, many of these overthrown and again

elevated, whose united volume, could we obtain it, would be in some degree a measure of

the total contraction of the spheroid, from the epoch of the crust having become thick

enough to transmit powerful tangential thrusts down to a comparatively late geological

period ; for whatever small changes in height may have occurred and are even now taking

place (as in Sweden, &c.), no great elevations of mountain-ranges seem to have taken

place in posttertiary or pleistocene periods.

58. In this state of thickness of the crust of the cooling globe, on principles already

alluded to in treating of the nature of elevatory forces, the great elevation produced by

transmitted tangential thrusts must have been acccompanied by large induced or

secondary orthogonal tensions
,
or extensions due to difference of thrust, and thus by

great fissurings and by most of the great phenomena of faults and dykes and crystal-

line-rock intrusions which we observe.

59. Lastly, as refrigeration still proceeded and the crust became far thicker and more

rigid, approaching in both respects the state in which it most probably now exists,

began that balance and play of forces the effects of which are now recognized as

volcanic, with their attendant phenomena of earthquake, thermal springs, See., and upon

the precise mechanism of which we must now enter more largely.

This, which we may call the period of volcanic regimen of our globe, in comparison

with the brief span of human history, appears at the first glance one of uniformity.

Yet it is one of decreasing energy, as has been the case with each of the epochs of

refrigeration preceding it ; they could not have been otherwise if resulting from the

thermal energies of a cooling globe.

GO. We thus recognize four great stages of the operation of refrigeration, each less in

energy than the preceding, but all due to the one all-pervading motive cause, loss of heat.

1st. The formation and the deformation of a thin and flexible crust, and with it

of the superficial parts of the viscous or liquid couche beneath, shaping out the

land and sea boundaries.

2nd. The splitting and breaking up of that crust and the more rapid (but

irregular) cooling &c. produced by the first partial deposit of water upon the

MDCCCLXXI1I. z
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globe, while a large portion (of its surface even) may have been still red-hot, and

communications partially open with the viscous interior; this accompanied by

severe local tensions and compressions.

3rd, The increase of rigidity in the thickened crust, when it became able to

transmit tangential thrusts due to contraction ; and these (resolved as has been

explained) elevated the mountain-ranges and originated the hypsometric configura-

tion of the land, the establishment in regimen of the ocean and of the water-

courses of the world, and with these the beginnings of climates fitted for successive

forms of life.

4th. The epoch of a greatly thickened and stiffened crust with a comparatively

slow rate of cooling of the globe, being the regimen which now exists, and of the

play of the forces of contraction by cooling still going on, in and from which we

now hope to show that volcanic action proper originated, and is preserved

apparently uniform, though with a constantly decreasing energy.

These divisions in the progress of secular cooling are not merely arbitrary, for each is

marked by a different way in which the effects of the contraction show themselves.

The rate of contraction, enormous at first, because the rate of cooling was then most

rapid and the coefficient of contraction the greatest, is met by deformation, afterwards

by splitting up of the thin crust under tension (accompanied by welling up of the

liquid matter from beneath), then, with a thicker crust, by folding over and elevation of

ridges, primary tensions having given place to compressions, until at length the last and

existing state of things is reached in which the crust has become of great thickness, and

covers the still hot nucleus all over as a comparatively rigid spheroidal shell or dome;

these stages more or less overlapped each other in their successive development.

61. How, then, is the contraction in volume of our globe Fig. o.

which is now going on met \ for if admitted to be cooling

it must be still contracting.

We have a globe (A C) subject to the laws of gravita-

tion, composed of a relatively thick crust, and enclosing a

hotter nucleus, which is losing its heat by convection to the
A

crust, through conduction and radiation from the surface.

The coefficient of contraction of the matter of the nucleus,

which is at a temperature much higher than the crust, is

greater than that of the material of the latter.

If the shell covering the nucleus were still thin and flexible it would give way, as

formerly, by plication, and fall downwards by gravity as the diameter of the nucleus

gradually diminishes by contraction. But the crust* is now a thick rigid covering dome

;

its dimensions, owing to its existent small coefficient of contraction, are diminishing

slowly as compared with those of the nucleus, whose coefficient, owing to its higher tempe-

rature, is much greater. Hence in fig. 2, taking the nucleus as b d, the thickness of the

crust being A o— do (i. e. the integral thickness of all the crust, whether absolutely solid
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or Solid enough to resist as an equilibrated dome), the more rapid contraction of the

nucleus causes it to tend to shrink away from the interior surface of the crust-shell, and

to leave the latter partially unsupported
;

or, if we assume adhesion between the two at

the surface of contact, then the contracting nucleus as it shrinks tends to pull all parts

of the spherical crust-shell along with it, radially towards the centre.

In either case the direct result is to produce mutual pressures by tangential strain in

all parts of the crust-shell, which, as being sufficiently thick and rigid, resists these

forces as a dome.

62. If the dome be incapable of resisting the tangential pressures thus produced, it

must crush by the mutual compression of its parts
; and if not everywhere homogeneous,

or if the pressure be greater in some places than in others, it will crush partially along

the weakest places or those most strained.

But as the material of the rigid dome or shell is, like all other matter, compressible as

well as amenable to shearing-strain, so these tangential pressures must be attended

with compressions, and therefore with motion in the particles of the material.

63. The “work” produced by these mutual pressures and motion is transformed into

heat
,
which either heats the whole spherical shell uniformly, if the compressions or work be

uniformly diffused through its volume, or heats certain points or lines or planes

within it more intensely if the work due to intervening volumes be more or less

transferred to those places. Let us fix this in the mind by an illustration.

Suppose we have an egg with its hard covering shell and softer interior, and that by

some means we could cause the soft interior to diminish uniformly in volume so as to

shrink aw7ay (or tend to do so) from the interior of the shell, and thus to leave the latter

exposed to the pressure of the atmosphere. As soon as this takes place tangential

pressures are produced within the shell, so that (if we imagine it a form of equilibrium)

its particles mutually approach each other. The temperature of the whole shell will

therefore necessarily rise, by the internal work thus produced ; and, for illustration, we

may suppose the increase of temperature the same in all parts of the shell.

But let us now assume that the shell had been previously cracked through, along

various irregular lines upon its surface (as we see eggs in boiling often are), or had like

lines of weakness in it. As the compression will be greatest along those lines where

the resistance to it is least, so the chief amount of the work of compression will be

transferred to those lines of fracture or of weakness, and the increase of temperature

produced by the greater part of the internal work will cause the parts of the shell

about these places to become much hotter than the intervening parts of the unbroken

shell. What the pressure of the atmosphere upon the unsupported egg-shell here does,

is done by gravitation of the crust-shell itself, and attraction of the nucleus in the case

of our globe.

64. Another and nearer illustration, indeed an almost parallel case, is presented by the

phenomena that actually attend the cooling of large spherical or cylindrical masses of

iron. A moderately sized sphere of cast iron which has been cast in an iron mould so

z 2
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that the exterior becomes rapidly cooled to a rigid state, leaves a central cavity when
cold, the last consolidating particles having parted company towards the centre under

the constraint of the rigid shell, whose diameter does not diminish so as to accommodate

the total contraction.

All very large cylindrical forgings of wrought iron, say of 2 or 3 feet diameter, become

“flawed” as they cool, tearing asunder in greater or less irregular diametral and axial

planes, as in section, fig. 3. The whole mass was at first, say,

at a yellow heat and plastic; the outer coats cool first and

most rapidly, and form a rigid arch (whose thickness we may

suppose — covering the still hot interior, and whose di-

mensions are determined by the volume of the latter which is

grasped by the rigid arched shell. The cooling of the interior
c

proceeds, the heat being lost through the rigid shell
;
and as

the shell cannot yield to the radial pull of the contracting

nucleus y a1

,
the diminution in volume of the nucleus is met

by its tearing asunder in some one diameter, y x, and by

deformation of the cylinder itself in the orthogonal direction as soon as this rent has

been formed.

The exact play and interdependence of these forces, here imperfectly stated, have

been fully developed by the writer in a paper “ On the Coefficients of Elasticity and

of Rupture of Wrought Iron, &c.,” printed in the 18th volume of the Minutes of Pro-

ceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, pp. 307-312, to which he would refer.

The case of a cylinder is (as regards illustration) the same as a sphere, as the material

of the nucleus is there too viscid to escape endways.

65. In the case of a small cylinder or sphere with a relatively very thick and rigid shell,

the final contraction of the nucleus is met, as we see, by tearing asunder of the nucleus

by radial tension, and not by crushing of the material of the covering dome by tangen-

tial compression.

But it is obvious that the one or the other must result, as the sum of the tensile

resistances of the nucleus or that of the compressive resistance of the covering dome is

the greater.

And in a very large globe such as ours, where the active force is gravitative in all its

parts, and where transverse section in the plane of any great circle enormously exceeds

that of the shell, even if we suppose that some hundreds of miles in thickness, it is

obvious that it is the shell that must yield by crushing up, and not the still heated

nucleus by pulling asunder, though it is quite possible that in some remote future

stage of final refrigeration a diametral rent might occur, or some central cavity be left

in the then cold and rigid nucleus itself of our globe.

66. The contraction now going on in our globe by its secular refrigeration is met there-

fore by the compression of the colder and more rigid covering shell and crust, and by the

crushing of its material along lines or at places or planes of weakness by their mutual

a

b
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pressures, produced by the gravitating of the shell itself towards the contracting and

attracting nucleus beneath it.

The work thus developed is transformed into heat ; that heat is greatest along those

lines or planes or places where the movement and pressure together constituting the

work are greatest. Along or about such places of concentrated compressive and

crushing work the temperature may locally rise to a red heat, or even to that of fusion

of the rocky materials crushed, and of the pressing together walls themselves adjacent to

them. This, then, is the writer’s view of the real nature and origin of volcanic heat as

now produced in our globe
;

it comes not from a free communication with a primordially

and still fluid interior ocean, nor from such communication with isolated lakes of

liquid rock, which have no probable existence, but is produced below the places where

it appears in volcanic vents, or beneath and adjacent to them, by the mechanical energy

of the compressed-together shell, as that falls down by gravity upon the contracting

nucleus ;
and the heat so produced locally is again consumed locally and disposed of

by the origination of chemical work and by reconversion into mechanical work, chiefly

of ejection.

And thus though volcanic energy as we see it on our globe is not the direct

product of primordial heat of fusion, it is indirectly due to the loss of that heat, being

simply one result of the cooling of our globe and of the acknowledged laws of gravi-

tation.

Volcanic energy (or vulcanicity in general, as comprehending in it earthquakes and

other of the so-called plutonic phenomena of geologists) may therefore be defined,

according to the writer’s view, as follows :

—

Definition.

67. The heat from which terrestrial volcanic energy is at present derived is produced

locally within the solid shell of our globe by transformation of the mechanical work of

compression or of crushing of portions of that shell
,
which compressions and crushings

are themselves produced by the more rapid contraction
,
by cooling

, of the hotter material

of the nucleus beneath that shell
,
and the consequent more or less free descent of the shell

by gravitation
,

the vertical work of which is resolved into tangential pressures and

motion within the thickness of the shell*.

68. It has been pointed out that in the earlier stage of secular cooling,when the immense

contraction was met by deformation of the exterior portions at least of the spheroid, great

lines of weakness through sharp curved bendings and fractures were produced. All sub-

sequent action has tended to increase the number and extent of these
;
and it will pro-

* [The production of heat as a consequence of the condensation of gases or vapours in progress towards

liquefaction or solidification has been noticed by Mr. Herbert Spencer in his “ Essay on the Nebular Hypo-

thesis” ("Westminster Eeview, July 1858). It need scarcely be remarked that this is altogether different

from the source of volcanic heat here pointed out, nor has the writer’s view been in any way anticipated by

Mr. Spencer.]
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bably not be denied by geologists that every thing we know of points to the existence of

great sweeping lines of weakness and of broken continuity in the crust of our globe, as,

for instance, round the shores of the Pacific Ocean. Beneath and adjacent to such

lines we must suppose the rocky materials fractured and broken up, and over large

areas and to great depths reduced to discontinuous fragments closely pressed together

and gripped in contact.

It is just along and over such places that we find volcanic vents. Along such planes

of weakness, extending to great but unknown depths, the temperature should be highest

by the concentration thereabouts of the movements of the compressed crust, as already

shown.

69. But such heated areas are not confined to merely vertical planes, at least for so far

in depth of the entire solid crust as consists of superposed and interposed formations

differing in mineral character, or (what we are here alone concerned with) in compres-

sibility and conductivity, one or both.

70. In fig. 4, if S C represent the depth of the earth’s crust, a portion of which of unit

thickness is comprised between the vertical planes a Eig. 4.

and #, and submitted to compression by the opposite

tangential forces / and /', then if the entire mass.in

depth between C and S be of homogeneous material

of uniform compressibility, any rise of temperature

produced by compression will be uniform throughout

its mass.

But if the compressibility be less
,
say towards C,

than higher up, then, supposing an adequate force

acting equally upon all points of the planes/ and/', and that the more compressible

material is not reachable by the pressures until after the less compressible material shall

have given way, the temperature will not be uniform, but will be greatest where the work

of compression is so, and thus we should have variations of temperature with depth in

any gradual order, whether ascending or descending.

71. This will also, though in a less regular way, be true if, as in fig. 5, the mass a C b

include a great plane of weakness, due to fracture &c.,

extending in depth in a variable way. Thus if the

material be more compacted towards C than higher

up, and so less compressible, and if, as before, the

tangential pressures/ and/ act uniformly upon the

vertical planes a and b, so that they can only approach

each other at the rate the less compressible matter

about C gives away, then must the highest tempera-

ture be developed about C, where there is the largest

amount of work.

72. Thirdly, let us suppose the mass a C b to consist of several beds or layers of various

Eig. 5.
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compressibilities and submitted to the forces f and f as before ;
and, further, suppose

that, for example, the bed Q (fig. 6) is less compres-

sible than at S'just below it, or than other beds in the

series. Then, under the conditions, as the work of

compression is greatest in the bed Q, that bed will,

if its compressibility be everywhere alike, be uni-

formly hotter than the adjacent beds.

There will here be not a vertical or nearly ver-

tical plane or plate of increased temperature, but a

horizontal one.

73. The greatest amount ofwork may not be always in the least compressible rock ; for as

work is the product of pressure and motion, a soft easily yielding rock with a large range

of compressibility may, by the application of a given amount of pressure, produce the

greater amount of work.

74. The extent to which a bed of rock may thus be heated by compression without any

crushing
,

i. e. by pressure far within its elastic limits, may be illustrated by an example.

In the writer’s own experiments on the compressibility of the rocks at Holyhead

(Appendix to Account of the Earthquake Wave-Experiments made there, Phil. Trans.

1862, vol. clii. pp. 663-676), he found that certain quartz rocks and certain slate

rocks both bore about 12,000 lbs. per square inch before their elastic limits were passed,

the total compression at this pressure being 0T3248 for the quartz and only 0-04464

for the slate upon the unit length. The foot-pounds of work in compressing each .to

this amount (from which the rock would recover when released), divided by J (Joule’s

equivalent), shows that a prism of a foot square and 100 feet long of each rock would

develop the following British units of heat :

—

Quartz = 295-200.

Slate = 100-800.

If consisting of these rocks, therefore, and both compressed by precisely the same force,

12,000 lbs. per square inch, the bed Q (fig. 6) of quartz would be nearly three times

as hot as that, S', of slate beneath it, and the former would communicate its heat to the

beds both above and below.

75. In this we see, then, one very sufficient cause for great inequalities in the rate of

increments of hypogeal temperature, which, so far as the writer knows, has escaped

notice, and which did not occur to Mr. Hopkins when (see his paper, Phil. Trans,

vol. cxlvii., 1857, alluded to in a previous part of this paper) he discovered that central

heat and difference of conductivity alone were not sufficient to account for the phenomena

of increase of heat with depth. Indeed, as we shall see before concluding, the pertur-

bations of the hypogeal temperature arising thus from intestine pressures and motions

within the earth’s solid shell must be far greater than has hitherto been suspected, and

may amount to a very large fraction of the heat received from the nucleus.

The heat thus produced by such intestine work is, so to say, actually generated within

Fig. 6.
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that shell, and in amount is dependent not so much on how much is received from

below as on the amount of contraction of the material of the nucleus, which is, of

course, a function of its total loss of heat in all ways. As the heat thus developed

unequally by compression at different depths may vary, we at once obtain an explanation

of what has been observed at Dukenfield shaft and elsewhere (namely, discontinuity in

the series of heat increment), and perceive how a warmer or a colder couche may be inter-

polated. In fact we have a real source of perturbation distinct from difference of con-

ductivity and presence of percolated water, which alone engaged Mr. Hopkins’s attention-

76. But the evolution of heat within the solid shell by the variable compressibility of

the superposed formations thereof does not end with the compressions of the material

of each or all the beds.

Any two superposed beds, such as Q and S' in fig. 6, exposed to the same compressing

force, as they have unequal coefficients of compressibility, must slide upon each other?

and so produce frictional and disintegrative work between the sliding surfaces ; this also

becomes transformed into heat, and further tends to raise their own temperature and

those of adjacent beds.

77. Lastly, we must take into account that the tangential forces cannot be always, as we

have assumed in ff (figs. 4, 5, 6), uniform at all depths; for independent of any

general law connecting the gravitation of the shell with those tangential forces (to

which we shall presently refer), the mere inequality of resistance at various depths,

which we have shown, must derange that equality of pressure, and even within certain

limits change its direction locally from being strictly tangential into directions more or

less oblique, both vertically and horizontally.

Although we know nothing of the constitution or order of the materials constituting

even the solid shell of the globe deeper anywhere than perhaps 70 miles at most

(inferentially), and to perhaps 25 miles by observation and inference, still the discus-

sions of Durocher and others warrant our assuming it, to a far greater depth than above,

as not differing greatly from the harder crystalline rocks of the surface, and indicate that

below the stratified deposits, say below 25 miles or so in depth, the material may be

presumed, with high probability, to be much more uniform, less shattered, and denser

than near the surface.

78. If we have thus discovered a true and a sufficient cause for great local elevation of

temperature within the solid crust of our globe, it is submitted that we have really

discovered the origin and nature of volcanic action, and proved it to be only part of the

acknowledged cosmical machinery of our globe, independently of any question as to how

hot it was originally, or what length of time may have since elapsed, or what may be its

internal temperature now (save that the interior of the globe is still hotter than the

exterior, and that the whole is cooling), or whether the nucleus be liquid or solid, or

the shell be thicker or thinner.

For, a sufficient source for the high local temperature at some depth below volcanic

vents being discovered, the presence at their foci of water, fresh or salt, completes
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the whole machinery by which these huge heat-engines work ; and with the two

together, all their ascertained phenomena as to ejecta and other products admit of easy

explanation.

We shall recur to these and compare the chief of these phenomena and of plutonic

action generally with our cause for the local production of the heat itself, though

necessarily briefly. For volcanic phenomena such as have always been known to us in

historic time or by traces left before that, and which are characterized by a general

uniformity of products and mode of action all over the globe, as well as in all time,

differing only or mainly in intensity merely, the necessary coexistence of some source of

high local temperature and of water to form steam is required. It is obvious,

therefore, that no such volcanic action as we are now acquainted with can have existed

on our globe prior to the deposition upon it of the great masses of superficial waters

penetrating its solid materials by capillarity and infiltration to vast depths—that is to

say, not until after the external surface of the globe had permanently fallen to the

temperature at which liquid water could deposit and penetrate the earth’s crust
;
and

this fixes an anterior limit in time earlier than which vulcanicity, as we now know it,

cannot have existed upon our globe.

79. We have no very precise data for fixing this commencement of existing volcanic

action in the geologic scale of succession, hut it probably does not go back much beyond

the end of the Secondary period, if so far. Prior to that vulcanicity seems chiefly to have

been developed in the welling up of huge volumes of liquid rock between severed

masses, or masses of heated dust or so-called ash, and probably in other ways, but

without ejecta due to elastic steam, though possibly to such occasionally due to gases,

but in any case to have been different in its action from the present system, and to have

formed but a part of the machinery of folding over and ridge elevation of the earlier

stages of cooling and contraction.

[It is not impossible that volcanic vents, or other sufficient evidences of true volcanic

action of the explosive character now in play, may hereafter be discovered in the older

sedimentary formations. The so-called deposits of “ volcanic ash,” the trap-dykes and

porphyry-bosses of the Silurian rocks of the south of Ireland and of North Wales, &c.,

are evidences of igneous action indeed, but of that hydrostatic character which preceded

the explosive volcanic action of the present epoch.

Some of the phenomena of explosive action are occasionally observable in igneous

formations undoubtedly not volcanic, as the greenstone or trap-boulders and pebbles

found by the writer imbedded in the great greenstone or trap-dyke of Galway (Trans.

Roy. Irish Acad., 1834) ; but no sufficient evidence exists, so far as his knowledge

goes, of any volcano, properly so called, existing in Silurian times, nor for long after.

Nor, if the existence sporadically of such were proved, would that controvert the

writer’s view, that the great system of explosive volcanic vents as now established on

our globe does not date back in the main further than above stated. No precise

boundary in time can be assigned for the passage from the hydrostatic to the explosive

mdccclxxiii. 2 A
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system. The change was gradual ; and just as the epochs of land and sea forming by

deformation overlapped that of mountain building by crumpling, and that again has

overlapped in time our existing epoch of volcanic crushing and explosive action, so did

the great epoch of hydrostatic igneous action overlap more or less the commencement

of the existing volcanic era. The more ancient form of igneous action, by which the

enormous trap protrusions &c. were poured forth upon a scale, as lately observed in

California, wholly inconsistent with existing volcanic forces, continued in force down

to comparatively recent periods, as of the Chalk, and may even yet be going on possibly

under the sea. But two main characteristic facts remain—namely, that the most

ancient igneous workings were hydrostatic and not explosive, while the existing or

volcanic activity (properly so called) is explosive and is not hydrostatic
;

and, secondly,

that upon the whole this last or existing form of igneous action (the explosive) does

not, when viewed largely, date back further than to some part of the Secondary

period, and that a preponderant amount of it is of still more recent date.]

80. It follows, therefore, that a like machinery of volcanic action to that now existing in

our globe cannot have existed in any other planet anterior to its surface having

assumed such thermometric conditions as enabled water or some equivalent fluid to

become permanent upon its surface. That temperature might be very different from

ours as now existing, and was once no doubt far above 212° upon our globe.

But it does not follow (as has, indeed, already been suggested) that in a planet or

satellite constituted very differently from our globe volcanic action may not be

maintained, for a longer or shorter time, by chemical actions, or by these and mechanical

ones together, of a far different nature from the vulcanicity seen upon our globe—such

as the evolution of gases from liquid or solid matter at one temperature and their

absorption at others, as in the case of melted silver and copper absorbing oxygen, or

of the numerous cases of such chemical actions in compounds discovered by Tessie

du Motay, or in many other imaginable ways.

81. The writer is now called upon to show that, assuming the origin for the heat thus

produced, which is the moving energy of the volcano, the conditions are such as to prove

it to follow from forces real and adequate to the result.

He proceeds to do so, and for this it is necessary to show :

—

1st. That the gravitation of the unsupported or but partially supported solid shell

is adequate to crush into powder all the materials of which it consists, and that no

matter how thick the shell may be unless equal to the whole radius.

2nd. What is the total amount of contraction of materials analogous to the

rocks of the solid shell, between their temperature of fusion or one above it and

that of our atmosphere now.

3rd. What is the mean work per unit of weight and volume necessarily expended

in crushing to powder the rocks of which the solid shell consists, and what is the

amount of heat due to the transformation of such work.
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Lastly, we have to compare these results and. apply them to the actual pheno-

mena of volcanic action on our globe.

The first of these involves a mathematical investigation only, the last two rest upon

two extensive series of experiments which have been made by the writer and are here to

be detailed.

82. First, then, the unsupported solid shell must crush by its own gravitation and that

of the nucleus, if of any solid material known as part of our globe.

Lagrange, in his ‘ Traite de Mecanique Analytique,’ cap. iii. sec. ii. (statique), “ Sur

lequilibre d’une surface flexible,” &c. (Bertrand’s 4to edition, Paris, 1853), has given,

though in an involved form and without proof, a theorem which is applicable to this

question. This theorem has been reduced to simpler form by Professor S. Haughton,

F.T.C.DA, who has applied it to a widely different subject from ours, and to whom the

writer is indebted for having had his attention directed to its applicability to the

present one.

A proof of the theorem has been since produced by Professor II. S. Ball, of Dublin

(Phil. Mag. vol. xxxix. pp. 107 & 108, Feb. 1870). The theorem may be thus stated :

—

If a curved surface (of the nature of a hollow shell or membrane) be in equilibrium

when exposed to forces acting normally to the surface everywhere, then the normal,

pressure at any point is equal to the force in the direction of the surface (or shell)

at that point, multiplied into the sum of the reciprocals of the principal radii of

curvature.

The pressure may be internal (as in a blown bubble), producing tensions, or may be

external (as in the case before us), producing pressures or thrusts in the direction of the

surface or tangential to it; and the surface may be extensible or inextensible, but it

is one into the consideration of which cross or shearing strains do not enter.

83. Let P (fig. 7) be the normal pressure upon a

unitof surface (square inch or mile) cut from a pair of

intersecting ribbons of the curved surface, as a b and

c d, at right angles to each other and of unit breadth,

T the tangential thrust on any of the faces of the

unit square respectively opposite (which, as being

small in relation to the radii of curvature, may be

considered as plane).

Let the two radii of principal curvature (in ab and

c d) be Oy and p 2 ,
then, as expressed in the theorem,

P= I.

T' having the same value.

As regards the present application of the theorem, as the differences of ?1 and
g 3 for

our globe are very small (comparable with the difference between the polar and equatorial

* And by Professor Miller in Ms ‘Hydrostatics ’ (Cambridge, 1831).
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radii) and scarcely sensibly affect the curvature of the surface within limited areas, we

may consider our globe as spherical and §i=§2 ,
whence equation I. becomes

and

T=P X f III.

If the curved surface be very largely elliptical, then the value of T given by this

equation is not quite exact, as may happen in cases of local elevation or depression

from local causes; but we are not here concerned with this further, as we shall view

the globe as spherical without sensible error.

Now, to apply this to our case, let us suppose that we have a spherical shell of only

one mile thick forming the surface of our globe, that it preserves its form by equilibrium,

and that it is wholly unsupported by the nucleus below it, by the attraction of which,

resulting in its own weight, it is urged towards the centre of the sphere.

84. Let the shell be of the most resistant rocky material which we know of, viz.

granite or porphyry, crushing at 14 tons per square inch, or a little above 2000 tons per

square foot, and of specific gravity= 2 ‘85 8, or weighing from 175 to 180 lbs. per cubic

foot. Our results, which only require, as for illustration here, to be approximate, tvill

not be materially affected by our assuming the diameter of the globe 8000 miles each of

G000 feet or 1000 fathoms, which will save a mass of figures. The result will be quite

comparable with those we should obtain by taking the sphere at 7920 British statute

miles. Now in equation III.

£=K, the radius above taken for our globe, and therefore

T=2000P;

but in the case of the shell of 1 mile thickness, P=the weight in tons of 1 cubic mile

of its material, i. e. of granite or porphyry, which, as a cubic fathom of water weighs

very nearly G tons, will be 6 X 2*858 tons per cubic fathom, or 1000 3 X 6 X 2*858 tons per

cubic mile. Then T= 2000 X 1000 :3 X 6 X 2*858 tons, the horizontal thrust per square

mile, which, divided by the number of square feet in a square mile, viz. 1000 2X 36, gives

as the value of T for the square foot

T= 952666 tons,

which is more than 472 times greater than the crushing load given for granite or porphyry.

This simple investigation will sufficiently apply to any cubic mile in a like covering

shell, even if 100 miles (or even more) in thickness, the variation in the force of gravity

at that depth, ^ of the assumed radius of the globe, being so small that we may here

neglect it.

The subject may be viewed more intelligibly perhaps in the following way. As T is
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proportionate to whatever value we take for E, a cubic mile of rock in any portion

of the self-sustaining shell is exposed to a horizontal thrust upon each of its vertical

faces =~ times its own weight.

That on our previous data will be 2000 times its own weight
;

but on the same

data the crushing load for granite or porphyry being about 2000 tons per square foot,

and the weight of the material 178 lbs. per cube foot, the modulus of cohesion, or

the length of the column in feet of the material that shall crush by its own weight, is

*r
4
-=25169 feet=4T95 miles of G000 feet. But the height of the column of the

same material representing the horizontal thrust is 2000 miles, or nearly 480 times the

height of the crushing column.

In fact while the materials of the hardest and most coherent rock are crushed at 14

tons per square inch, the crushing force is here upwards of GOOO tons per square inch,

if the equilibrated shell be, as assumed, wholly unsupported. It follows, therefore, that

if of its total weight from attraction by the nucleus were supported by the latter, or

that it were only free to descend by of the total gravitation, the materials of the shell

must still crush.

85. If the thickness of such a terrestrial shell be considerable (as supposed by Mr.

Hopkins), the question arises at what depth from the outer surface will the couclie of

maximum tangential pressure be found.

[Let T and P be the horizontal thrust and the pressure, T as well as P being now

referred to a unit of surface, and W the weight of a unit of volume, estimated at the

depth at which it is situated, not as brought up to the surface of the globe, the equation

for vertical forces in a sectorial element is

2pTrdr+Pp2=(Vr2dr,
«/r c/r

E being the radius of the globe, and r the radius vector from the centre drawn through

the unit volume
;
whence

2Tp-^fi'=Wf2

,
dr

the condition of equilibrium between T and P.

Two extreme suppositions as to the physical state of the globe (or its sectorial element)

present themselves:— 1st, that it consists of successive thin dome-like couches super-

posed, each rigid and self-supporting, so as to transmit no pressure to those below ; or,

2nd, that no dome-like support exists, but that each couche transmits pressure to those

beneath, as in the case of a liquid.

On the first supposition

P=0 and T=4Wr

;
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on the second supposition P=T and

dV f E
= —W and T=J

Wdr.

If § (a function of r) be the density, g being the force of gravity at the surface, then

gravity at the depth r is

F9
] 0
^dr

0
^dr

1 r i T'r

wi er2dr C §rdr

md

W=- .f;

pb
jo V

Hr \

Hr gy

Thus, for example, let
g
be constant as to depth, then

W=Mr-
Upon our first supposition

and upon the second

T
E

111 the first case T=^gH at the surface of the globe, decreases with increasing depth,

and becomes zero at the centre. In the second case T=0 at the surface and equals

at the centre.

For the above expressions I am indebted to Professor Stokes, Sec. R.S.]

86. Mathematical considerations only would thus indicate that in a thick terrestrial

crust, assumed rigid and composed of dome-shaped laminae of superposed rock all of

equal density and cohesion, the horizontal thrusts tending to produce crushing will be a

maximum at the superior surface and a minimum at the inferior surface
;
but that if

composed of loose discontinuous material, or of any material such, in relation to the

vast volume of the crust and to the immense forces engaged, that it can transmit interior

pressures in all directions, as a quasi liquid or plastic body, the maximum deforming

thrusts will be greatest at the inferior surface and nothing at the superior surface.

87. So far mathematical investigation serves us ; but it throws but little further light

upon the question that most interests us here—namely, at what fraction of the entire

depth of such a thick terrestrial crust will be found the couche of maximum vulcanicity,

that is to say, of greatest work in crushing or deformation. This depends not only

on the depth at which T is a maximum, but on that at which the couche of maximum

resistance to T is to be found
; and this latter depends upon the nature of the materials

at all depths, as well as upon their state as forming the shell of a globe such as ours.

Viewed upon the great scale, our earth’s crust is neither quite rigid and dome-like nor
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yet quite plastic, like a viscous liquid, to the movements of which, however, it may much

approximate. The superior surface is the most rigid as to conditions due to tempera-

ture, hut it is for miles in depth shattered, heterogeneous, and more or less discontinuous
;

the resistance
,
therefore, at the surface is smaller than at some considerable depth

beneath.

Again, as we must suppose (to accord with almost any conception we can form of the

change produced by hypogeal heat) that the lower surface of the shell is softer and

more viscous than its upper surface, inasmuch as at the former it passes into a much

hotter and probably liquid nucleus below it, so the thrust T (whatever its effect may be to

squeeze and distort a more or less compressible viscous mass at the lower surface of

the shell and just below it) must produce its greatest mechanical effect in dislocation and

crushing at some point above. The mere squeeze of a viscous mass, producing com-

pression or distortion or both, must produce transformation of work into heat, and so

may reduce to a fused liquid state matter before viscous only
;
and in so far as this can

act in the way of cause, volcanic activity must not be excluded from the local com-

pressive actions, paramount amongst which is their effect in crushing, as being all

manifestations of the tangential pressures within the crust to which volcanic action is

here ascribed.

88. [It will be lower down from the earth’s surface as the uppermost formations are

less resistant, and higher above the lower surface where the materials pass from the

solid to the liquid condition as the depth occupied by viscous matter is greater. It

will also vary with the - depth, in so far as the coefficients of density, ridigity, and ulti-

mate cohesion are themselves affected by depth and pressure.

With a given thickness of solid shell the problem of the deptli at which the volcanic

couche should be found is at present, therefore, not determinable, though we may

make many more or less probable hypotheses as to the constitution of the crust, from

which probable depths for it may be inferred—as, for instance, if we assume a certain

depth below the surface at which the material is homogeneous and unshuttered, and that

the coefficient of viscosity decreases according to some assigned law from a liquid inferior

surface until we ascend to the above level.]

In these considerations (which the writer is quite conscious are very far from forming

a mathematical investigation of an exact character, or embracing any thing like the

whole of the complicated relations that are presented in nature) it is assumed that each

spherical element of the entire thickness of the shell supports itself, and that the value

of P is not largely affected by the diminution of the force of gravity in descending,

no attempt being made to follow out the complex conditions that may arise when

the crushing has taken place in various conceivable ways.

89. The writer’s immediate object here is limited to proving that the resolved forces of

gravitation are sufficient to produce crushing of the solid terrestrial shell, whether that

be thick or thin, if left partially unsupported by the shrinking away of a cooling and

contracting nucleus from beneath it
; and this he believes he has now done.
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90. He may be permitted, in corroboration of the general truth of wliat has been just

advanced, to refer to an extremely able memoir (which scarcely, if at all, seems to be

known to the physical geologists of Great Britain) by Signor Prof. Giuseppe Bellt, of

the University of Pavia, entitled “ Pensieri sulla consistenza ecc. della crosta solida

terrestre,” published in vol. ii. New Series, of the 4to Journals of the Institute of

Lombardy, in 1850. In note 1 to p. 6 of the memoir, pp. 3-14, entitled “ Sulla

resistenza della crosta terrestre alia compressione,” Prof. Belli has given a long and

able investigation of very much the same question as we have here considered, and

arrived at results completely confirmatory, though by an entirely different path

of investigation.

He assumes, on certain grounds, the solid shell to be rather more than 30 Italian

geographical miles (60,000 metres) in thickness, that it is subject to its own weight, its

density being taken at 2 '5 to 3'0 as compared to water, arising from the attraction of

the nucleus, whose density he takes at about 5
'6, which he further supposes, though in

contact with the interior of the shell, to offer no resistance to the descent of the latter

through a very small distance
; i. e. he supposes, as has been done here, the nucleus

to shrink away by cooling from the crust above it.

Supposing the whole globe cut by a plane passing through the equator, he investigates

the pressure by which gravitation will urge the annular surfaces of the two opposed

hemispheres against each other, and arrives at the conclusion that it would be equal

to the pressure of a tower
(
torre

)
or hollow cylinder of material equal in density to

the crust and standing upon the annular surface of 30 miles’ width, of 1716 Italian

geographical miles in height—that is to say, in height equal to about half the radius of

the earth.

Whence he shows that no known material could sustain such a strain
;
that were the

crust of cast iron it could only support two °f the crushing force to which the gravita-

tion of the whole system exposes it, if of porphyry yyy, if °f wrought iron if of

granite toTti an(l if of
(
marmor

)
primary limestone °f the whole.

He concludes, therefore, that the solid shell does not support itself as an equilibrated

dome, but that, in fact, it is almost wholly supported by the fluid nucleus upon which

it floats
;
and he then attempts to show that the rising of lava in volcanic vents is a

consequence of the partial or unequal sinking of the discontinuous fragments of the

shell into the liquid of the nucleus. It is to be regretted that Belli, after having made

so good a commencement, should have been misled by his supposition of a very thin

crust and a liquid nucleus into an entirely wrong track, and so come to adopt a view of

the mechanism of volcanic action often proposed before him, and which the writer

believes to be untenable. It may be desirable to show, however, that by Lagrange’s

method we can treat the question of the crushing of the crust from the same point of

view as Belli has done, and arrive at substantially a like result.

We have shown that, for the unit of length of a section of the shell,

T=!PE;
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therefore, for the entire equatorial annulus or section of the shell,

T0
= 25rEx-?xP,

or

T0=7rE
2xP

;

but as P is the weight of the cubic unit of the shell,W, the weight of the hemispherical

shell, is

hence

W=2tR2 xP;

that is to say, the mutual pressure by gravitation (under the condition of shell and

nucleus) of two hemispheric shells taken in an equatorial plane is equal to one half the

weight of one hemisphere.

91. Signor Belli enters into several subordinate discussions as to the probable modifi-

cations of resistance to crushing that may arise in rigid materials when exposed to great

compression in all directions, and whether the tendency to Crushing will be increased or

diminished by the simultaneous action of two orthogonal pressures. These refinements

are not required for our purpose, as we may conclude that no modification of condition

of application can enable a rigid solid to remain coherent under pressures several

hundred times greater than will crush between two opposite surfaces a cube of the same

material.

92. The cube in this case is exposed to pressures on two faces, and is free to yield in

four directions at right angles to the pressure and opposite to each other respectively

;

but a cube such as the unit-cube of our shell, exposed to pressures simultaneously on

four of its faces, is only free to yield in two directions parallel to each other and at

right angles to the pressures. Direct experiments on this point have not, to the writer’s

knowledge, ever been made ; but certain facts well known to engineers appear to warrant

the conclusion that rigid bodies, such as cast or wrought iron, steel, or bronze, are

weakened (i. e. the tendency to become broken up is increased) by the simultaneous

application of orthogonal pressures or tensions.

93. Thus, for example, the metal of the interior of a discharged cannon is exposed at

any point at once to compression radially to the bore and to two orthogonal tensions,

longitudinal and circumferential, and it is known that the resistance of the material

thus is less per unit of section than of the same exposed to tension or compression in a

single direction only.

94. Another question may arise. If the earth’s solid shell be of very considerable

thickness (as it almost certainly is), and if we conceive a cubic unit of it at a large

depth exposed necessarily to pressures upon all its sides, how is the cube to suffer such

deformation as shall admit of crushing at alllO

MDCCCLXXIIJ. 2 B
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The pressures on the two pairs of opposite and vertical faces are equal and opposite

T and Tx .

The lower face of the cube may be free more or less to descend, by further compres-

sion of the material far below, whether solid, plastic, or liquid, but the uppermost face

of the cube is free to ascend by merely compressing and lifting the column of material

above it ; and as we have shown that the value of T or T, must always and enormously

exceed that of P, which is the vertical pressure, it follows that if P varies at different

places in the shell, crushing will take place by vertical deformations and very readily.

95. Were the shell absolutely homogeneous and isotropic as to its material, still crushing

must somewhere occur as soon as the pressure there had reached the limit of cohesion.

But we must, as it appears to the writer, suppose the solid earth shell, however thick, to

be heterogeneous, and discontinuous or fissured more or less at every depth, until the

commencement of the plastic or viscous couches that intervene between its interior and

the nucleus (whether that be liquid or only hot and soft relatively by heat) shall have

been reached.

For the Assuring and shattering of the solidified crust, which began when it was very

thin and was far more extensive and intense as it became thicker, and at a certain

thickness (when the thermal equilibrium of the whole system had got more nearly to

what it now is) began to decline, must have gone on, reaching continually further in

depth as the thickness of the solid crust was increased by accretion to itself of more

solidified matter at its inferior surface.

If, then, we admit the highly probable view that the solid crust of the earth at the

present time is in all its parts more or less heterogeneous, if not in the nature of its

materials, at least in the physical or molecular state of these at different points, there is

no difficulty in admitting any amount of crushing and Assuring to be going on within it,

and such crushing and Assuring must be local and irregular.

96. We have thus proved that localized crushing of the rocky material of our earth’s

crust must take place ; and it will not be denied that heat must be produced by trans-

formation of the work expended in crushing.

97. But two great questions now require to be answered—namely, how much heat is pro-

duced by the crushing of a given weight or volume of rock, and whether the total amount

of crushed rock, or of heat due to it, that we can estimate on admissible data as occur-

ring in a given time (a year or 1000 years) be adequate to account for the volcanic phe-

nomena we witness on our earth’s surface, or estimate as necessary thereto. The answers

to these must be based on experiment.

98.

The mechanical work expended in the deformation or disintegration of a solid must

all reappear either as heat or as external work of some sort.

In the case of very inelastic and easily deformed bodies, such as lead, Mr. Hirv has

shown (Theorie Mecanique de la Chaleur, 2nd edit, part i. p. 58 &c.) that the heat
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evolved is almost precisely the equivalent of the work expended in deformation. No

experiments (except those now to be detailed) have been made, however, so far as the

writer knows, upon rigid bodies, such as rocks &c., to determine whether this is likewise

true of them, although a priori the fact could scarcely be doubted.

99. A few preliminary experiments were made to ascertain if this was the fact. A short

cylinder of thin iron (a a, fig. 8) was lined with hard wood (c c), an iron plunger
(
b
)
was

fitted to the interior, the diameter of which just admitted,

without touching at the arrises (e), a cube of 1 inch on the

side. The cylinder placed on a plate of iron (f) had a cir-

cularpiece of moderately thick paper gun-wadding dropped

into it; upon this the cube to be crushed was placed
; upon

the top of the cube another piece of gun-wadding,and then,

the plunger (b) being inserted and made to bear firmly on

the matters below it, a known weight (25 lbs.) was dropped

from a known and constant height upon the plunger so as

to crush the cube to powder. The height necessary was

fixed by trial, so that very little more work should be em-

ployed than was just necessary to crush the cube.

The material operated on was statuary marble, whose specific gravity was 2-710 and

its specific heat 0-205. The apparatus, it will be seen, admitted of rapidly shaking out

the powder of the crushed marble into a small known weight of water at a known tem-

perature, from the rise in temperature of which the heat developed in the crushed

material was inferred. The wood lining to the cylinder and the paper above and below

prevented any very sensible loss of heat by conduction.

Eight good experiments were obtained with this little apparatus, the details of which

it is needless here to give, as they do not pretend to any great exactness, the paper gun-

wadding having in every instance to be thrown into the water with the crushed rock,

and there being some little loss by conduction to the cylinder, and, indeed, the apparatus

being on too small a scale. The results, however, showed that, on a mean of the whole

eight, the heat produced was the equivalent of the work expended within about of

the whole.

100. Prior to making these few preliminary experiments, the writer consulted his friend

the late Professor Eankine, and found that the views of that competent authority agreed

with his own—that in the crushing of rigid material, such as rock, almost the entire mecha-

nical work reappears as heat
,
the extremely small residue of external work being employed

in producing vibrations of sound (or analogous to those of sound, though perhaps not

affecting the ear) in the apparatus used for crushing or in the air around. Thus, even in

the most rigid bodies, crushing begins by compression and deformation, however small

;

the mass then cracks, and then the discontinuous and irregular prisms and wedges soon

suddenly and finally crush to powder. We hear when it cracks, and work is consumed

in the little impulse that originates the sound; but its amount, as compared to the totality

2 b 2

Fig. 8.
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of the work consumed in the crushing of a solid mass of hard rock to powder, is almost

infinitesimally small.

101. We may therefore admit that, subject to the inevitable errors of experiment, the

whole of the work consumed in crushing matter like rocks reappears as heat, or that in

an experimental cube of the rock crushed to powder by a Aveight W, in pounds, descending

from a height h, in feet,

is the number of units of heat developed, J being Joule’s equivalent.

[The volume and weight of the cube crushed being known, we can deduce the Avork

required to crush a unit in weight (1 pound) and in volume (1 cubic foot) of each rock

thus experimented on.

102. If, then,

(1)

—j^=H=the units of heat produced by the Avork of crushing 1 cubic foot of rock

(AA7hich, assuming the specific heat of Avater constant with respect to temperature,

represents the number of degrees Fahr. in a pound of Avater, or the number of pounds

of Avater raised 1 degree by the work of crushing), the weight of 1 cubic foot of Avater at

point of maximum density being 62-425 lbs., and that of ice 57‘8 pounds,

(2)

59^05=T= the temperature to which 1 cubic foot of AA
Tater is raised by H

;

and, taking the heat of liquefaction of ice as 143° Fahr.,

(3) 5^-3^ i 4 3
~^e number of cubic feet of ice at 32° melted to Avater at 32° by H.

Also, the total heat of steam of 1 atmosphere being 114G°=:96G
c,+ 180o

,

H
(4) £ 0-405 x ii 4g

— the number of cubic feet of water at 32° evaporated into steam

at 212°; also

(5) g2-4ofx I60
~^ie num^er °f cubic feet of Avater at 32° raised to the boiling-point.

Further, if w be the weight in pounds per cubic foot, and s be the specific heat,

(G) —=£=the temperature or number of degrees of heat by Avhich 1 cubic foot of

such rock is raised by H ;

so that, if /
7
be the temperature of fusion of any rock,

H t

(7) =the number of cubic feet of rock capable of being melted from tempe-

rature 0 by II,

assuming that the specific heat of the rock is constant as respects temperature, and neg-

lecting (as small and unknown) its heat of liquefaction"*.]

[* This passage and the last two columns of_Table I. are modified from what was originally presented to

the Society.]
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103. Great numbers of experiments have been made by engineers and architects upon

the resistance to crushing forces of various rocks employed in building See., some of

which, such as those of Gautiiey and Rondelet, are of great exactness ; but unfortunately

these are nearly all inapplicable to our purpose :—(1) because those experiments being-

made with a view to structural purposes, the recorded crushing-pressure is very commonly

taken as that at which the specimen of rock first begins to crack or give way
; (2) because

no reliable record is found of the height through which the surface producing the

crushing-pressure has descended between its level of first application and that of the

mass of powder produced, so that we have an unreliable and always too small value for

W, and none at all for h

;

(3) the experiments recorded have been generally made on

very small specimens (cubes of 1 centimetre or of 1 inch on the edge), and of rocks the

lithological characters of which are imperfectly handed down.

104. It was therefore necessary to institute a completely new and independent series of

experiments, and upon as large a scale as that for which competent apparatus could be

procured.

The rocks to be experimented upon being reduced by the marble mason or lapidary’s

tools to exact cubes, or parallelopipeds as nearly cubes as possible, it is obvious that

experiments for determining the work of crushing may be conducted either, as in the

writer’s preliminary ones, by the free descent of a weight just enough to crush, or by

the steady increase of a load until the crushing in each case has occurred.

The latter is greatly to be preferred, not only as avoiding some conceivable sources of

error in crushing by impact, but for the convenience afforded by the increase of a steady

pressure up to crushing when operating upon a large variety of different rocks.

105. Through the obliging kindness and zeal for science of John Ramsbottom, Esq.,

Engineer, and by permission of the Directors of the London and North-Western Railway,

the writer had fitted for his purpose, and placed with a staff of men at his disposal, a

magnificent machine constructed from Mr. Ramsbottom’s design for the locomotive works

at Crewe ; and not only to those gentlemen, but to W. M. Moorsom, C.E., of the same-

works, are his best thanks due for the very efficient assistance in every way afforded him.

106. The testing-machine at Crewe thus employed consists of a large wrought iron

balanced lever, as seen in Plate IX., so constructed that it can be applied to com-

pression, tension, or torsion, the load being produced by the flow of water into an iron

cylindric vessel suspended to the long arm of the lever, the weight of which at known

temperatures is registered by an index at each instant. This simple form of testing-

machine possesses great advantages in accuracy and certainty, as to the load actually

visited upon the object, over any of the complex machines in which the production of

the load or its registration is conducted through a series of connected levers.

By shifting the fulcrum the lever could be altered in power at pleasure from 10:1

to 20 : 1, and its own weight could be balanced so as, if desired, to form no part of the

load visited on the specimen. The strength of the parts is sufficient to admit of a

crushing-strain of SO or 90 tons with safety. The largest size was chosen for the cubes

of stones to be crushed that this limit wTould with safety allow. A cast-iron cage or frame,
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shown in Plate IX. fig. 2, was prepared to receive each cube when exposed to pressure,

which was applied by a cylindrical steel plunger moving freely in a deep cylindrical

hole bored in the upper part. The lower part of the cage consisted of a flat steel plate

upon which the cube of stone was placed, when the lower end or opposite face of the

plunger applied itself to the top of the cube.

Thus the pressure upon the cube was preserved rigidly in the one vertical direction,

whatever might be the motion (through a small arc) of the bearing edge of the lever

itself upon the summit of the plunger. A small hydraulic press fixed between the

fulcrum of the lever and this cage enabled the lever (and load if required) to be raised

off from the head of the plunger at any time, and also enabled the cube about to be crushed

to be conveniently placed between the faces of the crushing-cage without shock or any

pressure acting upon it, except the small weight of the plunger itself; after which, by

letting the water slowly out of the hydraulic-press cylinder, the bearing edge of the lever

was brought gently and without jar or shock upon the head of the plunger, and the

successive increments of load thereon then proceeded with.

The crushing-cage admitted of very precise measurements of the vertical distance

between the crushing faces (?'. e. that of the plunger and of the plate on which the cube

was placed) at any instant.

Those distances from the commencement to the conclusion of each experiment were

measured with great exactness by means of “ distance callipers,” with multiplying arms

(on the same principle as “ proportional compasses ”) increasing the indication tenfold,

and provided with graduated arcs and verniers made by Becker (now Elliott Brothers),

the indications being controlled by ordinary beam-calliper measurements read off from

a steel diagonal scale. These measurements admitted of being made within less than

UToW °f an inch.

107. The following selection of rocks was made as tolerably well representing litho-

logically the whole series in depth of the earth’s known crust from the least to the most

rigid and coherent formations, viz. :

—

Rocks experimented on.

1. Oolite.—Caen and Normandy.

2. Oolite.—Portland stone.

3. Dolomite.—Magnesian limestone, Yorkshire.

4. Sandstone.—Bradford, Yorkshire.

5. Sandstone.—Ayre Hill, Yorkshire (fine texture).

6. Sandstone.—Bramley Fall (hard millstone-grit).

7. Carboniferous limestone.—Devon marble.

8. Cambro-Silurian.—Conway slate (North Wales).

9. Cambro-Silurian.—-Bangor slate (North Wales).

10. Basalt (greenstone).—Rowley Bag, Staffordshire.

11. Bed granite.—Dartmoor, Devon.

12. Grey granite.—Guernsey.
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13. Syenite.—Mount Sorrel, Leicestershire.

14. Blue granite.—Aberdeenshire.

15. Grey granite.—Aberdeenshire.

16. Porphyry.—Furnace Quarry, Inverary, Scotland.

108. Of each of these sixteen species of rock, half a dozen cubes, each as nearly as

possible 1-5 inch on the edge, were prepared. Each set of cubes was roughed out from the

same selected block of stone, and brought to the exact cubic form and size by grinding by

Messrs. Field and Co., of Westminster, by whose care, with the help of their fine stone-

working machinery, the work was done in a very excellent manner.

A larger-sized cube than 1'5 inch on the edge could scarcely have been employed, as

respects the harder rocks, with safety to the testing-machine
;
but it is believed that no

series of crushing experiments on rocks has previously been conducted on cubes so

large.

109. The cubes could not be produced ofprecisely the same dimensions; hut all were

accurately measured before crushing by the instruments described, and the results reduced

to a common standard.

110. The most scrupulous care, however, was taken to secure two opposite faces in each

cube rigidly parallel to each other, so as to avoid unequal hearing when being crushed

;

and this result was fully attained by cementing the whole of the cubes down upon a flat

metallic plate, and grinding off the uppermost faces simultaneously by another like plate,

and then reversing the cubes and cementing them down again by the last ground face,

repeating the process.

The experiments were conducted at Crewe works in August 1870, Mr. Moorsom, C.E.,

assisting at all of them. Three good experiments were obtained for each description of

rock, in some instances more.

111. Each experiment was conducted in the following manner:

—

The testing-lever being raised by the hydraulic press, the crushing-plunger was raised,

by a small hand lever of wood, from the base-plate of the cage sufficiently to admit of

placing the cube.

The cube was then placed on the base-plate centrally, or with its centre of figure truly

under the axis of the plunger.

A square piece of the thinnest and most Aarc?-pressed letter-paper was placed upon

the top and bottom faces of the cube, the size of the squares of paper being (h20 inch

less than the edge of the cube, so as to allow a free margin of OTQ inch all round each

of these faces, the object being by this very thin film of more compressible material to

neutralize any residual departure from absolute parallelism between the upper and lower

faces, and so secure perfect uniformity of bearing, a method which was found to succeed

perfectly.

112. The cube being in place, the plunger was gently and without shock lowered upon

it
; and in like manner the lever itself, by aid of the hydraulic press, was lowered so as

to bear upon the head of the plunger. The weight of the unloaded lever was then per-
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mitted to bear as a load upon the plunger, and through that upon the cube. This gave

an initial pressure (which was varied according as the species of stone was harder or

softer) of a few hundred pounds, usually about at the rate of 500 lbs. per square inch, by

which all parts of the testing-lever and the crushing faces with the cube were brought

into perfect contact and bearing.

113. The dimensions of the cnbe having been accurately measured and noted before

putting it into the crushing-cage, the altitude of the cube, or rather the exact distance

between the crushing faces, was then taken. From the thinness of the papers on the

top and bottom faces and the compression of these, this distance did not differ from the

true vertical height of the cube by g-jjo
of an inch.

114. Water was now admitted in a small stream to the load bucket ; and as each 1000

pounds of load was attained, the flow was stopped and the amount of compression of the

cube taken by measurement between the crushing faces, as already described. The

loading was thus continued until the first symptoms of disintegration were noticed in

the cube, almost always showing itself by one or more extremely minute cracks in nearly

vertical planes, or by a few fragments of powder detaching themselves from the sides.

At this stage the loading was stopped and the compression noted. The loading was

then continued slowly until the cube finally gave way, crushing down before the descending

plunger into absolute powder, which remained impacted together as a flat cake beneath

the plunger, hindering its further descent.

115. The vertical distance between the face of the plunger and that of the base-plate

(fig. 9) was then accurately taken, and this, deducted

from the initial distance, gave the absolute distance

through which the plunger had descended.

116. Had the entire volume of material in the cube

remained always beneath the plunger in the form of a

short cylindrical or round flat cake of powder impacted

together and of equal density with the cube before it

was crushed, inasmuch as the diameter of the plunger

was 3 5 inches, the vertical distance a b (fig. 9) would

have been for an exact cube of T5 inch= 0-351 inch,

which, deducted from 1-5 inch, would have given the descent of the plunger.

117. But the cubes were not all quite equal in volume, and the whole of the powder pro-

duced did not always remain impacted under the plunger, but some was thrown to a little

distance. Hence it was necessary to measure in each case, to obtain the actual descent.

In a few cases, with the more rigid and elastic rocks, just before the final crush down,

the cube split off one or more comparatively large undisintegrated fragments, which

were thrown out laterally and escaped further action. Whenever any such fragments

occurred means were adopted for their collection and preservation
;
and in such cases a

correction has been applied to the result of the crushing based on this allowable assump-

tion, that the work expended upon crushing that portion of the entire cube which was

Fig. 9.
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reduced to powder is to that which would have been necessary to reduce the entire cube

to powder as the weight of the crushed part to the weight of the entire ; so that the

weight of those large uncrushed fragments having been ascertained subsequently, this

correction was applied.

11S. As the total descent of the plunger is in all cases small, less than l -5 inch, the

acceleration of its descent is not considerable, the rather as by the construction of the

testing-machine a certain proportion of the crushing-pressure was relieved from the

lever as soon as the plunger began to descend considerably, so that for the remainder

of the descent the plunger was urged downwards principally by the weight of the heavy

end of the large lever above it. Moreover, as each cube broke up at first into irregular

prisms and wedge-shaped pieces closely adjacent to each other, which afterwards crunched

down rapidly to powder, so the resistance to the plunger was not far from constant during

its descent.

In this manner the entire series was gone through, only varied by very careful balancing-

off of the weight of the lever itself in the case of the very friable rocks, such as the

Oolites.

119. The final pressure at the moment of crushing gives the value ofW, and the descent

of the plunger, subject to the correction described, that of h in the preceding equation.

120. In all the harder rocks, notwithstanding the close contact of the large mass of metal

in the plunger and base-plate, the heat produced by the crushing down was easily per-

ceptible by the hand, and was so great in the case of some of the granites and porphyries

as to heat the plunger and base so much as to oblige a delay to let them cool to the

same temperature as before, and as they were at in all the experiments, viz. about 57° Fahr.

Had it been practicable to exclude the daylight, there can be little doubt but that a flash

of light would have been found to attend each such crushing.

121. The results, both immediate or direct, and those deduced from this laborious train

of experiments, are comprised in the accompanying large Table, 'No. I. The specific gra-

vities, column 3 in this Table, were obtained by the writer by weighing one of the spare

cubes of each rock, first in air and then in water contained in a thin cylindrical glass

jar with a ground circular glass cover, the weight of which, as also of its contents of

distilled water at GO0
Fahr., was known. This method, which is very much more rapid

than the usually prescribed methods, is to be commended for all specific gravities of

solids heavier than water.

122. The specific heats of these several rocks (column 27) were obtained by the method

of mixtures operating also upon these cubes, which were heated in boiling water, and then

immersed in distilled water at temperatures of 50° to 54° Fahr., applying the usual cor-

rections for the glass vessel containing the fluid, the thermometer, &c.

So few specific heats have previously been determined for rocks that these may be

found to possess some general interest.

123. In column 8 and column 10 are given the mean loads per square inch at which

the first signs of disintegration and at which the final crushing to powder occurred,

mdccclxxiii. 2 c
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ancl the differences are thus obtainable. These vary much for different classes of

rock.

If, however, we take a mean of the pressures at which first disintegration occurred,

and of the differences between those and the pressures of complete crushing, we shall

find that —--
g ,

or about J added to the pressure of first disintegration, gives that of final

crushing to powder—a result of some interest to the engineer and architect, and one

which enables us in some degree to compare our results with the largest and most accu-

rate series of experiments that the writer believes had previously been made on the

resistance to crushing of rocks.

124. He refers to those of Mr. George Wilkinson, Architect, given in his work 4 On
the Practical Geology and Ancient Architecture of Ireland’ (Murray, 1845), which were

conducted by that gentleman upon almost the entire series of the rocks of Ireland from

the highest to the lowest. The reliability of these experiments is known to the writer,

as he himself devised and constructed the lever-apparatus by which they were performed

;

and the experiments were made in the engineering works of the writer’s late firm by

Mr. Wilkinson. As Mr. Wilkinson’s object was to obtain constructive data only, the

crushing-pressures recorded are seldom those at which the specimen (which in every case

was 1 cubic inch in size) was reduced to powder, but that at which it was disintegrated

only, and hence the results are all, as regards our point of view, here too low. If, how-

ever, we add to the mean of each class one-fourth part, we shall approximate to results

more nearly comparable with those we have here obtained.

The following Table gives Wilkinson’s highest, lowest, and average results, together

with the number of different quarries and total number of experiments from which each

average was ascertained. This summary has been made by the writer, and is not to be

found in Mr. Wilkinson’s work.

Class of rock.

Crushing-weights in lbs. per square inch. Number
of

quarries.

Number
of

experiments.Maximum. Minimum. Average.

Limestones 27510 1344 15053 125 210
Sandstones 26670 1239 8183 31 82
Sandstones across beds 18790 1680 8864 33 42
Sandstones in line of beds 20650 2940 9824 29 36
Slates across beds 27370 5040 13930 9 13
Slates in line of beds 21770 6160 11285 11 18
Granites 13440 2310 6657 8 20
Basalts, metamorphic 48020 7140 19025 12 25

The granites of Ireland generally are very friable.

125. It may be interesting to add the following volcanic rocks on the authority of

Prudhomme (‘ Cours pratique de Construction ’) :

—

Ancient lava ( Volvic stone
)
of Auvergne . 28,446 lbs. per square inch.

Vesuvian lava (date not given) .... 8,392 „ „
Granitoid porphyry (Bazoche) .... 21,072 „ „
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126. Cast steel in small blocks (according to Fairbairn) may stand without crushing-

120,000 lbs., or above 120 tons per square inch, or about four or five times the crushing-

weight of the hardest known rocks.

127. In column 24 ofour Table the mean total work infoot-pounds expended in crushing

each sort of rock is given, and in column 25 the foot-pounds of work needed to crush 1

pound avoirdupois and 1 cubic foot of each sort of rock are given.

Then in column 26 this is, by our formula reduced to units of heat for the pound

and for the cubic foot of rock; and dividing these by the specific heats given in column

27 and by the weights per cubic foot in column 4, we find the temperature in equal

volume of rock; and in column 29 we obtain the number of cubic feet of water at 32°

Fahr. that can be converted into steam of 1 atmosphere, or 212° Falir., by the heat evolved

by the crushing of 1 cubic foot of each class of rock.

Lastly, in column 30 we have the cubic feet of ice at 32° melted to water at 32° by the

heat due to the crushing of 1 cubic foot of each of the sixteen typical classes of rock.

128. These coefficients of heat and crushing-work for each class of rock may be grouped

together in various ways, so as to obtain mean coefficients for groups of rock or forma-

tions succeeding each other in depth.

Let us endeavour to obtain such a mean coefficient for the entire depth of the solid

crust of the earth of 100 miles in thickness.

129. The following Table of the probable average depths of the known formations of

our earth’s crust has been given by Professor S. Haughton (Geological Manual, p. 91) :

—

Neozoic

Newer Palaeozoic

Older Palaeozoic

Azoic .

Geogr. miles.

Tertiary
|

to
'

l 4-512

Triassic

Permian

to

Devonian

4-458

Upper
j

and Lower > 5"0S2

Silurian J

{

Quartz rock,

Roofing-slates,

Primary limestone

i o OO
b OOO

Total depth = 18*385

geographical miles, or rather more than 20 British miles.

2 c 2
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130. Assume the first 100 miles in depth of the earth’s crust to consist of 20 miles of

the above rocks (which are all of about equal respective depth) and of 80 miles beneath

of crystalline rocks, and of unknown acid and basic magmas, crystalline or not, of a nature

analogous to our most rigid crystalline rocks.

We may group the rocks of our Table I. into the newer, or Nos. 1 to 9 (viz. from the

Oolites to the Silurian slates), and the older, from Nos. 10 to 16 (or from metamorphic

to granites &c.).

The mean coefficient from the first is 2449°, and from the second 5650°; and the last

may be taken to represent all below the azoic rocks; we therefore have 20 miles in

depth at 2449° and 80 miles in depth at 5650°, which gives a mean coefficient for the

entire depth of 5010°.

131. This is, however, certainly below the truth; for the Devonian limestone and North-

Wales slates (Nos. 7, 8, and 9 have coefficients almost or quite as high as several of the

granites and quartz rock of Holyhead, as deduced from my experiments on its crushing,

Philosophical Transactions, 1862) have a coefficient exceeding 5316°, or equal to granite

(see Appendix), and constitute much of the deepest 5 miles of our entire 20 miles of

known rock; and there is to be found no doubt a large increase of metamorphic rocks

of the Bowley Eag (No. 10) class at the lower part of the known series.

It will therefore be a better approximation to group together all the rocks in our

Table I. except Nos. 10, 12, and 16, which have the largest coefficients, and take the

mean of these for the coefficient of the known or stratified rocks, and the mean of

Nos. 10, 12, and 16 for that of all the crystalline or other rocks beneath.

We shall then have the mean for all, except^ Nos. 10, 12, and 16, =4110°, and for

Nos. 10, 12, and 16= 7060°, or for the whole depth

20 miles at 4110°,

80 miles at 7060°,

giving a mean for the entire depth of 6472° per cubic foot of rock.

132. A mean specific heat obtained in the same way from those given in column 27

gives 0T99 for the average of the Avhole 100 miles depth of shell; and from the specific

gravities given in column 3 we deduce a mean for all the rocks experimented on of 2627.

Taking that as the mean for 20 miles in depth, and assuming 2900 specific gravity for

the 80 miles of denser rocks beneath, we obtain a mean specific gravity for the whole 100

miles of crust of 2842.

133. Whence we have the following numerical results:

—

(1) H= 6472 British units per cubic foot of crushed mean rock.

G472
(2) =103° Fahr.= the temperature to which 1 cubic foot of water at zero is

raised by II.

G472
(3) 5^8 x 143— 0’783== cubic feet of ice at 32° melted to water at 32°.
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(
4
)

6472

62 425 x 1146
= 0 -0904= cubic feet of water at 32° evaporated into steam at 212°

;

or if the water be already at 212°,

6472

64.405 x 966
= 0‘107 cubic feet evaporated into steam of 1 atmosphere.

6472
(5) x q.i 99

=183°'74— degrees of temperature by which 1 cubic foot of mean rock

is raised by H.

Taking 2000° Fahr. as the fusing temperature of such rock,

6472
(6) .)(3i30

~

x [
— x Q. 1Cj9= 0'0918= the number of cubic feet of mean rock at zero fused

by II.

If the rock be previously at 300° Fahr., then

6742
, 77. =0T08= the cubic feet of rock so fused :

1/00x 1/7x0-199 ’

and if the rock at 300° be only heated to 1000° Fahr., or to a bright red heat (the

melting-point of silver),

6472—7TT677=0-2G2=the cubic feet of rock so heated by H.
700 x 177 x 0-199 J

134. From (3) it follows that the heat of liquefaction of 1 cubic mile of ice at 32° melted

is equivalent to the crushing work of 1*277 cubic mile of mean rock when transformed

into heat.

135. We have now to describe the second series of experiments, viz. those for the

determination of the total amount of contraction of mineral masses analogous to those

which we may suppose constitute the solid shell and probably the greater portion of our

globe, upon cooling from their temperatures of fusion, or above that by known amounts,

down to that of the mean of our atmosphere.

The experiments or observations that have heretofore been made on the subject are

of the most unsatisfactory character, and contain such elements of error as to be wholly

unreliable.

Bischoff’s experiments on the total contraction of fused basalt, trachyte, and granite,

&c. (originally recorded in Leonhard and Bronx’s ‘ Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie &c.,’

vol. for 1841, p. 565 &c., and vol. for 1843, pp. 1-54, the last containing the details of

experiments by Bisciioff himself) have been accepted merely on authority, and quoted

by authors in book after book apparently without the details of the methods of expe-

riment having been consulted in the original memoirs. Thus Professor W. Thomson

(Thomson and Tate, Nat. Phil. p. 725) says, “Bisciioff’s experiments, upon the validity

of which, so far as I am aware, no doubt has ever been thrown, show that melted granite,

slate, and trachyte all contract by something like 20 per cent, by freezing,” and proceeds

to base on this erroneous coefficient a probable cause for volcanoes and earthquakes

(pp. 725-727).
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He can scarcely have looked at Bischoff’s own statements, or their insecure founda-

tions would not have escaped his acute mind.

Bischoff’s experiments were conducted by two methods.

In one he fused the rock in clay crucibles holding only a few pounds, determined the

capacity of the empty crucible by the weight of its contents in mercury, and the volume

of the unfused rock by its specific gravity and weighing. He then fused the rock, and

to obtain its volume when liquid he dipped the depth of the surface below the brim of

the crucible by means of a graduated iron wire, and then permitted the whole to cool.

He then filled up over the surface of the solidified rock with mercury until the iron

clipping-wire touched the liquid
;
from the weight of this mercury he infers the volume

of the contraction; and filling now the whole vacuity of the crucible with mercury, he

obtains, by weighing and deduction of these latter volumes of mercury from that which

the empty crucible originally contained, the volumes of the rock when fused and when

cold.

Substantially this is Bischoff’s method ;
though for all his steps and apparent pre-

cautions his original lengthy memoir must be consulted.

Now it scarcely needs to be shown at any length that reliable results by this complex

and indirect method are perfectly impossible, even were not one condition which really

vitiates the whole found to be entirely disregarded.

He was obliged to use mercury because his crucibles absorbed water
;
but the strong

capillarity of mercury and its high specific gravity could not fail to introduce great

errors in the deduction from its weight in such very limited volumes.

The supposed expansion of the crucible and enlargement of its capacity when heated

was taken by endeavouring to measure the internal diameter of its brim when cold and

when containing the liquid rock, and it is assumed the expansion affected all parts of

the crucible alike, so that its capacity, in fact, was proportionate to the cube of this one

imperfectly measured dimension. But this cannot be true, from what we know of the

changes of form of pottery in baking, even were all parts of the crucible heated alike.

But what of the contraction of the crucible, in common with all other earthenware, by

heating, which depends not only on the temperature to which it is raised, but on the

time of its exposure to the heat 1

Of this which is certain to have largely affected Bischoff’s

results, we do not find a word of remark.

Bischoff admits the difficulty of this class of experiment, and

he seems in the end to have but little faith in his results, for he

adopts another method suggested to him by Altiiaus, an Ober-

bauinspector at Saynerhiitte. This consisted in filling a cast-iron jst

globe (fig. 10) or shell, M N, provided with a funnel-shaped neck,

with the fused rock. During the setting by cooling of the fused

mass a solidified crust formed across the neck d e
,
and as soon as

this had reached quite across it was assumed (upon the most manifestly insufficient
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grounds) that a solidified shell equal in thickness to half the diameter of the neck,

or to 7^, had formed all round the interior of the globe, so that at that moment a b was

the diameter of the still liquid ball of fused rock within this crust. Cavities were formed

within this by the final cooling and consolidation of the whole, which Bischoff supposes

represent its total contraction. If, he says, the temperature of the liquid rock running

into the sphere were exactly known, with the weight of the whole ball and that of a b

and the specific gravity of the whole, we should have enough to determine the total

contraction. As it is he applies to his assumed ball a b the unreliable coefficient of

contraction deduced from his crucible experiments, and so arrives at a result.

In one instance, at least, even this result is further vitiated by an extraordinary over-

sight.

His calculation is thus :

—

Diameter of the sphere N M 21 inches.

Thickness of the crust ^r=Na or 5M— 1^ or 2 inches.

Diameter of the liquid ball ab— 21— 1^ or 2 inches=19, or 19|- inches; average

19J inches.

Cubic content of this ball= 3733 cubic inches.

Contraction=37 3 3 X 0*06 (the coefficient of the crucible experiment)= 224cubic inches.

Now on Bisciioff’s own data the calculation is as follows :

—

Diameter, as before, 21 inches.

Diameter of liquid ball ab— 21 — 2 (1-J or 2 inches)

= 21 — 3 or 4 inches,

= average 17 or 18 inches, or mean 17^ inches.

Cubic content of ball of that diameter=2786 '87 cubic inches.

Contraction 2787x0*06= 167 cubic inches.

136. Mr. David Forbes (‘ Chemical News’ for October 1868) has noticed, though not

in any detail, the general unreliability of Bisciioff’s results. He, however, endeavours to

substitute for these deductions of his own from experiments still more fallacious, in

support of his notion that the acid or basic silicates of which our earth’s rocks consist

scarcely contract at all in passing from the liquid to the solid state.

137. His facts are derived from the supposed dimensions of fused Eowley Bag stone

(basalt) in the liquid state, and when again solidified after having been cast into moulds at

Messrs. Chajstce’s glass-works to form thin patent artificial stone, and from melted slags

cast by himself into cast-iron ingot moulds of moderate capacity.

As regards the first, the moulds into which the fused rock was cast were formed of

what founders call “ dry sand,” i. e. loamy sand, in which the impression of a wood

“pattern” or model is made, the moulds being then dried and heated to something like

a red heat, at which temperature the liquid rock is poured into them to fill the cavity.
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Measurements of the wood “ pattern,” “ often of some feet in length,” and of the

solidified counterpart in fused rock cast from it, according to Messrs. Chance’s statement,

proved them to he precisely the same size, from which it is inferred that there was no

contraction at all in the rock by cooling.

Now this is exactly the same mistake that has been made by Hr. Percy in his ‘ Metal-

lurgy of Iron,’ where he infers the coefficient of total contraction of cast iron from the

difference between the size of the wood pattern from which the casting is made and the

casting itself.

In both these cases the pattern, in order to be extracted from the damp “rammed up”

sand, has to be “ rapped ” by the workman—that is to say, he strikes the pattern in all

directions so as to make the cavity in the sand bigger than the size of the pattern, the

difference being for clearance to enable the withdrawal of the pattern. If the sand

mould be then dried and heated to something like redness, it will by expansion (on the

whole, for there may be some little contraction at first on drying) cause the cavity of the

mould to become still larger, and it is at this temperature that it receives the liquid

rock.

Hence the equality in size between the wood pattern and the again solidified rock,

even if exactly the fact, does not prove that there was no contraction, but that the

amount of contraction was equal to the enlargement of the cavity of the mould, equal

to the bulk of the pattern by the “ clearance ” given to the latter by “ rapping ” and by

the further enlargement of the mould itself by heating
;
and as neither the volume of

the clearance (which is never the same in any two cases) nor the enlargement by expan -

sion (which may vary with the quality of the materials of the mould at different times,

as well as with the temperature) are known, so no conclusion whatever can be drawn

from those data as quoted from Messrs. Chance.

138. Then as to Mr. Forbes’s own results, we surely cannot rely upon measurements

made upon blocks of slag cast into iron ingot moulds of only 10 inches long, 6 inches

wide, and 6 inches deep= 360 cubic inches.

The contractions stated to be thus deduced at Eidfors Iron Works, Norway, of the

slag (blast-furnace no doubt), which were from 1^ to 3 per cent, (wide limits, the largest of

which must yet be within the errors of these experiments), cannot be relied upon when

we are left in the dark as to the temperature of the moulds, and therefore their actual

size at the moment of consolidation, or whether any and what final cavities formed inside

the solidified mass, and take into account the impossibility of measuring with any great

exactness the true dimensions of such a small and even not rectangular block of slag with

necessarily always a more or less rough and uneven surface.

139. Mr. Forbes’s further experiments on basic slags from Staffordshire blast-fur-

naces, “ cast into sand moulds,” are vitiated through just the same reasons as those on

the Rowley Rag.

140. Lastly, Mr. Forbes adduces some measurements made at Birmingham on blocks

of cast glass cast in iron moulds, which either showed almost no contraction or (according
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to Dr. Lloyd, of the Park Glass-Works) one of only 212 lineal, on blocks the largest of

which was but 40 lbs. weight, and not rectangular in form, being lenses in fact. We
shall see further on what reliability there is in these last.

141. A few experiments on the expansion of rocks at high temperatures, but far below

the fusing-points, by 1\. W. Fox, are recorded in the Philosophical Magazine for 1832

(3rd ser. vol. i. p. 338). Granite increased in bulk at a dull red heat by from -
5\ to yg-,

porphyritic felspar (from an “ elvan course ”) the same ; clay-slate augmented in size, in

the direction of the cleavage, to -
7
-
7 ,
by redness scarcely visible in the dark, and green-

stone g-o - The whole of these statements look unreliable, and it is not clear whether he

means cubic or lineal dilatation.

142. Bischoff’s final results have been summarized by Mr. Forbes as follows:

—

Volume Volume Volume when
when in when cooled cooled in the

fusion. as glass. crystallized state.

Basalt .... 963 896

Trachyte . . 1000 888 818

Granite . . . • »••••« 888 748

so that the last is taken to suffer a contraction of about one fourth of its liquid volume

!

The distinction made between the glassy and the crystalline states is, in this case at

least, to a great extent arbitrary ; for all mixed silicates which crystallize segregate in

cooling into crystallized bodies which float in a surrounding glassy magma that never

crystallizes (unless perhaps when devitrijied by long heating), and it depends upon the

relative proportions of the two, and upon the rate and other conditions of cooling, whether

the intermingled crystals shall ever coalesce or the entire mass ever assume a crystalline

state.

Beyond the experiments now noticed, the writer is not aware of any others involving

high temperatures, although we possess some good and reliable data as to the expansion

of some stony bodies at temperatures not much exceeding the boiling-point of water.

143. The writer therefore found it necessary to institute experiments himself as to the

total contraction between liquid fusion or above it and solidification of such bodies as

might represent tolerably closely in chemical and physical qualities the basic and the

acid silicates of the natural rocks we are acquainted with.

The blast-furnace slags of the Barrow Iron-Works seemed to approach pretty nearly

the former, and British plate-glass the latter.

144. The writer has to thank Mr. T. F. Smith, the Manager, for enabling him to

conduct his experiments at the Barrow Works (near Furness Abbey, Cumberland), and

Mr. Murdock, of the same Works, for aid in carrying them out.

145. At those Works red haematite only is smelted by coke fuel, with a very pure

limestone as the sole flux, in blast-furnaces of the very largest class, urged by blast at a

temperature of 700° to 900° Fahr. The slag formed when the furnaces are making fine

grey pig iron (for the production of Bessemer steel) was that chosen for experiment.

mdccclxxiii. 2 D
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It is usually of a light fawn colour, or of various shades of yellowish or bluish light

grey.

The following are typical analyses of those slags :

—

A. B. c.

Silica . t
38-00 40-93 44-80

Alumina . . 10-00 9-49 11-21

Lime . . 42-00 42-01 36-05

Magnesia . . 1-65 0-68 1-24

Manganese protoxide . trace 1-83 2*12

Iron protoxide . . . . . 2-08 0-64 0-84

Potash . . 1-60 0-591
1-56

Soda . . 2-03 0-57)

Sulphide calcium . . 2-45 2-72 2-35

Phosphoric acid . . . • * 55
0-01

55

All these analyses show an excess from oxidation of the iron and manganese in the

process.

The limestone used as flux contains about 97 per cent, carbonate of lime, with about

2 per cent, of silica, alumina, magnesia, and protoxide of iron, so that the greater pro-

portion of these last found in the slag were contained in the hcematite ores.

146.

If we compare these analyses with the following of basalts &c., it will be seen

that these slags in composition approach them closely :

—

Basalts.

A. B. c.

Silica .... 36-68 48-47 55-16

Alumina .... 14-341
30-16

7-42

Iron oxide . .... 22-30) 10-12

Magnesia . .... 9-18 6-89 12-68

Lime . . . . . . 15-59 11-87 13-60

Soda . . . .... 3-93 1-96 0-66

Potash . . .... 0-77 0-65 0-36

A and C are the extremes of 11 analyses of various basalts, and B is the normal

basalt of Bunsen, from a mean of many analyses (Blum’s Handbucli der Lithologie &c.

I860, pp. 180-192).

147. The difficulties in the way of obtaining any reliable measure of total contraction

of fused rocks are undoubtedly great. Consideration as to their nature, and some pre-

liminary experiments, caused the writer to conclude that the only method for approach

to exactness was to operate upon very large volumes so as to extinguish many errors of

experiment, and in such a manner that the volume of the fused rock could be directly

measured
,
as well as its volume after solidification.

148. Three very large and thick hollow cast-iron cones, open at both ends (used at
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Barrow for Bessemer steel ingot-moulds), were employed as receptacles and measures

for the liquid slag.

The form of these and their dimensions are shown in Plate IX. fig. 4. Elat cast-iron

base-plates.were provided for these, so that when standing thereon with the wider end

of the cone downwards it formed a close vessel, with its mouth or top free.

In the same vertical line at one side of one of these cones were bored partly through

its thickness three holes, at top, mid height, and bottom, sloping downwards, to contain

mercury or water, in which to insert a thermometer to ascertain the temperature of the

mass of iron in the cone itself, the thickness of which, as seen by Plate IX. fig. 4 (No. 2),

is great. The content of anyone of these cones exceeds 8000 cubic inches, or above 4'6

cubic feet.

149. At successive periods each of these cones was fixed perfectly upright upon its base-

plate, the latter being upon a secure and level foundation, and placed close to one of the

blast-furnaces, and conveniently posited so that the slag could be run directly from the

furnace into the cone, with arrangements whereby the 'run of slag could be instantly

stopped upon the cone being filled.

The cone being at the temperature of the atmosphere at the place, about 51° Fahr.,

was then run up full of liquid slag, the run being stopped without difficulty precisely as

the slag reached the level of the top or brim of the cone.

The slag in every case ran as liquid as very hot cast iron, and formed a pure

unbroken and flat surface on the top of the cone, with a slight rounded edge due to

capillarity all round the circle.

Means were taken that the stream of slag should come pure and unmixed with

scoria; Szc. from the centre of the volume at the time contained in the furnace, which

was for a short time previously “ dammed up ” to admit of its accumulation.

150. The slag so filled in continued for some time liquid
;

its top surface rapidly com-

menced to descend below the brim of the cone as the liquid slag began to lose heat by

conduction to the mass of iron in the cone, and so to contract and the cone itself to

expand.

Very soon, however, a solidified crust began to form over the top, the thickness of

which was judged of by its resistance to penetration with a light pointed steel rod, and

very soon after the before flat and level crust commenced to get hollow or concave

towards the centre. This announced that a self-supporting crust had then formed also

all round the cone, whose interior, however, was still liquid. This therefore marked

the moment at which the true dimensions of the cast-iron cone itself must be known,

as giving the true volume of the slag when consolidating at its surfaces. The

dimensions of the cast-iron cones having been taken with accuracy when cold, i. e. at

49°, 51°, and 52° Fahr. respectively, we only need the temperature of the cone of cast

iron to fix its capacity at the instant of incipient consolidation of the slag within it.

151. The cones were run up full of slag as rapidly as possible, the time of complete

filling being from 4 to 8 minutes from commencement.

2 D 2
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By separate experiments it was ascertained that water boiled in all three of the holes

in the cone in 7 minutes after the commencement of filling, which may be taken as the

time in which the mass of iron in the cone had reached 212° Fahr.

It was also found that the firm surrounding solid crust had formed in 22 minutes

(average), and that consolidation commenced in about 20 minutes from commencement

of filling. As the difference between the temperature of the iron cone and of the slag

was very great during the whole of this time, we may admit that the increments of

heat imparted to the cone were equal for equal intervals of time, and the cone gained

137° (or from 75° to 212° in these experiments) in 7 minutes.

152. Hence, as

7 : 137° : : 22 : a-,

the temperature of the cone at the period of consolidation of the firm crust may be

taken at430 c
-6 Fahr. But as the interior of the cone was hotter than the outside, and

so exercised an expanding effect upon the outer portions, we must increase that number

somewhat, and may estimate it at 450° Fahr.

153. The coefficient of expansion of cast iron, as given by Lavoisier and Bay (mean

of both) is

OOOOOOG18 for 1° Fahr., or 0-00278 for 450°;

and this is the coefficient of expansion which, applied to the dimensions of the cold

cones, give those at 450°, as in col. 3, Table II., which are those that fix the volume of

the slag at the time of its first consolidation.

154. The temperature of the liquid slag on entering the cone (sensibly the same as in

the blast-furnace) was considerably above its fusing-point. It has been stated that the

level of the top of the slag in the cone sunk rapidly, parallel to itself, and then, directly

after a thin crust had formed, began to become concave. At this moment the mean depth

of the top of the slag below the brim of the cone was taken by measurement. As the

altitude of these cones is between four and five times the diameter of the brim, these

measurements in depth afford very accurate determinations of volume, and it was found

to average for the three experiments 130 cubic inches
;
and as 8160 is the mean capacity

of the cones as taken cold, corrected for temperature, it follows that, taking the volume

of the liquid slag as filled into the cones at some temperature above its fusing-point at

1000, the volume at its inceptive setting-point or fusing temperature is 983.

155. To approximate to what these temperatures really were, it was necessary to obtain

that of the blast-furnace itself, which may be admitted as that of the slag issuing from it.

The difficulties attending the use here of any form of pyrometer, to say nothing of the

uncertainties of the indications of those instruments, finally determined the writer to

employ Pouillet’s method, or that of mixtures, by running out directly from the

furnace a certain quantity of liquid iron into water of known weight contained in a

large wooden vessel, and weighing afterwards to obtain the weight of the iron which had

entered. The weight of water and of iron being known, with their specific heats, and
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the temperatures of the Avater before and after mixture with the liquid iron, the tem-

perature of the latter is obtained. The weight of water employed was always 400 lbs.

Three good experiments were obtained as follows :

—

Original temperature Temperature of water Weight of

of water. after mixture. liquid iron.

1. . . 88*7 188*6 77*5 lbs.

2. . . 100*4 152*6 41*0 „
Q
0. . . 111*2 170*6 43*5 „

No steam was given off by running the iron into the water, and the loss of heat to

the wooden vessel was very small on so large a volume of water.

The specific heat of cast iron at the highest temperature given by Schintz in his

work on the blast-furnace (pp. 47-51) is 0T45.

If f be the temperature lost by the liquid iron, t the increase of temperature of the

water after mixture, w the Aveight of water = 400 lbs., w' that of the liquid iron,

the specific heat of Avater being taken Avithout sensible error as 1*000 within the above

range of temperatures, and s being the specific heat of the liquid iron, Ave have

,0 wt
T — -~r >

IV S

to Avhich Ave must add the initial temperature of the water before mixture to obtain the

temperature of the liquid iron.

Applying this, Ave have

t No. 1= 100°, t No. 2= 52°*2, t No. 3= 59°*4.

No. 1 ... . f=3470° Fahr.

No. 2 ... . f= 3525° „

No. 3 . . . . f=3735° „

And adding to these the initial temperature of the Avater, Ave have for the actual tem-

perature of the liquid iron

—

No. 1 . . . . 3470 + 89 = 3559° Fahr.

No. 2 ... . 3525 + 100 = 3625 „

No. 3 ... . 3735 + 111 = 3846 „

the mean of which is 3677° Fahr., or 2011° Cent.

156. This determination coincides nearly enough Avith Sckurer’s results, who fixes

the temperature of the zone of fusion in blast-furnaces at betAveen 2650
J

and 2000°

Centigrade.

It is, however, something below the truth, because at its intensely high temperature

some heat must have been lost by the liquid iron on its Avay to the vessel of Avater, and

some to the bottom of the Avood vessel, with which it first dropped into near contact.

We may therefore estimate the actual temperature of the furnace at about 4000°

Fahr., and the above 3677° or, in round numbers, 3680° as the temperature of the

liquid slag as it entered the cones.
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157. The solid conical blocks of slag cooling within the iron cones reached the atmo-

spheric temperature in 12 hours from filling, parting with 3680° in that time; but

consolidation commenced in 20 minutes (or -jg- of 12 hours) from running into the

cones. If, therefore, we admit that the rate of cooling in the first 20 minutes was fiveAr

six times as great as the mean rate (which the laws of cooling would seem to justify),

then the heat at the stage of incipient consolidation was

3680°— (6 x 103°)=:3062o
,
or say 3000°.

158. After each cone of slag was sufficiently solidified, the cone of iron (with the slag

within) and the base-plate were lifted together, and in the vertical position, by a crane on

to a waggon and carried off on the furnace tramway and deposited vertically upon a level

iron platform within range of another crane, and so left to cool. After 24 hours the iron

cone was gently lifted off the cone of slag it contained
;
and owing to the contraction of

the slag and to the taper form, widest at bottom, the parting took place very readily

and without materially fracturing the cones of slag, which were found sufficiently

regular in form and smooth in surface to admit of accurate measurement.

159. The admeasurements were then made by means of steel callipers and scales for

diameters and heights, the former being controlled by circumferential measurements

with a well graduated steel flexible strip or tape*.

1G0. On breaking up these cones no large segregated central core of matter different

from the general mass was found, nor any large cavities. The exterior, where it had

come into direct contact with the iron base or cone, was vitreous, and of a more or less

bluish tint; but all the remainder showed itself, on examination with the naked eye or

lens, as a tolerably uniform mixture of ash-grey crystals, more or less distinct, enveloped

in a light greenish-yellow or pale-brown glass, the proportion of the crystalline to the

glassy matter being very great, and greatest as we approached the centre, where in

some places the grey crystals (resembling VVollastonite) were very clearly developed.

The material operated on thus shows itself as a true crystallized rock, and not a mere

vitreous mass.

* [Since the reading of this paper it has been asked why the writer did not determine the volume of these cones

of slag by weighing in air and in water, or, more directly, by making water-tight the base of the iron cone with

the cone of slag within it, and ascertaining the volume of water requisite to fill up the vacancy between them.

Both these methods occurred to me, and, indeed, were those employed (with mercury) by Bischoff, but were aban-

doned by the writer, on the grounds of many practical difficulties, in favour of the method of direct measurement.

The cones of slag being intersected by large though closed cracks in various directions could not be disturbed

or weighed in air, still less in water, without much hazard, and the apparatus needed must have been powerful

and expensive to make. The making the cast-iron cones water-tight at the inner edge of their bases would have

been extremely difficult, as the iron cone, as soon as it was raised a few inches, could not be lowered again by

reason of numerous minute fragments of slag detached having fallen down between
;
some water under so large

a head would have penetrated these cracks; and for either method so many sources of error would have arisen,

and so many corrections would have had to be applied, that simple measurement appeared to promise the

better results.]
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Table II.—Results of Experiments on Slag Contraction, Barrow Iron-Works.

1. 2. 3*. 4. 5. 6. 7.

No. of

experiment.

Dimensions of cones

at 51° Fahrenheit.

Dimensions of cones

at 450° Fahrenheit.
Cubic

contents

of moulds
when cold.

Temp.
=51° F.

Cubic
contents

of moulds
at a

temperature
of 450° F.

Volumes
of cones

of slag

as measured
at 53° F.

Total

contraction

= difference

of volumes of

columns
5 and 6.

Dia-

meter
at top.

Dia-

meter at

bottom.

Height.
Dia-
meter
at top.

Dia-
meter at

bottom.

Height.

Cone No. 1 . .

Cone No. 2 .

.

Cone No. 3 .

.

inches.

14-25

14-40

14-30

inches.

16-00

15-75

15-80

inches.

46-00

45-44

45-45

inches.

14-28

14-44

14-34

inches.

16-04

15-79

15-84

inches.

46-12

45-56

45-57

cubic inches.

8274-1550

8115-5705
8091-9931

cubic inches.

8334-2310
8175-0005
8156-5373

cubic inches.

7646-2269
7796-3884

7658-0758

cubic inches.

688-0041

378-6121

498-4615

Mean values.. — 8160-5722 8255-2896 7700-2303 521-6926

Mean coefficient of total contraction, original volumc=1000, from 3680° to 53°, as 1000 : 932-76.

Mean coefficient of contraction from fluidity to solidification, or (By estimation) from 3680° to 3000°, as

1000 : 983.

Or if volume at 53°= 1000, at or near above the fusing-point it will be 1072 nearly.

Or if volume at 53°= 1000, at the temperature of solidification it will be 1017'3 nearly.

161. On inspecting Table II. we arrive at the following results :

—

The coefficient of cubic contraction for the slag between the temperature of its issue

from the furnace and that of its incipient consolidation, or between 3680° and

3000°=x^o, or the original is to the contracted volume as

1000 : 983

;

and the coefficient of total cubic contraction, or that between 3680° and 53°, is nearly

or the original is to the contracted volume as

1000 : 933,

which is scarcely 6 per cent, in place of 20 to 25 per cent,, as given by Bischoff.

162. We thus at once see that the difference in specific gravity, less than that between

ice and water, between red-hot but solidified or even cold slag (or analogous fused

rocks) and the same in liquid fusion is so slight that, coupled with the viscous or

pasty condition which intervenes between the two states, it would readily admit of

a thin or a thick terrestrial solidified crust being supported by and upon the surface

of the liquid globe beneath, and lends no support to the view of terrestrial consolida-

tion at the centre first, by continual subsidence of such crusts, as imagined by Poisson,

nor to the notions as to the nature of volcanic action which Sir W. Thomson has based

on that assumption (Thomson and Tate, Nat. Phil. p. 726 &c.).

163. A few experiments were made by the writer on the rate of cubic expansion of

fragments (of a few pounds weight) at ranges between 55° and 600° Fahr., by heating

them immersed in mercury in a glass vessel with a graduated stem, eliminating by cal-

culation the expansion of the glass and the mercury, whose coefficients are well known.

These seemed to indicate that within these low ranges the expansion of the slag does

* The columns 3 are deduced from the coefficient of dilatation of cast iron, taken= 0-00000618 for l°Ealir.
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not much differ from that of glass itself ; but we cannot attach much value to experi-

ments thus made.

164. Admitting them for what they are worth, however, the curve (Plate X.) would

seem to represent something like the increments of the coefficients of expansion of these

slags at various temperatures, through the range from 0° to 3680°.

165. We now pass from the basic to the acid slags or silicates, of which British plate-

glass may he taken as a type, as in chemical constitution not widely differing from the

acid silicates in natural rocks, as a comparison of the following analyses shows :

—

Plate-glass (Dumas, ‘ Chim. appl. aux Arts ’).

Silica 73-85 68-6

Alumina . • • • • 3-50 1-2

Magnesia . . 55
2-1

Lime . . 5-60 11-0

Oxide iron • • . • 55
0-2

Oxide manganese . . 55
0-1

Potash . . 5-50 6-9

Soda . . . 12-05 8-1

Gneiss (extremes of 4 analyses).

Silica 75-91 66-46

Alumina 14-11 16-20

Oxide iron . 2-03 5-81

Lime . .
1-14 2-82

Magnesia . 0-40 2-17

Potash .
4-16 3-98

Soda 1-77 3-20

Water .
1-16 1-59

Granites and Syenites.

A. B. c. D.

Silica 74-25 68-56 61-72 56*78

Alumina .... 11-58 14-44 13-57 16-64

Oxide iron . . . 2-41 5-04 7-16 9-58

Lime 1-08 3-85 5-88 5-12

Magnesia . . .

jio-oi J2-78
3-33 2-63

Soda l „ 3-12 5-30

Potash . . . . 55
3-36 3-37 2-58

are the extremes of five analyses of granites, C and D the extremes

analyses of syenites.
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Trachytes.

A. B. c.

Silica .... 77-92 76-67 61-03

Alumina . . . 12-01)
14-23

m-21
Oxide iron . . 1-32/ \ 4-84

Lime .... 0-76 1-44 1-43

Magnesia

.

0-13 0-28 2-07

Potash . . . 3-27 3-20 7-16

Soda .... 4-59 4-18 4-64

A and C are the extremes of five analyses, B Bunsen’s normal trachyte of Iceland.

Porphyry, Pitchstones, Obsidian, &c. give closely allied results.

The preceding analyses of rocks are all taken from Blum’s fine work, 4 Lithologie oder

Gesteinlehre ’ of 1860.

166. The writer has been enabled to obtain, from measurements made daily and habi-

tually in the progress of British plate-glass manufacture, certain returns, from which the

coefficient of contraction in that material, between a temperature not far below perfect

fusion and that of the atmosphere, may be obtained, though not with perfect accuracy,

yet with an approximation to truth as great as, or possibly greater than, by means of any

small number of direct experiments.

167. In the manufacture of plate-glass the molten glass is suddenly poured out from the

melting-pot upon the surface of a large cast-iron horizontal table. In breadth the mass

is restrained from spreading laterally beyond two parallel strips of iron, fixed upon the

table, the thickness of which determines that of the glass plate itself, which is produced

by rapidly rolling over the heap of viscous glass a very heavy iron roller, by the passage

of which the heap is evenly spread out, and a nearly rectangular plate produced, two of

the sides being quite rectilinear and parallel, while the two other sides or ends are a

little irregular.

The moment after the roller has thus acted, a superintendent applies to the sheet a

pair of graduated beam-callipers (specially prepared), and measures from a mean point

chosen in the upper and lower ends of the plate (which he marks at once on the glass
)

the mean length of the plate (the breadth being always the same), and the glass plate

is as soon as possible slid off the table and removed to the “ leer” to be slowly cooled.

After it has become quite cold and is removed from the “leer” for storage, it is again

measured by the same callipers applied to the same marked places ; the width of the

plate (known while hot by the space between the parallel rulers) is now also measured.

The surface of the plate is then calculated from those two dimensions, and the dimen-

sion and surface registered in a book, and so of every plate and of every day’s work in

the year.

168. Whether this be the universal practice of the trade or not, it has been so at the

mdccclxxiii. 2 E
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Works of the Thames Plate-Glass Company at Blackwall; and the writer is indebted

to the intelligent Manager, Mr. F. M. Waller, for extracts from his books for the

manufacture of the year 1861, giving those measurements taken from about 40,000

superficial feet of plate-glass.

169. From a reduction of these it appears that the total surface of the hot glass being

36172 square feet, that of the same at atmospheric temperature was 35692. Therefore

the linear dimensions were as the square roots of those numbers, or as 190 : 189, or

100 : 99-47,

whence the lineal contraction of British plate-glass, between its very soft viscous

condition, or very near to but below its temperature of perfect fusion, down to that of

the atmosphere, say 50° as the mean of the year, is = 0-53 per cent.

170. But three times this is guam proxime its cubic contraction, or 1-59 per cent.

FlencelOOO in volume of glass very near its fusing-point became 984-10 at 50°, or the

contraction in volume is thus yy{jy, which is somewhat (though probably not much)

below the truth, were we to take the glass at the higher temperature of actual fusion.

171. The toted contraction of the Barrow slag to that of the plate-glass is thus as

1000 : 933 : 984,

or the total contraction of the glass in passing through its whole range of temperature

from somewhat below fusion is about equal to that of the slag in passing through about

680°. The writer places much reliance on this result, based as it is upon so large an

area of observation, and obtained by the repetition of the same sort of measurements by

the same person for long periods, and being altogether of a character to cause minute

errors to disappear from the final result*.

172. We therefore may be permitted to conclude that rocks consisting of acid silicates

contract still less than those of basic silicates, and that a terrestrial crust of the former

is still more capable of floating upon the same in fusion beneath.

173. As applied to our globe, it is highly probable that any inferences that may be

drawn from either of these coefficients must he subject to the changes in volume that

may arise in the mass cooled from changes in its molecular arrangement, such as that

from the vitreous to the crystallized condition, data for which are unknown. Nor, in our

ignorance of the proportions in which basic and acid silicates or other bodies constitute

our globe, are we able to fix any mean coefficient for the whole.

We have now, however, to attempt such applications of the numerical results arrived

at as in the present state of our knowledge may enable us to illustrate the theory of volcanic

action here propounded, and in some degree to test its feasibility, if not its truth.

174. Sir W. Thomson has shown that in the agglomeration from the nebulous state of its

particles from infinite distance there has been expended nearly 14 millions of foot-tons

* It may be mentioned that the Manager of the Thames Plate-Glass Works has never been given by the

writer any information as to the object of his inquiry as to glass contraction, nor has he to the present day any

knowledge of the coefficients for slag obtained by the writer.
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of work upon every ton weight of our existing globe; and as that agglomeration was

gradual, the greater part of this enormous energy was dissipated in space as heat, and is

the first and most enormous dissipation of energy in the formation of our planet. The

liquid globe became gradually a partially or (for any thing we can affirm to the con-

trary) now a wholly solid one, with a still heated nucleus.

175. The earth’s diameter being at present 7916 British miles (adopting the coefficient

of expansion as 933 : 1000), it was when liquid a globe 8105 miles in diameter, or at the

temperature of incipient consolidation (supposing the whole globe ever was in that con-

dition) 7957 miles in diameter; and if when liquid its mean temperature exceeded

4000° Fahr., the diameter would have been still greater.

The earth, therefore, between its period of liquidity and its present state has shrunk

in diameter by 189 miles at the least. If we take as a rough measure of the energy

involved in this, that it is equal to more than the work of the entire mass of the spherical

shell of 944 miles thick dropping through 47 miles, we derive some idea of the prodigious

energy dissipated or transformed in this second stage of our forming world.

If we assume ^ the heat of the liquid spheroid to have been dissipated before the

solid crust acquired such thickness as to transmit powerfully and to great distances tan-

gential compressive strains due to contraction from that to something approaching its

present state, that contraction represents work equivalent to 186,120 foot-tons for every

ton of matter in the spherical shell comprehended between the radius of liquid fusion

and the existing radius of our earth.

176. That portion of this immense energy not dissipated as radiant heat was, as we

have seen, consumed as work in the deformation of the spheroid, in the plication of the

thinner crust, and in the elevations by tangential pressure of the mountain-chains.

177. At length we arrive at the present condition of our globe, with its primitive energy

almost exhausted, yet with enough remaining (in what comparatively is but the dregs

or ashes) to carry on what seems to us the prodigious work of existing vulcanicity.

178. The earth is still a cooling globe; and whether we adopt Elie de Beaumont’s

figures (0-0065), or Thomson’s (0-0085), or J. D. Forbes’s (0-007 millimetres) for the

thickness of the plate of ice which, covering the whole earth’s surface, if melted to water

at 32° Fahr. would equal the heat lost annually by our globe, the result will be that from

575 to 777/cubic miles of ice liquefied to water at 32° represents the annual loss of heat

at present from our globe.

179. On the assumption that our globe has cooled from a much higher temperature

and is still cooling, it is not deniable that at the remote geological epoch when the exist-

ing form of volcanic action began, no matter whether that was anterior to the Secondary

epoch or when, the annual loss of heat must have been greater the further we go back

in time, and must have exceeded 777 cubic miles per annum.

We shall, however, adopt Thomson’s, as probably the nearest the truth. As the latent

heat of fusion of ice is =143° Falir., and taking the cubic foot of ice to weigh 57"6 lbs.,

we have 143° x 57-6= S237 0
of heat in the cube foot of liquefied ice.

2 e 2
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But we have already found that the heat developed by the crushing to powder of

1 cubic foot of mean rock is =6472 British units of heat.

Hence a cubic foot (or cubic mile) of ice requires 1*27 cubic foot or mile of crushed

rock to liquefy it.

Therefore, if the total amount of all the heat annually lost by the earth were pro-

duced from crushed rock in the contracting crust (which it certainly is not), it would

only require 777 xl'27= 987 cubic miles of such crushed rock to produce it.

180. This seems a large amount; but it is as nothing compared with the mass of the

globe.

If, for example, we suppose it all crushed within a shell of solid crust whose volume

is but one fourth that of the entire globe, it is less than the one 65 millionth part of

the volume of that spherical shell, and if spread over the earth’s surface would form a

mere film. There would therefore he nothing incredible were we to suppose that

nearly the whole of the heat annually lost by the entire globe was equalled by that pro-

duced by the crushing of its crust by the contraction of the entire globe. Nor, as it

appears to the writer, would the annual amount of contraction necessary to account for

that amount of heat be inadmissible. It is certain, however, that the whole of the heat

lost annually by the globe cannot come from such a source, but only a very small pro-

portion of it, because the lost heat is the source of the contraction.

181. We appear obliged by the phenomena of hypogeal increase of temperature (per-

plexing as they are) to conclude that by far the largest proportion of the heat annually

lost reaches the surface from a cooling nucleus, which surface, though in various degrees,

it everywhere reaches
;
whereas volcanic activity is confined to narrow lines spread widely

apart over the surface and parting with very little heat by lateral conduction.

The spheroidal wave of heat constantly passing upwards from the nucleus to the

surface everywhere must be dissipated from the dry land by radiation, consumed in

heating the water of the ocean and helping in the production of its currents, and is

partly brought up by thermal waters which have infiltrated cold from the surface (see

Appendix A).

182. Contraction due to this constant cooling (and that greatest in the nucleus, which is

hotter and contracts most for given amount of cooling) is the necessary result, and with

it crushing together of the crust as it follows down after the shrinking nucleus, and

through the work expended in that crushing the production of a distinct source of heat,

the amount of which must be demonstrably sufficient if it be the true source of vulca-

nicity.

Let us then attempt to estimate, so far as our knowledge of the amount of volcanic

action going on upon our globe may enable us, whether it be sufficient or not.

183. Volcanic energy as witnessed on our globe is mainly expended in three ways:

—

1. Heat converted into work of elevation and ejection.

2. Heat employed in fusing or heating solid ejecta.

3. Heat wasted and dissipated in steam &c. at volcanic vents.
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184. Had the writer been fortunate enough to have completed his projected pyro-

metric determination of the actual temperature deep in the Vesuvian crater (which the

Royal Society aided some years back, but which the sudden alteration of the state of

that volcano prevented), we should have been better prepared to make the following

estimation.

185. All the volcanic cones upon our globe may be averaged as each equal in volume

to a solid cone of one mile in height above the base Fig. n.

of five miles in diameter
;
for while many are far

below this height, and the majority of those mea-

sured do not reach this elevation, all the loftiest

cones (above sea-level), such as Cotopaxi, &c., stand

upon elevated tablelands or plateaux not volcanic

or but covered skin deep with volcanic matter, and so have only a real elevation as

volcanic cones of about 5000 feet. Thus Cotopaxi stands on the plain of Quito, 9000

feet above the sea. Antisana and two or three others only upon the whole globe

appear to be exceptions; but it is very doubtful whether any of these cones really rise

from sea-level; and the number is so small of these cones reaching 10,000 feet and

upwards as not materially to affect the result.

186. The volume of one such cone (5 miles base xl mile high) is 6 *54 cubic miles.

As all volcanic cones are mere “ cinder tips,” masses of dust, lapilli, and scoriae, to which

the volume of solid lava beds bears a very small proportion, so we cannot take the

average specific gravity of their materials at probably more than 2’0, or CM)5 of a ton

per cubic foot; so that in one such cone we have 48,133,730,304 tons, to elevate

which to the height of the centre of gravity of the cone 0'25 mile above its base requires

63,536,524,001 foot-tons; and as there are 2°*9 or nearly 3 British heat units in a foot-

ton, dividing the above we obtain 21,178,841,333,760 British units of heat equivalent to

the work. But we have found that one cubic foot of crushed (mean) rock evolves 6472

such units, dividing by which we obtain 3,272,370,686 cubic feet of such crushed rock

to perform the work, which is or less than of a cubic mile of crushed rock

to perform the lifting work from base of the cone; or if we suppose it lifted from 10

miles deep below the base of the cone, then
,
or less than 1 cubic mile of crushed

rock.

187. As respects the heating and fusing work, the observations made everywhere on

volcanic cones indicate that but a very small proportion of their total mass has been

fused, the rest having been merely heated. It is probably below the truth to assume

that there is twenty volumes of such heated matter (dust, lapilli, scoriae, &c.) to one of

fused lava.

The whole of this material, before being exposed to volcanic heating, exists at the

hypogeal temperature due to its depth.

We may assume this temperature as above 300° Fahr., or that due to from fifteen to

twenty thousand feet depth, that the heated material is raised to 1000° Fahr. (the
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melting-point of silver) and the fused material to 2000° Fahr. (that of liquid cast iron)

from the initial temperature.

188. It follows from equation (6) that 1 cubic mile of crushed mean rock will thus

heat 0-262 cubic mile of the heated material, or will fuse 0T08 cubic mile of the fused

material, the specific heat of all being taken as the same.

And from the relative proportions of the dust and scorise to lava above assigned,

we obtain as the result that 1 cubic mile of crushed mean rock will supply the quantity

of heat necessary for 0-255 cubic mile of the mixed heated and fused material consti-

tuting a volcanic cone, or that 3-92 cubic miles of crushed mean rock is required for

each cubic mile of volcanic cone.

Hence each such cone of the volume previously assigned requires 6'54x 3-92= 15-636

cubic miles of crushed mean rock for its heating work.

We have to add to this the lifting work as previously found =0-888 cubic mile, in

total =16-524 cubic miles of crushed rock.

189. We have further to estimate the waste. From the low average conductivity of

rock materials (perhaps not that of silver) the loss of heat by conduction to the walls

of the volcanic focus and tubes to surface may be taken as insensible. The main source

of waste is in heat units expended in producing steam, that yields no effective action in

lifting or is spent in aerial ejection above the crater.

190. We have no data for more than a probable conjecture as to what may be the

average amount of this. It may be remarked, however, that the sources of loss of effective

action of the steam here do not resemble those in the steam-engine, in which, as Hirn

has shown, about nine units of heat are wasted to one utilized, but rather resemble

those of the gunpowder-gases in a cannon through windage and powder blown out

unconsumed, See., the losses from which ballistic experiments prove to be much smaller.

We shall allow, therefore, here that double the units of heat utilized in lifting

are wasted, or that three times the lifting work is that actually expended, or

3x0-888= 2-664 cubic miles of crushed mean rock.

191. Thus the lifting, heating, or fusing, and wasted work together, for one volcanic

cone of the mean volume above assigned, demand a total of 18-3 cubic miles of crushed

mean rock, or 18 cubic miles in round numbers.

192. Now there are about 400 volcanic cones known or stated to exist on the globe (a

number sanctioned by FIumboldt and other good authorities), and averaging them all at

the dimensions above, we find that 400x18= 7200 cubic miles of crushed rock wTould

have sufficed for their production.

193. [It thus appears that were the entire of the 987 cubic miles of crushed rock

representing the annual loss of heat of our globe all consumed in volcanic energy, it

would suffice to form all the volcanic cones upon our earth in less than eight years.

Tens of thousands of years have been actually spent on the operation, from which

we may see how excessively small must be the amount annually expended in vulca-

nicity.]
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194. Taking now the earth’s mean diameter at 7912

miles, two spherical 1lines at right angles to each other,

NcS and W rE, fig. 12, each of 180° chord, having a

radial depth of 10 miles, and having no thickness at the

extremities N S and WE, would at a width of only 255

feet at the equator and pole respectively be equal in

volume to the 7200 miles; so that a circumferential

contraction on the surface of the earth, if all in two

orthogonal great circles not exceeding 255 feet on about

25,000 miles
,

is all we need to supply the volume of

crushed rock within the first 10 miles of the surface,

or vastly less if the contraction be extended down to a crust of 100 miles or 800 miles

deep ;
and this crushed rock is not subtracted from the earth’s volume, but simply

transposed from beneath to its surface.

These 400 volcanic cones probably do not very inadequately represent the totality of

volcanic action that has taken place since the Tertiary or even a more remote epoch
; we

know not how long that is ; but if we spread the volcanic action over even a few

thousands of years, we see what an almost infinitesimally small amount of annual

crushing by contraction is sufficient to account for the phenomena.

It is not likely that future exploration will greatly add to the number of known

volcanic cones, extinct, dormant, or active. Africa, the only great continent not yet toler-

ably known, seems to contain very few and probably none in the interior; Borneo,

New Guinea, and the Antarctic continent may have a few; but it is improbable that 10

per cent, remain altogether to add to those already known.

Again, it is highly improbable (on grounds winch it is impossible here to enlarge

upon) that there are many submarine volcanoes, most probably none at all over the vast

area of the bed of the deep ocean. One area alone has been discovered beneath the

Atlantic Ocean, traversed as that has been for centuries now by ships continually.

Some no doubt there are in shallow water, here and there, and more especially off

the Pacific coasts of the American continent.

However, let us grant “ scope and verge enough,” and assume that one half as many

more volcanoes as those we know of remain to be added, or that their total is 600 in

place of 400 ; the result will be that in place of 7200 cubic miles of mean crushed rock

we shall require 10,800 cubic miles—a volume still perfectly insignificant when spread

over the vast volume of the earth’s crust at 800 miles or even 100 miles thickness, and

diffused in time over the unknown ages that have elapsed since the commencement

of the existing forms of volcanic action.

195. We may illustrate the matter in another way, taking for basis the best observed

volcano in the world, Vesuvius, and estimating the annual vulcanicity of the whole

globe by the scale afforded by its very numerous eruptions.

Let it be assumed that the whole cone of Vesuvius above the level of the Hermitage,

Fig. 12.
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or below the Atrio del Cavallo, A, taken at 2000 feet above the sea-level, has been

Fig. 13.

\f

removed and replaced since the year 79 a.d. This is certainly above the truth, and

exceeds Professor Phillips’s estimate (Vesuvius, pp. 248-9 &c.) ;
for it takes no account

of the mass of Somma, S, and the remains of the old mountain at the sea side, H (Peda-

mentina), still remaining, and lets these go against all the lava-streams since a.d. 79

and the wind-diffused dust, the united volume of which cannot but be much less than

that of Somma alone from the Punto del Naso down to the level of the Ilermitao-e.

The base-angle of the imagined cone S t IT we take from Scrope, and the writer’s own
observation of the angle of Somma at the level of the Atrio, at 24°, the total height of

the Vesuvian summit t at 4250 feet, which gives for the altitude of the cone (removed more

than once) 2250 feet and the diameter of base 10,400 feet, or for simplicity let us call it

10,560 feet or 2 miles. The altitude being 0-426

of a mile, we have 0‘446 cubic mile for the volume

of the cone. Let it be assumed that this volume

has been thrice blown away and evolved again

during the last 1800 years; then 1-338 cubic

mile of melted or heated and elevated material ^ . jo^oo Sf.-- >.

represents the useful work expended on the vol-

cano for the above period.

196. Supposing that work not to be paroxysmal (as it really is in every volcano) but

1 *338
spread uniformly over the 18 centuries, we have = 0-000743 cubic mile per annum,

or 109,368,114 cubic feet per annum, raised 2000 feet from sea-level to the base of the

cone and ^ of 2250 feet further to its centre of gravity.

Taking, as before, the weight of the material at °f a ton per cubic foot, we have

for the lifting work 14,010,053,610 foot-tons, equivalent to 4,831,052,974 British units

of heat. Dividing this by the units of heat in a cubic foot of mean crushed rock as

before, we obtain 746,481 cubic feet, or less than -

20

0

*

0 0

0

of a cubic mile of crushed rock

as necessary to do the annual lifting work of the cone itself. Allowing, as before, that

double the number of units of heat are wasted of those usefully employed in lifting-

work, we have for the lifting work and waste together *000015 cubic mile of mean
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crushed rock; but, as before, we assume the lift to be 10 miles (and not from sea-level

to centre of gravity of the cone), or 21 times nearly the above.

TIence we have for the total work of the “cone building” in elevation, heating, and

fusing (taken, as in the previous case, at 3’92 cubic miles of mean crushed rock to each

cubic mile of volcanic cone material) as follows :

—

Total lifting work and waste ’000315

Heating and fusing work on ’000743 cubic miles of cone material . ’00291

Total in mean crushed rock in cubic miles per annum *000606

197. Now the total number of active volcanic foci known on our globe, as given by

Humboldt and others, is 270 ; let us take them at 300, and that all, small and great, when

active are as active as Vesuvius, and produce the same average annual amount of equally

heated or fused ejecta while in a state of activity. Both assumptions are greatly above

the truth, probably, when we consider how many very small volcanoes there are (such as

Stromboli) always active, but whose ejecta in a year (at present and for all history) have

been insignificant in proportion to the few very great ones and the immense periods

of dormancy of the majority. How many of the active volcanoes are on the average

in eruption every year we know not ; it will be admitted as probably above the truth if

we assume that one in every three of them is so; that amounts to 100 cones always at

work, at the rate of activity which we have taken for Vesuvius, which is notoriously

one of the most frequently active on the globe

The final result, then, is that —Qx 00Q606
,

— -0606 cubic mile, represents in crushed

rock per annum a considerable excess above the total existing annual vulcanicity expended

on our earth.

198. [Another form of estimate may be employed. The following are amongst the

greatest single flows of lava of which any attempt has been made to approximate to their

volume :

—

Graveneire . . 57 million cubic metres.

Pariou .......
Mont Sinuire . 172 million cubic metres.

Come

These are all in Auvergne, as given by M. Le Coq (Epoques Geolog. clAuvergne, t. iv.),

who states the great uncertainty attending the cubation of every lava-stream, and

deems that of Come as very doubtful.

Skaptar Jokul,17S3: 164 millions=1640 millions of cubic metres (Voy. en Islande,&c.).

I omit another from the same work, affirmed, on utterly fallacious data, to have

exceeded the volume of the entire mass of Mont Blanc.

* The catalogues that exist of the periods of activity and of rest of Iceland, Etna, and Vesuvius appear to

contain the fact that in those cases at least the years of activity to those of dormancy do not reach one in three

(see Daubeny’s ‘Volcanoes’ and Phillips’s ‘Vesuvius’).

MDCCCLXXIII. 2 F
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Etna, 1G69: GOO millions cubic metres, according to Borelli, but on very unsatis-

factory data.

M. Cordier (Essai sur la Temperature de 1 Interieure de la Terre, &c.), after dis-

cussing several of the greatest lava-streams on record, including the above, and admitting

their uncertainty, comes to the conclusion that 1000 millions of cubic metres exceeds

the extreme volume of any lava-stream of which we have any evidence whatever.

This applies to lava-streams from volcanic action proper, and excludes those enor-

mous wellings forth
(
epanchnents

)
of basalt, trachytes, or other ancient lavas antece-

dent to the existing epoch of true or explosive volcanic action, such as have been observed

in California, the magnitude of which often wholly dwarfs that of the very greatest

volcanic outpourings.

The writer believes all the greater figures preceding, including M. Cordier’s estimate,

to be greatly in excess of the truth
;
but let us adopt M. Cordier's volume. Let us

further assume that, in addition to this 1000 million cubic metres of material all fused,

we have the same proportion as present supposed of heated but not fused incoherent

material, viz. twenty times the volume of lava
;
and, lastly, that the entire is lifted from

ten miles depth, and, in addition, to the summit of a cone higher than ITecla, or 5280

feet (=1 mile) more, and that, as before, we have double as much lifting work wasted as

is usefully employed, i. e. three units of heat to do the work of one.

We then obtain the following results:—As there is l - 30 7 cubic yard in 1 cubic

metre, 1000 millions of cubic metres =1307 millions of cubic yards fused from 300°

Eahr., requiring 9- 9 cubic yards, or nearly 10 cubic yards, of crushed rock for each

cubic yard fused, =10x1307= 13070 millions of cubic yards of crushed rock.

Then for heated material raised from 300° to 1000°, we have 20x1307=26140 mil-

lions of cubic yards, requiring 3-8 cubic yards of crushed rock for each cubic yard

heated, or 3*8 X 26140= 993320 millions of cubic yards of crushed rock.

Then for the lifting work, taking the density at T2 ton per cubic yard, or T2 ton

X (993320 millions+ 13070 millions) =1006390 millions of tons lifted; and as 3°=1

foot-ton,
1006390 millions

3° = 335463 million units of heat to lift it 1 foot high
;
and dividing

by 6472 units of heat in 1 unit of volume of crushed rock, we require 50*3 cubic yards of

crushed rock to lift 1 foot high, or 50‘3 X 5280= 265584 million cubic yards to lift 1 mile

high, or 11 times this for 11 miles, in all =2921424 million cubic yards of rock crushed.

Then for wasted heat we have double this, or 5842848 millions of cubic yards of

crushed rock.

Summing up our results, we have :

—

Fusing work = 13070 million cubic yards.

Heating work = 993320 „

Lifting work =2921424 „

Wasted work =5842848 „

Total in cubic yards of crushed rock . . 9770662
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which, divided by the cubic yards in one cubic mile, 1760 3

,
or

9770662000000 =1792 cubic miles
5451776000

of crushed rock to produce the whole.

The lost heat (in crushed rock) of our globe could produce this amount in less than

two years. But such an eruption as the above does not occur probably in a hundred

years, if such an eruption ever occurred at all.

But that is only the row? Pai't °f the equivalent in mean crushed rock of the heat at

present lost annually by our earth, which, as we have seen, is equal to 777 cubic miles

of ice melted, or to 987 cubic miles of mean rock if crushed (992 cubic miles if we

take the weight of a cubic foot of ice at 57*8 pounds).]

The volume of rock necessary to be crushed annually as thus found is (as in the

former estimate) perfectly insignificant, when compared with that of a solid crust of

800 miles thick or even of 100 miles in thickness.

199. Finally, it is apparent that even were our estimates of past or of existing volcanic

energy of our globe below the truth to such an extent that ten times the estimated

amount of crushed rock would be needed to supply it, we should still have an ample

storehouse of energy for it in the heat now annually lost by our globe, leaving still the

greater part of that to be wasted by radiation into space.

200. The rock thus crushed transfers a portion of its own mass from a greater or less

depth to the surface, and frees the cavities from which it is ejected of so much bulk,

permitting them thus to close in and accommodate the dimensions of the shell to those of

the shrinking nucleus beneath ;
but the mass is only transferred, it is not lost

; and the

transfer might have no effect whatever on the length of the day, even were its mass far

greater.

Nor is the volume of rock crushed (to perform the volcanic work) necessarily all

ejected
;
from any one point, on the contrary, much of it may cool again in situ with

extreme slowness, and get recompacted into solid rock.

201. The writer believes, however, that a considerable proportion is ejected, and that

this is, in fact, the function or final cause in the cosmos of vulcanicity. It is the means

whereby a contracting solid crust gradually, and, though paroxysmally, on the whole

harmlessly, adjusts itself to the dimensions of the nucleus shrinking away from beneath

it
; and were it not for this provision in the grand machine, or were the solid crust so

rigid and constituted that its parts could not locally crush up, and the crushed matter

be cleared out and thrown up to the surface, prodigious paroxysmal convulsions must

result, with perhaps ages intervening between them, which would probably overturn

the whole economy of the surface upon which the existence of organized life is now

dependent.

Admitting fully within what wide limits of error estimates such as these alone

admit of being made, the writer yet submits that he has proved to a high degree of

probability that

9 f 9,—< T-j
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1st. The crushing of the earth’s solid crust affords a supply of energy sufficient to

account for terrestrial vulcanicity *

;

2nd. That the necessary amount of crushing falls within the limits that may be

admitted as due to terrestrial contraction by secular refrigeration;

and if so, that the cause thus assigned is probably the true cause of existing volcanic

action, will further appear on comparing the conditions, or some of them, that we can

predicate must follow from such crushing action going on locally within the earth’s

solid crust, with some of the best known facts of observation of volcanoes themselves, to

which we now proceed.

202. A primary characteristic of the view of volcanic action here proposed is, that it

is only one phase of a unique force which has always been in action, though always

decreasing in energy, since our planet was nebulous.

It introduces no hazy hypotheses of “ reaction of the interior against the exterior,” of

internal distension by unknown gases, of chemical actions in the interior unsupported by

proof of their existence.

It simply postulates an always cooling globe subjected to gravitation, and through

these two undeniable premises it links together as the successive products of two forces

only, refrigeration and gravitation, the formation of the land and ocean-beds, the eleva-

tion of mountain-chains, and volcanic action as now existing. Simplicity is the charac-

teristic of every hypothesis upon which any true theory of the operations of nature has

ever been produced.

203. The long prevalent view of geologists, that volcanic heat and steam explosive

power arose from w? icr making its way from the surface through an exceedingly thin solid

crust to a universally liquid and fiery nucleus, is only tenable on the admission of such

thinness of crust (probably 30 to 50 miles at most) as is quite incompatible with observed

thermal conditions both on the surface and beneath it.

But if we admit a very much thicker solid crust (from 300 to 800 miles), it is

incredible that surface-water should ever find its way through such a depth of dense

material to the liquid nucleus;’ yet without water we can have no volcano, steam being

admitted on all sides to be the ejective agent. The wholly gratuitous hypotheses of

Schaleb, of Boston (Proc. Bost. Nat. Hist. Soc. 186G), of a liquid spherical shell between

a solid nucleus and a solid crust, and of Hopkins, of isolated liquid subterraneous lakes

of lava within an otherwise solid globe, do not remove the difficulties as to their connexion

with the surface-waters, and are exposed to insuperable objections to their existing at all.

204. Schaler’s nucleus must be in unstable equilibrium as to position. Objections

* As this paper cannot be extended so as to include any special considerations of the effects as to fusion,

chemical combination, or decomposition producible by a given amount of thermal energy acting on the sub-

stances within our earth’s crust, it is here only possible to remark that in such considerations the effects of

heating substances under pressure, as pointed to in the recent experiments of Deville and Gernez and of

Eraxklaxd, all tending to show that the same amount of heat is more effective chemically as the pressure under

which it acts is greater, must not be neglected; nor, on the other hand, those of M. Caellelet (Les Mondes,

1869) on the limits to chemical action set by its taking place under pressure.
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have been already urged to Hopkins’s lakes. Either the lakes or the liquid zone lie far

too deep to be in communication with the surface-waters ;
and if once such a commu-

nication be supposed established, no reason can be assigned why the volcanic eruption

thus brought about should ever end before either the limitless supply of water were

ended or the reservoir of liquid lava completely pumped out.

205. Whether coming from liquid spherical shell or lake of lava, it is hard to see why

the lava of the same volcanic vent drawn from the same reservoir should not always be

the same.

Every thing indicates that the actual focus, where fire and water contend and produce

volcanic action, is at no great depth below the volcanic vent.

The directions of the shocks felt during eruptions by observers not far removed from

the axes of volcanic vents conclusively establish this. The centre of impulse of these

shocks is coincident (on the whole) with the volcanic focus. Now, were this at a great

depth, the emergent wave-paths around the base of the volcanic cone, and for considerable

distances from it, must be almost vertical
;
houses &c. shaken down must show that they

were so by forces suddenly throwing them upwards and letting them fall again in lines

not very far from vertical. But such are not the facts even in the close neighbourhood

of the great South-American and Oriental volcanoes ; the shocks near the base are felt

to approach nearer to horizontality than verticality, as is also the case with the best

observed European eruptions.

206. But the writer is enabled to produce direct proof of this in the case of the greatest

of European cones. In 1864, while exploring Etna, he noted and measured the directions

of the cracks produced in a large number of more or less ancient church-towers and

other buildings by the shocks of successive eruptions at various periods.

These observations were made at different towns or places, extending round a very large

arc of the total circumference of the mountain. In every instance the masonry fractures

pointed to a wave-path coming from near about the axis of the cone, and from a centre

of impulse situated not very many miles below the level of the sea. This is conclusive

as to the focus being not very deep; were it 800 miles deep, or half that, the injury

done to towers and buildings must present a wholly different character, and the apparent

verticality of the shocks could not escape universal notice.

207. But if the volcanic foci lie in lakes or perennial spheric sheets of liquid lava,

then they must be, ex hypothesis below the thick crust, and at an immense depth, and that

nearly the same everywhere.

But water must reach that depth, great as it may be
;
and assuming the possibility of

its access, it is difficult to see how, unless (notwithstanding the high temperature) it is

compressed to a greater density than the liquid lake of solid lava, it can so get beneath

or mixed up with the latter as to be able to blow it up in a hoursoufle condition, and

enable it to reach the surface through ducts or fissures of 500 or 800 miles in length,

the walls of which are comparatively cold.

208. Recognized phenomena of different volcanoes indicate that they do not all come
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from even nearly the same depth ;
but the depth must be nearly the same for all if the

foci be in a spherical couche of liquid lakes left by refrigeration of the rest of the globe,

as imagined by Hopkins.

209. These difficulties disappear on our theory. The focus of heat may be at any

depth, because crushing of the solid crust may occur at any depth, dependent on thickness

of crust, couclie of maximum tangential pressure or of greatest crushing resistance, &c.

;

and in general the tendency must be for the crushing simply to occur at no great depths

from the surface.

210. The crushing is local, both as to surface and depth ; where it occurs, being in the

weakest parts of the crust, the fissures for admission of water are the most likely to be

present.

211. The result of the crushing is to produce irregular masses, on the whole tending to

verticality, of pulverized rock, heated more or less highly, that may extend to any depth

within the solid crust
;
but it is only to such depth as water can percolate or infiltrate by

capillarity that the deepest focus of volcanic activity can be found.

Below that the crushed and heated rock may exist, but it remains quiescent unless

water reaches it or gases be evolved by chemical action increased by the heat. When
water does reach such a heated mass of crumbled rock, it readily finds its way through

the whole mass, which absorbs it as red-hot sand does water poured into it. Steam is

produced if the temperature due to crushing be sufficient to raise both the crushed rock

and the water (under the pressure of its superincumbent column and the resistances of

the water-ducts) to the fusing-point, boursoifie lava results, and at sufficient elastic

steam pressure is ejected, perhaps enlarging its own vent of issue by some preexistent

fissure, by fusion as it rises, and subsequently by abrasion.

212. The researches of later years, and especially of Jamin and Daubree, have shown

that infiltrating water through the capillary pores of permeable rock may continue to

pass through such against a heavy steam pressure
;

so that whilst the water continues to

enter thus a heated cavity full of hot crushed rock, urged by an insistent head and by

capillarity in the rock, no steam can escape back through the porous rock preoccupied

by the water, just as a porous filtering stone under a head of water would continue to

pass water into a fire, though the latter contained steam or gases under great pressure

which could not pass out through the stone. We have thus all the conditions in our

focus needed for the production of such variations of lava as we actually witness.

Analyses have shown that while there is a great general similarity of constitution in

lavas all over the globe, they yet do differ enough in constitution considerably to affect

their degree of fusibility. We are also able to observe that some volcanic vents produce

more fusible lavas than others, that some volcanoes produce little lava and much heated

and pulverized material, and some nothing but the latter, no lava at all.

213. We can also see (in a good many cases at least) that the fusibility of the lava, and

the proportion of its supply to that of unfused heated matter, dust, and lapilli, is refer-

able to two (coexistent or not) elements of cause—the more or less fusible chemical
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constitution of the lava, and the higher or lower temperature of the focus
;
and we can

further see that the constitution of the lava has some relation to the successive lithologic

formations in which the focus and vent are situated or through which they pass.

Siliceous crystalline rock and aluminous rocks alone, pulverized and fused, produce,

for example, highly infusible lavas
;

siliceous and calcareous, still more those with

certain portions of aluminous or ferruginous rock, much more fusible ones. The old

hut valuable experiments of Kiewan are worthy of being still consulted on these points

(Kiewan’s ‘ Mineralogy ’), the fusibility in all cases also being largely influenced by the

alkaline contents of the water, sea or fresh, that finds its way to the focus.

214. Now all these conditions are accountable for on the supposition of local and often

more or less distinct foci of heated and pulverized rocks, differing in composition at

different depths of the heated column.

We have also an adequate cause for the great differences of temperature at different

and even closely adjacent vents, in that the heat at the focus is not derived from any

invariable source at a nearly constant and uniform temperature, as in Hopkins’s notion,

hut is directly proportionate to the local tangential pressure which produces the crushing

and the resistance thereto, and may vary to any extent at different points or at the same

point at different times.

215. In this, too, we find an adequate and easy explanation of the absolutely non-

periodic activity of volcanoes and their occasional sudden and violently paroxysmal

action, as well as for their long periods of repose, and for the absolute extinction of

some and the breaking out of new ones at points where none previously existed.

216. The secular cooling of the globe is always going on, though in a very slowly

descending ratio. Contraction is therefore constantly providing a store of energy to be

expended in crushing parts of the crust, and through that providing for the volcanic

heat. But the crushing itself does not take place with uniformity, it necessarily acts

per salturn after accumulated pressure has reached the necessary amount at a given

point, where some of the pressed mass, unequally pressed as we must assume it, gives

way, and is succeeded perhaps by a time of repose or by the transfer of the crushing

action elsewhere to some weaker point.

217. Hence, though the magazine of volcanic energy is being constantly and steadily

replenished by secular cooling, the effects are intermittent, and just provide from year

to year the amount of force which is consumed in vulcanicity.

It is one of the many cases in nature in which the uniform development of a force

results in variable and intermittent action as the effect of the force ; it is steadily pro-

duced and accumulated, but unequally or paroxysmally expended. That such slowly

accumulating pressure on local points of rigid solids does produce their giving way by-

crushing paroxysmally may be illustrated to the senses by pressing slowly and steadily

a lump of sugar held by the fingers against a table
;
some of the points or surfaces in

contact crush to powder, there is a momentary repose ; we continue the pressure, or

slowly or slightly increase it, more crushing, and another repose follows.
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218. One cause for tlie extinction or long repose of volcanoes has been more or less

perhaps recognized, they may get “ drowned out the activity is dependent upon a

certain balance between the supply of heat and the supply of water
; if the latter become

excessive, action dwindles to the solfatara or ceases altogether or for a time. But no

prior theory assigns any cause for variability in the supply of heat : if that came from

an immense liquid nucleus, it must be always the same and inexhaustible practically
;

if from the imaginary lakes, it might he slowly exhausted, but could not rapidly decline

nor suddenly vanish, unless by the draining dry of its contents or of the heat of the

whole lake.

On our hypothesis, however, avc find an adequate explanation for the sudden produc-

tion at a given spot and for the rapid exhaustion of the source of heat, and for its pos-

sible non-production again at the same spot or its production at another, adjacent or

remote
;
in other words, for the long observed shifting of the position of volcanic vents

in the course of time, as well as for the secular enlargement of the superficial areas

within which their action occurs, as remarked by Humboldt (Cosmos).

219. Lastly, it presents a complete solution to the question, "Why should volcanoes

present the linear arrangement they do on our globe, and why should they on the whole

follow the lines of great mountain-chains 1 As manifestations of a common cause, con-

traction by secular cooling, but different in degree, the mountain-ranges heaped up by

tangential pressure (as has been already stated) have been formed along lines of con-

trary flexure and of great Assuring and weakness in the earth’s crust. But it is along

such lines of weakness that the crushing by tangential pressure of the cooler and more

rigid crust must principally occur
;

so that we may admit that at present the entire, or

nearly so, of the tangential pressures produced by secular cooling are balanced by

crushing limited to those great lines.

Hence the line of volcanic vents follows the mountain-chain :—1st, because there the

fissures and vents of a shattered crust are chiefly found ; 2nd, because it is in such lines

that the chief crushing goes on as being the weakest places, so that there the heat for

the volcano is provided. Here the “ lake theory ” signally fails. On what conceivable

grounds shall we imagine these imaginary lakes arranged beneath great curved lines on

the surface, as beneath the immense line of volcanoes that girdles the Pacific 1

Why, if produced as residues of a frozen liquid nucleus, should they not rather be

scattered pretty evenly in a couche beneath the whole surface of the earth \ But if they

be so, then the greater part of them must be hermetically sealed up from water, or, by

hypothesis, we should have volcanoes dotted all over the earth
;
and this last is equally

true as applicable to Sciialee’s liquid zone or a universal liquid nucleus.

220. Along such lines of volcanoes one vent or another may start into activity,

according as the crushing energy beneath supplies more heat and pulverized material

than another
; and we find an explanation for the observed (or supposed to be observed)

fact without calling in the very crude notion that one volcanic vent relieves another, all

drawing from a common fiery ocean or from lakes beneath.
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221. We also see that it is but a partial view to say the volcano is a safety-valve to

the earthquake ; for the volcano is really the safety-valve for the relief from time to time

of the effects of contraction by cooling of our globe
; and there is perhaps no more

convincing consideration, indicating that the motive cause here assigned for vulcanicity

is the true one, than is found in the fact that the assigned mechanism is one of nature’s

balancing adjustments, that the volcano’s work is exactly proportionate to the crushing

energy of the contraction that brings it forth, and which is thus drained off, gradually

on the whole, though intermittently, in place of accumulating, until by the crushing

together of vast masses at once of the earth’s thick crust, cataclysm must arise destructive

to the living creation. The action resembles that of the escapement of a clock, which

lets the weight drop not uniformly, but slowly and gently, which if permitted to

descend suddenly through a large space, must destroy the machine.

222. If, then, this be the true nature of volcanic activity upon our globe, it must be

so for other planets, so far as their construction is analogous to that of our own.

And should future improvements of the telescope ever enable us to examine the sur-

faces of the other bodies of our solar system with sufficient exactitude, we shall be able

in some degree to test this. At present, however, we can only apply it to our own

satellite, and ask does it give us any information as to the peculiarities that its surface

reveals to us in respect to bygone vulcanicity therein.

223. Without ocean or atmosphere, volcanic action such as we have upon our globe is

impossible ; it is possible, however, that the former vulcanicity of the moon was main-

tained until her whole ocean (which, in that case, must have been a very limited one) and

her atmosphere had been wholly absorbed.

If that be so, as a precise balance is not probable, then it is likely there is still more

or less unoxidized or otherwise chemically uncombined material in the moon.

But whether the vulcanicity of the moon be a completely spent energy or not, we find

upon its surface elevations, and what appear to be craters, vastly exceeding in altitude

and in width any thing upon our globe, and which seem perfectly abnormal as compared

with the relative small size of the moon to our earth.

224. If vulcanicity be dependent merely upon communication, through the crust, with

the liquid nucleus, partial or universal, and water-access to the same, there is no ima-

ginable connexion between the intensity of volcanic action and the size of the planet

on which it occurs ; or if any, it is this, that the smaller planet cooling fastest may have

a thicker crust, and so volcanic intensity should show itself less the smaller the planet is.

But if it be, as here contended, a consequence of secular cooling, then the intensity will be

greater as the progress of cooling is more rapid.

Now the cooling of any globe of like constitution and at the same distance from the

D 2

sun must be directly as its surface and inversely as its mass—that is to say, as 13 being

the mean diameter. Hence the rate of refrigeration of the moon from this cause alone

must have been greatly more rapid than that of our globe, and hence the intensity of vul-

mdccclxxiii. 2 G-
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canicityin a given time far greater also, because contraction of the crust is proportionate

to the rate of cooling, and the heat produced by crushing of the crust proportionate to

that rate.

We therefore see here a sufficient cause for the greater height of the mountain-ranges,

as well as for that of the volcanic craters, in the moon than on our earth.

This greater height was no doubt further exalted by the diminished action of gravity

in the smaller globe opposing elevation, as well as by the want of density though pro-

bable great hardness of the material constituting the moon.

225. The density of the moon is stated by Hersciiel (‘Astronomy’) to be (>536, our

earth’s density being taken as unity; and the mean density of our earth being about 5 ’5,

it follows that that of the moon is about 3’0, which is about that of corundum, sapphire,

quartz, and hydrous metallic silicates
;
so that, with the exception probably of a small

and possibly metallic nucleus of greater density, the whole may consist of aluminates

and silicates of great rigidity, and therefore producing very great resistances to contractile

crushing, and hence great elevation of temperature at local points during cooling.

And this appears supported by the Iiillen of Madler, which to the writer’s eye, with

Mr. Nasmyth’s best telescope, and also to that gentleman, appear as cracks or deep

sharp-edged fissures in a rigid surface. The prevailing direction of these Iiillen is

about at right angles to the lines of elevation, which is just what we should expect if

the elevating force were such as here indicated, viz. a tangential compression, for in that

the lines of tension must he orthogonal to the lines of elevating pressure, and therefore

the resulting cracks orthogonal to the lines of elevation.

226. It would be foreign to our direct purpose, and lead too far, to go into the pro-

bable causes that have led to the great relative diameters of the lunar craters.

Thus far we discern that volcanic activity generally is dependent upon the solid and

liquid materials (elements) constituting any planet, upon their conductivity (rate at which

they can part with heat), upon the mass of the planet, upon which both its original

temperature (when all in fusion) and its rate of cooling are dependent, and upon its

distance from the sun
;
possibly also upon whether or not it traverses in space regions

of variable temperature.

227. In the sun itself we but behold vulcanicity in its earliest and most potent stage,

that of the condensation and chemical exhaustion of a primordial world of vast dimen-

sions, with its vulcanicity exhibited in (to the imagination) terrific grandeur. In our own

globe we see it developed by quite the like train of causation acting differently at suc-

cessive epochs, extending over time that we cannot measure, and now dwindled down to

its present point, when it is but part of the beneficent machinery of our earth, to make it

the safe abode of plants, animals, and man himself. In the moon we see it, after having

passed through all its stages, died out and gone.

228. If, then, in what has been here advanced, and, so far as the writer’s knowledge

extends, for the first time, the cause assigned for volcanic heat, viz. the crushing

of the earth’s solid crust, accounts for all the phenomena, leaves none unexplained or
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inexplicable, and introduces no consequences in themselves either inexplicable or con-

trary to observed facts, but all parts of the theory tit together with the facts so far

as we observe them in nature, like the parts of a “ dissected map ” from which no one

piece can be left out nor to it any new one added, then the writer submits that, on true

principles of philosophy, the theory may be regarded as a true interpretation of Nature.

[Note .—The views of Babbage and of Sir J. Heeschel as to the nature of volcanic heat have been alluded to

at p. 158. It would have been difficult, however, before the development of the principles contained in the

preceding paper to have shown the insufficiency of those views.

As they still linger in the minds of some geologists it seems desirable to advert to them here. Herschel’s

views are found, as stated by himself in letters to Sir Ciiaeles Lyell and Sir Roderick Murchisoh, in vol. ii. of

the Proceedings of the Geological Society of London.

Briefly they may be said to embrace two distinct heads : 1st, subversions of mechanical equilibrium by sedi-

mentary deposits unequally laid upon an extremely thin solid crust floating on a liquid nucleus
;
2ndly, the

consequences of such sedimentary deposits in causing a local rise in the geothermal couches.

The former we may pass, the existence of any such thin crust being inadmissible. As regards the latter it

is enough to say that it fails to afford any adequate supply of heat sufficient to account for terrestrial vulcanicity.

The gradual rise of an isothermal couche in the way suggested by Heeschel may possibly afford an adequate

supply of heat to account for the phenomena of metamorphism, or more properly pyromorphism, but not for the

play of any ejective volcano. Space forbids any proof of this here; but the nature of the objection may be

illustrated by an example.

If we suppose, what certainly does not exist anywhere on our globe, that sedimentary deposits are going on

continuously over some large area at the rate of 50 feet in depth per annum, it will require above 105 years to

deposit a mile in depth
;

if we further suppose the conductivity of the superficial sediment the same as of that

already deposited and deeply buried, the annual rise of any given geothermal couche beneath a given square mile

of surface will be 50 feet, and the increase of temperature of the material just above the former level of the

couche will be about 1 degree. The heat added, therefore, will be but one degree or thereabouts in a mass of

sediment 50 feet in thickness and a square mile in area. This amount converted into units of heat is there-

fore the entire magazine of heat to supply the annual volcanic work per square mile, and, even on this extreme

supposition as to rate of deposit, would prove wholly inadequate for the fusing and lifting work and waste required

for the phenomena of active vulcanicity as now existing.

On principles derived from the above it may further be shown that making the very largest admissible esti-

mate as to the total amount of sedimentary matter deposited annually over the entire globe, that amount would

be altogether inadequate, upon Heeschel’s views, to supply the heat required for the annual vulcanicity of our

globe as estimated in the preceding pages.

Herschel’s views were apparently hastily struck off, and so far as they have been accepted by American and

other geologists, have been so apparently on the credit due to the reputation of their author.

Had thermodynamics, however, been sufficiently advanced in Heeschel’s lifetime to have enabled him to test

his views by their aid, there can be no doubt but that that illustrious man would have himself discerned the

untenability of his theory.

In conclusion it may be added that the notion of some geologists that no supply of surface-water is necessary

to existent volcanic action, but that the supply of water is derived from that liquid preexisting in vesicular

cavities of the deep-seated rocky material, maybe shown to present no adequate supply for the volume of steam

in relation to the solid and liquid ejecta as seen at volcanic vents.—July 1S73.]

2 g 2
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Appendix.

A. Thermal Springs.

Authors on Yulcanology generally view thermal springs as one of the manifestations

of volcanic action. That they are, in many instances, connected with volcanic vents,

whose energies are nearly or for a time exhausted, is evident from such instances as the

great hot springs of Auvergne or of Iceland
;
hut that they are not related directly to

volcanic agency in the vast majority of instances is equally obvious. In no case can we

consider the surface-waters of supply descending many miles under ground ; so that

thermal waters, such as those of the British Islands and of a large portion of Europe,

cannot be viewed as manifestations of volcanic activity, hut as due to the surface-waters

descending a certain moderate depth (which cannot be great, as no absolutely boiling

spring is known except close to volcanoes), getting heated by the warmer beds below

and reascending. We must therefore view the vast majority of the thermal springs of

the globe in the light, not of volcanic phenomena at all, but as simply one of the means

by which hypogeal heat is carried to the surface to be dissipated by radiation. It

becomes an interesting inquiry in relation to our subject to estimate whether in this

aspect the influence of thermal springs is great, or what proportion of the total heat

lost annually by our globe is thus brought to the surface.

The writer has attempted this estimate in the following way :

—

The thermal springs of Europe are those best known
;
next to these, perhaps, may be

viewed those of India as catalogued by the Messrs. Schlagentiiweit. Adopting

Dr. Daubeny’s catalogue (‘ Volcanoes,’ See.) for the former, there are in Europe 154 hot

springs scattered over an area of 34 millions of square miles, evolving 6577353752

cubic feet of water per annum at a mean temperature of 57° Fahr. above the mean

annual temperature of the localities. In India (as comprehended in the above

catalogue) there are about 100 hot springs scattered over an area of 1^ million of

square miles, evolving 4345000000 cubic feet of water per annum at a mean tempera-

ture of 51°Eahr. above the mean annual temperature (taken for all India as 75° Fahr.).

These together, therefore, distributed over an area of 5 millions of square miles (of

tropical and temperate latitudes) evolve about 10862353752 cubic feet of water per

annum at a general mean (quantity and temperature both taken into account) of

54°-6 Fahr.

If, now, we assume that all the remainder of the dry land of our globe present like

thermal springs in like abundance, then the total evolution annually from the 52

millions of square miles of dry land is 112968337520 cubic feet at 540,
6 Fahr. above

the mean temperature of the localities. That is equivalent to 34336880705 cubic feet

of water raised from 32° to 212° Fahr., or to 0’2332 cubic mile of water boiling under

1 atmosphere brought to the surface per annum.

If, now, from the insufficient character of our data, and especially as respects South

America and Africa, we suppose that the above estimate does not comprise more than
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one half the volume of hot water really brought annually to the surface, or that the

mean temperature of the hot water is below the truth, and if we double the result so

as to include these, we find that the totality of the thermal waters of our globe does

not probably exceed half a cubic mile of boiling water per annum, the equivalent of

which in melted ice at 32° shows that the entire amount of hypogeal heat thus carried

off is not the one thousandth part of the total annual heat lost by our globe, as taken

at 777 cubic miles of ice melted to water at 32°.

Whether, therefore, thermal springs be viewed as mere adjuvants to the dissipation

at the surface of hypogeal heat, or as products of volcanic heat directly and in all

instances, their influence is insignificant, and does not affect the views contained in

the text.

B. Heat and workfrom Quartz-crushing.

Derived from the work done in crushing quartz in Victoria Colony Goldfields.

Taken from R. B. Smith’s ‘ Goldfields of Victoria,’ royal 8vo, 1SG9, p. 543.

Weight of each stamp-head.

(1) Ballarat district

(2) Beechworth .

(3) Sandhurst

(4) Marybois .

(5) Castlemaine .

(G) Ararat

(7) Gippsland

Average

lbs.

336

448

560

448

280

560

oob

to

lbs.

896

868

896

840

840

784

896

9

^•General average= 642 lbs.

424 to 860 J

Each stamp-head falls.

(1)

ft.

0-583 to

ft.

0-833 50 to SO strokes per minute.

(2) 0-417
55

1 ,009
I OOO 45 „ 80 55 55

(
3 )

0-708
55

1-500 45 „ 72 55 55

(
4
)

0-666
55

1-000 60 „ 80 55 55

(
5
)

0-500
55

1-250 oo 80 55 55

(6) 0-500
55

0-833 GO „ 80 55 55

(
7 )

0-583
55

0-917 70 „ 80 55 55

Average 0-5653 to 1-0951 Average 52-143 to 78-857 „ 55

General average 0-8302 foot and 6 5 • 5 strokes per minute.
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Weight of Quartz crushed per 24 hours by one stamp-head.

(1)

lbs. .

2016 to

lbs.

7840 Size of powder 40 to 224 per square inch

if) 2240 55 8960 65 „ 144 55

(3) 1680 55 6720 64 „ 130 55

(4) 3360 55
6720 60 „ 140 55

(5) 2240 55 8960 64 „ 160 55

(6) 2800 55 3360 100 „ 121 55

(7) 3360 55 4592 70 250 55

Average 2528 to 6736 Average 66*143 to 167*000
55

General average 4632 lbs. General average 116*571 per square inch.

Horse-power given to work each head.

(1)

H.P.

1*00 to

H.P. 1

1*50

(^) 0*75
55

2*00

(3) 0*75
55

1*00

(4) 0*83
55

1*75 .

(5) 0*50
55

2*00

(6) 0*60
5

* 1*50

(7) 0*83
55

1*87

Average 0*7514 to 1*66

,

General average =1*2057 II. P.

Actual specific gravity of Victorian Gold Quartz from Royal School of Mines:

—

By their determination . . . =2*6307

By Mallet’s determination . . =2*6224

Actual of Wicklow Quartz (Brett) :

Mallet’s=2 *6 214.

This is but a mere contrast as regards the conclusions here sought for.

Specific gravity of quartz on various authorities :

—

Senft (specific gravity)

Z IREEL „

KlRWAN „

Beudant

HuAY
55

5 ?

=2*5 to 2*8 1

2*6

2*64 to 2*67 f Average of all 2*6469

2*641 to 2*654

2*670 ;

1 cubic foot of water at 60° weighing 62*5 lbs.:

1*0000 : 62*5 :: 2*6469 : =165,431 lbs. av.

= weight of cubic foot of quartz.
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The specific heat of silicic anhydride, Si0
2 ,

is given by Watts (Chem. Diet. “Heat,”

vol. iii. p. 32) as =0-19132, water being unity ;
0-179 by my determination of quartz

from Wicklow, Ireland.

Specific beat of quartz 0-1719 (Hermann) i Gmelin’s Handbook,

0-1913 (Regnault)/ vol. i. p. 245.

Now the average of the whole data results in these :

—

042 lbs. falling 0-8302 foot 65*5 times per minute for 24 hours,

Produces 4032 lbs. of quartz in powder,

116-571 meshes per square inch;

or 642 lbs. falling 0-8302x65-5= 54-3781 feet per minute for 24 hours,

or 24x60=1440 minutes =78304-464 feet.

That is, 642 lbs. x 78304*464 feet =50,271,465,888 foot-pounds, being the work done

to crush to powder 4632 lbs. of quartz,

or
888= 10853' 08 foot-pounds per 1 lb. of quartz,

or 10853-08 foot-pounds x 165-431 lbs.= l,795, 435,877 foot-pounds per cubic foot

of quartz of specific gravity 2-6469.

Then, dividing by Joule’s equivalent, we have

1795435-877
2325-69 degrees Fahrenheit in 11b. of water as the equivalent of the

crushing work per cubic foot of quartz ;
or, as steam from water at 32° of 1 atmosphere

and therefore at 212° contains 1146-7 units of heat, the work of crushing 1 cubic foot of

quartz would vaporize at 212 degrees 2-028 lbs. of water, for

2325-69 : 1146-7 1 gives X-
2325-69

1146-7r=2-028.

Now let us take the results, not from general averages, but from the highest and lowest

data given, having regard to the fineness of the pulverized quartz produced, i. e. assuming

that the average finest powder is due to the largest expenditure of power.

Then, first, we have from what precedes, that
(
highest

)
860 lbs. falling 1-0951 foot

78-857 times per minute produces in 24 hours 2528 lbs. of quartz-powder of fineness to

pass through 167*0 parts of a square inch,

or 860 lbs. falling 1-0951 x 78-857= 86-356 feet per minute,

or 86-356x1440= 124352-64 feet per day of 24 hours,

which is 860 lbs. x 124352-64 feet =106943270-4 foot-pounds, being the work done to

2528 lbs. of quartz,

or
106943270-4

2528
= 42303-5 foot-pounds expended per 1 lb. of quartz,
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or 42303 ,

5 X 165-431= 6998310-31 foot-pouncls per cubic foot of quartz ;
and dividing by

J=772,
6998

y

3

y

1

0

° 3
- =9065-2 degrees Fahrenheit in 1 lb. water as the equivalent of the

crushing worJc of 1 cubic foot of quartz-powder of yyy of a square inch of fineness.

Secondly, we have the lowest data, viz. that 424 lbs. falling 0-5653 foot 52-143

times per minute produces 6736 lbs. of quartz-powder of a fineness =
6

-

6 ,^ 43 of a square

inch in 24 hours.

Assuming in both calculations that the greatest power is consumed in producing the

smallest quantity in total of the finest powder, then

424 lbs. falling 0-5653 feet x 52-143= 29-479 feet per minute,

or 29-479x1440= 42449-76 feet per 24 hours,

which is 424 lbs. X 42449-76= 17998698-24 foot-pounds, being the work to crush

6736 lbs. of quartz,

or
1799SG98-24

6736
= 2672-01 foot-pounds expended per pound of quartz,

or 2672x165-431= 442031-632 foot-pounds per cubic foot of quartz;

and dividing by J= 772,
442031-632

772
= 5720,5S Falir. in 1 lb. of water as the equivalent of

the crushing work of one cubic foot of quartz-powder of
(
, 6 4 3

of a square inch fineness.

We thus come to this
: ygy of a square inch, allowing say yy inch for the diameter

of the wires of the wire gauze or screen, was about yy inch average diameter of the

largest fragments
; x 16

x
5 7

of a square inch, same allowance, was about yy inch average

diameter of fragments ;
-.
6
.n of a square inch, same allowance, was about yy inch

average diameter of fragments.

Then the proportionate foot-pounds to sizes of fragments and equivalent of heat are

(omitting decimals) :

—

18- 14 1(j

Foot-pounds 6998310 1795435 442031.

Heat, degrees Fahr 9065° 2325° 572°.

These results are valuable, from the general corroboration they afford of the correct-

ness of the results as to crushing experimentally given in the body of this paper. The

friction of the stamping-machinery is, as may be seen, excluded from our calculation;

and except what small amount of power due to the fall of the “stamp-head” may be

consumed in splashing about the water constantly flowing over the crushing quartz, there

is almost no power consumed except directly in the pulverization of the quartz.
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C. Work of crashing, derivedfrom experiments (Phil. Trans. 1862) on Holyhead Pocks.

The hardest quartz rock (sp. gr. 2 -

656).

Across lamination crushed with 37,000 lbs. on the square inch.

Parallel with lamination . . 20,000

2)57,000

Mean of quartz both ways . 28,500 lbs.

Then, on a cubic foot,

144x28,500=4104000 lbs. to crush;

and supposing the cube all crushed to powder and dissipated laterally, then this pressure

would have descended 1 foot ; we therefore have the work of crushing the 1 foot cube

= 4104000x1= 4104000 lbs.,

and

" 1 = 5 3 1 6 • 0 6 Fahr. in 1 lb. of water.

This result, however, is below the truth, as the quartz rock was not crushed abso-

lutely to powder.

t
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IV. On Curvature and Orthogonal Surfaces. By A. Cayley, LL.D., F.B.S., Sadlerian

Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge.

Received December 27, 1872,—Read February 13, 1873.

The principal object of the present Memoir is the establishment of the partial differ-

ential equation of the third order satisfied by the parameter of a family of surfaces

belonging to a triple orthogonal system. It was first remarked by Bouquet that a given

family of surfaces does not in general belong to an orthogonal system, but that (in order

to its doing so) a condition must be satisfied
;

it was afterwards shown by Serret that

rhe condition is that the parameter, considered as a function of the coordinates, must

satisfy a partial differential equation of the third order : this equation was not obtained

by him or the other French geometers engaged on the subject, although methods of

obtaining it, essentially equivalent but differing in form, were given by Darboux and

Levy ;
the last-named writer even found a particular form of the equation, viz. what the

general equation becomes on writing therein X= 0, Y=0 (X, Y, Z the first derived

functions, or quantities proportional to the cosine-inclinations of the normal). Using

Levy’s method, I obtained the general equation, and communicated it to the French

Academy. My result was, however, of a very complicated form, owing, as I afterwards

discovered, to its being encumbered with the extraneous factor X2+Y2
-j-Z

2
; I succeeded,

by some difficult reductions, in getting rid of this factor, and so obtaining the equation

in the form given in the present memoir, viz.

((A), (B), (C), (F), (G), U, Ic, 2 If, 2ig, 2ih)

-2((A), (B), (C), (F), (G), (H)X«, b, c, % 2y, 2A)=0

:

but the method was an inconvenient one, and I was led to reconsider the question. The

present investigation, although the analytical transformations are very long, is in theory

extremely simple : I consider a given surface, and at each point thereof take along the

normal an infinitesimal length (not a constant, but an arbitrary function of the

coordinates), the extremities of these distances forming a new surface, say the vicinal

surface
; and the points on the same normal being considered as corresponding points, say

this is the conormal correspondence of vicinal surfaces. In order that the two surfaces

may belong to an orthogonal system, it is necessary and sufficient that at each point of

the given surface the principal tangents (tangents to the curves of curvature) shall

correspond to the principal tangents at the corresponding point of the vicinal surface

;

and the condition for this is that
g

shall satisfy a partial differential equation of the

second order,

((A), (B), (C), (F), (G), (H)Jd„ d,, dx)^= 0,

9 r
iU IMDCCCLXXIII.
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where the coefficients depend on the first and second differential coefficients of U, if

U=0 is the equation of the given surface. Now, considering the given surface as

belonging to a family, or writing its equation in the form r— r(x, y,
s)= 0 (the last r

a functional symbol), the condition in order that the vicinal surface shall belong to this

family, or say that it shall coincide with the surface r(x, y ,
s)= 0, is where

Y=\/X2 q-Y 2

-f Z\ if X, Y, Z are the first differential coefficients of r(x, y, z), that

is, of the parameter r considered as a function of the coordinates
;
we have thus the

equation

((A), (B), (C), (F), (G), (H)I<L d„ <1)4=0,

viz. the coefficients being functions of the first and second differential coefficients of r,

and V being a function of the first differential coefficients of r, this is in fact a relation

involving the first, second, and third differential coefficients of r, or it is the partial

differential equation to be satisfied by the parameter r considered as a function of the

coordinates. After all reductions, this equation assumes the form previously mentioned.

On the Curvature of Surfaces. Article Nos. 1 to 21.

1. Curvature is a metrical theory having reference to the circle at infinity
; each point

in space may be regarded as the vertex of a cone passing through this circle, say the

circular cone ; a line and plane through the vertex are at right angles to each other

when they are polar line and polar plane in regard to the cone
;
and so two lines or two

planes are at right angles when they are harmonics in regard to the cone, that is, when

each line lies in the polar plane, or each plane passes through the polar line of the

other. A plane through the vertex meets the cone in two lines, which are the “ circular

lines” in the plane and through the point; a line through the vertex has through it

two tangent planes, which might be called the “circular planes” of the point and

through the line ;
but the term is hardly required. Lines in the plane and through the

point, at right angles to each other, are also harmonics (polar lines) in regard to the

two circular lines.

2. Consider now a surface, and any point thereof; we have at this point a tangent

plane and a normal. The tangent plane meets the surface in a curve having at the

point a node, and the tangents to the two branches of the curve (being of course lines

in the tangent plane) are the “ chief tangents” of the surface at the point.

3. The chief tangents are the intersections of the tangent plane by a quadric cone,

which may be called the chief cone
; but it is important to observe that this cone is not

independent of the particular form under which the equation of the surface is presented.

To explain this, suppose that the rational equation of the surface is U=0 ;
taking £, y, £

as current coordinates measured from the point as origin, the equation of the chief cone

is (|<L+ ^fi~£cb)2U :=0, where x, y,
z denote the coordinates of the point. But it is in

the sequel necessary to present the equation of the surface in a different manner ;
say
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we have an equation between the cordinates (x, y,
z) and a parameter r (r being there-

fore in general an irrational function of x, y, z ), which, when>=r15 reduces itself to U= 0 :

we have then r—)\ as the equation of the surface
;
and the corresponding equation of the

chief cone is ;
this is not the same as the cone ??d^+£cL)2U==(),

although of course it intersects the tangent plane in the same two lines, viz. the chief

lines ; and so in general there is a distinct chief cone corresponding to each form of the

equation of the surface. But adopting a definite form of equation, we have a definite

chief cone intersecting the tangent plane in the chief tangents.

4. Observe that the equations U= 0, r=r„ although each relating to one and the same

surface, serve to represent this surface, and that in different ways, as belonging to a

family of surfaces, viz. one of these is the family U= const., and the other the family

r— const. In order to represent a given surface as belonging to a certain family, we

need the irrational form of equation ; thus r denoting the irrational function of x, y, z

x 1 y- z 2

determined by the equation ^q;+ ^y.+gij^;=l 5
we have r=0 as the equation of the

yQ *,2

ellipsoid —+^ + :g=l, considered as belonging to a family of confocal quadrics.

5. Although at first sight presenting some difficulty, it is convenient to use the same

letter r to denote the parameter considered as a function of the coordinates, and the

special value of the parameter
;
thus in general the equation of a surface may be written

r(x, y, z)—r= 0 (in which form the first r may be regarded as a functional symbol), or

simply r—r=0, viz. the first r here denotes the given function of (x, y, z), and the

second r the particular value of the parameter.

6. By what precedes we have through the point and in the tangent plane two circular

lines, the intersections of the tangent plane by the circular cone having the point for its

vertex.

We have also through the point and in the tangent plane two other lines, termed

the principal tangents, viz. the definition of these is that they are the double (or sibi-

conjugate) lines of the involution formed by the circular lines and the chief tangents,

or, what is the same thing, they are the bisectors (and as such at right angles to each

other) of the angles formed by the chief tangents.

7. The principal tangents may also be considered as the intersections of the tangent

plane by a quadric cone, called the principal cone
;

this being a cone constructed by

means of the circular cone and the chief cone, and thus depending on the particular

chief cone, that is, on the form of the equation of the surface. The definition is that

the principal cone is the locus of a line (through the point), such that the line itself, the

perpendicular (or harmonic in regard to the circular cone) of the polar plane of the line

in regard to the chief cone, and the normal of the surface are in piano.

8. Analytically, taking, as before, (x, y, z) for the coordinates of the point, and u, v, w
as current coordinates measured from the point as origin, then the equation of the cir-

cular cone is v?+ v
2
-}-w 1— 0 ;

and taking Xw -j-Y-y+

Z

w— 0 for the equation of the tangent

2 i 2
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plane, and (a, b
, c,f, g, hgfcu, v, w) 2= 0 for that of the chief cone, then, if the line be

n : v : w=£ : v : £, we have

(«, • -X%> *

1

> G w)=0

for the equation of the polar plane, and thence

u:v: w=a%+ht}+g?; : h%+bn+fl; : gZ+fi+d;

for those of the perpendicular, or harmonic in regard to the circular cone
;
also for the

normal u, v, w=X : Y : Z ; whence, if the three lines are in piano, we have

£ n , £

aZ+hn+gZ;, hg+h+fi;, gg+ft+ ci;

x
,

Y
,

Z

as the equation of the principal cone. This is in the sequel written, for shortness, as

£, K =o.

h, K '•

X, Y, Z I

9. Consider any point P', not in general on the surface, in the neighbourhood of the

point on the surface, say P ; then the point P' has in regard to the surface a polar plane,

which plane, however, is dependent on the particular form of equation— viz. x', y
1

,
z' being

the coordinates of P', and U' the same function of these that U is of x, y, z, then the form

11= 0 of the equation of the surface gives’for P' the polar plane {udM,-\-vdy,-\-ivds)U'= 0

;

and we may through P' draw hereto a perpendicular (or harmonic in regard to the cir-

cular cone), say this is the normal line of P'. Then for points P' in the neighbourhood

of P, when these are such that their normal lines meet the normal at P, the locus of P'

is the before-mentioned principal cone. The analytical investigation presents no diffi-

culty.

10. Taking P' on the surface, the normal line of P' becomes the normal at a conse-

cutive point P f of the surface (being now a line independent of the particular form of

equation), and this normal meets the normal at P
;
that is, we have the principal cone

meeting the tangent plane in two lines, the principal tangents, such that at a consecutive

point P' on either of these the normal meets the normal at P ; viz. we have the principal

tangents as the tangents of the two curves of curvature through the point P.

The plane through the normal and a principal tangent is termed a principal plane

;

we have thus at the point of the surface two principal planes, forming with the tangent

plane an orthogonal triad of planes.

11. I proceed to further develop the theory, commencing with the following lemma :

—

Lemma. Given the line X«+Y«+Zw=0, and conic

(a, b, c,f, g, hju, v, wf= 0,
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then, to determine the coordinates (u lt v„ w
r ), (u2 ,

v2 , w2 )
of the points of intersection of

the line and conic, we have

(a, . . 3[Y£ — Zjj, zg-X£, X^-Y?)2

= + + ?W,)(|m2+ fjv2+ £w2),

or, what is the same thing, we have

(a, . . . XY£— Z?7,
Zg-X?, X^-Y?) 2=0

as the equation, in line coordinates, of the two points of intersection. The proof is

obvious.

12. Making the equations refer to a plane and a cone, and writing throughout >?, t

as current point coordinates, the theorem is :

—

Given the plane Xg+Y^-f-Z^=0, and cone

(a, b, c,f; g, hXZ, n, £)
2=0

;

then, to determine the lines of intersection of the plane and cone, we have

(a, • • XY^-Z^, Zg-Xf, X^-Yg) 2=0

as the equation of the pair of planes at right angles to the two lines respectively.

13. Denoting the coefficients by (a),
(
b), &c., that is, writing

(a, . . XY^— Z?;, Z'— X£, Xjj— Y?)
2

=((«), (J), (c), (/), (<?), (A)X5, ,, O',

the values of these are

(a) = bZr +cY2— 2/*YZ,

(A) = cX2+«Z 2 — 2^ZX,

(c) = «Y2+AX2-2AXY,

(/)=—«YZ —/X2 +^XY+AXZ,

(7/)
= — AZX +/YX—^Y2 + AYZ,

(A) =-cXY+/ZX+^ZY-AZ 2
.

We have the following identities :

—

(«)X+(A) Y+fo) Z=0,

(A)X+(A)Y+(/)Z=0,

fo)X+ (/)Y+(c) Z=0,

• • , (f/m-W), -)=-(X2

,
Y2

,
Z\ YZ, ZX, XY)<p,

that is, (£)(c)— (/)'=—Xhp &c., where

$= (/«-/', .
.
y/t-tt/, . . IX, Y, Z)».
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Writing also

aX+hY+gZ, hX+bY+fZ, gX+fY+cZ=%X, SY, $Z,

and X2
-f-Y

2+ Z2=V2
;

also a-\-b-\-c=co
,
then

(a) = (b+ c)Y2-*X2 +XSX-YSY-ZSZ,

(b) =(c+a)V2-vY2 —XSX+Y<5Y— Z&Z,

(c) =(a+b)V2-cvZ2 -XbX-YbY+ ZbZ,

(/)=—/Y2 -FFZ+YSZ +ZSY,

(^) = -(/V2 —&ZX+Z&X +X£Z,

(7i) = -hY2 —&YZ+XSY+YSX.

14. I give also the following lemma:

—

Lemma. The condition in order that the plane X|-J-Y?j-|-Z^=rO may meet the cones

(A,B,C,F, G, HXi, 9 , ?)
2= 0,

(A', B', C', F, G', H'X5, 9, Q2=0

in two pairs of lines harmonically related to each other, is

(BC'+B'C— 2FF, .
. ,

GH'+G'H-AF-A'F, . . JX, Y, Z)2=0.

Writing here

(A, . . 1[Y%—Z?i, Zg-X£, x«-Yi)2

=((A), (B), (C), (F), (G), (H)XI, »,

that is, (A)=BZ 2+CY2—2FYZ, &c., the condition may be written

(A)A'+ (B)B'+ (C)C' + 2(F)F+ 2(G)G'+ 2(H)H'= 0,

or say

((A), .
.
Jk', ..)=«;

and we may, it is clear, interchange the accented and unaccented letters respectively.

15. I take r—r= 0 for the equation of a surface, X, Y, Z for the first derived functions

of r,
(
a ,

b
, c, f. g ,

h) for the second derived functions. The equation of the tangent plane

at the point (x, y,
z), taking g, >?, £ as current coordinates measured from this point, is

Xg+Y9+Z£=0;

the equation of the chief cone in regard to this form ot the equation of the surface is

0, b, c,f; g, 9, ?)
2=0,

and the equation of the circular cone is |
2
+?f+ £

2=0, or, what is the same thing,

(1, i, i, o, o, ox?, 9, ?)
3= 0.

Imagine a quadric cone,

(A, B, C, F, G, FIXI, 9, £)
2=0,
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such that it meets the tangent plane in the sibiconjugate lines of the involution formed

by the intersections of the tangent plane by the chief cone and the circular cone

respectively ; that is, in a pair of lines harmonically related to the intersections with the

chief cone, and also to the intersections with the circular cone ;
the conditions are

((A),..OCa,..)=0,
and

(A)+ (B) + (C)=0,

viz. if only these two conditions are satisfied the cone will intersect the tangent plane

in the two principal tangents.

10. The principal cone, writing, for shortness,

h%+h+j%, g^+fi+c^=^, h,

was before taken to be the cone

I, * , K

X, Y, Z
Representing this equation by

i(A, B, C, F, G, HX§, £)
2= 0,

the expressions of the coefficients are

A=2AZ — 2</Y,

B =2/X— 2AZ,

C =2yY— 2/X,

F = h Y— gZ -(b-c)X,

G=fZ- hX-(c^-a)Y,

FI= gX- fY-(a-b)Z.
These values give

AX+FIY+GZ=Z£Y— Yc$Z,

HX+BY+FZ=XSZ -ZIX,

GX+FY+CZ=Y&X-X&Y;
whence also

(A, ...JX, Y, Z) 2=0,

as is, in fact, at once obvious from the determinant-form ;
and also

A+B+C=0.
17. Writing, for shortness,

(a, b, c, J\ g, h)—(bc—f3
,
ca—g\ cib—h2

,
gh— af, hf~bg,fg—ch),

we find

Aa+m+Gg= a(hZ —gY)-\-hZ —gX,

m+Bb+Yf=a(fX-hZ )+fX-hZ,

Gg+Ff+Cc=4 9Y -fX)+~gY-JX

;
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whence
(A,..OCo,...)=0.

18. By what precedes, we have

((A),..0& 9, £j
2=0

for the equation of the two principal planes, where the coefficients (A), (B), &c. are

functions of A, B, &c. and of X, Y, Z, as mentioned above. These coefficients satisfy

of course the several relations similar to those satisfied by (a), (b), See., and other rela-

tions dependent on the expressions of A, B, &c. in terms of a, b
,
&c. and X, Y, Z.

19. Proceeding to consider the coefficients (A), (B), &c., we have then

(A)+(B)+(C)=(A+B+ C)V 2-(A, ..XX, Y, Z)2
,

that is

(A)+(B)+ (C)=0.

Observing the relation A + B+ C= 0, the equations analogous to

(a)=(b+c)\
2-(a+b+ c)X2+&c., are (A)= -AV2+X&'X-YS'Y-ZS'Z, &c.

if for a moment we write b'X, b'Y, b'Z to denote the functions

AX+HY+ GZ, HX+BY+FZ, GX+FY-j-CZ.

But, from the above values, Xci'X

+

Yb'Y -f- Z^'Z= 0, or the equation is (A)= —AY3+ 2Xc>/X,

that is = —AY2 + 2X(Z§Y— Y!$Z). The equation for (F) is (F)= —FV 2+ Yd'Z-f-Z&'Y,

where YS'Z+Z&'Y is =Y(Y&X-X&Y)+ Z(X$Z-Z&X), viz. this is

=(Y2—

Z

2)BX—XY^Y+XZ^Z.

We have thus the system of equations

(A) = —AV2
. +2XZoY —2XY&Z,

(B) =—BY2 —2YZ£X . +2XYoZ,

(C) =-CV2 +2YZSX -2XZW
(F)= —FV2 + (Y 2— Z 2)£X—XYhY +XZM,

(G)=—GY2 +XYSX + (Z2—

X

2)SY- YZdZ,

(H)=—FIV2—XZ£X +Y72Y -f(X2-Y2
)SZ.

20. Wc hence find

(
A)a + (IT)h+ (

G

)g
= - (Aa + HA

+

Gg)Y2+ (ZSY - Y£Z )oX+ XP,

(H)J+(B)fl + (Fj/=— (I1A+ Y>b +F/)Y2+(XSZ-ZSX)W+YQ,

(

G

)g+ (F)f -j- ( C) c = -{Gg+F/ +Cc )Y2+(Y^X~XhY)lZ +ZR,

if, for shortness,

P = ( gY- hZ)IX+ (aZ-gX)lY+(hX - aYfiZ,

Q=(/Y— bZ)lX+ (liZ —fX)lY+ {bX - hY )&Z,

E=
(
cY-/ZJSX+ (gZ- cX)<SY+(/X-yY)!SZ.
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Forming the sum PX -j-QY+ RZ, the coefficient of £X is found to be

= -Z(/iX+6Y+/Z)+Y(^X+/Y+cZ), = — Z&Y-j-YSZ

;

hence the whole is

=&X(Y&Z-Z5Y)+&Y(ZSX—X&Z)+SZ(X&Y-YSX), which is =0, that is,

PX+QY+RZ=0.
21. Hence, adding, we find

((A),...!«,..)= 0;

^ iz. in this and the before-mentioned equation

(A)+(B)+(C)=0

we have the ci posteriori verification that the cone (A, . . .ff, rh £)
2=0 cuts the tangent

plane in the double lines of the involution.

In what precedes I have given only those relations between the several sets of quan-

tities a, a, (a), A, (A), &c. which have been required for establishing the results last

obtained; but there are various other relations required in the sequel, and which will

be obtained as they are wanted.

The Conormal Correspondence of Vicinal Surfaces. Article Nos. 22 to 35.

22. We consider a surface U= 0 (or r=r), and at each point P thereof measure

along the normal an infinitesimal length g, dependent on the position of the point P

(that is, § is a function of x, y, z). We have thus a point P', the coordinates of which are

xJ

,
y', z'=x-\-oa, y-f§3, z+ qy,

where a, 3, y are the cosine-inclinations of the normal, that is,

if v=ys>+r+z>;

the locus of P' is of course a surface, say the vicinal surface, and we require to find

the direction of the normal at P', or, what is the same thing, the differential equation

XIdx' -f Y'dy' -j-
r
ZJdz' of the surface. We have

dx = (1 ~\~dxqcf dx-f- d^qa . dy -f- dzqc*. . dz
,

dy1— d.,ofz . dx (1 -J- ^§3) dy~\~ degfi . dz,

dz'= d,oy dxAr d
yqy .dy+(1+ dz qy )

dz,

0 = X dx -f- Y dy-\- Z dz;

whence, eliminating dx, dy, dz, we have between dx', dy', dz' a linear equation, the

coefficients of which may be taken to be X', Y', Z'. Taking these only as far as the

first power of g, we have

X'=X(1+ fqfi -j- dzqy)
—Ydxo$— Zdxqy,

2 KMDCCCLXXIII.
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or, what is the same thing,

X 7— X( 1 -f- d^a+ d
yp -f- dzpy)—Xd^gec

—Yda.p— Zd^y,

with the like expressions for Y' and 71. 1 proceed to reduce these. The formula for X' is

X'=X{1+ §(Xa+ dp -f- dzy) -f- ad,o -\-ftdyp ydz%

}

- qiXdji+Ydp+ Zdjy)-(«X+0Y+yZR§.
23. I write, for shortness, c>=X$r Yd

;J

-j- d, ,
whence SX, &Y, SZ=«X+ /iY+^Z,

AX+0Y+/Z, ^X+/Y+cZ, agreeing with the former significations of SX, &Y, dZ ;

also YdxY, Yd
y
Y, YdzY hY, hZ, and Y&V=X&X+YSY-j-Z&Z. It is now easy to

form the values of

d,a, dp, dxy. viz. these are y—
xsx
V s ’

4

Y
YSX
V3

”’ g
V

zsx
v3 ’

dyCL
,
dp, d

3y

,

h

Y
XSY

1

v3 5

6

V
YW

— Y3
~’ /

V
ZSY
V 3 5

d/x, d-P, d.y,
9
V
- xsz
’XX ’

/
V

YSZ
- v3 ’

c

Y~
zsz.

- y-3
’

and hence

7 , 7 a , 7
« + 5 + c 2V

d,a+ T/i+ dzy
——y

yS ’

IX V2

X<U+Ydj3+Z<Z.y=^-f8 &X, =0,

<X+0Y+ yZ =Y;
and we have

x'=x{i +f(X+f_^ +k?}-V3,f,

with the like values of Y' and 71. But we are only concerned with the ratiosX : Y' : 7J ;

whence, dividing the foregoing values by the coefficient in { }, and taking the second terms

only to the first order in g, w7e have simply

X, Y', Z'=X-Yd,g, Y-Yd„q, Z-V<4g.

24. We may investigate the condition in order that the surface x', y', z' may be the

consecutive surface r-\-dr=r(x, y, z). This will be the case of

r+dr=r(ii’+gy, y+%\ s+g |),

that is, r+dr=r+gY, or g=y. This value of g gives dx^=—~2
dxV= — Y^'K, and

similarly d
y§
= — yXY, d^=— yXZ; whence

X, Y', Z'=X+-^X, Y+fXY, Z+ |^Z,
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which, is as it should be, viz. these are what X, Y, Z become on substituting therein for

x, y, z the values y-\~^3, z-\-q7 .

25. I return to the case where § is arbitrary, and I investigate the values of a, b, . . .

for the point P' on the vicinal surface; say these are a!, b', See., then we have d=dJX! Sec.

The relation between the differentials may be written

dx=(l — dxoa)dd— dyOa dy'— d,oa dd

,

dy— —dx$(5 dd+ ( 1 — d
yoft)dy'

— dzg(3 dd,

dy= - dxo7 dd- d
y
oy dy'+ ( 1 - dxo7)dd,

and we thence have d^=(\— dxgu)dx—

d

xqfidy—

d

x%7dz Sec . ; hence

d= {(1 —dx%cc)dx—dx$fidy—dx%7dz \
(X—

Y

dxo)

= (1 — d^a)ci— dxpfi . h- dx%7 .g— dx(Vdxy )

— a— o{ad/i. -j-hdx(3 Jrgdx7)

— (au+hfi+g7)dxS

y ^XiCf VdxQ ;

and similarly, f'=d,J7d (or dsY'), that is

f'=/- f(Ka+/^+ C(hv)

-{baJrfft+ c7)d,p

—y oYdz
p—Yd/],o

.

2G. Completing the reduction, we find

.
/dcu— b— c (SX) 2

a! —a—% Y Va oXdxp—Yd* §,

bYdyC-Yd*o,

,

(ecu—

a

— b (SZ) 2 \ 2.
c — c s y ya ) — y oZd^ Ydzq,

-V (Wd4+ iZd,
?
)-Vd,d4 ,

s’ =S -S ~?(5Z<A + &X<7rf)-’W*
=h -e (“Y

4- —V (SX<
g
+SYd4)-YdJ,? ;

say these expressions are a'=a-{-Aa, Sec.

2x2
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27. Taking q, % for the coordinates, referred to P as origin, of a point on the given

surface near to P, and r/, for the coordinates, referred to P' as origin, of the corre-

sponding point on the vicinal surface, the relation between ?/, £' and |, rj, £ is the

same as that between dx', drj\ dz' and dx, dy, dz ;
viz. we have

§= b(l — dxgct)— d
y
%n . vj — d2%u.%,

?i=— dxqfi + (1— d^(3)d— dgfi. £',

K=—d^y • I'
— dy%y. r] + (1 — (L§y)£';

or, conversely,

t= (1 + dxQa) d^a . sj
-

-f dzoa .

‘1 = dxgfi •?+ (!+ d
y%fi)r) + d.^fi . £,

d,%7^+ d
tJ
oy

. 7i+ (1

+

d^y)^

say ?/, £'=£+Af;, + £+A£; hence

Xf +YV+ Z'?= (X-V^)(g+ Ag)+ &c.

=Xg+Y*+Zf
+XAg+YA*+ZA£
— ^ + + ^f)»

where second line is

(Xa -f- Y/3+ Zy)(|^g -\-yidy%+ d,%)

+ § ]
(X~dxa+Y dj3+ 7jdxy)<i+ (XfZ

(/
«+Yd

yfi -f- Zt?„y)/j+ (X<7.« -f-Yd.fi -f- ZYy)7 1-

.

But

X4«+Y<?j3+Z4r=y-^3 sx=0,

ILdyU -f-Ydyj3 -f- Zf/yy = 0,

Xd^+Ydfi+Zd# =0,

or second line is=V(gc?a.g-f-J7^yg+ £<2zg) ; and we have therefore

X'r+YV+ Z'£'=Xg+Yn+ Z£.

We require

(A', B', C', F', G', H'X^, d, ;
viz., to the first order in this is

= (A', •
• 0& ?, £)

2

+ 2(A, .
. JAg, A?, A?X5, £).

28. Here second line is

2{(A5+ Hfl+G?)Ag+(H|+B9+E?)A,+(Gg+F9+C^)A^}:
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but

Ag + H/7+G£ ==Z^ -Y^+ a
,

A, 9

x, Y, Z

?? , K

Hg+B fl +Ff==xa£--Z&I + A
, f

X, Y, z
v
§ 9 K

Gg + Fp,+C£ =II
cJ
V?

9 > /» c

X, Y, Z

1 , *7 s K

5

whence tei•m in { } is

A§, Ay, A? + aAg+ hiAy -j-gA£, AA£+ AAp?+/A£, tfAg+/Xj?+ cA£

, h , % X
5

Y Z

X
,
Y

,
Z 5 5 , S

which might be written

A£, Art, A? — bA%, Sr<3 <1

^ ,
by

, 1 » >7 5

X
,
Y, Z X

,
Y

,
z

but it is perhaps more convenient to retain the second term in its original form.

29. As regards the first line, we have

A! =2h'Z' —2g'Y'

= 2(7*+ Ah)(Z— VcL§) -2(g-\- Ag) (Y— Vc^f)

=A+2(ZAh-YAg)- 2Y^-gd^),

with similar expressions for the other coefficients. Attending only to the terms of the

first order, we thus obtain

A'=A+2(Z Ah-Y Ag)-2V( hdz-gdy)§,

If— P, -j-2(XA/- Z Ah)-2Y(fdx
- hdz)g,

C'= C +2(YAg- XAf)- 2V( gd.-fd.))g,

F =F +YAA-Z Ag-X(Ah-Ac)-V(hd
y
-gdz-(b-c)dJo,

G' =G + Z A/-XAh- Y (Ac- Aa)- Y{fdz-Mx-(c- a)d
v )Si

H'=H +X

A

g-YAf—Z{Aa— Ah)- V(gdx-fdy
-{a-b )dz)s ,
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say these are A'=A-fQA, &c., where 0 is a functional symbol; we thus have

(A', . . ,I|', ?7=(A, . . .If, ?)" + («A, . . .If, ,, ?)>+ 2(A, . . .If, „, ?IAf, Aij, A?),

which, for shortness, I represent by

=(A,..0CI, * £)
2+(A", .

. * £)
2

;

and I proceed to complete the calculation of the coefficients A", B", &c.

30. We have

A'r^A-f-coeffi |
2
in

2[(A^+H,+GOA|4-(H§+B9+F?)A?+(G|+F^+C?)Aa

=0A+ 2(Adjgx.
AHdjgfiA Gdxjy),

that is

A"= 0A+
2
y(AXAHYA G/)dt

o

+ 2^(AdxaA YLdJfrA Gd//),

where coeff. 2^ is

Art + Hh + Gg (AX + HY + GZ)8X
Y

_
V3

=\^{hZ-gY)+ AZ-#Y
j
-^(ZiY- Y&Z).

31. And similarly,

F"= 0FA (HaA Bj3 A Fy)^2g>A(G«AF|3ACy)dy%

A § {
(HdsiABdjfiAFds/)A (Gd

y
c&A Fd

yfi A Cdyy)

}

= 0FA \ {HXABYA FZ)Ag>A(GXAFYA CZ)d^}

(%+ B/+ Fc (HX +BY+ FZ)8Z

q v Y3

Gh+ Fb + Cf (GX+ FY+ CZ)8Y)
+ y Y3 b

GhA FAA Cf= o(hY- AX)AAY-bX+cuX+ aX AAY +gZ,

IF/AB/AFc= -v(gZ-cX)-gY+cX-vX-aX-kY-gZ.

Sum is &>{AY—gZ— {b— c)X } AAY—gZ— (b— c)X, which is

=

coFAAY—gZ— (b — c)X

F'=ff+(XSZ-Z8X)(ii,g-?||t +(YSX-XSY) (A»§-
gSY

\3

hence
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32. We may write

A»=0A+2(^.,?- Sv?)(Z5Y-Y8Z)+ |{«A+A},

B"=0B+2(~(y- sA)(XSZ-Z5X)+A«B+B},

C r'=tfC+2(ii
?
- ?|f)(YSX-X5Y) + |{ 4,C+ C},

F"=dF+ (V--S- v?)(x5z
-ax)+ (^?-^(VSX-XSY)+${»F+F},

G»=0G+(^- s^-)(YSX-XSY) + (id:4-^(ZSY-Y8Z)+ ^{aG+ G},

H"=0H+^- Sw)(ZW-YSZ)+(^- ?A)(X5Z-ZSX)+ ^{<»H+H},

iii which equations A, 13, &c. are the like functions of a, b, Sec. that A, B, &c. are of

«, b, Sec.; viz. A=2hZ— 2gY, See.

The value of AY is

AY=2Z('|-|(/ifi,+A)+^mYAf( SY<^+ 5X<y-V(Wi.f)

- 2Y
(|
- 4(?»+ 7j) +^SZSX}-f(® 4f+«£f)-W*)

—2V(hdr—gi,)g,

which is

= —-|0A+A) + 1! &X(Z&Y- Y^Z)

--~(Zd
:l
-Yd,)g -ZV(hd,-gi,)z

-~{72Y-YlZ)d^- 2Y(Zd
y
-Ydz)dxi .

Hence the value of A" is equal to the last-mentioned expression, together with the

following terms :

—

+| (AL+A)-fi&X(ZSY-YSZ)+ | (ZSY-Y&Z)d&

which destroy certain of the foregoing ones ;
viz. we have

A"=(2V
ff
-^)^-2(v/l-A-)^-2V(Zrf,-Y(yig.
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33. Similarly, the value of flF is

*F=Y (

— * (/m+h) + SX5Y- i (SYd4+ HXdd)-Vd,d,,f
)

~z(-f (?»+£)+$ SZ5X -i (SZd,s+iXd4)-Vd,d,^

W 8 , , r > S
iYa fSZ"— — y 1(6— <?)*;+ &— c\ -j-“y3 yf

- 1 iYd,s+~ iZd4-V<%+V<es
)

—V(M,

—

gdz—{b— c)clx)o,

which is

= | (_Fa,-P)+^l (XSZ-Z£X)+
s
|l (YSX-XSY)

+j-i(YSY-ZSZ)+V(5-c)j<t
?

+ {-|sX+~8Y -VA }<J,e

+ (
fsX+^SY +Vg }^?

+ (-VY(7/Z
(
+VZrfX-+VX^-VX«)§.

Hence F" is equal to the foregoing expression, together with the following terms

:

+*(RH-F)- 8^ (XSZ-ZSX)-Sg (YSX-XSY)

+| (YSX-XSY)^ + ^(XSZ-ZSX)cl4 ,

which destroy certain of the foregoing terms ; viz. we thus have

F'=(-i(Y8Y-ZSZ)+V(J-c)} <?4+j| 8Y-VA}i,e+{-^Z-vd<?,?

+ V(—Ydxdy -j- Zdzdx -f- Xr7|— X<S)g

.

34. We thus have

A"= . 2(v«?-~)<?,g-2(v/J-™)^+2V(-Z<J/, +Y<?A)?>

B" = -2(vf-^P)d4 .
+2(vh-™y,

?+2Y(-XdJ,+ZdJ,)? ,

c' = +2(y/-^)4?
_2(v<?

-Y?)^
. +2V(-YdA+xa-Ah
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+V(-Ydj,+Zd/l+Xd;-Xd%

G"= (V7»-^A) i4+-V
j(c- a) (ZSZ-XSX)jf?,5- (v/-™) d4

+V(-Zd,d,+Xd,d,+ Ydl-Y<5)8,

H
,'=-(’'?-T^)4?-(v/-A'

r

)^ + |v(«-J)-i(XSX-Y5Y)k?

-f- V(—\dzdx -f-Ydzdy -f- 7idx—Zd
y)q.

35. It will be recollected that we have X'l'+YY/ffiZ'^^XI+Y^-J-Z^ ; by what

precedes it appears that for the given surface the principal tangents are determined by

the equations

(A, . .11, *, ff= 0,

Xg-f-Y t?-TZ£=0,

and that the lines which (in the tangent plane of the given surface) correspond to the

principal tangents of the corresponding point of the vicinal surface are determined by

the equations

(A, . .XI, ,, £)
2+ (A", • •!?, fl, £)

2= 0,

Xg+Yfl+Z?=0.

Condition that the two surfaces may belong to an Orthogonal System.

Article Nos. 36 to 41.

36. The condition in order that the two surfaces may belong to an orthogonal system

is that the principal tangents shall correspond, or, what is the came thing, the lines which

(in the tangent plane of the given surface) correspond to the principal tangents of the

vicinal surface must be the principal tangents of the given surface. When this is

the case the plane and cone X|+Yr
/j+ Z£=0, (A", . . .X§, *7, £)

2— ^ intersect in the

principal tangents, and this is therefore the required condition.

The plane X|-j-Y^+Z^=0 meets the cone (A", . .fz, q, = 0 in the principal

tangents, that is in a pair of lines harmonically related to the circular lines and also to

the chief tangents. Forming then the coefficients (A"), (B"), (C"), (F"), (G"), (Ft")

from A", &c. in the same way as (A) &c. are formed from A, &c., that is, writing

(A")=B"Z 2

-f- C"Y2— 2F"YZ, &c., the conditions are

(A")+ ( B") -j- (C")= 0,

((A"), . . .fa, . . .)= 0, or, what is the same thing,

(A", . .

.

X(4 • • 0=0.

The former of these, as about to be shown, is satisfied identically ; we have therefore

the second of them, say (A", . . .)
= 0 as the required condition.

MDCCCLXXIIT. 2 L
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37. We have

(A")+ (B")+ (C")= (A"+B'+C")V 2— (A", . .IX, Y, Z) 2

,

A"+ B"+ C"=| { (ZoY-Y8L)dj>+ (X^Z-ZSXfe+ (YiX-XA)dzo }

.

Forming next the expressions of A'fX+IFY+GK'Z &c., and, for convenience, writing-

down separately the terms which involve the second differential coefficients of §, we have

A"X+H"Y+G"Z=

dxp .V
(
A7j—cjY)-\- d

tJ
o\yiZ- ZoY+V(</X-«Z)]+ dz

o[_- (YoY-YA)-V(AX- «Y)},

H"X+B"Y + F"Z=
^[-(V^Z-ZW)-Y(/Y-5Z)]+^.V(/X—AZ)+^[(ViX-XiV)+V(AY— iX)],

G"X-fF"Y + C"Z=
^[YW-YW+V(/Z- CY)]+^[-(VSX-XW)-V(^Z-cX)]-F4?.V(^Y-/X),

where oV stands for y (XSX+Y&Y -f-ZSZ), and where the three expressions contain also

the following terms respectively :

—

{ . -YZd] +YZF + (Y 2-Z 2)II+ XYdzdx- XZdxdy }q,

{ ZXdl . -ZXd2- XYd/L+ (Z 2—

X

2

) -f- YZdxda }q,

{-XY^ +XYdJ . + XZF/L- YZ^+(X2~Y%^}g.

Multiplying by X, Y, Z, and adding, the terms which contain the second differential

coefficients disappear, and we obtain

(A", . -IX, Y, Z)2= 2Y[(Z£Y—YlZ)dx%+(X^Z— ZlX)d
y% -f-

(

YSX— XBY)c7^] ;

so that, attending to the above value of M'+B'^C", we have the required equation

(A")+(B")+(C")=0.

38. Proceeding now to form the value of (A", . . •!(«), . . .), that is

A"(a)+ Br
(l>)+C"(c)+ 2F"(f)+ 2G"(<?)+ 2H"(A),

it will be shown that the terms involving the first differential coefficients of
g
vanish of

themselves
;
as regards those containing the second differential coefficients, forming the

auxiliary equations

(A)=2(A)Z -2<y)Y,

(B)=2(/)X-2(A)Z,

(C)=2(?)Y -2(f)X,
(F) =(/»)Y ~(g)Z -((J)-(e))X,

(G)=(/)Z-(A)X -((«)-(»))Y,

(H)=(y)X-(/)Y-((a)-(S))Z,
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we find without difficulty that the terms in question (being, in fact, the complete value

of the expression) are

=v((A), . . .1a,, dz)\

39. As regards the terms involving the first differential coefficients, observe that the

whole coefficient of is

-2(5)(V/-?A)

+2W(V^)

+2(/)(v(i-0-4(YW-ZSZ))

+2&)(VA-^)

-2(A) (V?-^),
which is

=2V{(#+ (/)}+(0?-((%+ (A)/-K/)0

}

+ Z((A)SX+ (708Y+(/)iSZ)-Y(0)SX+(/)3Y+ (cjiZ) }

.

40. The reduction depends on the following auxiliary formulae :

—

(o)+A(A)+^)=vSy-xSx,

„ +A „ +/ „ = —Y§X,

?3 ~rf n +<? » = — Z&X,

a{h)-\-h(Ji)+g(f) = — X<SY,

h „ + A „ +/„ =VdV— Y«$Y,

(j ii +/* 3) + o „ = — Z§Y,

«(<?)+'Hf)+ff(c)= -xiz,

A ,3 fi-A „ -\-f „= — Y§Z,

9 33 +/ 33 +C„=VH — ZoZ,

where, for shortness, I have written <$X, AY, AZ to stand for «X+AY -)- t/Z, AX+AY ffi/Z,

yX+/Y+cZ respectively, and YAV for XAX+YAY+ZAZ, (=«, . . YX, Y, Z) 2
.

From these we immediately have

(«)AX+ (A)AY+ (t/)AZ=Y(XAV- VAX),

(A)AXH-(A)AY+(/)AZ=V(YAV-VAY),

(«)AX -f (/)AY -j-

(

c) AZ=V(ZAV- VAZ).

Hence, in the coefficient of dx§, the first line is

=2V(-YAZ+ZAY),
and the second line is

=Y{VZ(YAV-VAY)-VY(Z~AV-VAZ)}, =2V(YAZ-ZAY)

;

so that the sum, or whole coefficient of is =0. Similarly, the coefficients of d,o and

d,o are each =0.
9 t 9j li J
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We have thus arrived at the equation

((A), . . .Xd„ d
y,
dt)*q

= 0

as the condition to be satisfied by the normal distance
g
in order that the given surface

and the vicinal surface may belong to an orthogonal system, viz. this is a partial differ-

ential equation of the second order, its coefficients being given functions of X, Y, Z,

a, b
, c,f g, h, the first and second differential coefficients of r (where r~r(x, y ,

z) is the

equation of the given surface).

The equation, it is clear, may also be written in the two forms

(A, . . .JZds
-Yd

e,
X.dM-Zd„ Yd2-Xdfo= Q,

and
P Q R

0P+/1Q+3R, 7iP+iQ+/R, ^P+/Q+c-R

X Y Z

if, for shortness, P, Q, It are written to denote Zd
y
—Yd,, Xd,— Zdx,

Y

d

x
—Xd

y
respec-

tively, it being understood that in each of these forms the dx ,
d
y,

d, operate on the g only.

Condition that a family of surfaces may belong to an Orthogonal System.

Article Nos. 42 to 49.

42. We pass at once to the condition in order that the family of surfaces

r—r(x, y,z)=

0

may belong to an orthogonal system, viz., when the vicinal surface belongs to the family,

we have g
proportional to

^ ^ 'w)
’
anc^ conc^on

where r is a function of (x, y, z), the first and second differential coefficients of which

are X, Y, Z, a, b, c,fg ,
h ;

and the equation is thus a partial differential equation of the

third order satisfied by r. The form is by no means an inconvenient one, but it admits

of further reduction.

43. We have dx^ d
y

dz y equal to —^ bX, — oY, —^3 hZ respectively, and

thence

dly= — ysfd+ Id -f-f+ la) + =p(ciX)
2

,

d
y
dzy= -yfgh-\-bfYef+0/ )+ys oYoZ,

or, as these may be written,

dly= —yafv— M + «+ ^)“Py5(^X)2
,

77y— ~yffco +7+¥)+ y.^Y^Z,
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with the like A-alues for d2

y y, See. Substituting, the equation contains a term multiplied

by a, viz. this is

..Ja,

which vanishes ; and a term multiplied by a, viz. this is

i»((A)+ (B)+(C)),

which also vanishes. Writing down the remaining terms, and multiplying the whole

by —V3

,
the equation becomes

((A), . ,Ja, . .) + ((A), . OCte, . .)-f8((A), • • .JSX, 8Y, SZ) s =0.

44. The last term admits of reduction ; from the equations

(A)=—AV 2+2XZW-2XWZ, &c., we find

(A )&X+ (H)IY+ (G)&Z - -V 2(ASX+ HoY+GM)+VA(Z oY - YhZ ),

(H)5X+ (B )IY+ (F )IZ= -Va(H&X+B IY+ FdZ)+VA(Xffi - Z XX),

(G)$X+(F)&Y+(C )IZ= -V 2(G SX+F XY+ C hZ) + VXV(YXX- XSY ),

and hence

((A), . .pX, XY, IZ
)

2= -V2(A, . . .£XX, XY, §Z) 2

;

wherefore the equation becomes

((A), . 0& . .) + ((A), • • .)+ 3(A, . .px, XY, XZ)2=0.

45. It will be shown that we' have identically

((A), . . .Ja, . . .)= — (A, . .px, JY, K5)*=2

The partial differential equation thus assumes the form

((A), . .Jta, • • -)+Q=o,

where G may be expressed indifferently in the three forms,

= +2(A, .),

= + 2(A,..XiX, XY, XZ) 2

,

=— 4 IX, XY, XZ

X, Y, Z

XX, XY, XZ

46.

Taking the first of these, the partial differential equation is

((A), . . p«, . -)— 2((A), . .Ja, . . .)=0;

XX, XY, XZ

X, Y, z

IX, SY, xz
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or, written at full length, it is

(A)la+ (B)U+ (C)Sc+ 2(F)&/+ 2(G)ty+ 2(11)lh

— 2{(A)a +(BjZ +(C))c +2(F)/+2(G)^ + 2(H)A} = 0,

where the coefficients are given functions of X, Y, Z, a, b
, c,f, g, h, the first and second

differential coefficients of r; and S is written to denote Xdx Yd
y
4- ZY.

47. It remains to prove the above-mentioned identities.

To reduce the term (A, . .($AX, $Y, bZf, we have

m+mY+Gffi
= A(«X -I-hY+gZ)+H(AX

+

5Y+/Z)+G(gX+/Y+ cZ)

= X{ co(hZ -^Y)+AZ -7jY]

+Y{-*>(fY-bZ)-(jY-bZ)-uZ-bZ}

-1-Z{ a>(fZ—cY)+JZ—cY +TY+TZ}

= *(ZSY-Y^)+ (ZlY~YlZ)+ (ZlY- YlZ),

that is

whence

A&X+H&Y+GaZ=fi;(Z&Y —Y&Z
)+ 2(Z5Y -Y5Z ), and similarly

H&X+BSY + FcSZ =«(XSZ -za
)+ 2(X§Z - ZlX ),

GciX+ Fc>Y+ C^Z = co{Y&X- XYY) -f 2(Y§X-XSY),

(A, . .X^X, &Y, ciZ)
2= — 2 ax, &Y, £Z

x, Y, z

LX, 8Y, iz

48. Now, from the equations AX+HY+GZ=ZoY—-Yc>Z, &c., we have for the value

of twice the foregoing determinant

2 det .= 2 {(aX +TtY-\-gZ)(AX

+

FIY+GZ

)

+ (AX-fFY+/Z)(HX+BY +FZ

)

-f^X+J'Y+FZ )(GX +FY -J-CZ)} ;

and subtracting herefrom the function ((A), . . .\a, . .), which is

= (BZ 2 + CY 2— 2FYZ ja

-f(CX2+AZ 2 -2GZX)b

+(AY2+BX2- 2FYZ )F

+ 2(-AYZ -FX2 +GXY+HXZ)J

+2(-BZX-FFXY-GY2 +HYZ)g

-F2(—CXY+FXZ+GYZ —HZ2
)h,
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the difference is found to be

= «{(A, . -IX, Y, Z)2+AY2

}

+ b-\(A, . .JX, Y, Z) 2+BY2

}

+^(A,..XX, Y, Z)2+ CV2

}

+2/{(A+B+C)YZ+ FV2

}

+2y{(A+B+C)ZX+ GV2

}

+2A{(A+B+C)XY+HY 2

},

which, on account of (A, . -XX, Y, Z)2=0, and A+B+C=0, reduces itself to

(A, . .Ja, . . .) . V2
.

49. We have

A«+H/i+Gy= «(2AZ — 2yY)

+A( yX- fY-(a-b) Z)

+R/Z- hX-(c-ct)Y)

= X(% -%)
+Y («y- ga-(ga+fh+cg))

+Z (A«— «//+ (//«+ M+/y)) ’

or observing that in the coefficients of Y and Z the second terms each vanish, this is

A a+ HA +Gy=X(Ay— gh
)+Y(ga— ag

)

+Z («A— A«), and similarly

H/7+B b+Ff=X(bf-fb )+Y(fh -hf)+Y(hb-AA),

Gy+11A + Fc=X(fc-cf)+Y(cg -gC)+Z(gf-Jg).

Adding these equations, the coefficient of X is the difference of two expressions each of

which vanishes
;
and the like as regards the coefficients of Y and Z ; that is, we have

and consequently

AX, BY, VL

x, Y, Z

YX, lY, U
the required relation.

(A, ..+«, ..)= 0;

= ((A), . .Ja, .

.

,)
= -(A, . . .JtX, iY, iZf,
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V. Researches in Spectrum-Analysis in connexion with the Spectrum of the Sun.

By J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.

Received November 6,—Read December 12, 1872,

The researches of which an account is given in the present communication have been

undertaken in continuation of those carried on by Dr. Frankland and myself at the

Royal College of Chemistry, from which we arrived at the conclusion that the

thickening of spectral lines was due to pressure, and not to temperature per .sc*. In our

joint communications we pointed out that this held good for hydrogen in Geissler’s

tubes and for magnesium vapour f when the spark was taken in air, by means of a

method which enabled us to spectroscopically examine its various portions.

The magnesium experiment was important not only so far as the decrease of thickness

of lines with decrease of density was concerned, but because it showed that one of the

well-known triple lines in the spectrum of magnesium absolutely vanished altogether

from the spectrum at some distance from the source of the supply of the vapour—that

is, the pole of metallic magnesium. This result we also obtained, as stated in our note,

when we observed the spectrum of the spark between two magnesium poles enclosed in

a Geissler’s tube in an atmosphere of hydrogen in which the pressure of the gas was

gradually reduced.

In some experiments with sodium vapour, which were not referred to in the papers in

question £, Dr. Frankland and myself observed the same phenomena. The experiments

were conducted as follows :

—

(1) Into a piece of hard glass combustion-tube, thoroughly cleaned and closed at one

end, a few pieces of metallic sodium, clean and as free as possible from naphtha, were

introduced. The end of the tube was then drawn out and connected with a Sprengel

pump and exhausted as rapidly as possible. Flydrogen was then admitted, and the tube

reexhausted and, when the pressure was again reduced to a few millimetres, carefully

sealed up. The tube thus prepared was placed between the slit plate of a spectroscope

and a source of light giving a continuous spectrum.

Generally, unless the atmosphere of the laboratory was very still and free from dust,

the two bright D lines could be distinctly seen on the background of the bright con-

tinuous spectrum.

The tube containing the sodium was then heated with a Bunsen flame and the

spectrum carefully watched. Soon after the application of the heat, a dark line thin, and

delicate as a spider’s thread, was observed to be slowly creeping down each of the bright

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xvii. p. 289. t Ibid. vol. xviii. p. 79.

t This experiment was first exhibited at a Lecture given by me at the Royal Institution in May, 1 869.
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sodium lines and exactly occupying the centre of each. Next, this thin black line was ob-

served to thicken at the top, where the spectrum of the lower denser vapours was observed,

and to advance downwards along the D line, until arriving at the bottom they both became

black throughout ; and if now the heat was still applied, thus increasing the density of

the various layers of the sodium vapour, the lines began to broaden until, in spite of

considerable dispersion, the two lines blended into one. The source of heat being now

removed, the same changes occurred in inverse order
;
the broad band split into two

lines, gradually the black thread alone was left, and finally that vanished, and the two

bright lines were restored.

(2) This experiment was then varied in the following way. Some pieces of metallic

sodium were introduced into a test-tube, and a long glass tube conveying coal-gas

passed to the bottom, an exit for the gas being also provided at the top. The sodium was

now heated and the flow of coal-gas stopped. In a short time the reversal of the D lines

was complete. The gas was now admitted, and a small quantity only had passed when

the black lines were reduced to threads.

In my former communications to the Royal Society I have pointed out the extreme

importance of these facts in connexion with solar and stellar physics. In observing the

sun by the new method, we get various Fraunhofer lines thickened in the spots and

thinned in the chromosphere and prominences ;
and in these latter, in some instances,

notably in the case of F, we find the lines gradually widening as they approach the limb

of the sun.

While this may be remarked as a solar demonstration of the correctness of the

conclusion at which Dr. Frankland and myself had arrived, it is to be noted that bright

line prominences may occasionally be seen on the sun’s disk over or near spots in the

spectrum of which the same lines are thick, while this phenomenon could not exist if

the thickening of the lines were due to temperature alone.

Method employed *.

The method of observing spectra to which I have already referred, and which has

been adopted in the work of which I now propose to give an account, consists in

throwing an image of the spark on the slit of a spectroscope in the laboratory experi-

ments in exactly the same manner in which I proposed, in 1866, that an image of the

sun should be thrown on the slit in order to spectroscopically examine minute portions

of the sun and his surrounding atmosphere.

It is obvious that in this method the image of the slit will be associated in the

spectroscope with an image of a section of the spark, and that if from any cause there be

various shells of vapour surrounding each pole, which shells give different spectra, then

these spectra will be sorted out so that their variations may be traced from pole to poie.

* This method was first exhibited at a lecture at the Royal Institution, April 2nd, 1870. The same method

has more recently been employed with great success by M. Salet in a research on the spectra of the metalloids.
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The arrangements adopted will be easily gathered

from the annexed woodcut (fig. 1) and the accompanying

description. It is scarcely necessary to add that an

important condition of this new method is that the

object-glass of the collimator should be filled with

light, and also that no light should be wasted. So

long as these conditions obtain, conjugate foci and

different lenses may be employed and the size of the

image varied at pleasure, and still the brightness of the

spectrum will be sufficient.

The instruments with which the observations have

been made are as follows

A large spectroscope, a sister instrument to that used

by Bunsen and Kirchiioff in their celebrated re-

searches, and made by the same maker, Steinheil of

Munich*. It is furnished with four prisms of flint

glass. Three are of an angle of 45° and one of 60°.

The general arrangements of the instruments are

described by Kirchhoff in his memoir.

In front of the slit plate is placed a lens throwing on

the slit the image of the spark.

A coil, made by Apps and giving a 4-inch spark.

A large Leyden jar has also been occasionally used as a condenser on the secondary wire.

Beneath the observing-telescope is placed a commutator, by which the current is

controlled by the observer without changing his position.

The window of my laboratory looks due south, and the collimator is placed in the

same direction ; and when it became necessary to have the solar spectrum in the field,

the light reflected from a heliostat placed outside the laboratory in direct prolongation

of the line of collimation was thrown on to the lens and thus on to the slit, where the

size and intensity of the images could be varied at pleasure by altering the position of

the lens.

When it was required to photograph a spectrum, the ordinary observing-telescope of

the spectroscope was dismounted, and its place supplied by a telescope of 3f inches aper-

ture and 49 inches focus. This was supported on the cast-iron table of the spectroscope

at one end and at the other on a stand. The eyepiece and its mounting were removed,

and against the end of the tube, thus left free, a small camera-box, holding a plate 4^ in.

by 3^ in., was placed, and the photograph taken in the usual manner, the focus being

obtained partly by careful observation with powerful magnifiers and partly by trial

plates.

* This spectroscope has been temporarily placed at my disposal by Professor Gurupan, of the Royal School

of Mines, to whom my best thanks are due.

A. Collimator.

B. Observing Telescope.

C. Spark.

D. Lens.

2 m 2
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From the time of Wheatstone’s first experiments, when in 1835 he stated that if the

poles consisted of two different metals the spectrum contained the lines of both metals,

down to the researches of Stokes, Miller, and Robinson in 1862, there is no reference,

so far as I can find, to any localization of light in any portion of the breadth of the

spectrum. In the case of the spark taken between two poles, e. g. in air, the spectrum

is generally one in which the lines of the two vapours and of air are blended together,

all the lines running across the field.

But under certain conditions this is not so. Thus Stokes*, who used the spark itself

instead of a slit, remarked that the metallic lines are “ distinguished from air lines by

being formed only at an almost insensible distance from the tips of the electrodes,

whereas air lines would extend right across.”

MiLLERf, who used a slit and a spark close to it, referring to his photographs of

electric spectra, remarks, “ the marginal extremities of the metallic lines leave a stronger

image than their central portions,” and the extremities of these interrupted lines he

terms “ dots.”

On the same subject Robinson$ writes, “ At that boundary of the spectrum which

corresponds to the negative electrode (and in a much less degree at the positive)

extremely intense lines are seen, . . . which, however, are short.”

Thalen (though he also did not adopt the method used by Dr. Frankland and

myself in and since 1869) observed this localization to a certain extent, doubtless on

account of the long collimator which he employed.

He remarks §
:
—“ II y a aussi des raies brillantes qu’on n’observe que dans des cas

exceptionnels, comme, par exemple, quand la quantite de la substance soumise a

1’experience est tres-abondante ou quand l’incandescence devient tres-vive. Ces raies

qui se presentent ordinairement aux bords du spectre sous la forme de points d’aiguille,

meme quand les autres raies du metal forment des lignes continues en travel’s du spectre,

out ete representees sur la planche par des lignes tres-courtes.

”

Before I proceed further I beg to refer to the two annexed woodcuts (figs. 2, 3), copied

Cadmium.

Zinc.

from photographs of a part of the spectrum observedwhen the jar-spark passes (1) between

the poles of zinc and cadmium
,
and (2) between cadmium and lead

,
and the image is thrown

on the slit. It will be seen that in the case of these metallic vapours (and it is true of

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. clii. 1862, p. 603. f Op. cit. p. 877. + Op. cit. p. 947.

§
“ Memoire sur la determination des longueurs d’onde des raies metalliques,” p. 12, printed in the Nova

Acta Regise Societatis Scientiarum Upsaliensis, ser. iii. vol. vi. Upsala, 1868.

Fig. 2.

Violet. Red.
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all others that I have yet observed) the lines as in the before-mentioned case of the

triple line (b) of magnesium, are of unequal length, and that in the new method of

Yiolet.

Fig. 3.

Red.

Lead.

Cadmium.

observation the lines in the spectra of the two metallic vapours and of the air are

separated in the clearest and most convenient manner, the air lines going right across,

and the lines of the metallic vapours extending to greater or less distances from each

pole, and in some cases (i. e. of the longest lines) overlapping.

With this communication are maps (Plates XI., XII., XIII.) of the spectra of the

following elements made on this method, the jar being used :—Na, Li, Mg, Al, Mn, Co^

Ni, Zn, Sr, Cd, Sn, Sb, Ba, and Pb. The lines were laid down from Thalen’s maps,

given in the memoir quoted above and on the same scale, namely 2 centimetres to each

TooVoo Hiillim. of wave-length. The spectra were then carefully and repeatedly observed,

and the comparative lengths of the lines estimated and laid down over their respective

wave-lengths

At the same time that these spectra have been mapped with the spark taken in air,

many of them have also been observed when their metals were enclosed in tubes and

subjected to a continually decreasing pressure, as in the case of the before-mentioned

experiment with magnesium. In all these experiments it was found that the longest

lines invariably remained visible longest.

In the case of zinc the effect of these circumstances was very marked, and they may

be given as a sample of the phenomena generally observed. When the pressure-gauge

connected with the Sprengel pump stood at from 35 to 40 millimetres, the spectrum at

the part observed was normal, except that the two lines 4924 and 4911 * (both of which,

when the spectrum is observed under the normal pressure, are lines with thick wings) were

considerably reduced in width. On the pump being started these lines rapidly

decreased in length, as did the line at 4679,—4810 and 4721 being almost unaffected
;

at last the two at 4924 and 4911 vanished, as did 4679, and appeared only at intervals

as spots on the poles, the two 4810 and 4721 remaining little changed in length though

much in brilliancy. This experiment was repeated four times, and on each occasion the

gauge was found to be almost at the same point, viz. :

—

* Thalen’s scale as given by Watts.
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1st observation, when the lines 4924 and 4911 were

gone the gauge stood at ...... 30 millimetres.

2nd 55 55 55 29

3rd 55 55 55 29

4th 55 55 55 31

A rise to 34 millimetres was sufficient to restore the lost lines.

Experiments with Chemical Compounds.

Since it appeared that the purest and densest vapour alone gave the greatest number

of lines, or, in other words, that the truly complete spectrum of a body is alone to be

obtained upon the metallic pole itself where the vapour is densest and purest, it

became of interest to examine the spectrum of a compound consisting of a metal com-

bined with a non-metallic element.

To this end a number of experiments were made, in which the metallic spectra were

compared with those given by the same metals when combined with chlorine under the

same conditions as in the former experiments.

The compounds thus experimented on were as follows, the jar being used :—Li Cl, Na
Cl, Mg Cl

2 ,
Zn Cl

2 ,
Sr Cl

2 ,
Cd Cl

2 , Ba Cl
2 ,
Pb Cl

2 ,
and Al

2 Cl6 . It was found in all cases

that the difference between the spectrum of the chloride and the spectrum of the metal

was :

—

That under the same spark-conditions the short lines were obliterated, while the

air lines remained unchanged in thickness.

Changing the spark-conditions by throwing the jar out of the circuit, this change was

shown in its strongest form, the final results being that only the very longest lines in

the spectrum of the metal remained.

The following are the details of the experiments made under these conditions :

—

Method of Observation.—Some pieces of stout aluminium wire 10 millims. long and

3 millims. in diameter were taken; one end was flattened for about one third of the length

for the purpose of inserting it in the spark-holder, and the other was drilled down in the

direction of the axis for from 2 to 3 millims., and thus formed into a small conical cup ; a

very fine hole was then drilled through the side of this cup at the bottom and the flat-

tened end carefully split. Through the lateral hole a piece ofplatinum wire 0-5 millim.

in diameter was passed and one end brought round through the split end of the aluminium,

while the other was brought up the centre of the cup. The split was now closed by strong

pressure in a vice, and the ends of the platinum wire cut off. The whole now presented

the appearance of a small candle, the platinum wire representing the wick: the accompany-

ing figures (figs. 4, 5) will render the preceding statement clear*. Round this wick the

chloride in fine powder was tightly rammed down. [A similar cup, without the wick, was

used for the examination of the spectra of metallic barium, strontium, and lithium,

* The object of the wick was to confine the spark to the centre of the dry chloride. Before it was adopted

the spark was very unsteady, leaping about from side to side of the cup.
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the metal being hammered into it.] One of these cups with the chloride replaced the

lower pole in the spark-holder, the upper one being composed of copper, that metal

Fig. 4.

Plan and section of cup used with salts.

A. Aluminium wire.

B. Cup-sliaped cavity drilled in it.

C. Platinum wire.

D. Flattened and split portion of the

aluminium wire.

Fig. 5.

Aluminium cup placed in the spark-stand as in use.

being selected as being a good conductor and giving a very simple and easily recognized

spectrum.

Chlorides observed. Lithic Chloride, Li Cl.—The wave-lengths of the longest lines of

this metal are as follows :—6705-2, 6102-0, and 4602-7, the latter (in the blue) being a

wide and winged line. When the spectrum of the chloride is observed, the red line

6705*2 is seen right across the spectrum, the orange, 6102-0, is faintly visible for about

half the distance ;
4602-7 has vanished altogether. In the case of lithium this extinc-

tion can be carried further in the flame reaction with an ordinary Bunsen burner, in

which the red line 6705-2 is alone seen*.

5895-0 i

Sodic Chloride, Na Cl.—The D line ' Is by vei7 l*ar ^ie l°ngest line in the

sodium spectrum
;
it is, in fact, the longest metallic line I have observed. After D

* It is necessary in dealing with Li Cl and Na Cl to have the poles rather far apart (8 to 10 millims.), as, on

account of the easy volatility of these chlorides, if the poles are close all the lines appear stretching across the

spectrum.
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COme
6154-2}

in the red and
5681 *4}

in the yellow >
the latter Pair having a slight

5154-8)
advantage over the former.

5150.5 f
come next, and the shortest is 4982-5, really a

double line, but so nebulous and ill-defined that Thalen has represented it as single.

5895 -0 )
In the chloride we find D ^g^g.Q>all across the spectrum, and all the others have

vanished but a trace of f5581-4

Magnesic Chloride, Mg Cl
2

.—Magnesium has three lines
(
b
)
surpassing all the others

in length; their wave-lengths are 5183-0, 5172-0, and 5166-7 : these lines alone are con-

stant in the chloride
;
4481-0, the winged line, sometimes flashes in.

Zincic Chloride, Zn Cl2
.—Zinc has three long lines in the blue, 4809-7, 4721-4,

4679-5
; these only are visible in the spectrum of the chloride. One line, 6362-5, in the

extreme orange, is of the same length, apparently, as the shortest of the three blue lines,

but is not visible, possibly on account of its faintness.

Strontic Chloride, Sr Cl
2

.—Strontium has one extremely long line, 4607-5, and this

with two in the indigo, 4226-3 and 4215-3, next in length to it, are alone seen in the

chloride spectrum.

Cadmic Chloride, Cd Cl
2

.—Cadmium, like zinc, has three lines of greater length than

all the rest—one in the blue-green, 5085-0, and two, 4799-0 and 4676'8, in the blue.

These alone appear in the spectrum of the chloride.

Plumbic Chloride, Pb Cl
2

.—Lead has its longest line, 4058-0, in the violet
; this line

alone is visible in the chloride spectrum; 5607-0 in the yellow-green, which appears

nearly as long, is not visible.

Baric Chloride, Ba Cl
2

.—Barium has three lines, distinguished by their great length .

they are 5534-5 in the yellow-green, 4933-4 in the green, and 4553-4 in the indigo.

These only are visible in the chloride spectrum.

Aluminic Chloride, Al
2 Cl 6

.—Aluminium has but two long lines, which fall between

H
1
and IT,, and are of the following wave-lengths, 3961'0 and 3943-0

; these alone are

visible in the spectrum of aluminic chloride.

It will be seen from the foregoing that in the case of elements with low atomic

weights, combined with one equivalent of chlorine, the number of lines which remain in

the chloride is large—over 60 per cent., for instance, in the case of Li, and 40 per cent,

in that of Na. While, on the other hand, in the case of elements with greater atomic

weights, combined with two equivalents of chlorine, we get a much smaller number of

lines remaining—8 per cent., for instance, in the case of Ba, and 3 per cent, in the case

of Pb.

Preliminary Experiments with Mechanical Mixtures.

Another series of experiments has had for its object the examination of the spectrum

of mechanically mixed metals—alloys prepared ad hoc. These experiments, which
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at present are preliminary only, were made because it seemed clear that the same law

that was observed with the chlorides should hold good.

A cursory examination of the spectra of some amalgams of tin and magnesium has

shown that this is the case.

For instance, it is possible to begin with an alloy which shall only give us the longest

line or lines in the spectrum of the smallest constituent, and by increasing the quantity

of this constituent the other lines can be introduced in the order of their length. This

reaction is so delicate that I learnt from it a thing I had not before observed, that the

least refrangible line of b, the triple line of magnesium, is really a little longer than its

more refrangible companion ;
for the spectrum of magnesium was reduced to this one

line in an alloy in which special precautions had been taken to introduce the minimum

of magnesium.

It follows from this statement that not only is the spectrum-analysis almost infinitely

more delicate than it has hitherto been supposed to be in the case of the elements in

which the difference between the longest and shortest lines is least*', but that in time

it may become quantitative ;
for if the admixture of certain other bodies extinguishes

the shorter lines of metallic spectra, it would seem that a series of carefully executed

maps of the spectra of alloys, the proportions of the constituents of which are known,

will place in our hands the means of determining (roughly it is true) by mere inspection

the quantity of the sought metal present in an alloy, the composition of which qua that

metal is unknown. At the same time it is clear that further progress must be made

before such a method can be practically employed in the arts.

Although the working hypothesis which has suggested the various lines of research

which have been followed is, I think, sufficiently clear, I refrain from dwelling upon

it until other researches now in progress enable me more fully to judge of its value, and

to state at greater length the various conclusions which may be drawn from it.

Application of these Observations to the Solar Spectrum.

These observations have an important bearing upon the solar spectrum, for the reason

that, as is well known, all the lines known to exist in the spectrum of an element sup-

posed to be present in the sun’s atmosphere are not in all cases reversed.

Before I proceed to give the facts in detail it will be well to go over the prior work

of Kirchhoff and Angstrom, to see precisely the evidence on which our present know-

ledge of the elements in the solar atmosphere, as determined by Kirchhoff’s method of

solar observation (that is, the non-localization or integration of the various solar

regions, such as spots, facuke and chromosphere), rests.

Kirchhoff, in his paper referring to Fraunhofer’s prior determination of the double

line D being coincident with a double line observed in the spectrum of sodium vapour,

locates sodium vapour in the solar atmosphere, as Professor Stokes had done before him,

* The great lengths of the lines of sodium, lithium, &c. at once account for the delicacy of their spectrum

reactions.

2 NMDCCCLXXIII.
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Coincident with all the bright iron lines which he observed with the spark he used (he

only saw a small number of the lines), he found well-defined Fraunhofer lines. He
therefore located iron vapour in the atmosphere. The rest of the evidence relating to

other metals I give from the translation of his memoir by Professor Eoscoe*.

“ As soon as the presence of one terrestrial element in the solar atmosphere was thus

determined, and thereby the existence of a large number of Fraunhofer lines explained,

it seemed reasonable to suppose that other terrestrial bodies occur there, and that, by

exerting their absorptive power, they may cause the production of other Fraunhofer

lines ; for it is very probable that elementary bodies which occur in large quantities

on the earth, and are likewise distinguished by special bright lines in their spectra, will,

like iron, be visible in the solar atmosphere. This is found to be the case with

calcium, magnesium, and sodium. The number of the bright lines in the spectrum of

each of these metals is indeed small
;
but those lines, as well as the dark ones in the

solar spectrum with which they coincide, are so uncommonly distinct that the

coincidence can be observed with very great accuracy.

“ In addition to this, the circumstance that these lines occur in groups renders the

observation of the coincidence of these spectra more exact than is the case with those

composed of single lines. The lines produced by chromium also form a very character-

istic group, which likewise coincides with a remarkable group of Fraunhofer lines

;

hence I believe that I am justified in affirming the presence of chromium in the solar

atmosphere. It appeared of great interest to determine whether the solar atmo-

sphere contains nickel and cobalt, elements which invariably accompany iron in meteoric

masses. The spectra of these metals, like that of iron, are distinguished by the large

number of their lines
;
but the lines of nickel, and still more those of cobalt, are much

less bright than the iron lines, and I was therefore unable to observe their position

with the same accuracy with which I determined the position of the iron lines. All

the brighter lines of nickel appear to coincide with dark solar lines
;
the same was

observed with respect to some of the cobalt lines f, but was not seen to be the

case with other equally bright lines of this metal. From my observations I con-

sider that I am entitled to conclude that nickel is visible in the solar atmosphere ;
I do

not, however, yet express an opinion as to the presence of cobalt. Barium, copper, and

zinc appear to be present in the solar atmosphere, but only in small quantities
;
the

brightest of the lines of these metals correspond to distinct lines in the solar spectrum,

but the weaker lines are not noticeable. The remaining metals which I have examined,

viz. gold, silver, mercury, aluminium, cadmium, tin, lead, antimony, arsenic, stron-

tium, and lithium, are, according to my observations, not visible in the solar atmosphere.

Through the kindness of M. Grandeau, of Paris, I obtained several pieces of fused

silicium ; I was thus enabled, by using them as electrodes, to examine the spectrum of

this element. The lines in the silicium spectrum are, however, with the exception of

two broad green bands at 1810 and 1830, so deficient in luminosity that I was unable to

~ Transactions of Berlin Academy, 1861. Translated by Roscoe. Macmillan. f The italics are mine.
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determine their position with sufficient accuracy to reproduce them in my drawing.

The two bright green bands do not correspond to dark bands in the solar spectrum ; so

that, as far as I have been able to determine, silicium is not visible in the solar atmo-

sphere.”

It will be seen from the foregoing that Kirchtioff dealt mainly with the brightest

lines, although the test failed him in the case of cobalt, for a reason I shall show

further on. Hence, as a result of Kieciihoff’s work, we have in the solar atmosphere :

—

Present. Doubtful. Absent.

Sodium. Cobalt. Gold.

Iron. Silver.

Calcium. Mercury.

Magnesium. Aluminium.

Nickel. Cadmium.

Barium. Tin.

Copper. Lead.

Zinc. Antimony.

Arsenic.

Strontium.

Lithium.

Silicium.
O

Angstrom* gives no list such as this, but in its place a table of coincidences observed.

Thalen, his associate, in a separate memoir jy gives, however, as present in the sun :

—

Sodium, Chromium, Hydrogen,

Iron, Nickel, Manganese,

Calcium,

Magnesium,

Cobalt, Titanium,

thus rejecting zinc and barium from Kirciihoff’s list of accepted elements, adding
o

cobalt from the doubtful list, and hydrogen and manganese from Angstrom’s, and

titanium from his own observations.

The table of coincidences referred to and Angstrom’s remarks thereon explain the

cause of this. Kirchhoff’s evidence for zinc had depended upon the coincidence of

two lines only, and these were doubtless thought insufficient, as in the cases of the metals

retained in the list the number of the coincidences was much greater, viz. :

—

Sodium . . 9 (all) Magnesium . . 4 (3 1)

Iron . . . . 450 Chromium ,. . 18

Calcium . . 75 Nickel . , . 33

Cobalt . . . 19 Hydrogen . . 4 (all)

Manganese . . 57 Titanium . . . 118

* Recherches sur le spectre solaire,
o

par A. J. Angstrom. Spectre noirmal du Soleil. Berlin, 1869.

t Longueurs d’oude des raies metalliques, p. 11. Nova Acta. Upsala, 1868.

2 n 2
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Barium ... 11 (of 26) Zinc . . . . 2 1 (of 27)

Aluminium . . 21 (of 14)
O

From Angstrom’s remarks, which I proceed to give, it is evident that he was not

quite satisfied with the brilliancy test relied on by Kirciihoff, and that his doubts

concerning zinc arose from this cause.

“ L’aluminium possede certainement des raies brillantes en plusieurs endroits du

spectre, mais les raies situees entre les deux FI sont les seuls qui semblent coincider

avec les lignes Fraunhoferiennes. Pour expliquer ce phenomene singulier il faut dire

que les raies violettes se presentent comme les plus fortes dans le spectre de ce metal.

De meme que les raies jaunes du sodium, ces deux raies d’aluminium ont fait voir

quelquefois le phenomene d’absorption consistant en ce qu’une raie noire se presente dans

le milieu de chacune d’elles, ce qui prouve la forte intensite des elites raies. En observant

les rayons extra-violettes de ce metal, on decidera si les deux raies mentionnees ci-dessus

coincident on non avec des raies Fraunhoferiennes ; car si ma supposition est vraie,

les raies extra-violettes doivent coincider aussi avec les lignes obscures du spectre solaire.

“ A deux raies du zinc que j’ai indiquees sur mes planches comme coincidant avec

des raies Fraunhoferiennes il en faut ajouter une troisieme, situee a 480

9

-T
; mais, a

1’egard des deux raies, tres-larges et tres-fortes, d’une apparence nebuleuse, il n’y a pas

de correspondance visible ; ainsi, la presence du zinc dans le soleil me semble tres-

douteuse. Je dirai cependant qu’il existe trois raies de magnesium, du meme aspect

nebuleux, qui ne possedent pas non plus de correspondance avec les raies de Fraun-

hofer, quoique la presence de ce corps dans le soleil ne permettre pas le moindre

doute”f.

In the accompanying maps the lines of certain metallic vapours reversed in the solar

spectrum are given under the spectrum mapped by the new method. It will be seen

that invariably the reversed lines are simply those which are longest in the spectrum.

It is not necessary on the present occasion to dwell upon the great importance of this

determination, both in connexion with the fact just stated and the other facts touching

the lines which remain longest in chemical combinations$ and mechanical mixtures.

It supplies us at once with the true test to apply to the reversal of solar lines, and a

guide of the highest value in spectrum observations of the chromosphere and

photosphere. It is one, doubtless, which will shortly enable us to determine the

presence of new materials in the solar atmosphere, and it is seen at once that to the

last published table of solar elements (that of Tiialen) must be added, zinc, aluminium,

and possibly strontium § as a result of the application of the new test.

* I include this “ below the line,” though I cannot but think that its omission by TnAikN was accidental.

t It will he seen from my maps that this statement is not accurate. ThalPx’s later work left only one line

doubtful.

% A. Mitschermch has noted the disappearance of certain lines in consequence of the presence of several

substances in the same flame, but he only applies this to the sun by supposing the substances to be combined

and so not to give a spectrum (Ann. de Chim. et de Pliys. 3 ser. vol. lsix. p. 176).

§ Barium also, if a lapsus calami has not been made.
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In the case of the chromosphere, the observation of the order of lengths of the

bright lines is invested with a new importance, as also the observation of lines which

are not reversed in the ordinary solar spectrum. As an instance of this, I may state

that the fact that the re-reversal into brightness in the chromosphere of the line 1474 K
is not due to iron vapour, is settled by the other fact, which this new method has

enabled me to determine, that the coincident line in the iron spectrum is one of the

shortest lines in the whole spectrum.

In the case of the photosphere, not only may we hope to account for such cyclical

changes as I have long had reason to suspect and have referred to in prior communica-

tions to the Society, but it is essential that spot-spectra shall be photographed with

special reference to the consideration that in such spectra the new lines may now be

found in all probability, to be those which are only slightly shorter than those

ordinarily reversed. This research I am making arrangements to carry on.

It will be observed that in the maps the elements are arranged in the order of their

atomic weights. This was done before all the comparisons were made, because, as I

have before announced to the Royal Society in the case of several of the elements, the

length of the lines in the spectra of the vapours observed in the chromosphere are

also most frequently arranged in this order, as predicted by Mr. Stoney*. The

comparison rendered possible by the maps also bears out this view with regard

to the outer layers
;

for in the case of Ii and Na all the lines are reversed

;

o

in the case of Mg, about which there was a doubt in Angstrom’s observations, only

one line is possibly dropped, and this is not certain. When we come, however, to

the elements with higher atomic weights the number of lines reversed is less. But

the maps also show that when once the higher layers of the chromosphere, where less

constant action goes on, are passed, atomic weight ceases to be a guide, and we are

therefore driven to other considerations, which promise to largely increase our knowledge

of the kind of action at work in the solar atmosphere and the cyclical variation of that

action.

The Maps which accompany this communication have been made by my assistant, Mr.

R. J. Feiswell. They have only been revised by myself. I am anxious to take this oppor-

tunity of testifying to the zeal and ability he has displayed in a research necessarily

very tedious from its character, and requiring great patience and care.

* This arrangement has since been broken np for the convenience of the engraver. Some of the spectra

having both sun and chloride lines had to be displaced by others without these, in order to get the whole of

the maps on to the three Plates.
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NOTES TO TPIE MAPS*.

The lengths of the lines are given only in reference to those of the same element ; no

relation is intended to be indicated between the lines of the various spectra as repre-

sented on the Maps. The lengths of the lines of one spectrum as compared with another

are liable to great variation—the lines of barium being, for instance, considerably

longer than those of zinc, though they are represented as of the same length on the

Maps.

The poles were also much further apart in some cases than in others. In the case of

barium, for instance, unless the poles were widely separated all the lines would have

stretched across the spectrum, while in the case of manganese or nickel, unless the

poles were close, no spectrum would be produced. The widths of the winged lines are

mere approximations to the relative widths of the lines of the particular spectrum to

which they belong, the width of a line in one map only relating to the lines of that

map. No comparison can hence be made between widths given in different maps.

Nor must the widths assigned to the lines be regarded as true; they have been

purposely exaggerated. For instance, wings of the lines 4924 and 4911 (zinc) cover

a length of 8 millims., equivalent on the scale to
i0)0̂ 00-f millim. ; but it is not intended

to assert that the wings extend over so large a space.

Plate XI. Strip II.—LITHIUM.

Whether re- Whether in

Wave-length. Length.
versed

Solar

trum.

in the

Spec-

the Spark-

Spectrum of

the Chloride.

Remarks.

6705-2

6102-0 0 5
m

Present,
j

These lines invariably stretch across the spectrum

when metallic lithium is used as the electrode.

4602-7 1 .3 5? This line is nebulous hut brilliant; it is much
o
&

shorter than either of the others.

Plate XI. Strip III.—SODIUM.

6160-0 1

6154-2
J

3 Reversed. Not present.

5895-0, \
5889-0

J

4 5?
Present.

5687-2
1

5681-4
3

5154-8

5152-5
1 Not present.

Thauen has represented these lines as extending

across the spectrum and longer than 5687-2,
5681-4

;
hut this is not the case.

The I) lines of the solar spectrum
; their tops have

never been seen, as they invariably stretch from
pole to pole.

These lines are slightly longer than those at

6160-0 and 6154-2.

These lines are very short and faint.

* Added during the printing of the paper,

t Four one-millionths or forty ten-millionths of a millimetre.
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Plate XI. Strip III.—SODIUM (continued).

Wave-length. Length.

Whether re-

versed in the

Solar Spec-

trum.

Whether in

the Spark-

Spectruin of

the Chloride.

Remarks.

4982-5 1 Reversed. Not present. This is really a close pair of lines, represented by
Thales' as a single nebulous line in the map attached

to his £ Memoire sur les longueurs d’onde des raies

brillantes des Metaux,’ but correctly given by him as
O

double in the maps in Angstrom’s memoir on the

solar spectrum. The wave-length here given is the

mean of the true positions, which are 4983-2 and
4981-9 respectively. The line, though nebulous, is

easily divided, and is so represented on the Map.

Plate XI. Strip IV.—MAGNESIUM.

5527-4 3 Reversed. Not present.

5183-0 4 99 Present. bv This is the longest magnesium line.

5172-0 4 99 99 b
2

. This is slightly shorter than bv
5166-7 4 99 99 b

3
. Slightly shorter than b

2
.

4703-5 2 9 Not present. There is a line coincident with this in Kirchhoff’s

map of the solar spectrum, but it has been dropped
O

out in Angstrom’s.
4586-5 Reversed. 5? I have never succeeded in observing this line,

though very many attempts have been made
;

it is
O

represented in the solar spectrum by Angstrom as an

excessively faint line
;
and Kirchhoff makes it not

really coincident but partly overlapping the solar

line.

4481-0 1 99 99 This is a very brilliant winged line, but it appears

short. Thalen makes it of the same intensity as the

two at 4703-5 and 4586-5; but while this is exces-

sively bright to me, 4703-5 is faint and 4586-5 invi-

sible. Kirchhoff represents it in the solar spectrum
O

by a very much broader line than Angstrom does.

Plate XI. Strip Y.—COBALT.

6142-5 2 Not reversed.

6121-2 2 99

6003-5
r6
CD This line could not be identified.

5482-4 4 Reversed.
>
Ph This line is represented in the solar spectrum, but

5452-0 2 Not reversed. Xfl

rO
O

is not named in Angstrom’s map.
5443-0 2
5368-0 2 o

5362-5 2 <u

5359-5 2
5352-4 " 4 Reversed.

o

5351-2 4 o
5342-6 4
5342-1 4 99
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Plate XI. Strip V.

—

COBALT (continued).

Wave-length. Length.

Whether re-

versed in the

Solar Spec-

trum.

Whether in

the Spark-

Spectrum of

the Chloride.

Remarks.

5279-6 4 Reversed.

5267-2 4 11

5265-8 4
5234-4 4
5230-0 2 Not reversed. This line is slightly shorter than the others to

5212-0 3 which the number 2 is assigned.

CD f These lines are a little shorter than the others

4867-0 4 Reversed. 1 a>
marked 4, and would drop out of the solar spec-

4839-0 4 „ J
m
rO trum first should a diminution of the thickness of

-4-3 the reversing layer occur.

4813-5 2 Not reversed.
o
0

4791-7 4 Reversed. <D This line is also a little shorter than the others

marked 4. See remarks on 4867-0 and 4839-0

4778-7 4 3 above.

4748-5 Not reversed. o This line could not be identified.

4580-8 2 This line is coincident with a calcium line, and
also with one of iron

;
in calcium it is long and

rather faint (intensity 4, Thai^n)
;
in cobalt it is

short and faint (intensity 4, Thales)
;
in iron its

4530-5 4 Reversed. intensity is unknown.

Plate XII. Strip I.—NICKEL.

6175-7 3 Reversed.

6115-3 2 11

6107-5 2 11

5892-0 2
5856-5 2 11

5475-9 4 11

5175-6 2 5?

5168-3 2 ??

5155-1 2 ?>

5145-7 2 J5

5142-0 2 11

5136-8 2 11

5114-9 2 11

5099-7 3 11

5098-5 3 11
Ph
<D

5080-6 3 11

m
rO

5079-7 3 11 -4-3

5034-6 2 11

O
0

5016-5 2 11
O

4983-3 2 11

4979-6 2 11 3
4935-1 3 11

o
4917-6 1 Not reversed.

4903-9 3 Reversed.

4872-9 1 Not reversed.

4865-3 2 Reversed.
4854-7 3
4830-2 2
4828-4 2
4785-

8

2
4755-0 3
4713-7 4
4647-0 3
4401-7 4 11
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Plate XII. Strip II.—ALUMINIUM.

Whether re- Whether in

Wave-length. Length.
versed in the

Solar Spec-

the Spark-

Spectrum of
Remarks.

tram. the Chloride.

6371-0 Not reversed. Not present. Not identified.

6344-5 Not identified.

6244-0

6234-0
2
2 99 99 Wide and nebulous.

5722-5 1 99 99

5695-5 1 99 99

5592-5 1 99 99

5056-5 1 99 99

4662-0 1 99 99

4529-5 1 99 99

4511-0 1

4478-5 2 99 99

4961 -0 4 f These lines appear to he slightly enlarged at the

3943-0 ; Reversed. Present.
-j
base ; but as a wide slit is required to observe them,

4
[
the widening has not been represented in the Map.

Plate XII. Strip III.—LEAD.

6656-0 3 Not present.

6452-0 2-5

6059-0 1-5

6040-0 2-5

6009-0 1 99 Winged.
6001-5 2
5895-0 2
5874-0 1 cL

5856-5 1 Winged.
5779-0 1 99

5607-0 4 Present. Winged. Nest to longest line.

5546-0 3
’§
H Not present. 99 99 99 99

5523-5 2 m
O

5372-0 3 £ Winged.
5274-5 1 O
5206-5 1 fee

5201-0 1 .2

5189-0 1 Jh
o

5163-0 1-5 Oo Winged
;
very wide and brilliant.

5045-0 1

5004-5 1 g
4802-0 0-5 0
4796-5 0-5

4760-0 0-5
o
£4

4573-0 ? 99
This line is very short, faint, and nebulous. It has

been omitted from the Map.
4401-5 0-5 Winged ;

almost concealed by the wings of 4386-5.

4386-5
4246-0 I }

99
Winged

;
very wide and conspicuous.

4167-5 1 Winged ; wide.

4062-5 4 This line is faint and difficult to observe.

4058-0 4 Present. Longest line.

MDCCCLXXIII. 2 o
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Plate XII. Strip IV.—MANGANESE.

Wave-length. Length.

Whether re-

versed in the

Solar Spec-

trum.

Whether in

the Spark

-

Spectrum of

the Chloride.

6020-7 4 Reversed.

6015-6 4 55

6012-5 4 99

5515-6 4 99

5443-0 3 Not reversed.

5419-5 4 Reversed.

5412-4 4 55

5406-5 4 55

5399-6 4 55

5393-5 4 55

5376-6 4 55

5359-0 Not reversed.

5340-2 4 Reversed.

5254-1 4 55

5233-6 4 55

5195-2 4 55

4822-8 4 99

4782-6 4 55

4765-8 4 1

4764-7 4 J

55

4761-5 4 1

4760-7 4 55

4753-4 4 99

Not reversed.
'd

4738-0 1
CD
>

4729-0 3 Reversed.
!O
rO

4726-0 9 Not reversed.

4708-7 4 Reversed.

4503-5 3
4501-2 3
4498-2 3 ^

4495-2 3
4491-0 3
4489-5 3
4478-9 2
4472-4 2
4470-5 2
4464-0 2
4461-5

1 3 > 55

4461-0
J

4459-8 3
4457-7 1

4457-3
r

3
4457-0

J

4456-2

4455-5 3
4455-2
4452-0 9 Not reversed.

Remarks.

( This line has the appearance of being winged more
on the less refrangible side than on the other. It falls

in a place where there is much glare
;
and it is pro-

bable that a greater dispersive power than was used

|

would break up the supposed wing into lines. It

I has been accidentally shown as reversed on the Map.

Not seen
;
could not he found.

Drawn as one line on map, hut seen as two.

Drawn as one line on map, but seen as two.

This line is much shorter than its companions.
O

In Angstrom’s solar spectrum there is a line at

4729-0, hut the manganese line beneath is shifted

slightly to the left, its position being 4728-9. This

is evidently an engraver’s error. This line and

4726-0 are represented as one line.

y

All these lines appear in close masses, and it has

not been possible to represent them on the scale of

the map. 0
There are also several discrepancies here

between Angstrom and Thalen.

This line is not reversed in the sun, hut, owing

to the closeness of the lines and complication of

the spectrum, it was not possible to observe its length.

There are 9 lines falling between 4459-8 and 4450-4,

and with the dispersion used these lines appear as a

mass. The lengths given in the Map, however, repre-

sent the contour of the top of the mass, and the line

has been brought up to this.
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Plate XII. Strip IV.—MANGANESE* (continued).

Whether re- Whether in

Wave-length. Length.
versed in the

Solar Spec-

the Spark-

Spectrum of
Remarks.

trum. the Chloride.

4450-4 3 Reversed.

4436-4 3 99

|

4435-3 3 99

4414-7 3 99

4280-5 3 99

4265-0 3 99

4258-2 3 99

4234-8 3 99

rC5
O

Angstrom represents this line as not absolutely

coincident with a solar line which lies close to it.

The Mn line is placed at about 4235-0, and the solar

line 4234-7 ;
the position given by Thalen is nearly

the mean of these two. From its length we must

conclude that it is reversed, and that the slight dis-

crepancies between ThalLn in his metallic spectra

<D and in the map of the solar spectrum appended to

rO
o Angstrom’s memoir is accidental.

4227-0 4 99 o TualLn makes this very thin
;

it is, however,

£ bright and strong.

4083-5
}

4083-0 /
3 99 Seen as one.

4079-6 3 99

4062-9 2 99

4054-4 2 99

4048-1 2 99

4040-5 3 99

4033-9
\

4032-8 }
3 99 Seen as one.

4031-7 3 99

4029-4 3 99

3988-0 3 99

Plate XII. Strip V.—CADMIUM.

6466 -0 1 Not reversed. Not present. Winged.
6438-0 2 99 99

6056-5 1 99 99

6003-5 1 99 99

5957"5 1 99 99

5913-0 1 99 99

5790-0 1 99 99

5687-0 1 99 99

5489-0 1 99 99

5471-0 1 99 99

5378-0 3 „ I

5337-5 3 99 These lines are very broad and winged.

5304-5 1 99

5153-0 1 99

5085-0 4 9 Present. 1

4799-0 4 9 Longest lines. The least refrangible is the long-

4676-8 4 9
99 * :: I

est of these three.

4415-5 3 >9 99

* The spectrum of Manganese requires much further investigation. This Table must be regarded as provi-

sional only.

2 o 2
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Plate XIII. Strip I.—TIN.

Whether re- Whether in

Wave-length. Length.
versed

Solar

ill the

Spec-

the Spark-

Spectrum of
Eemarks.

trum. the Chloride.

6452-0

5893-0
3 Winged.

Thaljjn gives aline here in his map, but not in his

list. It could not be identified.

5798-0 3
5630-0 4 Longest tin line ; it is faint, but well defined.

5588-5 3 Winged.
5562-5

5368-5
3
1

0
m

Q
>

55

55

5347-5 1 0
om

5332-0 3
rQ
o

5289-5 1
o 4-3

O 5 *

5224-0 2 S5
>5

5100-5 2 55

5021-0 1

4923-0 1

4858-0 2
4584-5 i

4524-0 4 Next to the longest, well defined and bright.

Plate XIII. Strip II.—ZINC.

6362-5 4 Not reversed. Not present. This line was in the sun in Kirchhoff’s time, hut

has now dropped out
;

its number on Kirchhoff’s

map is 771-7.

6102-0 1 55 55 Winged.
6022-5 1 55 55 55

5893-5 2 55 55

5816-0 2 55 55

5756-0 1 55 55

5745-0 1 55 55

5608-0 55 55 Not identified.

5577-5 1 55 55

5563-0 1 55

5465-5 Not identified.

5436-0 1 55 55

5336-0 1 55 55

5249-5 1 55 55

5233-0 1 55 55

5158-5 1 55 55

5121-0 1 55 55

5074-0 1 55 55

5048-0 1 55 55

4971-0
4923-8

1

3
’5 55

1 Winged.4911-2 3
4878-0 1 55 55

J

4865-0 1

4809-7 4 Eeversed. Present. Longest zinc line.

4721-4 4 55 55 Second longest.

4679-5 4 55 55 Third longest. Same length, apparently, as

6362-5, but it is really longer, for it remains in the

sun, while 6362-5 has dropped out since Kirchhoff’s

time.
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Plate XIII. Strip III.—STRONTIUM.

Wave-length. Length.

Whether re-

versed in the

Solar Spec-

trum.

Whether in

the Spark-

Spectrum of

the Chloride.

Remarks.

6550-0 2 "> Not present.

6501-5 2 55

6407-0 1 55

6387-0 2 55

6380-0 2 55

5970-5 2 55

5850-0 2 55

5540-0 2 55

5533-5 2 55

5522-5 2 55

5503-5 2 55

5485-0 1 55

5480-0 2 55

5256-0 1 > Not reversed. 55

5238-5 1 55

5228-5 1 55

5225-5 1 55

5223-5 1 55

4967-5 1 55

4961-5 1 55

4876-0 1 55

4872-0 1 55

4831-5 1 55

4812-0 1 55

4783-5 1 55

4740-5 1 55

4721-0 1

4607-5 4 ? Present. This is the very longest Sr line, and in Hoffmann’s

continuation of Kirchhoff’s maps two solar lines fall

within the boundary of it, which is wide. One of

these now remains, and is the calcium line 4606 5* ;

the other was probably this Sr line : the numbers in

Hoffmann’s continuation are 2386-0 and 2386-4
;
the

position of the centre of the forked extremity of the

4305-3 2 Not reversed. Sr line would be about 2386-2.

f
Coincident 1

J Coincident with the longest Ca line
;

this line

4226-3 3 with solar

Ca line.

”
|

probably belongs really to calcium.

f

Coincident
]

f Coincident with another Ca line whose length is

4215-3 4 with solar
1 [

unknown.
Ca line.

4161-0 2 Not reversed. Not present. °

4078-5 4 ? 55
Not reversed in Angstrom s Map.

* So given in Angstrom's Map, but Tnal£n in his list makes the calcium line and that of strontium abso-

lutely coincident at 4607-5.
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Plate XIII. Strip IV.—ANTIMONY.

Whether re- Whether in

Wave-length. Length.
versed in the

Solar Spec-

the Spark-

Spectrum of
Remarks.

trum. the Chloride.

6301-5 1

6244-5 2
6209-0 2
6193-0 2
6155-0 2
6128-5 4
6078-0 4
6051-0 2
6003-5 4 Winged.
5979-5 2
5909-0

5893-5
3
3 |

Winged.

5791-5 3
5638-0 2
5607-0 2
5567-0 2 0

<D
>

5463-5

5379-0

5371-5

2m
&
-4-4

O
CO
rO
o

-4-3

~\

5352-5

5241-5

O
f§ >Not identified.

5208-0

5177-0
5141-0 2

-/

5112-5 2
5036-0 2
4948-5 2 > Winged.
4877-5 2
4835-0 2
4786-0 2
4734-5 2
4711-0 2
4691-0 2
4591-5

4352-0
1

1 |
Winged.

4265-0 1 Winged
;
a little longer than the two preceding lines.
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Platu XIII. Strip V.—BARIUM.

Whether re- Whether in

Wave-length. Length.
versed in the

Solar Spec-

the Spark-

Spectrum of
Remarks.

trum. the Chloride.

6526-0 1 Not reversed. Not present.

6496-0 4 Reversed. 33

6483-0 3 33 33 Accidentally omitted from solar strip in the Map
and made too short.

6449-0 1 9
33

Coincident with a reversed calcium line.

6343-0 1 9
33 There is a line at 6343-2 in Angstrom's map, but

6140-6 4 Reversed. 33 this is too short for reversal.
6109-9 3

'

33 33

6062-0 1 Not reversed. 33

6018-0 1 33 33

5991-5 1 33 33

5971-0 1 3)

5904-5 1 9 Coincident with a faint iron line.

5852-5 4 Reversed. 33

5827-0 1 Not reversed. 3>

5808-5

5803-5 ; 1

9
33 Coincident with two iron lines reversed in the sun.

5779-5 3 Reversed. 33

5534-5 4
3 3

Present. This appears to he the longest Ba line.

5521-5 3 33 Not present.

5425-0 3 Not reversed.
33

This line behaves in a very curious manner
;
it is so

nearly of the same height as the one next less re-

frangible, that it sometimes appears longer and some-
times shorter as the spark flashes, and yet it is not

O

given in Angstrom’s solar spectrum
;

it is given

reversed in Kjrchhopp’s solar map, its number being

1371-3.

4933-4 4 Reversed. Present. Winged and very brilliant, reverses itself in the

spark when the metal is used.

4899-3 4 33 Not present. Slightly shorter than the preceding one, and
winged, but to a less extent.

4553-4 4 33 Present. Winged.
4524-4 4

33 Not present. Winged, and slightly shorter than the preceding

line.

4165-5 3 Not reversed. Winged.
4130-5 3 33 33 33

Tiialen’s lines were taken from the spectrum of Ba Cl
2 ;

with a high tension spark

the metal shows many more lines. The spectrum requires further investigation.
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In June 1862, and in February 1863, I had the honour to lay before the Royal Society

communications on the subject of the then newly discovered metal, Thallium. In

these I gave an account of its occurrence, distribution, and the method of extraction

from the ore, together with its physical characteristics and chemical properties ; also

mdccclxxiii. 2 p
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I discussed the position of thallium among elementary bodies, and gave a series of

analytical notes.

In the pages of the ‘Journal of the Chemical Society’ for April 1, 1864, I collated

all the information then extant, both from my own researches and from those of others,

introducing qualitative descriptions of an extended series of the salts of the metal. I

propose in the present paper to lay before the Royal Society the details and results of

experiments which have engrossed much of my spare time during the last eight years,

and which consist of very laborious researches on the atomic weight of thallium. In

these researches I owe much to the munificence of the Royal Society for having placed

at my disposal a large sum from the Government Grant. Without this supplement to

my own resources it would have been difficult for me to have carried out the investi-

gation with such completeness.

Section I.—ON THE DETERMINATION OF ATOMIC WEIGHTS.

In determining accurately the atomic weight of a metal that stands so high in the

scale as thallium, difficulties and sources of error which are comparatively small with

elements of low atomic weight are magnified to serious proportions, and require more

than ordinary care for their elimination. When so large a proportion of the compound

under analysis or synthesis consists of the body itself whose atomic weight is the one

unknown quantity, it is evident that the almost unavoidable errors occasioned by impu-

rity in the materials employed, the losses incident to imperfect manipulation, or the

inaccuracies arising during the weighing from the omission of the corrections required

by temperature, pressure, &c., will all find their way into the number which is finally

considered to represent the atomic weight of the metal.

Nearly fourteen years ago, on taking the chair of the Chemical Section of the British

Association at Leeds, the late Sir John Herschel called attention to the necessity which

there then was for the introduction of greater accuracy into the determination of atomic

weights. Speaking of the numerical relations which appear to exist between certain

groups of elements, he considered that all these speculations took for granted a principle

with which chemists had allowed themselves to be far too easily satisfied, viz. that all

the atomic numbers are multiples of that of hydrogen, “ Not until these numbers,” he

continues, “ are determined with a precision approaching that of the elements of the

planetary orbits—a precision which can leave no possible question of a tenth or a

hundredth of a per cent., and in the presence of which such errors as are at present

regarded tolerable in the atomic numbers of even the best determined elements shall be

considered utterly inadmissible—I think can this question be settled ; and when such

gigantic consequences—so entire a system of nature—are to be based on a principle,

nothing short of such evidence ought, I think, to be held conclusive, however seductive

the theory may appear. I do not think such precision unattainable ;
and I think I per-

ceive a way in which it might be attained, but one that would involve an expenditure of

time, labour, and money, such as no private individual could bestow on it.” Before this
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remarkable sentence was written Professor Stas had commenced bis classical researches

on the atomic weights; and in 1861 he gave to the world the results of ten years’ expe-

riments, which had been conducted with a care and perseverance never surpassed in the

history of experimental investigation. These researches of Professor Stas, and others

which he has since made public, constitute a standard of excellence which chemists who

are engaged on the important task of the determination of atomic weights should strive

to attain. They are, in my opinion, the most noteworthy chemical memoirs that have

ever been written : not only have they determined in the most definite and unassailable

manner atomic weights about which scarcely any two chemists have agreed since, the

time of Berzelius, but they have raised the standard of accuracy in all chemical labo-

ratories, and have set an example which, if followed, cannot fail to exert an important

influence on the progress of chemical science.

It has been with these researches before me that I have endeavoured to determine in

a manner which should approach them in accuracy the atomic weight of thallium.

In the determination of an atomic weight analysis is inferior to synthesis
; and espe-

cially is this the case when the number sought is amongst the highest known. The

method followed should be one in which as few chemical elements as possible are

employed, so as to reduce to a minimum the errors arising from inaccuracy in the deter-

mination of their atomic weights,—which errors, whilst they might on the one hand

balance each other, on the other might accumulate in the same direction, and become

a total error of exceeding magnitude in the atomic weight of the metal under investi-

gation. The method adopted should also be one in which there is the greatest possible

difference of weight between the substance taken for the starting-point and the one

ultimately obtained ; for the greater the amount of this difference, other things being

equal, the less likely are the unavoidable errors incidental to the method, and which

may be looked upon as constant, to injuriously affect the atomic weight obtained. For

these reasons processes in which a weighed quantity of the metal itself is taken and

converted into one of its salts seemed likely to afford the best results ; and this accord-

ingly is the principal method which I have adopted.

Every substance employed in such a determination is liable to introduce errors pro-

portionate to its own want of purity. The most extraordinary pains have therefore

been taken to secure the absolute purity both of the thallium employed and of the

agents used to act upon it. The glass and other apparatus have been specially constructed

for these researches, and the balances and weights have been of an accuracy never before

surpassed in any research. Whilst nearly every other branch of manipulative chemistry

has advanced to an accuracy vieing with astronomical observation, the operation of

weighing, as almost universally carried out, is attended with grave imperfections. For

ordinary analytical work, and perhaps even for more refined and accurate researches, the

errors attending the ordinary process of weighing are unimportant ;
but in determining an

equivalent so high as that of thallium no precaution whatever which can either reduce

an error to a minimum or eliminate it altogether should be neglected. I am anxious to

2 p 2
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avoid the imputation of over-refinement in this research
;
but considering the fallibility

of human operations, and especially those of so complicated a nature as I am about to

describe, I have considered it better to err on the side of too great than of too little

precaution, both in the purification of the chemicals, the arrangement of the apparatus,

the time devoted to each separate determination, the removal of the errors incidental

to the weighings, and the subsequent calculations. These latter have been especially

tedious, as the numbers have generally extended to too many places of figures to allow

the use of logarithms
; each calculation has, moreover, been duplicated by different

persons.

I have attempted two entirely different methods of arriving at the atomic Aveight of

thallium. Had the results of these determinations differed materially, I should have

extended the research to other methods
;
but as they nearly agree it appeared unne-

cessary to incur so great an additional expenditure of time and material with no reason-

able prospect of getting any but confirmatory results.

The first method, and that Avhich I shall describe, consists in taking a known quantity

of metallic thallium, dissolving it in nitric acid, and weighing the nitrate of thallium

produced.

The second method consists in dissolving known quantities of sulphate of thallium in

water, and ascertaining how much nitrate of barium is necessary to precipitate the sul-

phuric acid as sulphate of barium.

In the prosecution of these tAvo methods, the materials employed, the transferences

from one vessel to another, and the weighings are reduced to a minimum, Avliile several

precautions have been introduced into the operations of weighing which are not usually

adopted. No correction has been neglected that is not many times less than the pro-

bable error of a single obseiwation
;
and, as I have stated, especially has attention been

paid to such corrections as ahvays influence in one direction, as in that for Aveight of air

displaced. Errors sometimes in excess and sometimes in defect tend to disappear from

the mean of a great number of observations.

I have for the foregoing reasons thought it necessary to dAvell thus far upon the care

I have bestoAved upon my Avork. In the succeeding section I shall describe accurately

the apparatus employed, including the balance and Aveights, and the necessary arrange-

ments for weighing in vacuo. In the third section I shall enumerate the chemicals and

the methods of preparing them and pure thallium. The fourth section will be devoted

to the process determining the atomic Aveight and the Aveights obtained. The concluding

section Avill consist of a calculation and discussion of results.

Section II.—APPAEATUS EMPLOYED.

The absolute weight of any substance may be found by calculation from its apparent

weight in an atmosphere balancing 30 inches of mercury, and from its apparent weight

under, say, 25 inches of mercury ; but the errors of observation, more especially those

relating to the maintaining of a partial vacuum, Avill largely affect the result. Weighings
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obtained in atmospheres balancing 30 inches of mercury and 5 inches of mercury respec-

tively will give a more accurate result ; but the best weighings whereby the absolute

weight of a substance may be calculated are undoubtedly one in air at ordinary pressure

and temperature, and one in a highly rarefied atmosphere,—it cannot be said in vacuo
,

owing to the difficulty of working under such a difference of pressure between the

atmosphere of the balance and that surrounding it.

The Balances.

Two balances were used. That which I shall call the «z>-balance was made by Messrs.

Keisslek and Neu expressly for this work, and will clearly indicate a difference of O'OOOl

of a grain when loaded with 1000 grains in each pan*. It is always kept in a dry room

of tolerably uniform temperature, away from draught, artificial heat, or chemical vapours,

and was (in the most accurate experiments) only used when no fire had been in the room

for at least twelve hours.

The second balance, which I shall call the vacuum-balance, is almost a duplicate of

the first, of 14-inch beam, with agate knife-edges and planes, made by Oertling. It is

enclosed in a cast-iron case connected with an air-pump, and so arranged that I can

readily weigh any substance in air of any desired density, the rarefaction being measured

by a barometer-gauge. The accompanying diagram (Plate XIV.) shows the method of

the connexions. The upper and lower portions of the iron case are connected by flanges

and bolts; while to ensure that the joint shall be air-tight, there is cemented to each

flange a band of thick unvulcanized india-rubber, a lead wire being laid between the

two pieces of india-rubber. By this means, and by causing the arm by which the riders

are adjusted and the key liberating the pans and beam to work in a double-packed

stuffing-box, a nearly perfect vacuum can be maintained. The openings in the metal

work, through which observations are made, are fitted with clear stout plate glass

;

that to the left of the centre of the case, for the introduction of the apparatus &c.,

is closed with an iron door, clamped and fitted with washers. The apparatus, when

attached to the air-pump and exhausted to 25 inches of mercury, seldom allows the

column of mercury to sink at a greater rate than O’Ol inch in an hour. A plug of gold-

leaf is inserted in the tube connecting the barometer-gauge with the vacuum-chamber,

in order to absorb any mercury vapour that might otherwise be carried over.

* M. Stas employed four balances. One of them when loaded with 1000 grammes turns with of a milli-

gramme
; another when loaded with 5000 or 6000 grammes turns with 1 milligramme, and with 2000 or 3000

grammes in each pan turns with Ar orA a milligramme. The third balance loaded with 500 grammes turns

with of a milligramme
;
the fourth laden 25 grammes turns toA of a milligramme. Reducing these weights

to grains, we find that

—

Ko. 1 loaded with 15,432 grains turns with 0-0077 grain.

o
99 ** 99 92,592 99

0-0154

„ 2 99 46,296 99 0-0060

„ 3 99 7,716 99
0-0030

„ 4 99 386 99
0-0005

99
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Even with moderate rarefaction the iron case of the balance showed at first a certain

amount of porosity, due to the “kish” or graphite, carbide, and silicide diffused through

the metal like a sponge. Cast-brass and even drawn-brass tubes exhibit a similar

porosity. This porosity in the casing of the balance admits of easy remedy, by painting

the whole surface with two or three thin coats of white-lead paint mixed with boiled

linseed-oil or fine copal-oil varnish, allowing each coat to dry before the next is laid on.

The vessel should be painted when it is partially exhausted ; the multitude of small

holes then appearing in the smooth surface of the paint as it is forced inwards by the

pressure of the outer air should be covered carefully with thin coats of paint. When
this effect ceases, a final thin coat should be given and allowed to dry.

The iron flanges were first planed true with the planing-machine, and then u fined off”

by Whitworth’s process of scraping, generally employed for such work as slides of

engines &c. The lead wire laid between the flanges of the iron case in india-rubber,

becoming compressed when the bolts are tightened, effectually precludes the entrance

of air. The washers of the iron door to the left of the case are of well-greased leather,

while the glass plates in the other parts of the apparatus are cemented into double

frames with red lead.

At first it was attempted to put nearly the correct weight into the pan, and then make

the final adjustment by means of the rider. It was, howrever, soon found that the more

accurate method was to introduce a certain weight, and then to alter the pressure of the

air until the balance shows equilibrium. Thus, supposing a glass vessel weighing in air

625T200 grains has to be weighed in vacuo
,
calculation estimates the probable weight

(in vacuo
)
at 625-370Q. I therefore introduce rather less (625-3600) than this weight,

and exhaust until the balance attains equilibrium, when the gauge shows an atmospheric

pressure equal (say) to 3*75 inches of mercury. When this is obtained the weight is

slightly increased or diminished with the rider, and the exhaustion varied until a fresh

equilibrium is established. Two weighings at different degrees of atmospheric pressure,

varying by a considerable interval, give data upon which to calculate with great accuracy

what the weight would be in a perfect vacuum.

With a rider there is some difficulty in estimating the exact point at which it rests,

and it is necessary to note the oscillations, placing the rider as exactly as possible on

one of the divisions of the beam. The best weighings, perhaps, will be taken when the

arc is not very small.

Temperature has an effect upon the air-balance, rendering it less sensitive when

increasing. This is perhaps due to the varying expansibility of the arms and the knife-

edges upon which the pans are hung, or the superior and inferior parts of the beam may

expand unequally. The two arms of the balance at times expand unequally
;
and in

finding the true value of the weights employed in the determination, this cause of

error is eliminated by following Gauss’s method of interchanges—the constant friction

of the forceps against the weights in transferring them from one pan to another being-

obviated by employing hooks of thin wire attached to the agate plane, upon which the
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suspension-wires of the pans could be hung. This required that the pans should not

differ from each other by a quantity greater than one thousandth of a grain.

In heavy weighings it is found convenient to remove one of the pans ; but as the case

is one of determining a weight and its increase after certain operations, the removal of

the pan does not affect the result, provided the weight of the pan is accurately ascertained

and this weight allowed for, the apparatus weighed appearing lighter to an amount

equal to this weight. Always when weighing different metals, or glass, or some chemical

against metal, it is necessary to correct for the weight of air displaced, reference being

at the same time made to the temperature and air-pressure
; for assuming that there are

to be weighed 7000 grains of bronze against 7000 grains of platinum, there will arise

an error of nearly Offi of a grain unless this precaution be attended to, for 7000 grains

of bronze displace roughly 1 grain of air, while 7000 grains of platinum displace only

0'4 grain.

At each weighing at diminished air-pressure care must be taken to allow the balance

to remain at rest for at least half an hour, and preferably for several hours, in order to

allow the temperature to become uniform after the alteration caused by the exhaustion.

The weighings were always repeated a second time after every thing had been allowed

to remain at rest for one hour ; and when the final weighing was made, the case had

been unopened for six hours, the adjustment being made by slightly altering the density

of the enclosed air.

One of the greatest difficulties occurred in endeavouring to illuminate the scale and

pointer of the balance without heating sufficiently to introduce a cause of error. The

concentrated rays of a lamp were found to be unsuited in several ways. The use of a

small vacuum-tube suspended inside the iron case was finally decided upon, sufficient

light being obtained with two Grove’s cells actuating a small induction-coil placed some

distance from the apparatus, the electricity being conveyed by fine conducting-wires of

good copper, carefully insulated*. These wires pass into the case through grooves filed

in the flanges and well protected with india-rubber bands, and in no way interfere with

the obtaining of a vacuum.

To prevent parallax the scale and pointer are viewed through a small telescope having

a vertical wire in the focus of the eyepiece. The observer is therefore able to be situ-

ated some eight or ten feet from the balance during accurate observations, thus reducing

to a minimum the disturbance due to the temperature of the body. It is inexpedient

to estimate the value of a division on the ivory scale over which the pointer of the

balance travels, as its value varies with the length of arc of vibration, with the weight

in the pans, and slightly with the temperature. It is also evident that Gauss’s method

of weighing in alternate pans is inapplicable when weighing in a rare atmosphere,

owing to the number of times the case would have to be opened, and the consequent

liability to other sources of error. Borda’s method, as described by Peclet in his

* At high rarefactions this method of illumination fails, owing to the induced current passing between the

wires outside the vacuum-tube.

'
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4 Cours de Physique,’ gives the most accurate results with the least expenditure of time.

The weights are placed in the left-hand pan, and the object to be weighed in the right.

At the last three consecutive oscillations of the pointer along the divided scale the

division reached by the pointer is recorded, and

a-\-c+2b

4 ~

the reading of the scale when the balance attains equilibrium. It is better to allow

the first oscillation to occur unnoticed, and to record only the next three consecutive

oscillations, while the first can be employed to check the result if required.

Finally, the balance-case contains a jar of pure oil of vitriol exposing a large surface,

and another of caustic potash. The air is admitted through long U-shaped tubes, one

filled with chloride of calcium, and the other with platinized asbestos.

For each weighing all necessary observations of the barometer and thermometer were

made, as will be found noted in the fourth and fifth sections of this memoir.

I would here ask whether chemists in their analytic analyses sufficiently allow for

barometric variation. The temperature at the time of weighing is generally recorded

:

chemists have known the influence of pressure on the boiling-point, and its effect upon

gases, yet they appear to neglect reference to the barometer when weighing solids,

forgetting that they are weighing in a gas which itself possesses weight. Weighings

are repeated after some operation, such as expelling moisture, at intervals sufficiently

long to admit of considerable variation in atmospheric pressure, and the increase or

decrease of a few milligrammes in weight is considered to determine the gain or loss of

certain constituents. It remains to be seen whether a neglect of variation in barometric

pressure would not account for these minute differences.

An approximation to the true weight of bodies, that is their weight in vacuo
,
may be

obtained by the following formula, when their specific gravity and weight in air of

760 millims. pressure of mercury at 0°C. is known.

Let W — weight in grains ; then the weight of air displaced is

W
sp. gr.

X 0-00122.

This weight plus the value of the weights in vacuo balancing the substance is its true

weight in vacuo.

Let the weight of 800 grains of water in 200 grains of glass be required from

two assistants, the one weighing against brass, the other against platinum weights,

neglecting (1) the weight of air displaced and (2) its variation in weight from baro-

metric disturbances.

(1) The true value of 800 grains of water weighed in air (bar 760 millims., 0° C.)

= 800 '9 7 6 grains.
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That of 200 grains of glass . . =200-0970 grains.

Weight of air displaced by water =0-976 grain.

„ ,, glass =0-0970 „

A brass weight of 1000 grains in use in my laboratory displaces 0-1402 grain of air

;

a 1000-grains platinum weight, 0-058271 grain of air.

The weight of glass and water .

,, air displaced by them

Weight of glass and water

= 1000-0000 grains.

= 1-9736 „

1001-9736

Glass and water =1001-9736 grains.

Less air displaced by weight (brass) . = 0-1462 „

1001-8274 grains= the true value

of the water and apparatus received from the assistant employing brass weights.

Glass and water =1001-973600 grains.

Less air displaced by weight (platinum) . = 0-058271
,,

1001-915329 grains= the true value

of the water and glass received from the assistant employing platinum weights.

(2) In a note to the translation of Desciianel’s 4 Natural Philosophy’* by Professor

Evekett, it is said, “ In strictness the weight in grammes of a litre of air under the

pressure of 760 millimetres of mercury is different in different localities, being propor-

tional to the intensity of gravity—not because the force of gravity in the litre of air is

different (for though this is true, it does not affect the numerical value of the weight

when stated in grammes), but because the pressure of 760 millimetres of mercury varies

as the intensity of gravity. So that more air is compressed into the space of a litre as

gravity increases. The weight in grammes is another name for the mass. The force of

gravity on a litre of air under the pressure of 760 millims. is proportional to the square

of the intensity of gravity. This is an excellent example of the ambiguity of the word

weight
,
which sometimes denotes a mass, sometimes a force ;

and though the distinction

is of no practical importance so long as we confine our attention to one locality, it

cannot be neglected when different localities are compared.” In one locality we have

to deal with differences of air-pressure alone. Assumed that we are weighing at

Greenwich, where gravity is to that of Paris as 3457 to 3456, the weight of a litre of

dry air at Paris being 1*293167 grin, at 0° C. at a barometric height of 760 millims.,

the weight of a litre of air at Greenwich at the same barometric and thermometric

heights will be 1 "293561 grm. Knowing the weight of a litre of air at 760 millims.

barometric height, at a lower height of the mercurial column the weight will be pro-

portionately less, the temperature beings upposed constant; so that the weight of air

displaced with the barometer at 7 40 millims. by the glass apparatus and water will be

1-9216 grain, and at 715 millims. 1-8890 grain. The brass weight will displace 0-1424

* Part I. p. 141.

2 QJIDCCCLXXIII.
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grain of air at 740 millims. and 0-1385 grain at 715 millims.
; the platinum weight

will displace 0-56737 grain of air at 740 millims., and 0-054666 grain at 715 millims.

The assistant weighing with brass weights would give then

Under 760 millims. an error of 1-8276 grain")

„ 740 ,, „ 1*7792 ,, Ion the 1000.

„ 715 „ „ 1-7505 „ J

The assistant weighing with platinum weights would give

Under 760 millims. an error of 1-915329 grain')

„ 740 „ „ 1-864863 „ on the 1000.

„ 715 „ „ 1-834334 „ J

Proceed on another supposition. Let the apparatus be weighed on two days, the

barometer readings being respectively 740 millims. and 715 millims. Weighed on, say,,

the first day at 715 millims., on the second day there would be an apparent increase of

nearly 0-029 grain; and if weighed again on a third day at 760 millims. an increase of

0-0771 grain, or against platinum weights nearly 0 -

081 grain.

Had a specifically lighter fluid than water been taken, or exceptional cases exem-

plified, it would have been possible to have largely increased these numbers ; but they

are a fair average of the errors unrecognized in ordinary manipulation.

To select another instance. In the determination of the amount of carbonic acid

yielded by an organic body under combustion, the weight of the potash and bulbs is

always sufficiently great to introduce an error arising from neglect of barometric varia-

tion. Thus, taking the potash and bulbs to weigh 600 grains, there would be displaced

0-336 grain of air at 760 millims. pressure, 0-327 grain at 740 millims., and 0-316 grain

at 715 millims. Between 715 and 760 millims. there is an increase of weight of 0 -

02 gr.,

or, supposing 3-5 grs. of the substance under analysis had been taken, an increase of

nearly 0-6 per cent. Again, a chloride-of-calcium tube, weighing, with its contents,

350 grs., displaces 0-2135 gr. of air at 760 millims. pressure. Between 715 and 760 mil-

lims. there will be an increase of 0-0127 gr., or of 0-36 per cent. Thus, in the estimation

of the carbonic acid and of the water yielded by the organic body, the total error intro-

duced by barometric variation is nearly 1 per cent. I need not quote illustrations of

the effect of such an error upon the formula deduced
;

it will perhaps account for the

difference from theory often obtained in the results of carefully conducted analyses.

The preceding calculations show that a simple formula may be stated which shall

include the corrections on a certain volume of air for pressure and for temperature. It is

W = 1 •2 9 o 6 51 grm, V1+0-oo367T * 760

’

where W is the weight in grammes of a volume (V) of air at a pressure P and tempe-

rature T, 0'00367 being the coefficient of the expansion of air. For accurate experi-
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ments, it will be necessary to substitute the weight of a litre of air in the locality of the

laboratory for the coefficient of V. The formula, as it now stands, is calculated for

the volume in litres; if a cubic centimetre be taken, the coefficient of V becomes

0-001293651
;

if a cubic decimetre, 0-01293651. For laboratory purposes, the ratio of

the pressures might be tabulated
;
this is scarcely necessary, however, if the ratio 759:760

be taken = 0-9987 as sufficiently accurate, for a tabular difference of 0-0013 will enable

the operator to speedily determine the ratio he requires.

In particularly describing the vacuum-balance, I have one peculiarity to note in rela-

tion to the effect of heat in diminishing the weight of bodies. That a hot body should

appear to be lighter than a cold one has been considered as arising from the film of air

or aqueous vapour condensed upon or adhering to the surface of the colder body, or

from the upward currents of air caused by the expansion of the atmosphere in the

vicinity of the heated body. ' But neither hypothesis can be held when the variation of

the force of gravitation occurs in a vacuum as perfect as the mercurial gauge will

register, and under other conditions which I am now supplying, and which I purpose

embodying in a paper to be submitted to the Eoyal Society during a subsequent session.

The Weights.

A set of weights as ordinarily supplied by even the best instrument-makers is never

absolutely exact; however carefully they may be adjusted, the pieces of metal which

respectively represent 1000 grs., 100 grs., 10 grs., &c. are only more or less approxima-

tions to the true weights. In most chemical analyses, the error arising from such inac-

curacies in the weights used is so small, in comparison to errors of manipulation or to

imperfections inherent in the chemical processes adopted, that it may generally be dis-

regarded; but when the chemist has for his object the determination of an atomic

weight, or is engaged in other researches demanding the highest refinement of accuracy

which chemistry and physics can supply, then he is bound to neglect no correction which

will increase the precision of the results. That chemists, whose well-trained reasoning

powers allow them to take for granted nothing which is not capable of experimental

verification, and who insist upon the utmost attainable precision in their balances,

should, as a rule, neglect the probable errors which the inaccuracies of their weights

may introduce, is somewhat inconsistent. But in considering these eliminations in my
memoir, I must disclaim any originality in the process, the description of the method

I employed being intended solely to place others on the same footing as myself in

their judgment of the possible inaccuracies of my investigations and their effect on the

result.

Professor W. IT. Miller, of Cambridge, in his valuable researches on the determina-

tion of the standard pound (Philosophical Transactions for 1856, pp. 811, 827, 937),

has given full directions for attaining a similar object. These, however, will not

exactly apply to the systems of weights used by chemists ;
for, of the three cases

described by him, the former two concern a peculiar system of weights, and in the

2 Q 2
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third, two sets of Aveights (one for the Exchequer, the other for the Royal Mint)

Avere compared at the same time. To this paper, as well as to the learned author

himself, I am indebted for a valuable store of information on the subject of Aveights and

AA'eighings.

The weights employed Avere of platinum, made expressly for these investigations by

Messrs. Johnson and Mattiiey. The platinum Avas quite pure
;

it Avas fused, cast, and

then Avell hammered. The Aveights were adjusted by myself during May, June, July,

and August 1864: they Avere first roughly adjusted, and then the specific gravity of

each weight Avas taken. The weights Avere heated to redness in a bath of magnesia

previous to ascertaining their specific gravity. The density of the larger Aveights was

ascertained to the second place of decimals, and that of the smaller ones to the first

place. The record of the final adjustment of these weights will be sufficient to show

the method I adopted.

In taking the specific gravity of the Aveights, the distilled Avater was contained in a

glass beaker of about 250 cubic inches capacity. Each Aveight Avas suspended by a fine

platinum Avire to be attached to the pan of the balance. With this wire affixed the

Aveight Avas introduced into a small glass vessel filled Avith Avater, and heated over a

spirit-lamp to the boiling-point. When all the air-bubbles had been expelled by this

process, the small jar containing the Aveight Avas lowered into the Avater in the beaker, the

Aveight, on removing the small jar, being perfectly free from any adhering bubbles of

air. After the temperature had sunk to the proper point, the specific gravity was taken.

The 1000-grain Aveight was selected as the standard; for in nearly every process in

Avhich Aveights are used in chemistry, the object is not to ascertain the absolute Aveight

of a substance in terms of a grain or gramme, but to determine its relative Aveight in

comparison Avith that which it possessed at some other time before it Avas submitted to

certain analytical or synthetical operations. If the weighings are performed Avith the

same Aveights, it does not at all matter whether the Aveights are absolutely of the value

which they profess to be
;
but it is very important that they should bear a knoAvn pro-

portion to each other. This must be understood as referring only to ordinary chemical

research in synthesis or analysis. In many physical investigations it is of great import-

ance that the 1000-grain Aveight should really represent 1000 normal grains, or that

its deviation from that value should be accurately determined
;
but I confess I do not

knoAV where a standard Aveight suitable for such a comparison is to be met Avith. The

Aveights at first tried Avere far from accurate among themselves. I accordingly ascertained

their errors by the method described beloAV, and then adjusted them myself according

to the corrections thus found necessary. The residual errors in the weights Avere then

finally taken in the following manner :

—

The balance being brought into equilibrium and the temperature and barometrical

pressure carefully noted, the 1000-grain Aveight was placed in the left pan, and in the

right the GOO, the 300, and the 100-grain Aveights. It was uoav found that, to bring

the balance back to equilibrium, a slight additional Aveight had to be placed on the
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right side to supplement the three weights already in that pan. This was noted. The

weights were then removed to the opposite sides, the 1000 grains being on the right

and the three smaller weights on the left. It was now found that a small weight had

to be subtracted from the side carrying the three weights in order to produce equili-

brium. The weights were removed and interchanged in this manner ten times, so as to

eliminate, as far as possible, the errors arising from observation, or the unequal expansion

by heat of the arms of the balance ;
and by applying the method of least squares to the

results obtained, the following equation was arrived at :

—

(1000) =(600) -f (300)+ (100) + 0-01000 . . . «,

the figures within parentheses representing the nominal value of the actual pieces of

platinum stamped 1000, 600, 100 grains, &c.

In a similar manner the values of the remaining weights were ascertained ; thus,

—

(600)= (300)+ (200)+ (100) + 0-00777 . . . b.

(300)= (200)+ (100) + 0-00991 . . . c.

(200)= (100)+ (60)+ (30)+ (10) T- 0-01577 . . . a.

(100)= (60)+ (30)+ (10) — 0-00030 . . . e.

(60)= (30)+ (20)+ (10) — 0-00522 . • • /•

(30)= (20)+ (10) + 0-00154 . • • 9-

(20)= (10)+ (6)+ (3)+ (1) + 0-00355 . . . h.

(10)= (6)+ (3)+ (1) + 0-00052 . . . i.

(6)= (3)+ (2)+ (1) — 0-00102 . • • J-

(3)= (2)+ (1) + 0-00165 . . . Jc.

(2)= (1)+ C6)+ ('3)+ Cl) — 0-00312 . . . 1.

(1)= (-6)+ (-3)+ (-1) — 0-00508 . . . m.

(-6)= (-3)+ (-2)+ (-1) — 0-00260 . . . n.

(•3)= (-2)+ (’I) + 0-00225 . . . 0.

(-2)= (•l)+(-06)+(-03)+(-01) — 0-00100 . •
• JP-

(•!)= C06)+ (-03)+ (-01) — 0-00802 . • • 9-

(-06)= (-03)+ (-02)+ (-01) — 0-00607 . . . r.

(-03)= (-02)+ (-01) — 0-00642 . . . s.

(-02)= (-01)+ (-01 r")* — O-OOllSr' . . . t.

(-01)= (-01r") + 0-0041 3r' . . . u.

(-01)= (-01/) + 0-00410r" . . . V.

* r', r" represent riders, two of which were adjusted in this manner.
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We have now the data for ascertaining the absolute values of the weights in terms of

the (1000) weight taken as standard. Adding the equations a and b gives

(1000)= 2(300) +(200)-)- 2(100) -j- 0-01777.

Multiplying equation c by 2 gives

2(300)= 2(200) +2(100)+ 0-01982.

Subtracting e from d gives

(200) =2(100) +0-01607.

Now by («+&) + 2c+ 3(d— e) we get

(1000)=10(100) + 0-01777+ 0-01982+ 0-04827
;

(1000)=10(100)+ 0-08580;

.-. Ho go) = (100)+ 0-008580

;

(100)= 100 -0-008580;

(100)= 99-991420 grains A.*

Substituting this value for the (100) weight, we get from equation e,

99-991420= (60)+ (30)+ (10)— 0-00030

;

(60)+ (30)+ (10)= 99-991 720 B.

From equation d we therefore get

(200)= 99-991420+ 99-991720+ 0-01577

;

.-. (200)= 199-998910. . C.

From equation c we get

(300)= 199-998910+ 99-991420 + 0-00991

;

(300)= 300-000240. . D.

From equation b we get

(600)= 300-000240 +199-998910+ 99-991420 + 0-00777
;

.-. (600)=599-998340 E.

Again, adding e and f,

(100)= 2(30)+ (20) +2(10)— 0-00552
;

.-. from A,

99 -991420= 2(30)+ (20) +2(10)— 0*00552.

Multiplying g by 2,

2(30) =2(20)+ 2(10)+ 0*00308.

* Although, these decimals are carried to the sixth place, the balance would not indicate beyond the fourth

place. By taking the mean of ten interchanged weighings, I could obtain a fifth place. The calculated values

of the weights were carried to a sixth decimal, in order to avoid inaccuracy in the fourth and fifth places when

several values were summed.
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Subtracting i from /?,

(20)= 2(10)+ 0-00303.

By adding e
, f, twice g, and thrice the last equation, we get

99-991420 =10(10)+ 0-000665

;

.*. (10)=9-998477 F.

From equation i we get

9-998477= (6) + (3)+(l)+ 0-00052
;

.-. (6)+ (3)+ (!)= 9-997957 G.

Substituting these values in h we get

(20)= 9-998477+ 9-997957 +0-00355 ;

(20)=19-999984 II.

From g we get

(30)= 19-999984+ 9 -998477+ 0-00154
;

.-. (30)= 29*999991 I.

Fromf we get

(60)= 29-999991+ 19-999984+ 9-998477— 0-00522

;

(60)= 59-993232 J.

Again, adding i and j,

(10)=2(3)+(2)+ 2(1)— 0-00050.

Multiplying k by 2,

2(3)= 2(2)+ 2(1)+ 0-00330.

Subtracting m from /,

(2)= 2(1)+ 0-00196.

Then (i+/)+ 21:+ 3(Z— m) gives

(10)= 10(1)+ 0-00868

;

.*. 9-998477= (10)1+ 0-00868
;

.-. 0-9998477= (1) +0-000868

;

.-. (l)= 0-9989797 K
From equation m we have

0-9989797=(-6) + (-3)+ (-l) — 0-00508;

... (-6)+(-3)+(-l)= 1-0040597. . ... L.

From l,

(2)= 0-9989797 +1-0040597— 0-00312
;

.-. (2)=l-9998394. ........ M.
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From Jc,

(3)=T9998394+ 0-9989797 + 0-00165
;

.-. (3)=3-0004691 N.

From j,

(6)= 3*0004G91+1*9998394+0'9989797-0-00102;

.-. (6)= 5*9982682 O.

Again, adding m and n,

(l)=2(-3) + (-2)+2(-l)-0*00768.

Multiplying o by 2 we get

2(-3)=2(-2)+2(-l)+0-00450.

Subtracting q from p,

(•2)=2(-l)+0-00702.

Then (m+w)+2o+3Q}— q) gives

(1)=10 (T)+ 0 ,01788

;

.-. 0-9989797 = 10(T) + 0-01788

;

.-.0-09989797= (-1) + 0-001788

;

(-1)= 0-09810997 P.

From q we get

0-09810997= (-06) + (-03) + (-01)— 0-00802
;

(-06)+ (-03)+ (-01)=0-10612997. . . . Q.

From q),

(-2)=0-09810997 + 0-10G12997-0-00100;

.-. (-2)= 0-20323994 R.

From o,

(-3)= 0*20323994+ 0-09810997 +0-00225
;

.-. (-3)=0-30359991 . S.

From n we get

(•6)= 0-30359991+ 0-20323994 + 0-09810997— 0-002G0 ;

.-. (-G)=0-60234982 T.

Again, adding q and r,

(-1)= 2(-03)+ (-02)+ 2(-01)— 0-01409.

Multiplying s by 2 we get

2(-03)=2(-02) + 2(-01)- 0-01284.
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Subtracting u from t,

(*2)=2(*01)— 0*00531.

Then (<2+?')+ 2s+3(£— u) gives

(*1)=10(*01)— 0*04286,

.*. 0*09810997 =10(*01)— 0*04286,

.*. 0*009810997 =(*01)— 0*004286,

.*. (*01)=0*014096997 . U.

From u we get

0*014096997=(*01r")+0*00413,

.*. (*01F/

) =0*009966997. ...... V.

From t we get

(*02) =0*014096997+ 0*009966997— 0*00118,

.*. (*02)= 0*022883994. ....... W.

From s we get

(*03)=0*022883994+ 0*014096997— 0*00642,

.*. (*03)= 0*030560991 X.

From v we get

(•06)=0*030560991 + 0*22883994+ 0*014096997— 0*00607,

.*. (-06)= 0*061471982. ....... Y.

From v we get

0*014096997= (*01F) + 0*00410,

.*. (*01F)= 0*009998997 Z.

The value of the weights thus given was, however, their weight in air of the ordinary

pressure; it became therefore necessary to ascertain their value in a vacuum. All

bodies displace a bulk of air equal to their own volume, and the weight of this air is of

course greater as their specific gravity diminishes. In delicate investigations this loss

of weight is important. The reduction of the platinum weights to their true value in

vacuo I calculated by the following formula :—

•

Let W= weight in air,

w = „ „ water,

a = specific gravity of air as compared with water

;

then

. . . W—aw
x, or weight in vacuo

,
= >

where «=0*001225, and

1— «=z0*998775.

The following Table shows the final results of these adjustments:

—

mdccclxxiii. 2 R
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Nominal value

of weights.

True value in air at

30 in* 62° F.

Weight of air

displaced.

Volume in water of
maximum density.

grs. grs. Sr - grs.

1000-00 1000-000000 0-058271 47-5100
600-00 599-998340 0-035533 28-9700
300-00 300-000240 0-017501 14-2700
200-00 199-998910 0-011664 9-5100
100-00 99-991420 0-005887 4-8000
60-00 59-993232 0-003483 2-8400
30-00 29-999991 0-001668 1-3600

20-00 19-999984 0-001104 0-9000
10-00 9-998477 0-000490 0-4000
6-00 5-998268 0-000355 0-2900
3-00 3-000469 0-000171 0-1400
2-00 1-999839 0 000113 0-1000
1-00 0-998980 0-000055 0-0400
0-60 0-602350 0-000035 0-0300
0-30 0-303600 0-000017 0-0200
0-20 0-203240 0-000011 0-0100
0-10 0-098110 0-000005 0-0040
0-06 0-061472 0-000003 0-0030
0-03 0-030561 0-000002 0-0020
0-02 0-022884 0-000001 0-0010
0-01 0-014097 0-000001 0-0004
0-01' 0-009997 0-000001 0-0004
0-01" 0-009967 0-000001 0-0004

The value of each weight in air, plus the weight of air displaced, is, of course, the

weight in vacuo.

Having ascertained their true value, the weights were carefully preserved ; and as,

being of platinum, there was no accumulation of tarnish on their surface, and as they were

lifted with ivory-tipped forceps to prevent wear, they have showed up to the present

time, whenever compared, absolutely no alteration.

The Glass.

The flasks and vessels used were of the hardest Bohemian glass, and as thin as they

could be employed. When practicable, vessels of old green German glass were used;

neither this nor Bohemian glass is practically affected by reagents.

Liquids were generally kept sealed up in glass bulbs and globes, but sometimes in

stoppered green German glass flasks or in “ bromine” bottles. When liquids were kept

in these bottles for a few days only, they were not found to have contracted any saline

impurity from the glass, but after remaining for some weeks they were found to leave a

visible residue on evaporation.

No cork or luting was employed in the distillations &c. ;
in most cases the appa-

ratus was blown in one piece, and the operations performed in a vacuum. The pieces of

apparatus which were weighed were entirely composed of glass suspended with plati-

num loops. The fingers were not allowed to touch them after the first weighing.

The weight of tubes, bulbs, and flasks, even of hard Bohemian glass, constantly dimi-

nishes when the glass is long heated in a spirit- or gas-flame
;

this loss may amount

* The cistern of the barometer is 115 feet above the approximate mean water-level at Somerset House.
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to several thousandths of a grain in the space of two hours when a bulb of Bohe-

mian glass three inches in diameter is exposed to a decided red heat in a gas-flame.

Following the suggestion of Professor Stas, I have obviated this source of error by

employing a bath of pure magnesia ; and find that the weight remains constant even at

a nearly white heat. Baths of lime have sometimes been employed with similar satis-

factory results.

The special apparatus that I have used will be described in the processes in which

they were required
;

I need scarcely say that in no case were materials of untried purity

employed.

Improved Sprengel Vacuum-pump.

[Before detailing the processes of the determination, it will be requisite to describe

the means of producing a vacuum in the flasks and bulbs employed. In proceeding

with the determinations, several additions and improvements have been made to the

Sprengel pump as generally found in the laboratory. Working so much with this pump,

I have endeavoured to avoid the inconveniences attending the usual mode of raising the

mercury from the lower to the upper reservoir.

The mercury is contained in a closed glass reservoir A (fig. 2, Plate XV.), perforated

with a fine hole at the top. This reservoir is attached to a block, capable of free move-

ment in a vertical line, and running in grooves, and connected with the lower reservoir

by a flexible tube, g.

When the whole of the mercury has run from the reservoir A, the reservoir and

slide can be lowered by liberating the teeth of the cog-wheel K from the detent m ; at

the same time a friction-brake is pressed against the cylinder. The aim of this arrange-

ment is to permit the slide-block to fall steadily, swiftly, and without any injurious

shock upon the block L. H is a glass reservoir, which receives the mercury after flowing-

through the pump. When the reservoir A is emptied and has been lowered to the

block L, the mercury from H is admitted into A by opening the tap I. f is another

tap, to regulate the flow of mercury through the pump, whilst a third tap is at P. g is

a flexible india-rubber tube, strengthened to withstand the pressure by being constructed

of concentric layers of rubber and canvas, b is a tube filled with small glass beads and

I

containing concentrated sulphuric acid to absorb moisture * ; it is attached to l by

means of a mercury joint, c
,
c, c are mercury joints, it being inconvenient to have the

apparatus in one piece of glass tubing, e e is a barometer dipping into the same vessel

!

as the gauge-barometer P, the two thus forming a differential system, by which the rarity

1 of the atmosphere in the apparatus to be exhausted can be easily estimated, d d is a

!
scale attached to the gauge.

* Since writing the above description I have soldered a small glass tube to the lower part of b, turned up

and terminating in a funnel-shaped mercury stopper. This enables me to draw off the old acid when weakened

by absorption of moisture and to replace it by fresh acid, and also to pass different gases into any apparatus I

may have under experiment.—W. C., July 1873.

2 r 2
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The reservoir A being filled with mercury, the tap I is turned off and the reservoir is

raised to the top of the slide, where it is supported by the piece T.

On opening the tapf the mercury rises in the tube fh, and falling through the

chamber N, carries with it the air contained in the tube It and in the apparatus or bulbs

attached to the tube A, as in the ordinary Sprengel pump. At N the tubing is enlarged

in order that the mercury may not be forced up the tube E, as otherwise frequently

happens if the apparatus or mercury gets soiled. This liability of the mercury to

run up is further obviated by raising the tube K above the level of the upper reservoir A.

J, J are iron brackets supporting the apparatus. S is a large inverted glass receiver

to collect the small portions of mercury which are unavoidably and constantly being

spilled
;

it contains a little weak solution of carbonate of sodium. The part of the tubing

(jfA N forms a barometric siphon arrangement, which effectually prevents air getting

into the enlargement N from the reservoir A, when the mercury has completely run

out: in this case no harm whatever is done to the operation, the vacuum is not injured,

and the exhaustion proceeds immediately on retransferring the mercury from the reser-

voir H to the reservoir A, and raising A again into its place. The apparatus, as thus

arranged, is readily manageable with certainty of obtaining a barometric vacuum.

The mercury fall-tube of a pump in constant use frequently wants cleaning. I find

the most effectual means of doing this is to put oil of vitriol into the funnel stopper A,

and then, by slightly loosening the glass stopper, allow a little of the strong acid to

be carried down the tube with the mercury. With care this can be effected without

interfering with the progress of exhaustion. The residual acid in the chamber N does

good rather than harm. When sufficient sulphuric acid has run into the fall-tube, the

funnel stopper can be perfectly closed by filling it with mercury.

The preceding description is that of the apparatus with the most recent improve-

ments. During the determination of the atomic weight of thallium a pump was

employed similar in detail, with the exception that, instead of the movable reservoir

and flexible rubber tubing, a glass funnel with tubing of glass was used. The mercury

passing from the funnel was broken up in its fall and freed from adhering air-bubbles

by the insertion of two silk-covered thin iron wires extending from the funnel to the

base of the tube. As equally perfect results can be obtained by both methods, the

details should be considered as improvements for the sake of convenience rather than

for accuracy.—29 November
, 1872.]

Section III.—THE CHEMICALS.

In this section I shall detail the methods adopted in the preparation of thallium and

the reagents in a chemically pure state.

Water.

Ordinary distilled water is mixed with a little crystallized permanganate of silver, and

boiled for about half an hour. An excess of sulphuric acid is next added, and it is again
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boiled for half an hour. The supernatant solution is then transferred to a German green

glass retort, and distilled over a water-bath at the rate of about one drop a minute.

The end of the neck of the retort is drawn out, and fitted tightly into the mouth of the

flask used as a receiver. The first portions of water which distil over are always to be

rejected, and the distillation is stopped when about three fourths of the contents of the

retort have come over. The product of this distillation is then mixed with freshly pre-

cipitated oxide of silver, and allowed to stand, with frequent agitation, until a few drops

of the decanted clear solution exhibit an alkaline reaction. The water is then introduced

into an apparatus shown at fig. 1, Plate XVI. a, b, c are three globes made of hard

German glass, a and c holding about half a pint each, b holding about four ounces

;

they are connected by tubes as shown, the tubes being contracted at the places d
, e,f.

The water, containing a little oxide of silver dissolved in it, is introduced through d into

the globe a, until a is nearly full. The contracted part at d is then sealed up before

the blowpipe, the end g is put into connexion with the Sprengel pump from which the

U-tube containing sulphuric acid has previously been removed, and the mercury set

running. Heat is applied to the globe a containing the water, until gentle ebullition

(under diminished pressure) sets in, the globes b and c being kept cold with ice. This

is continued until no more air, either from the apparatus or from the water, is carried

down by the falling mercury. When this is the case, the globes is allowed to cool, and

the tube is sealed up at f, the vacuum being maintained as perfect as possible. By

inclining the tube and globes, any water which may have distilled over from a into b or

c
,
is now poured back into a. The two end globes a and c are then placed in water-

baths, whilst the centre globe, b
,

is immersed in melting ice. A gentle heat being

applied to the water-bath containing a, distillation rapidly proceeds without actual

ebullition, and water condenses in b
,
its condensation in c being prevented by warming

the water-bath in which c is immersed. When about one fourth of the contents of a has

thus distilled over, the operation is stopped, and the bulb b removed by sealing the con-

tracted part of the tube at li ; any trace of ammonia which might happen to be in the

water as introduced into a will thus have been collected in the bulb b and removed.

The apparatus now has the appearance shown at fig. 2, Plate XVI. The globe c is now

cooled in melting ice, and gentle heat being applied to the bath containing the globe a,

distillation again proceeds, the condensation this time being into c. The first portions

of water which come over into c are used to rinse out that globe, a dexterous movement

throwing it all over the inner surface without throwing any of the liquid out of a. After

two such rinsings, distillation is allowed to proceed without ebullition until four fifths of

the water has distilled from a to c. The tube is then sealed at the contracted part e, and

the globe c (fig. 3), containing what I believe to be absolutely pure water in vacuo, may
be set aside for future use. It will be observed that the water, almost chemically pure

to begin with, has in this manner been distilled and further purified in the entire

absence of atmospheric air. When some of this water is required for use, the glass

tube is touched at f with a blowpipe-flame. As soon as the glass softens, the atmo-
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spheric pressure forces the glass in, forming- a fine hole. In this way no fragments of

glass get into the water, as might be the case if the end of the tube were broken off

after scratching with a file in the usual manner. As much water as is needed is driven

out by warming the globe, and the water remaining unused may be sealed up again.

Water purified in this manner was employed in the final crystallizations of all the

salts used in the investigation, in rinsing out the apparatus, and generally in all opera-

tions where its employment was likely to increase the accuracy of the result.

Nitric Acid.

The apparatus in which the nitric acid was prepared is represented in the accom-

panying figure (fig. 4, Plate XVI.). a, b, c,
d are glass globes, a being about 4 inches

and the others about 2 inches diameter
;
they are connected by fusion with glass tubes

bent as represented in the drawing, and contracted at the points o, q>, q, r, s. The cylin-

drical tube e is connected by means of a flexible joint, iiii (fig. 4 b), to the Sprengel

pump: this joint consists of several pieces of glass tube held closely together by means

of india-rubber tubing
;
the pieces of tubing are fastened with two or three turns of

silk-covered iron wire. A little glycerin smeared over a joint of this description renders

it quite air-tight, whilst the apparatus is capable of considerable movement. A mixture

of glacial phosphoric acid and nitrate of silver in atomic proportions, and coarsely ground

together in an agate mortar, is introduced into the globe a until about half-full, the

cylinder e having previously been filled through the opening g with pieces of caustic

soda. The tubes/
1

and g are now sealed up at the contracted portions, and the Sprengel

pump is connected to h. Exhaustion is proceeded with, the apparatus being gently

warmed at the same time until moisture is no longer visible, and the mercury is as

high as the vapours present will allow it to rise. The bulb b is then immersed in a

freezing-mixture, and heat is cautiously applied to the bulb a. The nitrate of silver

and phosphoric acid soon fuse together to a clear liquid, and vapours of nitric acid mixed

with nitrous acid are copiously evolved. The mixture froths considerably, and care

must be taken that none rises so high as to pass into the bulb b. In this and the other

bulbs nearly all the vapours condense, the small quantity that escapes being caught by

the caustic soda in e. If, through spirting or inadvertence, some of the solid matter is

carried over from a into b, the contents of b are easily decanted back into a by tilting the

apparatus into such a position that the line Jc l would become horizontal : owing to the

curvatures of the connecting-tubes, no liquid which might be in the bulbs c or d, and

none of the pieces of caustic soda in e, can get out of their place. When the reaction

between the phosphoric acid and nitrate of silver has been pushed as far as convenient

(too strong a heat must not be applied, or the nitric acid is in part decomposed as it is

liberated), the tube connecting a and b is sealed in a spirit-lamp, and the globe a drawn

off. The bulb c is now thoroughly washed out with nitric acid by distilling a little over

from b, letting it condense in c, and then pouring it back by inclining the apparatus so

that the vertical line in n would become horizontal. The bulbs b and d are now warmed
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in water-baths, whilst the bulb c is immersed in a freezing-mixture. Distillation rapidly

proceeds without ebullition, the acid almost entirely condensing into c. When about

four fifths of the contents of b are distilled into c, the tube is sealed up at q before the

blowpipe and the bulb b drawn off.

The next operation is to clear the acid in c and the rest of the apparatus from nitrous

vapours. For this purpose the mercury of the Sprengel pump is set gently in motion,

and the apparatus is very moderately heated from time to time until the vacuum is as

perfect as the tension of nitric-acid vapour will admit *. When this is effected, the

bulb c is gently warmed in a water-bath, whilst d is immersed in a freezing-mixture.

The temperature of c is so adjusted that distillation proceeds slowly without ebullition.

When four fifths of the contents of c have come over, the mercury-pump working slowly

all the time, the connecting-tube is sealed before the blowpipe at r, and c is drawn off.

The flame being then applied at the contracted part s
,
the bulb d, containing the pure

nitric acid, and having the appearance shown at Plate XVI. fig. 4 a, is removed. The

acid may be kept unchanged for any length of time, provided it be not exposed to the

light. When required for use, the end of one of the tubes is perforated with a blow-

pipe-flame, as described above under the heading “Water.” By heating the bulb, any

desired quantity of acid is driven out, when the remainder can again be sealed up.

Oxalic Acid.

Commercial purified oxalic acid is gently heated in a flat dish until the water of crys-

tallization is removed. Bibulous paper is then placed over it, a paper cap over that, and

the heat is increased until the oxalic acid sublimes. The sublimed crystals are removed

from the inside of the paper cap, and introduced into the lower portion, «, of the glass

apparatus shown in the diagram (Plate XVI. fig. 5). The tubes are contracted at b

and c
,
and the end d is connected by means of an india-rubber connector with the Sprengel

pump. The air is now completely exhausted from the apparatus, and it is immersed

in a paraffin-bath to a little above the first contraction, b ; a thermometer is also im-

mersed in the bath.

The temperature is first raised to 200° F., and the exhaustion continued until all

moisture disappears from the inside of the tube. The bath is then gradually raised to

250°, and kept at that temperature till the oxalic acid has risen in vapour and condensed

in the wide portion of the tube between b and c. The paraffin-bath is then taken away,

and when the tube is cold it is removed from the pump by applying a blowpipe-flame

to the contraction c

;

this being repeated at b, leaves the sublimed oxalic acid perfectly

pure in the bulb b c, and in a vacuum.

In this apparatus oxalic acid commences to sublime below 200
D

F. If the tempe-

rature of the paraffin-bath be kept below 278° F. no permanent gas is evolved, and no

* If acid vapours pass into the tubes of the Sprengel pump they do no harm, being carried down at once.

The small quantity which condenses in the tubes may be afterwards removed by passing some distilled water

through the pump, and then drying with warm air, or by passing oil of vitriol through the pump.
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formic acid is obtained; above that temperature the barometer-gauge of the pump

commences to sink; but the mercury descends very slowly until 330° is reached, when

the decomposition of the oxalic acid into formic and carbonic acids becomes more rapid.

Sulphuric Acid.

After many attempts to prepare sulphuric acid free from arsenic by the distillation at

a red heat of alkaline bisulphates, by dissolving sulphuric anhydride in water, and by

decomposing sulphate of silver with sulphuretted hydrogen, I finally adopted Bloxam’s

method of preparing it by means of sulphurous and nitrous acids (Journ. Chem. Soc.

vol. xv. p. 52).

The sulphurous acid is evolved from well-crystallized sulphite of sodium by the action

of sulphuric acid, keeping the temperature as low as possible. The current of gas is first

passed through a washing-bottle of water containing a little oxide of silver in suspension

(which becomes converted into sulphite of silver, and then into a mixture of sulphate of

silver and metallic silver), then through two U-tubes filled with small pieces of pumice-

stone moistened with water. The pumice-stone should be previously purified from chlo-

rides and fluorides by Stas’s method of igniting it twice with sulphuric acid.

The nitrous acid is prepared by gently heating together nitrate of potassium, ferrous

sulphate (both purified by repeated crystallization), and dilute sulphuric acid.

The sulphurous acid and nitrous acid are conducted simultaneously by tubes into a

large glass globe, a third tube serving for the introduction of steam. The three tubes

pass into the globe through a glass plate in which three holes have been perforated.

The glass plate and mouth of the glass globe are fitted to each other by grinding. No

lute being used, sufficient air finds its way into the globe to keep up the reaction. By

regulating the ingress of nitrous acid, of sulphurous acid, and of steam, the operation

can be carried on continuously for many hours.

The condensed liquid is next introduced into an apparatus blown from hard German

glass, as shown in Plate NVI. fig. 6. a, b, and c are three bulbs about 3 inches diameter.

The dilute sulphuric acid is introduced into the bulb a by means of the neck d
,
which

is then sealed before the blowpipe at the contracted part. The end of the tube e is then

connected with the Sprengel pump, the endf temporarily stopped up, and the whole is

exhausted. The bulb b is immersed in a water-bath kept at the boiling-point, and a

being gently heated the excess of water in the sulphuric acid goes off, and partly con-

denses in the bulb c, which is kept cold, and partly becomes carried down through the

pump by the falling mercury.

Concentration of the acid proceeds rapidly
;
and as soon as all excess of water has been

thus eliminated, and the gauge of the pump shows that only aqueous vapour is present,

the bulb c, containing water, is removed by applying a blowpipe-flame to the contracted

portion of the tube g. Air is now admitted, the tube/* is connected with the Sprengel

pump, and exhaustion again proceeded with. The bulb b is now kept cool, and the bulb

a heated in a sand-bath. The atmospheric pressure must not be altogether removed,
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or the bumping of the acicl in a will be very violent. If the exhaustion is such that

the mercury in the gauge stands at about 15 inches, the oil of vitriol distils quietly from

the bulb a to b without bumping; but if the exhaustion is raised to above 1G inches, the

ebullition becomes percussive. When most of the acid has distilled over into b the

source of heat is removed, the mercury in the pump is again allowed to run until a

vacuum is produced, and the bulb b, containing pure distilled sulphuric acid, is sealed

up and removed by the application of a blowpipe-flame to the contracted portions of

the tubes h and i.

Carbonic Acid.

Calc-spar is dissolved in pure hydrochloric acid. An excess of the spar is added, and

the solution warmed ; to it is added lime-water made from pure or nearly pure lime,

until the solution is alkaline to test-paper. This solution is filtered, and after heating

it to at least 160° F., precipitated with carbonate of ammonium*. The carbonate of

calcium thus precipitated is thrown on a filter and well washed with pure water. Thus

prepared, the carbonate of calcium is a dense powder and perfectly pure
; or, if it con-

tain any impurity, it will be a trace of carbonate of barium or strontium, which in no

way interferes with its use in preparing carbonic acid.

The dense granular carbonate of calcium is then strongly compressed in a steel

diamond mortar into the form of coherent lumps. These lumps are introduced into a

Woulfe’s bottle, and pure oil of vitriol poured over them. A continuous and not too

rapid evolution of carbonic acid commences and is continued for some time. When the

disengagement of gas becomes sluggish, a few drops of water restore the action. Large

bottles must be used for this operation to avoid the inconvenience of the foaming to

which the acid is liable.

The carbonic acid is washed by passing through solution of sulphate of silver con-

taining carbonate of silver in suspension to the consistency of thin cream, and it is then

passed through a U-tube containing purified pumice-stone moistened with oil of vitriol.

Ammonia.

Ammonia is prepared in two ways :

—

1. Nitrate of potassium heated to incipient decomposition, and then crystallized three

times from pure water, is dissolved to saturation in water, and put into a retort.

Sodium amalgam containing about 1 per cent, of sodium is then added, and the whole

|

allowed to stand in a cool place for twelve hours. Gentle heat being now applied to

I

the retort, ammonia (from the reduction of the nitric acid) is driven over with the first

* This precaution, which was first suggested hy Professor J. Lawrence, of Louisville, must not he over-

looked, as it is desirable to obtain the precipitated carbonate of calcium as dense as possible. It the carbonate

of ammonium he added to the cold solution, the precipitate, at first gelatinous, will ultimately become much

more dense and settle readily
;
the same is true if the mixture be heated after the addition of the carbonate

of ammonium
; but in neither case will it be as dense as when the carbonate is added to the hot solution of

chloride of calcium.

2 sMDCCCLXXIII.
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portions of water, and is condensed in a receiver cooled with ice. The temperature of

the liquid in the retort is not allowed to rise to the point of ebullition, and the operation

is stopped when one fourth of the liquid in the retort has distilled over.

2. Ammonia is also prepared by a method recommended by Professor Stas. Nitrite

of potassium is mixed with strong solution of caustic potash, and the liquid poured into

a large glass balloon containing a mixture of zinc (free from carbon*') and iron wire

which has been first oxidized by heating in the air and then reduced by hydrogen. After

standing for seventy-two hours, the liquid is decanted from the residue into a retort,

which is then gently heated on a sand-bath. The arrangement for condensing the

ammonia consists of two flasks fitted up as Woulfe’s bottles containing pure water.

The distillation is effected very slowly below the boiling-point of the liquid, and the con-

densers are cooled with ice.

Hydrogen.

The method pursued in the preparation of pure hydrogen is as follows :—The gas

is generated in one of a series of Woulfe’s bottles by pouring warm caustic potash over

a mixture of granulated zinc and iron scraps. The gas thus generated (the method is

due to Runge, Pogg. Ann. xvi. p. 130) is inodorous. It is next passed into another

Woulfe’s bottle containing protochloride of tin ; then through tubes containing pumice-

stone moistened with a concentrated solution of pyrogallic acid in caustic potash, and

again through tubes containing pumice moistened with sulphuric acid, the object in

passing the gas through the protochloride of tin and through the pyrogallic acid being

io remove the oxygen diffused into the apparatus from the atmosphere.

Thallium.

It may not be out of place here to note the most usual sources of thallium as it is

ordinarily prepared.

Thallium is a very widely distributed constituent of iron and copper pyrites. Upon

examining a large collection of pyrites from different parts of the world, it was found

present in more than one eighth. It is not confined to any particular locality. Amongst

those ores in which it occurs most abundantly (although in these cases it does not con-

stitute more than from the 100,000th to the 4000th of the bulk of the ore), may be

mentioned iron pyrites from Theux, near Spa in Belgium, from Namur, Philipville,

Alais, the south of Spain, France, Ireland, Cornwall, Cumberland, and different parts of

North and South America; in copper pyrites from Spain, as well as in crude sulphur

prepared from this ore
;
in blende and calamine from Theux ; in blende, calamine,

metallic zinc, sulphide of cadmium, metallic cadmium, and cake sulphur from Nouvelle-

Montagne ; in native sulphur from Lipari and Spain ; in bismuth, mercury, and anti-

mony ores, as well as in the manufactured products from these minerals (frequently in

so-called pure medicinal preparations of these metals)
;
in commercial selenium and

tellurium (probably as selenide and telluride).

Zinc -is obtained free from carbon by fusing it with a mixture of carbonate of sodium and nitre.
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Thallium is likewise frequently present in copper and commercial salts of this metal.

In Spain a very impure copper is prepared in the following way :—Copper pyrites is

allowed to oxidize in the air, and the resulting sulphate of copper is washed out ; scrap

iron is now placed in the liquid, which causes the copper to precipitate in the powdery

state. The metal is then collected together, dried, strongly compressed, and heated to

the melting-point. It is brought over to this country in the form of rectangular cakes,

weighing about 20 lbs. each, and is called “ cement copper.” The sulphide of thallium,

oxidizing- to sulphate along with the sulphide of copper, is washed out by the water, and

precipitated with the copper by the iron. The two metals alloy together.

Thallium is present in tolerable quantity in lepidolite from Moravia, and in mica from

Zinnwald. It has likewise been found in the deliquescent “ sel a glace” from the

mother-liquors of the salt-works at Nauheim. This consists of a mixture of the chlorides

of magnesium, potassium, and sodium, with relatively considerable quantities of chlo-

rides of rubidium and caesium, and sensible traces of chloride of thallium. Thallium is

also met with in the mother liquors in the sulphate-of-zinc works at Gozlar, in the Harz.

Noedenskjold has found in the copper-mine of Skrikerum, in Norway, a native sele-

nide of copper, silver, and thallium, containing about 18 per cent, of thallium. It

occurs in the form of lead-grey compact masses, having the hardness of copper glance and

a spec. grav. of 6’9. This mineral has been named Crookesite by its discoverer. From

the general association of selenium, copper, silver, and thallium in iron and copper

pyrites it is probable that the thallium is here present in the form of Crookesite dissemi-

nated through the mass.

Th6 optical process of detecting thallium in a mineral is very simple. A few grains

of the ore are crushed to a fine powder in an agate mortar, and a portion taken up on a

moistened loop of platinum wire. Upon gradually introducing this into the outer edge

of the flame of a Bunsen’s gas-burner, and examining the light by means of a spectro-

scope, the characteristic green line will appear as a continuous glow, lasting from a few

seconds to half a minute or more, according to the richness of the specimen. By
employing an opaque screen in the eyepiece of the spectroscope to protect the eye from

the glare of the sodium line, thallium may be detected in half a grain of mineral, when

it is present only in the proportion of 1 to 500,000. The sensitiveness of this spectrum

reaction is so great that no estimate can be arrived at respecting the probable amount

of thallium present.

Many samples of commercial sulphuric acid and yellow hydrochloric acid contain

thallium. The source in these cases is evidently the pyrites used in the sulphuric-acid

works.

PBEPABATION OF COMMEBCIALLY PUBE THALLIUM.

a. From the Flue-dust of Pyrites-burners .—This is by far the most economical source

of thallium at present known. In burning thalliferous pyrites for the purpose of manu-

facturing sulphuric acid, the thallium oxidizes along with the sulphur, and is driven off

2 s 2
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by the heat. If the passage leading from the burners to the leaden chambers is only a

few feet long, the greater portion of the thallium escapes condensation, and is carried

into the leaden chambers ; it there meets with aqueous vapours, sulphurous and sulphuric

acids, and becomes converted into sulphate of the protoxide of thallium. This being

readily soluble both in water and dilute sulphuric acid, and not being reduced by con-

tact with the leaden sides, remains in solution and accompanies the sulphuric acid in its

subsequent stages of concentration, &c. If, on the other hand, the passage connecting

the burners and chambers is 10 or 15 (or more) feet in length, nearly the whole of the

thallium is condensed, together with the multiplicity of other bodies which constitute

“ flue-dust.” Accompanying the thallium have been found mercury, copper, lead, tin,

arsenic, antimony, iron, zinc, cadmium, bismuth, lime, and selenium, together with

ammonia, sulphuric, nitric, and hydrochloric acids. The amount of thallium in these

flue-deposits is very various: in many specimens it is not present at all, and in very few

it amounts to as much as J per cent., although in some as much as 8 per cent, of

thallium has been found.

The following is the best plan for extracting thallium from the dust :—The dust is

first heated to very dull redness, so as to allow the excess of sulphuric acid to drive off

any hydrochloric acid which may be present, and is then mixed in wooden tubs with an

equal weight of boiling water, and well stirred ; after this the mixture is allowed to

rest for twenty-four hours for the undissolved residue to deposit. The liquid is then

siphoned off, and the residue is washed, and afterwards treated with a fresh quantity of

boiling water. The collected liquors which have been siphoned off from the deposit

are allowed to cool, precipitated by the addition of a considerable excess of strong

hydrochloric acid, and the precipitate, consisting of very impure chloride of thallium, is

allowed to subside. The chloride obtained in this way is then well washed on a calico

filter, and afterwards squeezed dry. Three tons of flue-dust treated in this way yielded

as much as 68 lbs. of this crude chloride.

The next step consists in treating the crude chloride in a platinum dish with an equal

weight of strong sulphuric acid, and afterwards heating the mixture to expel the whole

of the hydrochloric acid. To make sure of this, the heat must be continued until the

greater part of the excess of sulphuric acid is volatilized. After this the mass of bisul-

phate of thallium is dissolved in about twenty times its weight of water, nearly neutra-

lized with chalk, and then filtered. On the addition of hydrochloric acid to the filtrate,

nearly pure chloride of thallium is thrown down; this is collected on a filter, well

washed, and then dried. The crude protochloride of thallium obtained by either of the

above methods is added by small portions at a time to half its weight of hot oil of vitriol

in a porcelain or platinum dish, the mixture being constantly stirred and the heat con-

tinued till the whole of the hydrochloric acid and the greater portion of the excess of

sulphuric acid are driven off. The fused bisulphate is now to be dissolved in an excess

of water, partially neutralized with carbonate of sodium, and an abundant stream of

sulphuretted hydrogen passed through the solution. The precipitate, which may contain
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tin, arsenic, antimony, bismuth, lead, mercury, and silver, is separated by filtration,

and the filtrate is boiled till all free hydrosulphuric acid is removed. The liquid is now

to be rendered alkaline with ammonia and boiled
; the precipitate of iron and alumina,

which generally appears in this place, is filtered off, and the clear solution evaporated

to a small bulk. Sulphate of thallium will then separate out on cooling in the form of

long, clear prismatic crystals. As sulphate of ammonium is much more soluble than

sulphate of thallium, the latter can readily be separated from the small quantity of the

former salt present. The two salts do not crystallize together.

In order to avoid the inconvenience of driving off the excess of oil of vitriol in the

decomposition of chloride of thallium, it is less troublesome, although not quite so

economical, to proceed as follows:—Boil the chloride of thallium in solution of sulphide

of ammonium for five minutes : decomposition takes place readily. Filter and wash

with sulphuretted water till no more chlorine can be detected in the filtrate ; then

dissolve the sulphide on the filter in dilute sulphuric acid, and treat the solution with

ammonia &c., as above directed.

In order to obtain the metal when working on small quantities of material, sulphate

of thallium is dissolved in twenty times its weight of water ; the liquid is acidulated with

sulphuric acid, and a current of electricity from two or three cells of Grove’s batteries

is passed through it, platinum terminals being used. The appearance presented when a

tolerably strong solution of thallium is undergoing reduction is very beautiful. If the

energy of the current bears a proper proportion to the strength and acidity of the liquid,

no hydrogen is evolved at the negative electrode, but the metal grows from it in large

crystalline fern-like branches, spreading out into brilliant metallic plates, and darting-

long needle-shaped crystals, sometimes upwards of an inch in length, towards the positive

pole, the appearance being more beautiful than with any other metal. Some of the

tabular crystals, as seen in the liquid, are beautifully sharp and well defined ; consider-

able difficulty, however, is met with in disengaging them from the electrode, and removing

them in a perfect state from the liquid. So long as thallium is present in the solution,

no hydrogen is evolved with a moderate strength of current
;

as soon as bubbles of gas

are evolved, the reduction may be considered complete. The crystalline metallic sponge

may now be squeezed into a mass round the platinum terminal, disconnected from the

battery, quickly removed from the acid liquid, rinsed with a jet from a wash-bottle, and

transferred to a basin of pure water. The metal is then carefully removed from the

platinum, and kneaded with the fingers into as solid a lump as possible. It coheres

readily by pressure, and will be found to retain its metallic lustre perfectly under water.

When considerable quantities of thallium are to be reduced to the metallic state, it is

convenient to employ metallic zinc for the purpose. In the course of twenty-four hours

I have reduced upwards of a quarter of a hundredweight of the metal in the following-

way :—Plates of pure zinc (which should leave no residue whatever when dissolved in

sulphuric acid) are arranged vertically round the sides of a deep porcelain dish holding

a gallon. Crystallized sulphate of thallium, in quantities of about seven pounds at a
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time, is then placed in the dish, and water poured over to cover the salt. Heat is applied,

and in the course of a few hours the whole of the thallium will be reduced to the state

of a metallic sponge, which readily separates from the plates of zinc on slight agitation.

The liquid is poured off, the zinc removed, and the spongy thallium washed several

times. It is then strongly compressed between the fingers, and preserved under water

until it is ready for fusion.

The metal is readily obtained in the coherent form by fusing the sponge. This is

most conveniently performed under cyanide of potassium on the small scale, and under

coal-gas when working with large quantities. In the former case the sponge, strongly

compressed and quite dry, is broken into small pieces, which are dropped one by one

into cyanide of potassium kept fused in a porcelain crucible. They rapidly melt, forming

a brilliant metallic button at the bottom. When cold, the cyanide of potassium may be

dissolved in water, when the thallium will be left in the form of an irregular lump,

owing to its remaining liquid and contracting after the cyanide has solidified.

On the large scale, the fusion is best effected in an iron crucible. This is placed over

a gas-burner, and a tube is arranged so that a constant stream of coal-gas may flow into

the upper part of the crucible. Lumps of the compressed sponge are then introduced,

one after the other as they melt, until the crucible is full of metal. It is then stirred

up with an iron rod; and the thallium may either be poured into water and obtained in

a granulated form or cast into an ingot. Thirty or forty fusions have been performed

in the same crucible without the iron being appreciably acted upon by the melted

thallium.

1). From Iron Pyrites.—The richest pyrites which I have yet met with comes from

Oneux, near Theux; it contains about 1 part of thallium in 4000. Two tons of this

ore were worked in the following manner:

—

The pyrites, broken up into pieces of the size of a walnut, is distilled in hexagonal

cast-iron pipes, closed at one end, and arranged in a reverberatory furnace. Conical

sheet-iron tubes are luted on to the open ends, and the retorts are kept at a bright red

heat for about four hours. At the end of the operation the receivers are found to

contain from 14 lbs. to 17 lbs. of dark green or grey-coloured sulphur for every 100 lbs.

of ore used. The whole of the thallium originally in the pyrites will be found in this

sulphur, from which it has now to be separated. The sulphur may be dissolved out by

means of bisulphide of carbon, which leaves the sulphide of thallium behind ; or it may

be extracted by boiling with caustic soda. The former plan occasions less loss of

thallium, but, owing to the inconvenience of working with large bulks of bisulphide of

carbon, the soda process is preferable. 12 lbs. of canstic soda, 18 lbs. of the thalliferous

sulphur, and li gallon of water are boiled together till the sulphur has dissolved; 6

gallons ofwater are added, and the clear liquid, when cool, is decanted from a voluminous

black precipitate, which has been separated from the sulphur. The precipitate is then

collected on a calico filter and washed. It contains the greater portion of the thallium

in the form of sulphide, together with iron, copper, mercury, zinc, &c. Some thallium,
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however, remains dissolved in the alkaline liquid, and is lost. The black precipitate is

then dissolved in hot dilute sulphuric acid, to which a little nitric acid is added, and the

liquid is diluted with water and filtered. Hydrochloric acid and a reducing agent, such

as sulphite of sodium, will now throw down the nearly insoluble white protochloride of

thallium, which is to be filtered off and washed.

c. From Sulphur or Pyrites in the Wet Wccy.—The material is boiled in nitro-hydro-

chloric acid until nothing but bright yellow sulphur is left
; water is then added, and

the filtrate is evaporated with sulphuric acid until it is nearly dry, and sulphuric vapours

are copiously evolved. The residue is dissolved in a large excess of hot water, and car-

bonate of sodium is added to alkaline reaction, and then cyanide of potassium (free from

sulphide of potassium). The liquid is then heated gently for some time, and filtered.

The precipitate contains the whole of the lead and bismuth which may be present, as

carbonates, whilst the thallium is in solution. A current of sulphuretted hydrogen

being now passed through the alkaline liquid precipitates all the thallium, whilst the

copper, antimony, tin, and arsenic remain dissolved. The precipitated sulphide is filtered

off, washed, and dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid, and the thallium is precipitated by

means of hydrochloric acid as chloride, from which the metal is extracted in the way

previously described.

cl. From the Saline Residues of the Scdt-ivorJes at Nauheim.—Dr. Bottger adds an

insufficient quantity of bichloride of platinum to the strong solution, and boils the pre-

cipitate five or six times with three times its weight of water. The insoluble residue

consists of the platinum-salts of caesium, rubidium, and thallium. Upon boiling these

with a weak solution of potash and a little hyposulphite of sodium, the solution soon

becomes clear, whereupon cyanide of potassium and sulphuretted hydrogen are added.

This precipitates the thallium as sulphide. The liquid is then to be filtered, the residue

washed and dissolved in sulphuric acid, and the metal precipitated by metallic zinc.

e. From Commercial Hydrochloric Acid.—Many samples of yellow hydrochloric acid

contain thallium. It may be separated by neutralizing with an alkali and adding sul-

phide of ammonium. The black precipitate contains the thallium, together with iron

and some other metallic impurities of the acid. It is to be dissolved in sulphuric acid,

and the thallium precipitated with hydrochloric acid as protochloride. This is after-

wards reduced as already described.

f. From the Mother-liquors of the Sidphate-of-Zinc Works at Goslccr.—Each kilo-

gramme of these liquors is said to yield as much as half a gramme of chloride of thallium.

A sheet of zinc is plunged into the liquid, whereby the thallium, copper, and cadmium

are precipitated. The metallic sponge is then removed from the zinc, washed, and

treated with cold dilute sulphuric acid, which dissolves the cadmium and thallium with

disengagement of hydrogen, whilst the copper is left behind. The filtrate from the

copper is then mixed with hydrochloric acid, which precipitates the nearly insoluble

chloride of thallium. If only a small quantity of thallium is present, iodide of potassium

may be used as a precipitant, as the iodide of thallium is insoluble in water.
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PREPARATION OF CHEMICALLY PURE THALLIUM.

a. Commercial sulphate of thallium is dissolved in water, and the cold solution

deluged with sulphuretted hydrogen. It is then filtered, heated to ebullition, and

poured into boiling dilute hydrochloric acid. The solution is filtered whilst hot and

then allowed to cool. The chloride of thallium which crystallizes out on cooling is

washed by decantation until the washings are free from sulphuric acid, and further

purified by recrystallizing twice from water. The chloride of thallium thus obtained is

dried, mixed with pure carbonate of sodium, and projected by small portions at a time

into pure cyanide of potassium kept in a state of fusion in a white unglazed crucible.

The chloride is rapidly reduced to the metallic state
;
the crucible is then allowed to

cool, and the contents exhausted with water. The resulting ingot of metal is well boiled

in water, dried and fused over a spirit-lamp* in an unglazed porcelain crucible with free

access of air, stirred with a porcelain rod to facilitate oxidation, and finally cast in a

porcelain mould. It may be preserved under water which has been boiled to expel the

air. This metal was used in the determinations A and B.

b. Ordinary metallic thallium is fused in contact with the air, in an iron crucible

made nearly red-hot, and then poured into water. The granulated metal is then

exposed to a warm atmosphere to facilitate oxidation, the oxide being frequently

removed by boiling out with water. When a considerable quantity of oxide (mixed

with carbonate) has been obtained, the solution is heated to ebullition, and a rapid

current of carbonic-acid gas passed through until the liquid is quite cold, and the excess

of carbonate of thallium has crystallized out. The resulting salt is recrystallized and

projected into pure cyanide of potassium kept in a state of fusion in a porcelain crucible

at a dull red heat ; carbonic acid escapes with effervescence, and the metal is reduced to

the metallic state. The whole is then allowed to cool, the soluble salts boiled out with

water, and the lump of thallium fused over an alcohol-lamp in a lime crucible and cast

in a lime mould as described further on. With this iimot of thallium the determina-

tion C was effected.

c. Carbonate of thallium, obtained as in process b, is covered with a small quantity

of water, and decomposed by the current from six Grove’s cells. Much peroxide of

thallium is deposited, which is removed f and preserved for the preparation of thallium

by another method. The reduced thallium is then squeezed into a hard cake, melted

in a lime crucible heated by means of a spirit-lamp, and cast in a lime mould. This

metal was employed in the determination D.

d. A third portion of carbonate of thallium, obtained as in process b, is crystallized

several times from water, carbonic acid being passed through during the cooling of the

solution. After six crystallizations the carbonate is perfectly white. It is then placed

in a porcelain dish, covered with a little water, and decomposed by four Grove’s cells.

* A spirit-flame is preferable to one of coal-gas, as the latter contains sulphur.

t The operation requires this peroxide of thallium to be constantly removed from the positive pole, or the

passage of the current will be retarded and ultimately stopped.
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The spongy metal is washed, boiled in pure water, tied up in a linen cloth, and com-

pressed between steel plates in a vice. The hard lump is broken up, put into a

porcelain crucible and melted over a spirit-lamp, no flux being used other than the

thallium oxide formed on heating. The metal is constantly stirred with a piece of

unglazed porcelain and cast in a warm porcelain mould. With thallium prepared in

this manner the synthetical operations E and F were performed.

e. The peroxide of thallium obtained by the electrolysis of the carbonate (processes

c and d) is dissolved in purified sulphuric acid, evaporated to dryness, and heated strongly

to decompose any sulphate of peroxide ; it is then dissolved in water and recrystallized

twice. The sulphate of thallium is then reduced to the metallic state by three of

Grove’s cells, platinum terminals being employed. The metal is squeezed into a lump

and melted under hydrogen in a porcelain crucible, and cast in a polished steel mould,

the heat in this case being produced by the combustion of pure hydrogen gas. The

thallium purified as above was used in the operation G.

f. Chloride of thallium, as obtained by method a, is boiled in nitric acid till most of

it is converted into sesquichloride. This is washed by decantation until it begins to

decompose with separation of peroxide of thallium, and purified by twice recrystallizing.

The purified sesquichloride of thallium is dissolved in boiling water and poured into

dilute ammonia. The precipitated peroxide of thallium is washed by decantation till

chlorine is no longer detected in the washings, and then boiled in a little water with

pure sublimed oxalic acid till the whole is converted into oxalate of thallium. This is

dried and heated in a crucible until the w'hole is decomposed into a mixture of metallic

thallium and oxide of thallium ; the reduced metal is then cast in a mould of polished

steel. The ingot was employed in the determination IT.

g. Ordinary thallium is dissolved in nitric acid, and the excess of acid driven off by

heat, the residue is dissolved in wrater, and the solution saturated with sulphuretted

hydrogen. A slight black precipitate is generally formed, the solution is filtered cold,

and is then freed from sulphuretted hydrogen by boiling. Ammonia is then added,

which generally produces a faint precipitate of sesquioxide of iron and peroxide of

thallium ; it is then filtered, and the solution is mixed with oxalate of ammonium and

concentrated till the oxalate of thallium crystallizes out. This is freed from nitrate of

ammonium by recrystallizing, and the oxalate of thallium decomposed by heat, as in

process f. The thallium thus obtained is again fused in a lime crucible, a blowpipe-

flame being directed downwards on to the surface of the fused metal for about five

minutes, till the slag of thallium oxide has united with the lime, forming a semifluid

pasty mass. The metal is then cast in a lime mould, washed when cold, and kept under

boiled distilled water or very dilute acetic acid. With metal purified in this manner

the estimations I and K were performed.

Purification of Thallium by Fusion in Lime.

A piece of well burnt, very dense quick-lime, prepared from black marble, is cut out

MDCCCLXXIII. 2 T
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so as just to fit a porcelain crucible; a hole is then turned in the centre of the lime,

and a lump of lime cut into the form of a stopper. This apparatus is then raised to a

temperature above the melting-point of thallium over a spirit-lamp, and the cavity in

the lime is gradually filled with the metal, previously purified by one of the above pro-

cesses, which is introduced in lumps. The stopper is then put on, and the heat raised

to dull redness and kept so for half an hour ; after which the melted metal is poured

into a lime mould, and preserved in a well-stoppered bottle under boiled water or very

dilute acetic acid.

The ingots of thallium purified by the various methods above described were kept

separate, and were employed in the synthetical operations described further on.

Section IY.—PROCESSES AND RESULTS.

The processes and manipulation necessary to the determination of an atomic weight

are at all times difficult and delicate, but especially so in the case of a metal such as

thallium, so readily oxidizable. This strong tendency to combine with oxygen renders

the ordinarily exact processes of weighing out pure metals inapplicable to the present

purpose. The chances of contact with the oxygen of the atmosphere must be reduced

to a minimum, and to this end the following modes of operation were devised. The

method found to be the most accurate, and that adopted in repeating the determi-

nations, will receive a description more detailed than the first and what may be termed

approximative methods.

Process of the Conversion of Thallium into Nitrate of Thallium.

Thallium being a metal of very high atomic weight, the change in w7eight in the

interconversion of its compounds is comparatively too small to be estimated with any

approximation to accuracy. For instance, the conversion of acetate of thallium into

chloride of thallium is an operation hardly to be effected without such loss as would

seriously interfere with the calculated result*. The immediate conversion of the metal

into one of its salts is therefore the method affording results less liable to be affected

by errors in observation
;
and the conversion of thallium into its nitrate has been that

ultimately adopted.

Pure thallium, obtained as described, is cut up into small bars with a very sharp steel

knife, and dropped into a dish of pure water slightly warmed, and forming the sub-

stratum to an atmosphere of carbonic acid in a vessel large enough to admit both hands

easily. In this bath the original surface of the ingot is removed and rejected. The

bars are then well rubbed with fine cambric to smooth down all sharp edges. Any

pieces which contain pores are rejected f.

A stoppered tube (Plate XVI. fig. 7) is half filled with water and weighed. The bars

* An error of 0-05 grain in the weighing accumulates to an error of 095 in the atomic weight.

t The upper surface of the fused lump is full of pores for a depth of one sixteenth of an inch
;
one quarter

inch is therefore removed for greater certainty.
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of thallium are then quickly removed from the warm water of the carbonic-acid bath,

rapidly wiped dry with warm cambric while in the carbonic acid, and put into the

weighed tube of water. It is found that no appreciable oxidation takes place during

this transference, and that the whole of the moisture can be removed. The tube and

its contents are then weighed again.

Fig. 8 represents a vessel for the conversion of thallium into its nitrate, the pure

metal as weighed in the manner described above in a tube of water being placed in the

bulb a, and the pure nitric acid in b. The tubes are accurately ground and fitted to

each other at c. d is a permanent stopper to the upper bulb, well ground, e andfare

platinum wires for the support of the flask in the balance. The process of converting

the thallium into its nitrate coincides in detail with this apparatus with the process

ultimately adopted, and particularly described in the succeeding pages. With an appa-

ratus of this kind the determination A was performed, the metal being purified by the

process already described under a (p. 308).

Fig. 9 is a further improvement. The nitric acid in acting upon the metal in a

evolves fumes, which mechanically carry off traces of nitrate of thallium. In the vessel

shown in fig. 8 these fumes are washed in the nitric acid, offering, however, no great

advantage ; but in the series of bulbs shown in fig. 9, b contains the nitric acid, which

can, by means of the tap c, be admitted in the required quantity to the metal. The

fumes are washed in the water contained in c/, the water being evaporated to obtain the

nitrate of thallium held in solution. In this apparatus, and with metal purified by the

process described under the letter the determination B was effected. The metallic

thallium is weighed sealed up in hydrogen in the following manner :

—

The lump or ingot of pure metallic thallium prepared by the process a, already

described, is cut up into parallelograms, all the original surface being removed with a

very sharp steel knife. The parallelograms, immersed and boiled in very dilute sul-

phuric and hydrochloric acids, are subsequently washed, boiled repeatedly in water, and

then transferred to the glass tube a, fig. 10. Into this tube pass and are fused the

platinum wires b
, c, these wires being the reducing and oxidizing electrodes respec-

tively in connexion with two Grove’s elements. At d the tube is drawn out to a fine

orifice, and at e is passed in a current of pure hydrogen prepared as before described, as

shown in fig. 10 a. The electric current being passed through the water, to preserve the

j

pure metallic surface of the thallium, heat is applied until the water is entirely volatilized.

At this point, and while the tube is very hot, the dry hydrogen still passing, the end of

the tube at d is sealed up, and then the tube at h, previously much contracted, is closed

before the blowpipe. The metal is thus enclosed hermetically in an atmosphere of pure

hydrogen. The tube and its contents are then cooled for six hours, and when cooled,

weighed first in air and then in the vacuum-balance. The tube is now cut across the

middle with a cutting diamond, wrapped up in smooth platinum-foil to secure any

splinters of glass which might be thrown off, and then broken with a sharp blow oppo-

site the cut. The thallium is carefully removed from the pieces of tube, and introduced

2 t 2

i
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into the apparatus where the subsequent operations are to take place. The pieces of

tube, with any splinters which may have broken off, are weighed, first in air and then in

a highly rarefied atmosphere. The difference between the weighings of the full and

empty tube, after correcting for the hydrogen contained at first, gives the weight of

thallium taken.

These two forms of apparatus were found to answer the purpose tolerably well.

Several improvements, however, suggested themselves whilst the determinations were in

progress, and they were finally embodied in the apparatus shown in Plate XVI. figs.

11, 12, & 13. In this several refinements of manipulation can be introduced which were

impracticable with the former apparatus—notably the ease with which a definite quan-

tity of metal is introduced into the apparatus without the chance of oxidation, the sim-

plifications introduced in the weighings consequent on having the apparatus vacuous,

and the facilities obtained for the employment of the Sprengel and Bunsen pump at

different stages of the operations.

Although each determination with this improved apparatus still took many weeks for

its successful performance, a great saving of time was effected when compared with that

required for a determination in the apparatus first used, where months were consumed

in the evaporations. As this form of apparatus was the one in which most of the deter-

minations were effected, and as the manipulations were attended with greater chances

of accuracy than Avere those at first employed, I will describe the apparatus, its employ-

ment, and the several processes performed in it somewhat in detail.

Some of the metallic thallium prepared by one of the methods already described is

cut by means of a sharp steel knife into prisms about one eighth inch square and half

an inch long, no particular care being taken to avoid oxidation. The prisms are boiled

in dilute hydrochloric acid to remove any trace of iron which the knife might have

communicated. They are then washed in wTater, dried with blotting-paper, and intro-

duced into the cylindrical portion «, fig. 11, of the apparatus. The outer extremity of a

is then draAvn out and sealed before the blowpipe. The end c is also sealed up and the

horizontal tube e is connected to the Sprengel pump and a vacuum obtained, the appa-

ratus and the thallium being kept warm to drive off any moisture which might have

been introduced with the thallium. When the vacuum is perfect the tube is sealed

at f. The apparatus, sealed up and entirely free from air, is noAV laid on its side, and

the cylinder a and the bulb b imbedded in a bath of magnesia held in a copper vessel

heated by gas. The temperature is then raised to above the fusing-point of thallium

(561° F.), when by careful manipulation the oxide may be separated from the liquid

metal and the greater part of the oxide collected at the closed end of the cylinder a.

The magnesia is then removed from about the narrow part of the tube cl (which should

be somewhat long and very much contracted), and by a dexterous movement the mag-

nesia-bath containing the apparatus is suddenly tilted up and the liquid metal allowed

to run through the contracted part into the bulb b. In some instances portions of oxide

or of metal stick in the channel, then the operation is lost and a fresh attempt has to
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be made with another apparatus
;
but if the channel is entirely or in great part clear,

it may be sealed up at the contraction, care being taken to apply the heat at such a

place that no particles of metal or oxide are entangled in the fused glass.

The apparatus lias now the form shown in fig. 12. It is hermetically sealed, entirely

free from air, and contains a certain quantity of pure metallic thallium entirely free from

oxide and as brilliant as mercury.

The next operation is to ascertain the combined weight of the apparatus and metal.

It is washed on the outside with dilute sulphuric acid to remove any particles of mag-

nesia that might adhere to it, and after rinsing with water is dried and gently warmed.

Its weight is then taken in the air-balance—not necessarily with extreme accuracy, but

to enable a calculation to be made as to how much it will probably weigh in the vacuum-

balance at a greatly reduced atmospheric pressure. As the substance weighed consists

of thallium and glass in unknown proportions, the vacuum-weight cannot be calculated

with any approach to accuracy
;
but it is generally easy to arrive at some approximation

to the relative proportions of thallium and glass, and in this manner the probable vacuum-

weight may be estimated.

The apparatus is now transferred to the vacuum-balance, and weights put which it is

judged will balance it at an atmospheric pressure a few barometric inches short of a

vacuum. The balance-case is then sealed up, and the exhaustion proceeded with. As

the rarefaction proceeds, the beam is occasionally liberated until it is found that the

apparatus and weight are in equipoise. If the barometer-gauge shows a rarefaction not

equal to 25 inches of mercury, the air had better be let in, the requisite additional weight

added, and the exhaustion recommenced
; but if, when the balance is in equilibrium, the

rarefaction is above 25 inches, the weighing may be continued.

Two sources of error have now to be guarded against:—1. The alteration of tempe-

rature inside the iron case consequent on the rarefaction. 2. The slow and almost un-

avoidable leakage of air into the balance through the iron, the numerous joints, and the

stuffing-boxes. This leakage should not exceed OT inch in an hour.

Equilibrium having been obtained, two or three extra strokes are made with the air-

pump, and the exhaustion raised to such a point that by about six hours’ leakage the

balance is again in equipoise. The weights will at first appear lighter than the appa-

ratus. The balance is allowed to remain well protected from external thermal influences,

until the time has nearly arrived when the leakage of air into its interior has reduced

the rarefaction to the point at which ,the weights and apparatus will be exactly in equi-

librium. The observer now enters the room, and after liberating the beam and setting

it in oscillation, watches the movements of the index through a telescope fixed 10 feet

off. By reason of the gradual leakage of air the inequality of the oscillations gradually

diminishes, until at last the arcs are of the same value. At this moment the tempera-

ture inside and outside the balance-case, the height of the barometer-gauge, and the

reading of the standard barometer are observed.

Six hours are generally sufficient to restore the temperature reduced by the exhaus-
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tion
;
but if tlie inner and external thermometers differ, I again rarefy by a few strokes

of the pump, and repeat the observation after waiting for a few hours longer.

Having obtained the accurate weight in a rarefied atmosphere, the next step is to

weigh the apparatus in air of the ordinary density. Air is allowed slowly to enter the

balance through the U-tubes at the side, and in a few hours, when the inner and outer

temperatures are uniform, the weight is again taken.

For the final adjustment of the weight the rider may be used. I, however, prefer, as

being more accurate, to place a weight slightly in excess in the pan opposite to the

apparatus to be weighed, and then, having sealed up the balance, to exhaust a little

beyond the point of equilibrium of weight, and continue the operation exactly as in

weighing in a rare atmosphere. By taking care that the air contained in the balance

shall only be half an inch or so rarer than the external atmosphere, the data afforded by

the two weighings will be sufficient to enable the true vacuum-weight of the apparatus

to be calculated with accuracy.

This method of ascertaining minute differences of weight, not by the addition to, or

subtraction of, material weights from one arm of a balance, but by varying the density

of the air in which the operation is performed, is, I believe, attended with a greater

approach to accuracy than the method generally adopted. It can, however, only be

adopted when the weights and the substance weighed differ in specific gravity.

The data for ascertaining the weight of the apparatus and the thallium it contains

have now been obtained. The next operation is to convert the thallium into nitrate.

For this purpose, the tube g (Plate XVI. fig. 12) must be opened ;
and to effect this

without any risk of losing particles of glass, I gently warm the extremity in a spirit-lamp,

and then apply the tip of a blowpipe-flame to the warm glass at g. The atmospheric

pressure outside acting against the vacuum inside, immediately perforates a small hole

through the glass, into which the air rushes.

Some, nitric acid, purified in the manner described, is now removed from the bulb in

which it has remained sealed up, and a little is introduced into the bulbs h and the

globe b ;
this is readily effected by alternately warming and cooling b

,
the perforation g

dipping under the acid. Sufficient nitric acid must be introduced to three quarters fill

the two lower bulbs, and also to moisten the thallium in the globe b. The apparatus

is then placed in a horizontal position, and the quantity of acid in the bulbs is regulated

so as to allow air-bubbles to pass in either direction and be washed without spirting

acid out.

No reaction, or scarcely any, between strong nitric acid and thallium takes place in

the cold
; but on applying gentle heat the metal is attacked, and becomes rapidly con-

verted into nitrate. The quantity of acid which is allowed to act at a time must be very

limited
;
and the temperature should not be higher than is sufficient to prevent the nitrate

of thallium formed crystallizing on the metal and interfering too much with the action.

As soon as the action ceases, a little nitric acid from the washing-bulbs is allowed to run

into the globe, its place being supplied with fresh acid. When cold, the crystallization
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of the nitrate of thallium entirely prevents the reaction between the metal and acid, but

on warming, the salt dissolves and the action proceeds. The vapours of nitric and nitrous

oxide, which are evolved in abundance, are washed by passing through the system of

bulbs, and the reaction must be only just sufficient to cause them to pass through slowly.

In course of time the whole of the thallium is dissolved, and the most tedious part of

the process then commences—the evaporation of the excess of free acid.

For this purpose an apparatus is used represented in Plate XVII. a is the apparatus

connected by a wide tube, b, and a narrower glass tube with a bottle, c. This is in

connexion with a Bunsen’s water-pump, d, having 18 feet fall of water, and capable

of producing an exhaustion equal to 10 inches of mercury. The water is supplied to

this pump by an independent pipe and tap attached to a large cistern, so that it can be

allowed to work continuously day and night without interfering with the ordinary water-

supply of the laboratory. The apparatus a is enclosed in a glass case, and stands in an

air-bath, the temperature of which can be kept constant by means of a gas-regulator.

The water of the pump being set in motion, and a temperature of about 250° F. being

maintained in the air-bath, evaporation of the nitric acid commences, the vapour partly

condensing in the bottle c ,
and partly being carried away through the pump. As the

evaporation of the acid proceeds the temperature is gradually raised, until ultimately it

becomes as high as 380° F., which must not be exceeded in this stage of the operation.

In course of time (varying from a few days to as many weeks, according to the quantity

of acid to be drawn off, and the size of the perforation through which it is to pass) the

nitrate of thallium is left in the form of dry white crystals.

The pump is then stopped, and air allowed to enter the apparatus by opening the

pinch-cock, e, connected with the chloride-of-calcium tubes, f. The apparatus being

cooled, water is added to the nitrate of thallium in the proportion of bulk for bulk,

about 1 grain of oxalic acid* being dissolved in the water. Heat is then applied, and

the solution boiled until all the nitrate of thallium is dissolved, forming a clear colour-

less liquid, which deposits on cooling brilliantly white crystals of nitrate of thalliumf.

The nitric acid having been previously removed from the bottle c and the rest of the

tubes, the apparatus is again fitted to the pump. It is heated in the air-bath, and the

water gradually drawn out under diminished pressure, the temperature being kept a

little below the point of ebullition of the liquid. When apparently dry the heat is very

carefully raised to 394° F., at which temperature the crystals of nitrate of thallium melt

;

a little froth at first breaks the surface, but this soon disappears, and the liquid becomes

as clear and colourless as water. If sufficient oxalic acid has been added to decompose

* If the action of nitric acid on thallinm is allowed to become too violent, or if the nitrate of thallium is long

heated with excess of nitric acid, a little pernitrate of thallium is formed, which on subsequent fusion of the

nitrate deposits a brown powder of peroxide of thallium. The oxalic acid is therefore added to decompose the

pernitrate of thallium. The excess of oxalic acid disappears with the last traces of free nitric acid and water.

t Nitrate of thallium is soluble in 9-4 times its weight of water at 60° E., and in less than one fourth of its

bulk of boiling water. The crystals deposited on cooling are anhydrous.
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the pernitrate of thallium, no deposit whatever is visible in the liquid ; but should any

be seen, a fraction of a grain of oxalic acid must be added with the water in the next

operation.

As soon as the nitrate is in the form of a clear liquid the apparatus is allowed to cool *,

and after being disconnected from the pump is weighed in the air-balance, no particular

precautions being taken, however, and the air having free access to the interior of the

apparatus.

Water is again added, the nitrate of thallium is dissolved and allowed to crystallize

out, and the operation of evaporating the water under diminished pressure in the air-

bath is repeated exactly as already described.

The dry nitrate is again fused at 394° F., and after the whole apparatus is heated to

about 420° F. for a few minutes it is allowed to cool, and is again weighed. If there

has been loss of weight, the operation must be repeated till the weights are constant.

When this is the case the apparatus must be disconnected from the Bunsen water-

pump and attached by its extremity g, Plate XVI. fig. 12, to the Sprengel mercury-

pump. The air is now exhausted as perfectly as possible, and when quite vacuous the

tube is sealed up at i (fig. 12) by the application of a small spirit-flame. Care must be

taken in doing this to lose no particle of glass, as the end of the tube g which is drawn

off, having been included in the first weighing, must be carefully preserved and weighed

along with the apparatus in all the subsequent weighings.

The apparatus is now of the form shown in fig. 13. It contains nothing but the pure

nitrate of thallium produced from the action of nitric acid on the thallium at first intro-

duced, and is entirely free from air. It is now, with the loose piece of tube g belonging

to it, to be weighed in the vacuum-balance at two different atmospheric pressures, with

all the precautions already adopted in the previous weighings.

When the data for ascertaining the weight of the glass apparatus and the nitrate of

thallium are correctly obtained, the weight of the glass apparatus by itself has to be

taken. For this purpose a hole is perforated in the tube i, as before described, by means

of a blowpipe-flame, and water being introduced the nitrate of thallium is dissolved out,

and by repeated washings ultimately removed. The completion of the operation is

ascertained by evaporating some of the washing water almost to dryness, and testing by

means of the spectroscope. The apparatus is then dried, connected with the Sprengel

pump, and after complete exhaustion it is sealed up at h, the same precautions being

taken to preserve the piece of tube now removed as were adopted in the previous

sealing up.

The empty apparatus is now to be weighed at different atmospheric pressures in the

vacuum-balance with all necessary precautions, the two loose pieces of glass tube g and

* If a considerable bulk of fused nitrate of thallium is allowed to solidify in a thin bulb, the glass is almost

certain to crack, owing to unequal contraction. Many of my operations were spoilt by this cause. By keeping

the apparatus in motion during solidification, so as to allow the nitrate to line the greater part of the inner

surface of the bulb, this source of danger is avoided.
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ill being now included, and from the data thus obtained its true weight is calculated.

There have thus been obtained :

—

a. The weight of the glass+ thallium.

(3. The weight of the glass-}- nitrate of thallium,

y. The weight of the glass alone.

From these data the atomic weight of thallium can be calculated by the formulae

given in the next section.

Section V.—CALCULATION OF THE EESULTS.

The succeeding results must not be regarded as embodying all the attempts to

determine the atomic weight ;
for, as stated in the preceding section, many of the appa-

ratus were broken at various stages of the operation. The calculations, however, serve

to illustrate the weighings which came to a successful issue.

For the accurate determination of the weighings, it will be seen that it is necessary to

ascertain the density of the ordinary atmosphere at the place where the weighings are

made. Ritter has deduced from Kegnault’s observations that in Paris, lat. 48° 50' 14",

at 60 metres above the level of the sea, a litre of dry atmospheric air at 0° C. and 760

millims. pressure weighs P2932227 gramme. It is well established that if G repre-

sents the force of gravity at the mean level of the sea in lat. 45°, the force of gravity in

lat. X at the mean level of the sea=G(l — 0-0025659 cos 2x).

The force of gravity in a given latitude at a place on the surface of the earth at a

height ^ above the mean level of the sea

multiplied by the force of gravity at the level of the sea in the same latitude, r being

the radius of the earth= 63966198 metres, its mean density, and $' the density of that

part of the earth which is above the mean level of the sea
;
and if the ratio s' : g be

taken as 5 : 11, then

2—^(= 1-32 nearly.

Continuing the reasoning, Professor Miller has shown that a litre of dry atmospheric

air, containing the average amount of carbonic acid, at 0° and 760 millims. pressure, at

i

the height z above the mean level of the sea in lat. X, weighs in grammes

! 1-2930693 (1-1-32 (1-0-0025659 cos 2x).

It has been shown by Regnault and others that, between 0° and 50°, the ratio of the

density of air at 0° to its density at C is 1+ 0-003656^, and that the density of the

vapour of water is 0 -622 of that of air. Therefore the weight in grammes of a litre of

air will be
1-2930693

1 + 0 -003656 ^

-

— (l— 1-32 0 (1-0-0025659 cos 2x),

MDCCCLXXIII. 2 u
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where t is the temperature of the air, b the barometric pressure, v the pressure of the

vapour (of water) present in the air, both expressed in millimetres of mercury at 0°,

5 the height above the mean level of the sea, \ the latitude. My laboratory at

Mornington Road, Regent’s Park, where the atomic weight of thallium was determined,

is in lat. 51° 32' 6", at a height of 35-05 metres above the mean level of the sea. The

expression consequently becomes

(-99999289815) (1-0005802549).

As a litre is the volume of 1000 grammes of water at its maximum density, the division

of this expression by 1000 gives the ratio of the density of air to the maximum density

of water. By the addition of the logarithm of Z>— 0-378a in millimetres to logA, we

obtain the logarithm of the ratio of the density of air at t° to the maximum density of

water.

Table A.—Calculated for Mornington Road, Regent’s Park.

t. 10+log A
(
. Diff. t. 10+log A,. Diff.

15 4-207868

0 4-231055

1585 16 4-206366
1502

1 4-229470

1579 17 4-204868
1498

2 4-227890

1574 18 4-203376
1492

o
O 4-226317

1567 19 4-201889
1487

4 4-224750

1563 20 4-200406
1483

5 4-223187

1556 21 4-198925
1477

6 4-221631

1551 22 4-197458
1471

7 4-220980

1545 23 4-195990
1468

8 4-218535

1540 24 4-194528
1462

9 4-216995

1535 25 4-193071
1457

10 4-215460

1529 26 4-191618
1452

11 4-213931

1524 27 4-190171
1447

12 4-212407

1518 28 4-188728
1443

13 4-210889

1513 29 4-187290
1438

14 4-209376
* 1508 30 4-185857

1433

15 4-207868
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These logarithms, when increased by 0-000030, agree with those employed by Professor

Miller in his determination of the value of the new standard pound (see Phil. Trans,

for 1856) when working in the cellar under the Mineralogical Museum at Cambridge,

in lat. 52° 12' IS", about 8 metres above the mean level of the sea ;
increased by 0-000002

they can be used in reducing weighings in Somerset House, lat. 51° 30' 40", 29-56 metres

above sea-level
; or diminished by 0-000102 for weighings made in Paris.

We have next to consider the influence exerted by the hygrometric state of the atmo-

sphere, or, in other words, the influence of the vapour of water suspended in the atmo-

sphere. It is clear that the moist air is nothing more than a mixture of v cubic inches

of dry air at t° under a pressure minus that of the vapour, and of v cubic inches of

vapour at t° and the pressure resulting from the hygrometric condition. Biot,

Kegxault, and Biaxchi have ascertained that the pressure of vapour in an ordinary dry

room is two thirds of the maximum pressure due to the temperature.

Table B.—Values of 0-378 xf'G, where v
t
is the maximum pressure of vapour at the

temperature t, in millims. of mercury at 0°, according to Eegxault’s observations*.

i. 0. 1 . 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

0 1-16 1-17 1-18 1-18 1-19 1-20 1-21 1*22 1-23 1-24

1 1-25 1-25 1-26 1-27 1-28 1-29 1-30 1-31 032 1-33

2 1-34 1-35 1-36 1-37 1-37 1-38 1-39 1-40 1-41 1-42

3 1-43 1-44 1-45 1-46 1-47 1-48 1-49 1-50 1-51 1-53

4 1-54 1-55 1-56 1-57 1-58 1-59 1-60 1-61 1-63 1-64

5 1-65 06 6 1-67 1*68 1-69 1-70 1-72 1-73 1-74 1-75

6 1-76 1-78 1-79 1-80 1-81 1-S2 1-84 1-85 1-86 1-87

7 1-89 1-90 1-91 1-93 1-94 1-95 1-96 1-98 1-99 2-01

8 2*02 2-03 2-05 2-06 2-08 2-09 2-10 2*] 2 2-13 2-15

9 2-16 2-17 2-19 2 %2\ G)%cycy 2*24 2-25 2*27 2-28 2-29

10 2-31 2-32 2-34 2-35 2-37 2-39 2-40 2 #42 2-44 2-45

11 2-47 2-48 2-50 2* 2 2-53 2.-55 2-57 2-58 2-60 2-62

12 2-64 2-65 2-67 2-69 2-71 2-72 2-74 2-76 2-78 2-80

13 2-81 2-83 2-85 2-87 2-89 2-91 2-93 2-94 2-96 2-98

14 3-00 3-02 3-04 3-06 3-08 3-10 3-12 3-14 3-16 3-18

15 3-20 3-22 3-24 3-26 3-28 3-31 3-33 3-35 3-37 3-39

l6 3-41 3*43 3-46 3-48 3-50 3-52 3-54 3-57 3-59 3-61

17 3-63 3-66 3-68 3-71 3-73 3 -75 3-78 3-80 3-82 3-85

18 3-87 3-90 3-92 3-95 3-97 4-00 4-02 4-04 4-07 4-09

19 4-12 4-15 4-17 4-20 4-22 4-25 4-28 4-30 4-33 4-36

20 4-38 4-41 4-44 4-47 4-49 4-52 4-55 4-58 4-61 4-63

21 4-66 4-69 4-72 4*75 4-78 4-81 4-84 4*87 4-90 4.90

22 4-95 4-99 5-02
. 5-05 5-08 5-11 5*14 5-17 5-20 5-23

23 5-26 5-30 5'33 5*36 5-39 5-43 5-46 5*49 5-52 5-56

24 5-59 5-62 5-66 5-69 5-73 5-76 5-80 5-83 5-87 5-90

25 5-93 5-97 6-01 6-04 6-08 6-12 6-15 6-19 6”22 6-26

26 6-30 6-34 6-37 6-41 6-45 6-49 6-53 6*56 6-60 6-64

27 6-68 6*72 6-75 6-79 6-83 6*87 6-91 6-95 6-99 7-03

28 7-08 7-12 9-17 7-21 7-25 7-29 7-34 7-38 7-42 7-46

29 7-51 7"55 7-59 7-64 7-68 7-73 7-77 7-82 7-86 7-91

30 7-95 8-00 8-04 8-09 8-14 8-18 8-23 8 28 8-23 8-37

The formula employed for the calculation of the true weight of a substance in vacuo,

* Annales de Chimie, 1845, 3me serie, tome xv. p. 138.

2 U 2
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from data given by two weighings, one at ordinary and one at a greatly diminished air-

pressure, is as follows :

—

Let LI denote the substance to be weighed, and

h its true weight (in vacuo
)
in grains.

First Weighing in Air of Ordinary Density.

Let W denote the material weight which balances H,

w „ „ true weight ofW observed in air,

x ,, „ weight of air displaced by W,
t „ „ temperature,

P ,, „ pressure, in height of mercury, reduced to 32° F.,

1) ,, ,,
bulk ofW in grs. of water at max. density,

k „ „ weight of air displaced by H :

iv, x, t, p, h being given, required to find Jc,

h—k=w—x.

V
z

V

f'

55

35

55

55

55

55

35

Second Weighing in a Rare Atmosphere.

Let y denote the weights which balance H,

true weight of y in air of ordinary density,

,, weight of air displaced by y,

temperature,

,,
pressure, in height of mercury, reduced to 32° F.,

„ bulk of y in grains of water at max. density,

l denote the weight of air displaced by H

:

y, t', p', V being given, to find l and z,

h— l=y— z

;

hence k-l=y—w-\-x—z.

By Tables A and B,

V= y-bw

density rare air 0-001293893

max. den. water F ^ °^ 3 v t) + l°g
j + d-003656 ’ 760 ’

, 7 » ,
density rare air ,

.-. log A+Iog v t nr: lo2f Z,° & max. density water ° 5

l density rare air

I: density common air
11

(
suPPost )-

Let m=y—w-\-x—z m

, then k—l—m, j=n.

Hence l=nk , k—nk=m , k= m 7 mn

m
1 —n

1 — n

or li—y—

, 1=
1 — n

mnHence h=w~x -

f

1 —n
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To illustrate the application of this formula, I will reduce the weighings of one of the

determinations (E).

Substance Balance Weights, True value

weighed. used. actual. in air.

(H) (W) (w)

Glass apparatus. Vac. 765-80S1 765-814578

(H) (y) in)

Glass apparatus. Vac. 766-1133 766-122626

Weight of air displaced. Temperature. Bar. (reduced to 32° F.).

(*)
„
(*) Cp)

0-044547 65
c
F.= 18°-5 C. 29-848

(vol. in water max. dcn- (758-125 millims.)

sity= 36 -326)

(O (*')

0-044546 63° F.= 17° C. 1-173 in.

(29
- 79 millims.)

CALCULATION OF VACUUM-WEIGHT OF FLASK FROM ABOVE WEIGHINGS.

Let A= true weight in vacuum of flask,

^= 765*814578,

x= 0-044547,

£=65° F.= 18°-33 C.,

j)— 29-848 in.= 758-12 millims.,

A= 36-326,

^=766-122626,

t'= 63° F.=17°-2 C.,

yj— 1-173 in.= 29-79 millims.

lof
density atmospheric air

max. density water
flog 758-12-4-00+ 4-204149- 10;

= 2-8774430+4-204149-10;

= 7-0815920-10.

log J'=log 766-122626-log 765*814578 + log 36-326
;

.-. ^=2-8842970— 2-8841230+ 1-5602176;

.-. £'=1-5603916.

log —

—

f
rarC

;

llI

=log (29-79-3-63) + 4-204898-10
;& max. den. water ° v ' 1

= 1-4176377 + 4-204898-10;

= 5-6225357-10.
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log £=1-5603916+ 5-6225357-—10

;

.-. -=7-1829373-10;

£=0-001524.

log 4=5-6225357— 7-0815920

;

° k ’

.-. 7=8-5409437— 10;
A-

n =|=0-034749;

.*. 1 — w=0-965251.

m=766-122626— 765-814578+ 0-044547— 0-001524;

m=0-351071.

m 0-351071
.

C~
1 —n~ 0-965251

’

£=0*3638.

7^=765-814578— 0-044547 + -3638
;

.-. 4=766*133831.

WEIGHING OP GLASS APPARATUS+ NITRATE OP THALLIUM.

Vacuum-balance.

In air. Left pan removed. Platinum weights.

After third heating (to fusion) and cooling :

—

Weights. True value in air.

Weight of ail-

displaced.

Volume in water at

mas. density.

600 599-998340 0-035533 28-970

100 99-991420 5887 4-800

60 59-993232 3483 2-840

30 29-999991 1668 1-360

6 5-998268 355 •290
o
0 3-000469 171 •140

•06 0-061472 3 •003

•0031 0-003099 0 •000

799-0631 799-046291 0-047100 38-403

Pan=206-3733 206-379646 0-012040 9-824

1005-4364 1005-425937 0-059140 48-227

Therm.= 73° F.=22°-7 C.

Barom. =29-891 in. at 0° C.= 759-22 millims.

1005-425937

765-814578= weight of glass apparatus (see w, preceding).

23 9- 611359= weight of thallium nitrate in air.
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The weight of air displaced &c. is taken separately for each weight in all cases, but

is omitted in subsequent examples (the sum being given), to prevent the introduction

of useless figures.

WEIGHING OF GLASS APPARATUS+ NITRATE OF THALLIUM IN RARE ATMOSPHERE.

Vacum-balance.

Exhausted. Left pan removed. Platinum weights.

Weights.

799-3600

Pan = 206-3733

1005-7333

True value in air.

799-346792

206-379646

1005-726438

Weight of air

displaced.

0-047117

0-012040

0-059157

Volume in water

at max. density.

38-423

9-824

48-247

Therm. =69°-5 F. =21° C.

Barom.= 29-775 in.= 756-27 millims. at 0° C.

Gauge =25-141 in.= 638 -57 millims. at 0° C.

756-27

638-57

117-70 millims. pressure.

Weight of left scale-pan of air-balance, which was removed to relieve the beam in

weighing the heavier pieces of apparatus :

—

Weight of air Volume in water

Weight. True value in air. displaced. at max. density.

179-7365 179-719377 0-010429 8-513

Weight of left scale-pan of vacuum-balance taken in air-balance :

—

Weight of air Volume in water
Weight. True value in air. displaced. at max. density.

206-3733 206-3719646 0-012040 9-824

Weight of air displaced by scale-pan =0-02403 gr.

Volume in water of maximum density =24*244 grs.

CALCULATION OF VACUUM-WEIGHT OF GLASS APPARATUS+ NITRATE OF THALLIUM FROM

GIVEN DATA.

By Table A,
First Weighing in Air of Ordinary Density.

lo
0-00129381 1

5 1 + 0 -03656 *
‘ 780

for 22°-7 C.

1 22° is 4-197488-10

f 7 is 1027

4-198515-10
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By Table B,

0-378§ v for £=22-7= 5-17 millims.

759*22— 5-17= 753 05

;

log (753-05)= (2-8768238— 10) +4-198515=
t h7 Ai7f'oooo 1 a i dens, atmos. air
loo- /-0/5o338— 10=log ,

° max. dens, water

Second Weighing in a Mare Atmosphere.

By Table A the value of

o-omeqqR i

I(?g 1+0-00365^ 7^8
for t=21°

C-= (4T98959— 10)+ 2-0532321= 6*2521911— 10=

j

dens, rare air

° max. dens, water

Value of 0 -

378§ v for 7= 21°C.= 4 ,66 millims.

:

117-70 millims. (pressure)— 4-66= 113*04 — 0*378^

log ^=1-6834703+ 6-2521911— 10= 7-9356014— 10 ;

.-. -0086231

=

2=weight of rare air displaced by y.

The data now are,

—

w=1005-425937,

x= 0-059140,

y =1005-726438,

2 = 0-0086231,

log ^=6-2521911 — 7-07653388=9-1768523— 10.

Hence n=j= -15026 :

1 -n =-84974,

=1005-726438— 1005-425937= -300501,

x-z =*059140— -008623+ =-050517
;

.-. m—y—w+x—z=’351018.

£;=-- = log -351018— log -84974= -545341 8 — -9292861= -6160557 =^=-4131,
' w—a= 1005-425937— -059140= 1005-366797.

(w—x)—#=1005-366797— -4131= 1005-779897 =7^ = true weight of glass apparatus

plus nitrate of thallium in vacuo.

1005-779897— 766-133831 (weight of glass apparatus in vacuo) =239-646066= weight

of nitrate of thallium in vacuo.

239-646066—239-611359 (weight of nitrate of thallium in air) =-034707= increase in

weight for vacuum.
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WEIGHT OF THALLIUM*.

Weight of thallium taken ==183*783921

Air displaced by thallium = (H)1S907

183-802828
Deduct air displaced by weights = 0-012596

True weight of thallium in vacuo . . . 183-790232

Collecting the data, we have

f True weight of thallium in vacuo =183-790232 grs.

,, „ nitrate of thallium in vacuo . . =239-646066 „

,, ,, glass in vacuo =766-133831 „

The reduction of the atomic weight from data obtained in the manner of the preceding-

weighings becomes a case of simple proportion ; but the values found are absolute in

so far only as the atomic weights of nitrogen and oxygen are correct. The atomic

weights of nitrogen and oxygen have been usually represented by the numbers 14 and 16 ;

but Professor Stas found these elements represented, according to observation, by

14"009 and 15-960. Therefore, oxygen (03)
= 47-880, and nitrogen =14*009, or N0S

= 61-889. According to the old equivalents, NO
c
=62.

Taking as data the series of weighings in vacuo, the quantity of N03
required to

convert the thallium into nitrate is

(239*646066— 183*790232=)55 *855834 grins.

We have, then, with Professor Stas’s determination of the atomic weights of nitrogen

and oxygen, the following proportion :

—

Weight of Weight of Atomic weight of Atomic weight

N©
3

. thallium. NQ
3

. of thallium.

55-855834 : 183-790232 :: 61-889 : a-;

.*. #=203*642.

This number, it will presently appear, represents the atomic weight of thallium as

nearly as the possibility of error will allow.

Let us see what would be the atomic weight of thallium if one or other of the correc-

tions introduced into the above determination had been omitted. The use of the old

equivalent
(
= 62) for N0

6 ,
with the data derived from the weighings in vacuo, gives

55-855834 : 183*790232 :: 62 : 204-007

as the atomic weight; but I cannot admit this number to be so correct as 203-642.

If we take the corrected weighings in air of ordinary density, we have with

N9
3
= 61*889,

55-827438 ; 183-783921 :: 61-889 : 203738.

* To save needless repetition, I only give the results of these calculations.

t In this determination the thallium and afterwards the nitrate of thallium were weighed in the same glass

apparatus as described.

MDCCCLXXIII. 2 X
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With N06=G2,

55-827438 : 183-783921 :: 62 : 204-103.

The several atomic weights would therefore he

203-642

203-738

203-800

203-800.

Accepting the uncorrected weights observed in air, we have, with N-0
3= 61*889,

55-8184 : 183-8099 ::

With N06
=62,

55-8184 : 183-8099 ::

61-889

62

204-007

204-103

204-166

204-166.

The error of the last deduction, +-524, is sufficiently large to show the necessity of

neglecting no precaution in chemical manipulation, especially in a determination of

this character. The largeness of these errors has an immediate bearing upon quantita-

tive analysis ;
for it shows that from data ordinarily given, very varying results may

be obtained. Chemists have to deal with much smaller quantities than a quarter per

cent., particularly in organic analysis, where, as I have shown, such a difference from

the truth may lead to very erroneous reasoning.

KESULTS.

Ten results of the most trustworthy weighings (with N03==6T889) are* :

—

True Weights in vacuo.

Determi-

nation.

Weight of

thallium

taken.

Weight of nitrate

of thallium+ glass.

Weight of

glass.

Calculated atomic

weight from
these data.

grs. grs. grs. grs.

A. 497-972995 1121-851852 472-557319 203-666

B. 293-193507 1111-387014 729-082713 203-628

C. 288-562777 971-214142 594-949719 203-632

D. 324-963740 1142-569408 718-849078 203-649

f E. 183-790232 1005-366796 766-133831 203-642

F. 190-842532 997-334615 748-491271 203-636

G. 195-544324 1022-176679 767-203451 203-639

H. 201-856345 1013-480135 750-332401 203-650

I. 295-683523 1153-947672 768-403621 203-644

K. 299-203036 1159-870052 769-734201 203-638

* It should be noted that the arithmetic mean of all the readings, including the highest as well as the lowest

result, in which doubt might arise as to success in manipulation, is 203-6.

t Fully illustrated in the preceding text.
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I wish it to be noted that I have made determinations with considerable weights of

thallium. In ordinary analysis chemists are satisfied to take 5 or 10 grains of the

substance under investigation : here I have gone to the very highest weight that can

he entrusted, with safety, to the balance. The lowest weight of thallium taken is

183-790232 grains, the heaviest 497-972995 grains, the remaining determinations

varying between these limits. It is hardly necessary to say that the purpose has been

to eliminate the error arising from manipulation with small quantities, and to produce

such variety in the results as to render the chances of coincidence of very small

value.

Let me now tabulate the results of the determination, with the view to ascertain

severally their degree of approximation to the arithmetic mean :

—

A. 203-666 + •024

B. 203-628 -•014

C. 203-632 -•010

D. 203-649 + •007

E. 203-642 •000

F. 203-636 -•006

G. 203-639 -•003

IT. 203-650 + -00S

I. 203-644 + •002

K. 203-638 -•004

The arithmetic mean of the ten observations is

2036-424

10
=203-642.

But does this average represent the truth l Or, rather, how nearly does it represent

the truth X

According to the theory of probabilities, the “weight” of k may be determined by

means of the formula
rr

W==
22e2

’

where n= the number of observations, and 2c2= the sum of the squares of the successive

differences, obtained by subtracting each observation from the arithmetic mean of the

ivliole.

The arithmetic mean of the ten weighings is cs=:203-042.

2x2
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The sum of the squares of the ten differences between a and each individual observa-

tion is :

—

e. e
2
.

+ •024 •000576

+ •008 •000064

+ •007 •000049

+ •002 •000004

•000 •000000

-•003 •000009

-•004 •000016

-•006 •000036

-•010 •000100

-•014 •000196

Sc2=*001050

Hence the “ weight” of a is

(number of observations)
2

w= 22?

100—
-0021

= 47619.

The largeness of this figure indicates the high degree of probability that a is very near

to the true value sought. But the question, What is the true value ? does not admit

of absolute answer; for one of the observations was as low as 203 '62 8, and one as high

as 203-666. The number of possible values between 203-628 and 203-666 is infinite,

the arithmetic mean a being but one of these values; and although more likely

than any other that could be named
,
it is not more likely than one or other of all the

possible values. The odds are many to one that a is not the truth ; but they are also

many to one that a is very near the truth. The question “How near'?” cannot be

answered
;

alter the question to “ What is the probability that the truth is comprised

within the limits a±4?” and the answer may be easily given, however small k may be.

Thus if 7r=- 01,—in other words, if the question be “ What is the degree of likelihood

that the truth lies between 203-632 and 203-652 ?
’—the answer is given by the formula?

x=H,
|

t —k wj

having recourse to tables calculated from the celebrated Definite Integral,

H
l
=4=’ (e-‘.dx.

0
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Let

*= 01 ,

-20=47619,

\/w=218
,

t=lc\/w=248,

t=H2.
17

=-99795.

(See Table I., at end of Professor De Morgan’s ‘ Essay on Probabilities’.)

The result, =-99795, is so near to unity, the measure of certainty
,
that for every prac-

tical purpose it may be considered certain that the truth is really comprised within the

limits named.

By Table II. in Professor De Morgan’s Essay, we can test the correctness of the pre-

ceding deductions; for

62 -== the probable error,
130 Vw 1 ’

probable error

Then K, answering to t in Table II., is the probability required.

Hence
where w= 47619,

» \A>=218,

62

130 V iv

-= •0022
,

-2_=^L=4-G= t•0022 -0022 5

to which corresponds in Table II. K= 99808, against 99795, as before.

I may therefore conclude that, within the limits of error (as small as possible) of

observation, the

ATOMIC WEIGHT OF THALLIUM=203 ’64 2,

Professor Stas has shown the hypothesis of Prout—that the atomic weights of the

elements are severally multiples of the atomic weight of hydrogen—to be without the

corroboration of experimental result. This view of the hypothesis is further borne out

in the present investigation; for the number 203-G42 cannot, within the limit of what

has been shown to be the probable error, by any liberty be made to follow the hypo-

thesis. Without doubt, when the atomic weights of all the metals are redetermined

according to the standard of recent scientific method, it will be found that there are

more exceptions to the hypothesis than are commonly considered. Marignac gives, in

his confirmatory discussion of Stas’s experiments and in his own results with calcium
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(40-21), lanthanum (94-13), strontium (87-25), analogous opposed evidence, as in the

case of the weight found for thallium.

In the preceding pages I have given the method by which I have arrived at the atomic

weight of thallium, whilst I have endeavoured to show that experimental chemistry is

strictly a science of precision. Accordingly the determination of the atomic weights

of other of the elements (gold, chromium, platinum, rhodium, ruthenium, palladium,

iridium, lithium, glucinum, cerium, and boron) is not a matter of supererogatory

labour undertaken for the sake of verification merely, but is necessary to the progress

of chemistry immediately as a science and technologically. For, until these elements

shall have assigned to them more accurately their combining numbers, it will not

be safe to enter into theoretical speculations respecting the interrelations between

elementary bodies, nor possible to estimate them quantitatively without some error,

which, small as it may be, yet remains an inaccuracy inadmissible to true science.

One of the sources of error (that of neglecting the variation of atmospheric pressure

during the weighings), it will have been seen, frequently introduces as much defect from

the truth as impurity of the chemicals employed—a fact that has hitherto been greatly

overlooked. Undoubtedly larger errors are sometimes admitted to general chemical

manipulation from deficiency or excess in the weights employed than would obtain from

the use of materials of ordinary purity, although in the latter case to notice effects of

variable pressure, or the loss by weight of air displaced, would be labour wasted.

Bearing these teachings of experience in my mind, I have striven to eliminate all

erroneous influence in the number I submit to the Koyal Society as the AtomicWeight

of Thallium
; and I shall be amply rewarded for my long labour if I can know that the

determination has secured to researches of this character a nearer approach to the

standard of truth.
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VII. Magnetical Observations in the Britannia and Conway Tubular Iron Bridges.

By Sir George Biddell Airy, K.C.B., P.B.S., Astronomer Royal.

Received October 12,—Read December 19, 1872.

It occurred to me some time since that it would be matter of interest to examine

the character of the magnetic action of the iron in the Britannia and Conway Tubular

Iron Bridges upon a magnetic needle within the tube. This was suggested to me by

consideration, not so much of the mass and extent of the iron structure (although both,

in the Britannia Bridge, are very great) as of the peculiar state of tremor to which the

iron is continually subjected. After remarking, when within the tube of the Britannia

Bridge, the disturbance of the iron produced by a passing train, my hand being firmly

pressed against the iron wall, I described to the late Robert Stephenson my impression

that the particles of the metal were in a state of “ molecular shiver,” and he replied

that those words exactly represented his own idea on the agitation of the iron.

All experiments appear to show that iron, in this state of tremor, is peculiarly subject

to the inductive action of external magnetic force. When to this is added the consider-

ation that the tubes have been unmoved in position, and that they have been subjected

to this disturbance many times every day since their erection, it seems reasonable to

conclude that they will exhibit the greatest amount of induced magnetism which it is

possible for malleable iron to receive. I know not how far this susceptibility to mag-

netic action may depend on the quality of the iron ; but I think it proper to state, on

the authority of Mr. Edwin Clark, that the iron was made chiefly in Staffordshire and

Coalbrookdale, a smaller portion in Derbyshire, and that it was the ordinary “ best-best”

plates of the day, and intended to be scrap-iron throughout.

My friend Mr. James Carpenter (then Assistant in the Royal Observatory) entered

warmly into my views, and at my request undertook the conduct of the requisite

observations; and I detached him for a few days (at my own pecuniary expense)

from his duties at the Royal Observatory. Captain G. L. Tupman, R.M.A., who was

at the time preparing himself in the use of instruments for observation of the

Transit of Venus, gave his friendly assistance; and I am confident that the work

undertaken by these gentlemen was executed with the greatest care and accuracy

throughout.

On my explaining my wishes to S. Reay, Esq., Secretary of the London and North-

Western Railway, I was quickly informed that the Directors of the Railway had issued

instructions that every assistance should be given by their officers
;
and I was specially

referred to J. O. Binger, Esq., District Superintendent at Chester, and Hedworth Lee,

Esq., District Engineer at Holyhead. The observers, on their journey to Bangor, had

interviews with these gentlemen, and with Mr. MacGuire and Mr. Macmillan, and
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explained fully the nature of the assistance which would he most useful to them. It

was speedily arranged that the observers should be put in charge of Mr. Fletcher,

foreman of the painters of the iron tube. It appears that it is necessary to give con-

tinual attention to the painting of the iron ; anti the men employed for this purpose

acquire a knowledge of the details of the structure and a facility of moving about all

parts which are not possessed by any other persons on the railway. The selection of

Mr. Fletcher to communicate immediately with the observers was therefore eminently

judicious, and was attended with the best possible effect. Four of his men were in con-

stant attendance on the observers, within the tube ; and to their faithful and zealous

attention the success of the enterprise is mainly due. Policemen were stationed near

the ends of the tube, and signalmen in proper positions, to give timely notice of the

approach of trains ;
and every person connected with the railway was evidently anxious

to do his best to aid the party. I cannot too strongly express our obligations to the

company and officers of the London and North-AVestern Railway for their cordial assist-

ance in every part of the experiment.

It was obviously unnecessary to examine the magnetic circumstances in proximity

to the iron plat es (a condition which may be obtained anywhere), and I therefore

determined on making observations solely in the very axis of each tube, as nearly as

possible at the centre of its height and the centre of its breadth. The selection of

points of observation, as regards the ordinate longitudinal to the tubes, was determined

by their structure. The tubes and the land from which they start on both sides of the

Menai Strait are more than 100 feet above the level of the sea, and from the brow on

each side, from which the tubes start, there is a sloping bank to the water’s edge. At

the foot of the bank on each side a tower is built
; there is also a central tower

on the Britannia Rock, in the middle of the strait. Thus each tube consists of four

parts having five supports, called respectively The Carnarvon Abutment, The Carnarvon

Land Tower, The Britannia Tower, The Anglesey Land Tower, and The Anglesey

Abutment. The lengths of the four parts are nearly 90, 170, 170, and 80 yards. The

four portions of each tube were built and raised independently, the ends of each being

strengthened with iron frames, for sustaining the strains which are incidental to the

supporting ends of a tube ; but, after they were raised, the abutting ends were con-

nected very strongly by riveted iron plates similar to those in other parts of the tube,

and so arranged (by driving the rivets when the distant end of one of the tubes under

the uniting process was somewhat raised) that there is a very strong tension in the upper

part of the tube, at the place of junction, assisting to support the portions intermediate

between two of the towers. The whole bridge consists, therefore, of two tubes, each entire

from the Carnarvon Abutment to the Anglesey Abutment, but having greater quantities of

iron at the ends and also on each of the three intermediate towers. It appeared to me,

therefore, proper that observations should be taken at each of the five points of support

(those at the two terminations being carefully taken in the transversal plane of the end

of the iron work), and also in the middle of the length of each of the four partial

tubes, making in all nine stations for each of the long tubes.
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Besides these, it was necessary to select stations, external to the Bridge but in the

prolongation of its central line, at which normal observations should be taken, to which

those taken within the tubes should be referred. Good stations were found about 700

yards from the Carnarvon Abutment and 600 yards from the Anglesey Abutment.

The circumstances of the Conway Bridge, consisting of only one tube 140 yards long

for each line of rails, were much simpler. It was only necessary to make observations

at the terminal towers, called the Chester Tower and the Holyhead Tower, and in

the middle of the length, for each of the parallel tubes. An external station was found

at 700 yards distance from the Chester Tower; but none could be found at a greater

distance than 80 yards from the Holyhead Tower. I do not, however, imagine that

the action of the iron bridge was in any degree sensible at this distance.

The positions of the tubes of the two bridges with respect to the Magnetic Meridian,

and the places of the observing-stations, will be understood from the plans in Plate

XVIII.

For support of the instruments in the observations, remarking that the tubes of the

Britannia Bridge vary in depth, in their interior, from 22 to 26 feet, I constructed a large

wooden step-ladder, 12 feet high/with a flat stage for instruments on the top, supported

by two legs striding apart to the breadth of 8 feet (embracing the rails of the railway),

which were duly connected with the ladder by cross bars. This structure was found to

be very firm. The various parts were so united by screws that they could be easily

separated
;
and the men who attended on the observers were practised in the mounting

and dismounting of the ladder-stage, till it was found that they could entirely remove

the instruments and stage in one minute of time. This command of the apparatus

enabled the observers to make their observations with little disturbance from passing

trains. For use in the tubes of the Conway Bridge, which are not so deep as those of

the Britannia Bridge, the step-ladder was lowered. It was necessary, in most cases, to

use the light of a lamp.

The magnetic observations to be made at all the stations were :—of the direction of

total horizontal force, of the magnitude of total horizontal force, and of the magnitude

of total vertical force. They were thus conducted :

—

The direction of horizontal force was found by observing with a prismatic compass

the apparent direction of the tube. From the land stations the direction of the tube’s

axis was observed without difficulty, and this was taken as the undisturbed or normal

azimuth. In the tube stations the disturbed bearing of the end opening (when its

centre could be well estimated), or that of a weighted rope hung from the top of the

end frame, was observed. Six observations were made at each station. It is to be

remarked that, with this instrument, apparent azimuths increase in the direction

N.E.S.W., and therefore, in observing a fixed mark, an increase of reading implies that

the needle has turned in the direction N.W.S.E.

The magnitude of horizontal force was found by use of a vibrating needle, the same

which I used in the fundamental observations in the ‘ Rainbow ’ (Phil. Trans. 1839), and

mdccclxxih. 2 Y
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which was subsequently lent to Mr. Rundell and Staff-Captain Evans for observations

in the 4 Great Eastern.' In consequence of the amount of vertical disturbance (to be

mentioned hereafter), the needle was sometimes inclined to the horizontal plane so far

as to render it necessary to raise the upper part of its case, but not so far as sensibly to

change the time of its vibration. Three sets of vibrations, each set consisting of 20

vibrations, were usually observed. It is perhaps proper to remark that the actions of

the magnetic bodies surrounding the needle were such that they did not produce a

variation of force depending on the variable position of the needle in its arc of vibration,

and thus the vibrations give a legitimate measure of the horizontal force.

The magnitude of vertical force was measured by use of a portable dip-instrument,

Barrow 24, for the loan of which I am indebted to the courtesy of the Kew Committee.

The dip-instrument is furnished with four needles, but only one (marked A 1) was used

in these observations, and always with the pole B charged with red magnetism (not

always dipping, as will be seen). Usually eight observations were made at each station,

four being made by reversing the frame and reversing the needle-pivots on the frame,

and four more by repeating that order. The poles were not reversed during the expe-

riments, but they were reversed in some observations of dip at Greenwich. At Green-

wich, before and after the experiments, and also at Bangor and Conway, the needle A,

was compared with A3 . The results were not perfectly accordant, and did not enable

me to judge with certainty whether the needle Aj was sensibly out of balance ; and I

am inclined to believe that the dips at the experimental stations may be uncertain to

the extent of 5 ' or more. The dip was always observed in the plane of the apparent or

disturbed magnetic meridian.

The first observation of the entire series was taken at Greenwich on 1872, July 31,

and the last was taken at Greenwich on August 1G.

I now proceed with tabular statements of the observations and their results. In

explanation of the azimuths, it is to be remarked that from station 1 to 10 the observers

advanced northward along the eastern tube of the Britannia Bridge, observing the appa-

rent azimuth of the northern opening; and then from station 11 to 20 returned south-

ward along the western tube, observing the apparent azimuth of the southern opening
;

to the latter series 180° will be applied in the following calculations. Similarly in the

Conway Bridge, from station 24 to 27 the observers advanced westward along the

northern tube; and by stations 28, 21, 22, 23 eastward along the southern tube: 180

will be applied to the latter.
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No of

Station.
Description of Station.

Apparent
Azimuth.

Time of

20 vibrations.

Apparent
Dip.

1. External Carnarvonshire Station 343 36 30
s

97-92 +69 38 49

+ 1 15 J52. Carnarvon Abutment 362 4 10 60-43

3. Middle of Carnarvon Land Tube (E.) 366 41 40 106-20 + 6 0 15

4. Carnarvon Land Tower (E.) 361 4 10 115-60 + 8 14 15

5. Middle of Carnarvon Water Tube (E.) 361 58 20 108-37 - 2 55 38
6. Britannia Tower (E.) 355 50 50 128-17 - 5 23 38
7 . Middle of Anglesey Water Tube (E.) 351 0 0 99-87 - 3 12 23
s. Anglesey Land Tower (E.) 361 3 20 111-57 -15 19 0
9. Middle of Anglesey Land Tube (E.) 353 36 40 112-23 + 16 16 0

10. Anglesey Abutment (E.) 352 50 0 66-77 + 24 51 37
11.

12.

External Anglesey Station 163 16 30 98-80 +69 33 23

+27 27 30Anglesey Abutment 183 3 20 68-93

13. Middle of Anglesey Land Tube (W.) 178 58 20 124-30 + 16 39 15

14. Anglesey Land Tower (W.) 178 25 50 1 1
7-90 - 3 1 45

15. Middle of Anglesey Water Tube (W.) 183 54 10 100-37 + 0 49 15

IS. Britannia Tower (W.) 181 50 50 130-93 + 3 20 30
17. Middle of Carnarvon Water Tube (W.) 184 9 10 106-63 + 1 19 45
18. Carnarvon Land Tower (W.) 178 12 30 31410 + 9 17 45
19. Middle of Carnarvon Land Tube (W.) 171 5 50 107-97 + 15 11 15

20. Carnarvon Abutment (W.) 171 13 20 62-33 — 4 4 0

21. Holyhead Tower 169 58 20 12607 +46 9 30
22. Middle of Conway Bridge (S.) 31 0 0 173-10 +32 17 0
23. Chester Tower (S.) 154 47 30 131-30 +35 11 7

24. External Denbighshire Station 263 34 30 99-13 +69 9 30
+44 31 4525. Chester Tower 323 10 0 142-60

26. Middle of Conway Bridge (N.) 215 47 30 171T7 + 18 30 45
27.

28.

Holyhead Tower
External Carnarvonshire Station

(N.) 338 40 0
85 48 20

105-93

98-73
+38 30 30
+69 0 38

It appears to me probable that the difference between the corresponding numbers at

the two external stations of each bridge is purely accidental
; the only difference deserving

attention is that at Conway, and there, as appears to me, the action of the iron bridge

cannot explain it. I have therefore adopted for each bridge the mean of the two observed

numbers for each element at the external stations as the true normal number peculiar

to that locality
;
and, as regards each pair of collateral stations in the two tubes of each

bridge, I have thought it best to take the mean. Theoretically, it appears to me that

the longitudinal action and the vertical action of each tube increase the longitudinal

disturbance and the vertical disturbance in the other tube, but that the transversal

horizontal action of one tube is scarcely sensible in the other tube ; this view, however,

is not borne out by the final results.

Taking the means, then, for the external stations as thus described, the numbers in the

3rd, 4th, and 5th columns of the following Table are obtained. Assuming, in the case

of each bridge, the total normal horizontal force=1, the normal horizontal force longi-

tudinal to the bridge will = cosine azimuth of axis of bridge, the normal horizontal force

transversal to the bridge, towards the right, =sine azimuth, and the normal vertical

force=tangent of dip. Thus the 6th, 7th, and 8th columns are formed.

Normal Local Elements.

Nos. of Stations. Name of Bridge,
Apparent Azimuth

of axis of tube.

Time of

20 vibrations.
Dip.

Longitudinal
force.

Transversal

force.

Vertical

force.

1, 11.

24, 28.

Britannia

Conway
-16 33 30
-95 IS 35

s

98-36

9893
69 35 41

69 5 4

+0-95850
-0-09254

+0-28500
+0-99570

+2-6882
+26166
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Proceeding now Avith the forces in the horizontal plane at each of the tube stations,

the total horizontal force at each station is given by the formula

(

time of 20 vibrations in normal local elementsX 2

time of 20 vibrations at the station J ’

of which quantity the logarithm only is used
;
the longitudinal force at each station

=

horizontal force at station X cos disturbed azimuth, and the transversal force to the

right=horizontal force at station X sine disturbed azimuth. The comparison of these

Avith the longitudinal and transversal forces derived from the normal local elements

gives the disturbances of magnetism in both directions at each station. Thus the fol-

loAving Table is formed :

—

Forces in the Horizontal Plane at each Tube station.

Nos. of

Stations.
Description of Stations.

Disturbed
azimuth.

Logarithm
of total

horizontal

force.

Longi-
tudinal

horizontal

force.

Transversal

horizontal

force.

Longi-
tudinal dis-

turbance.

Trans-
versal dis-

turbance.

2, 20.

3, 19.

4, 18.

5, 17.

6, 16.

7, 15.

8, 14.

9, 13.

10, 12.

Carnarvon Abutment
Middle of Carnarvon Land Tube...

Carnarvon Land Tower
Middle of Carnarvon Water Tube..

Britannia Tower
Middle of Anglesey Water Tube...

Anglesey Land Tower
Middle of Anglesey Land Tube ...

Anglesey Abutment

o in
- 3 21 15
- 1 7 15
- 0 21 40

+ 3 3 45
- 1 9 10
- 2 32 55
- 0 15 25
- 3 42 30
- 2 3 20

040958
9-92620

9 86538
9-92282

976076
9-98458

9'86626
9-84000

0-32254

+2-5635
+0-8436
+0-7335
+0-8360
+0-5763
+0-9642
+0-7349
+0-6904
+2T002

+01502
+00165
+00046
-00447
+00116
+00429
+00033
+00475
+0 0754

+ 1-6050
— 0 1149
-0-2250
-01225
-0-3822
+0-0057
-0-2236
-0-2681

+ 1-1417

— 0 1348
-02685
-0-2804
-0-3297
-0-2734
-02421
-0-2817
-0-2376
-0 2096

23, 25.

22, 26.

21, 27.

Chester Tower
Middle of Conway Bridge
Holyhead Tower

- 31 1 15

-146 36 15

- 15 40 50

9-71754
9-51892

9-86174

+0-4472
-0-2758
+0-7003

+0-2689
+0-1818
+0-1966

+0-5397
-01832
+0-7928

-0-7268
-08139
-0-7991

The principles of the treatment of the vertical forces are similar. The vertical force

at each station is found by the formula, total horizontal force at station X tan disturbed

dip ; and the vertical disturbance is the difference betAveen this number and the vertical

force in the first Table. Thus the following Table is formed :

—

Vertical Force at each of the Tube stations.

Nos. of

Stations.
Description of Stations. Distui’bed dip. Vertical force.

Vertical

disturbance.

2, 20.

3, 19.

4, 18.

5, 17.

6, 16.

7, 15.

8, 14.

9, 13.

10, 12.

Carnarvon Abutment
Middle of Carnarvon Land Tube . .

.

Carnarvon Land Tower
Middle of Carnarvon Water Tube . .

.

Britannia Tower
Middle of Anglesey Water Tube
Anglesey Land Tower
Middle of Anglesey Land Tower
Anglesey Abutment

- 1 24 22

+ 10 35 45

+ 8 46 0
- 0 47 57
- 1 1 34
- 1 11 35
- 9 10 22

+ 16 27 37
+26 9 34

-00630
+01578
+0 1131
-00117
-00103
-00201
-0-1187
+0-2044

+ 1 0322

-2-7452
-2 5244
-2-5691
-2-6999
-2-6985
-2-7083
-2-8069
-2-4838
-1-6560

23, 25. Chester Tower
22, 26. Middle of Conway Bridge

21, 27. [Holyhead Tower

+39 51 26
+25 23 52
+42 20 0

+0-4357
+0-1568
+0-6626

-2-1809
-2-4598
-1-9540

Finally, in order to obtain results which appear to possess more of a physical character,

we shall assume that each of the disturbances (longitudinal, transversal, vertical) is pro-
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duced simply by each of the normal forces (longitudinal, transversal, vertical)
; and we

shall exhibit the proportion of the disturbance produced to the force which produces it.

Values of the fraction
Disturbance of magnetic force

Normal force which produces it*

Description of Stations.

Traction for

longitudinal

force.

Fraction for

transversal

force.

Fraction for

vertical

force.

+ 1-6745
— 01199

-0-4729 -1-0212
-0-9421 — 0-9391

-0-2348 -0-9838 -0-9556
-0-1278 -1 1570 -1 0044

— 1-0038-0-3987 -0 9593
+0 0059
-0-2332

-0-8494 -1-0075
-1-0442-0-9885

-0-2797 -0-8335 -0-9240

+ 1-1911 — 0 7355 -0-6160

Chester Tower
Middle of Conway Bridge
Holyhead Tower

-5-8326

+ 1-9801

-8-5674

-0-7299
-0-8174
-0-8026

-0-8335
—0-9400
-0-7468

The numbers in the third and fourth columns of this Table, including the Conway as

well as the Britannia Bridge, present a good agreement. Their general result is this

:

that in the axis of a rectangular tube, at all parts except very near the ends, the action

of external magnetic forces in planes normal to the axis is absolutely destroyed. In the

second column for the Britannia Bridge there is one anomaly at Middle of Anglesey Water

Tube of which I can give no explanation. It is a certain fact of observation
; it may

arise from some peculiar steely character of the iron in its neighbourhood. Putting this

aside, the other numbers for the Britannia Bridge are exactly what we should have

expected from a structure so closely resembling a bar magnet
;
the longitudinal force is

greatly increased at the ends, but is diminished in all other points; not, however, as in

the transversal forces, to its complete annihilation, but diminished by about one fourth

part. For all these cases the circumstances of position of the bridge with respect to the

magnetic meridian are favourable.

For the second column, as applying to the Conway Bridge, the position is unfavourable,

the axis of the bridge being very nearly transversal to the magnetic meridian, and the

denominator of the fraction consequently very small. Still, referring to the last Table

but two, there can be no doubt that the character of the forces is such as we should have

expected in a tube whose length is directed in the N.W. quadrant, instead of the S.W.

I can give no accurate explanation of this phenomenon. It would almost seem that, even

in a structure so simple and so rigorously rectangular as the bridge-tube, we cannot treat

the effect of one of the rectangular forces as being strictly confined to that rectangular

direction
;

yet I do not see how the transversal actions can explain longitudinal force

in one direction rather than in the other.

It may be worth adding that, in the course of this discussion, I have conceived that

possibly some difference of effects may have arisen from the difference in the direction

of the iron planks of which different parts of the bridges are built ; and to test this, I
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have hacl square plates constructed of narrow planks, riveted together like those of the

bridges, the trials of which were thus conducted :—First, the square plate was placed

on the equatoreal plane of a “ Magnetic Anvil ” and carefully hammered, and was then

placed under a prismatic compass with which a distant object was viewed, with its planks

directed at one time N.E. or S.W., and at another time N.W. or S.E.
;

it gave no sign

of quadrantal deviation. Second, the plate was placed on the dip-plane and hammered

with the same violence (as well as I could judge), with each of its four edges downwards

in four different examinations, and after each hammering was placed under the compass,

with the edge that had been lowest placed alternately E. and W. ; the deviations produced

were sensibly the same (at least I could not certainly answer for any difference), whether

the sides of the planks had been horizontal or vertical during the hammering upon the

dip-surface. Both experiments appear to show that none of the magnetic results in the

bridge-experiments can depend on the direction of the iron planks.

I may, however, mention that in the horizontal structures forming the roof and floor

of the bridge the planks are longitudinal, and that in the vertical side walls the planks

are vertical.

Postscript.

Received October 22, 1872.

With the hope of obtaining some information which might explain the anomaly in

the amount of longitudinal disturbance in the Anglesey Water Tubes, I inquired of

Edwin Clark, Esq. (under whose immediate superintendence the Britannia and Conway

Bridges were constructed) whether there was any thing peculiar in the iron material of

those tubes. Mr. Clark informed me that there was no known difference in the iron

;

but he reminded me that the Eastern Anglesey Water Tube was the tube first raised,

and that it was this tube which, in consequence of the bursting or rather longitudinal

disruption of one of the cylinders of the hydrostatic press by which it was raised, suffered

at one end a fall of 8 or 9 inches. The details of this accident are given in the work
4 On the Britannia and Conway Tubular Bridges,’ pages 690 &c. There is no doubt that

the strain then sustained by the tube greatly exceeded any other strain to which it has

been exposed. On referring to the first Table, it will be seen that the times of vibration

are disturbed in both the Anglesey Water Tubes, slightly more so in the eastern than

in the western tube. If, therefore, the magnetic longitudinal influence exhibited within

the western tube was really affected by this accident, and to the supposed amount (a

thing on which I have no doubt), it would seem that the longitudinal effect of the

eastern tube is nearly as great at an external point (at a distance equal to that of

the collateral tubes in this bridge, 27 feet centre to centre) as in the centre of that

eastern tube—a law which it is impracticable to verify in this instance, but which I think

is very probably correct.

Mr. Clark remarks, “ It would indeed be extremely interesting if you discovered the
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effects of a fall that took place a quarter of a century ago by a magnetic experiment made

now.” I believe that this point has really been gained.

The tubes of the Britannia Bridge were built and riveted with their lengths very

nearly in the magnetic E.-W. direction, in which state the terrestrial magnetism would

have very little influence on them. It seems probable, therefore, that the magnetism

which they now possess has been received entirely since their establishment on their

piers.

With regard to the anomaly of the longitudinal forces in the Conway Bridge, 1 find

that the tubes were built and riveted with the Holyhead end about 48° 50' west of the

magnetic N.
;

in this state the tubes would receive much longitudinal magnetism

with the sign that is shown in our observations. Each tube was then mounted with its

axis nearly magnetic E.-W.
;
and it appears that the forces subsequently acting upon

it have not sensibly altered the longitudinal magnetism impressed on it during its

construction.

1872, October 21.
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VIII. Magnetic Survey of Belgium in 1871. By the Rev. Stephen J. Perry.

Communicated by General Sir Edward Sabine, F.R.S.

Keceived December 24, 1872,—Dead February 6, 1873.

Previous to the year 1871 few observations had been made in Belgium for determining

the elements of terrestrial magnetism, if we except the series which has been carried on

without interruption at the Boyal Observatory since 1828. Before this latter date the

Intensity and Dip had never been ascertained, and there existed only two reliable

measures of the Declination, viz. that of 20° 35'*5 for Ostend, which Pigot observed in

1772, and the other for Nieuport, which, at about the same date, was found by Mann to

be 19° 48 ,-
5. Since 1828 the observations made at any other station besides Brussels

have not been numerous. In 1854 the Dip was measured at Antwerp, Courtray, Ghent,

Mons, and Ostend
;
the Horizontal Force was found at Liege and Louvain in 1829,

1850, and 1854, and also at Namur in 1829; and the three elements were observed in

1859 at Ghent and Mechlin. The results of these various observations are collected in

the work entitled “ La Physique du Globe,” by M. A. Quetelet, and in Dr. Lamont’s

‘ Untersucllungen fiber die Bichtung und Starke des Erdmagnetismus in Belgien,’ Ac.

The above being the only determinations of the magnetic elements, there is an obvious

want of a complete series of observations at a sufficient number of stations, and the

survey which forms the subject of the present paper was undertaken with the view of

supplying the required series of connected values of the three elements.

The instruments employed in this survey were the Barrow dip-circle, the Jones

unifilar, and the Frodsham chronometer of Stonyhurst Observatory, and an excellent

theodolite by Teoughton and Simms for determining the azimuth of the fixed points for

the Declination. For this last instrument I was indebted to the kindness of James

Shoolbred, Esq., C.E. All necessary information respecting the magnets and instru-

ments will be found in the paper on the Magnetic Survey of the West of France printed

in the Phil. Trans, of 1870.

The methods of observation and reduction were identical with those adopted in the

preceding surveys.

At all the stations in Belgium the Dip was observed by Mr. W. Carlisle, the readings

for each needle being never less than 32 ; the remaining elements were determined by

myself.

In forming the equations of condition for the determination of the lines of equal Dip,

Declination, and Intensity, the Boyal Observatory of Brussels has been chosen as the

origin of coordinates.

mdccclxxiii. 2 z
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Table I.

Station. Latitude. Longitude.

Difference in miles of

Place of observation.

Lat. Long.

Aix-la Chapelle 50 46 0
m s

6 51 - 60 +75-1 18 Aurelius Strasse.

|

Alost 50 56 18 1 19 + 5-9 — 14-4 Garden of the College.

Antwerp 51 13 15 0 8 +25-4 + 1-4 Courte rue Neuve.
! Arlon 49 41 0 5 39 -80-8 Rue du Luxembourg 46.

Bruges 51 12 30 4 35 +24-6 -49-8 Rue Flamande 60.

Brussels 50 51 11 0 0 0-0 00 Royal Observatory, 131 rue Royale.

Courtray 50 49 0 4 21 — 2 5 -47-6 Garden near Church of St. Michael.

Ghent 51 3 12 2 34 + 13-8 -28-0 Rue d’Assaut 26.

! Liege 50 39 0 4 51 - 14 0 +53-4 College St. Servais.

Lierre. . .- 517 0 0 47 + 18-2 + 8-5 Vineyard close by Parish Church.
Louvain 50 53 27 1 19 + 26 + 14-3 Rue des Recollets 11.

Mechlin 51 1 45 0 26 + 12-2 + 4-7 Boulevards des Arbaletriers 83.
’ Mons 50 27 0 1 41 -27-9 -18-6 College St. Stanislas.

Namur 50 28 2 1 56 - 2 (5-7 +21-3 College N. D. de la Paix.

OstencI 51 13 47 5 48 +26-0 — 630 Garden near the Church.
Spa 50 29 0 5 55 -25 5 + 65-2 Rue de Wauxhall 43.

Tournay 50 36 22 3 55 -17-1 -43-1 College Notre Dame.
Tronchiennes 51 3 12 2 49 + 13-8 -30-8 Ancienue Abbaye.
Turnhout 51 19 0 2 11 +32-1 +23-7 College St. Joseph.

i
Verviers 50 36 0 5 55 — 17-5 +651 College St. Francois Xavier.

A comparison of the large atlases of Ferraris, Philip, and the Useful Knowledge

Society have supplied the required data for the above geographical latitudes and longi-

tudes, whenever these could not be obtained directly from the ‘ Connaissance des Temps.’

The Magnetic Tip.

As this element has been observed almost invariably with each of the three needles

employed throughout the survey, any very accurate comparison of the readings obtained

with the several needles is thus rendered unnecessary. It may suffice to remark that

needles Nos. 2 & 3 give mean results which are scarcely perceptibly at variance, whilst

the readings of No. 1 are about l'*5 in excess of the mean of the other two.

Table II.

Station. Date. G.M.T.

Dip.

Needle No. 1. Needle No. 2. Needle No. 3. Mean.

1871. h m
! Antwerp Aug. 5 9 5 A.M. 67 4 29 o / //

10 50 „ 67 0 8 /It
3 15 p.m. 66 59 19 67 1 19

1 Brussels, 131 rue Royale „ 8 10 15 A.M. 67 5 57
3 15 r.M. 67 12 34
4 50 67 8 50 67 9 7

!
Brussels Observatory „ 9 10 50 A.M. 66 56 34

12 15 r.M. 67 1 34 66 59 4

Louvain „ U 10 10 a.m. 66 58 12

2 55 p.m. 66 54 11

4 55 66 53 38 66 55 12

Mechlin „ 14 8 10 A.M. 66 47 39
9 55 „ 66 44 8

Lierre „ 14 4 0 r.M. 66 59 30

„ 15 8 5 A.M. 66 54 47
67 0 19 66 58 12

Turnhout „ 16 10 20 „ 67 10 6

4 15 p.m. 67 6 2

5 44 „ 67 7 56 67 8 1
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Table II. (continued).

Station. Date. G.M.T.

Dip.

Needle No. 1. Needle No. 2. Needle No. 3. Mean.

1871. h m [

Terriers Aug. 23 8 40 a.m. 66 47 8

10 15 ., 66 40 55
1 1 35 „ 66 44 17

Liege 25 7 45 „ 66 29 47
2 50 r.M. 66 28 28

„ 26 9 35 a.m. 66 29 0
Aix-la- Chapelle „ 26 4 30 r.M. 66 38 17

5 45 „ 66 43 49

„ 2S 9 10 a.m. 66 36 8

Spa 29 8 10 66 40 34
9 30 66 41 11

11 0 „ 66 39 15 66 40 20
Avion „ 31 8 45 „ 65 56 23

10 10 „ 65 55 1

7

11 10 ,, 65 55 4

Namur Sept. 2. 8 40 66 35 34
9 40 66 29 19

10 50 ,, 66 35 21

Mons „ 4. 2 45 r.M. 66 33 29
3 50 .. 66 38 39
4 50 66 34 20 66 35 29

Tournay c. 3 10 ,, 66 42 15

4 20 „ 66 38 34
5 25 „ 66 36 4 66 38 58

Corn-tray „ 7. 3 30
"

66 41 25
4 35 „ 66 38 19

„ 8. 7 45 a.m. 66 45 38 66 41 47
Client „ 8. 3 20 r.M. 67 13 34

„ 10. 8 0 a.m. 67 14 12

9 18 ., 67 15 15 67 14 20
Ostend ., 11. 4 35 r.M. 67 14 20

5 25 „ 67 16 26
12. 4 15 „ 67 10 19 67 13 42

Bruges „ 13. 9 16 A.M. 67 14 35
11 10 67 7 21

14. 4 40 p.m. 67 9 4 67 10 20
Tronehiennes „ 15. 3 30 „ 67 21 35

4 30 „ 67 22 35
.. 16. 67 23 47 67 22 39

Alost ., 18. 3 14 r.M. 67 15 28
4 15 „ 67 11 12

,. 19. 9 34 a.m. 67 14 0 67 13 33
Brussels, 131 rue Boyale „ 20. 4 50 p.m. 67 9 8

„ 23. 8 35 a.m. 67 6 39

., 25. 7 45 . 0/ 2 51 67 6 13

Brussels Observatory ’

22. 10 35 „ 67 1 21

2 0 p.m. 66 58 12

3 5 „ ©*! 67 0 12

Expressing the mean values in decimals of a degree, and subtracting 65° from each,

we obtain the equations required for determining the distance apart, and the inclination

to the meridian, of the lines of equal Dip.

1-

657 =&— 75-U-— 6%

2-

226=a+ U-4a?+ 5-9y
2-022=0— l-4a-+25-4y

0-

926=^-63-6^-80-8y
2-172=<5+49-8.t+24%

1-

696=^+47-6^- 2-5//

2-

239=S+28-(k+13%
2 z 2
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l-484=&-53-4ff-14%

l-970=&- S+r+18%
l-920=&-14*3a?+ 2%
1-736=5— 4-7;r+12%

1-

591=&+18*6s-27%
+557=&-2D3tf-26%

2-

228=^+63-0^+26%
l-672=o-65-2^-25-5y

1-

650=S+43+r-17%

2-

378=^+ 30-8^+ 13-8^

2-134=^-23-7^+32%
1*738=&—65*Lr—17%

The solution of these equations of condition, found by the method of least squares, is

5=1-87299, +=00013762, y= -0-0104147.

The computed value of the Dip at the central station is therefore 66°-87299, the

direction of the Isoclinals being from N. 82° 28' 19" ’4. E. to S. 82° 28' 19"*4 W., and the

distance between stations, whose Dips differ by 0
o,

5, 47*6 miles.

The Dip at the several stations obtained from this calculated data, and compared

with the observed mean values, furnishes the following Table of errors :

—

Table III.

Station. Observed Dip. Computed Dip. Errors.

Aix-la-Chapelle 1-657 1-708 -0051
Alost 2-22(5 1-954 +0-272
Antwerp 2-022 2136 -0114
Arlon 0-926 0-943 -0-017
Bruges 2-172 2-198 -0 026
Court-ray 1-696 1-912 -0-216
Ghent 2-239 2-056 +0-183
Liege 1-484 1-654 -0-170
Lierre 1-970 2051 -0-081
Louvain 1-920 1-880 +0040
Mechlin 1-736 1-994 -0258
Mons 1-591 1-608 -0017
Namur 1-557 1-566 -0-009
Ostend 2-228 2-229 -0-001

Spa 1-672 1-517 +0-155
Tournay 1 650 1-754 -0104
Tronchiennes 2-378 2-059 + 0-319

Turnhout 2 134 2-174 -0 040
Verviers 1-738 1-601 +0-137

The probable error at any one station will therefore be +0-10445, whilst that of the

mean Dip at the central station is +0-02185.

Deferring now to previous observations, we shall be able to ascertain approximately

the secular variation of the Dip. The only determinations of this magnetic element

for stations out of Brussels are those of M. Mahmoud Effendi in 1854 and of

Dr. Lamont in 1858, and these will serve to form the following Tables.
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Table IV.

Station. Dip, 1854. Dip, 187L Diff. of Epoch. Diff. of Dip. Yearly rate.

Antwerp 67875 67-022 17 -0-853 -0050
Courtray 67-655 66-696 -0-959 -0-056
Ghent 67833 67-239 ,, —0-594 -0036
Mons 67-383 66-591 -0-792 -0047
Ostend 68-047 67-228 -0 819 -0048
Brussels 67-663 66-994 -0669 -0039

Mean for 1862-5... -0 046

Table V.

Station. Dip, Jan. 1, 1858. Dip, Sept. 1, 1871. Diif. of Epoch. Diff. of Dip. Yearly rate.

Aix-la-Chapelle 67-445 66-657 m -0-788 -0058
Ghent 68002 67-239 „ -0763 -0 056

Mechlin 67 643 66736 ,,
-0-907 -0066

Brussels 67663 66-994 -0669 -0-049

Mean for 1864-8... -0 0573

The values for Ghent and Brussels in the first column of figures of Table IV. do not

inspire much confidence, as the latter is identical with Lamoxt’s value for 1858 ;
and the

former is much smaller than the corresponding number in Table V., although observed

four years previously.

Table V. gives a secular variation which lies about midway between the values

— 0062 and — 0*054 found respectively for the West and East of France. Table IY.

would make the secular variation — 0*050, if we neglected the two doubtful quantities.

Dr. Lamont gives — 0*0417 as the annual decrease for 1858, which would indicate an

acceleration of the yearly rate. We know, however, from the continuous series of obser-

vations made at the Brussels Observatory, and published in its ‘ Annuaire’ by the eminent

Director, M. A. Quetelet, that the annual decrease has been gradually diminishing from

0°*0527 in 1830 to 0°*0194 in 18G5, the yearly variation being 0*00095. The extreme

values of the Dip observed at the Boyal Observatory at Brussels were G8° 5G'*5 in 1827*8,

and G7° S'*0 in 1871*5.
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The Magnetic Intensity.

Table YI.

Station. Date. G.M.T.

Distance

of centres

of

magnets.

Temp.
Observed
deflection.

T m
Log

x
Date. G.M.T. Temp.

Time of

one
vibration.

Log mX.

1871 O O // h m s O
Antwerp Aug. 5 4 3 P.M. 10 67-1 13 26 52 9-06882 Aug. 5 1 56 1 1 P.M. 75-5 5-371295 025704

4 26 13 658 6 5 33 9-06927

Brussels Observa- 9 11 2 A.M. 10 76-9 13 20 52 9-06638 9 12 42 6 81 1 5-35230 0-26039

torv. 11 28 1-3 77-8 6 1 51 9-06578 12 51 56 81-5 5-35120 0-26060
Brussels, 131 rue 10 4 36 p.m. 10 78-0 13 26 58 9-06970 10 7 25 1 1 A.M. 70-6 5-37560 0-25591

Eoyale. 8 12 50 72-3 5 3 76085 0-25595

8 23 47 74 0 5-37571 0-25613

Louvain 11 10 43 A.M. 10 78-9 13 20 18 9-06624 11 3 34 42 p.m. 80-4 5 349085 0-26084

11 14 13 797 6 2 31 906674 3 43 37 80-3 5-34900 0-26085

12 76-8 5-35183 0-26011

8 32 24 a.m. 76-5 5353795 0-25978

Turnhout
5J 16 4 58 p.m. 10 74-8 13 21 4 9-06633 17 8 26 46 76-7 5-35285 0-25997

5 26 1-3 735 G 3 9 906701 8 36 12 81-2 5-35436 0-26004

Liege 24 11 6 A.M. 10 72-4 13 8 42 9-05950 24 9 31 46 713 5-31033 0-26656
11 31 1-3 71 6 5 57 12 9-05972 71-5 5-31292 0-26615

Aix-la-Chapelle... ,, 28 9 25 DO 62-9 13 12 15 9 08073 28 7 46 4 62-8 5 309335 0-26604
9 49 13 630 5 58 27 9-06059 7 55 55 62-8 5-31196 0-26561

Spa
,, 29 9 40 1-0 66 1 13 6 17 9-05773 29 8 3 54 63 1 5-30525 0-26667

10 6 1-3 66-7 5 57 0 9 05911 8 12 45 62-7 5-30567 0-26657
Avion J5 31 4 5 P.M. 10 7L9 12 48 10 9-04820 31 10 3G 13 77-7 5-24971 0-27710

4 34 1-3 70-2 5 48 1 9-04832 10 45 OO 75-2 5-24888 0-27706
Namur Sept. o 8 28 a.m. 1-0 73-9 13 13 12 9-06205 Sept. 2 9 34 44 80 1 5-32917 0-26418

8 56 1-3 75-1 5 58 50 9-06196 81-1 5-325875 0-26479
Mons 4 2 41 P.M. 1-0 78-0 13 7 32 905929 5 7 54 21 664 5-321795 0-26427

5 9 44 a.m. 10 672 13 8 54 9-05922 66-2 5-32092 0-26443
10 8 1-3 67-7 5 56 54 9-05906 8 24 10 67-4 5-32263 0-26428

67 5 5-32108 0-26454
Tournay 6 3 58 p.m. 10 81-5 13 8 29 906009 6 5 3 40 p.m. 78-4 5-334665 0-26303

4 23 1-3 810 5 56 59 906017 5 25 35 77-6 5-332125 0-26340

5 33 27 77-0 5-33175 0-26342
Courtray 8 8 1 6 A.M. 10 66-2 13 11 34 906059 7 3 23 43 71-2 5-32100 0-26483

8 38 13 661 5 58 12 9-06052 3 32 35 710 5-319665 0-26505
Ghent

)5 9 4 10 P.M. 10 670 13 26 35 9-06866 9 2 44 46 71-6 5-38500 0-25463

4 37 1-3 65-9 G 5 5 9-06874 2 53 44 70-1 5-38271 0-25490
Ostend

?? 11 5 55 10 69-1 13 27 30 9-06931 11 4 42 40 70-2 5-38850 0-25395

„ 12 10 22 A.M. 10 67-8 13 27 8 9-06901 4 51 38 70-1 5-38596 0-25436

10 45 1-3 67-6 6 5 12 9-06900
Bruges 13 8 52 10 63-2 13 23 43 9-06687 13 10 11 34 A.M. 67-2 5-369495 0-25665

9 16 1-3 63-5 6 3 54 9 06715 10 20 31 68-2 5-36480 0-25748

14 4 15 8 P.M, 631 5-35975 0-25786

4 24 3 62-5 5-358125 0-2580S
Tronehiennes 17 9 0 1-0 57-3 13 31 30 9-07055 16 10 37 5 A.M. 71-7 5-39492 0-25299

9 26 1-3 57-9 6 7 2 9 07046 10 46 5 70-3 5-391335 025346

17 10 G 4 611 5-39083 0-25279

10 15 3 61-9 5-39064 0-25286
Alost

,, 18 3 4 P.M. 10 58-8 13 20 49 9-06500 18 4 8 3 P.M. 59-8 5-356335 0-25822

3 28 1-3 581 6 2 37 906523 4 15 28 59-2 5-35571 0-25829
Brussels Observa- ,, 22 2 16 10 59 -7 13 17 13 9-06315 22 3 30 16 60-4 5-34995 0-25945

vatory. 2 41 1-3 60-3 6 1 4 9 06353 4 25 34 57-4 5-34281 0-26039
Brussels, 131 rue ,, 23 9 38 a.m. 10 56-0 13 27 53 9-06856 23 11 1 57 a.m. 62-2 5-37873 0-25485

Koyale. 10 7 1-3 57-1 6 5 26 9-06852

This Table, combined with the preceding determinations of the Dip, furnishes us

with the means of calculating the components of the earth’s magnetic intensity, and the

magnetic moment of the vibration-needle.
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Table VII.

Station. H. F. Y. F. T. F. m.

j

Aix-la-Cliapelle 4-0045 9-2792 10-1064 0-46052
1

Alost 3-9503 9-4054 10-2049 0-45887
Antwerp 30274 9 2623 100606 0-46031

Arlon 4-1157 9-2121 10-0896 0-45991

Bruges 3-8934 9-2495 10 0355 0-45949

Brussels Observatory ... 3-9595 9-3252 10-1310 0-45956
Brussels, rue Koyaie ... 3-9189 9-2899 10-0827 0-45948

Courtray 40011 9-2889 10.1139 0-45999

Ghent 3-9180 9-3382 10-1268 0-45892

Liege 40126 9 2211 10-0563 0-46024

Louvain 3-9544 9-2799 100873 0-46073

Mons 4-0048 9-2507 10-0804 0-45897

Namur 3-9923 9-2066 10 0349 0-46052

Ostend 3-9136 9-3226 101112 0-45881

Spa 40221 9-3267 101570 0-45976

Tournay 3 9958 9-2556 100813 0-45889

Tronchiennes 3-9016 9-3626 101430 0-45896

Turnhout 3 9522 9-3715 10-1708 0-46062

The second members of our original equations remaining each unchanged, but being-

three fewer in number, Table VII. will enable us at once to form the equations of con-

dition for determining the nature of the lines of equal Horizontal Force. Their solution

leads to the following values: H. F. =: 3-96649, x— —0-00030302, ?/=(M)015808.

Hence we find that there is a distance of 62-13 miles between the lines, indicating a

difference of 0-1 in the Horizontal Force, and that this system of lines is inclined at an

angle of 79° 8' 55" - 7 to the meridian, the direction being from N. 79° 8' 55"-7 E. to

S. 79° 8' 55"-7 W. The differences between the observed results and those computed

from the above data furnish a Table for calculating the probable errors.

Table VIII.

Station. Observed. Computed. Obs.— Comp.

Aix-la-Chapelle 4-0045 3-9988 +0 0057
Alost 39503 3-9529 -0 0026
Antwerp 39274 3-9268 +0-0006
Arlon 41157 4 1138 +00019
Bruges 3-8934 3 9126 -0-0192
Courtray 4-0011 3 9562 +00449
Ghent 3-9180 3-9363 -00183
Liege 40126 4-0050 +0-0076
Louvain 3-9544 3-9668 -0-0124
Mons 40048 40052 -00004
Namur 3-9923 40153 -00230
Ostend 3-9136 3-9064 +0-0072
Spa 4 0221 4 0267 -00046
Tournay 39958 3-9807 +00151
Tronchiennes 3-9016 3-9355 -0 0339
Turnhout 3-9522 3-9230 +00292

This gives us as the probable error for the mean at a single station +0 -01 327, whilst

that at the central station is +0-00332.

In order to determine the secular change of the Horizontal Intensity, I have collected

together, and reduced to English units, all the previous observations with which I am
acquainted. The values for 1858 are taken from Dr. Lamont’s ‘ Erdmagnetismus,’ and

those for 1839 and 1854 may be found scattered in the introduction to the same work.
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The numbers for 1829 and 1850 have been calculated from the data given in M. A
Quetelet’s treatise ‘ Sur la Physique du Globe and for 1850 I have made the suppo-

sition, which I find to be most consonant with the observations cited in the same work,

that the ratio between the values of Horizontal Force at Paris and Brussels is on the

whole nearly constant, that ratio being 0-9G1.

Table IX.

1829. 1839. 1850. 1854. 1858.

Aix-la-Chapelle 37661 3-8357 3-8796 3-9138

3-8570

3S208
3-8971

3-8730

3-9349

Ghent 3-8553

Liege 3-798-4

3-7355

3-8316

[3-8375]

3-8755

[3-8835]Louvain
3-9077

Namur 3-8208
3-8056

Neglecting the two observations enclosed within brackets as being evidently too large,-

we find, by comparing these numbers with those given in Table VIII., the following

values of the secular variation :

—

Table X.

Epoch 1850. 1855. 1860-5. 1862-5. 1864-8.

Secular variation . . 0-00502 0-00547 0-00624 0-00552 0-00484

These results give +0-00542 as the mean value of the yearly change of the Horizontal

Force for the epoch 1858-56. If we compare this with the annual increase deduced

from the numerous observations made at Brussels between the years 1828 and 1860,

we obtain a strong confirmation of the approximate correctness of the above value.

Hansteest, Lamoxt, and Quetelet have each expressed the laAV of increase of the Hori-

zontal Force at Brussels in an analytical form, and these formulae give respectively, for

the epoch 1850, 0-005422, 0-005183, and 0-005617, as the secular increase. The mean

of these differs from the result found above only by 0-000031. The acceleration for the

same date given by Hansteen’s formula is +0-000037 ; but Quetelet makes the increase

of the yearly rate considerably more rapid. The concluded value of the secular variation

of the Horizontal Force for Belgium is slightly in excess of that found for France from

the surveys of 1868 and 1869.

We will now pass on to the discussion of the results obtained from the combined obser-

vations of the Dip and Horizontal Force at the several stations. Instead of forming

new equations of condition with the values given in Table VII., and then solving them

by the method of least squares, we can find the Intensity at each station by combining

directly the computed as well as the observed values in Tables III. and VIII., and

thence deduce the probable errors. Calling the Intensity deduced immediately from

the observed Horizontal Force and Dip the observed Intensity, and that formed from

the computed values the computed Intensity, we thus obtain the following results :

—
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Table XI.

Station. Observed T. F. Computed T. F. Observed— Computed.

Aix-la-Chapelle 10-1064 10 1129 -00065
Alost 10-2049 100976 +01073
Antwerp 10-0606 101064 -0-0458
Arlon 10-0896 100917 -00021
Bruges 100355 10-0958 -00603
Courtray 101139 10-0886 +0-0253
Ghent 101268 10-0974 +0-0294
Liege 10 0563 10-1064 -00501
Louvain 10-0873 10-1024 -0-0151
Mons 100804 10-0882 -0-0078
Namur 10-0349 100965 -0-0616
Ostend 101112 10-0927 +00185
Spa 1015/0 10-1052 +0-0518
Tournay 100813 100859 -0-0046
Tronchiennes 101430 10-0966 +00464
Turnhout 10-1/08 101125 +00583

The probable error at any station would thus be + 0 -0321, whilst that of the mean is

+ 0-0080.

If we examine carefully the above figures, we find that the intensity increases as we

proceed Northwards, but that the computed and observed values do not agree as to the

Eastward or Westward tendency of the lines. The observed values in the West are

greater than those in the East
;
but when the distance of each station from the meridian

of Brussels is taken into account, the isodynamics are found to lie N.W. and S.E. This

result is confirmed by combining the observed values by the method of least squares,

which gives 10-10525 as the Total Force at the central station, and for the direction of

the lines N. 70° 3' 34 ,f, 6 W. to S. 70° 3' 34"-6 E. That this is not caused by mere

accidental errors at certain stations may be clearly shown
;

for, casting out those

stations whose values are abnormal, and then recalculating the position of the lines of

equal Intensity, we obtain a very similar result, even when as many as the six least

reliable values are omitted. It is unfortunate that Lamont’s survey of 1858 does not

afford sufficient data for computing the isodynamics in Belgium alone for that epoch ;

but if we take his stations in Belgium and Holland, along with the neighbouring posi-

tions of Aix-la-Chapelle and Emden, we obtain nine equations of condition, which furnish

lines of equal Intensity common to the two countries, and the direction of these is from

N. 57° 6' 6"-3 E. to S. 57° 6' 6" -3 W. The probable errors are very nearly the same as

those given above, being +0-031582 for a single station and +0-010527 for the mean.

Of the three stations common to the two surveys the error for Aix-la-Chapelle is positive,

whilst those of Ghent and Mechlin are negative. We have therefore indications of the

existence of some great disturbing cause, which, by increasing the intensity at the

eastern stations, tends to alter the direction of the isodynamics, and to remove further

apart the lines passing through points whose Total Force differs by a constant quantity.

A centre of local magnetic force may therefore not unnaturally be sought for in the

eastern portion of Belgium, and the geological map of the country presents at once a

ready answer to the inquiry. Starting from the neighbourhood of Mons, the vast coal

tracks of Belgium, rich in iron ore, stretch across the eastern provinces, enveloping

3 AMDCCCLXXIIT.
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Namur, Liege, and Aix-la-Chapelle, whilst the remainder of the country appears to be

wholly devoid of all ferruginous wealth.

As a further series of observations in this region might throw considerable light on

the subject of local magnetism, I purpose, unless the work is previously undertaken by

others, again to observe the magnetic elements at closer stations within this interesting

area.

If the disturbing cause is unchangeable, it will probably not interfere much with the

determination of the secular variation of the Intensity as given in the annexed Table.

Table XII.

Station. T.E., Jan. 1, 1858. T. E., Sept 1, 1871. Diff. of Epoch. Yearly change.

Aix-la-Chapelle 10-2586 101064 -0-01114
Ghent 10-2923 101268 . -0-01211
Brussels 10-2869 10 1310 » -001141

Mean for 1864-8... -001155

The Magnetic Declination.

In the observations for determining this element the azimuth of the fixed mark was

found by taking transits of the sun with a transit-theodolite by Simms, kindly placed at

my disposal for this survey by J. Siioolbred, Esq., C.E. ; and the angular distance

between the mark and the magnetic meridian was read on Jones’s unifilar. The same

tripod served for both instruments. Before observing the sun, the fixed mark was

bisected by the wire of the telescope, when the verniers of the azimuth-circle read 0° and

180°; thus the figures in the 6th column of Table XIY. are either the means of the

readings as taken, or their defect from 360°.

The same magnet was used for all the observations, and each entry is the mean of

the readings with erect and inverted scale. The scale-coefficient is 2' Q'^SOS. For theo

observations at the Boyal Observatory, Brussels, on the 9th of August, the zero-mark

was not determined by observed transits with the theodolite, but a plumb-line was

suspended in the meridian in front of the magnetic hut by aid of the large transit

instrument of the observatory, and then the unifilar was adjusted in the meridian as

accurately as this method would permit. The chronometer used was Frodsham’s

No. 3148. The following Table contains the results of the comparisons made at

Brussels and Stonyhurst :

—

Table XIII.

Station. Date. G. M. T. Error. Daily Rate.

1871. h m m s

Stonyhurst Observatory July 31 7 30 p.m. + 28 44-62 +3-09
Brussels Observatory Aug. 9 7 30 „ +29 15-10 +3-39

„ ,, Sept. 22 7 30 „ +32 21-90 +4-25
Stonyhurst „ 29 11 0 „ +32 45 01 +3-24

)» Oct. 3 10 0 „ +32 55-69 +2-69
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For the comparisons at the Brussels Observatory I am indebted to the kindness of

M. E. Quetelet.

It was not possible to compare the chronometer oftener ; but this is less to be regretted,

as the behaviour of the instrument during the French surveys showed that it is not

liable to any great change of rate whilst travelling, if carried always with care. As it

was previously found that the rate of the chronometer could be more securely trusted

than the deduced rates from observed altitudes of the sun, the latter were not observed

in Belgium.

Table XIV.

Station. Date. Chronometer.
Error at

Noon.
Daily
Bate.

Azimuthal
distance of sun
from mark.

Azimuthal
reading of

magnet.

Azimuthal
reading of

mark.

1871. h m s m s s

Antwerp Aug. 5 10 2 14-5 a.m. +29 0-49 +3-39 44 47 30
10 18 4 1 39 52 15

10 42 9 244 54 37 0
10 49 5 244 54 56-5 256 35 30

Brussels Observatory . .

.

„ 9 4 3 30 p.m. 29 14 04
4 20

Brussels, 131 rue Koyale „ 10 8 14 42-8 a.m. 29 1802 +4-245 47 34 0
8 22 0-9 45 59 30
9 25 171 19 42-35

9 30 171 19 42-35 159 11 40
Louvain 11 10 1 57-1 29 22-26 53 36 0

10 11 23-6 50 42 45

8 44 0 199 10 10-0

8 49 30 199 8 58-2

8 56 30 199 6 35-4 220 16 6-7

Turnkout 16 10 56 31 -4 29 43-49 145 43 45
11 9 14-3 150 18 30
11 28 52 8 157 38 45
11 34 39 8 159 52 10

12 10 5 p.m. 117 1 33 9

12 16 47-5 117 3 24-3

Liege „ 24 2 50 44-1 30 17-45 104 17 45

4 37 29-5 163 20 59 £»

4 44 51-5 163 20 8 0 129 26 20
1 Aix-la-Chapelle „ 26 3 56 18-9 30 25-94 24 36 45

4 7 31 5 27 5 0
4 15 37 9 28 50 0
4 50 45 219 25 3-5

4 58 15 219 23 26-2

5 6 30 219 21 16-4 101 26 30
Spa „ 29 30 38-67 66 1 30

11 21 46 4 67 56 45
11 27 46-3 70 6 30
1 1 49 30 192 44 23
11 55 0 192 43 57 124 20 45

Avion „ 31 2 14 19 0 p.m 30 47 16 91 14 45
2 19 41-5 92 48 30
2 25 4-3 94 20 30
3 9 30 230 54 23-6

3 16 30 230 51 47-8

3 22 30 230 50 17 0 199 45 15

Namur Sept. 2 11 37 161 a.m 30 55-65 60 42 30
11 43 55 5 63 6 30
11 48 42 1 64 50 30
11 7 51 235 51 13

11 12 0 235 50 54 180 28 25
Mons „ 4 4 12 5-8 p m. 31 4-14 187 55 15

4 17 55-6 189 1! 30
4 24 23-

1

190 34 30
4 31 10-8 192 0 0

4 56 0 268 5S 4-8

5 1 0 268 56 53-4

5 6 0 268 56 27

5

163 31 40
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Table XIV. (continued).

Station. Date. Chronometer.
Error at

Noon.
Daily
Bate.

Azimuthal
distance of sun

from mark.

Azimuthal
reading of

magnet.

Azimuthal
reading of

mark.

1871. h m s m a o / //

Sept. 6 2 41 113 f.m. +31 12-63 98 36 0

2 46 41-8 100 5 0

2 52 1-6 101 30 30

2 57 20 1 102 54 45 O / //

3 22 0 125 17 57-5

3 28 0 125 18 16-9 91 37 15

7 11 13 3S-6 a m. 31 16-88 96 9 45

IMS 590 97 56 30

11 25 2-8 99 59 0

11 30 57-5 102 0 30

1 2 3 30 p m 253 23 21 0

12 •• 0 253 23 1-5 153 6 5

9 11 31 1-4 A.M. 31 25-37 28 50 30

11 42 56 0 24 46 30

11 51 581 21 39 30

270 2 22-3

12 13 0 270 3 20 7 122 5 30

1 27 0 269 53 23 0

1 31 30 269 52 44 0 122 6 30

„ 12 8 58 23 -4 a.m. 31 38-10 13 55 52

9 3 53 1 15 14 22

9 10 5-6 16 45 22

9 15 59 0 18 11 22

9 58 0 112 17 20-9

10 2 30 112 16 42 0 237 37 15

„ 14 3 8 6-5 p.m. 31 46-69 19 17 45

3 17 18 4 21 34 0

3 26 49-9 23 52 0

4 0 30 186 1 46 6

4 5 30 186 1 40 1 237 12 5

16 31 55 08 58 44 30

9 1 37-8 60 10 15

9 6 41 1 61 23 30

9 10 511 62 24 0

9 50 30 192 31 21-4

9 57 0 192 30 24-2

10 1 0 192 31 42 1 94 1 10

Alost „ 19 q 12 9-

1

32 7-81 24 10 30
9 17 14 8 22 52 45

10 33 0 251 28 6-7

10 38 30 251 28 52-2

10 44 0 251 29 24-6 240 31 35

Brussels, 131 rue Royale „ 20 2 12 39 5 p.m. 32 1206 17 24 0

2 21 46-5 14 54 15

2 57 30 188 1.3 38-6

3 3 O 261 28 50

Brussels Observatory ... 22?» — 9 55 45 -S a.m. 32 20-55 32 42 45

10 0 56 0 31 18 15

10 51 30 181 57 24-2

10 58 30 181 55 14 4 192 25 0

22 11 13 44-4 10 17 45
11 19 11-5 8 35 15

11 49 30 181 42 30-6

1154 0 181 40 46-8 192 47 37-5

To complete the determination of the Declination at the different stations, it is necessary

to compute the azimuth of the sun at the times of observation. The mean result for each

station is contained in the following Table, along with the Declination corrected for Scale-

reading, as well as for Daily Range, and for any irregular perturbation that may have

occurred at the moment of observation. Fortunately the magnet was always very quiet

during the hours of observation, and hence the greater part of the correction in each

case is due to Daily Range, which can be estimated more correctly than could the effect of

any great disturbance. In order to calculate this correction, I have been obliged to make
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use of the magnetograms of Stonyhurst Observatory, as no continuous records have as

yet been obtained in Belgium of the magnetic elements. The differences between the

ordinates of the curve at the absolute times of observation, and the mean ordinate for

July, August, September, and October, multiplied into 28' 38,,-

9, the scale-coefficient of

the Declination Magnetograph, give a close approximation to the correction required

for reducing the results to September 1st for Stonyhurst. To apply these to observa-

tions made in Belgium I have introduced the factor 0'G9, as I find from the mean values

obtained at the Brussels Observatory for 9 a.m., noon, 3 p.m., and 9 p.m., compared with

those deduced at Stonyhurst for the same hours, that the movements are in the ratio of

0*69 to 1. This will of course give only a first approximation, but the data will scarcely

admit of greater exactness.

Table XV.

Station. Azimuth of Sun.
Observed

W. Declination.

Declination corrected

for Range and
Disturbance.

O / // O / n O / n
Antwerp 48 9 412 17 30 41 7 17 33 16

17 30 22 2 17 31 33
Brussels Observatory IS 3 49 5 17 59 52

18 4 46-0 18 1 0
Brussels, 131 rue Royale 76 2 47-7 1 7 8 0-4 17 12 45

1 7 8 0-4 17 12 57
Louvain 47 49 41-1 If] 4 H 15 3 16 50 12

16 47 27" 1 16 51 48
16 49 49-9 16 55 10

Turnhout 22 4 5 1 17 13 137 17 5 32
17 11 23-3 17 3 5

Liege 54 6 53-1 16 16 12-0 16 16 0
16 17 3-9 16 17 16

Aix-la-Chapelle 72 21 10 3 16 30 51 2 16 28 29
16 32 28-5 16 30 19

16 34 38-3 16 32 39
Spa 17 5 47'9 16 43 44-9 16 39 59

16 44 10 9 16 40 25
Arlon 45 8 52-S 16 29 35 -4 16 23 51

1(1 32 11-2 16 26 51

16 33 42 0 If) 28
Namur 10 10 14-0 17 40 36 0 17 34 52

17 40 55 0 17 34 59
Mons 72 7 29 5 17 21 24-7 17 13 43

17 22 36-1 37 15 41

17 23 2 0 17 16 42
i Tournay ... 49 15 37 1 17 50 1 4 2 17 43 43

17 49 54-8 17 43 59
Courtray IS 47 53 8 17 54 32-8 17 47 14

1 17 54 52-3 17 48 9
Ghent 1 1 1 26-5 17 59 4-3 17 54 8

17 58 5-9 17 52 46

17 59 3-5 17 49 58
17 59 32’5 17 50 4

Ostend 56 45 19 0 18 6 57 6 18 7 34
18 7 36-5 18 8 35

Bruges 54 43 41-9 18 1 115 17 58 25
18 1 180 17 58 32

Troncliiennes 55 47 49-1 17 55 41 5 1 ^ «jo 5o
17 56 38-6 2 1 Ut) 5o
17 55 20-7 17 52 47

Alost 51 54 M 17 25 51-8 17 23 53
17 25 6 4 17 22 44
17 24 34 0 17 22 35

Brussels, 131 rue Royale 39 40 30-1 17 25 33-8 17 23 0

17 25 33-8 17 23 12

Brussels Observatory 39 25 24-6 17 52 30-3 17 54 5

17 54 40-1 17 56 15

n »> 16 25 10 1 18 3 46-9 18 3 47
18 5 30 8 18 5 31
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The figures in column 3, which are obtained directly from the unifilar, furnish the

first members of the equations, whose solution is

x = 0-0119696,

y =- 0-0012255,

D= 17°-3881.

Thus the position of the isogonics will be N. 5° 50' 46"-2 E. to S. 5° 50' 46"‘2 W.,

and the distance between lines, differing by 30', 41-56 miles.

If, on the other hand, we use the corrected values of column 4 in the formation of our

equations, the solution becomes

x = 0-0115492,

y = -0-0022202,

D= 17°-3368;

and then the isogonics lie at an angle of 10
c
52' 54"- 7 to the astronomical meridian,

and their distance is 42-51 miles. The corrections have therefore altered very consider-

ably the direction of the isogonics without affecting much their distance apart. We
may judge from the following Table how far these corrections have diminished the pro-

bable error in the results.

Table XYI.

Station.

Uncorrected Declination.

Error.

Corrected Declination.

Error.

Observed. Computed. Observed. Computed.

Aix-la-Chapelle 0544 0-483 +0061 0-508 0-457 +0051
Alost 1-420 1-567 -0147 1-384 1-516 -0132
Antwerp 1-509 1-402 +0-107 1-540 1-377 +0-163
Arlon. 0-530 0-528 +0-002 0-440 0-424 +0016
Bruges 2-021 2014 +0-007 1-975 1-967 +0-008
Courtray 1912 1-954 -0042 1-795 1-880 -0-0S5
Ghent 1-983 1-740 +0-243 1-862 1-691 +0-171
Li6ge 0-277 0-732 -0-445 0-277 0-690 -0-413
Louvain 0-797 1-220 -0-423 0-873 1-178 -0-305
Mons 1-373 1-576 -0-203 1-256 1-490 -0-234
Namur 1-677 1-100 +0-577 1-582 1032 +0-550

j

Ostend 2121 2-173 -0-052 2135 2-120 +0 015

j

Spa 0-733 0-577 +0-156 0-670 0-528 +0142
! Tournay
* Tronchiennes

1-835 1-882 -0 047 1-731 1-796 -0-065
1-932 1-773 +0-159 1-903 1-723 +0-180

Turnhout 1-205 1-144 +0-061 1-072 1-135 -0-063

The probable errors at any station will therefore be +0-16585 for the uncorrected

and +0-15234 for the corrected values, whilst those of the mean are respectively

+ 0-04146 and +0-03809.

The direction of the isogonics, when the corrected numbers are employed, approaches

nearer to that found for France than when the uncorrected observations are used, but

it is still considerably in defect. There is scarcely any difference between the closeness

of the lines in Belgium and in the West of France.

For the calculation of the secular variation of the Declination, the only available

observations made out of Brussels are those of Lamont in 1858, since the two observa-

tions of last century mentioned at the beginning of this paper would not help us to
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ascertain the actual yearly change of this element. Dr. Lamont observed at Aix-la-

Chapelle, Ghent, and Mechlin
; but as I did not take the Declination at Mechlin, the

comparison is confined to two stations.

Table XVII.

Station.
nation,

Jan. 1, 1858.

Declination,

Sept. 1, 1871.

Secular

variation.

18-243 16-544 0-124

Ghent 19-560 17-983 -0115

Mean for epoch 1864-8 ... -01195

If we use the corrected values for September 1, 1871, the secular variation becomes

— 0T255. Lamont gives — 0T267 for 1858.

From the long series of observations made at the Royal Observatory of Brussels by

MM. A. and E. Quetelet, from 1828 to 1871,1 find the following values of the secular

variation :

—

Epoch 1838-75 .... -0-0896

„ 1849-5 .... -0-1065

„ 1860-25 .... -0-1234.

The yearly acceleration is therefore constant, and = — 0-00158.

The observations at Brussels give very unsatisfactory results, when we regard the

absolute values, and not merely the yearly change at a permanent unaltered station. In

1858 Lamont found a difference of 28' between the Declination at the observatory and

that at a station not far distant ; E. Quetelet confirmed this result the same year, the

difference being 30'; and now, at positions so close together as the observatory and 131

rue Royale, I find a still greater mean difference. The Declination observations made

at Brussels during this survey were as follows :

—

Uncorrected values. Corrected values.

Computed results .... . 17-3881 17-3368

Observatory, August . . . . 18-0716 18-0072

,, September . . 17-8931 17-9195

5? If . 18-0775 18-0775

,, Error of mean . + 0-6260 -f 0-6646

131 rue Royale, August . . 17-1334 17-2125

,, September . . 17-4261 17-3850

„ Error of mean - 0-1083 - 0-0380

The station near the observatory, though apparently not free from disturbing

influences, gives from the corrected values a result almost identical with the computed

quantity, since it is within the range of its probable error, whilst the result for the

observatory itself is more than half a degree in excess. This difference of Declination,
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combined with the fact that the errors of the observed Dip at both stations are positive

and their errors of H. F. both negative, might justify the assumption that the disturbing

cause is situated at no great distance from the observatory, and probably at some depth

and to the W. of the N. meridian. The probable errors of the observed Dip and H. F.

at the observatory were not very large, being respectively +7' 15" and —0*0070.

It may be of advantage, in particular for the discussion of the errors of the Total

Force, to present here in a tabular form a geological description of the stations of

observation. The data in this Table are taken from the excellent map of M. Andre

Dumont, a copy of which was kindly presented to me for this purpose by his son.

Table XVIII.

Station.

Aix-la-Chapelle.

j

Alost

Antwerp ...

j

Arlon

i
Bruges

1

Brussels ..

I Court ray
Ghent
Liege

Lierro

Louvain..

Mechlin .

Mons ....

Namur .

Ostend .

Spa
Tournay.

Tronchiennes.

Turnhout
Verviers

Geological formation.

Terrain cretace, systeme Aachenien. E.S.E. houille.

Terrain tertiaire, eocene, glaueonie.

„ ,, pliocene, systeme Scaklisien.

,,
jurassique, systeme liasique.

,, tertiaire, miocene, argile verte et, sable marin.

,, „ eocene, glaueonie superieure.

„ ,, ,,
glaueonie

;
sable et gres de Beauchamp.

„ ,, ,,
glaueonie moyenne.

„ ,, ,, glaueonie superieure.

E., W., N. houille. S. terrain anthraxifere, systeme Eifelien, quartzoschistcux.

Terrain tertiaire, pliocene, systeme Diestien.

„ ,, N. miocene, argile verte et sable marin
;

S. glaueonie superieure
;

E., W.
pliocene, systeme Diestien.

„ „ miocene. argile verte, sable marin, et gres de Fontainebleau.

E., N.E., S.W. houille. S. terrain tertiaire. eocene, glaueonie moyenne.
Terrain anthraxifere. N. systeme Condrusien, calcareux

;
S. houille.

Alluvions.

Terrain Ardennais. N.W. terrain Rhenan, systeme Gedinnien.

„ tertiaire, eocene, glaueonie. S.E. terrain anthraxifere, systeme Condrusien, cal-

careux.

Terrain tertiaire, eocene, glaueonie superieure.

,, „ miocene, systeme Bolderien.

„ Ardennais, systeme Salmien
; et terrain Rhenan, systeme Gedinnien.

The three maps annexed to this paper (Plates XIX.-XXI.) show the general direction

of the lines of equal Dip, H. F., and Declination. The broken lines for 1871 are calcu-

lated on the supposition of the isoclinals, isodynamics, and isogonics being approxi-

mately straight, and the observed mean values are attached to each station in order to

show how nearly these straight lines represent the actual curves.

This has also been made more evident by introducing the curves of equal values,

which are represented by continuous lines. The method adopted in drawing these lines

is shown in the map of the isodynamics ; and the shaded portions of the same map indi-

cate the position and extent of the coal-beds of Belgium, which lie, for the most part,

along the banks of the Meuse.

The greatness of the accidental errors, as wy
ell as the narrow limits of the tract of

country under consideration, renders it very difficult to trace, with any great degree of

accuracy, the probable curvature of the actual lines of equal Dip, Declination, and Inten-

sity. But bearing in mind that in all cases the errors arising from defects of station or

of observation mask to a great extent the real nature of these curves, we may still clearly
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perceive two apparent centres of disturbing action,—the one situated in the N.W.

centre, and manifested by a great increase of the Dip and a diminution of the Horizontal

Force, and the other, more extended and less intense, stretching along the Coal-measures,

and giving evidence of its existence by a diminution of the Dip and an increase of the

Horizontal component of the Intensity.

The dotted lines are an enlarged reproduction of the curves on Lamont’s maps
;
and

from being enlarged they will naturally give a somewhat exaggerated idea of the lesser

inequalities, though the general curvature be perfectly correct.

I will now conclude this paper with a list of the magnetic elements at the several

stations, the observations being all reduced to the common epoch, January 1st, 1872.

In this reduction I have adopted the yearly changes determined by the survey, viz.

— (>0573, 0*00542, — (b01155, and — 0T255 respectively for the Dip, H. F., T. F.,

and the corrected Declination.

Table XIX.

Station. Declination. Dip. Horizontal Force. Total Force.

Aix-la-Chapelle 16-464 66-637 4 0064

•

10-1025

Alost 17-349 67 210 3-9518 10-2016

Antwerp 17-489 66-999 3-9296 10-0559

Arlon 16-398 65-907 4-1175 10-0857

Bruges 17938 67155 3-8950 100321
Brussels 17-959 66-975 3-9613 101271
Courtray 17 756 66-678 4-0028 10-1103

Ghent 17-823 67-221 39197 101232
Liege 16-233 66-464 40145 100522

66-948

Louvain 16-894 66-898 3-9565 100828
66-714

Mons 17-216 66-573 4-0065 10-0767

Namur 17541 66538 3-9941 100311
Ostencl 18-097 67-211 3-9152 10-1077

Spa 16 627 66-653 40239 10-1531

Tournay 17-691 66-632 3-9975 10-0776

Troncliiennes 17-867 67361 3-9032 10-1397

Turnhout 17025 67 1 13 3-9542 101665
66-718

O BMDCCCLXXIII.
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IX. On the Union of Ammonia Nitrate with Ammonia. By Edward Divers, M.B.

Communicated by Professor Odllxg, M.B . ,
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Received. October 29, 1872,—Read January 9, 1873.

1.

Ammonia nitrate possesses the somewhat remarkable property of combining with

large quantities of ammonia. The product is a liquid the composition of which varies

with the temperature and pressure to which it is subjected. It appears from its

properties to be a solution of ammonia nitrate in liquefied ammonia, analogous in every

respect to an aqueous solution of a salt, its formation being a phenomenon precisely

like that of the deliquescence of a salt in a moist atmosphere.

2. The liquid was prepared by bringing dry ammonia gas into contact with dry

ammonia nitrate in a liask loosely closed by a vulcanized caoutchouc stopper (to

diminish loss of ammonia by diffusion) and imbedded in ice. The tube conveying the

ammonia passed through the stopper and reached nearly to the bottom of the flask.

Care was taken to ensure as much as possible the absence of moisture. The nitrate

was dried either by leaving it for a month or more spread out in crushed crystals on the

floor of an air-tight glass chamber, in which were placed dishes of oil of vitriol, or by

exposing it for some hours in an oven to a temperature only a little below its melting-

point*. The nitrate was put into the dry and warm flask with as little exposure as

possible, by scooping it up rapidly with the mouth of the flask direct from the vessel in

which it had been dried. The flask was then at once closed and kept so until all

arrangements were complete for passing the ammonia into it. The ammonia was dried

by sending it through a glass tube more than 50 centimetres long, closely packed with

very small pieces of stick potash
;
but before entering this tube it was deprived of most

of its moisture by being made to pass through a long coiled tube surrounded with ice

and thus cooled.

3. The condensation of the ammonia by the nitrate takes place slowly at ordinary

temperatures, and in the cooled flask is complete until the point of saturation with

ammonia is approached. The nitrate soon shows signs of deliquescence in the

ammonia, and, after awhile, entirely liquefies. The resulting liquid still, however,

possesses the power of condensing ammonia, and that to a considerable extent
; while, on

the other hand, the liquid saturated with ammonia can dissolve an additional quantity of

ammonia nitrate. Raising the temperature of the liquid, loss of ammonia being

* As the latter proved a less certain method of obtaining the nitrate quite dry, in consequence apparently

of slight decomposition of the nitrate, the former only was employed in preparing the specimens of the liquid

intended for the determination of its physical properties.

3 b 2
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prevented, increases its capability of dissolving more nitrate, and lessens that of

condensing more ammonia. On cooling the liquid, saturated or nearly so with nitrate,

some of the salt crystallizes out in long prisms, exactly like those that form in an

aqueous solution ; on restoring the temperature these crystals redissolve. When the

liquid is warmed, it gives offammonia gas with the phenomenon of ebullition, not that of

effervescence. Like many aqueous solutions, the liquid can be heated a little above

its boiling-point without boiling, and be cooled below its crystallizing point without

crystallizing, until it is disturbed, when ebullition or crystallization, as the case may be,

takes place with suddenness. On boiling away the ammonia, or expelling it at a

temperature below that of ebullition, the nitrate crystallizes out, just as it would do in

similar circumstances from its aqueous solution. When the liquid is exposed to the

air it instantly becomes crusted over with a film of nitrate, which is coherent, transparent,

and apparently not crystalline. In consequence of this the liquid poured out on to a flat

surface, sometimes even in the act of flowing from the mouth of the bottle, takes the

appearance, though not the consistence, of jelly. On touching this apparent jelly,

unchanged liquid breaks through the crust ; and by stirring the mass about in a dry

atmosphere, nothing but solid ammonia nitrate at length remains. When the crust is

not broken, it preserves the enclosed liquid for a long time from further evaporation in

dry weather.

The liquid is colourless, and as mobile as any aqueous saline solution. It smells very

powerfully of ammonia, unless it be allowed to crust over, when this smell is almost

wanting. It has not a slimy feel between the fingers like an alkali lye, and seems,

indeed, to have no caustic power. It boils when poured on the skin, and gives rise to a

slight feeling of crepitation, but it produces only a feeble sensation of cold.

4. The quantity of ammonia that can be condensed by the nitrate varies with the

pressure and temperature, and appears to be quite independent of the atomic relations

of the two substances. At the pressure of the atmosphere and at a temperature of

0°, ammonia nitrate can condense almost exactly half its weight of ammonia. Its

condensing-power, therefore, exceeds that of water at the same temperature. The

ratio of two parts nitrate to one of ammonia is about that of 3NO
;J
H . NH3 : 7NH3 ;

but

there is nothing to support the view that the liquid is a definite molecular com-

bination.

To determine the limit just stated of the condensing-power of the nitrate upon

ammonia gas, at 0° and the atmospheric pressure, the closed flask containing the nitrate

was weighed, and from the weight found was deducted that of the empty flask, its

stopper, and an iron wire that served both to suspend the flask to the balance and also

afterwards to bind down the stopper. The flask generally employed was one adapted

for taking the specific gravity of the liquid, and which shall be more particularly

described in connexion with that operation. The quantity of nitrate employed weighed

from 35 to 45 grains. When the ammonia had been passed into the flask, surrounded

with ice, for some time after absorption had apparently ceased, the delivery-tube was
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withdrawn, the flask at once closed, and the stopper wired down. The flask was then

removed from the ice, left to regain the atmospheric temperature, and again weighed.

The delivery-tube on removal from the flask was washed, the washings were evaporated,

and the nitrate left as residue weighed. By deducting the weight of this nitrate from

that of the whole quantity put into the flask, the weight of this salt in the liquid was

ascertained
; and by deducting this from that of the liquid, the weight of the ammonia

condensed was obtained.

The smallest quantity of ammonia sufficient to liquefy the nitrate at 0° is a little

more than one third of its weight. This point was determined by boiling away some

ammonia from the liquid containing more than sufficient of it, until on cooling to 0°

the liquid just began to crystallize. This method, for several reasons, is not a very

accurate one for the purpose, one reason being that the liquid is apt to exhibit to some

extent, as already stated, the phenomenon of supersaturation
; but it was employed for

want of a better, that would not have entailed trouble disproportionate to the import-

ance of an accurate determination of this point at present.

At 23°, the temperature at about which the nitrate and ammonia cease to unite at

the atmospheric pressure, the ratio of the quantities that form the liquid is that of

100 nitrate to 26 ammonia. This ratio was determined by first condensing, under the

guidance of some previous experiments, about 27., parts of ammonia upon 100 of

nitrate in the flask, dissolving up the whole of the nitrate by warming and agitating the

contents of the closed flask, and then loosening the stopper and cautiously allowing the

ammonia to boil off until on cooling the liquid to 20° the nitrate began to crystallize

out. The stopper was then closely inserted again, and the temperature raised very

slowly by means of a water-bath until the nitrate, by continued agitation, had all

redissolved, save a very minute crystal. The temperature required to effect this re-

solution exceeded 28°. On now allowing the flask to cool very slowly in the (glass)

water-bath and watching the crystal, it was not observed to show any increase in size

until the temperature had fallen to 2 2°*5, when its enlargement became distinct. The

liquid was therefore regarded as saturated with nitrate at 23°. It was also about

saturated with ammonia, because beyond this temperature ammonia ceases to be con-

densed by the nitrate at the atmospheric pressure, and to this the liquid had been

exposed. By now ascertaining the weight of the liquid and deducting that of the

nitrate, the above ratio was obtained.

5. In the conjoint liquefaction of ammonia nitrate and ammonia heat must be con-

sumed by the nitrate in passing from the solid to the liquid state, and be generated by

the ammonia in passing from the gaseous to the liquid state. The heat produced by

the latter change proves to be in excess of that consumed by the former, even when, by

keeping the nitrate in excess, the greatest relative liquefaction of this salt is ensured

;

that is to say, the formation of the liquid is always attended with the evolution of heat.

On the other hand, as already described, the destruction of the compound is attended

with the production of cold.
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As was stated in the previous section, the temperature above which ammonia nitrate

and ammonia cease to unite is about 23°-24°
;

for on bringing these bodies in contact

at a temperature belotv 23°, this soon rises to that of 23°-24° (the temperature evidently

varying with the atmospheric pressure) and remains at this point, even (after some

liquefaction has taken place) when the ammonia, before it comes in contact with the

nitrate, is heated several degrees above 23°, the result in this case being, without doubt,

due to the destruction that then takes place of the liquid already formed.

The boiling-point of the liquid, when saturated with nitrate at 23°, was found to be

about 26°
; but as the liquid boils irregularly, it is very probable that the true boiling-

point lies a few degrees below this.

6. For the purpose of taking the specific gravities of the products obtained by using

different proportions of ammonia and nitrate, a flask was employed having a long

graduated neck. Different quantities of nitrate were weighed in it, and then into each

quantity ammonia gas Avas passed until the resulting liquid filled it at 15° -5 to some

point in the neck. The body of the flask was globular, had stout walls, and contained

nearly 46 cubic centimetres. The neck consisted of a piece of barometer-tube, sur-

mounted by a larger tube, into Avhich it abruptly expanded. This part of the neck

served as a funnel, and also to receive any of the liquid carried by the bubbles of

ammonia above the top of the narrow tube. It was made without everted lip, so as to

facilitate the scooping up of the nitrate by it. The shoulder it formed with the narrow

part of the neck served to retain the Avire used to bind down the caoutchouc stopper.

The narrow, graduated part of the neck Avas about 7 centimetres long, and had an

internal diameter of about 6^ millimetres. The Aveight of water at 15°-5 held by the

flask to the level of every twentieth graduation, of Avhich there were sixty-five, Avas

experimentally determined; intermediate quantities Avere calculated. The delivery-

tube for the ammonia Avas a slender one, in order that it might leave as much room as

possible in the neck for the rise of bubbles through the liquid ; but even with this

arrangement the liquid sometimes rose into the funnel, and did not always satisfactorily

drain down again.

The folloAving specific gravities were taken :

—

No. Ammonia nitrate. Ammonia. Specific gravity.

1. . . . 1000 parts. 495-5 parts. 1072-5

o
jLi. • . . 1000 55

392-5
55

1119-95
O
o. . 1000 55 385 55

1126-05

4. . . . 1000 55
334 ?5

1155-9

5. . . . 1000 55
316-5

55
1167-05

6. . . . 1000 55
281-5

55
1191-65

7. . . . 1000 55 272 55
1199

( L'he liquid No. 7 crystallized when cooled to the standard temperature, so that its

specific gravity had to be taken at a higher one, and from this its specific gravity at
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15°-5 calculated by means of its approximate coefficient of dilatation, which was deter-

mined by other observations.)

By taking the numbersexpressing the specific gravity and composition of Nos. 1 & 6,

it is easy to compute the specific gravity of the excess of the ammonia in No. 1 over

that in No. 6, on the assumption that the latter liquid undergoes no change in density by

uniting with more ammonia. On making the further assumption that all the ammonia

condensed by the nitrate has the same density, the specific gravity of the nitrate in the

liquid can also be calculated ; or this can be found directly for the excess of the nitrate

in No. 6 over that in No. 1 in union with the same weight of ammonia, in the same

way as that for the ammonia was calculated. On then calculating from the weights of

the two substances, and the specific gravities thus found for them, the specific gravities

of the liquids the composition of which is given in the preceding Table, the assump-

tion that the densities of the two substances are constant is found to be correct, in

so far, that is, as the results are concerned. The calculated specific gravity of the

ammonia is 671, and that of the nitrate 1524-5. The specific gravities of the liquids

calculated from these numbers are placed in the following Table by the side of those

found by experiment, and their almost entire identity within the limits of experimental

error thus rendered apparent :

—

No. Calculated. Pound.

1 . 1072-5 1072-5 .

2 . 1122-0 1119-95

3 . 1126-3 1126-05

4 . 1156-1 1155-9

5 . 1167-35 1167-05

6 . 1191-45 1191-65

7 . 1198-55 1199-0

Except in the case of No. 2 the differences between the two series of numbers are

quite within the limits of experimental error, and in that case some unobserved error

no doubt must have been made in the determination.

The calculated specific gravity of the ammonia in these liquids (671) is greater than

that found for ammonia liquefied by pressure by Andreeff* (615-5 at 15 0,

5) or by

JoLLYf (623
-4 at 0

C

). GriffinJ has calculated the specific gravity ofammonia liquefied

by water to be constantly 708, on the usual assumption that the density of the water is

constant, a number not far from that found by Earaday§ (731) for ammonia liquefied

by pressure. The calculated specific gravity of the nitrate in the liquid (1524-5) is

much less than the number (1740) found for the solid nitrate by Karsten
[|,

that by

Kopp^[ (1707), or that by Playfair and Joule*'*' (1635); it is also much less than the

* Ann. Chim. Phys. [3] lvi. p. 317. t Ann. Ch. Pharra. cxvii. p. 181.

J Mem. Chem. Soe. iii. p. 155. § Phil. Trans. (1845) p. 169.

||
Per. Abhandl. (1840) p. 95. *[[ Ann. Ch. Pharm. xxxvi. (1840) p. 1.

** Mem. Chem. Soc. ii. p. 436.
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calculated specific gravity of the nitrate in dilute aqueous solution, namely 1758, accord-

ing to Playfair and Joule. But the observations of Thomsen* show that the specific

gravity of the nitrate appears to vary from about the number obtained by Playfair

and Joule to that of 1565-5 at 18°, in a solution of 8 of nitrate in 9 of water; and I

have myself found it to have in a solution of 12 nitrate in 7 water an apparent

specific gravity of 1572-5 at 15°-5, a number not greatly exceeding that expressing its

apparent density when liquefied by ammonia. The ammonia and the nitrate in the liquid

have therefore each a less apparent density than they have when dissolved in water,

and the nitrate a much less apparent density than its actual density in the solid state.

7. The flask used for determining the specific gravity served also for some rough

determinations of the expansivity by heat of the liquids of different composition. By

observing the height of the liquid at 0°, and again at 150,
5, the expansion between these

temperatures was ascertained, and from this the expansion between 0° and 100° calculated,

on the assumption that the expansion proceeds uniformly. The results obtained were the

following :

—

No. Ammonia nitrate. Ammonia. Expansion from 0° to 100°

1. . . . . 1000 495-5 about -h

2. . . . . 1000 392-5 1

” 17-
o
O. . . . 1000 385 1

” 17 +

4. . . . . 1000 334 1

” 17+

5. . . . . 1000 316-5 1

” 18—

They are sufficient to prove that the expansivity of the liquid increases with the ratio

of the ammonia to the nitrate; they also show that the expansivity of ammonia

liquefied in this way is similar to that of other liquids existing as such under the

pressure of the atmosphere, and far less than that of ammonia and other substances kept

in the liquid state only by great pressure. Thus, from the experiments of Andreeff f

,

it appears that ammonia liquefied by pressure expands nearly of its volume when its

temperature is raised from 0° to only 20°.

8. The volume of a mixture of the liquid with water is much less than the sum of

the volumes of the liquid and the water used ;
and yet the admixture is attended with

a considerable absorption of heat. The same remarkable phenomenon is manifested

when a concentrated aqueous solution of the nitrate is mixed with water, and, indeed,

by concentrated aqueous solutions of other salts, though, I believe, not by any of them

to the extent that it is by that of the nitrate in either water or liquefied ammonia.

Person £ calls die heat that thus disappears the latent heat of dilution.

When the liquid of specific gravity of 1191-65 (No. 6 in the preceding Tables), and

composed of 1000 nitrate to 281-5 ammonia, was mixed with five times as much water

as the weight of the nitrate in it, the admixture was attended with a fall of 4° C. in

the liquids both at first at the temperature of the laboratory. In effecting the

* Pogg. Ann. exlii. p. 337. f Ann. Chim. Phys. [3] lvi. p. 317.

t Ann. Chim. Phys. [3] xxxiii. p. 448.
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admixture, the closed flask containing the liquid was inverted, with its mouth below

the surface of the required quantity of water, and maintained there by a wooden

holder; the wire retaining the stopper was then cut, and the latter removed by

means of a pair of tongs. The liquid rapidly descended into the water and was

replaced by the latter, which in its turn was replaced by air, by bringing the

mouth of the flask just above the surface of the liquids. These were then at once

briskly stirred round with a thermometer, and the altered temperature noted, the

entire operation of mixing having occupied but a very short time. A specific-gravity

bottle was immediately afterwards filled with the mixture, so that no appreciable loss

of ammonia could have been sustained, the more so that the experiments were made in

winter. Lastly, its specific gravity was taken at the standard temperature and found to

be 1043-8. By assuming that the water undergoes no change in density, the specific

gravity of the liquid after its admixture with the water can be calculated, and proves

to be 1258-6 instead of 1 191-6, its original specific gravity.

When a solution of 12 parts of nitrate in 7 of water, which is an almost saturated

one at 15°-5, is mixed with 5 times 12 or 60 parts of water, there is also a fall in tem-

perature of 4°, accompanied by condensation * : for before admixture the specific

gravity of the primary solution is 1298-7, while afterwards its specific gravity,

calculated from that of the mixture, 1064-4, is 1336 ; whence it will be seen that the

contraction in volume, though very considerable, is not so great as that experienced by

the ammonia solution of the nitrate, as might indeed be anticipated from the fact that

the calculated densities of the nitrate and the liquefied ammonia are both less than their

densities in aqueous solution.

When the liquid (No. 1 in the preceding Tables) containing the least proportion of

nitrate, namely two thirds of its weight, was mixed with water in the proportion (for the

sake of comparison) of five parts to one of the nitrate, the temperature was found to fall

only about ^°. The admixture was effected as before, except that on removing the

stopper the liquid was in this case violently expelled from the flask into the water by

some ammonia becoming gaseous, and that then the water rose into the flask by absorbing

this gas. The specific gravity of the mixture was found to be 1026-4, and from this

was calculated that of the liquid after its admixture with water. Instead of its original

specific gravity, which was 1072-5, it had in the mixture that of 1125-8. Compounds

of the nitrate with ammonia in other proportions were also mixed with water, and

results obtained confirming those just detailed. The proportion of five parts water to

one of the nitrate was chosen for the comparative experiments in order to have the mixture

dilute, and therefore less liable to lose ammonia by diffusion ; with less water a

greater depression of temperature would no doubt have been observed, but the inves-

tigation was not further pursued in this direction.

The small extent of the fall in temperature when the liquid containing the least

* Gay-Lussac first observed the fall in temperature with contraction in volume that occurs when a concen-

trated solution of ammonia nitrate is diluted with water (Ann. Chim. Phys. i. p. 214).

MDCCCLXXIII. 3 C
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proportion of nitrate is mixed with water, is to be attributed principally to the fact of

the nitrate being in more dilute solution than in the other case described
; for it is found

on diluting a concentrated aqueous solution that the cold is produced in the earlier

stages of the dilution. It is perhaps also to be attributed, to a slight extent, to the

presence of more ammonia than in the other cases
;
since it is possible that ammonia

in the liquefied condition may generate a little heat when mixed with water, and this

must mask the cold produced by the nitrate to a corresponding extent.

The accompaniment of contraction of volume by absorption of heat, here illustrated,

has received several explanations. Gay-Lussac, in accounting for it, considered that the

specific heat of the mixture must be greater than the mean of the specific heats of the

saline solution and the water ;
but Thomsen’s* researches have shown that the specific

heat of a mixture of an aqueous solution and water is less than the mean of the specific

heats of the solution and water. Thomsen has also pointed out that where (as in the case

of the salts of the fixed alkalies) the molecular volume is greater than the sum of those

of its constituents, the molecular heat of the compound is greater, and that, on the

other hand, where (as in the case of ammonia salts) the molecular volume is less, the

molecular heat is also less ; so that it appears that volume and specific heat lessen and

increase together.

Another explanation is one that has been offered by Bussy and BuiGUETf, whose

attention was drawn to this subject by their observation of the simultaneous contraction

in volume and absorption of heat that occurs when liquid hydrocyanic acid and water

are mixed together, and who have established that no apparent relation exists in these

cases between changes in volume and changes in temperature. They ascribe the

production of cold to the diffusion of the one liquid through the other, by which,

according to their notions, each occupies a greater volume than it did before. But

although after admixture each liquid does extend through a greater space, it does not

do so by undergoing an increase in volume, but by being displaced by the other liquid,

the space occupied by the mixture being filled up by the two liquids conjointly

—

assuming, that is (as is necessary in applying the above explanation), that the two liquids

preserve their individuality during admixture. Now, unless diffusion involves expan-

sion, it is hardly evident how it can afford any solution of the difficulty.

F. Mohr J has suggested that the heat which disappears is the excess of that used up

in giving to the mixture the property of remaining liquid at a lower temperature than

water itself can, over that evolved in giving it the property of remaining liquid at a

higher temperature than the water. This is apparently to assume that the latent heat

of water is variable and inversely related to the temperature of freezing, just as the

latent heat of steam is variable and inversely related to the temperature at which it is

formed ; and the assumption seems probable enough.

The anomaly that presents itself, when the density of the water is considered to

* Pogg. Ann. cxlii. p. 337; Chcm. Soe. Journ. [2] ix. p. 468. t Ann. Chim. Pliys. [4] iv. p. 5.

$ Deut. Chem. Ges. Ber. iv. p. 314.
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remain constant during the dissolution of a salt in it, of the nitrate having in concen-

trated solutions a greater, and in dilute solutions a less volume than it has in the solid

state, disappears by supposing that while the salt always undergoes during solution the

contraction in volume so evident when the proportion of water is large, the water

undergoes slight dilatation : for then it follows that when the salt is dissolved in only

a small quantity of water, the former will experience a less contraction and the water a

greater expansion, and that thus there may be a total increase in volume
;
while when

the salt is dissolved in a large quantity of water, the contraction of the salt will be in

marked excess of the expansion of the water, and therefore will become evident in the

increase in total volume. Dilute solutions of sodium carbonate and of some sulphates,

having a less volume than the total water they contain, appear to afford an argument

against the above supposition
;
but in these solutions the salts dissolved are not the

anhydrous ones, but those with water of crystallization.

By dissolving ammonia nitrate in concentrated ammonia-water, the latter is affected

in the same way as it would be by dilution with water, so far, that is, as the tension of

the ammonia diffusing from its surface is concerned.

9. The chemical behaviour of the liquid, like its physical properties, tends strongly

to show that it is simply a solution of ammonia nitrate in liquefied ammonia. As a

solvent, it appears, from the brief abstract as yet published of Mr. Gore’s experiments*,

to resemble ammonia liquefied by pressure. But the ammonia nitrate modifies the

solvent action of the ammonia in the same way that it does that of ammonia in aqueous

solution. Its chemical properties are interesting, but in most instances such as might

he expected in a mixture of ammonia nitrate and ammonia in the absence of ivater.

The general effect of the liquid upon salts appears to be to convert them into ammo-

niated nitrates and ammonium salts of the stylous radicals.

As, however, a quantitative examination of the products would be attended with

considerable difficulties from the nature of the liquid and the decomposition of the pro-

ducts by water, only a qualitative one has been attempted.

Bromine acts very energetically on the liquid, instantly dissolving in it without colour

and liberating nitrogen. Ammonia hydrobromide is formed, and much of it deposited.

No brornate is produced.

Chlorine has not been tried.

Iodine dissolves slowly, but to a considerable extent, in the liquid, with evolution of

heat. No gas is generated. A very little of the iodine dissolves without imparting

any colour, but the after portions colour it until it becomes of a rich, deep brown-red,

and almost opaque. Very early during the dissolution of the iodine a crystalline

deposit, apparently white, begins to form, and this continues to be produced until it

renders the whole nearly solid. No diniodamine is formed. The iodine seems, there-

fore, to dissolve in the liquid either simply or in the form of Millon’s compound

—

N2H6
1
2
*. Treated with water it yields nitrate and a little hydriodide in solution, and

* Proc. Boy. Soc. xx. p. 441. f Ann. Ckim. Phys. lxix. p. 78.

3 C 2
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a deposit of iodine containing some iodamine. Immediately the magma is exposed to

the air, it takes the colour and metallic lustre of iodine (like Millon’s compound),

evidently from the escape of ammonia and deposition of iodine. Heated in a water-

hath ammonia escapes, and in a little while iodine vapours along with it. The residual

mass, apparently a mixture of ammoniacal salts and free iodine, gives up quantities of

the latter to carbon bisulphide, and, by the application of a somewhat higher tempera-

ture, continues to give it off in vapour for some time. It then consists of ammonia

nitrate and hydriodide, the latter in rather considerable quantity. As no iodate is

formed, nitrogen must escape during the exposure of the mass to heat, in accordance

with Millon’s observations upon iodine and ammonia.

Phosphorus is very slowly stained throughout its mass of a brown colour, and a

minute quantity of brown flocculent matter forms upon its surface, which is appa-

rently unaffected by hydrochloric acid. After neutralization, the liquid smells of

phosphoretted hydrogen, but no appreciable quantity of phosphorus is dissolved in it.

(According to Commaille *, alcoholic ammonia gradually turns phosphorus brown,

ammonia phosphite and hypophosphite being at the same time formed.)

Potassium , sodium ,
zinc, and cadmium dissolve without the evolution of gas, and con-

vert the nitrate into nitrite. The alkali metals act with much the same energy that

they' do upon water, melting and rolling about on the surface of the liquid till dis-

solved, the potassium always inflaming : the nature of their action is best ascertained

by using dilute amalgams of them. The dissolution of the zinc is soon accompanied

by the deposition of a bulky crystalline matter, apparently an ammoniated zinc nitrate.

Cadmium dissolves only slowly. (Free ammonia so greatly intensifies the action of

zinc and cadmium upon an aqueous solution of a nitrate, that STAiiLSCiiMiDTf prepares

nitrites in this way.

)

Magnesium is slowly dissolved with the evolution of hydrogen and the formation of

nitrite. The surface of the metal becomes covered with a black deposit, which imme-

diately turns white on contact with the air. This black matter is probably the sub-

oxide of magnesium, which was observed by Beetz^ to be formed when a solution of

salt was electrolyzed with magnesium electrodes.

Hydrogen
,
nitrogen, oxygen, carbon

,
sulphur, iron, aluminium, nickel, tin, lead,

bismuth, copper, mercury, silver, and platinum are unaffected. Traces of lead and

bismuth are found in the liquid, hut probably these are dissolved oxides. Copper in

the presence of air dissolves as it does in aqueous ammonia, but less readily.

Ammonia hydrochloride slowly dissolves to a moderate extent. Most chlorides are

either dissolved or converted into ammonia hydrochloride and an insoluble or nearly

insoluble ammoniated compound.

Potassium chloride is sparingly soluble.

Sodium chloride cakes together, and only dissolves to a slight extent.

J. Pharm. Chem. [4] xiv. p. 184. f Pogg. Ann. cxxviii. p. 46G
;
Suppl. Watts’s Diet. G'hem.

J Pogg. Ann. cxxvii. p. 45.
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Silver chloride and barium chloride

*

slowly dissolve to a moderate extent.

Lead chloride dissolves freely. The solution may be mixed with several times its

volume of water before precipitation begins to take place.

Calcium chloride and cupric chloride also dissolve freely, but the dissolution is at

length attended with deposition of crystalline matter. The cupric solution is of the

usual deep blue colour.

Magnesium chloride
,
zinc chloride, and cuprous chloride dissolve to a moderate extent,

any excess that may be present being converted into white, bulky, crystalline deposits,

soluble in water. The cuprous deposit and solution rapidly turn blue on exposure to

the air.

Mercuric chloride dissolves sparingly. Water does not throw down any thing when

added to the solution, white precipitate being soluble in ammonia nitrate (Brett).

Mercurous chloride is decomposed into metallic mercury (a grey precipitate assuming

the form of globules when washed and dried) and ammoniated mercuric salt, which

dissolves.

Nickel chloride (bright yellow) becomes a bulky lilac-coloured mass, with slight

evolution of heat. The liquid remains colourless, and takes up no nickel compound,

but much (ammonium) chloride. The lilac deposit is soluble in water, with a lilac-

blue colour.

Cobalt chloride is very slowly converted into a bulky red-brown mass, soluble in

water with a brown colour. The liquid remains colourless, and takes up no cobalt

compound, but some (ammonium) chloride.

Manganese chloride becomes a bulky white mass. The liquid dissolves only a very little

manganese compound, but much (ammonium) chloride. The white deposit dissolves

in water, yielding a solution only slowly precipitated by ammonia hydrosulphide.

Ferrous chloride (white scales or crystals) becomes a bulky white or nearly white

mass. The liquid dissolves only a minute quantity of ferrous compound, and not much

chloride. The white deposit dissolves in water, but very rapidly oxidizes and deposits

ferric hydrate.

Ferric chloride is converted, with energetic action, into a bulky whitish chocolate-

coloured mass. The liquid remains colourless, and takes up only a trace of ferric

compound, but plenty of chloride. The deposit is converted into ferric hydrate by

water.

Chromic chloride (violet) is only very slowly acted upon, being converted into a dull

whitish-pink mass, which imparts to the liquid a cobalt-nitrate-red colour. The deposit

is insoluble in water. The liquid may be mixed with water and acidified without

experiencing any change of colour ; but when heated with hydrochloric acid it changes

to a pale chrome-alum colour, and then yields chromic hydrate with ammonia. The

liquid may also be made to yield chromic hydrate by nearly neutralizing it with dilute

hydrochloric acid and then boiling it.

* This and all substances tried were used in the anhydrous condition, except where otherwise stated.
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Aluminium chloride is gradually converted into a bulky mass, insoluble in water.

The liquid takes up a trace of aluminium compound and much chloride.

Phosphorus chloride reacts violently, yielding a white bulky deposit. The liquid

takes up much chloride, but only a very little phosphorus compound. The deposit

dissolves in water, and gives the reactions of a phosphite.

Phosphoric chloride acts at the surface of the lumps very energetically, a result no

doubt of its having absorbed moisture ; otherwise it is only very slowly converted into

a bulky white deposit, soluble in water. The liquid dissolves out much chloride, but

only a little phosphorus compound.

Arsenious chloride is rather energetically converted into a bulky white deposit.

The liquid holds much chloride in solution, but no arsenic compound. The deposit is

soluble in water.

Antimonious chloride is slowly converted into a heavy white substance, insoluble in

water, soluble in warm hydrochloric acid. The liquid takes up much chloride, but no

antimony compound.

Antimonic chloride is converted into a bulky precipitate, which only very slowly

deposits. The liquid takes up much chloride, but no antimony compound.

Bismuth chloride becomes a bulky mass. The liquid dissolves out no bismuth com-

pound, but much chloride.

Stannic chloride acts with only slight energy, and yields a flocculent precipitate,

which, when the chloride has been gradually and well mixed with the liquid, is per-

fectly soluble in water, the solution becoming clouded when heated. The liquid holds

chloride in solution and a little tin compound, and when mixed with water becomes

milky, either at once or upon heating.

Platinoids chloride is first converted into Magnus’s green salt, and then rapidly takes

up more ammonia and passes into tetrammonio-platinous chloride, much of which

dissolves in the liquid. There is sometimes also formed a perfectly white bulky pre-

cipitate, insoluble, or nearly so, in water, which is probably a modification of diammonio-

platinous chloride.

Platinic chloride (either in the ordinary dry state or after it has been heated till

both the water and hydrochloric acid combined with it have been expelled) is scarcely

acted upon. Its surface becomes paler, and a trace of it dissolves in the liquid.

Auric chloride (in commercial crystals) is converted into a bulky, orange-coloured,

crystalline matter, and at once renders the liquid bright yellow, although not much of

it dissolves. The liquid gives a small precipitate of auric hydrate when mixed with

water. The orange-coloured deposit is also converted into the hydrate by water.

Sulphur chloride (yellow) reacts very energetically, and gives brown fumes which

coat the exposed part of the tube with a brown deposit (N2 S X). When the liquid is

kept cool during the admixture of the chloride it assumes a handsome violet colour,

which soon passes to a yellow one, and then entirely fades away, with a deposition of

sulphur ; the liquid then appears to contain one or more of the thionic acids. When
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the mixture is made, a variegated mass is deposited, consisting apparently of plastic

sulphur and a white salt of a thionic acid.

Carbon tetrachloride is insoluble.

Ammonia hydrobromide
,
potassium bromide

,
and potassium iodide behave like the

corresponding chlorides.

Lead iodide dissolves readily. Like that of the chloride, the solution may be mixed

with a considerable quantity of water before precipitation takes place. The precipitate

that falls is white.

Mercuric iodide (red or yellow form) is turned perfectly white, and then rapidly dis-

solves to a considerable extent. The addition of water at once causes a curdy white

precipitate to fall, which contains almost all the mercury and iodine. This precipitate

becomes pale yellow when washed, and then suddenly scarlet-red. The effect of the

liquid upon the iodide is quite distinct from that of ammonia and ammonia nitrate

dissolved in water.

Fluorspar is insoluble.

Potassium cyanide is nearly insoluble.

Potassium ferrocyankle is very nearly insoluble, but swells up to a bulky mass.

Potassium ferricyanide at once imparts a strong yellow colour to the liquid, and is

gradually converted into a pale yellow matter. Both the deposit and the liquid give

the reactions of a ferricyanide.

Sodium sulphide reacts with some energy and forms a bulky deposit (sodium nitrate).

The liquid becomes charged with ammonia hydrosulphide and fumes strongly in the air.

Zinc sulphide
,
cadmium sulphide

,
lead sulphide (native), mercuric sulphide (vermilion),

and antimony sulphide (native) are insoluble and unchanged. (The least trace of zinc

oxide in the zinc sulphide is dissolved out by the liquid.)

Ferrous sulphide and manganous sulphide (prepared by twice strongly igniting the

sulphates with sulphur and cooling them in hydrogen) colour the liquid pale yellow.

The manganous sulphide is partly converted into a bulky substance soluble in water.

The liquid gives a slight precipitate of sulphur when mixed with water (sulphur itself

is insoluble in the liquid)
;

it also yields a slight brownish-black precipitate with lead

acetate and acetic acid. On the other hand, it gives, in the case of ferrous sulphide, a

slight black precipitate with ammonia hydrosulphide, and, in the case of manganous

sulphide, a slight reaction with nitric acid and lead dioxide. (I am not confident that

the process employed in preparing these sulphides yields them quite free from oxygen.)

Litharge is soluble. The solution gives a copious white precipitate with water.

(Litharge is as efficient as lime or baryta in liberating ammonia from its salts.)

Quick lime hisses as it comes in contact with the liquid, causes an effervescence of

ammonia, and dissolves, with the production of a viscid deposit (ammoniated calcium

nitrate 1).

Magnesia is for the most part converted into a gelatinous matter, but a little of it

dissolves. Its action probably resembles that of lime.
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Zinc oxide
,
cadmium oxide

,
and cupric oxide dissolve.

Mercuric oxide dissolves. The solution may be largely diluted with water without

yielding a precipitate ; and hydrochloric acid may be added to it without causing one

until the liquid becomes acid, when a white one falls. Nitric and sulphuric acids give

no precipitates. Sodium hydrate gives a yellowish precipitate, and potassium iodide

a pale yellow one, turned scarlet-red by acids.

Cobalt oxide is slightly soluble, and colours the liquid a faint red-pink. The liquid

gives a slight precipitate with ammonia hydrosulphide, which increases on standing.

Ferric oxide. A minute quantity of it dissolves and is thrown down by water as

ferric hydrate.

Chromium trioxide reacts rather violently, and is converted into a yellow substance

(ammonia chromamate 1), quite insoluble in the liquid, but freely soluble in water.

Molybdenum trioxide is converted into a bulky white substance (ammonia molybda-

mate X), which is insoluble in the liquid, but soluble in water.

Arsenic trioxide is converted into a coherent mass, insoluble in the liquid, soluble in

water.

Phosphorus pentoxide reacts rather energetically at the surface of the mass, in con-

sequence no doubt of absorbed water (see phosphoric chloride). The rest of the oxide

is very slowly acted upon, and undergoes no change in appearance. Much of it

dissolves, probably as phosphamate (phosphates are almost or quite insoluble). The

changed oxide dissolves quietly in water, and gives the reaction of a phosphate.

Foron oxide is very slightly soluble. The undissolved portions are unchanged in

appearance, but the (vitreous) fragments of it become opalescent in water.

Carbon dioxide forms a solid substance, some of which dissolves in the liquid, and

which is no doubt ammonia carbamate.

Silica
,
alumina

,
tungsten trioxide, chromium sesguioxide, tin dioxide, manganese

dioxide
,
and lead dioxide are unaffected.

Carbon bisulphide is insoluble, but gradually combines with the ammonia.

Potassium hydrate causes an effervescence of ammonia, and rapidly dissolves. Its

dissolution is followed by the deposition of most of the potassium as an insoluble com-

pound, which is probably the nitrate.

Sodium hydrate is only slowly acted upon. A little of it dissolves, a crystalline

matter (sodium nitrate) is deposited, and the liquid becomes richer in ammonia.

Potassium salts are only very slightly soluble, and in some cases evidently undergo

decomposition with the ammonia nitrate.

Sodium salts dissolve to a small extent, or undergo decomposition, so as to yield a

sodium compound in solution (sodium nitrate).

Ammonia salts are soluble or insoluble according to their nature. The behaviour of

other salts, so far as the basylous radical is concerned, can be judged of by that of the

chlorides.

Potassium chlorate is slightly soluble.
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Nitrates are soluble salts
;
potassium slightly; sodium moderately; silver sparingly,

the undissolved salt caking together ; lead freely, the solution behaving like that of

the chloride
;
and barium sparingly.

The nitrites ofpotassium and sodium are sparingly soluble.

Ammonia orthophosphate is almost insoluble, and is very slowly converted into a

bulky substance (ammoniated ammonia phosphate ?).

Sodium orthophosphate is insoluble ;
so also is the calcium salt.

Sodium pyrophosphate is also insoluble.

Sodium metaphosphate is nearly insoluble.

Hydrogen metaphosphate is almost insoluble.

Borax slowly dissolves to some extent.

Ammonia sulphate is quite insoluble. Other sulphates are either quite or nearly

insoluble, but are nearly all of them decomposed with the production apparently of

insoluble ammonia sulphate. When ammonia nitrate contaminated with sulphate is

treated with ammonia gas, the sulphate is left undissolved or non-liquefied.

Potassium sulphate is very slightly decomposed into ammonia sulphate, which pre-

cipitates, and potassium nitrate, which dissolves
; a bare trace of the sulphate dissolves.

Sodium sulphate is slowly and superficially converted into a bulky crystalline sub-

stance, probably ammoniated ammonia sulphate. A trace of the sulphate dissolves and

a little sodium (as nitrate).

Silver
,
lead

,
magnesium

,
zinc, copper

,
and mercury sulphates are apparently converted

into ammoniated ammonia sulphate and more or less completely soluble ammoniated

metallic salts.

Barium sulphate is insoluble.

Calcium sulphate is converted into prismatic crystals. Only minute quantities of

calcium compound and sulphate dissolve. The crystals are probably an ammoniated

calcium salt.

Manganous sulphate is converted into a very bulky substance. Only a trace of man-

ganese dissolves and no sulphate.

Ferrous sulphate (obtained by heating the green sulphate nearly to redness in an

atmosphere of hydrogen, and apparently pure) is converted into a very bulky substance

of a light chocolate-brown colour. The liquid takes up a very little ferrous compound,

but no sulphate. (The colour of the substance deposited is perhaps due to the pre-

sence of a little ferric salt: see ferrous and ferric chlorides.)

Alum is very slowly converted into a bulky substance. The liquid dissolves out a

very little aluminic salt, which by water is thrown down as aluminium hydrate and a

mere trace of sulphate.

Chromium alum instantly assumes a rich deep green colour, and very slowly imparts

a rose-pink colour to the liquid, while a deposit of the same colour gradually forms.

The liquid dissolves out potassium salt and a trace of sulphate. The deposit is soluble

in water, and gives a violet-pink solution : this solution, or the pink liquid itself when

mdccclxxiii. 3 D
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mixed with water, may be boiled alone or with hydrochloric acid, without undergoing

any change. Boiled with caustic soda, it loses its colour, and deposits a little chromic

hydrate (see the chloride).

Potassium sulphite and sodium hydrogen sulphite are very slightly decomposed, and a

trace only of sulphite passes into solution.

Ammonia chromate
,
yellow, crystalline, is converted into a much more voluminous,

amorphous, yellow substance, quite insoluble in the liquid, but soluble in water. If

not thoroughly dry, the chromate imparts a yellow colour to the liquid, but not other-

wise
;
and even this disappears after a time by the deposition of all the chromium salt.

Ammonia anhydro or red chromate is very slowly converted into a yellow deposit,

which is not voluminous as in the preceding case. The liquid is not coloured by the salt.

Potassium chromates, yellow and red
,
are slowly acted upon superficially, with the

production of a yellow amorphous substance. The yellow chromate faintly colours the

liquid, and both yield potassium salt to it. Although in the case of the anhydro

chromates and of chromium trioxide
(vide supra) ammonia chromate is probably

formed, it is also evident the ammonia forms ammoniated ammonia chromate. A
similar union appears to take place between ammonia sulphate and ammonia.

Lead chromate is converted into a bulky yellow deposit, which by water is recon-

verted into lead chromate. It hardly colours the liquid, but some lead dissolves.

Potassium permanganate readily dissolves, imparting its splendid colour to the liquid.

A very gradual formation of gas soon commences and continues for a day or two, the

liquid changing at the same time in colour and becoming deep yellow-brown. The

liquid when of this colour is still transparent, but gradually yields a brown deposit

and becomes of a fine dilute indigo tint. This shade of colour, lastly, slowly passes into

a bright purple colour, which appears to be permanent. In this state the liquid is

found not to contain much manganese ; its bright colour is spoiled by water and dis-

charged by acids. The brown deposit, on treatment with water, swells up into a bulky

flocculent matter, presumably manganic hydrate. Potassium permanganate dissolved

in ammonia-water is entirely decomposed in some hours; but in the presence of

ammonia nitrate, which by itself is inactive, the permanganate is much more rapidly

decomposed by the ammonia-water—probably because of the production, at first, of

ammonia permanganate by the nitrate.

Potassium carbonate gradually disappears, some potassium nitrate taking its place.

In consequence of the destruction of some of the ammonia nitrate, the liquid becomes

surcharged with the ammonia, which has lost its solvent, and effervesces copiously.

The liquid contains some potassium salt and some carbonate.

Sodium carbonate behaves like the potassium salt, but to a very limited extent. A
similarly marked difference in intensity has been already indicated as marking the

action of potassium and sodium hydrates.

Calcium carbonate is not acted upon.

Ammonia carbamate is moderately soluble.
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Ammonia oxalate is quite insoluble.

Ammonia acetate (moist crystals dissolve freely).

Benzene
,
oil of turpentine, indigo, strychnine, wax, and olive-oil are insoluble.

Cane-sugar, gum-arabic, litmus, tannin, phenol, and aniline are soluble.

Gelatin is converted into a flocculent substance.

Butyric ether is slightly soluble without decomposition.

Methyl iodide is insoluble, but is slowly decomposed. Gas escapes, which is probably

methylamine.

Ether is insoluble, but it causes the decomposition of the liquid, the ammonia

bubbling through the ether, and the nitrate depositing.

Chloroform dissolves to a small extent, and separates again unaltered on the addition

of water.

10. The liquid compound of ammonia nitrate and ammonia is a good electrolyte.

With two Bunsen’s elements hydrogen gas is freely evolved at the negative electrode,,

and one third of its volume of nitrogen gas at the positive electrode, as in the electro-

lysis of aqueous solution of ammonia. Large quantities of ammonia gas escape along

with these gases by diffusion, so that the electrolysis appears to take place much more

rapidly than it does do in reality. The loss of ammonia causes deposition of ammonia

nitrate to occur, but a great difference is observed between the quantities of it deposited

at the two electrodes. At the positive electrode, where the escape of gas is less, the

nitrate soon begins to precipitate and also to crust the surface of the liquid
; while at

the negative electrode, where the escape of gas is greater, the nitrate does not appear

for some time, and then only slowly,—that is to say, ammonia nitrate accumulates at

the positive electrode, and ammonia itself at the negative one. The electrolysis of the

nitrate and the secondary decomposition of the ammonia accounts for the above pheno-

mena : for H
4
N . N03 being resolved into NTI

4
and N0

3 ,
ammonia and hydrogen are

set free at the negative electrode, while N03
appears potentially, though not actually,

at the positive electrode, where it enters into reaction with ammonia to form ammonia

nitrate and nitrogen, thus :

—

3N0
3
+4NH3

=3N0
3
NH4+N,

the N being equivalent to the H
3 ,

which appears simultaneously at the negative

electrode.

No reduction of the nitrate to a less oxidized salt takes place at the negative elec-

trode. This is a fact of some interest, because it is opposed to the hypothesis that a

nascent body possesses a chemical activity not belonging to it in its ordinary free con-

dition
;

for here is basylous hydrogen, at the moment of its liberation, exerting no

action on the nitrate, although zinc and other metals so readily reduce it under various

conditions, including that of its solution in ammonia*.

* Ammonium amalgam also appears to have during its decomposition no reducing action upon a nitrate,

a fact, however, which may be due to the amalgam not being really a compound of ammonium.
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When the positive electrode is formed ofplatinum or iron, it is unacted upon during

the electrolysis ;
but when it is formed of silver

,
mercury, lead, copper, zinc, or mag-

nesium, it is corroded, and no nitrogen is evolved. The silver, lead, and copper elec-

trodes readily dissolve as nitrates, the copper one soon becoming coated with an azure-

blue deposit. Mercury dissolves only slightly, but its surface becomes covered with a

grey deposit. Zinc and magnesium dissolve as nitrates, but somewhat more slowly

than the other metals mentioned, a fact probably to be accounted for by their tendency

to direct or local action upon the nitrate.
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X. On the Organization of the Fossil Plants of the Coal-measures . — Part IV.

Dictyoxylon, Lyginodendron, and Heterangium. Jig W. C. Williamson, F.P.S.,

Professor of Natural History in Owens College
, Manchester.

Received December 4, 1S72,—Read December 19, 1872.

On February 20th, 1866, Mr. Binney gave to the Literary and Philosophical Society

of Manchester a brief description of a new plant from the Lower Carboniferous beds of

the neighbourhood of Oldham. The following extracts from the ‘ Proceedings ’ of the

Society embody some of the chief points of that description.

“ It evidently belonged to the genus Pinites of Witham, since changed by Endlichee

and Beongniaet into Padoxylon.” It “ has a medullary axis composed of irregular

polygonal cells separated by intervening spaces vertically, and thus forming a kind of

discoid pith.” “ This is separated from lunette-shaped bundles of hexagonal tubes

arranged in a convex form from the pith inwards, and lessening in size as they pass

outwards into wedge-shaped masses of four-sided subhexagonal cellules arranged in

radiating series, and divided by large medullary rays or bundles, which appear to

originate in the lunette-shaped masses. On the outside of this internal radiating

cylinder are other lunette-shaped bundles similar to those in the inside.” “ Then comes

a narrow zone of lax tissue, which has been a good deal disarranged. Outside this are

some thin wedge-shaped bundles of cellules full of dark carbonaceous matter, and

arranged in radiating series of varying sizes, separated by lax tissue, probably represent-

ing the bark of the tree.”

“ In the longitudinal section the cellules are seen to he greatly elongated and divided

with oblique and transverse dissepiments placed at great distances. Two of the walls,

viz. those facing the medullary rays, are regularly reticulated with six, seven, and eight

series of hexagonal areolae arranged regularly but not in a line.”

“ In the tangential section the walls of the cellules also show a reticulated appearance,

something like that previously noticed, but not in so marked and distinct a manner
;
and

the medullary rays or bundles, in their section, show numerous irregular series of small

cellules of one to four, and more rarely much larger cellules.”

“ The areokc on the walls of the cellules are more numerous than in any species of

Pinites or Padoxylon that have hitherto come under my notice, the Pinites medullaris

of Witiiam having the walls of its elongated cellules with two, three, and four series of

contiguous areolae, and those only on the walls parallel to the medullary rays, whilst in

my specimen they are reticulated with six, seven, or eight, and not only on such walls,

but also on the walls at right angles to the medullary rays.”

MDCCCLXX1II. 3 E
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To the plant thus described Mr. Binney gave the name of Dadoxylon Oldhamium.

The above object came under my notice at an early period of my investigations

amongst the plants of the Coal-measures, and I soon became convinced that it was not

a Dadoxylon. In a brief memoir published in the ‘ Monthly Microscopic Journal ’ for

August 1869, I pointed out that, since the appearance of Endlicher’s memoir on

Dadoxylon, “numerous specimens of woody stems have been found, transverse sections of

which exhibit a structure identical with that of living conifers
;
but longitudinal sections

show that the vessels or fibres are altogether different from the coniferous or discigerous

type. Instead of bearing rows of disks, and those only on the surfaces of the vessels parallel

with the medullary rays, their entire walls are covered with reticulations formed by the

deposition of lignine in the interior of the vessels.” Then, after describing some figures,

I proceeded to say, “ These two figures represent reticulated fibres as seen in several

distinct plants found in the Coal-measures. Whether these prove to be different species

of one genus, or whether they will require more than one genus for their reception,

remains to be seen. But certainly none of them can be regarded as Dadoxylons, since

they belong to an altogether different type of structure.”

“ It appears necessary, therefore, to establish a new genus for all the plants whose

woody cylinders consist of reticulated fibres, and the name of Dictyoxylon appears an

appropriate one for it. I should propose for the present to include in this genus all

the reticulated types, whether their medullary rays consist of one or of several vertical

series of cells. At some future time their further separation into two or more genera

may be requisite.”

The memoir from which the above quotations are taken contains two errors—one of

observation, and one due to a misprint. In some examples, in which the structure was

imperfectly preserved, I found it difficult to distinguish the lenticular disks of the

supposed conifer Dadoxylon from the reticulated areolse of the Dictyoxylons. The two

specimens numbered 7 and 1 1 in the Plate illustrating the memoir had their vessels in

this imperfect condition, and I fell into the error of regarding them as Dictyoxylons. I

have since ascertained, beyond doubt, that they are both Dadoxylons*. The second

error is a misprint of Dictyoxylon for Dadoxylon in the eleventh line from the end of
# 4

the memoir. As it stands, the supposed coniferous fruit known as Trigonocarpon is

indicated as possibly belonging to the former genus, whereas I intended to suggest the

possibility of its relation to the latter one.

At the Edinburgh Meeting of the British Association in 1871, I described yet more

definitely the characteristics of my genus Dictyoxylon, especially as represented by three

plants, viz. Mr. Bixney's Dadoxylon Oldhamium, a new species from Burntisland to

which I gave the name of Dictyoxylon Grievii, and a third form from the Lancashire

Coal-measures, to which I assigned the name of D. radicans. Further investigation into

the history of the latter plant has led me to separate it from Dictyoxylon, under the

* The correction of this error is important, since fig. 11, especially, represents a plant with a Sternhergian

pith, whereas no such pith occurs in any known true Dictyoxylon.
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provisional generic name of Amyelon *. My genus Dictyoxylon, therefore, is limited, for

the present, to the two other species already mentioned, at least so far as this country

is concerned. M. Renault recently brought before the Academy of Sciences at Paris

a notice of some French examples of the genus from the Coal-measures of Autun
;
but

as his memoir has not yet been published, I do not know what forms have been

discovered by this excellent observer f . I may further observe I have recently found

that other genera, e. g. Asterojyliyllites
,
sometimes possess reticulated vessels like those

of Dictyoxylon and Amyelon.

Dictyoxylon Oldhamium proves to be one of the most common of the plants found in

the calcareous nodules discovered in the lower Coal-measures near Oldham and other parts

of Lancashire and Yorkshire having the same geological horizon. The vast majority of

the specimens are young stems or branches, rarely exceeding an inch in their greatest

diameter : nevertheless, as I shall show in the course of this memoir, the plant attained

to an arborescent form. It was not an articulated plant, neither was it, in the usual

sense of the word, a dichotomous one. It had terminal branches of small size compared

with the dimensions of the main axis, but no traces of actual leaves have been discovered

in connexion with any specimen that I have seen. The axis possesses the three

distinctly marked divisions of pith, wood, and bark, each of which organs requires a

detailed description.

The Pith.—As in the Lepidodendroid plants described in my last memoir^, this

structure was of very small size in young twigs, and gradually enlarged with the increasing-

dimensions of the stem, at least up to a certain stage of growth. Its average size,

relatively to that of the entire stem, is seen in Plate XXII. fig. 1, which represents a trans-

verse section made by Mr. Butterwortii. Fig. 2 represents the medullary axis and inner-

most portion of the ligneous zone of a still younger stem ; whilst fig. 4 represents a

similar section of an entire ligneous cylinder, with its contained medullary axis and a

little of the innermost bark. Fig. 3 is a segment of the ligneous zone and the adjacent

part of the medullary axis of another transverse section
; and fig. 5 exhibits a group of

the cells of the true medulla, also intersected transversely.

The pith
(a

)

is an undivided parenchymatous tissue of a very regular kind. The

intervening spaces, described by Mr. Binney as separating the cells vertically, and

converting the pith into a discoid one, have no existence in well-preserved specimens,

but have been the result of desiccation or some other accidental cause. The individual

cells vary in size, but they usually range between ‘0025 and -0Q33§ : in the vertical

section, and in perfect specimens, they often exhibit a very decided disposition to

* See ‘Proceedings of the Royal Society,’ vol. sx. p. 436 (1872). This plant proves to he the root of

AsteropTiyllites (Proceedings, vol. sxi. p. 397, 1873).

t M. Renault has kindly supplied me with sections of the plant to which M. Bron&niabt had applied my
generic name. It proves to be a Sigillarian plant.—Sept. 7, 1S73.

X Philosophical Transactions, 1872, part ii. p. 283.

§ As in the previous memoirs, all these measurements are given in decimal parts of an inch.

3 e 2
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arrange themselves in perpendicular rows, as is so often the case amongst the Lepidoden-

droid plants
;
with this trifling exception the tissue is an ordinary form of parenchyma.

I shall in the course of the memoir give my reasons for concluding that the history of

this tissue in Dyploxylon Oldhamium is similar to that of the Lepidodendroid plant

described in Part III., viz. that it had scarcely any existence in the very young twigs,

the central axis of each of which has been chiefly occupied by a mass of vascular

tissue ;
but as the plant grew, the primitive cells which lurked amongst the vessels

multiplied themselves, forming a true medulla, which pushed the vascular tissues out-

wards, where they permanently occupy a position analogous to, if not even physio-

logically identical with, that of the vascular medullary cylinder common to plants of the

Lepidodendroid type. Thus in fig. 2 we have these medullary vessels at c, constituting an

almost unbroken ring enclosing the true medulla. The large and but partially detached

masses of vessels occupy the greater portion of the medullary area ; but as we proceed to

examine a series of larger and older examples, we discover that these vascular masses

become widely separated from each other (Plate XXII. fig. 1, c, and opposite to c c

in fig. 4). They now form irregularly triangular bundles of vessels, projecting into the

medulla from -0165 to
-02 in ordinary specimens, and adhering by their peripheral

margins to the innermost surface of the ligneous zone, as represented in fig. 3, c, and in

Plate XXIII. figs. 6, c, & 7, c. These masses do not appear to increase in size with the

growth of the stem, since in a larger example of the latter, in which the ligneous

zone alone has had a diameter of at least an inch, these vascular bundles do not project

into the medulla more than from '0166 to '025. The component vessels of each

bundle vary much in size. As in the Lepidodendroid medullary cylinders, they are

arranged irregularly, and not in radiating series. They have all reticulated walls. In

fig. 4 there are some conditions which I have not found in any other example, and

which may have been the accidental results of partial desiccation or some similar

disturbing cause : the continuity of the cellular medullary tissue is interrupted at the

centre, and the cells exhibit a tendency to dispose themselves in irregular lines,

radiating towards the periphery of the medulla.

The Ligneous Zone .—This is a cylinder of vessels arranged in radiating planes, which

latter are really vertical laminae separated by large and very remarkable medullary rays.

In its normal state the cylinder has been an unbroken one, as represented in Plate XXII.

fig. 4, d ; but, owing to various causes, this continuity is frequently disturbed in the fossils,

as seen in fig. 1. Each lamina commences, at its inner margin, either at the medullary

cells or at one of the triangular medullary vascular bundles. The innermost vessels are

usually the smallest ones, a gradual increase taking place in their diameter as we follow

them towards the periphery. This enlargement, however, soon reaches definite limits.

Their diameter in the smaller stems rarely exceeds ’0033, and in the largest ones I have

found none more than '005. In the young plants many of these laminae consist of a

single linear series of vessels, as shown in the several figures 2,. 3, G, and 7 ; and in such

examples we have rarely more than four or five linear series in any undivided wedge.
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In larger and older specimens I have counted as many as thirteen such laminae in an

apparently undivided series, though a tangential section of such wedges would probably

show some thin medullary rays separating the laminae, but which were not observable

in the transverse section. The following Table gives the mean results of a series of

measurements of the thicknesses of these compound wedges in a very large stem,

beginning with those in which each wedge consists of a single linear series of vessels,

and ascending to those in which I have found as many as thirteen.

Number of laminte in Entire thickness Mean thickness of tb

each wedge. of wedge. component laminae.

One roAv of vessels . *0023 •0023

Two rows ,, . . -0041 •0020

Three „ . -0058 •0029

Pour „ . *007 •0017

Five „ „ . -007 •0014

Seven „ „ . . . -0094 •0013

Eleven „ „ . . . -015 •0013

Thirteen roAvs of vessels . . -015 •0011

The second column of figures shows that as the wedges increased in size there Avas a

gradual diminution in the thickness of their component laminae—the result partly of

their mutual pressure impeding the expansion of the vessels to their normal dimensions,

and partly of the fact that these larger Avedges contain more than the average of young

laminae Avhich have been intercalated, and Avhich may not have reached their full

development. In young stems we find that the dimensions of the wedges are somewhat

larger than those recorded in the above Table.

On tracing these wedges in such sections as Plate XXII. fig. 3, from their medullary to

their peripheral margins, we find that many of them consist of a single lamina of vessels

throughout their entire course
;
but such limited examples rarely, if ever, occur in the

larger stems. As shown in fig. 3, e, after proceeding outAvards for a little distance, the

single 1’oav of vessels divides into tAvo smaller ones, which in turn become yet further

multiplied in the thicker stems.

These vascular laminae are divided from one another by large medullary rays (f),

Avhich are very conspicuous, even in the transverse sections, in which they are usually

composed of several rows of cells Avith thin Avails running in a radial direction, their

square-ended cells being elongated in the same direction. In tangential sections

(Plate XXIII. fig. 8) Ave see that the ligneous zone exhibits the appearance of a network,,

of which the woody laminae (e) represent the threads, and the medullary rays (f) vertically

elongated lenticular meshes. Two things strike us on regarding such a section, viz. the

immense number of these rays and their large size. In large stems they frequently have

a vertical length of a quarter of an inch, and sometimes even more, whilst in such

specimens T25 is a common size
; their diameter ranges from a thin column of single

cells up to dense cellular masses (fig. 8,/"'), Avith a diameter of from -0016 up to *01
,
the
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cells of which exhibit the aspect of ordinary parenchyma. On turning to radial sections

(Plate XXIII. fig. 9), we see that these rays (f) present as perfect an example of mural

arrangement as could be found in any Dicotyledonous plant. In whatsoever direction

we make sections of the woody zone of this plant, we equally obtain clear proof that

the cellular tissues of the medullary rays constitute fully half of its substance. Occa-

sionally, as at Plate XXIII. fig. 8,/", we find individual rays consisting of but three or

four cells, but such restricted examples are rare.

The Bark.—This consists of three very conspicuously distinct layers—an inner

parenchyma, a prosenchymatous layer, and an outer parenchyma
;
but practically four

such may be distinguished, since the surface of the innermost one of the three, which is

in immediate contact with the wood, becomes differentiated into a cambium-layer.

Inner Parenchyma .—This innermost division is not always to be found in a distinctly

marked form. When present, it consists of a uniform series of exceedingly delicate cells

(Plate XXII. fig. 1, g, & Plate XXIII. fig. 6, g), which have a somewhat constant diameter

of from *001 to ‘002. In the transverse section they present the ordinary parenchymatous

form; in the longitudinal one they exhibit a tendency to arrange themselves in vertical lines.

At its outer boundary this stratum merges in an almost equally delicate parenchyma,

hut composed of somewhat larger cells (Plate XXII. fig. 1, h, Plate XXIII. fig. 7
,
h, Sc

Plate XXIV. figs. 10 ,/j, & 11, h). Both the inner and outer portions of this double paren-

chymatous layer are characterized by the presence of large, irregularly star-shaped patches

(Plate XXIV. fig. 11, h!) of cells of a dark colour. These might at first be supposed to

be accidental discolorations due to local mineralization; but I am satisfied that such is not

the case. These cells are rather larger and have denser walls than those amongst

which they are imbedded
; and they form so constant an element in this portion of the

plant, that I can have little doubt as to their having constituted a feature of the living

structure, resembling possibly the dark-coloured cells so common in the rootlets of Ferns

and of some Lycopodiacece. Those in the inner parenchyma are much larger than

those of the outer parenchyma, the latter often consisting of but one or two well-

marked dark-coloured cells. In studying the Dictyoxylons, these pigment-patches

supply an excellent guide, enabling us to distinguish between the parenchyma of the

inner bark and that of the medullary rays*. In the fossil specimens this cortical

parenchyma frequently appears as if trailed about in a remarkably irregular manner;

but this is probably a result of partial desiccation prior to fossilization.

* Whilst describing this part of the bark, a specimen now under my microscope reminds me once more of

the necessity of guarding against the misleading influence of Stigmarian rootlets, the great enemies of the

young palaeophytologist who studies the organization of these coal-plants. In the specimen referred to, a long

narrow strip of clearly defined cellular tissue of peculiar aspect runs longitudinally through the portion of the

bark just described, imbedded amongst the true cortical tissues in a way that would inevitably mislead an

observer whose eye was not thoroughly familiar with the aspect of these rootlets. In a previous memoir I have

called attention to the universal diffusion and marvellous penetrating power of these intruders
;
but I think the

latter attribute has reached its acme in one specimen which I have recently met with, in which a large rootlet

has been penetrated longitudinally by a smaller one
;
and the latter, in its turn, contains a third within its
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In the innermost layer just described we find large longitudinally disposed vascular

bundles, the presence of which, under various conditions, constitutes one of the charac-

teristics of the genus Dictyoxylon. These bundles sometimes, though rarely, occur

singly ; but even when they do so we can generally trace a radial line, indicating a

division of the bundle into two lateral halves. An example of this latter condition is

seen in Plate XXIII. fig. 7, z. More ordinarily we find two such bundles (Plate XXY.
fig. 17, z), evidently resulting from the vertical division of a cluster, like that just

referred to, into two nearly equal parts. The transverse section of each bundle is now

somewhat of a rounded triangle in form, the semiovoid form being due to the same

^vertical division of an oval double bundle.

Such undivided bundles as that of Plate XXIII. fig. 7 have a longer diameter of ‘033.

When the two halves become separated, as in Plate XXV. fig. 17, by a decided and

sometimes considerable interval, each half attains to about the same dimensions as the

undivided whole, making it clear that as the division progresses the component vessels

increase in size. The diameters of these vessels vary from ’003 to ’0015. On examining

the bundles in a longitudinal section (Plate XXIV. fig. 11, z), we observe that they

preserve their parallelism with the exterior of the ligneous zone, and do not seem to

take their rise in, or diverge from, the latter structure, as is the case with the foliar

bundles of the Lepidoclendroid plants, with which, at the first glance, we should be

tempted to compare them. Their component vessels are chiefly reticulated ones, like

those of the woody zone ; but along with these are other and usually smaller ones,

which are distinctly of the barred type. Such barred vessels are, as I have already

shown, entirely absent from the true ligneous zone.

In the great majority of cases I have counted four of these double bundles in each

transverse section of the entire stem. In Plate XXII. fig. 1, I only discover three pairs,

whilst in Plate XXII. fig. 4, 1 have reason to believe that there were as many as five. The

positions of these double bundles bear a remarkable relation to those of the separate masses

of the original medullary cylinder (Plate XXII. figs. 2, 3, & 4, & Plate XXIII. figs. G & 7, c),

which remain attached to the medullary surface of the ligneous zone. Where the relative

positions of the organs have not been disturbed by mechanical pressure, as is often the

case, these cortical bundles are disposed externally to the woody zone at points inter-

mediate between those of the medullary clusters of vessels. I have seen no exception

to this rule. Of course, this alternation is less obvious in young stems, in which, like

Plate XXII. fig. 2, the medullary cylinder is not yet broken up into distinctly separated

portions, than in older ones, though even here, as seen in Plate XXIII. fig. 7, the

evidence of this relationship is not wanting ;
but where, as in Plate XXII. figs. 1 & 4,

cylinder. Whilst referring to the necessity for incessant vigilance against this source of error, I may express

my absolute conviction that the vascular bundles which Mr. Binxey has figured as belonging to the medullary

tissues of Halonia (“ Observations on the Structure of Fossil Plants, &c.” (Palseontograidiical Society, 1871),

plate xvi. figs. 2 & 5, and plate xvii. fig. 5) are merely examples of these intrusive rootlets.
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the growth of the stem has distinctly separated the medullary vascular buttresses widely

apart, we distinctly see the intermediate arrangement of the peripheral bundles.

Examination of a large series of these transverse sections further shows that the

undulating outline of the ligneous zone, best seen in Plate XXII. fig. 4, and which is

always more or less present in uncompressed stems, is due to the relationships just

pointed out. That outline is centrifugal opposite to where the medullary bundles are

located
(c), and bulges inwards or becomes centripetal where the cortical bundles are

placed (z). The latter might have been introduced to compensate for the absence of the

former for the purpose of equalizing the resisting power of the walls of the entire, com-

bined, vascular cylinder. I shall shortly point out the existence of a peculiar series of

exogenous additions made to many of these cortical bundles.

Prosenchymatous Layer .—Transverse sections of the stem at once arrest the attention

of even casual observers by the remarkable aspect of this layer, which is well represented

in Plate XXII. fig. 1, Jc. It bears a strong resemblance to a clock-face, upon which the

figures have been inscribed in Roman numerals. On magnifying more highly the dark

bands which give this aspect to the section, as is done to three of them in Plate XXIV.
fig. 10, Jc', we discover that they are due to irregularly defined radiating laminae of

prosencliyma, the walls of the component cells of which are thickened by internal

deposits, converting them into true fibres. These fibrous bands alternate with lenticular

masses of ordinary cellular tissue, which displays different forms of cells, not only in

different plants, but in different parts of the same plant. On making tangential sections

of this portion of the bark (Plate XXIV. figs. 1 3 & 15, & Plate XXV. fig. 14, Jc'), we learn

that these fibrous laminae not only undulate as they ascend vertically through the stem, but

bundles of fibres regularly detach themselves obliquely from one lamina to unite them-

selves with those of a contiguous one, thus mapping out the section, by dark continuous

lines, into a series of lenticular spaces (7c"). At the first glance these lenticular or

rhomboidal areolae might be mistaken for those characterizing the bark of a Lepidoden-

dron

;

but closer examination shows that there is no real identity between the two

structures. The fibrous laminae bear a much closer resemblance to the structure of the

liber in Dicotyledonous plants, especially as seen in the lace-bark tree (Lagetta lintearia)

and other Tliymelaceae. In tangential sections of young stems, the areolae described by

these fibrous layers are longer in proportion to their breadth (Plate XXY. fig. 14, Jc", &
Plate XXIY. fig. 15, Jc") and also less regular in their arrangement than is the case with

older ones. Plate XXIY. fig. 13 represents part of the bark of a stem, the ligneous

cylinder of which, apart from its bark-bundles, has been rather more than two inches in

circumference. We here see that the areolae (Jc") have not only become less lenticular

and more rhomboid in their form, but have also arranged themselves with greater

regularity in pseudo-spiral lines than is the case with many other stems. In these

respects, however, individual specimens vary very greatly.

The thickness of this prosenchymatous layer of the bark, as a whole, is usually, in young-

stems, from T to -145 : in some very young ones it did not exceed ’033. The fibres of
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the radiating laminae have a diameter varying from -0023 to ‘0006, their more usual

dimensions being from -0012 to -0008. It is very difficult to measure their length,

because, owing to its amount, which is considerable, and to their interlacing freely within

their respective bundles, it is almost impossible to see the two extremities of each fibre

;

it is, however, sufficiently great to give them an almost vascular character. Practically

they are bast-fibres. When we do see their extremities, as in Plate XXIV. fig. 15, 7c', we

observe distinctly the fusiform terminations of the cells
;
but where they come in

contact with the parenchyma enclosed within the areolse, we sometimes notice a very

rapid transition from the one type to the other, through some elongated square-ended

modifications of cellular tissue.

I have referred to the cellular tissue filling up the lenticular or rhomboidal areolse as

parenchymatous, but it varies immensely in the same plant. Thus in the transverse

section (Plate XXII. fig. 1) we find these spaces occupied throughout the greater part

of the section by ordinary parenchyma, as seen in Plate XXIV. fig. 10, 7c"

;

but on the

extreme right of fig. 1 they are filled with transversely elongated prismatic cells, which

often almost extend from one fibrous lamina to another, their long axes being parallel

with the circumference of the bark. We see similar differences in the tangential sections

:

thus, in Plate XXIV. fig. 15, 7c", these cells are parenchymatous, whereas in the greater

part of fig. 13, 7c", & Plate XXV. fig. 14, 7c", they are prismatic, or even mural, their long

axes being transverse to that of the stem. In the radial vertical section (Plate XXIV.
fig. 11 ,7(7) we see the prosenchymatous layer forming an irregular wavy line. The cells

occupying the areolse vary much in their dimensions ; but when they assume the paren-

chymatous form they have a somewhat larger diameter than characterizes the contiguous

fibres, or from ‘0033 to '0015. The internal cavities of the fibres are usually more or

less filled with carbonaceous matter (Plate XXIV. fig. 10, 7c'), their ligneous walls having

evidently possessed some peculiar osmotic properties not possessed by the ordinary cellu-

lose of the parenchyma.

In the large majority of my specimens I detect no tissue external to the remarkable

one just described ; but in some young stems, more perfect than the rest, the parenchyma

of th,e rhomboidal areolse spreads out into a thin parenchymatous subepidermal layer

(Plate XXII. fig. 1, l, & Plate XXIV. fig. 10, /), at the outer surface of which we often

see small irregular projections. Nothing approaching a true epiderm has yet been

found*. The thin layer just named seems to have disappeared during growth, as if it

were an epiderm and was not renewed.

In no instance has a trace of a foliar vascular bundle, like those of the Lepidodendra,

been found in the cellular areola? of the bark. This fact alone demonstrates one differ-

ence between these rhomboidal areolse and the leaf-scars of Lepidodendron and Sigillaria

;

* At the Meeting of the British Association in 1871, Mr. Bixney stated that he had found a yet more peri-

pheral layer. I have examined some hundreds of these stems, but have seen no trace of any thing like what he

there described.

3 FMDCCCLXXIII.
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and it further stands related to the equally remarkable fact that no trace of a true leaf

has yet been met with connected with these stems : and. in but one solitary instance

have I seen any of the cortical vascular bundles within the area of the prosenchymatous

zone
;
they are limited to the inner bark. To these points, however, I shall shortly

return.

Having thus examined the ordinary structure of the Dictyoxijlon Oldhamium

,

we may

now turn to some special points connected with its growth. I have already pointed out

that whilst in some specimens the ligneous zone is thin, consisting of but a very limited

number of vessels, as in Plate XXII. fig. 4 (which condition is still more obvious in the

case of the older woody layer, e
,
of Plate XXIII. fig. 6), I have obtained from Mr. Nield

one magnificent axis in which the woody cylinder and its contained medulla has been

at least eighteen inches in circumference. The thickness of the wall of this vascular

cylinder has been at least inches
;
and since the specimen is weathered and water-

worn*, it may have been of even larger dimensions. In this specimen, assigning to each

vessel a mean diameter of '004 would give us between six and seven hundred vessels in

the linear series of each radiating lamina of the wood. Dimensions like these at once

suggest the existence of some exogenous mode of growth. But fortunately we are not left

to mere inference on this point. As in the case of the Diploxyloid stems described in my
last memoir, I have obtained several specimens which unmistakably demonstrate the

operation of this exogenous development of the Dictyoxylons. Of these, Plate XXII.

fig. 4 represents one in which there are three distinct rings of vessels; and Plate XXIII.

fig. 6 is a still more enlarged figure of a second example, drawn with great care, in

which there are but two concentric growths. In the former example the boundary

line between the innermost and middle ring is but faint, because the vessels of the

latter have already expanded to their normal dimensions. The outermost ring

(Plate XXII. fig. 4, e ')
is less completely developed

; hence the vessels have not attained

to much more than half their size. In Plate XXIII. fig. 6 the distinction between the

vessels belonging to the inner and older ring
(
e) of the ligneous zone and those of the

newer one
(
e
')

is very marked : the latter are of very small size
; not larger, indeed, in

many examples, than the inner bark-cells
(f/) in which they have developed themselves.

The specimen from which this figure was taken puts beyond the possibility of doubt

the existence of exogenous growth amongst these plants.

But there remains another curious evidence of the pseudocambial action of the inner-

most bark. I have already depicted the usual forms of the cortical vascular bundles in

Plate XXIII. fig. 7, z, & Plate XXV. fig. 17, z. A similar bundle, copied from the

specimen shown in Plate XXII. fig. 1, is seen in Plate XXVI. fig. 18. In this example

the bundle is less sharply defined than in those already described ; and some of the

vessels in its central portion have the appearance of being intervascular cellular tissue.

I presume that at least some of this appearance is but the result of imperfect minerali-

* It was found in a watercourse intersecting the Lower Coal-measures at a locality near Oldham, known as

Har Culver (Higher Culvert).
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zation. In Plate XXY. figs. 19, z, & 20, z, we have the two bundles belonging to

another of the clusters of Plate XXII. fig. 1, and which are enclosed within the inner-

most bark-layer: their relative positions in the bark were similar to those which they

occupy upon the Plate. On the outer or cortical side of each Ave find several diverging

lines or laminae of vessels (V), of which those nearest the space separating the tAvo bundles

are the longer ones, whilst the others become successively shorter as we diverge from that

space. We have here unmistakable groAvths superadded to the exterior margins of the

tAvo bundles, similar, in all essential respect, to those added by the pseudocambium to

the exterior of the ligneous zone, and apparently through the action of the same pseudo-

cambial cells. Though I do not by any means find these conditions of the cortical bundles

repeated in all the specimens of Dictyoxylon
,
they are frequently met Avith. Plate XXV.

fig. 21 exhibits a yet more remarkable modification of these bundles that I have occa-

sionally observed. In this instance the original bundle of non-radiating vessels has become

•firmly incorporated Avith the periphery of the ligneous zone (e), and the exogenous additions

have been made to its exterior in such a manner as to form a Avedge-shaped buttress (z'),

running vertically doAvn the ligneous cylinder. I have dissected several of these buttresses,

and find that when radial sections of the ligneous zone pass directly through them they

exhibit all the ordinary appearances of, and are scarcely distinguishable from, that zone

;

indeed, as seen in such sections, they only appear to be outward prolongations of it. In

some of the examples, as is the case with the one figured, the central non-radiating bundle

of vessels has its details less clear than in others. Where these are distinct, I think they

shoAV that the bundle is in the same state as that represented in Plate XXIII. fig 7, z,

viz. in its undivided condition. This explains why, in these wedge-shaped groAvths, Ave

never find the twin bundle. The exogenous groAvth, which iioav binds the vessels

together, has commenced before the separation of the cluster into tAvo parts Avas effected.

These details are trivial, but they help to throAV light upon the nature of the objects

in question.

Another remarkable feature of these organisms yet remains to be examined. So far

as outward appearances are concerned, Dictyoxylon might be declared to have been a

simple, unbranched stem. In no one instance have I found an example which exhibits

any obAnous division or bifurcation of the stem, such as is common amongst the

Lejndodendra. Nevertheless several examples have come into my hands in which

branches of some kind have existed. The first trace Avhich I met with of this character

Avas in a tangential section of the bark made by Mr. Butterworth, and represented in

Plate XXY. fig. 14. One of the cellular areolte of the prosenchymatous layer of the

bark has evidently been modified and enlarged to allow the branch (y) to escape through

it. The cellular parenchyma of the middle bark has been condensed into an oval ring,

through Avhich the bundle has emerged. This ring is seen further enlarged in Plate XXYI.
fig. 22, h ;

within it is a space (g) which Avas, I have no doubt, originally occupied by the

delicate parenchyma of the innermost bark, prolonged as an investing layer from the

central cylinder of that tissue, but the cells of Avhich have now disappeared. The centre

3 f 2
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is occupied by a round and well-defined mass of vessels of two kinds, which the section,

though made tangentially to the parent bark, has divided transversely, showing that the

bundle passed out of the original stem at right angles to its vertical axis. The greater

portion of the section consists of a cluster of vessels
(
c
)
not arranged in radiating series,

larger ones occupying the centre and smaller ones the periphery of the cluster. In the

former portion some of the vessels have almost disappeared ; but I have no doubt that

originally there was an almost solid mass of them interspersed with some delicate cellular

tissue. The periphery exhibits a narrow ring (d) of small vessels which are arranged in

radiating series, the radiating lines being separated by medullary rays. Here we have

obviously the first growth of an exogenous ligneous zone.

Plate XXV. fig. 16 represents a second and yet more beautiful example, from one

of the larger specimens to which reference has already been made. The cellular tissue

(A), in which the branch-section is imbedded, is the central parenchyma of the bark of

the parent stem, intersected tangentially : we have here, as before, the condensed ring

of this latter tissue (

A

') enclosing the vacant space which I presume to have been occupied

by a prolongation of the innermost bark-layer. The section of the branch, which is as

perfect as possible, exhibits the same general arrangement of the tissues as that which

appears in the previous example. The medullary axis is occupied, as in Lepidodendroid

twigs, by a cylindrical bundle of vessels
;

this, again, is surrounded by a well-developed

ligneous zone, consisting of about twenty-three clearly defined, radiating vascular wedges,

separated by equally distinct medullary rays. The exogenous development of this branch

has advanced further before it emerged from the bark than in that just described. Tracing

these branches inwards in order to ascertain their origin, we must return to Plate XXII.

fig. 1, x, in the interior of which we discover a section similar in all respects to the last

one, save that it has attained to a yet more remarkable degree of development before

escaping from the pseudocambial and inner parenchymatous bark-layers. Plate XXVI.

fig. 23 is a carefully drawn enlargement of a portion of this branch-section. Here, again,

we have at c the compact mass of vessels forming the medullary axis, radiating from which

we have a series of vascular wedges (A), which, in the perfect section, are nearly forty in

number ; these, again, are separated by clearly defined medullary rays
(f

)

of relatively

large size, especially on the left and lower sides of the figure. As the section has traversed

this part of the branch somewhat obliquely, we readily trace the mural arrangement of the

cells constituting these rays ; whilst at their outer extremities we also see, with similar

distinctness, how the cells merge in the equally delicate ones (g) of the pseudocambium of

the parent axis (Plate XXII. fig. 1, g). Approaching nearer to the central axis of the stem,

we find in Plate XXIV. fig. 11, x, another of these branches penetrating the ligneous

zone (e). As already stated, this figure represents part of a tangential section of a ligneous

cylinder made midway between the medulla and the bark
;
but whilst the wood is inter-

sected tangentially on the left-hand of the figure, the bark on the right is cut through

almost radially—results due to the cylindrical form of the branch. The woody zone dis-

plays the usual innumerable medullary rays separating the woody wedges; but at the
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lower part of the figure the latter tissues are yet further deflected right and left, to allow

a large vascular bundle to pass out between them. This bundle and the surrounding-

tissues are shown, still further enlarged, in Plate XXIV. fig. 12. The section has

divided the vessels in the centre of the bundle transversely
; but the more peripheral ones

trail across the field of view in irregularly radiating lines, which, at their peripheral ends,

appear to merge with the curving vessels of the parent axis. Having obtained another

specimen similar to that just described, I made a series of tangential sections of it, and

found that the divergent bundle of vessels diminished rapidly in size as I approached

the medullary axis, and became almost, if not wholly, wanting before reaching the inner

surface of the ligneous zone, affording an additional illustration of the exogenous deve-

lopment of both stem and branch. The section Plate XXVI. fig. 24 throws additional

light upon these arrangements: this is part of a transverse section of a stem, but the

section has passed somewhat obliquely through one of these branches
; besides which,

owing to the curvilinear direction followed by the branch, the section has divided its

upper half almost transversely, whilst its lower or inner portion is intersected more longi-

tudinally. The peripheral portion of the section shows clearly that this branch con-

sisted of laminae arranged in radiating order
;
whilst the more central part demon-

strates that these laminae consist of true vessels, which are derived from the exogenous

ligneous zone.

But there is yet another peculiar lateral appendage found in this plant, as seen in a

transverse section of a stem represented in Plate XXIII. fig. 7. In the centre of this

figure we observe that the vascular laminae bounding two of the medullary rays are

forced asunder, to permit the escape of a large mass of tissue (n), some of which

emanates from the left-hand ray, but the greater portion of it comes from the one to

the right. It will be observed that in this instance there is no disturbance of the regular

order of the vascular laminae of the exogenous zone beyond their being thrust asunder

at their peripheral margins
;

neither is there the slightest indication of what appears

obvious in Plate XXVI. fig. 24, viz. a direct connexion between the vascular tissues of

the parent axis and those of the branch. As the latter proceeds outwards, it passes

through the parenchymatous (//.) and prosenchymatous (k) layers of the bark, contracting

rapidly in diameter as it does so, and terminates abruptly at the circumference of the

outer bark (A).

Unlike the previous examples, this divergent structure consists of a mass of cells, many

of which are so elongated and fusiform as to assume a pseudo-vascular aspect. But each

cell and pseudo-vessel, unlike the cells of the parent medulla and medullary rays, is beau-

tifully reticulated like the true vessels of the central axis—an important feature to be

borne in mind on endeavouring to assign a probable function to this organ. Equally

important is it to remember that the tissues composing this appendage, instead of being

derived from the vascular laminae forming the two lateral boundaries of one medullary

ray, have every appearance of originating in some metamorphosis of the mural cells of two

such rays. We can clearly trace the pseudocambial layer of the parent axis accom-
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panying the above structure in its outward course in tile shape of an investing

cylinder.

It thus becomes clear, not only from the specimens described, but from other similar

ones in my cabinet, that though we discover no true dicliotomization or externally con-

spicuous branching of the Dictyoxylon-stems, they gave off distinct lateral appendages

almost at right angles to the axis of the parent stem. What were these diverticula'?

whither did they go ? and why do they terminate so invariably at the circumference

of the parent bark ?

I think we must separate Plate XXIII. fig. 7 ,
n, from the other examples

;
it differs

alike in its structure and origin. My impression is that it may have supplied an adven-

titious or aerial root, which impression is confirmed by the history of a similar appendage

which I find in Dictyoxylon Grievii. The other examples in which we have a distinct

central axis surrounded by a regularly constructed exogenous zone are manifestly young

branches ; but whether they were prolonged into ordinary leaf-bearing branches, or

whether they were half-abortive fruit-bearing ones, I am unable to determine. The

invariable absence of any outward prolongation of them beyond the periphery of the

parent stem, certainly seems to indicate a connexion with some deciduous appendage.

Had they been prolonged into such persistent organs as true branches, it is difficult to

believe that clear proof of the existence of such organs would not have been met with

in some example amongst the hundreds of these stems which I have examined.

That they were not the vascular axes of leaf-petioles seems clear from their exogenous

organization. I know of no leaf, however large, in which such an organization exists.

Hence, as already suggested, I am inclined to believe that they may have nourished

spikes of fructification, which, being modified branches, might be expected to retain a

branch-structure in their central axes. I have shown in my last memoir the existence

of exogenous layers in the axis of a Leyyidostrobus
,
and I have in my cabinet specimens of

Volhnannia Binneyi which have a similar radiating external woody cylinder. Hence

there is no impossibility involved in the supposition that similar conditions may have

prevailed in Dictyoxylon. These, however, are purely hypothetical suggestions
;
and the

further fact remains, that we have hitherto discovered no fruits that could, with reason-

able probability, be correlated with the stems in question.

Whatever may have been their functions, these branches throw a clear light upon the

origin of the irregular vascular medullary cylinder seen even in very young Dictyoxylons,

and which only remain, in a fragmentary state, as detached buttresses supporting the

inner surfaces of the exogenous woody zones. But we must further study this subject in

the light of the facts described in my last memoir on Lepidodendroid plants. I there

showed that the compact central vascular axis of each young Lepidodendroid twig first

expanded into a vascular cylinder, through the rapid fusion and multiplication of some

of the more central cells located amongst the vessels, and which thus developed into a true

cellular medulla, the growth of which was synchronous with that of the vascular cylinder.

I further demonstrated that this compound axis became invested, at a still later period, by
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a true exogenous ligneous zone. It appears to me that corresponding phenomena reappear

in the Dictyoxylons, hut with some characteristic differences. In the Lepidodendroid

plants each vasculo-medullary axis expanded into a regular cylinder, whose walls were

of almost uniform thickness throughout its entire circumference, and which permanently

retained its integrity throughout the life of the plant. In Dictyoxylon the solid vascular

axes of Plate XXV. fig. 16 & Plate XXVI. fig. 23 expanded in like manner, and also had

a cellular medulla developed within each cylinder; but the thickness of the latter was

not only unequal in its various parts, but, at a very early period, it broke up into several

detached and irregular masses, which no longer effected a complete separation of the pith

from the exogenous layers throughout the entire circumference of the former organ. In

the intervals between these detached vascular masses the cells of the medulla, and those of

the medullary rays, become continuous with one another. In the first instance each

.radiating exogenous lamina had its inner margin in direct contact with the medullary

vessels ; this is indicated clearly in such specimens as that represented in Plate XXII.

fig. 3. But though the disruption of the cylinder ultimately limited this direct cohesion

of the exogenous with the medullary vessels to certain well-marked clusters of the former,

evidence of similar but earlier relations of the entire ligneous zone is retained in the

curvilinear forms of many of the woody wedges, whose inner margins are now in direct

contact with the medulla ; as in fig. 3, their several medullary extremities still bend

towards the nearest cluster of medullary vessels with which they were, at an earlier period

of their growth, in direct contact.

I have already called attention (in page 383) to the relations which these detached

medullary bundles sustained to those lodged in the inner bark, and pointed out the way

in which the latter helped to equalize the resisting power of the compound vascular

cylinder, by strengthening those parts of the woody zone which were weakened by the

breaking up of the medullary cylinder. This idea receives confirmation from the fact

that, so long as the central axis is occupied by an undivided vascular bundle, these cortical

buttresses are invariably wanting. In no one of the lateral diverticula which I have just

described, and in which the solid axis invariably existed, did I find a trace of these cortical

bundles : all the facts indicate that they were growths developed in the bark at a later

date
;
at the same time such specimens as the original of Plate XXII. fig. 2 showed that

they became fully grown before the disruption of the medullary cylinder had proceeded

to any considerable extent.

The large size of the medullary rays, and the simple and conspicuous organization of

the woody wedges in Dictyoxylon, enable us easily to compare its growth with that of

living Dicotyledonous stems. As in the latter instances, we find that, as the wedges

extended themselves in the peripheral direction, they became enlarged transversely by

the addition of new laminse. This was sometimes the result of two meristem-cells occu-

pying the place previously filled by one, the consequences of which are seen in the com

version of the single lamina into a double one, as in Plate XXII. fig. 3, e. In other

instances new and very small laminse were either intercalated into the substance or added
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to the external surface of each wedge. Examples of all these methods of growth abound.

If not antagonized, the continuance of this process would have given the peripheral por-

tions of the wedges very different dimensions to those described in the preceding pages.

I have already pointed out that we rarely find a dozen laminae in any one wedge. The

constant intercalation of new secondary medullary rays which took place here, as in living

exogens, produced the result described. We thus see that in many of its minute details,

as well as in its more general aspects, the growth of these stems has been a truly

exogenous one.

The bark of one specimen, but which stands alone amongst the number of those that

I have examined, exhibits conditions requiring further elucidation : I am as yet unable

fully to understand its significance, but it is suggestive of additional facts belonging to

the history of Dictyoxylon that have not yet been worked out. In this specimen, part

of which is represented by Plate XXVI. fig. 25, wTe have the exterior of the ligneous zone,

at d. Some very slight traces of the parenchymatous layer of the bark are to be seen

investing the woody zone. On the other hand, the prosenchymatous layer (k) is very thick

:

this thickness is due to the appearance of a large double vascular bundle, surrounded

by a considerable mass of parenchyma, which is lodged in the substance of the prosen-

chymatous layer. Two of the vertical prosenchymatous laminae, seen at 7t
J

,
Jc', have obvi-

ously been pushed aside to make room for the above intrusive structure. I have already

mentioned the fact that I have never seen any of the cortical bundles located in the pro-

senchymatous zone of the bark, save in one solitary instance, the latter reference being

to the example now under consideration. The double vascular mass (z) bears so striking

a resemblance to these bundles when but partially divided, as to leave little doubt that

it is really one of them. At the first glance we might suppose that it had been acci-

dentally displaced from its normal position and forced, by pressure, into the outer bark

;

but such is certainly not the case. The parenchyma with which it is surrounded is

identical with that separating all the prosenchymatous laminae, leaving little reason to

question that one of the parenchymatous areolae of the outer bark has been specially

enlarged to admit of the outward transmission of the vascular bundle and its thick paren-

chymatous investment, the vertical prosenchymatous layers (//, /;) having been thrust

apart to make room for this enlargement and transmission.

These conditions suggest the possibility that others of the cortical bundles may finally

leave the woody zone and pass outwards to supply foliar appendages with vascular tissue.

The large size of these bundles indicates (supposing the above suggestion to be correct)

that the missing appendages have been of corresponding dimensions. They suggest

fronds rather than leaves. It is impossible to reason upon such limited data with any

confidence
;
but I shall recall attention to the facts just described when I proceed, on some

future occasion, to examine the stems or petioles to which I have proposed to assign the

provisional name of Edraxylon *.

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xx. p. 438 (1872).
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Our history of what is known of this remarkable plant is not yet exhausted. On
examining the fine series of coal-plants in the Liverpool Museum, which owes so much

to the ever-vigilant energy of the Rev. H. H. Higgins, of Rainhill, I detected a series of

cortical impressions which evidently belonged to an arborescent tree, and which I at once

identified as having a probable relationship to my Dictyoxylons. On naming this circum-

stance to Mr. Carruthees, he called my attention to the fact that a specimen similar

to the Liverpool ones had been described by the late Mr. Gourlie, of Glasgow, under

the generic name of Lyginodendron. Hr. Bryce, of Glasgow, kindly furnished me with

Mr. Gouelie’s memoir, which at once satisfied me that the Liverpool specimens were

varied forms of the Lyginodendron Landsburgliii of the Scotch author. Mr. Gourlie gave

a characteristic figure of his fragment in the ‘ Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of

Glasgow’ for February 15th, 1843, but he made no attempt to describe it scientifically,

or to correlate it with any other known fossil plants. He obtained the fragment from the

Rev. David Landsboro ugii, and having recognized that it was undescribed, he contented

himself with figuring it and giving to it the above name. On turning to Corda’s ‘ Beitrage

zur Flora der Vonvelt,’ published two years later, I found a fragment of the same kind

figured under the name of Sagenariafusiformis (
loc . cit. Taf. vi. fig. 4). Corda brought

together in his plate, along with this specimen, fragments of a true Lepidodendroid

bark, with some other plants showing internal organization
;
but I am perfectly satisfied

that fig. 4 of his plate, the Lyginodendron of Gourlie, has no relationship whatever to

the objects associated with it.

Plate XXVII. fig. 26, which bears the closest resemblance to Mr. Gourlie’s specimen,

consists of a slab of sandstone whose surface is covered with oblong-fusiform elevations

of variable dimensions
; the largest of these are fully three inches in length and nearly

half an inch in diameter. As shown in the figure, these elevated areolations are in close

contact with each other, being merely separated by a sharply defined groove, their

surfaces being rounded or slightly flattened. Plate XXVII. fig. 27 represents a similar

specimen, only in this example the largest areolie are rarely more than 2 inches in

length and *18 in breadth; they are more uniform in size and regular in their arrange-

ment than in fig. 26, exhibiting a greater tendency to dispose themselves in the oblique

spiral lines of the Lepidodendroid plants than in the other specimen ; the surface

of each areola also projects in a sharp, central, longitudinal ridge. In Plate XXVII.

fig. 28 we have a third modification. In this example the areolae rarely exceed L5 in

length and ‘12 in diameter, whilst they are separated from each other by flat spaces

from *2 to '1 in breadth. Their surfaces in this instance likewise are more or less

rounded. Plate XXVII. fig. 29 is a small specimen, also with convex areolae, which

are very uniform in size and contour, as well as regular in their Lepidodendroid

arrangement
; as in the last figure, flat areas intervene between the fusiform areolae.

In a fifth specimen of this instructive series the areolae are not more than an inch in

length, whilst in a sixth they are reduced to about half that size. Plate XXVII. fig. 28

is a flat fragment fully 7 inches in diameter; and even the sixth example just referred to

MDCCCLXXI1I. 3 G
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is nearly 24 inches in breadth and perfectly flat. Hence it is obvious that all these

specimens belonged to stems or branches of arborescent dimensions, whilst the successive

gradations in the size of their areolae clearly indicate that their differences are merely

those of age and growth. Specimens in my own cabinet, and a sharply defined one in

that of Mr. Boyd Dawkins, link the above series with those described in the preceding-

pages, leaving no room for doubting that the whole belong to one form of vegetation,

of which the larger examples were casts of the bark of the arborescent stems, and the

smaller ones, in which the entire organization is preserved, the peripheral extremities

or branches. The explanation of these casts is sufficiently obvious. The fibrous bands,

forming a coarse network in Plate XXIV. figs. 13 & 15, have constituted a firm frame-

work, alike resisting atmospheric abrasion and contraction through desiccation. The

enclosed cellular areoke have been characterized by precisely opposite features. Hence,

where the latter reached the surface of the bark, deep lenticular depressions presented

themselves, whilst the surrounding fibrous bands stood up in bold relief. That these

results were partly due to the shrinking of the cellular areoke is shown by two specimens

in my cabinet : they both consist of the usual prosenchymatous bark of branches in

which the inner or parenchymatous layer has been replaced by inorganic matter
;
but

the inner surface of the outer bark exhibits precisely the same areolation, save that the

concavities of the areola; are now directed inwards instead of outwards
,
that I have just

described as characterizing the periphery of the same bark-layer. The difference in the

relative size of the areolations and of the intervening flat spaces in Plate XXVII. figs. 26

& 28 has obviously been due to corresponding differences in the thickness of the raised

fibrous bands in relation to the size of the cellular areolae which they enclosed. We thus

learn that whilst Lyginodendron is undoubtedly an inorganic cast of the prosenchymatous

layer of the bark of Dictyoxylon
,
it may either represent its exterior surface, which has

impressed its contour upon the surrounding mud or sand, or it may represent its inner

surface, to which the inorganic material has obtained access through the accidental

destruction of the inner parenchyma of the bark. Combining these observations with

tire evidence derived from Mr. Nield’s large specimen of the ligneous zone of Dicty-

oxylon Oldhamium, described on page 386, we are irresistibly brought to the conclusion

that Dictyoxylon Oldhamium was an arborescent tree, which, from the comparative

abundance of its fragments preserved in the Lower Coal-measures of Lancashire, must

have formed one of the most conspicuous features of the forests of the Carboniferous age.

The bearing of the facts just recorded upon nomenclature will be considered after

describing the next subject of this memoir.

In the spring of 1871, Dr. Dawson, of Montreal, conferred upon me the double

favour of directing my attention to the plants of Burntisland, and of introducing to me

their energetic discoverer, G. Grieve, Esq. I soon found amongst the rich treasures

which that gentleman had brought to light a most remarkable plant, closely allied in

many points of its structure to Dictyoxylon Oldhamium. I gave a very brief and hasty

description of this plant at the Edinburgh Meeting of the British Association, assigning
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to it the name of Dictyoxylon Grievii, after its discoverer. Since that period I have

made numerous additional sections of the plant, some of which I will now proceed to

describe. At the first glance no two plants could well appear to be more distinct than

the two just named
; it is only when we compare the details of their organization that

we learn how numerous and strong are their points of affinity, and how great the amount
of light which each throws upon the other. The example now under consideration always

appears in the form of straight, slender, unbranched stems
; but we also find associated

with it much smaller twigs, having the characteristic structure of the larger ones, but

with distinctive features in their central vascular axes, similar to those which distinguish

a twig of a Lepidodendroid plant from its matured Diploxyloid stem.

Plate XXVIII. fig. 30 represents one half of a transverse section of one of the more

matured of the stems that have hitherto been met with. We here readily discern a large

vasculo-cellular medullary axis (a), a very thin investing ligneous cylinder (d), a thin and

delicate inner layer of bark (</), a thick parenchymatous bark-layer (A), and a well-defined

outer or prosenchymatous layer of the same (A).

The central axis consists of a mass of medullary parenchymatous cells, dispersed

throughout which are numerous well-defined bundles of reticulated vessels, unprovided

with any special sheaths. The cells have thin walls, and are devoid of all fibrous deposits

in their interiors. Plate XXVIII. fig. 31 represents an enlarged portion of this medullary

axis : the cells (A) are at once distinguished from the vessels (c) by their smaller size,

their thinner walls, and their brown colour. The last distinction is an evidence, were

such needed, of their cellular character : however thin the section, owing to their small

size, we always look through one or more of their carbonized cell-walls
; whereas the long

tubular vessels, being filled by infiltration with pure carbonate of lime, and having their

oblique transverse divisions only at long distances from each other, their transverse sections

transmit pure white light. The relations of the cells and vessels are further shown in the

longitudinal sections (Plate XXIX. figs. 32 & 33, A & c). Fig. 33, b, especially exhibits

the aspect of these cells in vertical sections. The largest of them rarely exceeds -0025 to

•0028 in diameter, and many of them are much smaller. The vessels are arranged in

clusters, transverse sections of no two of which exhibit the same shape
;
and they are

equally variable in the number of their component vessels. They are of large size, many

of them being *0052 in diameter; but they are frequently much smaller than this, and at

the peripheral portion of the medullary axis they are invariably so. In the latter case,

in the transverse sections, they are only distinguishable from the surrounding cellular

tissue by their colour and their thicker walls. The clusters of the periphery also contain

a larger number of vessels, as well as display a greater tendency to an irregular coalescence

of the groups, than is the case nearer the centre of the axis. Plate XXVIII. fig. 34

exhibits the lateral aspect of one of these vessels, enlarged 200 diameters. The entire

diameter of the medullary axis in the larger specimens is about T3. This axis is

invested by an exogenous layer of vessels (d), disposed in radiating lines widely separated

by large medullary rays. The entire thickness of this zone is small, rarely exceeding

3 G 2
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*025, which is its thickness on the upper side of the specimen figured, whilst on the

lower one it contracts to -008. This inequality in the thickness of the ligneous zone on

opposite sides of the stem is an almost invariable characteristic of this plant. In some

specimens the zone is of such small dimensions as to be easily overlooked by observers

ignorant of its aspect in more developed examples; where such is the case, the

vessels are also of much smaller size than elsewhere. The largest vessels are always

found in the thickest part of the zone : here they frequently reach a diameter of '0032
;

but in those parts where the zone is dwarfed their diameter does not usually exceed

*0017. In the case of the thicker laminse, one or two of the innermost vessels are

always smaller than the more peripheral ones. Whilst many of these vessels are

reticulated, like those of the medullary axis, others are frequently scalariform : the

latter is especially the case with those nearest the medullary axis. The radial section,

Plate XXIX. fig. 33, partly traverses the outer part of the medullary axis (

b

and c), and

partly the ligneous zone
(
d). The vessels

(
d
)
belong to the latter

;
and at j\ f we have two

medullary rays, the cells of which are of the mural type of parenchyma, being repetitions

of what we found in I). Oldhamium ,
except that the transverse diameter of each ray is

less in the present case than in the Lancashire species, though relatively large in pro-

portion to the thickness of the entire ligneous zone. The latter has evidently been of

a very lax character, differing materially in this respect from that of 1). Oldhamium'.

I have never counted more than a dozen vessels in each of its radial series. At their

inner margins the laminae are usually connected with some one of the numerous peri-

pheral clusters of medullary vessels ; they very rarely, if ever, commence amongst the

medullary cells. I shall shortly call attention to some curious clusters of vessels that

occasionally interrupt the continuity of this ligneous zone. Plate XXIX. fig. 33 a repre-

sents a tangential section of this radiating zone. The medullary rays (f) are here seen to

consist chiefly of a single vertical series of cells, and are further remarkable for the long

vertical range of each ray. The figures and descriptions already given apply to the stems

of this plant in their normal state ; but it is only in rare examples that we meet with

them in this undisturbed condition. The physical circumstances that have attended their

mineralization have usually compressed and displaced the tissues in so great a measure

that it becomes almost impossible to make out the structure of such specimens. The

vessels have lost their cylindrical character, and the entire vascular axis is distorted

into a confused mass of cells and vessels.

The bark of this plant is as interesting as it is remarkable
;
but I have found the

minute interpretation of its varying aspects a difficult task, owing to the effects of the

pressure alluded to in the last paragraph. The general outline of the plant is never

the same either in different stems, nor even, as shown on Plate XXX., in different

sections of the same stem
;
and I have found it no easy matter to determine how much

of this irregularity was due to pressure and how much to the original peculiarities of

the plant. The broad features of the bark are sufficiently obvious : it consists of three

very distinct layers, the innermost two of which contain a few large, vertically disposed
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vascular bundles. These layers present very different appearances when viewed in

transverse and in vertical sections: in the former the outermost layer exhibits the

greatest peculiarities of structure ; in the latter the peculiarities are the most striking-

in the middle one. The innermost layer exhibits the same appearances in both sections.

The latter (Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, g, & Plate XXIX. fig. 35, g) exhibits so close a general

resemblance to the innermost bark-layer of the Lepidodendroid plants, that I do not

hesitate to assign to both the same functions. It has a rather uniform thickness of -008,

occasionally swelling out to as much as
-025. It consists of delicate parenchyma, the

largest cells ofwhich range between -0023 and -0028, their size being moderately uniform:

sometimes they are arranged in radiating lines ; at others they appear as regular paren-

chyma. This layer is a very distinct one, both in the definiteness of its boundaries, in the

delicacy of its texture, and in the general uniformity of its aspect: in Plate XXVIII.

fig. 30 it is seen describing a semicircle at g g, and in the vertical section at Plate XXIX.
fig. 32, g. In every one of the numerous examples which I have examined, this inner bark

appears too large for the cellulo-vascular axis which it invests. Sometimes the excess

projects at one or both ends of the compressed axis, enclosing a vacant space, as in

Plate XXVIII. fig. 30 & Plate XXX. fig. 36 ;
at others it appears in the transverse sec-

tion as a caudate appendage, occupying the same position as in most of the figures on

Plate XXX. This condition has doubtless resulted from a contraction of the central axis

that had no existence during the life of the plant. The layer has evidently been at once

flexible and firm ;
since, though compressed into innumerable forms and detached from

the central axis in a variety of ways, I have rarely seen its continuity interrupted, save

where some vascular bundle passed through its tissues to reach the periphery of the stem.

The middle bark-layer (Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, A, & Plate XXIX. figs. 32, A, & 35, h)

is a much more variable one. It consists of masses of very regular parenchyma, inter-

mingled with horizontal layers of darker-coloured cells, which latter constitute the cha-

racteristic feature of this tissue. In transverse sections we only detect these darker layers in

the form of dark isolated patches (Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, A') and wavy lines (Plate XXIX-
fig. 35, A'), surrounded by or enclosing clearer spaces occupied by regular parenchyma

(Plate XXIX. fig. 35, A") ; but in the vertical section the former appear in the shape of

very regular, parallel, horizontally disposed bars (Plate XXIX. fig. 32, A'). The ordinary

parenchyma consists of cells having a maximum diameter of from -0028 to -004. In

Plate XXXI. fig. 45, which represents this tissue in a vertical section of the two outer-

most layers of the bark of a very young stem, each cell has been drawn with scrupulous

accuracy, the dark-coloured transverse bars being represented at A' A', and the intervening

parenchyma at A". In vertical sections of this tissue in older stems the latter cells con-

stantly exhibit a disposition to arrange themselves in vertical and often slightly curved

lines (Plate XXIX. fig. 32, A"), approaching, in the former respect, to the condition of

the tissue so common in the meclullse of the Lepidodendroid plants*.

* Mr. Binney has proposed (“ Observations on the Structure of Fossil Plants found in the Carboniferous

Strata.—Part III. Lepulodendron ”) to assign to this tissue the name of “ orthosenchyma.” It is but one of the
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Plate XXXI. fig. 45 exhibits correctly the general aspect of the dark coloured hori-

zontal bands, and their relations to the intervening layers of ordinary parenchyma.

The cells of the former are smaller and more uniform in size, as well as less lax in their

arrangement, than the latter. The bands are arranged at uniform distances, which

vary little in different specimens, there being generally about forty-six of these in each

vertical inch. They do not appear to form absolutely continuous rings in matured

examples, encompassing the entire stem, though they do so in young shoots. In the

former case they are frequently interrupted by the vicinity of cortical vascular bundles

;

but, in addition to this, we observe often in vertical sections the faintly defined margin

of one of these bands intercalated between two sharply defined ones, indicating that some

of them at least become merged laterally in the surrounding parenchymatous tissue

:

tangential sections of the same structure also frequently indicate that where a cortical

vascular bundle approaches the outer bark, the dark bands of the parenchyma right

and left of the bundle are alternate in their arrangement rather than continuous.

The “ orthenchymous ” disposition of the parenchymatous cells is sometimes seen in

transverse sections, as in Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, h"

;

but in these instances I have no

doubt that the section has passed somewhat obliquely through the tissue in question.

I shall call attention to some further peculiarities in this parenchymatous layer when

describing the vascular bundles (m) which traverse it.

The outermost layer of the bark (Plate XXIX. fig. 35, k) is also a well-defined one,

which scarcely differs in its essential features from the prosenchymatous layer of

Dictyoxylon Oldhamium. Its usual thickness is about ’021
;
but, as we shall immediately

see, it is liable to undergo a sudden enlargement at special points. In the horizontal

sections (Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, k, & Plate XXIX. fig. 35, k) it exhibits a radiating series

of alternating bands of parenchyma and prosenchyma, the former being light-coloured

and semitransparent, and the latter of a denser texture and a darker hue—conditions

which are identical with those seen in the corresponding layer of I). Oldhamium

(Plate XXIV. fig. 10). The prosenchymatous fibres have a diameter of about '0005,

occasionally expanding to '001.

In radial vertical sections (Plate XXIX. fig. 32 ,k", & Plate XXXI. fig. 45, k) the cells

of this layer appear in the two forms of prosenchyma and of elongated parenchyma of the

prismatic cylindrical variety with square ends. In tangential sections these tissues are

arranged in the same way as in I). Oldhamium
,
viz. “the prosenchymatous bands form a

network enclosing vertically elongated parenchymatous areolae of a lenticular form. But

the plant under consideration differs from the Oldham one, so far as this portion of the

bark is concerned :—1st, in the greater relative thickness of the prosenchymatous bands;

and, 2nd, in the smaller size and almost linear vertical form of the enclosed areolae. A

innumerable modifications of parenchyma and frequently seen amongst living Cryptogams
;
but if we do give it

a special name it must be “ orthenchyma.” Mr. Linnet’s term involves an impossible, i. e. an ungrammatical,

combination of noun and adjective; besides which mine is shorter, and accords better with its similar

modifications of Bothrenchyma, Orthanthera, &c.
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further difference is seen in the entire absence from D. Grievii of all trace of the thin

outermost or subepidermal layer of parenchyma which occurs in young shoots of

1). Oldhamium.

Vascular bundles .—I have already alluded to the existence in the bark of large

bundles of vascular tissue, which ascend vertically through the stem. In transverse

sections these bundles exhibit a more or less oval section (Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, m rnJ

& m", & Plate XXIX. fig. 35, m & ml), the longer axes of which are parallel to radial

sections, or to the circumference, of the bark. Most of these bundles exhibit some

tendency towards a division into two lateral halves, either in a median constriction of their

peripheral outline (Plate XXIX. fig. 35, m'), in a disposition of the component vessels to

group themselves round two determinate centres (Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, to'), or in an

actual line of demarcation dividing the bundle into two parts. These bundles chiefly

consist of barred vessels, with some reticulated ones, imbedded in a mass of small cells

identical in size, colour, and general aspect with those of the medullary axis. Under a

high magnifier these cells can generally be traced between the two divisions of the

vascular bundle. No part of this investigation has caused me such serious trouble as that

relating to these bundles. It was easy to see that they most probably originated somehow

in the vascular axis, and that they proceeded outwards towards the periphery to supply

leaves or fronds. The difficulty was to obtain proof of all this, owing to the circum-

stance that a large number of longitudinal sections threw little light upon the matter.

The bundles were present in the sections
;
but, owing to their small size and want of

perfect straightness in their course, I could not trace that course over any considerable

area ; whilst, so far as I was able to do so, I obtained but few and faint evidences of

divergence from parallelism with the central vascular axis. At last, having obtained a

favourable specimen, nearly two inches in length, I made, at measured intervals, the

series of eight transverse sections represented in Plate XXX. figs. 37-44. These sections

gave me the key to the history of this portion of the plant.

We sometimes find these bundles inside the innermost cylinder of bark-cells, as in

Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, m, and partially in Plate XXIX. fig. 35, m. In the latter instance

the bundle is almost imbedded in this bark-tissue, a condition not unfrequently met with.

They further occur in all parts of the middle parenchymatous layer, but never in the pro-

senchymatous one. So far as I can ascertain, the number of these bundles, in a perfectly

free state, in any one transverse section is usually seven or eight, the latter being the

largest number that I have yet seen. In the sections represented on Plate XXX. we

find only six; but the specimen was imperfect at one side, and one or two bundles

doubtless disappeared in the missing portion. Of these sections, I believe fig. 37 to.

belong to the lower, and fig. 44 to the upper extremity of the fragment ;
at all events

such has been the case if, as I expect, the bundles have supplied leaves and not roots.

In the figures of these sections I have not filled in the details of their organization,

but the outlines of the various structures have been drawn to the same scale and with

the utmost attention to accuracy of measurement. In each of them a represents the
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medullary vasculo-cellular axis, g the pseudocambium or innermost bark, h the parenchy-

matous bark, and the dark shaded outline, k, the peripheral prosenchyma. Six vascular

bundles are indicated by corresponding numerals, the same numeral being attached to

the same bundle in each section. We thus see that in Plate XXX. tig. 37 there is one

bundle (3) enclosed within the innermost bark ; 1, 4, and 6 are external to, but in almost

immediate contact with, its outer surface ;
whilst 2 and 5 are in the parenchymatous layer

at a little distance from the pseudocambium. Bundle 1 retains its unchanged position

in all the sections up to fig. 42 ; in each of the remaining two the section is imperfect, and

this bundle has been lost. Bundle 2, on the other hand, is seen in all the sections ;
but

it also occupies nearly the same position in fig. 44 that it does in fig. 37, as well as in

the intermediate ones. Bundle 3 first appears in fig. 37 enclosed within the pseudocam-

bium layer, but entirely separated from the vasculo-cellular medullary axis : in fig. 38

it is imbedded in the substance of the inner bark ;
in fig. 39 it has escaped through

that innermost bark-layer, and now rests upon the outer surface of it
;
which position

it retains undisturbed up to the uppermost section, fig. 44. Bundle 4 occupies

the same unaltered position throughout the entire series. The same remark applies

to bundle 6 in the first six sections, in which it is present, it having disappeared

from figs. 43 & 44, from the same cause as that which has removed bundle 1. Bundle 5,

on the other hand, not only appears in all the series, but has undergone important

alterations of position in the interval separating figs. 37 & 44. Following these

sections in their numerical order, we see that this latter bundle has moved steadily

outwards, until in fig. 43 it only appears as a semidisorganized mass external to the

prosenchymatous layer of the bark.

We further learn that the changes in the position of the latter bundle have been

accompanied by some correlate changes in the bark itself. In Plate XXX. fig. 37 the

prosenchymatous layer of the bark external to bundle 5 is rather thinner than usual,

forming a conical protuberance which projects slightly beyond the general peripheral

outline of the stem
; at the base of the conical portion a prolongation of the prosenchyma

extends obliquely inwards to the right, whilst the same layer is also somewhat thickened

on the left hand of the apex of the cone. As we proceed towards fig. 40 we find that

the prosenchyma to the left hand of the bundle gradually thickens, until it forms a

prominence which projects inwards, precisely like that already noticed as existing to the

right of the bundle in fig. 37. In fig. 41 we discover that the bundle is fairly within a

circumscribed area, which resembles in form a section of the base of a Lepidodendroid leaf.

In fig. 42 the bundle has reached the centre of this area, besides which the outermost

bark (k) immediately external to the bundle is now becoming disintegrated. In fig. 43

the process has gone still further. The half-decomposed bundle can now scarcely be

identified, encompassed as it is, in the original section, by the foreign vegetable debris

which surrounded the entire stem. The thin bark-layer (k) seen in fig. 42, has wholly

disappeared, and the two projections of the outer bark (Id Id) are rapidly converging to

produce that complete closure of the interruption to its continuity which is seen in fig. 44.
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If we now turn to bundle 2 and interpret it by the light afforded by the preceding

description, we shall see that it is about to undergo similar changes. The bundle

itself exhibits little change of position in the several sections, but the prosenchyma-

tous bark has altered its form so that the bundle is in nearly the same condition

in fig. 44 that bundle 1 exhibits in figs. 38, 39, Sc 40. We here learn several

important facts. The first is that whilst the vascular bundles retain the same un-

changed positions throughout a considerable length of the stem, they each in turn

move outwards and disappear at the periphery of the bark: the second is that the

irregularities in the outline of the bark are not wholly due to external pressure, but to

the successive development of a series of peripheral appendages, the bases of which have

risen from the bark in the form of sharp, projecting, longitudinally disposed ridges with

broad bases. During the progress of these changes we always find that, immediately

external to each vascular bundle, the parenchymatous layer of the bark consists of a

large mass of very regular and translucent parenchymatous cells, as represented in

Plate XXIX/ fig. 35, h", and an expansion of which tissue has evidently constituted the

great bulk of the appendicular organ, whatever it was, since similar masses of paren-

chyma retain the same position in the enclosed areas external to bundle 5 in

Plate XXX. figs. 41 & 42. I do not doubt that all the lenticular areas of regular

parenchyma (Plate XXX. figs. 37, h', Sc 41, h') enclosed within lines of more condensed

cellular tissue were destined in turn to receive new bundles of vessels at points higher

up in the stem.

I have no difficulty in determining whence these bundles were derived. I have called

attention to the coalesced clusters of small vessels which occupy the peripheral portion

of the vasculo-cellular medullary axis immediately within the exogenous layer. Small

masses of these clusters, consisting of vessels intermingled with medullary cells, first

become isolated, and then tend outwards, emerging through the exogenous zone, as in

Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, m'", the exogenous radiating laminae becoming separated to allow

of their escape. On the opposite side of the figure just quoted, we observe a break in the

continuity of the exogenous ring, from which vacant space a similar bundle has

obviously emerged. Nearly every transverse section in my cabinet exhibits similar

evidences that the bundles originated as I have just described. Before considering the

probable significance of these growths, there remains to be noticed another peculiar,

cylindrical, divergent appendage of a different kind, and which is represented in

Plate XXX. fig. 36, n. It consists of a mass of cells and vessels, or rather pseudo-vessels,

both equally reticulated, which appear to take their rise in the cellular portion of the vas-

culo-cellular medullary axis. I have not been able to trace any of the true vessels of that

axis within the diverging appendage, though I cannot affirm that there is no connexion

between the two tissues. At its base this large bundle has been about *25 in diameter,

but it soon contracts to T2. The section having cut through it somewhat obliquely,

its more central portion is seen in the specimen figured, and its peripheral extremity

appears in a contiguous section made from the same specimen. By combining the two

mdccclxxiii. 3 H
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portions, we obtain a length of nearly half an inch. Arising, as described, in the

central axis, it proceeds outwards, penetrating in succession the parenchymatous and

prosenchymatous layers of the bark, but carrying the innermost pseudocambial layer

(g) along with it in the form of an investing sheath (</'). At its outer extremity it ter-

minates in a disorganized carbonaceous mass, which I am unable to interpret. The

tissues of which this organ is composed remind us of the elongated scalariform cells

or incipient vessels which form in the developing roots of Ferns and Lycopods. In this

respect they also correspond with the similar appendage of Dictyoxylon Oldhomium
,

shown in Plate XXIII. fig 7, n'. The above is the only clearly defined example of this

growth which I have seen in I). Grievii, but unmistakable indications of a similar

structure appear in Plate XXVIII. fig. 30, n.

Associated with the ordinary stems of I). Grievii
,
I find abundance of small twigs of

the same plant, a transverse section of one of which is shown in Plate XXVIII. fig. 46,

and a longitudinal section of the same specimen is given in Plate XXXI. fig. 47. The

former of these is precisely what the bundle 5 of Plate XXX. figs. 41 & 42 would be,

supposing it could be prolonged upwards, with its investments of parenchyma and pro-

senchyma, until it projected clear of the parent axis. In the transverse section of each

•of these twigs we have a more or less triangular figure with prolonged lateral angles.

The greater portion of this area consists of a mass of parenchyma (Ji), surrounding a vascu

lar bundle (m)

:

the latter consists of an intermingled cluster of barred and reticulated

vessels—often separable into two groups, and imbedded in medullary parenchyma.

This bundle is not placed in the centre of the twig, but excentrically, or nearer the'

slightly heart-shaped base than the apex of the triangular outline seen in the transverse

section, the peripheral margin opposite to it being either rounded or projecting in an

obtuse angle. The entire structure is invested by a thin layer of outermost bark
(
Jc), con-

sisting of alternating bands of prosenchyma and parenchyma, like those of the parent

stem. The thin lateral expansions of the twig are often doubled back upon the thicker

central portion, as in Plate XXVIII. fig. 46. The position is an accidental result of

pressure, but it indicates that these angles of the twigs projected like those of a petiole

with decurrent leaflets.

On turning to the vertical section (Plate XXXI. fig. 47) we find a single central

bundle (m) invested with a bark which presents, in an uncomplicated form, the essential

features of that of the parent stem. We have here the three typical layers of the

bark, only the inner bark is very feebly represented. It appears as a thin layer of

delicate, vertically elongated cells, immediately surrounding the bundle ;
it is closely

attached to the central vascular bundle opposite to each of the dark transverse bands

of the parenchymatous layer, but bulges outwards in the intermediate spaces. The

moulding effect of contact with this innermost layer is seen in the undulating outline

of the left side of fig. 45, which only represents the parenchymatous and prosenchymatous

layers of one of these young twigs. The parenchymatous layer corresponds with that of

the larger stems, only each of the dark horizontal bands of cells (h!) now extends con-
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tinuously, in a quoit-like form, across the twig. The prosenchynra, 1c, is in all respects,

except its thinner dimensions, like that already described.

Whatever these twigs may be, homologically, I have no doubt that they are the free

prolongations of the lateral diverticula from the parent axis, described in pages 400 & 401.

There can, I think, be little question that they are petioles rather than branches;

but as yet I have not succeeded in connecting them with any thing resembling leaves.

They bear so close a general resemblance to corresponding sections of the petioles of

the Lepidodendra as to leave little room for doubting their petiolar character. If this

be a correct interpretation, it follows that Dictyoxylon Grievii has been a stem giving off

large foliar appendages, at somewhat distant intervals and from its entire circumference.

That these appendages have been of considerable dimensions relatively to the diameter

of the main stem, is indicated by the large size of each of the petiolar bundles of vessels.

Whether it was an erect stem or a creeping rhizome is doubtful
; but the circumstance

that the exogenous zone is always so much thicker on one side than on the other, sug-

gests the possibility of an excess of vital action on that side, due to the stimulus of

light upon the upper surface of a creeping stem. Supposing this inference to be cor-

rect, the question recurs, What is the large divergent vascular bundle of fig. 36 ? Most

probably the vascular bundle of a large adventitious root rather than a true branch. It

bears a most striking resemblance to the bundles seen in corresponding sections of recent

Lycopodiaceee, which supply the roots or root-bearers; only in the latter case the

vessels originate in the vascular bundles of the main axis. It bears a still closer

resemblance to that of I). Oldhomium
,
seen in Plate XXIII. fig. 7, n. In both plants the

reticulated vasculo-cellular mass appears to be projected from cellular tissues; only in

I). Oldhamium the intervention of a thick ligneous zone shuts out the root-like organ from

direct association with the pith, and compels it to spring from it indirectly through the

cells of the medullary rays, whilst in D. Grievii it starts directly from the axial

medullary cells.

The supposed petioles just described, whether we regard their structure or their probable

origin as illustrated by Plate XXX. figs. 37-44, help to throw some light upon the

very similar portion of Dictyoxylon Oldhamium represented in Plate XXVI. fig. 25. The

latter bears strong indications of having been one of the double vascular bundles seen

in the inner and middle layers of the bark, but which is here moving outwards to form,

with its surrounding parenchyma, the base of a petiole. But if this has been the case,

why are such examples so seldom met with 1 and where are the petioles which, considering

how abundant Dictyoxylon Oldhamium is, cannot have been rare objects'?

. In the c Proceedings of the Eoyal Society ’ (xx. p. 438) I have pointed out the existence,

in the Lancashire nodules, of abundance of small stems or petioles, to which I gave the

provisional name of Pdraxylon. I have since succeeded in connecting these petioles

with the leaflets of a Pecopteris. I think it far from impossible that these may prove

to belong to Dictyoxylon Oldhamium ; but since I have not yet succeeded in correlating

them with any certainty, I shall add no more respecting them at present
;

the details

3 H 2
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of their curious organization will be made the subject of a future memoir. It follows

from the previous determinations that the bark of D. Grievii is essentially a mass of

coalesced petioles. The final question to be asked is difficult to answer. What are the

mutual relations and botanical affinities of the two plants which I have described 1 That

they possess many points of close mutual resemblance is obvious from the preceding

descriptions, especially in their reticulated vessels, in the general aspects and arrange-

ment of their cortical vascular bundles, in their root-like appendages, and especially in

the structure of the parenchymatous portions of the bark. On the other hand, they

exhibit some equally obvious differences, especially in the composition of the vasculo-

cellular medullary axis and in the very different dimensions attained by their exogenous

ligneous zones. There is now no room whatever for doubting that the Lyginodendron of

Mr. Gourlie is a sandstone impression of the exterior of the bark of a plant like

Dictyoxylon Oldhamium, if it does not, as I think exceedingly possible, represent the

arborescent condition of the same species ;
but since the latter point is not clearly esta-

blished, it will be more prudent to retain, for the present, Mr. Binney’s specific name.

On the other hand, my generic name of Dictyoxylon must clearly be abandoned for that

of Mr. Gourlie, so that the plant in question may henceforth be recognized as Lygino-

dendron Oldhamium. If at any future period specimens having the internal organiza-

tion of our Oldham plant should be found at the Ayrshire district, whence the Eev.

David Landsborough obtained his casts, it may then become necessary to adopt

Mr. Gourlie’s name of Lyginodendron Landsburghii in its totality.

In plate xvii. of his ‘ Flora der Vorwelt,’ Corda published sections of a fragment of a

plant which he obtained from the Bohemian Coal-measures, and to which he gave the

name of Heterangium paradoxum. This specimen only exhibited a small portion of the

vasculo-medullary axis
; but, so far as it goes, the structure which he figures and describes

appears identical with the corresponding portion ofmy Dictyoxylon Grievii. Since no trace

of the bark exists in his specimen, we cannot identify the species of the German botanist

with the Burntisland plant. But I think there can be no doubt that the two objects are

generically identical. This circumstance in some degree affects the question whether the

two plants which I have just described should be united in one genus or separated into

two. On this point I entertain serious doubts
; but if the latter plan be adopted, then

my Dictyoxylon Grievii must be recognized as Heterangium Grievii. By acting thus we

not only create no new genus, but, by the extinction of my new term Dictyoxylon
,

actually reduce the existing number ; hence, for the present, it may be desirable to adopt

this plan. If further research should bring the two plants yet closer together, then

Mr. Gourlie’s, being the oldest of all these generic terms, must be adopted for both.

The accident of Corda’s introduction of a fragment of Lyginodendron amongst his figures,

under the name of Sagenaria fusiformis, is so obviously a blunder, that this still

more ancient generic term may be excluded from our consideration.

We must not forget that all these names are merely provisional ones. These and

numerous other stems that are the subject of research doubtless belong, in most
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cases, to leaves that are already well known, and that have long ago received appro-

priate names, which names must be those permanently adopted whenever we ascertain

the correlation of these disjuncta membra.

The question of the botanical position of both the above plants remains undecided, and

I confess I shrink from arriving at a decision in the present state of our knowledge

respecting them. If I succeed in establishing a connexion between the common Oldham

plant and the equally common Edraxylon
,
then, strange as it may appear, the former

will become an undoubted arborescent fern ; at the same time it has many features of

affinity with the Lycopodiaceoe that must not be overlooked. On the other hand, the

Burntisland species looks more Lycopodiaceous than fern-like
;

yet it is very different

from all the other Lycopodiacese of the Carboniferous age with which we are familiar.

I confess I find an increasing difficulty in distinguishing between the fossil stems of

Lycopods and of Ferns—a difficulty that increases rather than the reverse the more

extensive my acquaintance with these fossil forms becomes. These objects differ from

their diminutive recent allies in so many features of their internal organization, that

structural differences, of which we avail ourselves amongst the living plants, wholly fail

to help us in discriminating the fossil ones. Until we obtain more decisive evidence

respecting the foliage of the two subjects of this memoir, I fear we must locate them

amongst the miscellaneous objects which Brongniart brings together under the heading

of “ Sedes incertce

The two figures Plate XXXI. figs. 48 & 49 are scarcely restorations, because little is

introduced into either of them the presence of which is not absolutely demonstrated in

the preceding figures. They are therefore diagrams showing the bird’s-eye view of the

actual structure of these plants, rather than restorations. The various letters of reference

attached to them respectively indicate the same structures and tissues as those employed

in all the other figures.

I have again to acknowledge my obligations to my Oldham friends, Mr. Butterwortii,

Mr. Nield, Mr. Whittaker, and Mr. Isaac Earnshaw, for the aid they have afforded me
in keeping me supplied with an abundance of specimens for examination. Through

Mr. Xield’s invaluable aid I have obtained large supplies of the calcareous nodules in

which the fossil plants are found ; and every one of these nodules has been subjected

to an exhaustive examination, lest any available fact of importance should escape my
eye. In reference to the Burntisland specimens, all my great obligations are centered

in George Grieve, Esq., whose persevering energy and kindness I have already

recorded in previous memoirs, and who has continued to lay me under fresh obligations.

I must also record kind assistance from the Messrs. Patteson, the well-known marble

merchants of Manchester, who have allowed me the gratuitous use of their labourers

and mechanical appliances on several occasions, when such help has been of material

* More recent researches have rendered it increasingly probable that Heterangium Grievii is a true fern.

If so, the exhibition in its vascular axis of a very rudimentary form of exogenous growth becomes a physio-

logical feature of great interest.—Manchester, September 15th, 1873.
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value. To all these friends I can only return my cordial thanks for the aid they have

so kindly rendered.

Description of the Plates.

Lygino dendron Oldhamium.

Plate XXII. fig. 1. Transverse section of a young stem with an exogenous branch

emerging through the bark, magnified 4f diameters.

„ fig. 2. Medullary axis and inner part of the ligneous zone of a very

young stem, magnified 40 diameters.

,, fig. 3. Segment of a ligneous zone with one of the detached vascular

masses of the medullary axis, magnified 50 diameters.

„ fig. 4. Transverse section of the entire vascular axis of a young stem,

with an external young and half-developed vascular layer ; mag-

nified 6 diameters.

,, fig. 4'h Reticulated vessel of the ligneous zone, magnified 200 diameters.

,, fig. 5. Transverse section of the cellular tissue of the medulla, magnified

150 diameters.

Plate XXIII. fig. G. Segment of a transverse section of a young stem with a young

exogenous layer of half-developed vessels, magnified 50 diameters.

„ fig. 7. Segment of a transverse section of a young stem, giving off a

supposed root-bundle, magnified 50 diameters.

„ fig. 8. Tangential section of the ligneous zone, composed of a network of

vessels and numerous medullary rays, magnified 70 diameters.

„ fig. 9. Radial section of part of a ligneous zone, with portions of two vas-

cular lamina; (e), and one medullary ray composed of mural cells

(/'), magnified 70 diameters.

Plate XXIV. fig. 10. Transverse section of part of the bark, with its several divisions

of innermost layer (g), parenchymatous layer (h), prosenchymatous

layer (Jc), and subepidermal layer (l), magnified 50 diameters.

„ fig. 11. Tangential section of the ligneous zone, giving off a lateral branch :

the section intersects the bark (</, h, and Jc) almost radially
;

It', fre-

quent patches of dark-coloured cells : magnified 6 diameters.

„ fig. 12. Portion of fig. 11, magnified 18 diameters.

,, fig. 13. Tangential section of the prosenchymatous layer of the bark, with

its prosenchymatous bands and cellular areolae, magnified 5

diameters.

Plate XXV. fig. 14. Tangential section of the prosenchymatous layer of the bark of

a young stem, with a branch emerging through it, magnified G

diameters.

Plate XXIY. fig. 15. Tangential section of the prosenchymatous layer of the bark,
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showing the tubular fibres of the prosenchymatous bands, mag-

nified 28 diameters.

Plate XXV. fig. 16. Tangential section of the middle cortical parenchyma of a large

stem, giving off an exogenous branch, magnified nearly 20

diameters.

„ fig. 17. Double cortical bundle of vessels imbedded in the inner-

most bark-layer with the exterior of the ligneous zone, magni-

fied 30 diameters.

Plate XXVI. fig. 18. Cortical bundle of vessels from fig. 1, magnified 80 diameters.

Plate XXV. figs. 19 & 20. Cortical bundles of vessels, with peripheral exogenous

growths, from the innermost bark-layer of fig. 1, magnified 80

diameters.

„ fig. 21. Cortical bundle of vessels with wedge-shaped exogenous additions

to its exterior surface and adherent to the ligneous zone, mag-

nified 24 diameters.

Plate XXVI. fig. 22. The branch
(y)

of fig. 14, enlarged 60 diameters.

„ fig. 23. Central vascular bundle, with some of the exogenous lamina:

and medullary rays of the branch (x) of fig. 1, enlarged 100

diameters.

„ fig. 24. Transverse section of part of a young stem, the ligneous zone of

which is giving off an exogenous branch.

,, fig. 25. Transverse section of the bark of a young stem, with a double

vascular bundle escaping through the prosenchymatous bark,

as if to reach a petiole
;
magnified 75 diameters.

Plate XXVII. fig. 26. Cast of the exterior of the bark of an arborescent stem.

,, fig. 27. Cast of the exterior of the bark of an arborescent stem.

„ fig. 28. Cast of the exterior of the bark of an arborescent stem.

„ fig. 29. Cast of the exterior of the bark of an arborescent stem.

Ileterangium Grievii.

Plate XXVIII. fig. 30. One half of the transverse section of a stem, magnified 22

diameters.

„ fig. 31. Portion of the medullary axis of fig. 30, magnified 70 diameters.

Plate XXIX. fig. 32. Longitudinal section of the stem, magnified 24 diameters.

„ fig. 33. Eadial longitudinal section of the exogenous zone of fig. 30,

with mural medullary rays, magnified 72 diameters.

„ fig. 33 a. Tangential section of the exogenous zone, showing the me-

dullary rays, magnified 75 diameters.

Plate XXVIII. fig. 34. Reticulated vessel, enlarged 200 diameters.

Plate XXIX. fig. 35. Segment of a transverse section of the bark, magnified 24

diameters.
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Plate XXX. fig. 36. Transverse section of a stem, giving off a lateral pseuclo-vascular

bundle, probably supplying an adventitious root, magnified

6 diameters.

33

33

33

33

33

33

fig. 37.1

fig. 38.

fig. 39.

fig. 40.

fig. 41.

fig. 42.

Successive series of transverse sections of one stem, about 2

inches long, showing the changes in the relative positions of

the vascular bundles at various heights of the stem : mag-

fied 10 diameters.

„ % 43.

„ fig. 44.;

Plate XXXI. fig. 45. Vertical section of the middle and outer layers of the bark of a

young twig, magnified 96 diameters.

Plate XXVIII. fig. 46. Transverse section of a young twig, magnified 24 diameters.

Plate XXXI. fig. 47. Longitudinal section of the twig fig. 46, magnified 24 dia-

meters.

„ fig. 48. Restoration of the young stem of Lyginodendron Oldhamium
,

cut open to show the several structures.

„ fig. 49. Restoration of the stem of Heterangium Grievii, cut open as in

fig. 48.

Throughout the entire series of the preceding figures, the same letters are employed

to indicate what appear to be homologous tissues and organs. They are also employed,

as far as possible, in the same way as in my preceding memoirs of this series.

a. Medullary axis.

b. Medullary cells.

c. Medullary vessels.

d. Ligneous zone.

e. Ligneous zone, vessels of.

f. Medullary rays of ligneous zone.

g. Innermost bark-layer, parenchymatous.

h. Middle bark-layer, parenchymatous.

I,:. Prosenchymatous bark.

l. Subepidermal parenchyma.

m. Foliar (?) bundles of vessels.

7i. Root-bundles ?

x & y. Branches.

z. Stem-bundles.
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XI. Determination of the Number of Electrostatic Units in the Electromagnetic Unit

made in the Physical Laboratory of Glasgow University. By Dugald M‘Kichan,

M.A. Communicated by Sir William Thomson, F.R.S. &c.

Received April 15,—Read May 15, 1873.

The object of the following paper is to describe observations made to determine the

relation between the fundamental units in the electromagnetic and electrostatic systems

of absolute measurement.

These observations were made at intervals from 1870 to 1872, first in the Physical

Laboratory of the Old College, Glasgow, and afterwards in that of the New College.

In the former series of experiments I had the advantage of the assistance of the late

William Leitcii, of Glasgow*. The latter series I made chiefly with the assistance of

George A. Hill, M.A., now Assistant Professor of Natural Philosophy in Harvard

College, U. S.

A summary is also given of the results of similar experiments made by Mr. William

F. King in the Old College in 1867 and 1868.

The two systems of absolute electrical measurement are founded on the fundamental

units of time, mass, and space applied to the observed effects of electricity at rest and

electricity in motion, the one system having a definite numerical relation to the other..

The number of electrostatic units in the electromagnetic unit of quantity, from the

dimensions of the unit of quantity in the two systems, is expressible as a velocity, and

is usually designated by the symbol v.

In the Report of the British Association’s Committee on Electrical Measurements,

1863, five possible methods are enumerated for experimentally determining v. It is

necessary and sufficient that we should obtain a common electromagnetic and electro-

static measure of some electric quantity, current, resistance, electromotive force, or

capacity.

The first numerical determination of v had been made by Weber and KoHLRAUSCHf,

wrho had employed the method last indicated : they derived the value of v from a

common measure of capacity. The capacity of a condenser was measured electro-

statically by comparison with the capacity of a sphere of known radius, and electro-

magnetically by passing the discharge from the condenser through a galvanometer. The

value of v derived from their experiments was 310’74xl0 8 centimetres per second.

* Mr. Leitch afterwards went out to introduce Sir William Thomson’s Siphon-recorder at the various stations

of the Eastern Telegraphs. He died on his way home, at Alexandria, after he had completed his work.

f Pogg. Ann., Aug. 1856, Band xcix. p. 10.
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Professor Clerk Maxwell has pointed out * a probable source of error in these expe-

riments of MM. Weber and Kohlrausch. A neglect, in the measurement of the capa-

city of the condenser, of the phenomenon of “ electric absorption,” the nature of which

was not then well understood, would lead to an overestimation of the electrostatic capa-

city of the condenser, and consequently to a value of v which would be too great.

In the same paper Professor Clerk Maxwell describes a direct comparison of electro-

static with electromagnetic force in which no absolute measurement of either was made.

The ratio of electrostatic and electromagnetic units of quantity was determined by a

direct experiment, in terms of the British-Association Unit of Resistance, by a balance

of the electrostatic attraction of two disks maintained at a great difference of potentials

and the electromagnetic repulsion of two circular coils attached to the attracting

disks. The mean value of v derived from this comparison was 288-0 x 10 8 centims. per

second.

In the experiments to be described, the method employed was that of obtaining a

common measure of electromotive force. The electromotive force produced by a battery

can be measured directly in absolute electrostatic units
;

its electromotive force can also

be obtained in electromagnetic measure from the current which it produces in a circuit

of known resistance.

The measure of electromotive force from one point to another being defined (in the

two systems) as the work done by electrical forces during the passage of unit quantity

of electricity from the one to the other, v, the ratio of the units of quantity in the two

systems, is also the inverse ratio of the units of electromotive force.

For this comparison three independent measurements are required—the determi-

nation of the resistance of the given circuit in absolute measure, the electrostatic

measure of electromotive force produced by a given battery, and the electromagnetic

measure of the current maintained in the circuit by this electromotive force.

The resistance of the circuit was obtained, according to the usual method, from a

comparison with resistance-coils derived from standards the resistance of which had

been experimentally determined in absolute measure by observations completed in 1864

at King’s College, for the Committee of the British Association, by Professors J. Clerk

Maxwell, Balfour Stewart, and Fleeming Jenkin. Accordingly, whatever corrections

may hereafter be discovered to be applicable to the absolute value of the unit of resist-

ance must be applied to the value of v here determined. It is hoped that Professor

Maxwell will soon be able to accomplish the new determination of the absolute resist-

ance of the standard coil which he proposes to make in the Cavendish Laboratory,

Cambridge University.

The electromotive force of the battery, which consisted of a series of Daniell’s cells,

was measured electrostatically or weighed by means of Sir William Thomson’s New
Absolute Electrometer. A description of this instrument will be found in a “ Reprint

of Papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism” by Sir William Thomson, §§ 364-367.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1868, p. 651.
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The New Absolute Electrometer is identical in principle with the Absolute Electrometer

described in the Report of the British Association, 1867. The principal improvements

in the new instrument are the introduction of a new sighting arrangement, by which

errors from parallax are avoided, the substitution of a metal disk supported by springs

for the disk balanced by a counterpoise, and the addition of an idiostatic gauge and a

replenisher, by means of which the charged disk can be maintained at a constant potential.

By this instrument the force of attraction between two disks of known area at a constant

difference of potentials is measured in grammes weight. The difference of potentials

between the two poles of a battery can thus be measured, and the area, force, and distance

being known, can be expressed in absolute electrostatic units of space, time, and mass.

In these measurements the units employed were :—for unit of mass the gramme, for unit

of time the second, and for unit of space the centimetre.

The strength of the current was measured by the force acting between two portions

of itself in the circuit of an electrodynamometer (see Plate XXXII. figs. 1 & 2). This

circuit consisted of three coils, two large fixed coils (a, b), and a third smaller coil
(
c

)

movable round a vertical axis. The larger coils contained each upwards of 3700 metres

of fine silk-covered wire wound upon brass rings, 30 centims. in diameter, with parallel

flanges about centims. broad.

The two coils contained on an average 3700 turns of wire each, the depth of the coils

being somewhat less than 2 centims. and the breadth of the rings being 2 centims. One

end of the wire in each, before winding, was soldered to the ring, the ring thus forming

one of the terminals of the coil. The two coils were placed on an oblong wooden

pedestal (li) (supported on three screws) with their planes vertical and parallel to one

another, the line joining their centres being perpendicular to the plane of each coil.

The rings were fitted to wooden concave supports
(g ,

g'), to which they were secured by

two bars of wood (f, f) resting across the rings on the inside, and firmly attached by

means of screws to the wooden stand. The parallelism of the coils was preserved, as far

as possible, by means of stout hard-wood bars of equal length (?') inserted at intervals

between the rings perpendicular to the planes of the coils. To secure the most uniform

magnetic field in the neighbourhood of the coils, the Helmholtz arrangement of the coils

was chosen, the distance from centre to centre of the coils being approximately equal to

their radius.

The movable or suspended coil
(
c

)

consisted of upwards of 900 metres of finer wire.

The brass ring upon which it was wound was 6| centims. in diameter, and had flanges

2% centims. broad. It contained upwards of 3000 turns of wire, the depth of the coil

being 2 centims. and its thickness 1^ centim.

This movable coil, which was suspended between the two fixed coils, was protected

from disturbing currents of air by a wooden box (k) which stood between the two fixed

coils, being fastened to the stand on which they rested. On one side perpendicular to

the planes of the coils this box was left open ; and after the coil had been suspended, a

glass screen was introduced. Subsequently, to prevent any error from distortion of the

3 I 2
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rays of light passing through the glass, and to avoid any unnecessary diminution of their

brightness, the glass was removed and sheets of cardboard, with apertures through which

the rays might pass, were substituted. Two or three such screens (l), their apertures

varying in size with the distance of each screen from the coil, formed a sufficient pro-

tection to the coil from currents of air. The box was large enough to admit of the

free motion of the coil through a considerable angle; and for temporary adjustments

the coil was accessible from behind, an aperture being left which was closed while obser-

vations were being made, but which could be opened when necessary.

The coil was not suspended from the roof of the box, which did not stand so high as

the outside coils
;
but a higher point of suspension was found by erecting a brass vertical

tube
(
d), about 2 centims. in diameter and 35 centims. in length, over an aperture in the

roof of the box. The suspending-wire was attached to the cover
(
e
)
which closed this

tube. This cover or lid, which fitted into the mouth of the tube, being movable, the

position of the coil in azimuth was easily adjustable. The suspending-wire, which acted

also as a conducting-wire, was soldered to a cross piece fixed to the flanges of the ring at

right angles to them : this wire, being thus in metallic connexion with the ring to

which one end of the insulated wire was soldered as in the fixed coils, served as one of

the terminals of the suspended coil. The other end of the insulated wire was soldered

to a brass terminal set in a cross piece of vulcanite at the bottom of the coil ; to this

terminal a long very fine platinum wire was attached, its other end being soldered

to a stout wire fastened to the bottom of the box, and leading out to the other con-

nexions.

The movable coil was suspended symmetrically with respect to the fixed coils. Its

centre was accurately marked on a piece of wood temporarily inserted inside the

ring. The coil was then raised by means of the suspending-wire until this centre

coincided with a fine wire temporarily fixed in the line joining the centres of the fixed

coils.

Again, by altering the position of the vertical tube relatively to the box to which it

was fastened, the fixed coils being kept vertical, the vertical axis of the coil was adjusted

to be equidistant from the planes of the fixed coils.

The three coils just described were joined in series, the connexions being so arranged

that a current passing through the three coils should pass in the same direction through

the two fixed coils so that they should conspire in their action on the movable coil.

The strength of the current was measured by the deflection of the suspended coil.

In order that this determination, by means of the deflection, might be absolute, it was

necessary to eliminate the effect due to the horizontal component of the earth’s mag-

netism. This was done by observing the deflections when a given current passed first

in the one direction and then in the other, the relations between the coils themselves

remaining fixed. The mean deflection was that due to the simple action of the coils.

To render the discrepance between the two deflections as small as possible, magnets

were fixed in the neighbourhood of the coils to neutralize the action of terrestrial mag-
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netism, and the deflections due to equal and opposite currents were as nearly as possible

equalized.

If it had been possible to adjust the magnets so as exactly to counterbalance the

directive component of the earth’s magnetism, these deflections would have been exactly

equal ; but a slight discrepance between the deflections remained after the adjustment

of the magnets. This remaining discrepance was eliminated in the calculation by taking

the mean between the two deflections.

These deflections, which were measured according to the usual method by reflection,

were read off on a scale (Plate XXXII. fig. 3,/) (divided to fortieths of an inch) placed at

a distance of 3 or 4 metres from the coil. The light (from a gas-lamp constructed like

a paraffin-lamp with glass shade &c. supported on a wooden frame attached to the table

on which the electrodynamometer stood) was reflected from a light circular mirror (m)

cemented to the lower part of the front of the movable coil. The lamp («) was placed

about midway between the electrodynamometer and the scale, the reflected rays passing

under it from the mirror away to the scale. The rays reached the mirror after passing

through a condensing-lens
(
c
)
attached to a long telescope-tube (b), the position of which,

relatively to the lamp and mirror, was adjusted by moving the tripod stand (d) to which its

supports were attached. The lamp carried a metal screen with slit and fine wire stretched

across the slit ; and the deflections were noted, as in reflecting galvanometers and electro-

meters, from the positions of the shadow of this wire in the reflected image.

To render these deflections available for absolute measurement, it was necessary to

know in mechanical units the force required to maintain the coil deflected through any

given angle. This force is given by the equation of oscillations in terms of the period

of vibration and the moment of inertia of the coil round its vertical axis. The period

of vibration of the coil was determined from a series of 110 periods. The times of the

first 10 and the last 10 having been noted, and the differences of the times of the 1st

and the 101st, the 2nd and the 102nd, &c. having been taken, the average period of

vibration for the whole series was very accurately determined. As the deflections to be

observed in the actual measurements were made in a magnetic field with the coil deflected

from its zero-position, these observations of the period were repeated with the coil

deflected under the influence of the current about to be used in the comparison. A
result differing by nearly \ per cent, was sometimes obtained. This determination of

the period of vibration of the coil was generally repeated before any lengthened series

of observations.

The moment of inertia of the coil round its vertical axis was obtained from a com-

parison of its vibrations with those of a symmetrical body of the same weight vibrating

under the same conditions. The coil having been carefully weighed, a vibrator of the

same weight was constructed. The vibrator consisted of a cylindrical brass ring (radius

5 centims.) and a light brass bar attached at its extremities to the ring. This was made

to vibrate, in an enclosed space protected from currents of air, round an axis perpen-

dicular to the plane of the ring, the suspending-wire being attached to the centre of the
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cross bar. The image of a light reflected from a galvanometer-mirror fixed to the vibrator

at its axis allowed these vibrations to be easily counted. The period of vibration was

determined from a series of oscillations extending through 110 periods. The vibrator

having been removed from the suspending-wire, the coil was substituted in its place (care

having been taken that the wire was not subjected to any stretching in the interval) ; and

a similar series of observations was made to determine the period of vibration of the coil.

The moments of inertia of any two bodies of equal weight around any axis being pro-

portional to the squares of their periods of vibration round these axes, the ratio between

the moment of inertia of the suspended coil and the moment of inertia of the ring-

vibrator was given by this comparison.

The dimensions of the vibrator were accurately known, and the summation w7as made

for all its parts. This, together with the ratio just obtained, gave the moment of inertia

of the movable coil round a vertical axis through its centre in centimetre-grammes. This

moment of inertia, combined with the period of vibration of the coil after it was sus-

pended in the electrodynamometer, gave the absolute measure of the couple required to

hold the coil deflected through unit-angle or any fraction of unit-angle. The length of

a scale-division and the distance of the scale from the mirror being known, the angular

value of a deflection through any number of scale-divisions was known, and conse-

quently the deflecting couple corresponding to each reading on the electrodynamometer

scale.

The electromagnetic measure of this couple was obtained in terms of the strength of

the deflecting current from a consideration of the number of turns of wire in the coils

and the area they enclosed, the distance of the movable coil from the fixed coils, and other

quantities entering into the equation below. These two values, the mechanical and

the electromagnetic (which for any given deflection must be equal to one another), having

been equated, the strength of the current Avas obtained in mechanical or absolute elec-

tromagnetic units, the unit strength of current being defined, in a purely mechanical

way, as “ that current of which the unit of length placed along the circumference of a

circle of unit radius produces a unit of magnetic force at the centre.”

The methods of obtaining the corresponding absolute measurement of the resistance

of the circuit and the electrostatic measure of the electromotive force have been already

mentioned. These three measurements afford the data from which the ratio v is to be

obtained.

Mathematical Theory of the Comparison.

I. Absolute Electrometer (see “ Reprint ” above referred to, § 362).

Let F= force (determined by experiment) required to displace the movable disk of

the electrometer through a known distance.

A=mean of the areas of the disk and the aperture of the guard-ring which sur-

rounds it.

V= difference of potentials between the disk and the opposed plate connected

with one of the poles of the battery.
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V'= difference of potentials between the disk and the opposed plate connected

with the other pole of the battery.

D=distance through which the opposed plate has to be moved from its zero

position to bring the disk again into the sighted position after one of the

poles of the battery has been connected with the opposed plate.

D'= distance through which the opposed plate has to be moved from its zero

position to bring the disk again into the sighted position after the other

pole of the battery has been connected with the opposed plate.

Then V =D

Vf=Dy/8ttF

X*
V—

V

f D—

D

f /SttF
a/ -^-= difference of potentials between the two poles of the battery.

It was not necessary to obtain D and D' separately, D— D' being given in the difference

between the two electrometer readings got by connecting first one pole of the battery

and then the other with the lower plate of the electrometer.

The mechanical displacement due to F was determined by a long series of experiments,

in which a known weight was distributed over the disk and the displacement of the disk

observed. The average result of the later weighings was that 200-55 micrometer-

divisions represented the displacement due to a force of *6 gramme weight. A similar

series of observations in the Laboratory of the Old College gave 200-6 as the average

displacement. In the comparisons then made 200-6 was employed, but the difference

being only that of^ per cent, is inconsiderable.

II. Electrodynamometer.

Let n, n'=number of turns on the two fixed coils respectively.

r, r'=mean radii of the fixed coils.

b= distance of the mean plane of the fixed coils from the centre of the movable

coil, or half the distance of the mean planes from one another.

C= strength of current in the coils.

2rnr and hm'r1 are the effective lengths of wire in the coils.

Let a and a!= angles subtended at the centre of the movable coil by the radii of the

fixed coils.

Then the effective component of the magnetic force at the centre of the movable coil

due to the fixed coils is

2irnrC . Virn'r'C

^+F Sm “+ sin a
\ (r

2+ 6
2
)

2

27mV,a
1

(
r/2+ 6

2
)
f)-

For each of the coils the following correction for breadth and depth of the coils given

by Professor Clerk Maxwell* is to be employed.

9 Electricity, Art. 700.
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Let f, I'= depth of the section of the coils in the plane of the coils,

j/=breadth of section of coils perpendicular to the plane of the coils,

then the effective component of the force due to one of the coils is

~ 2%nr

^ (2— 15 sin
2 a cos2 a)+^^i (15 sin

2 a cos2 a— 3 sin3 a)j,
(r

2 + Z»
2
)

and that due to the other

2ttnrn
c . 7^^

---i|l+ 2
1
! pi (2— 15 sin

2
a' cos2 a')+T4 p* (15 sin

2
a' cos2

a'- 3 sin
2
«')[>

(d2+ 52)*

For the left coil,

outer radius=16 902 centims., inner radius= 15*312 centims.,

r=16Tl centims., |= 1*59 centim., t?= 2*00 centims.,

. v b
sina=— cosa= and the correcting factor= ’9998234.

(r
2 + 6

2
)* (r

2 + 62)*
D

For the right coil,

r'=16’24 centims., |'=L856 centim., j/=l*95 centim., and the correcting factor

= •9997692.

Calling these factors F and F', we have for the magnetic force at the centre of the

suspended coil due to the two fixed coils when a current of strength C is passing through

them,

fJW2
]

|_
2toV'2

|
.l(r

2 +//CJ l(P2+ £
2)fJ

c.
(
1
)

The magnetic moment of the suspended coil is equal to the product of the strength

of current and the sum of all the areas enclosed by the wire.

Let c= a mean radius of the suspended coil, i—number of turns of wire in the sus

pended coil,

then C . «Vc
2= its magnetic moment, and the couple due to a current C tending to turn

the suspended coil round a vertical axis through its centre is

C2 ivc
1

. (
2 )

The outer radius of the suspended coil was 5’240 centims., and the inner radius 3-259

centims. The difference of radii, L981 centim., being considerable in comparison with

the radii themselves, the quantity ?Vc2 was determined experimentally, after the obser-

vations had been completed, by a method to be afterwards described. [The result then

obtained is used in all the calculated values of v, except those of 1867 and 1868.] The

mechanical value of the deflecting couple (2) is given by the equation ^r2 +g/0=O, in

E
which g,=^A_, Wk2 being the moment of inertia of the coil round a vertical axis, and

E the elastic couple per unit angle.
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The solution of this equation gives (T= period of vibration of the coil)

T=-£=2r -v/"* and E=!?5P-
2

\/a V E T2 (3)

Let y= strength of current which gives a deflection of one scale-division.

The deflection of the reflected image being twice the deflection of the coil, the elastic

couple corresponding to a deflection of one scale-division is

length of 1 scale-division

twice distance of scale

Equating (2) and (4), we have

4
X

length of scale-division

T2 ^ 2 x distance of scale
(
r2 pi\

~[ 27rnr<2
1 F , [

‘Z'tn'r'z
1

.1 (r
2 + brfj

~l"
1 (r

12 + b2fJ _
«Vc2

y
2

.

(4)

(
5

)

Equation (5) gives y in terms of units of space, time, and mass. It is seen also from

this equation that the deflection produced by a current passing through the coils of the

electrodynamometer is proportional to the square of the strength of the current.

Accordingly the strength of current indicated by any given deflection is obtained by

multiplying the value of y given in (5) by the square root of the number of scale-

divisions in the deflection.

Results of the Comparison.

I. The following is a summary of the results obtained by Mr. King, from a comparison

of measurements with the Electrodynamometer and the (old) Absolute Electrometer :

—

1867. Nov. 18-27

1868.

Electrodynamometer compared with Stan-i

dard Electrometer, which had been pre-

viously compared with the Absolute

Electrometer (indirect)

(Direct Comparison of Electrodynamometen

(
and Absolute Electrometer

)

Mar. 10-Apr. 7 . Direct Comparison

(Direct Comparison
;
observers and all the

Dec. 3-20

Apr. 20-30

May 1-10

’

{ instruments insulated

. Direct Comparison

centime, per second.

v=297-2xl0 8

tt=289-2 x 10 8

u=284-5xl0 8

^=283-7 x 10 s

v=285-Q x 10 8

Mean value of v given by this comparison, leaving out the two first sets (which were

taken under very unfavourable circumstances), is 284'6xl0 8 centims. per second.

II. The comparisons which were made during March 1870 in the Laboratory of the

old College were preceded by some alterations in the electrodynamometer, and a fresh

determination of several of the quantities connected with it. Resistances were measured

by a new set of standard coils, and the old absolute electrometer was superseded, in the

comparison, by the new absolute electrometer already referred to.

The movable coil was resuspended, and a light mirror, the opposite sides of which had

been ground parallel, was substituted for the heavier mirror that had been formerly used.

3 KMDCCCLXXIII.
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The moment of inertia of the vibrator with which the coil was compared was 4307*498

centimetre-grammes.

The periods of vibration of coil and vibrator similarly suspended were 4*69 and 7*795

seconds respectively. Whence for the coil

W&2= 4307*498 X ( 7

4
-

7
QA

)

2= 1559*3 centimetre-grammes.

Addition for cross piece = 0*2 „ „

Total moment of inertia =1559*5 ,, „

Period of vibration of coil after being suspended in the electrodynamometer was

T= 4*800 seconds.

Distance of scale= 446*5 centims.

Length of each scale-division inch= 2 ’ 5 ^ 9 9
-
5 -4 centims.

Number of turns on left-hand coil, %=3720*75.

Number of turns on right-hand coil, n'= 3668*50.

Mean radius of left-hand coil, r=16*ll centims.

Mean radius of right-hand coil, r'= 16*24 centims.

Distance of mean plane of coils from centre of the suspended coil, Z>= 8*185 centims.

«Vc2 (determined by experiment May 10, 1872)=195,420 sq. centims.

These values being substituted in equation (5), for this series of observations

y= *000021842 electromagnetic units.

The following Tables exhibit results obtained from simultaneous measurements of

current and electromotive force. It would have been desirable to have had more frequent

measurements of the resistance of the coils
;
but as only two observers were generally

available, and the comparison of the electrodynamometer and electrometer required the

attention of two observers, this was not generally practicable. There was always a

liability in the coils to a variation in resistance, due to the variation in the temperature

of the coils caused by the current
; but as the current was not allowed to pass through

the coils for a longer time than was just necessary for its measurement, these variations

were not considerable.

The plan of the connexions is indicated in Plate XXXII. fig. 4. Two terminals were

led from the battery (B) to a reversing key (K). The wires leading from the key were

connected one to the end of the left-hand coil (A'), the other to the opposite end of the

right-hand coil (A). From these points, where the battery joined the electrodynamo-

meter coils, electrodes were brought to another reversing key (C) which was connected

with the absolute electrometer (E), one of its wires being connected with the insulated

electrode of the electrometer which communicated with the insulated lower plate, the

other being in contact with the outside coating of the jar of the electrometer. The

difference of potentials thus measured was not the entire difference of potentials between

the two poles of the battery, but the reduced difference maintained between the extre-

mities of the electrodynamometer circuit.

When two deflections, with the current passing in opposite directions, had been read
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oft' on the electrodynamometer scale, the mean between these two deflections was taken

as representing Avhat would have been the deflection supposing that the process of eli-

minating the horizontal component of the earth’s magnetism had been perfectly success-

ful. These deflections are noted as R. and L. (right and left) with reference to the

sides of the battery-key. Corresponding to each, two readings were obtained in the

absolute electrometer by reversing the electrometer-key while the battery-circuit con-

tinued “ made,” half the difference of readings due to this reversal representing the dif-

ference of potentials between the two ends of the coils through which the current was

passing.

It was found, however, in most of the comparisons, that the current corresponding

to a difference of potentials sufficiently large to be measured on the electrometer with

a small percentage of error, produced a deflection in the electrodynamometer beyond

the limits of the scale.

In order to reduce the strength of current without at the same time reducing the

difference of potentials to be measured by the electrometer, a large resistance (R), gene-

rally equal to that of the circuit formed by the coils, was introduced between the coils and

the battery, and the difference of potentials between one extremity of this interpolated

resistance and the remote end of the coils was observed. From this the difference of

potentials between the two ends of the coils was immediately deducible.

Temp. 8
0,
2 C. March 11, 1870. Battery 180 cells.

Resistance in B. A.
v in centims. per

second.
Electrometer. Electrodynamometer. units. 1 = 109 centims.

per second.

Difference. Mean. Deflection. Mean.

63-3

63*1
63-2

R. 420-5

L. 421-0
420-75 15587 293-Ox 10 s

63*4

63-4
63-4

L. 420-5

R. 420-5
420-5 (15597) 292-2 X 10 s

63-1

63-3
63-2

L. 420-0

R. 419-0
419-5 15607 292-3 x 10 s

Temp. 9°'4 C. March 15, 1870. Battery 180 cells.

Electrometer. Electrodynamometer.
Resistance in B. A.

units. 1 = 109 centims.

per second.

v in centims. per

second.

Difference.

61-5

61-

4
61-8

62-

0

61-7

61-4

Mean.

61-45

61-90

61-55

Deflection.

R. 412-0

L. 408-5

R. 410 0

L. 408-5

R. 409-0

L. 407-5

Mean.

410-25

409-25

408-25

15555 297-0 xlO 8

294-

5 x 10 3

295-

8 x 10 3

3 i 2
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Temp. 9°-9°-7 C. March 16, 1870. Battery 180 cells.

Resistance in B. A.
v in centims. per

second.
Electrometer. Electrodynamometer. units. 1 = 109 centims.

per second.

Difference. Mean. Deflection. Mean.
61-7

61-8
61-75

R. 424-0

L. 411-0
417-5 15342 294-Ox 10 8

6l*l

60-7
60-90

R. 420-0

L. 408-0
414-0 (15372) 297*5 xlO 8

61-3

61-4
61-35

IE 419-5

L. 407*0
413-25 (15402) 295-6 x 10 8

61-4

61-1
61-25

R. 417*0

L. 406-0
411-5 (15432) 295-8 x 10 s

61-3

60-9
61-10

R. 416-0

L. 413-0
414-5 (15462) 298-4 x 10 s

61-3

61-2
61-25

R. 417*0

L. 405-0
411-0 (15492) 297-0 xlO 8

61-5

61-2
61-35

R. 417-5

L. 408-0
412-75 15522 297-7 x 10 8

The resistance of the coils was measured at the beginning and at the end of this

series. The intermediate values of the resistance are inserted on the supposition of a

gradual increase in the resistance of the coils.

The suspending-wire having been soldered to the brass cover to which it had been

attached, the period of vibration of the coil was found to be 4'789 seconds; so that, for

succeeding observations, y= ’000021884.

At this stage an attempt was made to use simultaneous measurements made by means

of the old and new absolute electrometers
;
but this method was not carried out, chiefly

on account of difficulties in the use of the old absolute electrometer arising from imper-

fect insulation and other causes. The former method of comparison simply with the

new absolute electrometer was resumed.

Temp. 10
o,
8 C. March 22, 1870. Battery 180 cells.

Electrometer. Electrodynamometer.
Resistance in B. A.

units. 1 = 109 centims.

per second.

v in centims. per

second.

Difference.

61-15

61-3

61-1

60-8

Mean.

61-22

60-95

Deflection.

R. 391-25

L. 391-5

R. 389-5

L. 390-0

Mean.

391-4

389-25

15654

293-

6 x 10 8

294-

Ox 10 s

I
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Temp. 14°*8 C. March 23, 1870. Battery 180 cells.

Electrometer.

Difference. Mean.
60-0

59*4
59*70

58-7

58-7
58-70

60*0
59*55

59-1

59*0

58*9
58*95

59*0

59*0
59*00

59*0

590
59*00

Resistance in B. A.
v in centims. per

second.
Electrodynamometer. units. 1 = 10 1

' centims.

per second.

Deflection. Mean.

R. 372*5

L. 370*5
371*5 15617 292*6 xlO 8

R. 367*5

L. 367*0

R. 367*5

L. 365*5

367*25

366*5
15633

295*9 x 10 s

291*7 x 10 8

R. 364*0

L. 364*0
364*0 15658 293*6 x 1

0

s

R. 363*75

L. 362*75

R. 361*0

L. 361*5

363*25

361*25
15673

293*5 XlO 8
/

293*0 x 10 8

The figures in the electrometer and electrodynamometer columns of the above 'Tables

represent the readings in the arbitrary divisions of the two instruments. To deduce the

value of v, these readings were reduced to absolute measure by means of the expressions

for V— V' and y already given. The resistance introduced into the circuit being equal

to that of the coils, half the difference of potentials indicated by the electrometer was

employed in the calculations. -

III. The instruments having been removed to the new laboratory, were again set up

in the spring of 1871, but no observations were made till September following.

When the electrometer was set up, a series of weighings was gone through to deter-

mine the displacement of the movable disk produced by a given force. A long series

of weighings of May 15th and 16th gave 200T9 micrometer-divisions as the displacement

due to ’6 gramme. Before the electrometer was again used in September a longer series

of weighings was gone through : this gave as the mean value of the displacement 200*55

divisions, and this value was adopted in succeeding measurements.

The electrodynamometer was set up in the same manner as formerly ; the only altera-

tion was in the manner of adjusting the lamp and lens, which were now supported and

adjusted in the manner already described. A new determination was made of the moment

of inertia of the suspended coil : this had become necessary from an alteration in the

weight of the coil arising from the loss of a part of the mirror.

The moment of inertia of the vibrator with which the coil was compared was 4293*772

centimetre-grammes. The periods of vibration of the vibrator and coil were 25*939 and

15*5575 seconds respectively. This gave as the moment of inertia of the suspended coil

1544*6036 centimetre-grammes. After this comparison the mirror of the coil was

resilvered, and was found to have increased in weight *101 gramme. With this increase

of weight the moment of inertia of the coil became 1544*704 centimetre-grammes. The

distance of the scale was made 354*6 centims. The period of vibration of the coil was

5*823 seconds. With these alterations the value of y became *000020114.
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Temp. 17° C. September 12, 1871. Battery 90 cells.

Electrometer. Electrodynamometer.
Resistance in B. A.

units. 1 = 10° centims.

per second.

v in centims. per
second.

Difference.

36-25

36-25

36-25

36-3

Mean.

36-25

36-27

Deflection.

R. 647-5

L. 647-5

R. 646-75

L. 646-75

Mean.

647-5

646-75

15960 298-8 x 10 s

298-5 x 10 8

September 16, 1871. Battery 90 cells.

Electrometer. Electrodynamometer.

Difference. Mean. Deflection. Mean.
35-1

35-1
35-1

It. 608-5

L. 613-5
611-0

35-6

34-4
35-0

R. 602-5

L. 600-5
601-5

34-3 1 R. 616-0
614-5

34-8 1 34-8 L. 613-0

35-25 J
R. 615-5

615-0
36-6

36-0

35-5

35-7

L. 614-5

35-4

35-4

35-55

35-6

35-8

R. 613-5

L. 613-5

R. 613-5

L. 615-0

613-

5

614-

25

Resistance in B. A.

units. 1 = 10 ;) centims.

per second.

v in centims. per

second.

(15960)
assumed from

former

measurements.

299*8 x 10s

298-3 X 10 8

303-9 X 10 s

293-2 X 10 8

297-Ox 10 3

295-5 X 108

A considerable degree of uncertainty attaches to the foregoing results on account of

their variations amongst themselves, and also because an independent determination of

the resistance of the coils was not made. The variations are due chiefly to variations

in the electrometer readings, to which there was the greater liability on account of the

smallness of the difference of potentials measured. A battery of 90 cells was employed,

no additional resistance having been introduced into the circuit.

In the series which follow a continuous measurement of resistance was made. The

same battery was used, but the differences of readings in the electrometer show less

variation among themselves. The period of vibration of the coil was 5-811 seconds,

and the corresponding value of y -00002015.
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September 22, 1871. Battery 90 cells.

Resistance in B. A.
v in centims. per

second.
Electrometer. Electrodynamometer. units. 1 = 109 centims.

per second.

Difference. Mean. Deflection. Mean.
33*45

33-3
33-37

It. 542*25

L. 544*25
543-25 15825 295-4 x 10 s

34-0

33-85 33-93

R. 545-75
| 544-00 15805 290-3 xlO 8

33-95
1 L. 542-25 J

34-0

33-8 33-70

R. 543-75

L. 545-0
544-37 15810 292-5 x 10 s

33-3
J

September 24, 1871. Battery 90 cells.

Resistance in B. A.
v in centims. per

second.
Electrometer. Electrodynamometer. units. 1 = 109 centims.

per second.

Difference. Mean. Deflection. Mean.
34-25

34-0
34-12

R. 551-0

L. 550-5
550-75 15840 29M X 10 s

34-0 ^ R. 552-5
]

34-1

34-0
34-02 <• 551-87 15834 292-2 x JO 8

34-0 L. 551-25

33-75

33-

9

34-

0
33-88

R. 551-75

551-25 15832 293-2 x 10s

33-9
.

L. 550-75. I

September 25, 1871. Battery 90 cells.

Electrometer. Electrodynamometer,
Resistance in B. A.

units. 1 = 109 centims.

per second.

v in centims. pet-

second.

Difference. Mean. Deflection. Mean.
35-5

]
L. 601-0 1

35-25 V 35-32
\

601-5 15728 291-8 x 10 s

35-2
J R. 602-0

J

September 2G.—The period of vibration of the suspended coil was observed and

found to be 5 -805 seconds. The corresponding value of y was •000020175.

Electrometer. Electrodynamometer.
Resistance in B. A.

units. 1 = 109 centims.

per second.

v in centims. pet-

second.

Difference.

32-

9 b

33-

0 1

32-75
f

32-8 J

Mean.

32-86

Deflection.

R. 523-0
'

L. 52,5 j\

Mean.

522-75 15640 291-3 x io 8
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September 28, 1871. Battery 90 cells.

mometer.
Resistance in B. A.

units. 1=109 centims.

per second.

v in centims. per
second.

Mean.

536*5 15715 292*0 x 10 s

5°8*0 15715 294*6 x 10 s

518*25 15711 291*6 x 10 s

519*25 15722 293-7 X 10 s

Electrometer.

1

Difference.

33-2

33-5

32-851

32-

8

32*5

33-

0

32*7

33-1

32-7

32-8

32*75

32-6

32*5

32*4

32*8

32*8

32*5

32*8

Mean.

33*35

32*79

32*81

32*63

Deflection.

R. 536*5

L. 536*5

L. 529*5 T

>

R. 526*5 J
L. 51 8*25

R. 518*25

R. 520*0 1

L. 518*5

No further comparisons were made till February 21, 1872. In the series of observa-

tions then taken, to secure a greater difference of readings in the electrometer, a larger

battery was employed, and a resistance of 10,000 ohms was introduced into the circuit.

The difference of potentials between the ends of the coils was thus =———— . e. where

e represents the difference of potentials read off in the electrometer, and Ii is the resist-

ance of the electrodynamometer circuit.

The scale was removed to a greater distance, 367*9 centims., and the period of vibra-

tion of the coil was 5*819 seconds. The corresponding value of y was *000019761.

The resistance of the coils at the observed temperature was afterwards measured and

found to be 15834 B. A. units. This value of R is used in the calculations.

Temp. 15° C. February 21, 1872.

Resistance in B. A.
v in centims. per

second.
Electrometer. Electrodynamometer. units. 1 = 10° centims.

per second.

Difference. Mean. Deflection. Mean.

58*0 58*00
R. 630*5

L. 633-5
632*00 15834 293*4 x 10 8

58*1

58*1
58*10

L. 636-0

R. 633*5

L. 638*25"|

634*75 293*5 x 10 8

58-2^

> 58*25

R. 634*5 >
L. 6,34*0 J

636-19 293*1 X 10 8

58*3J R. 634*0 5
L. 638*0 } 636*12 292-3 X 10 8

58-4 R. 634*25J

58*2
R. 635*0

L. 638*25
636-62 293*5 X 10 s

58*2
L. 638*5

R. 635*0
636*75 293*5 x 10 8
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Determination of the Area of the Movable Coil.

Before unwinding the coils for the purpose of measuring the length of the wire, and

counting the number of turns in each coil, a comparison of the large coils and the sus-

pended coil was made to determine the magnetic moment of the latter. This quantity,

which appears in the calculations as inc2

,
could not be obtained very accurately by mea-

surement of the outer and inner radii of the coil, seeing that the difference between these

radii was very considerable in comparison with either.

The method of comparison followed was suggested by Professor Clerk Maxwell.

The simultaneous action of the large coils and the smaller coil upon a magnet placed

in their neighbourhood was observed. The distances between the coils and the magnet

being so arranged that the simultaneous action of the opposing coils upon the magnet

was zero, and these distances being known, the ratio between the areas of the coils was

easily obtained. The chief difficulty being to measure accurately these distances, two

symmetrical observations were made with the smaller coil on opposite sides of the magnet.

The distance between the positions of the same part of the coil in these two observations

was measured, and half this distance taken as the distance of the centre of the coil from

the magnet in each position.

The coils (see Plate XXXII. fig. 5) rested upon a narrow table
(
t
)
which had been pre-

pared for this comparison. A V-groove (v) ran from end to end of it parallel to its edge,

near one side, to guide the adjustment of the magnet and smaller coil. The stands (s, s')

to which the large coils had been attached were placed at opposite ends of the table, and

were so adjusted that the line joining the centres of the coils passed through the centre

of the magnet.

The magnet (m), which had been used as a declinometer, was suspended by a long fibre

in an enclosed space. It carried a light galvanometer-mirror, whose motions were visible

through a small lens, which formed part of the glass front of the instrument. The

declinometer, two of its feet resting in the V-groove, was placed between the coils, so

that the centre of the mirror or magnet was equidistant from the centres of the large

coils. The “ suspended” coil, supported on a wooden stand (p), was placed between the

magnet and one of the large coils, its motions to and from the magnet being guided

parallel to itself by the groove in which two of the feet of the stand rested : it was

adjusted so that its centre also should be in the line joining the centres of the large

coils. The three coils were arranged so as to have their planes parallel, and so that

the action of the two large coils should conspire to oppose the action of the smaller coil,

which was placed much nearer the magnet. The motions of the magnet were observed

in the usual manner, by reflection from the mirror. A current from a battery of 120

cells was made to pass through the three coils in series. The smaller coil was moved

to and fro parallel to itself until no deflection of the magnet could be detected. During

this observation it was found that the magnet was sensitive to the smallest motion of

the coil that was appreciable.

mdccclxxiii. 3 L
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The position of the coil with reference to the table was noted by marking on the table

the position of the front and of the back of the stand.

The coil was then transferred to the other side of the magnet, and a similar observa-

tion made. The distance between the two positions of the coil was found to be 42-221

centims. Accordingly 21T1 centims. was taken as the distance of the centre of the

smaller coil from the magnet in each observation. The distance between the centres of

the large coils, measured directly, was 13T48 centims. ; so that the distance of the centre

of each from the magnet was 65-74 centims.

Calling these distances a and b respectively, we have, for zero deflection, the following

equation :

—

27r/ir2
-p,

2rn,r1
'2

2z7tc
2

(?’
2+ A2

)^ (r
,2 + Z>

2
)^ (c

2 -fa2)^

This is a cubic equation in c
2

,
and the solution of it would yield c

1 in terms of the known

quantities n, n\ r, r', a, b, &c. Two of the roots of this equation are imaginary, the

coefficient of c
2

,
when the equation is reduced to the typical form, x1 -{-qx-{-r=z 0, being

positive.

Without going through the ordinary process of solution to find the third root of this

equation, which from the complicated form of the coefficients in this case is not conve-

nient, c can be readily found by the following method of approximation, c is approxi-

mately known by measurement, and i, the number of turns of wire in the coil, is also

known. Assuming this value of c in (c
2
-j-a

2
)*, 2ire1

is given by the equation. Substi-

tuting the value of i in this result, a new value of c is obtained. Using this new value

of c, by means of the equation we obtain a new value for 2ire1

,
and so on through

several approximations.

Thus, starting with c=4’3 centims., we find for ire2 the successive values 195681,

195435, 195421, 195420 square centims., with the corresponding values of c 4-25427,

4-2516, 4-25144, and 4-25143.

Starting with a value of c on the other side of this limit, c=4’25, we find for ire1

195412, 195419, with the corresponding values of c 4-25135, 4*25143. The value of

ire
2
, 195420, has been adopted in the calculations.

When the comparison of the coils had been completed, the wire was unwound from

the coils. The resistance of the wire was measured before unwinding, and also after

unwinding, to test for short-circuiting.

Before unwinding (temp. 13° C.) the resistance of the wire of the right coil was 5630

ohms, after unwinding (temp. 14°T C.) 5654 ohms, the rise of temperature being

sufficient to account for an increase of resistance of about 20 ohms.

The resistance of the wire of the left coil before unwinding (temp. 11°*75 C.) was

5705 ohms, after unwinding (temp. 14°T C.) 5726 ohms.

From this comparison of resistance it may be inferred that the insulation in the coils

was very nearly perfect, that the effective length of the wire was that due to all the
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turns in each of the coils, and that the estimate of their electromagnetic effect derived

from this was as nearly as possible accurate.

The mean value of v given by all the series of observations of 1870, which include,

however, considerable variations, is 294’5xl0 8 centims. per second. The mean result

of the later comparisons, excluding those which have been mentioned as less trustworthy,

is 292 -4xl0 8 centims. per second.

These later observations were made under much more favourable circumstances ; still,

as the causes of the variations in the earlier comparisons are not known, it has been

thought right to include them also in the record of the observations.

The last measurement, that of 1872, furnishes the most probable value of v, 293 x 10 s

centims. per second.
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XII. On the Minute Structure of the Leg-muscles of the Water-beetle. By Edward

Albert Schafer. Communicated by Dr. Sharpey, V.P.B.S.

Received March 13,—Read April 3, 1873.

For the successful prosecution of the histological inquiry which forms the subject of

the present communication, it is essential that the tissue to be investigated should be

studied whilst still in the living condition, inasmuch as marked changes ensue very

speedily after the death of the muscle, and still more speedily on the addition of

reagents, even the so-called indifferent fluids, such as serum or ^ per cent, solution of

common salt, being in this case inadmissible. The description, therefore, I have now

to give is founded entirely on an examination of the living tissue.

I. Appearance of Living Muscle in the state of rest.

If we cut off a limb from one of the common large Water-beetles
(
JDytiscus margi-

nalis), remove a portion of muscle from the upper part, quickly separating the fibres

somewhat from one another, by means of needles, on a glass slip, cover it without addi-

tion, and examine the preparation so obtained with the aid of a very powerful immersion-

objective (such as the No. 11 of Hartnack or the No. 3 of Zeiss), we find numerous

muscular fibres presenting an appearance similar to that represented in Plate XXXIII.

fig. 1.

The well-known transverse bands are conspicuously seen, consisting of broader dim*

stripes (a a) alternating with narrower bright ones
(
b b), the latter exhibiting a trans-

verse line of minute dots (c). These bands are now very generally admitted to repre-

sent disks composed of two entirely distinct substances, arranged in successive series

with their planes at right angles to the axis of the fibre ;
and I shall, for convenience

of description, adhere for the present to this notion, although, as I shall afterwards

endeavour to show, the difference in appearance which they present may be accounted

for otherwise than by regarding them as composed of different materials.

To proceed with my description. Each disk of dim substance appears pervaded

throughout by a number of excessively fine rod-shaped particles of uniform diameter,

and rather darker in appearance than the substance of the disk which they traverse.

These particles are arranged closely and very regularly, with their axes in a direction

more or less parallel to that of the fibre ; they extend at either end into the neigh-

bouring disks of bright substance, becoming somewhat less distinct as they pass

* I use the word “ dim ” because, in fact, in living muscle at rest no such thing as a dark stripe occurs
;

one part is only somewhat less bright than the other.

3 MMDCCCLXXIII.
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into this, and finally terminating near its middle in an enlarged knobbed extremity,

which appears as a minute dark dot. Consequently each of the bodies we are now

considering, and which from their form may be denominated muscle-rods *
,
may be

described as consisting of a cylindrical middle part or shaft,
which is imbedded in the

substance of the dim stripe, and of two enlarged extremities or heads
,
which are

found near the middle of the bright stripe. It further follows that there are as many

series of muscle-rods as disks of dim substance in the fibre. Moreover each rod of any

one series corresponds exactly with one in the next following series, their enlarged

extremities almost meeting in the middle of the bright substance
;

this arrangement

causes the appearance of a double row of dots (c) running transversely across each

bright stripef

.

It must be observed, however, that in such a preparation as is here spoken of, the

appearance represented in the figure, although very common, is by no means the only

one that presents itself. All the variations, however, that are met with are accompanied

and, as will be hereafter shown, in all probability caused by variations either in the

relative position or in the form of the muscle-rods. Thus we not unfrequently find

fibres in which the rod-heads of contiguous series, instead of being in more or less close

apposition in the middle of the bright disk, are separated by a distinct bright interval

;

this is more especially the case when the muscular fibre happens to be somewhat

stretched.

Sometimes a greater or less number of the rods of neighbouring series are shifted

abruptly upon the rest in a longitudinal direction, so much so that their heads may

come to be opposite the middle of the shafts of the remainder (see fig. 1). In such

cases the transverse striae also become correspondingly shifted. This fact would of itself

almost preclude the conception of the existence of continuous membranes extending

across the fibre, an idea which has been largely prevalent of late years.

The variations which occur in theform of the muscle-rods are chiefly, if not entirely,

dependent upon the relation in size which subsists between the shafts and the ends,

these seeming to be in inverse ratio with one another. Thus the shafts are not unfre-

quently increased in length, the heads at the same time becoming smaller and closer

to those of the next series, so that a double row of dots is no longer seen in the middle

* A word here seems due to explain why the use of the term “ sarcous elements”—which was applied

by Mr. Bowman (“ On the Structure and Movements of Voluntary Muscle,” Phil. Trans. 1840) to the

minute particles of which he conceived a muscular fibre to be composed, and which has been very

generally applied by subsequent observers, both here and on the Continent, to the rod-like bodies which are

commonly described in the muscles of insects—has been omitted throughout the present communication. The

reason is simply this—that the term is ordinarily understood to imply that the bodies to which it is applied

form the essential contractile constituent of muscle, whereas it will be seen from what follows that this is

probably not the case with the structures here denominated muscle-rods. It should, however, be distinctly

understood that the latter term is employed to signify simply the form, without reference to tho naturo of the

material of which the particles in question are composed.

t Compare Stbickee, ‘ Handbuch der Gewcbelehre,’ p. 1225.
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of the bright stripe, having become merged into a single dark transverse streak, having

a granular look.

If we imagine this process to go on still further—that is to say, if the shafts go on

increasing in size at the expense of the rod-heads until each muscle-rod is of uniform

diameter throughout, the ends of the rods of different series being in close apposition,

it may well be imagined (the smallness of the objects with which we have to deal being

taken into consideration) that it will be extremely difficult to detect the points of junc-

tion between the rods of successive series. In this way the continuous longitudinal

fibrillation which is often seen in the muscles of the Water-beetle may be accounted

for. That each fibril, however, is not in reality continuous throughout the fibre, but

consists of a succession of shorter units, the ends of which are in close apposition, is

shown, not only by the phenomena which occur when such a muscular fibre is thrown

into contraction, and which will be referred to further on, but also by the appearances

presented when a portion of the fibre comes under observation in which these units are

thrown into zigzag instead of lying in the same straight line, in which case the angles

of the zigzag represent the points of junction of the muscle-rods.

It is worthy of note that in all fibres like that we are now considering (that is to say,

all in which the rod-heads are of the same diameter as the shaft, so as no longer to

appear as distinct objects), the bright transverse bands have entirely disappeared, and

the substance between the rods is of a uniform appearance throughout.

II. Appearance of Contracted Muscle.

In contracted muscle (fig. 2, C) we observe, besides the general increase in thickness

of the fibre and the approximation of the cross stria?, that the latter have become com-

pletely altered in character. Dark and light transverse stripes now appear, which are

of nearly equal size : the former, instead of being merely dim as in the resting muscle,

have a decidedly dark aspect
;
the light stripes, on the other hand, present a very bright

appearance, without any indication of a row of dots, but with sometimes a faint longi-

tudinal streaking.

In order to explain this difference between a fibre at rest and the same fibre in the

contracted state, it is necessary to follow all the stages of the process. Owing to the

extreme suddenness and rapidity with which the contraction supervenes, and the

amount of displacement which immediately precedes and accompanies it, it becomes a

matter of exceeding difficulty to follow the details of the process with the high powers

which it is necessary to employ. However, it has occasionally happened to me to

observe a contraction proceeding at a very much less rapid rate, and in such cases it

was possible to make out the following changes :

—

The first thing seen is that the bright transverse bands become approximated

throughout the contracting portion (P), and with them the dark transverse lines in

their middle, which, as previously shown, are made up of a double row of
;
dets (rod-

heads). As the contraction continues the rod-heads become larger, and by this means

3 m 2
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are brought into close relation with the neighbouring ones, so that each double line of

dots (c) no longer appears as such but as a single dark transverse band (c
;),

which

separates the bright stripe
(
b

)

into two distinct parts. As these dark transverse bands

approach one another, their bright borders encroach more and more upon the dim

stripe (a,), until this becomes reduced to a mere line, and finally disappears altogether

:

so that in contracted (C), as compared with resting muscle, the broad dim stripes (a)

are replaced by bright bands (bjJ, the clear stripes (b) by dark bands (cu), these last

being the optical sections of the disks which are formed throughout the fibre by the

close juxtaposition of the enlarged rod-heads; the shafts of the rods have become

much finer than before, so as to be hardly perceptible as they cross the now bright trans-

verse bands.

III. Transverse Section.

When a small portion of living muscle is quickly teazed out upon a slip of very thin

glass, to which it remains adherent, and the glass is then inverted over a ring of putty

on an object-slide, so that the preparation is enclosed in an atmosphere which is

saturated with moisture (Stricker’s moist chamber), we are sometimes fortunate

enough, in examining it, to find one or more fibres which are bent upwards near the

end, and of which consequently we get a view of the transverse optical section (fig. 3).

Employing the No. 11 Hartnacr we observe the following:

—

The cross section of the fibre appears of a rounded or somewhat oval form, enclosed

by a distinct contour line (section of the sarcolemma), and with a small granular mass

in the centre (central protoplasm), which may be almost entirely occupied by one or

more nuclei. The area of the section between the sarcolemma and the central

protoplasm has a minutely punctuated character, this appearance being due to the

presence of a number of minute specks scattered equally over the field ; the intervals

between them appear homogeneous, clear, and bright. This appearance is obtained to

whatever depth in the fibre we focus the microscope. As far as can be made out, these

specks correspond with the rods which are seen in longitudinal view. The sub-

stance in which they are imbedded is quite similar in aspect to that which composes

the bright transverse disks (fig. 1
,
b)

;

why the dim substance in which, in longitudinal

view, the shafts of the rods appear to be imbedded is not seen, as least as such, in the

transverse section will become evident when we have treated of the production of the

cross strise.

IV. Cohnheim’s Areas.

If, in order to obtain the transverse view of a muscular fibre, we employ the method

recommended by Cohnheim* (that is to say, if we make a cross section of the frozen muscle

and examine it in a so-called indifferent fluid, such as the ^ per cent, solution of salt),

we sometimes obtain the appearance described by him of dim polygonal areas, bounded

* “ Ueber den feineren Bau der quergestreiften Muskelfaser,” Virch. Arch. Bd. xxxiv. (1865).
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by and enclosed in a network of clear bright lines. It would seem probable, however,

that these areas are due to the action of the saline solution; for, as Kolliker* has

pointed out, they do not occur if the section is examined fresh without addition. A
line punctuation has been described within Cohnheim’s areasf ; this is, however, better

seen when the limits of the areas are less marked.

It is but seldom that I have been successful in obtaining Cohnheim’s areas in sections

of Dytiscus-muscle. On the other hand, it is not at all uncommon to find fibres the

section of which presents the appearance of dark lines, with bright intervals, radiating

from the central protoplasm (fig. 4). The lines are equidistant from one another, and

now and then divide dichotomously as they proceed outwards towards the sarcolemma.

The picture presented irresistibly brings to mind the appearance of a transverse section

of an incisor tooth as seen with a low power. The addition of fluid is not necessary for

the production of this appearance, as seems to be the case with the areas of Cohnheim.

As regards an explanation of these appearances, I am inclined to think that the

section becomes mapped out into areas of Cohnheim owing to a change which takes

place in the intermediate substance between the muscle-rods, whereby, instead of being

evenly diffused, this tends to collect at definite lines in the fibre, the rods which are

enclosed by these becoming on this account more closely grouped, so as eventually to

be no longer separately distinguishable.

The radiated appearance above described I was at one time inclined to explain in a

similar manner; it may, however, be due to a slight inclination of the muscle-rods

towards the axis of the fibre ; in this manner they would appear to overlap one another,

and so produce the effect of radiating lines.

V. Ground-substance of Muscle—Cause of the Cross Striae.

The muscle-rods do not form by their agglomeration the muscular fibre, but are

distinctly seen to be imbedded in a ground-substance
,
the characters of which we must

now discuss.

This substance appears, as a rule, in longitudinal view not homogeneous, but, as

before mentioned, to consist of alternating disks composed of two distinct materials, of

which the one in which the heads of the muscle-rods lie is bright and clear, whereas

that which contains their shafts is dim. The fact that the bright transverse bands are

often seen to present a slight bulging opposite each of the rod-heads, and that when

the latter become of the same diameter as the shaft (so as to be no longer seen as distinct

objects) the bright bands also entirely disappear, would seem to show that the bright

appearance is an optical effect produced by the presence of the globular heads.

That such an explanation is a possible one is shown by the following experiment :
—

A strong solution of gelatine is taken, and having been rendered fluid by heat, a few

drops of oil are added and the mixture is thoroughly shaken for a few minutes. By
* “Ueber die Cohnheim’schen Felder der Huskel-Querschnitte,” Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool. Band xvi. (1866).

t Kollikee, Joe. cit. Engelmaxn, “ Mikroskopische Untersuchungen fiber die quergestreifte Muskel-

aubstanz,” Pflegee’s Archiv, Jan. 1873.
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this means the oil becomes suspended in the gelatine in a state of extremely minute

subdivision. If, after the mass has congealed, we make a thin section from the middle

with a razor, and in the section so obtained examine the minute oil-globules with a

high power, they are seen as dark dots each surrounded with a bright halo *. If we

happen to come across several such little oil-globules, arranged in a row close to one

another, we obtain the appearance of a line of dots in the centre of a bright band.

The bearing of this simple experiment upon the production of the well-known cross

strife of muscle is obvious. For in a muscular fibre there are regularly arranged rows

of minute spheroids (the globular rod-heads), the optical effect of which may be con

ceived to be quite similar to that of the minute oil-globules in our experiment, viz. to

make the substance in which they are imbedded appear brighter in their immediate

neighbourhood than it would otherwise be; by this means we obtain the appearance

of the bright bands crossing the ground-substance, which have been described by all pre-

vious observers, with the exception of IiEPPNEirf (with whom DonitzJ would seem

to agree in this respect), as constituted by a distinct substance.

It is further to be noted that the neck of each muscle-rod, the part where the head

joins the shaft, is comparatively indistinct; this is due to the optical effect produced by

the proximity of the globular head, and is contrary to what one would be led to expect

if we assume this part of the rod to be imbedded in a clearer substance than the rest,

for in such a case it would stand out the darker by the contrast. To this it is probably

owing that previous observers have very generally failed in noticing the connexion of

the row of dots with the rods.

The appearance of a transverse section is corroborative of the view here taken of the

production of the bright bands
;
for in this case the dots are seen sufficiently close

together for the optical effect produced upon the ground-substance by any one of them

to be merged into that of the neighbouring ones, so that the intermediate substance

appears uniformly bright.

The close relation subsisting between the rows of rod-heads and their bright borders

is also seen when a muscle contracts, the movements of the one proceeding pari passu

with those of the other.

A further indication that the whole of the ground-substance is of the same nature is

to be found in the fact that, as will immediately be shown, it exhibits towards polarized

light a similar behaviour throughout.

In the state of rest this ground-substance pervades the whole muscular fibre
;
in con-

* This appearance occurs both when the globules are in focus and also when they are slightly out of the focus
;

the surrounding brightness may be sometimes seen to be pretty sharply bounded by a margin, which is dimmer

than the rest of the field. I am inclined to believe this to be an effect due to the interference between the

rays of light which aro reflected from the surface of the globule and those which are refracted through its

substance. Its bearing upon certain appearances sometimes observed in muscular fibres will bo noticed

later on.

t “ Ueber ein eigenthiimlichcs Yerhalten der quergestreiften Muskelfascr,” Schultze’s Archiv, Band v. (18G9).

%
“ Beitriige z. Kenntniss d. quergostr. Muskelf.," Reichert und Du Bois-Revhond’s Archiv, 1871.
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traction, however, it seems to tend more towards the middle of the muscle-rods between

their shafts, thus producing bulgings at the exterior of the fibre opposite these.

VI. Appearances under Polarized Light.

Although at first sight it may seem an easy matter to determine which parts of a

muscular fibre are singly and which doubly refracting, yet, in tact (owing no doubt

principally to the complex optical conditions which are produced by the heterogeneity

of the structures through which the light has to pass), there is hardly any subject in

histology in which greater difficulty occurs in arriving at a correct result. Accordingly

scarcely any two observers who have carefully investigated living muscular fibre with

this object have arrived at precisely the same conclusion. One of the chief difficulties

is that of obtaining the muscular fibres in a sufficiently isolated state
;
for the addition

of any fluid is quite inadmissible, and without such addition isolation of the individual

fibres is liable to be accompanied by desiccation and loss of the normal structural

appearances. Of course the presence of other fibres under or over the particular one

we are examining may considerably complicate our observations.

Having fully experienced the difficulties of this part of the investigation, I have

taken all the more pains to arrive at a trustworthy result, and therefore feel the less

diffidence in stating my own conclusions, although they differ materially from those

of other observers, with the partial exception perhaps of Heppner.

The method adopted has been to make the preparation upon a cover-glass, and to

enclose it in a moist chamber in the manner already explained. In this way all possi-

bility of pressure is avoided, and fibres are frequently obtained partially isolated from

the rest and perfectly living and contractile. For the purpose of illumination, the

oxycalcium light has been employed. For observing the optical conditions, as well as

other phenomena, of contracting muscle, I have found it a good plan to pass into the

moist chamber (whilst a fibre is under observation) air containing a trace of alcohol

vapour. Hartnack’s polarization-apparatus was used throughout.

The opinion, then, that I have been led to form, by a careful comparison of the

appearances presented by muscular fibres in the states respectively of rest and ot

contraction, when placed between crossed Nicols, and with their axes at an angle ot

about 45° with the principal plane of either prism, may be shortly stated as follows :
—

Leaving out of consideration the sarcolemma, nuclei, &c., the whole of the proper

substance of a muscularfibre is anisotropous, with the exception of the structures here

designated muscle-rods
,
which are isotropous.

If we observe under the above conditions a living muscular fibre in the state of rest,

the whole fibre appears illuminated on the dark field ;
and in consequence of this

illumination we are able to make out the structural points (such, for example, as the

presence of muscle-rods) almost as well as when it is illuminated by ordinary light.

The rods are clearly distinguishable as dim streaks on the bright ground of the fibre,

the heads .giving the appearance, by their contiguity, of a single or double dark dotted
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line. It may be objected that if the rods were isotropous they would stand out as

black markings on the bright ground : but this does not necessarily follow ; for since

they are surrounded hy, and imbedded in, the anisotropous substance, any rays which

reach them from the lower prism must of necessity pass through this substance, and

thus be made available for illumination.

In the contracted fibre the conditions are different
;
for in this case the heads of

the isotropous rods are enlarged and in close contiguity, so that there is no perceptible

amount of anisotropous ground-substance between them
;

and this being the case

throughout the thickness of the fibre, we get a composite disk of isotropous substance

produced, which remains dark between crossed Nicols. On the other hand, the anisotro-

pous substance has now become collected between the shafts of the rods, disks of aniso-

tropous substance being thus formed, which alternate and nearly correspond in size

with those of isotropous. Consequently we have the effect produced of a series of

illuminated stripes with dark intervals. The isotropous shafts of the muscle-rods,

which are present in the former, do not stand out as dark streaks, for the same reason

as that just stated in the consideration of the muscular fibre in the state of rest.

Heppner* has given a somewhat similar account to that here given of the appearance

of muscle under polarized light. He describes a muscular fibre as consisting of only

two substances, which he terms respectively Hauptsubstanz and Zwischensubstanz, which

are disposed in alternating disks. Those of the latter substance he considers to be

represented by the dark granular line in the centre of the bright bands; all the rest is

Hauptsubstanz. The latter, according to him, is anisotropous, the former isotropous.

Since the granular line referred to obviously corresponds with the line formed by the

contiguous heads of the muscle-rods, it will be seen that Heppner’s account, so far as

the mere description goes, very nearly agrees with that given by me.

An entire corroboration of the statements above given of the appearance of resting

muscle under polarized light has turned up quite unexpectedly in a paper by Dr. F.

MERKELf, which has unfortunately only been in my hands a day or two, in which he

makes the following statement (p. 294) :

—

“ In a muscular fibre at rest, viewed under crossed Nicols, the contractile substance

and the terminal disks appear bright and clear
;
the intermediate substance on the other

hand so delicately
(
exquisit

)
singly refracting, that, when the field is completely darkened,

there is no trace of it to be seen : the doubly refracting parts lie apparently immediately

in contact with one another.”

Putting aside Merkel’s peculiar nomenclature of the parts which, according to his

view, compose the substance of the muscle, it is clear that the appearance seen by him

indicates that the whole fibre remains bright under crossed Nicols.

Further, I may adduce statements of Prof. Brucke, whose well-known views as to the

effect of muscular fibres upon polarized light are entirely different from those here

* Loc. cit.

t “ Der Contractionsvorgang im polarisirten Licht,” Schultze’s Archiv, Band is. (Jan. 1873).
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advocated, in support of the accuracy of the description I have given as to the whole of

the muscular fibre in a state of rest appearing doubly refracting. Brucke states, in effect,

that, in the muscles of water-beetles in the living contractile state, he has but rarely

been able to convince himself of the existence of an isotropous substance, that it

never is so clearly seen as in dead muscle, but even here may be missed altogether.

Very often so little isotropous substance appears as to be only represented in the resting

muscle by a row of points, which form coherent stripes only during contraction.

Brucke remarks that this condition is probably the normal one during life, since he has

most frequently come across it in perfectly fresh living muscle*. It is not difficult to

identify Brucke’s isotropous substance, which he also terms Zwischensubstanz
,
with

the heads of the isotropous muscle-rods above described. But it may be asked, How
comes it that in dead muscular fibres, especially if they have been placed in alcohol and

subsequently mounted in Canada balsam or dammar-varnish, even though apparently

fully extended, we so often observe broad alternating stripes of anisotropous and

isotropous substance \ To this I would answer that, although these fibres are not

actually shortened, yet the elements composing them have tended to assume the con-

dition that ordinarily accompanies contraction of the fibre (see below). And this

opinion is fully confirmed by Brucke’s statementf, that the isotropous disks are always

broadest in such fibres as have been prevented from shortening at the time of death.

It is, in fact, as if we took a fibre that had become fixed at death in the contracted

state and mechanically stretched it out to its original length
;
in which case we may

readily conceive the anisotropous and isotropous disks which are present in that state of

the fibre to be equally stretched out.

And here I am tempted to offer a conjecture respecting the probable changes which

take place during the contraction of muscle in the disposition of the structures which I

have endeavoured to describe.

It is conceivable that the anisotropous ground-substance is the true contractile part of

the fibre, and that it is allied in nature to ordinary protoplasm, but without the

granular character commonly met with in the latter J. The muscle-rods may be

imagined to be composed of a labile, and at the same time elastic substance of semifluid

consistence, possessed of considerable refracting power on light, and in all probability

devoid of vital contractility.

* “ Untersuchungen iiber den Bau der Muskelfasern mit Hiilfe des polarisirten Lichtes,” Wiener Denk-

schriften, xv. p. 79.

t Loc. cit. p. 80.

+ Since the above was written my attention has been drawn to a paper by M. Schultze (Reich, und Dr

Bois-Rethond’s Archiv, 1861), in which that author gives it as his opinion that the substance between the

rod-shaped sarcous elements is the remains of the unaltered protoplasm of the embryonal muscle-cell. He

would appear, however, to ascribe to it rather a nutrient than a contractile function, still looking upon these

as the active elements of the fibre.

3 NMDCCCLXXIII.
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When a portion of nmscle is called into activity, the contractile substance, or at least

that portion of it which is between the shafts of the rods, shortens in the direction of

the axis of the fibre, swelling out correspondingly in the lateral direction
;
the rods

consequently become compressed in the centre, so that the substance of which they

are composed tends to accumulate towards the ends. But these become also enlarged

in another way ; for the effect of the shortening of the fibre would be, first to press the

heads of those in adjacent series against one another, and then, by a continuation of this

process, to force them down upon their own shafts, encroaching upon the substance of

these and becoming larger at their expense. The change of form may be most aptly

compared to that which happens when the end of a thread of glass is put into a flame,

the glass as it softens running up into a spheroid.

When the contraction ceases all the processes are reversed : it is possible that

elasticity of the muscle-rods is an agent in restoring the fibre to its original length.

To recapitulate :—The general result of my investigations upon muscular fibre in the

living state has been to induce me to regard the less strongly refracting intermediate

substance which pervades the whole fibre as the contractile, irritable, and consequently

essential part of the muscle, whereas the more refracting substance (which, as a rule,

in the leg-muscles of Dytiscus appears in the form of distinct rod-shaped particles

regularly arranged, but unconnected with one another) is, I think, to be regarded as

performing a passive function only, and consequently as unessential to the idea of a

muscular fibre, so far as its function of contractility is concerned. It is possible that

this substance is analogous to that of which the granules ordinarily found in protoplasm

are composed, being, however, in the case of striped muscle, for some reason at present

unknown to us, arranged in a definite manner. That the ground-substance of muscle

is doubly refracting, whereas ordinary protoplasm, such as that of which the pale cor-

puscles of the blood are composed, is not, cannot be taken as a proof of dissimilarity in

nature
;
for, as is well known, the substance of which the cells of plain muscular fibre is

made up (the protoplasmic nature of which few, I imagine, would be prepared to deny)

is also doubly refracting. And since, according to the view here adopted, the more

refracting substance is to be regarded as the non-essential part of the fibre, we must not

be surprised if differences occur in the mode of its arrangement in the muscles of

different animals, or even in different muscles of the same animal. In other words, it does

not seem imperative that a typical structure should be selected to which all striped

muscles must necessarily exactly conform; but, on the contrary, differences in the

arrangement of the non-essential elements may, and undoubtedly do, occur without

corresponding differences in the essential functional activity of the fibres.

A great deal has been written within the last few years with regard to the structure

of striped muscular fibre. Previously to 1868 the view's of Bowman, as modified by

Rollett, were very generally accepted as affording an explanation of most of the appear-
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ances observed ; some histologists, however, e. g. Kolliker, were disposed to regard fibrils

extending from one end of the fibre to the other as the ultimate elements of the muscle.

In the year mentioned, Krause, in a paper on the subject*, drew particular attention to

the transverse line in the centre of the bright band, and, looking upon this as the optical

section of a fine membrane stretched transversely across the fibre, described the latter as

being divided into a number of flat compartments
(Muskelfdcher), each containing a disk

of solid substance in the centre, separated from the membrane above and below by fluid.

At the same time, taking the fine lines bounding the polygonal areas described by

Cohnheim in transverse sections to be the optical section of similar membranes

running parallel with the axis of the fibre, and of course meeting the others perpendi-

cularly, he described the flat compartments as thus subdivided into a number of muscle-

boxes
(
MuskelJcastchen), each of them bounded by membranes both at the ends (bases)

and sides, each base-membrane being common to two contiguous muscle-boxes. Each

muscle-box, he considered, is almost filled by a portion of the dim substance (muscle-

prism), this being separated from the base-membranes by fluid. Subsequently Krause

described the muscle-prisms as consisting each of a bundle of more minute particles, which

he termed muscle-rods
(
Muskelstabchen). [The transverse line bisecting the clear stripe

was known long previously to Krause’s paper on the subject. It was described by Busk

and Huxleyf as occurring in the muscles of insects
;
and since they observed with

marvellous correctness that it was not so much a continuous line as a succession of

contiguous dots, it was supposed by them to be due to the existence of a row of minute

sarcous elements interpolated between the rows of larger ones, which were regarded

as forming the darker stripes of the fibre. The rod-like character of the so-called

sarcous elements had also been long known : it was distinctly figured by Brucke
;
and

Sharpey had more lately drawn attention to the close connexion which exists between

these rod-shaped particles and the minute dots composing the transverse line, only just

falling short of tracing the one into the other—this, too, both in the muscles of insects

and in human muscle^.] IIensen §, writing about the same time as Krause, gave a

somewhat similar account of the structure of muscle, also drawing especial attention to

the apparent membrane bisecting the light stripe ; as regards some points, however, his

account was eniirely at variance with that given by Krause.

The next contribution to the subject of any importance was that of Heppner||, who

employed the still living contractile fibres of Hydrophilus piceus. He assumed the dark

transverse line in the middle of the clear stripe to represent a continuous disk composed

of a substance (‘Zwischensubstanz
)
possessing a lower index of refraction than the rest of

the fibre, and endeavoured to show, by the assistance of a diagram, that the bright

* “ Ueber den Bau der quergestreiften Muskelfaser,” Zeitschr. f. rat. Med. xxiii.

t Kulliker’s ‘ Manual of Human Histology.’ Sydenham Society’s Translation, 1853.

t Quain’s ‘ Anatomy,’ 7th ed. 1867, vol. i. p. cxix.

§ Arbeiten aus dem Kieler physiologischen Institut, 1868.

|J
“Ueber ein eigenthiimliches optiscbesVerbalten der quergestreiften Muskelfaser,” Scuultze’s Archiv, v. 1808,

3 n 2
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appearance on each side of it is produced by a total reflection of the rays of light from

its surfaces—considering, from the fact of its similar behaviour under crossed Nicols,

the substance forming the clear stripe to be similar in nature to the rest of the muscle-

substance, with the exception of the Zwischensubstanz before mentioned. As a further

indication that the bright bands are due to such an optical effect as he described, FIeppner

remarked that their position became altered according as the mirror was inclined or the

stage rotated.

Quite recently three important conti ibutions to the study of the structure of striped

muscular fibre have appeared; those, namely, by Flogel*, Merkel-)*, and EngelmannJ

respectively. Merkel, studying the fibres of the Arthropoda, principally by means of

alcohol preparations, finds the transverse line of Krause to be not simple, as believed by

the latter, but in reality to be made up of two lines representing juxtaposed membranes

(terminal disks or Endsclieiben), best seen when the fibre is stretched. He further

describes an exceedingly indistinct disk
(
Mittelscheibe

)
in the middle of the dim stripe of

the muscle, not always visible, and often only represented by a somewhat lighter appear-

ance of that stripe at this part. The contractile substance of the muscle he describes

as being, in the state of rest, arranged on either side of this median disk, with a clear

fluid separating it from the terminal disks above and below. The enclosure of each

muscle-element is completed at the sides by a lateral membrane. In contraction of the

muscle Merkel describes the contractile substance as at first becoming diffused through-

out the muscle-element, and finally becoming collected in the vicinity of the terminal

disks. By what mechanism such locomotion is capable of producing shortening of the

muscle is not explained^.

Flogel, who for the most part employed muscle of Trombidium which had been treated

with osmic acid, describes a fibre as divided into compartments, similar to those described

by Krause, by means of transverse partitions
(
Querwande), which, however, he believes

to be formed by the juxtaposition of granules interpolated at regular intervals in the

course of the fibrils, which latter extend from end to end of the fibre, imbedded in a

ground-substance wdiich is probably of a fluid nature. In the median portion of each

muscle-compartment these fibrils, if I understand Flogel’s meaning aright, are more

marked
(
Sdulen

)
than near the transverse partitions, in the immediate neighbourhood of

which the substance is clear and homogeneous, but contains both above and below each

transverse partition a row of minute granules (granule-layer)
;
and since it may some-

times be seen that each granule lies in the same longitudinal line as one of the minute

columns in the central part, the two are probably parts of the same fibril.

* “ Ueber die quergestr. Muskeln der Milben,” Schtiltze’s Archiv, viii. Nov. 1871.

t “ Der quergestreifte Muskel,” Schultze’s Archiv, viii. Jan. 1872.

X “ Mikroskop. Untersuchungen fiber die quergestr. Muskelsubstanz,” PflUger’s Archiv, vii. Jan. 1873.

§ It is but fair to add that Merkel’s results are principally based upon observations on the so-called fibrils of

the thorax of insects
;
and these present in many respects a structure entirely different from that met with in

the muscles of the legs, this apparent difference being due to a different arrangement of the non-essential sub-

stance (compare p. 438).
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A view of muscular structure still more complicated has very lately been set forth

by Engelmann in his exceedingly elaborate article on the subject. Engelmann enume-

rates no less than ten distinct layers as included in each muscle-segment or compart-

ment (Muskelfacli of Krause). Each of the segments, according to him, is bounded at

each end by a thin but well-marked layer
(
Zwischenscheibe), often appearing granular,

and which is common to two contiguous segments. This corresponds with the trans-

verse partition of Flogel. Passing inwards from these we come first upon a clear layer,

then a somewhat dark layer
(
Nehenscheibe), which often appears to consist of a row of

granules (the granule-layer of Flogel), then upon another clear layer, and finally, in the

centre of the muscle-compartment, a broad dim layer
( Querscheibe), the middle portion

of which appears somewhat less dim than the rest (Mittelscheibe). Each of these layers

is described with great minuteness by Engelmann. He does not, however, maintain

that they are all to be made out in every case, but only in those instances in which a

considerable interval separates the stripes. He further asserts that the transverse mark-

ings are the only ones which are met with in the living fibre in its normal condition ;

and in proof of this he states that the transverse disks appear completely homogeneous

when viewed in situ in the living animal (as, for instance, in minute transparent Crus-

tacea), exhibiting, therefore, no trace of longitudinal striation. The pallisade-like

arrangement of the elements which has been described is, he maintains, due to a change

which occurs at the moment of death of the fibre, those portions of a fibre in which

individual rods have become visible being, according to him, no longer irritable. To

explain these so frequent appearances, Engelmann assumes the muscular substance to

be wholly composed of closely compressed, elongate, prismatic elements extending the

whole length of the fibre, and exhibiting at regular intervals differences in chemical

and physical properties, producing thus the several transverse layers. He conceives that

at the moment of death of the fibre a coagulation and shrinking of these elements take

place, accompanied by expression of fluid
; and in this way accounts for the fibrillar and

granular character which the transverse disks commonly exhibit.

Of the accounts given by the various authors with regard to the behaviour of muscle

under polarized light, I have thought it best to say nothing in this place—partly on

account of the irreconcilable differences of opinion on the subject, partly because the

question has already been very fully discussed in a preceding page.

It only remains for me briefly to point out the parts which, in the several accounts

here quoted, seem to correspond with those enumerated by me in describing the appear-

ance of the living muscle of Dytiscus. But, first, I would take the opportunity of

expressing my unqualified dissent from the positive assertions of Engelmann, above

noticed, with regard to the homogeneous appearance of muscular fibre in the living

state, at all events so far as Dytiscus-muscle is concerned. I would affirm, on the con-

trary, that however quickly the preparation is made (and the quicker the better), we

find numerous muscular fibres exhibiting the structure I have described, in which the

muscle-rods appear with perfect distinctness throughout the whole extent of the fibre,
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and that such fibres are capable of repeatedly undergoing the most complete spontane-

ous contraction: indeed after the death of the fibre the distinctness of the picture

becomes always very much impaired, and often the structural appearances become

entirely obliterated. Further, I may remark that since reading Engelmann’s article I

have taken what opportunities offered of examining the muscles of minute aquatic

Crustacea and insects whilst still in the living body, and as a result of such examination

may state that, in spite of the difficulties to observation offered by the presence of the

chitinous integument and the small size of the muscular elements, there is no great

difficulty, with a good immersion-glass, in seeing that they possess an apparent longi-

tudinal fibrillation. If further proof were needed, it is to be found in an exceedingly

interesting paper by Professor Wagener*, in which the appearances observable in the

muscles of the Corethra-larva in the living state are fully detailed. But to return to

our subject.

The transverse membrane of Krause and the narrow disk of intermediate substance

(.Zwischensubstanz)
ofHeppner would seem to be referable to the heads of two contiguous

series of muscle-rods, which, as before stated, often meet in the middle of the clear

stripe. The terminal disks of Merkel, the granule-layers of Flogel, and the Neben-

scheiben of Engelmann are also, I think, to be referred to the same structures, which are

by these observers correctly differentiated into two rows. The Stdbchen of Krause and

Engelmann and the Sdulen of Flogel would appear to correspond with the shafts of

the muscle-rods of my description. There remain the Mittelsclieibe of Merkel and

others, and the line between each two muscle-series, which is to be seen only in very

extended conditions of the fibre
(
Querwand

,
Flogel; Zwischenscheibe, Engelmann). To

explain these appearances, it is necessary to revert to what has been said with regard to

the minute oil-globules in the experiment before mentionedf . It was there noted that

the bright halo around each oil-globule is often seen to be bounded by a marginal

line rather darker than the rest of the field, and probably to be explained by interference.

The granules in muscle (rod-heads) must each have a similar effect upon the light
;
and

since they are disposed in rows, so that their bright haloes coalesce into bright bands,

these darker margins must similarly coalesce into dim bands. Consequently the

edges of the broad dim stripe (Querscheibe, Plate XXXIII. fig. 1
,
a) of muscle will be

caused to appear somewhat darker J than the central part
(
e), which latter has been for

this reason taken for a distinct layer [Mittelsclieibe). Of course in the case of a mus-

cular fibre all these effects are very much more marked than if we had to deal with a

single series of granules, since other rows which are somewhat out of focus contribute

to increase the result §.

* “ Ueber einige Erscheinungen an den Muskeln lebender Thiere,” Sitzungsb. d. Gesellseh. z. Beforderung

der gesammten Naturwissenscbaften zu Marburg, No. 8, August 1872.

f See footnote, page 434.

t The contrast with the bright band would probably tend to enhance this effect.

§ When a very strong light is employed coloured fringes are often visible on the confines of the dim and clear

stripes, and doubtless result from such interference effects as I have indicated.
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The Querwand or Zwischenscheibe may probably be similarly explained
;
for where it

appears the rows of rod-heads of adjacent series are so drawn away from one another by

the extension of the fibre that their bright borders are no longer blended, and a dim

line (in all probability rendered darker by interference) comes into view between them.

The argument in favour of the existence of a continuous membrane across the fibre,

drawn from the fact that indentations of the sarcolemma pretty constantly occur at

this place, loses its weight when we reflect upon the extreme delicacy of the sarcolemma,

and the necessity which must exist for it to follow any changes of shape which may

occur in the enclosed substance.

Description of the Plate.

PLATE XXXIII.

Fig. 1. Portion of a muscular fibre of Dytiscus in the state of rest.

a a a. Dim stripes.

b b b. Bright stripes.

c. Double dotted line in bright stripe formed by the heads of

d. The muscle-rods.

Fig. 2. Muscular fibre undergoing contraction.

It It. Portions still at rest.

P P. Contraction proceeding.

C. Contracted portion.

aar Dim stripes.

b b
t
b
ir

Bright stripes.

c c
t
cH . Lines formed by rod-heads.

Fig. 3. Transverse section of muscular fibre of Dytiscus. The irregular patch in the

centre, containing a round nucleus, is the so-called central protoplasm.

Fig. 4. Transverse section of muscular fibre of Water-beetle, made whilst frozen,

showing the appearance of radiating lines described in the text.
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XIII. Results of the Comparisons of the Standards of Length of England
,
Austria

,

Spain, United States, Cape of Good Hope, and of a second Russian Standard, made

at the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton. By Lieutenant-Colonel A. II. Clarke,

C.B., R.E., F.R.S., &c., under the direction of Major-General Sir Henry James,

R.E., F.R.S., Ac., Director-General of the Ordnance Survey. With a Preface and

Notes on the Greek and Egyptian Measures of Length by Sir Henry James.

Received May 21,—Read June 19, 1873.

The following account of the results of the Comparisons of the Standards of Length of

England, Austria, Spain, United States, Cape of Good Hope, and of a second Russian

Standard at the Ordnance Survey Office has been drawn up by Lieutenant-Colonel

Clarke, and is a sequel to the abstract of the results of the Comparisons of the Standards

of Length of England, France, Belgium, Prussia, Russia, India, and Australia which the

Royal Society has done us the honour to publish in the Philosophical Transactions for

1867, vol. clvii. p. 161.

The accurate determination of the lengths of the various standards employed by so

many nations in the measure of the bases of their triangulations, which are now being

united into one vast network of triangles, covering the whole of Europe, can scarcely

fail to be of great importance for the advancement of physical science. To the compa-

rison of these lengths I have added the result of our endeavours to recover the correct

lengths of the most ancient measures of length with which we are acquainted, viz. those

of Ancient Egypt, not only because our own measures are obviously derived from them,

but also because we thus obtain the accurate relative value of the measures and distances

given in the most ancient works on Astronomy and Geodesy which have come down to us.

The Ancient Egyptians employed two measures of length, viz. the common and the

royal cubits.

1st. As regards the common cubit, we have the statement of Herodotus that the

Egyptian cubit was equal to the Greek cubit, “ that of Samos and we learn from the

measurements of the Hecatompedon at Athens, by Mr. Penrose, that the Greek foot

was equal to 1-013 foot, or 12-156 inches, and consequently the Greek cubit was equal

to 1-520 foot, or 18-240 inches.

2nd. The most recent measures of the base of the First or Great Pyramid, that of

King Ci-ieops, viz. those made by the Royal Engineers and Mr. Inglis, a civil engineer,

give a mean length of 9120 inches, or 500 cubits of 18*240 inches for the side of the

square base, or 750 Egyptian feet, each Egyptian foot being equal to 1"013 English foot.

mdccclxxiii. 3 o
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3rd. The Second Pyramid, according to the measures of Colonel Howard Vyse and

Mr. Perking, has a base of 707*5 feet square, or 700xl‘011 feet.

4th. The Third Pyramid has a base, according to Vyse and Peering, of 354-5 feet,

or 350 Egyptian feet square, of 1-013 English foot exactly.

We may therefore confidently assume that 1-013 foot was the true length both of the

ancient Greek and the ancient common Egyptian foot, and that the length of the common

Egyptian cubit was 18-240 inches.

We have in the British Museum a double royal cubit
,
found in the ruins of the

Temple of Karnak in Egypt ; and I found its length to be 41-40 inches, and that of the

single cubit consequently 20-70 inches, or 1-725 foot.

The pyramid which stands in the middle of the three, before the Great Pyramid (that

of the daughter of King Cheops), has a base, according to Vyse and Perring, of 172-5

feet square, and therefore 100 royal cubits square exactly.

But the same authors give the breadths of no less than seven of the passages in the

pyramids, including the entrances to the First, Second, and Third Pyramids, all of 41-5

inches (two cubits of 20-750 inches).

Dourstiier, from the measures of the nilometer at Elephantine and of three or four

cubits found in the ruins of Memphis, which almost exactly correspond with each other,

estimated the length of the royal cubit at 20-721 inches (see Cqndee, ‘ Dictionnaire des

Poids et Mesures ’).

Looking to these facts, and feeling it almost certain that the common and the royal

cubit had some definite relation to one another, like that between the link and foot of

our own country (66 feet equal 100 links), I infer that the most probable length of the

royal cubit was 20-727 inches, and that 88 royal cubits were equal to 100 common cubits

of 18-240 inches.

This does not admit of rigid demonstration. The dimensions of Vyse and Perring

seem to be given to the nearest half inch, and the measures of length sold in this country

differ from one another as much as the length of the double cubit in the British Museum
differs from its estimated length.

Henry James, Mayor-General.

[Note.

—

Since writing the above I have had an opportunity of consulting Don

Y. Vazquez Queipo’s ‘ Essai sur les Systemes Metriques &c.,’ in which he gives a

description of ten royal cubits which have been found from time to time in the ancient

buildings of Egypt. He has numbered these from 1 to 10, and given the lengths of

four of them, and the mean length of all the Standards found.

m. inches.

No. 5. Stone =0-52650 or 20-728

8.1 (=0-52514 „ 20-675

9. jwood-j =0-52598 „ 20-708

10.J (=0-52448 „ 20*649

Mean length of all the Standards= 0-52500 ,,
20-669
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No. 10 is the royal cubit from the Temple at Karnak, which is in the British Museum,

and which I measured, and found to be of the same length as is here given of No. 9.

No. 10 is made of wood, as are also Nos. 8 & 9. But No. 5, now in Florence, is made

of slate or schist, and a much higher value must be attached to its length than to the

lengths of the three wooden ones, because, being of stone, it was not liable to alteration,

as those made of wood were, during the 3500 years, at least, which must have elapsed

since they were made.

We cannot suppose for a moment that stone cubits were used by the artificers employed

in building the ancient temples
;
the workmen were supplied with the wooden double

cubits, of which Nos. 9 & 10 are examples.

These wooden cubits are divided, although apparently with a fine saw, with as much,

or even greater accuracy than the generality of the measures with which the workmen

of the present day are supplied.

The stone cubits were probably preserved as standards, with the name of the reigning

King engraved upon them, and referred to to verify the lengths on the wooden

cubits.

The length of this stone, royal cubit, 0m,5265 or 20728 inches, corresponds with my

previously estimated length, 052646 = 20-727
;
and the length of the common cubit is

0-46329= 18-240.

The royal cubit is divided into 7 palms of 2-961 inches, the common cubit into 6 palms

of 3‘040 inches; and the mean is exactly 3 inches: the length of the English foot is

consequently equal to the mean length of the ancient Egyptian common and royal foot,

although it probably is so by accident only.—H. J., August 1873,]

Comparison Apparatus.

The Comparisons of Standards to be recorded in the present paper have been made

in the same room, and with generally the same apparatus, as those described in a pre-

vious paper read before the Royal Society, December 13, 1866. In that paper were

given the results of the Comparisons of the Standards of England, France, Belgium,

Prussia, Russia, India, and Australia
;
in the present paper the results will be given for

the Standards of Austria, Spain, America, the Cape of Good Hope, and a second Russian

Standard.

The general method of conducting the comparisons explained in the former paper has

been adhered to with no material alterations. No kind of unsteadiness in the piers

carrying the microscopes has at any time been noticed, nor in the mahogany beam

carrying the bars under observation. The insulation of the flooring has remained

perfect.

Some little improvements, however, have been made. The candles were originally

held in wooden conical holders, which rested immediately upon the cast-iron plates

holding the microscopes. In moving the candle-holder, so as to keep the centre of the

image of the flame on the dot, it seemed possible that a disturbance might be connnu-

3 o 2
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nicated to the cast-iron microscope-holders. In order to remove this possibility a new

form of candle-holder was introduced, which does not come into contact with the cast-

iron plates, and admits of being very easily adjusted to the proper position from time to

time. Some improvement has been also made in the apparatus for measuring calibration

errors of thermometers, and also (mainly by increasing the quantity of water) in that for

comparisons of thermometers.

The values of one micrometer-division of the microscopes H and K obtained in 1863

were

£=0-79494+0-00008,

£=0-79800+ 0-00009

;

in 1865,

£= 0-79566+0-00008,

£=0-79867+ 0-00009.

In 1869 the values were determined again with the result,

£=0-79564+0-00010,

£=0-79837+0-00010.

Two new micrometer-microscopes marked I and J have been added to the apparatus.

They are longer than Ii and K ; the distance from the object observed to the object-

glass is 4 inches, from the object-glass to the micrometer-threads 14-6 inches. The

value of one division of either of these microscopes is very little different from that of

one division in the microscopes H and K. They were determined from ten measure-

ments of the same space, giving it equal to 1368-457 or 1381-50+ where 7 and j represent

the values of one division in the respective microscopes. From these measures we get

7=0-81032+0-00018,

+=0-80270+ 0-00015.

These microscopes have never been used for any large measurements, and the values

are therefore sufficiently precise.

The space between the lines on the contact-apparatus has been repeatedly examined,

and appears to be as nearly as possible invariable. The results obtained from very

numerous comparisons in different years are :

—

In 1863

„ 1864

„ 1865

§=565*62,

£=565-55,

£=565-69,

£=565-64.1869
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The Klafter.

Two copies of the Vienna Klafter have been compared at Southampton, viz. the

Pulkowa copy and the Milan copy. In order to effect the measurement of the klafter,

it was most convenient to construct, in the first instance, a bar of the length of half a

klafter, to determine its length by comparison with the standard yard and standard foot,

and then to compare the klafters with two lengths of this bar.

The half klafter was constructed by Messrs. Teougiiton and Sims
;

it is of Swedish

iron 38*3 inches in length, TO in breadth, and 0*475 inch in depth. On its upper surface

it bears four raised disks, marked a
,
b, c, d ;

the distance a &= 1*33 inch, b c— 4*00 inches,

and b f^= 36 inches; thus the distance between the transverse lines on a and d, marking

the total length of the half klafter, is 37*33 inches approximately. The necessity for

the line c arises from the circumstance that the small space a b could not be compared

with a corresponding space on the standard foot, as two micrometer-microscopes cannot

be fitted up at so small a distance apart
;
consequently a b is determined as the difference

between the spaces ac=5*33 inches and bc= 4*00, which two spaces were compared

with corresponding spaces on the standard foot. We shall designate this bar by the

symbol Ki.

For convenience, and to save reference to the former paper, it maybe well to explain

that the standard foot has on its upper surface thirteen division-lines marked a
,
b

,
c, d,

e,f, g,
h, k, l, m, n, p, marking the twelve inches. The first inch

(
a b) is subdivided into

tenths by lines marked (from a towards b) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. The tenths [2 . 3]

and [6.7] are subdivided again into tenths. In the former of these spaces falls the

toise-line r, and in the second the metre-line [h. The line by which the length of the

half klafter is determined also falls in [6.7]; it is the seventh line from 6 towards 7,

or the third line from 7 towards 6. The error of this line with reference to the lines

6 and 7 is, the unit being the one millionth of a yard,

^=-4*29+0*085;

that is to say, if [6 . k~\ be the distance from the line 6 to the line k,

[6.*l=A[6.7]+*».

The space \a c\ of the half klafter was compared with the space \k g~\ on the standard

foot. We therefore require to have the probable error of \_kg~]. Now [k g~\ = [a g
~\— [a k~]

;

and expressed in terms of the errors of the other lines the value of \Jc g] is

r7
533 T

3x6
h
lx1 6jxb 533xg

9\= foo
J

T(7 To
—

too ' 600 ’

where x6 x7
are the errors of the lines 6 . 7 with respect to the lines a b, and xb xs the

errors of the lines b g with respect to the lines ap. Also I=i1
2 of the standard foot F,

From this expression we can at once determine the probable error of \k g~\

;

we shall

not enter into the details of the calculation, but simply give the result, namely,

1+1-40+0*108.
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This is on the supposition of the klafter and the yard being both at the temperature

of 62°.

The standard temperature of the Vienna klafter is 61 0,25 Fahrenheit, or 16
0,25 Cen-

tigrade, and this temperature is therefore adopted for the half klafter ; consequently we

require the length of [kg'] at the same temperature. Now the comparisons made

between the standard foot and the standard yard Y65 give this result,

F=^Y55
— 0-36+ 0-104,

the foot and yard being both at 61°-25. Hence, at the same temperature,

M=^Y65+ l-24+ 0-118.

The space \b c] of 4 inches on the half klafter was compared with the space [c g] of

4 inches on the standard foot. The value of this space is, both the foot and the yard

being at 61°-25,

M=AYm-2-73±0-062.

The space [5 d] of 36 inches was compared with the standard yard Y55 twenty times

between March 19th and 27th, 1866, at temperatures varying from 41
0,
6 to 43°*7—sixteen

times between June 25th and July 2nd, the temperature varying from 620-
7 to 6 7°*4

—

and six times in September 1867, at about 64°,—in all forty-two comparisons.

Reduced by the method of least squares the result is

[b <f]=Y55+0T7+(7— 61 0,
25) -0224.

The reciprocals of the weights of the determinations of the quantities 0T7 and ‘0224

are 0-03204 and 0-00018 respectively; and the sum of the squares of the forty-two errors

of observation is

2(e2)= 19-949.

Hence we find the probable error of a single comparison to be

+ 0-674 a/ 19 ‘949= + 0-476.— V 42— 2
—

The probable error therefore of 0-17 is

+ 0-476v/-03304= + 0-085;

and at the temperature of 61°*25,

[b ^]=Y65 -J-
0-17+ 0-085.

The 4-inch space [5 c] on the half klafter was compared with the space \_c g] on the

foot fifteen times between April 13th and 19fch, 1866, at temperatures varying between

47° and 49°—ten times between June 9th and 13th, the temperatures varying from 60°

to 62°—and six times in September 1867, at the temperature of 58°.

The 5"33-inch space [a c] was compared with the space [kg'] on the foot ten times in

April 1866, at a temperature varying little from 46°—fifteen times in June of the same

year, at temperatures varying little from 60°—and five times in September 1867, the

temperature being 62° or 63°.
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In order to reduce these comparisons, put

x,=[b c]— [eg] at 61°*25 Fahr.

x'=[a c]— \_k (/] „

y,

=expansion of 1 inch of half klafter for 1° Fahr.

y — 5 ?
foot ,, ,,

Also for convenience put 4(^—y')= 3y

;

then the equations of condition take the form

x,+ oayj—

b

t
= 0,

x,Jr?ja2y—b2
—0,

x'-\-4:a'
1
y—b\=0,

x'+id.yj— #2=0,

which give, finally, a system of equations of the form

0=31 x' -\-d(a)y— (b),

0= 30 a/+ 4(a')y-(b'),

0= 3(a)x, -j- 4 (a!)orf+ { 9 (a
2

)+ 16(al2

)}y— S(ab)— 4 (a'b
1

).

The substitution of the numerical values gives

x,= + 4T0 . . . with reciprocal of weight^ 0*04457,

^= -1*86 ... „ „ 0*04721,

y =+0*00043 „ „ 0*00003.

The sum of the squares of the residual errors of the sixty-one equations is 11*295
;

hence the probable error of a single comparison is

+ 0*674 a
95= +0*297

;

and the lengths of the two small spaces are therefore, both bars being at the temperature

of 61°*25, these :

—

[ib c]=[c ^]+4*10+ 0*063,

[a c\=\Jcg~\— 1*86 + 0*065.

We now know the values of the different spaces on the half klafter, namely, by the

difference of the last two equations,

[a b~\= \]c c]— 5*96,

P<q=Yw +0-17;

[a«q=Y„+[*c]-5-79.

and

adding these together,
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The difference of the expressions we have given for \_k g] and [c g] gives

[^]=3^Ym+3'97;

consequently the length of the half klafter is

In order to determine the probable error of this result, it is necessary to form the

algebraic expression for [a d], which involves all the observations and operations. It is

found to be this :

—

[a d]= 3 733 V
3600 ^55'

133 ~
'6 00 u g

‘ 6 7 rv* I ry

10 0
3 /i i 7 :y
1 0 1 0 ‘*'7 -x. + iWo v+x+rf— x,.

This compound error is formed from seven independent operations. The first term

in x
g
depends on the subdivision of the standard foot into two 6-inch spaces

;
the second,

involving the terms in xb and xc ,
on the determination of the errors of the different inch

lines on one half of the foot ; the third, the terms in x6 x7 ,
on the division of one of the

inches into tenths ; the fourth, xk ,
on the division of one of the tenths into hundredths

;

the fifth, in v, on the comparison of the standard foot with the standard yard
;
the sixth,

in x, on the comparison of the standard yard with the half klafter ; and the seventh,

x 1— x,, on the comparison of the small spaces on the half klafter with the foot. Taking

the different component probable errors in this same order, we get the quantity

± v/{(-008)
2+(-045)2 +(-052)2+(-085) 2+(-011)

2+(-085)2+ (-076)
2

},

which is equal to +0T58.

The length of Y55 at 61°-25 is (see ‘ Comparisons of Standards,’ page 276) 4-886 less

than its length at 62°, and at 62° it is less than a true yard by 0-40
;
hence the length

of the half klafter at 61°*25,

K,=1-03693714 g + -00000016,

where ^ is a true yard.

During the comparisons the bar was supported on two knife-edges, at one fourth and

three fourths of its length. The positions of these supports are marked on the bar.

The Pulkowa Copy of the Klafter.

This is a bar of steel (apparently) 0-55 inch in breadth and 1-06 inch in depth, but

not very evenly planed. On its under surface are fixed small brass pieces at one fourth

and three fourths of its length, on which it is supported during comparisons. Its upper

surface has seven inlaid plates of silver, on each of which is engraved a dot. The

extreme dots are one toise apart. Near one of the end dots is the klafter dot. Two
other dots mark the half klafter and the half toise. The two remaining dots subdivide

the half klafter into thirds or Vienna feet. We shall use the symbol K' for the length

of the klafter on this bar.

The klafter and the half klafter were mounted side by side in a box for comparison,

their middle points being opposite one another. The microscopes II and K being
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mounted at the distance of half a klafter apart, the order of observation at each visit

was this :

—

1st, the thermometers

;

2nd, the half klafter

;

3rd, the first half of the Vienna klafter

;

4th, the second half of the Vienna klafter

;

5th, the half klafter

;

6 th, the thermometers.

The “first half” of the Vienna klafter is that which is on the same side with the toise

dot: we shall denote it by K'I2,
and the second half by K2-3 ; so that K'K2+ IV i3=K'.

The klafter and half klafter were compared twenty times in September 1867, at tem-

peratures varying between 61°-3 and 640,

7, and seven times in January 1868, at tempe-

ratures varying between 37° and 38°-6.

The reduction of these comparisons by least squares, putting x -\-fy and x' -\-fy
for the

excess of the first and second halves of the klafter over the half klafter at the tempera-

tures 61*25 +/*, leads to a system of equations,

$=n(x+x!)+ 2(f)y-(j)-(j<),

0= (/ )(x+a!)+ 2(/
2

)j/-(fj)- (fj'),

0 =n(x-x')+ (j')-(j)

;

and the substitution of the numerical values gives

x = -f- 80*03,

+= + 83-88,

y =- 0-593.

If we assumed as true the equation Ki..2+K2 . 3=K', we should arrive at the result,

K'=2K,+163-91:

but this is not so ; for an examination of the alignment of the dots shows that the centre

dot is considerably misplaced. In order to measure the quantity, a very fine silk thread

was stretched tightly just above the surface and close to the dots. Measurements were

then made, and with this result, that the centre dot is 553 micrometer-divisions (one

division=Y 2^oo inch) off the line joining the end dots of the klafter: it is also very

slightly above the line joining the end dots ; but this deviation is much smaller, and not

large enough to produce any error. Now the 553 divisions correspond to about 1240

millionths of a yard. If we write S for this deviation, it is clear that the distance of the

extreme dots is less than the sum of the two portions by

S2

IK’

3 pMDCCCLXXIII.
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where K is the length of the klafter—that is to say, a correction of

1 2402

1036942
“ -1*48

has to he applied to ,r++= 163-91. We have therefore finally this result, that the

Pulkowa klafter exceeds two lengths of the half klafter by 162-44, or

K'=2Kj+162-44+0-38.

The Milan Copy of the Klafter.

The Milan copy of the Austrian klafter, which is deposited in the Observatory of

Brera, in charge of Dr. Schiaparelli, was, at the instance of Professor Charles Littrow,

Director of the Observatory at Vienna, borrowed by the Imperial Academy of Sciences

of Vienna from the Italian Government, and sent to Southampton, under charge of

Dr. Edmund Weiss, to be compared with the yard and other standards. We shall

denote this bar by the symbol K". It is a bar of soft Styrian iron, 0*86 inch in breadth

and 1*31 in depth. The upper surface has inlaid plates of platinum at its extremities,

carrying clots, the distance between them being the klafter. At the left end of the bar

is the inscription “ K. K. Polytechn. Institut in Wien 1856,” and in the centre “Wiener

Klafter bei fi-lo
0
Ileaum. (Mass, cler Punkte).” The lower surface has three dots, on

inlaid platinum plates, marking the klafter and its subdivision into halves. The dots

on the upper surface are marked I, II, those on the lower surface are marked 1, 2, 3.

The bar is supported on points about one fourth and three fourths of its length
; as in

the Pulkowa klafter, small brass pieces or feet are screwed to the bar to insure an inva-

riability in the supporting pressures.

The dots on this bar are very large, and this circumstance introduces a considerable

amount of discord in the observations. The centre dot 2 is the largest.

Between April 17th and 22nd ten comparisons were made in the same manner as for

the Pulkowa klafter, at a temperature of about 50°, and fourteen between July 6th and

12tli, the temperature varying from 60°*7 to 62 0,
5.

The observations being reduced in the same manner as described for the Pulkowa

klafter, give

Ki. 2=Ki + 66 -

73,

K".3=K,+72-91.

Hence, at the temperature of 6TJ

*25, the Milan klafter exceeds two lengths of the

Ordnance half klafter by 139-64. The probable error of this determination is

+ 0-865^/-4205= + 0-561.

This is a large quantity, and is due, in great measure, to the large size of the dots.

The extreme dots 1, 3 on this bar measure about 115 divisions in diameter, and the

central dot 2 measures 135 divisions, which is equivalent to 107 millionths of a yard.
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Comparison between the Pulkowa and Milan Klafters.

The Milan klafter was compared with the Pulkowa copy in May, June, and July, 1869.

Both surfaces of the former were compared—-that is, both the distance [1.3] and the

distance [I . II]. The klafter distance [1 . 3] was compared with the Pulkowa klafter

ten times between May 3rd and 6th, at a temperature of about 53°—five times on June

12th and 14th, at about 58°—and five times on July 3rd and 5th, at near 60°.

The distance [I . II] was compared with the Pulkowa klafter eleven times between

May 7th and 11th at a temperature of about 53°, and nine times on June 10th and 11th

at about 58°.

The reduction of these observations by the method of least squares shows that the

probable error of one comparison was

+ 0-674 \/—989= + 1-08,

which is somewhat large; and for final results at 61°-25,

K'=K?.3+20-86±0-43,

K'=K''.„+ 5-52 + 0-43.

We have now determined directly the lengths of the Pulkowa and Milan klafters, and

also by direct observations their difference. It remains to examine as to the consistency

of these results
;
they are, in fact, these :

—

K' -21+ =162-44+ 0-38,

K". 3-2Kj =139-64+ 0-56,

K' - K". s
= 20-86+ 0-43,

which are not consistent, as the difference of the first and second exceeds the third by

1-94. If we adjust the three results by least squares, we get

K' =2Ki+162-01,

K?.3=2K,+140-59.

But these results are not perfectly satisfactory, as from the manner in which they have

been derived we cannot express their probable errors. In order to do this, it is necessary

to reduce in one system of equations, by the method of least squares, all the following

comparisons, namely :

—

27 between K'li2 and I+,

27 between K2 . 3 and K.,

24 between K
. 2 and I+,

24

20

20

between K2i3 and

between Ki
< 3

and

between K'li3 and

3 p 2

I+,
2 7

k;.s,

Ki. n ,
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where it is to be remembered that K,

li2+K2i3=K,+ T48. Now let

K;. 2 -K, =u+fy,

k;. 3 -k, =v+fy9

k". 2 —Kj =++/y,
Ko.3 —Kj =v'+f'y',

Ki,.„-Kli3=^.

Then, further, if K' and K"

_

3 be compared at the temperature 61°-25+ <?,

K'—K"
i3=u-{-v—

u'— ++

2

ey— ‘ley'— 1 -48 ;

and if K7 and 1+,, be compared at temperature 61
0-
25 Tc,

K'-Kl u=u+v~u'-v'-a:+2e'y-l^y'-l'4:S.

Thus we have a system of 142 equations to solve, which finally give a group of seven

equations resulting in the following quantities :

—

u =+79-97,

v = + 83-81,

+= + 67*08,

+ =+73-26,

x — +15-28,

y — - 0-6115,

y'=~ 0-0759;

and consequently at 61°-25 the lengths of the klafters

—

K' =2Ki+m +-r —1-48=162-30,

K".3 =2Ki++++ =140-34,

Ki' in=2Ki+++++^ =155-62.

The reciprocals of the weights of the determinations are

•0624,

-0892,

-1426.

The sum of the squares of the 142 errors is 326-82
; consequently the probable error

of a single equation is +T05, and the probable errors of the determinations of K',

K+ 3 ,
and Kj n are respectively,

1+ +1-05 x/:0624= + 0-26,

K+3 +1-05 x/ t0892= + 0-31,

K'(.„ .... +1-05 x/T426= + 0-40.
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If in the results we have now obtained we substitute the value of 2Ki, we get finally

for the Pulkowa copy of the klafter,

K'=2-07403658g±-00000041;

and for the two lengths of the Milan copy,

K" .3 =2*07401462^ ± -00000045,

K'i. n=2 -07402990p + -00000051.

In a pamphlet by M. Struve, entitled “ Vergleichungen der Wiener Masse mit mehreren

auf der Kaiserl. russischen Hauptsternwarte zu Pulkowa befindlichen Masseinheiten,”

1850, we find it stated that the length of the Pulkowa copy of the Austrian klafter, as

determined by Professor Stampfer, is

0 1-00029±0 1-00020

shorter than the legal or standard Vienna klafter, the unit here being the “ line ” or

part of the klafter, that is 2400 millionths of a yard. Hence if be the true

length of the klafter, the Pulkowa copy at 61
0,25 is

K'= H4— 0-70 + 0-48,

the unit here being, as usual, the millionth of a yard. The date of the certificate is

April 1849.

Professor Stampfer also compared the Milan copy of the klafter with the legal or

standard Vienna klafter, and with this result, dated October 1856,

K"

>3 =H4—

0

!-0058+ 0'0005 . . . 10 comparisons,

K5. n=»+0 1-0000±0-0004 ... 10 comparisons,

the bar being at 61
0,
25. This, expressed in millionths of a yard, is

K+3 =^-13-92+ 1-20,

Ki'. n=fe- 0-00+ 0-96.

It appears from this that the difference of the klafters on the two surfaces of the

Milan copy, as determined at Southampton and at Vienna, are in tolerable accordance,

being 15-28 in the one case and 13*92 in the other.

But the discordance between the Milan and Pulkowa copies is considerable. Taking

the length I . II for example, the difference of the two bars as determined at Southampton

is 6
‘ 68

,
while the Vienna comparisons imply a difference of —0-70.

But it is difficult to imagine any constant error in the observations made here, as not

only the frequent alterations of the adjustments and daily shiftings of the bars makes

this very improbable, but an examination of the tables of errors of the different series of

comparisons shows no trace of such error.
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Vienna Toise.

The toise marked on the Pulkowa klafter was compared twelve times with the Ordnance

Survey toise in September 1867 at temperatures from 58° to 59°, and nine times in

December of the same year, the temperature ranging from 39° to 42°.

The observations being reduced by the method of least squares lead to the following

result, both bars being at the temperature of 61 0,
25,

TV=T0
— 362-73 + 0-27,

where Tv is the length of the Vienna toise, and T0 that of the Ordnance toise.

Now the length of the T0 at 61
0,
25 is, as given at page 280 of the ‘ Comparisons of

Standards,’

T0=2-13166458g.

Hence the length of the toise on the Vienna klafter

Tv=2 -131 30185^.

If we compare this with the length of the Prussian toise T
I0 ,

which (Comp. Stand,

page 280) was found by comparisons to be

T10=2T3150911|3,

it appears that the Vienna copy is shorter than the Prussian by 207*26
;
that is,

TV=T 10
— 207-26.

The lengths obtained from these two toises by M. Struve, see ‘ Arc du Meridien . . .

I860,’ vol. i. p. lxxii, are (he calls the bar B')

T 10=863 1-99914,

Tv= 863-91726
;

and the difference of these expressed in millionths of a yard is

TV=T 10
— 202-00.

The agreement of this with the Southampton results is not very satisfactory.

The ratio of the klafter to the toise as both marked on the Pulkowa klafter is, accord-

ing to the observations we have recorded,

2-07403629

24 3130185
"973130850.

The same ratio, according to the measures of M. Struve, is

840-70342

863-91726
=•973129556.

The same ratio as obtained from the observations of M. Stampfer is (see ‘ Vergleiclr

ungen der Wiener Masse See.
,’ page 15)

0-97313204.

The ratio as determined in the observations at Southampton is therefore intermediate

between these.
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Standard Bar of the Cape of Good Hope.

The 10-feet Cape standard is a bar similar in construction to the Ordnance 10-feet

standard. In April 1844 one hundred comparisons were made between these bars at

Southampton, giving the difference of length

O,— B= 50-08.

These comparisons were renewed in January 1868 and September 1869, fifteen being

made on six days in the former month at a temperature of about 41°, and fifteen on five

days in the latter month at about 59°*5.

The reduction of the observations by the method of least squares gives the difference

of length at 62°,

Q
1
-B=51T2±0-25.

The agreement of this with the comparisons of 1844 gives much confidence in the

stability of these bars, and is almost as remarkable as the result obtained from the Indian

bar I
A
(see ‘ Comparisons of Standards,’ page 255).

The Spanish Standard.

The iron four-metre bar belonging to the Spanish Government, which was sent to this

country in the autumn of 1869, is a copy of the geodetic standard of Spain. This

standard itself was constructed from Borda’s double-toise No. 1, of which the length is

3-8980732* metres. The description of this standard, and a very full and elaborate

exposition of the methods of comparison, is given in the work entitled “ Experiences

faites avec l’appareil a mesurer les bases appartenant a la Commission cle la Carte

d’Espagne ” (Paris, 1860).

This bar is constructed of two plates of iron in the form of a _L, the upright plate

being nearly 5 inches in depth, and the horizontal plate 3^ inches in width. These

plates are connected by thirteen pairs of angle-pieces. Four thermometers, which are

Centigrade and of very excellent workmanship, are attached at the sides of the bar, being

of course removable at pleasure. A levelling-apparatus is attached at the upper edge

of the bar. The bar is lifted by two pairs of handles
; it is not enclosed in a box when

in use as a measure, and has no other protection than paint. For travelling it is pro-

tected in a very strong box.

On the upper edge of the bar are inlaid five small disks of platinum, and on these are

drawn fine lines which mark off the lengths of four metres. The part of each line to be

observed is the extremity contiguous to the edge of the bar. The lines are unfortunately

not very fine, though otherwise very well drawn.

The following is the certificate of this bar :

—

“ Begle enfer appartenant au Gouvernement Espagnol. Pour chaque degre du ther-

mometre centigrade elle se dilate de

0 ram-043193+ 0mm-000009,

elle a ete comparee avec le regie en platine, etalon geoclesique de 1’Espagne, lequel etalon

* Base du Systeme Metrique Decimal, tome iii. pp. 139, 228.
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l’a ete aussi directement avec la regie No. 1 de Borda deposee, a l’observatoire de Paris.

De ces comparaisons il resulte que la regie en fer a de longueur a la temperature de 21 0,935

centigrades,

4m-0006526±0m-000002.

“ C. Ibanez,

Colonel du genie
,
attache aux

travaux geodesiques de VEspagne .”

This bar has been compared in two entirely different manners—first, with two lengths

of the Ordnance toise, and secondly with four lengths of the Ordnance metre. The

former comparison was rendered possible by the fortunate circumstance that four metres

exceed two toises by almost exactly 4 inches, the difference (’013 inch) being easily

measured by the micrometers.

Comparisons of the Spanish Bar with the Toise.

In order to effect this comparison the four micrometer-microscopes H, I, J, K were

arranged in line at the distances H I= one toise, I J= 4 inches, J K=one toise, so that

PI K=four metres very approximately. The adjustment into a horizontal straight line

of the outer foci of these microscopes was a matter of some difficulty, but was finally

effected with so much precision that not the smallest error in the comparisons could

arise therefrom. It remains to add that the alignment was frequently examined during

the course of the observations.

The method of comparison will be understood from the following Table, where the

different operations are on successive lines : r, is the mean of the readings of the four

thermometers of the Spanish bar before the micrometers are read, e and f are the

readings of the Spanish bar by the micrometers H K, r2 the temperature of the bar

immediately after, and so on. The toise and foot were mounted side by side in the

same box. Every reading was made by two observers independently.
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Let tlie distances of the zeros of the four micrometers H, I, J, Iv he

H I=P : I J=Q : JK=R.
Then, remarking that the screw-heads of Ii and I were to the left, and those of J K
to the right, we have

P+Q+R=S +*/*+/£,

P=T+ ah-hi,

Q=Y+b'i+(j,

R=T— c'j-\-dk,

where h, i,j
,
k are the values of one division of the respective microscopes. Hence we

aet

8=2X+Y+{a-e)h+{V-l)i+(c-d)!j+(d-f%

where S, T, F represent the length of the Spanish bar, the toise, and the 4-inch space

on the foot respectively. This expression gives us the actual difference of length of the

bars at the time of comparison. The foot being in the same box with the toise, it is

assumed that its temperature is the same as that of the toise.

The comparisons of the Spanish bar with the toise extend over seven days in October,

three days in November, and three days in December 1869, in all twenty-three compa-

risons. The readings of one observer lead to the result, the bars being all at 61°*25,

S=2T0+ 4I+499-63,

and those of the other to the result,

S=2T0+ 41+ 499-58;

and taking the means of the corresponding readings of the two observers, the result is

S=2T0+ 41+499-60+ 0-23.

The 4-inch space 41 actually used was the space \_c g]. The value of this space is,

see page 450, at the temperature of 61°-25,

Consequently

2-73+ 0-06.

2T,+ [ej]=4-37443869Y„+ 0-42;

so that finally we have, the Spanish bar being at 61
0,25 and the yard at 62°,

S= 4-37493829Y55
+0-48.

Comparisons with four lengths of the Ordnance Metre .

In order to effect this, five microscopes were adjusted in line at one metre apart. Ten

comparisons were made in October and November 1869. The readings of one observer

lead to the result,

S=4M
0
— 58-81,

3 QMDCCCLXXIII.
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those of the second observer to the result,

S=4M0
- 60-62;

and, taking the means of the corresponding readings of the two observers,

S=4M o
-59*72±0*65,

both bars being at 61°*25.

Now the ratio of 4M0 at 61°-25 to YB5 at 62° is

4Mo
=4*377499376YS8 ±0*64

;

consequently the Spanish bar at 61°-25 is

S=4*37493404Y55 ±0*91.

The two results we have now arrived at as to the length of S differ by 4*25+ 1*03.*

If we combine them with regard to their probable errors, we get finally

S=4-37493737Y55 .

By page 280 of the ‘ Comparisons of Standards,’ it appears that at 62°

Yss
= *91439143 iH;

whence the length of the Spanish bar is, expressed in metres,

8=4-00040524 iH.

We now compare this with the result obtained by Colonel Ilanez at Madrid; accord-

ing to the certificate accompanying the bar, its length at the temperature of 21-935

Centigrade is 4-0006526 metres, and the rate of expansion is *000043193 metre for each

degree Centigrade ;
hence the length of the bar at 61°-25 Fahrenheit, according to the

Spanish observations, is

4-0004071

From this it appears that the length of the metre, as given by the Spanish bar, agrees

with great precision with that inferred at Southampton from the comparisons of the

Belgian and Prussian toises.

The difference between the two lengths obtained for the Spanish bar, first through

the tcise, and secondly through the metre, suggested the direct comparison of those

bars one with the other by means of the approximate relation

Toise+2 inches= 2 metres.

For this purpose five microscopes were adjusted in line in the order H, K, G, I, J, at

the distances HG=GI=one metre, HK=5 inches, I J= 3 inches. Then the compa-

rison was effected by observing in succession ;

—

1st, the Ordnance toise under K and J ;

2nd, the Ordnance metre under G and I

;

3rd, the Ordnance metre under FI and G ;

4th, 5-inch space [af] on foot under H and K

;

5th, 3-inch space [a d] on foot under I and J.
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Hence we have immediately the value of 2M—T

—

[_df] at the temperature observed.

Ten comparisons were made on the 4th, 5th, and 6tli of November, 1869, at temperatures

between 50 -73 and 49°-83. The mean of the observations gave

2M-T-[<Z/] -277-10+ 0-25

at the temperature of 50°-33. Now, referring to pages 144, 69, and 110 of the ‘Com-

parisons of Standards,’ we find that at the temperature of 50°-33

2M—T— [d/]=276-12±0-38.

The agreement of results so totally independent of one another, and each obtained

through a very complicated system of observations, must be considered very satisfactory.

Comparisons of the American Metre with the Ordnance Survey Metre.

In the Appendix No. 26 of the United States Coast Survey Report for 1862 will be

found, in connexion with the experiments for determining the lengths of the six-metre

standard bar and its rate of expansion, mention of six iron metres designated No. 1,

No. 2, . . . No. 6, which were compared with the “ Committee Metre,” or supposed

standard metre. These bars are all end measures; the section is a rectangle of 1-13

inch by 0-27 inch.

The unit of length to which all distances measured in the Coast Survey are referred

is the French metre
,
an authentic copy of which is preserved in the archives of the Coast

Survey Office. It is the property of the American Philosophical Society, to whom it

was presented by Mr. Hassler, who had received it from Tralles, a member of the

French Committee charged with the construction of the standard weights and measures

according to the decimal system. This metre is of iron, and was one of the twelve

original bars used in the construction of the standard metre by comparison with the

toise
,
which had served as unit of length in the measurement of the meridional arcs in

France and Peru. It possesses all the authenticity of any original metre extant, bearing

not only the stamp of the Committee, but also the original mark ( . ; )
by which it was

distinguished from the other bars during the operation of standarding. It is always

designated as the Committee metre.

The iron metres have in all comparisons been placed on edge, and supported at one

fourth and three fourths of their length. The metre compared at Southampton was

that marked No. 6.

The length of this metre increased by the two parts of the contact-apparatus was

compared with the Ordnance metre. Twenty-eight comparisons were made in January

and February 1868, eight in October of the same year, and ten in May 1869. Reducing

the observations by least squares, we find the probable error of a single comparison

±0-771;

and finally, both bars being at 32°, M„ representing the American metre,

M a=M o
+44-37±0-33,

3 q 2
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or, both being at 62°,

M8=M0
+54-55+ 0-37.

It is unfortunate for the success of these comparisons that the expansion of neither

of the metres is known by direct experiment. We can arrive at a value of the expansion

of M0
through its comparison with Y55 ,

but the expansion of Y55 is known only indirectly.

This last bar has been compared with two iron bars, each of which has had its expansion

determined by direct experiment. The first of these bars is the Indian 10-feet steel

standard. The expansion of Y55 ,
as derived from this source, is

6-650.

But the expansion of this same yard, as inferred from the 10-feet bar OF (see ‘ Compa-

risons of Standards,’ pages 90 and 227), is

6-514.

The discrepancy between these two is very considerable, especially when, as in the

present case, it has to be multiplied by 30. We have, however, no alternative but to

adopt the mean as the expansion of Y55 ,
namely 6-582. By page 106 of the ‘ Compa-

risons of Standards,’ the expansion of a yard of the Ordnance metre is less than this by

0-411
; that is, the expansion of the metre for 30° Fahr. is

6-171 x 30x 1-09375= 202-48.

Consequently the length of the metre at 32° (see ‘Comparisons of Standards,’ p. 110)

= 1-09355096Ym ,

with a probable error of perhaps *00000250.

Thus the length of the American metre at 32° is (Y55 being at 62°)

1-09359533YSS .

We may arrive at the length of the American metre otherwise than by using the

inferred expansion of the Ordnance metre. For it is stated, in the Report referred to,

that in the comparisons of the sum of the six iron metres with the six-metre standard at

different temperatures, no variation in the difference of length was found corresponding

to different temperatures ; that is, the expansion of the iron metres was equal to the

expansion of the standard six-metre bar. Now the coefficient of the expansion of the

standard was found by very careful experiments to be

•00000641.

Hence the actual expansion of one of the metres between 32° and 62° would be

30x0-41x1-0936=210-30.

Hence M„ being at 32°, and M0 at 62°,

M„=M0+ 54-55—210-30

=1-09359769Y55 .
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This differs but 2-36 from our former result. The mean of the two is

M.=1-09369651Ym,

the probable error of which we may well assume to be about +2-00.

The length of the American metre No. 6, according to the Report, Appendix No. 26,

is, at 32°, less than the “ Committee metre ” by 3-41 fifteen thousandths of an inch, that is

6-31.

By more recent comparisons made in March 1869 (kindly communicated by J. E.

Hilgakd, Esq.), No. 6 is short by 3 -2 ten thousandths of an inch, that is

8-89.

Taking the mean of these, we infer the length of the American standard metre to be

T09360411Y5S .

The Report referred to mentions that “ besides the Committee metre there is in the

collection of the Coast Survey another iron metre of special value, having been made by

Lenoir, the artist who performed the mechanical operations in the preparation of the

original metres. It is designated as the “ Lenoir metre,” and has been found, by

accurate comparisons with the Committee metre, to be shorter than the latter by

0m-0000258.” This quantity is 28-21 millionths of a yard. Hence the Lenoir metre

has for length,

Lenoir metre=L09357590YM .

The Russian Rouble Toises.

The Russian Double Toise P, of which observations are now to be recorded, is the

same bar that was compared at Southampton in 1865. In those comparisons the woollen

packing which surrounded the bar was allowed to remain undisturbed. It appears,

however, from a subsequent communication from M. Struve, that the bar has been

accustomed to be compared with the packing removed, and only a thin covering of cloth

remaining wrapped round it. It was therefore judged expedient byM. Struve that the

bar should be returned to Southampton for further comparisons to be made without the

woollen packing. Moreover, in the comparisons of this bar made in Russia, the contacts

are said to have been made at the centres of the disks, and not at the points corre-

sponding to the maximum of length, at which the contacts were made here.

The small terminal cylinder of this bar has a diameter of 0-25 inch, and the centre

of curvature of the terminal surface, instead of being, as it should be, in the axis of the

cylinder, is 0-025 inch above it. Let A B be the horizontal axis of the cylinder, a b that

of the cylinder of another bar brought up to contact. Suppose that the centre of the
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curved surface of contact of the second cylinder is in its axis a b, and suppose r to he

the radius of the spherical surface, R being the radius of the corresponding spherical

terminal surface of the cylinder A B of the bar P.

Suppose, in the first case, the bars to be so adjusted that the axis a b is in the same

line with the axis A B. In this case the length of the horizontal projection of the line

joining the centres of the spherical surfaces is

=R+r-
JU2
2 1t**

ll + r
f •

where e is the distance of the centre of the terminal spherical surface of the cylinder

above its axis A B, or the distance from A B of that point of the terminal surface at

which the normal to that surface is horizontal. But if the cylinder a b, still maintaining

contact, were raised by the quantity e, the common tangent plane at the point of contact

would be vertical, and the distance of the centres of the spherical surfaces would be

r-j-R. Hence the har is apparently shortened by the quantity

2 r+ R

Secondly
,
for the case of an actual contact in the centre of the terminal disk of the

cylinder of P or in the axis A B, let the axis a b be below A B by the quantity

re

E’

In this case the contact is in the actual centre of the terminal disk of the bar P, and

the horizontal projection of the line joining the centres is

so that the error in this case is

t> i i
B+ r

li+ r—f.-jpj-c-;

a
i>

• 1>2 e\

To reduce these to numerical results for the bar P, the value of R is 2-00 inches,

e—-£v inch. For the contact-apparatus the radius r=0 - 75+ -03 inch, obtained, as in

the case of the bar P, by the measurement of optical images formed by reflection.

Expressed in millionths of a yard, one inch=27778; hence, since the same defect exists

at each end of P :

—

Case 1. When the axes of the cylinders are at the same height,

e
2

Correction=—-w=6*31

;

r+E

Case 2. When the contact is at the centre of the disk of P,

Correction= ^ =11*93.

The correction in the latter case is nearly double that in the former, while the actual

difference in position of the points of contact in the two cases is but of an inch.
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If P were placed in contact with other bars having terminal cylinders of the same

diameter and same radius of curvature for the spherical surfaces, but free from the

peculiar defect of P, the correction would be, supposing the axes adjusted into the same

line, or the touching cylinders at the same height,

4= 4 -34 .

If the contacts at the two ends of P were made with very small cylinders, the radius

of curvature of whose spherical contact surfaces were exceedingly small, then, supposing

the axes of these cylinders to be coincident with the axes of the corresponding cylinders

of P, the correction to the length of P would be

S=8'«8J

and this quantity is equal to the difference between the maximum length of P and the

distance between the centres of its terminal disks.

The comparisons of P in 1865 were commenced, as stated at page 258 of the ‘ Com-

parisons of Standards,’ in ignorance of the peculiarity of these terminal surfaces. It was

attempted to make contacts at the centres of the disks, while at the same time the axes

of the cylinder of P and of the contact-apparatus were in one line. It may be assumed

that the result would be less than the maximum length of the bar by some quantity

intermediate to the two corrections (Case 1 and Case 2) which we have just computed,

viz. 6-31 and 11-83. A reduction of the forty observations so made shows the length

obtained to have been 10 -15 shorter than that which resulted afterwards, when the

contacts were made so as to give the maximum length. So far this is perfectly satis-

factory.

The new comparisons of P extend over five days in March 1868 and one day in April,

the temperature being about 45°; over nine days in August and one in September 1869,

temperatures ranging from 61° to 65°. In these comparisons the contacts were so

adjusted that the axes of the cylinders of P and of the contact-apparatus were in the

same line (Case 1).

The result of the forty comparisons is this, both bars being at 61°-25,

P=2T0
— 323-90+ 0-29.

If we correct the observations of 1868-69 for the position of the point of contact, so

as to give the maximum length of the bar, we get, by adding 6-31,

P= 2T0
— 317-59.

This differs sensibly from the length determined in 1865, which was

P=2T0
— 320-48.

If from the maximum length we would determine the length of the bar measured

between the centres of the terminal disks, we have to subtract 8-68; this gives

P=2T
0
— 326-27.
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The Double Toise Q.—This is a bar similar in every respect to P, but without the

defect in the terminal surfaces. Eighteen comparisons were made in March 1868 at

temperatures from 45° to 46°, and twenty-two comparisons in September 1869 at tem-

peratures between 58° and 61°. These observations, reduced by least squares, give the

result,

Q=2T0
— 360-00+ 0-40;

and this, when compared with the length we have determined for P, viz. P=2T0
— 323*90,

is in tolerable accordance with M. Struve’s determination of the lengths of these bars.

According to M. Struve, P— Q=0'-01370, which, expressed in millionths of a yard, is

P— Q=33-80,

while the difference, as determined at Southampton, is

P—Q=36T0.

But there is not the same accordance if we compare the difference between Q and two

lengths of the Prussian toise denoted B'. The length of 2B' (Struve, ‘Arcdu Meridien

. . .

,’ tom. i. p. lxxiii) is

2B'=1727-99S28;

and this exceeds the length of Q, namely 1727*97 386, by 0 1,02442, which, expressed in

millionths of a yard, is

2B'—Q= 60*25=2T 10
—Q.

But, according to the observations made at Southampton (‘ Comparisons of Standards,’

page 273),

2T 10=2T0
— 309*04,

which, compared with the length of Q determined above, gives

2T lo
-Q=50*96,

showing a discrepancy of 9-29 millionths of a yard, as though Q had increased in length

between the comparisons at Pulkowa and at Southampton.

In order to throw some light upon this discrepancy, in the autumn of 1871, just two

years after the comparisons of Q detailed in the preceding paragraph, some further

observations were made of Q, the comparisons between it and two lengths of the

Ordnance toise being made with the utmost care and circumspection, and the tempe-

rature being remarkably uniform during the whole time. The result of these ten com-

parisons was
Q=2T0

- 355*74+0*33.

In combining our two results for the length of Q we shall not make use of their pro-

bable errors, as manifestly they are delusive on account of the existence of some constant

source of error. If we are content to take the mean, it is

Q=2T0
— 357*87;

'

but to this Ave cannot assign its probable error.
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If we compare this with our results for P, viz.

P=2T0
- 323-90,

we get for the difference

P_Q=33-97,

which agrees at least very satisfactorily with the difference of length as determined at

Pulkowa, viz. 33-80.

The length of the bar P, as adopted in the ‘ Comparisons of Standards,’ was that

assigned to it in Struve’s ‘Arc du Meridien,’ vol. i., viz. 1727-99440. But it appears

that more recent comparisons at Pulkowa brought to light a decided alteration of length

in P, and show that the length of P is to be taken as

P= 1727-98756.

For the bar Q the length to be used is

Q=1727-97386.

Measures.

Standard
Tempe-
rature.

Expressed in

Terms of the

Standard Yard.

b-

Expressed in

Inches.

Inch=Y<r b

Expressed in

lines of the

Toise.

Line=^? 1£

Expressed in

Millimetres.

Millimetre—

ToVo JH-

Parlr
Fahr. Ther.

1 00000000 36000000 405-34622 914-39179
914-39144Copy No. 55 62 00 0-99990960 35-999986 405-34608

Ordnance Half Klafter 61-25 1-03693714 37-329737 420-31855 948-16681
Klafter, Pulkowa Copy 61-25 2-07403658 74-665317 840-70290

840 69399
1 896-48203

Klafter, Milan Copy [1.3] 61-25 207401462 74664526 1896-46195

Klafter' Milan Copy [I . II] 61-25 2-07402990 74-665076 840-70019 1896-47592
1948-84492
4000-40522
999-97527

Toise laid off on Pulkowa Copy of Klafter . .

.

61-25

61-25
213130185
4-37493562

76-726867
157-497682

863-91516

1773-36363
443-28504American Metre No. 6 32-00 1-09359607 39-369459

Russian Double Toise P, between the centres

of terminal disks ]
61-25 4-26300289 153-468104 1727-99212 3898 05485

61-25 4-26297129 153-466966 1727-97931

1351T3491
3898-02596

Cape 10-foot Standard 62-00 3-33328605 119-998298 3047-92941

Cft matter 207403483 74-665254 840-70219 1896-48043

Inches. Millimetres.

Royal Cubit

Common Cubit

20-727
18-240

526-46

463-29
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I. Preliminary Observations.

This Cave, or rather series of enlarged fissures in the Devonian Limestone, was dis-

covered in January 1858 whilst quarrying the rock on the slope of the hill which rises

above the small fishing-town of Brixham, near Torquay, in Devonshire. The owner of

the quarry had the excavation carried sufficiently far to show that the cave had several

branches, and contained bones both on the surface of the stalagmite and in the red

loam beneath it. Mr. Pengelly visited the cave soon after its discovery, and, believing

it likely to prove of much interest, opened negotiations with the proprietor, with a view

to secure the right of exploration. There were, however, obstacles which then prevented

this object being carried into execution. Shortly afterwards the late Dr. Falconer,

while on a visit to Torquay, was informed of the discovery, and, after a careful inspection

of the cave, he was so impressed with the opportunity here afforded of working out com-

pletely a new and untouched bone-cavern, that on his return to London he addressed

the following letter to the Geological Society. This letter is given at length, as showing

the state of the cave question at that period, and the objects to be attained by the explo-

ration of the Brixham Cave.
“ 31 Sackville Street, W., 10th May, 1858.

“ To the Secretary of the Geological Society.

“ Sir,—I solicit the favour of your bringing the subject of this letter under the

consideration of the Council.

3 sMDCCCLX5III.
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44
It is well known that a great and popular impulse was given to Geology in this

country by the well-directed and eminently successful researches of the late Dr. Buckland

on the ossiferous caves of England. After the publication of the 4 Reliquiae Diluvianse,’

the subject in its general bearings was regarded as pretty well exhausted, so far at least

as concerned the uniformity of character in the fossil remains found in the caverns, and

their being referable to a single geological period. Since 1823 the interest in the subject

has gradually fallen off ; and it is probably not overstating the fact to say that there is

hardly a general geological question in which the majority of geologists in this country

take less interest at present than in what relates to the ossiferous caves. The subject

has not advanced ‘pari passu ’ with the progress in the investigation of the Upper Plio-

cene and Postpliocene deposits.

“ It was understood that Dr. Buckland before the close of his valuable life had intended

to bring out a second edition of the 4 Reliquiae Diluvianae,’ in which some of the ques-

tionable views so earnestly advocated in the original work would have been greatly

modified; but unfortunately the design remained unaccomplished, and the popular

opinions in the cave-districts where collections were amassed have been mainly regu-

lated by the doctrines embodied in the work as published in 1823.

44 The consequences have been thus :—the Tunnel caves like 6 Kirkdale,’ which were

haunts of predaceous carnivora, and the Fissure caves like 4 Oreston,’ that were filled

from above, have been popularly regarded as containing the debris of the same mam-

malian fauna, and as having been overlaid with their ochreous loam by the same common

agency at the same period. The contents of the different caverns were thus considered

as being in great measure duplicates of one another ; and the exceptional presence of

certain forms in one case and their absence in another were regarded more in the light

of local accidents than as significant of any general source of difference. lienee it fol-

lowed that more attention was paid to the extrication of the bones and to securing good

specimens, than to a record of their relative association and the order of succession in

which they occurred. The remains have been, in some instances, huddled together in

provincial collections—the contents of five or six distinct caves without a discriminative

mark to indicate out of which particular cavern they came. Another consequence has

been that, being regarded in the light of duplicates, the contents of some of the most

important and classical English caverns have been dispersed piecemeal, and, so far as

regards them, the evil is now beyond remedy.
44 My object in this communication is to bring to the notice of the Council an interesting

case of a newly discovered and intact cavern, where the mischief done elsewhere may be

partly retrieved, and probably much effected, by combined action well directed.

44 Within the last month a new and undisturbed cave has been discovered on 4 Wind-

mill Hill,’ overhanging Brixham, in the same tract of limestone in which the caverns

of Kent’s Hole, Anstis Cove, Chudleigh, and Berry Head are found. A brief notice

of the discovery appeared in the Exeter 4 Western Times’ of the 10th ultimo. Mr.

Everest and myself went to see it on the 17th ultimo.
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“
‘ Windmill Hill ’ rises immediately above Bolton Street, in Brixham. The limestone

strata crop out on the N.E. side, where they are very cavernous. A vertical channel run-

ning up the hill marks the line of a fault (joint'?), the walls being separated by a seam

of about 2 inches of yellowish loam. Near its base, in quarrying out a foundation for

cottages, a concealed cavern was discovered blocked up by loam, rubbish, and breccia

—

on removing which an open cavity was seen, low and narrow at the mouth, but expanding

inwards, and presenting the usual characters of the Plymouth limestone caves ; tvater

percolates from above with a copious drip, and the vault and floor are irregularly coated

wflth stalagmite. On a shelving stalagmitic terrace in the interior we saw from a distance

a pair of large Cervine horns horizontally imbedded in the stalagmite
; and I distinguished

bones of Hycena,
Bear

,
Bos

,
Beer

,
and Horse which had been picked out of the breccia.

The interior of the cavern is blocked up by stalagmitic deposit ; but from the hollow

sound yielded on percussion, it would appear that there are undervaultings as in Kent’s

Hole. In another direction the stalagmite flooring descends suddenly in a chasm of

undetermined depth. There are two external openings nearly at the same level, a con-

siderable distance apart, which would seem to communicate with the same interior

hollow ; and it is probable that, like Kent’s Hole, the Brixham Cave is of great extent

with irregular ramifications. As in other similar cases, the principal deposit of fossil

bones may be looked for under the stalagmitic floor not yet touched.

“ Taking into account the vast richness of Kent’s Hole in fossil remains, the dispersion

of Mr. McEntery’s collections, and the grievous fate of the MS. labours of about twenty

years of his life*, it is submitted to the Council whether there is not a prospect of equal

wealth in this promising and adjoining cave of Brixham, and whether the case is not

one deserving of a combined effort among geologists to organize operations for having

it satisfactorily explored before mischief is done by untutored zeal and desultory

work.

“ The importance of following up a case of this description has been forced upon my
attention by some of the results of an examination of the cave-bone collections both in

England and abroad, in connexion with the investigation of the distribution of the

extinct Proboscidea in the European Upper-Tertiary deposits. I have during the last

twelve months been more or less occupied with the conditions under which Elephant

remains occur in the caves ;
and having lately returned from a tour in company with my

friend the Kev. Kobert Everest, during which we had made a reconnaissance survey of

the caves in, or cave-collections from, the neighbourhood of Bristol, the Mendips, Devon-

shire, South Wales, Kirkdale, and Cefn, some of the results have appeared of sufficient

interest to justify my trespassing on the attention of the Council with this communication.

Of these I may mention the following :

—

* This manuscript was fortunately recovered by Mr. E. Yiviatt, of Torquay, who, in 1859, published part of

it together with seventeen of the original plates
; the whole manuscript has since been edited by Mr. Pengelly

and published in the Transactions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature,

and Art for 1869.

3 s 2
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“ 1st. The detection, in considerable abundance in certain of the caves, of the remains

of a species of Rhinoceros, equally distinct from the tichorhine species of Siberia and of

the Glacial period generally, and from the leptorhine Rhinoceros of Cuvier, of the sub-

apennine Elephant-bed and Lacustrine deposits of the Norfolk coast. I have seen nearly

the entire series of the upper and lower teeth in situ in the jaws, and from one of the

caves a considerable portion of the skeleton associated with teeth and cranial fragments.

The characters distinctive of the form from the species above referred to are so pronounced

and so constant, and the material so abundant, that 1 have no doubts on the subject.

I have designated the species provisionally Rh. hemitoechus 'prisons*. The interest of

the case is enhanced by its presumable relations to some important late investigations

of M. Lartet, to which I shall refer in the sequel.

“ 2nd. Abundant evidence in all the cave-districts of two extinct species of Elephant,

viz. Elephas primigenius (Mammoth) of the Glacial period, and Elephas antiquus of the

subapennine period (Norwich Crag and the Astesan)—the former commonly associated

in the English caves with the tichorhine Rhinoceros, the latter with Rhinoceros prisons.

I have not observed among the cave-bones any indications of remains ofElephas
(
Loxodon

)

meridionalis, nor undoubted remains of Elephas {Loxodon) prisons.

“ 3rd. In one of the caves, where the evidence is tolerably conclusive that the bones

were washed into a fissure about the same time, the following undoubted associations

were seen :

—

Elephas (Euelephas)
antiquus,

Hippopotamus major
,

Rhinoceros prisons
,

without the admixture, so far as the collection went, of other species of the same genera.

“ 4th. In other caves Elephasprimigenius and the tichorhine Rhinoceros were observed,

without the admixture of Elephas antiquus and Rhinoceros prisons.

“ 5th. In one of the caverns the most important part of the skeleton of an Elephas

antiquus was found together, supplying a desideratum of the European collections.

“ 6th. In none of the caves were any specimens observed referable to the Rhinoceros

leptorhinus of Cuvier, as I regard that species to be limited.

“From what I have seen, I am strongly of the conviction that, with our present advanced

knowledge, the thorough investigation of a well-filled virgin cave in England would

materially aid in clearing up the mystery, either of the contemporaneity of the Pliocene

mammalian fauna with the commencement of the Postpliocene fauna, or of the condi-

tions and associations under which the former was replaced by the latter. M. Lartet,

in a late communication to the French Academy, has thrown out a suggestion, the

importance of which, if well founded, can hardly be overestimated, that the mixed

* “ Having gone into a detailed examination of the remains, I find that the species Rhinoceros hemitoechus

prisms is equally distinct from the existing African species and from Eh. leptorhinus and Rli. tichorhinus.”—H. F.

For Dr. Falconer’s later observations on the Rhinoceros, see his ‘ Palaeontological Memoirs,’ edited by Dr.

Murchison, vol. ii. pp. 309-403.
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mammalian fauna of the Glacial period has been made up of two distinct geographical

elements—the one a northern division pushed southwards from Siberia and the north of

Europe, consisting of the Mammoth, the ticliorhine Rhinoceros, the Irish Elk, TJrsus

spelceus, Bos primigenius, &c. ; the other a southern division projected northward from

Mauritania through Spain and France, comprising the existing African Elephant, the

existing two-horned Rhinoceros {Rh . hicornis), the Lion, Panther, two existing Hymn a;,

Hog
,
Antelope, Porcupine, &c. M. Lartet affirms that Elephant remains from the

Quaternary deposits of Spain which had been examined by him belong £ indubitable-
/ #

*

ment a l’Elephant actuel d’Afrique et au Rhinoceros bicorne vivant aujourd’hui dans la

partie australe de ce meme continent.’

“ M. Gervais has described Rhinoceros remains from the cave of Lunel-viel under the

name of Rh. Lunellensis, which he affirms are hardly distinguishable from those of the

existing two-horned species, the agreement of the teeth being almost complete. M. Lartet

states that certain Rhinoceros molars from Kirkdale exhibit the same line of resemblance.

“ I have been induced by these circumstances to bring the case of the new Brixham

Cavern to the notice of the Council.

“ Ever your obedient Servant,

“ Hugh Falconer.”

The Council of the Geological Society, not having at their disposal funds for under-

taking such a work, addressed a letter to the President and Council of the Royal Society,

by whom a grant of £100 was promptly made from the Donation Fund, on the under-

standing that any specimens obtained should be eventually deposited in the British

Museum. This sum was afterwards increased by the liberal donation, through Mr. Pen-

gelly, of £50 from Baroness Burdett Coutts, £5 from Sir James Kay Siiuttleworth,

£5 from R. Artiilington, Esq., and by a further grant of £100 from the Royal Society.

A Committee* of the Geological Society of London—consisting of Dr. Falconer,

F.R.S., F.G.S., Chairman and Secretary ;
Mr. J. Prestwich, F.R.S., F.G.S., Treasurer ;

Mr. Wm. Pengelly, F.R.S., F.G.S. ; Professor Ramsay, F.R.S., F.G.S. ; Sir Charles

Lyell, F.R.S., F.G.S.; Mr. R. C. Godavin-Austen, F.R.S., F.G.S.; Mr. George Busk,

F.R.S., F.G.S. ; Dr. Percy, F.R.S., F.G.S.
;

Professor Owen, F.R.S., F.G.S. ; Rev.

R. Everest, F.G.S.
;
Mr. Beckles, F.R.S., F.G.S., and the President and Secretaries of

the Geological Society—Avas appointed to direct the general operations
;
whilst a Torquay

local sub-committee, consisting of Mr. Pengelly, Mr. Edward Vivian, Mr. Stewart,

Colonel Thoresby, Mr. Sheppard, and Mr. Hogg, Avere deputed by the London Committee

to cooperate with them and superintend the actual Avorking of the cave. It is, however,

to Mr. Pengelly that the Committee are indebted for the active and constant superin-

tendence of the work and for the record of each day’s proceedings. This gentleman, in

fact, saw personally to the execution of the whole work, noted all the physical features,

* Several of the members elected were, however, unable to attend
;
and only a limited number of the Com-

mittee, whose names are attached to this Report, were able to take part in the prolonged proceedings.
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and arranged and tabulated all the specimens found in the Cave, devoting to the inves-

tigation an amount of care and time without which it would have been impossible for

the London Committee to have obtained the exact record which is now submitted to

the Society.

A satisfactory lease of the Cave having been obtained, the services of Mr. Keeping,

the experienced fossil collector of the Isle of Wight, were secured, and the work com-

menced on the 14th July, 1858. The plan of operations laid down by the Committee

was progressively to break up and examine the stalagmite floor throughout, and to explore

successively and separately each bed beneath it. In this manner it was considered that

the succession of beds and the precise position and association of the organic remains

would be best determined.

In the course of the summer the cave was visited by several members of the London

Committee, and in September 1858 the work had so far advanced that the following

Report was drawn up by Dr. Falconer, in conjunction with Professor Ramsay and

Mr. Pengelly.

“ Report of Progress in the Cave.

“ Having lately made a joint inspection of the ‘Windmill Hill Cavern ’ at Brixham,

we think it may be of interest to the London Committee to know our opinion of the

progress already made in the excavations, and of the probable prospective results. We
examined the cavern in company with Mr. Pengelly, F.G.S., under whose zealous

superintendence the operations are conducted, and of Dr. John Percy, F.R.S., who

during his residence at Torquay has taken an active and lively interest in the explora-

tion. Most of the points to be discussed in the sequel were freely discussed among

us, and there was but little difference of opinion as to the bearing of the observations

and the best plan of carrying on the work for the future.

[Then follows first an account of the extent and structure of the cave, so far as then explored, with a sketch

ground-plan by Professor Ramsay. The later surveys and fuller description render it unnecessary to repeat this

preliminary description. See Paleontological Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 492.]

“ Regarded in a general way, the Brixham Cave may be considered as partaking of the

tunnel character of the Kirkdale Cave in the ‘ Flint-knife Gallery,’ and of the fissure

character of Kent’s Hole and the Gower Caves in the ‘Reindeer Gallery.’ No vertical

flues ascending towards the summit of the cliff have as yet been detected in the explored

parts, such as were found in the Oreston Cave and in Paviland.

“ 2. Workings .—The conduct of the excavations was consigned by the London Com-

mittee to Mr. Prestwich and Mr. Pengelly. The Committee, fully impressed with the

probability of remains of different periods being met with at the different levels in the

cavern floor, determined from the outset on working the upper deposits horizontally

inwards, as far as might be practicable, on the same horizon, and then of working the

lower deposits successively in the same manner. In this manner they considered that

they would avoid the risk of confounding the remains of different levels, which is apt
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to take place when excavating cave-bottoms vertically down to the rock floor, and which

has vitiated the results obtained in many other cave-explorations, more especially in

regal'd of the contested position of human industrial remains. The excavations were

commenced on the 14th July by Mr. Keeping, of the Isle of Wight, deputed by Mr.

Prestwich for the purpose ; and they have been conducted with such vigour and success

that within six weeks the stalagmite floor of the ‘ Reindeer Gallery,’ together with the

ochreous cave-earth deposits below it, was entirely broken up, and the floor of the

‘ Flint-knife Gallery ’ explored from its interior termination to the external ‘ central

entrance.’ The ‘ Pen Gallery ’ was also laid open from its commencement on to the

‘ Big (south) Chamber,’ and on a rough estimate about 1500 bones were exhumed between

the 14th July and the 23rd August.

“ 3. Successivefloor deposits.—We are able to enter on this part of the subject only

in a general way, having taken no precise measurements of the incomplete sections at

different intervals in the galleries. Where all the deposits are present, the following

section was yielded :—

•

1. Layer of stalagmite of irregular thickness.

2. Cave-earth (ochreous), with limestone breccia.

3. Ochreous cave-earth, with comminuted shale.

4. Rounded gravel, depth undetermined.

“ Occasional water-worn pebbles were found mingled with the organic remains in the

upper deposit of cave-earth No. 2. The drip from the roof in wet weather is copious

in all the fissure galleries, and the floor in these cases is covered with a cake of stalag-

mite ; while in the intersecting Tunnel Gallery there is little or no drip from the roof,

and the surface of the cave-earth is uncovered.

“ 4. Organic Remains.—Mr. Pengelly estimates that about 1500 bones had been

exhumed during the first six weeks of the workings. A large number of these, how-

ever, belong to skeletons of small animals, like the Rabbit and Fox, found near the

surface
;
we consider that the great harvest of remains will be found in the low-level

deposits which have not yet been penetrated. Remains of the following animals were

identified by Dr. Falconer:—
“ Rhinoceros tichorhinus.—Detached upper and lower molars, in considerable numbers,

of young and old animals
; an astragalus bearing distinct marks of superficial gnawing,

dug up in our presence.

“ Ros.—Species undetermined; teeth, jaws, and other bones.

“Horse.—Species undetermined; a few remains.

“ Cervus tarandus.—The cranial box of the skull found near the surface by the owner

on the first discovery of the cave, and a very fine entire antler imbedded superficially in

the stalagmite near the intersection of the galleries E E and F F (Reindeer and Flint-

knife Galleries) over the Ebur chasm *.

* Formed by a thin crust of stalagmite stretching across a cavity in the cave-earth.
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“ Fragments of antlers of other Deer
;

species undetermined.

“ TIrsus sjjelceus.—Lower jaws of young and old individuals with numerous detached

canines and other teeth in fine preservation. A superb specimen of a left hind leg,

comprising the femur, tibia, and fibula folded together, with the patella and astragalus

in situ. These were found near the ‘ Ebur chasm and the other parts of the skeleton

may be looked for when that portion of the cavern is dug up.

“ Hycena spelaea.—Teeth, fragments of the skull, lower jaws, and other bones.

“ The above is nothing like a complete list of the animal remains found in the cave

;

but, considering that the workings have hitherto been restricted to the least productive

and superficial deposits, it will suffice to show that the anticipations formed of the cavern

were not too sanguine, and that the excavations are well worthy of being followed up

vigorously
;
some of the results already arrived at are of great general interest.

“5. Human Industrial Remains (V).—Several well-marked specimens of the objects

called ‘ Flint Knives,’ and generally accepted at the present day as the early products

of rude Keltic or pre-Keltic industry, have been exhumed from different parts of the

cavern, mixed in the ochreous earth indiscriminately with remains of Rhinoceros
,
Hycena

,

and other extinct forms. One of these so-called ‘ Flint Knives ’ was brought up from

the deposit No. 2 from a depth of 30 inches below the superficial stalagmite No. 1. We
failed in detecting evidence that these so-called 6 Flint Knives ’ were of a different age,

as regards the period of their introduction, from the bones of the extinct animals occurring

in the same stratum of cave-earth, or that they were introduced into the cavern by dif-

ferent agencies. Schmerling discovered, in the caves of Engis and Chokier, near Liege,

well-marked flint knives and arrow-heads mingled, in the ochreous mud and gravel,

with the bones of extinct mammalia, which he inferred had been washed in by the

agency of running water; these included Mammoth
,
Rhinoceros

,
and Hycena. Delpon

and Jouannet have made corresponding observations as to a similar mixture in the caves

of Quercy and Perigord
; Marcel de Serres, De Christol, Tournal, and Dumas have

inferred the same, in numerous caves in the south of France. The attention of Mr.

Pengelly has been closely directed to a careful and minute observation of the circum-

stances of the association in the Brixham cavern. The results of the exploration of

each day are carefully put aside and labelled
;
and it may be anticipated that data will

be arrived at for settling the disputed question of the contemporaneous introduction, or

otherwise, of the supposed human industrial objects into the cavern along with the

remains of the extinct mammalia.

“ 6. One result of great interest has alreadybeen brought out, namely, the superposition

of undoubted remains of the Reindeer above the so-called { Flint Knives,’ from which

the inference arises that the ‘ Reindeer ’ continued to be an inhabitant of Britain after

the appearance of man in this island. A fine horn of a Reindeer, nearly perfect from

the basal burr to the terminal branches of the beam, and presenting a bez-antler 17

inches long terminating in palmated snags, was discovered, superficially imbedded in the

stalagmite, close to the ‘ Ebur chasm.’ Near the same place a flint knife was brought up
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from the ochreous earth 30 inches* below the stalagmite. Professor Owen has noticed

the occurrence of Reindeer remains in the ‘ Ash Hole ’ cavern of Berry Head, explored

by the Rev. Mr. Lyte ; Dr. Falconer has identified skulls of the same species found in

the Mendip caverns
;
and Major Wood, of Stout Hall, has discovered skulls of it in the

caves of Spritsail and Paviland, in Gower.

“ In these instances there was no indication of their association with man
; but in the

Brixham cavern the evidence, so far as it goes, clearly tends to show that the antler in

question was one of the latest introductions into the cavern before the (road) Entrance

was blocked up by the rubbish, and long subsequent to the entombment of the objects

called ‘ Flint Knives.’

“ 7. On the whole we consider the progress made to be highly satisfactory, and the

promise of future results to be so encouraging as to merit the best efforts of the Com-

mittee to provide the means for following up the excavation. The grant from the

Royal Society, together with Miss Burdett Coutts’s liberal donation, however carefully

husbanded, will not cover the very moderate scale of expenditure within which the

operations are at present conducted beyond the month of December. A further grant

may with some confidence be expected from the Royal Society next summer
; but we

invite the earnest attention of the Committee to devise ways and means to meet the

expense of the excavation until then.

(Signed) “ H. Falconer, M.D.
“ Andrew Ramsay.

“ 9th September, 1858.” “ Wm. Pengelly.”

In November 1858, on the application of the Committee for assistance in making an

exact plan of the cave, the Director-General of the Geological Survey, the late Sir

Roderick Murchison, obligingly instructed Mr. Bristow, F.R.S., a member of the

Survey, to proceed to Brixham and carry out the objects the Committee had in view.

An excellent plan of the cave and various transverse sections were taken byMr. Bristow,

showing the form of the cave and the mode in which the cave-deposits were arranged.

At that period the whole of the stalagmite, the bed of breccia, the cave-earth, and

part of the lower bed of gravel had been removed. After the removal of the whole of

the latter bed, and the cave had been completely emptied, the Committee employed

Mr. Bovey, of Brixham, to complete the survey of those portions of the cave worked

out subsequently to Mr. Bristow’s visit. The lower lines in the sections, and the

central lines in the plan, form the additions made by Mr. Bovey. The result of this

combined work has been carefully correlated and reduced to a small scale by Mr. Jordan,

under the superintendence of Professor Ramsay.

The map is compiled, from those of the Geological Survey and Dr. Holl, by your

reporter, who has also introduced into Mr. Bristow’s sections some few alterations in

the form of bed No. 4 and position of s', which were necessary in order to make them in

* Should he 9 inches. The right figure is given in Dr. Falconer's notes.

3 TMDCCCLXXIII.
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accordancewith Mr. Pengelly’s observations and sections, which give many special features

that could only have been noted, as they were by him, during the progress of the work.

The Report drawn up for the Committee by Mr. Pengelly consists of three parts :

—

1st, “ Topographical and Historical details,” the essential points of which are embraced

in the next chapter ; 2nd, “ Results of the Exploration,” which contains a valuable and

minute account of the contents of the cave and of the finding and distribution of the

organic remains,—this is given in full in § III.'* ; 3rd, “ Of Inferences from the facts

discovered,”—although these have not been adopted by the Committee, the essential

theoretical viewsf of Mr. Pengelly on the origin of the cave and its contents are given

and discussed with others in the “ General Conclusions ”
(§ VIII.). In addition to this,

Mr. Pengelly handed in a “Daily Register containing an account of each day’s dis-

coveries or “finds.”

Mr. Bristow’s survey was also accompanied with some remarks on the structure and

origin of the cave. Much of this is superseded by Mr. Pengelly’s more continued and

complete record ; but those of Mr. Bristow’s remarks and opinions are introduced

which serve either to amplify or more fully explain some point, or where the conclu-

sions to which they lead are different. His descriptive notes are given in § IV.

The Flint Implements have been made the subject of some interesting observations

by Mr. John Evans, and the more important specimens are figured (§ VII.).

As it was at the instigation of the late Dr. Falconer that this investigation, in which

he took a deep interest, was undertaken, the Committee had looked forward, but for his

untimely and lamented death, to a report on the animal remains from his pen. From the

same hand also they had hoped to receive the General Report. With respect to the

accomplishment of the first object, Mr. George Busk kindly took charge of his friend’s

notes on the subject, and has furnished the Committee with a valuable Report on the

bone remains found in the cave, together with some important observations on the

species of fossil Bears (§ VI.).

The Treasurer was deputed by the Committee to describe the lithological specimens

and to draw up the General Report. By the terms of the grant the object of this

inquiry was the “ Exploration of the Brixham Cave.” By this your reporter understands

such a complete description of the cave and of its organic remains, and such a discussion

of its origin, as may serve as a basis for further study and for more extended generali-

zation. Referring, therefore, for information on the first of these essential points to the

communications of Mr. Pengelly and Mr. Busk, he has limited his general observations

to conclusions incidental to this special case, deeming it better to abstain from any more

general considerations foreign to the immediate object of the inquiry (§ VIII.).

* 'With a very few alterations to avoid repetitions and to obtain uniformity of references, and by the intro-

duction into Table I. of the dates taken from the Daily Eegister.

t These, we have reason to hope, will form the subject of a separate memoir elsewhere by Mr. Pengelly.

+ Compiled from the notes kept by him and by Mr. Keeping, who was also always on the spot. The “ finds”

of each day are tabulated iu Mr. Pengelly’s Tables and Mr. Busk’s Keport, Parts 1 A 2.
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II. Generalfeatures of the district ; Position of the Cave.

The town of Brixham is situated at the entrance of a narrow valley on the southern

shore of Torbay, nine miles south of Torquay (see Map, Plate XLI.). The small stream

which flows through the town into the harbour has a course only of 2| miles. The

first part is over Devonian slates and grits
;

at Brixham it passes through a belt of

limestone about a mile wide, and which, running parallel with the coast, terminates at

Berry Head. To the north of the town is Eurzeham Hill, 177 feet high. To the south,

Windmill Hill (on the north-western angle of which the cave is situated) and Heath

Hill rise respectively to the height of 175 and 190 feet ; while to the westward, Parkham

Hill is 164 feet above the level of the mean tide (Ordnance Survey maps). A small

affluent passes between Windmill and Parkham Hills. The watershed between Brixham

valley and that of the Dart rises to the height of from 400 to 550 feet.

Mr. Pengelly states that “ Windmill Hill is entirely composed of impure thin-bedded,

cleaved and jointed limestone belonging to the Devonian system,”'—one set of joints

having a “ prevalent direction of N. 82° E. to S. 82° W., and the second running nearly

magnetic north and south. In fact they have the bearings of the Brixham valleys.” “The

planes of the first underlie or dip southward, whilst those of the second are approxi-

mately vertical. The stratification and cleavage-planes intersect at an angle of about

40°, and with the joints cause the rock to break readily into pieces of small dimensions.

The dip of the strata is about 38° north, 10° east, magnetic.

“ Devonian slates, frequently traversed by thick veins of quartz, are largely developed

at and south of Mudstone Bay
; and a considerable mass of greenstone occurs at Shark-

ham Point, the headland south of Berry Head*.

“ Deposits of iron-ore occur in various parts of the district. That at Sharkham Point

is the red or anhydrous hematite, whilst that found elsewhere is the brown or hydrous

variety. The most important deposit of the latter occurs at Furzeham. There are no

indications of iron on Windmill Hill.

“ A raised beach extends along the northern slope of Berry Head Hill, about 30 feet

above the sea-level. It is chiefly composed of limestone pebbles, but fragments of flints

and other rocks are by no means rare.” There is another 4 raised beach,’ on the same

relative level, at Hope’s Nose, near Torquay, which contains shells identical with those

at present existing in the adjacent seaf.

Mr. Pengelly further states that the district is generally free from all superficial

deposits, except occasionally small depressed patches of sand and gravel, which also

sometimes fill narrow fissures in the limestone and extend to considerable depths. The

gravel is composed largely of fragments of quartz, greenstone, and other rocks not of

immediate derivation. No fossils have been found in the sand or gravel. A red loam

* On the Geological Survey Hap another mass of greenstone is marked near the Eiver Dart.

f Mr. Godwin-Austen gives the following list of them :

—

Carclium edule, C. tuberculatum, Cyprina islandica

Modiola modiolus, Ostrea edulis, Pecten maximus, P. varius, Venerupis decussata, Littorina littorea, Murex enna-

ceus, Patella vidgata, Turritella terebra, and Serpula (Trans. Geol. Soc. vol. vi. p. 442).

3 t 2
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also caps most of the limestone hills. Peaty masses with prostrate trunks and erect stumps

of trees occupy the mouths of most of the valleys terminating in Torbay, and extend

beneath the sea to at least the depth of 5 fathoms, that is to the entrance of the Bay.

This does not occur off Brixham ; but traces of it were found a short way up the valley*.

The entrance of the cave, which is on the line of a north and south joint (Plate

XLI./, tig. 1), was calculated by Mr. Bristow trigonometricallyf to be 93 feet above

high-water mark; whilst Mr. Bovey made it 94 feet 11 inches by levelling, or about

66 feet above the level of the stream in the valley in front of the cave. It is therefore

rather more than halfway to the top of the hill, the slope of which is without steep

escarpments, but with a terrace at the level of 150 feet (Plate XLI. fig. 2 J).

The work of exploration was completed in the summer of 1859, the cave having been

then emptied so far as it could be followed, although Mr. Pengelly observes “ that

galleries certainly extend beyond the point reached by the workmen.” It is probable

that the hill is in fact traversed by a number of such fissures.

Respecting the manner in which the exploration was conducted, Mr. Pengelly

remarks :
—“ It was decided first to remove the stalagmitic floor, then the entire bed imme-

diately below (if not of inconvenient depth) horizontally throughout the length of the

cavern, or so far as practicable
;

this accomplished, to proceed similarly with the next

lower bed, and so on until all the deposits had been removed.

“ The more effectually to guard against the chance of error, the materials were first

carefully examined in situ, after which they were taken at once outside the cavern, where

they underwent a further inspection. In no instance were they removed, for even tempo-

rary convenience, from one part of the cavern to another.

“ Whenever a bone or other article worthy of preservation was found, its situation

(that is to say, its distance from the mouth or entrance of the gallery in which it occurred,

as well as its depth below the surface of the bed in which it lay) was carefully deter-

mined by actual measurement. In order to their identification, the specimens were all

numbered ; those which were found in the same place received the same numeral, and

were packed in one and the same box, so that at the close of the exploration the

number of boxes indicated the number of localities in which fossils had been found ; the

boxes were also distinguished by numbers, each bearing that which each specimen within

it bore. Finally, an entry of each box was made in a journal, in which were registered

the number and situation of the specimens it contained, with the date on which they

were found, and occasionally a few remarks respecting them.”

* For fuller accounts of the geology of the district the reader can consult Sedgwick and Murchison’s paper

“ On the Older Stratified Deposits of Devonshire,” Trans. Geol. Soc. 2ser. vol. v. p. 633; It. C. Godwin-Austen

“ On the Geology of the South-east of Devonshire,” ibid. vol. vi. p. 431 ;
Dr. Hold “ On the Older Rocks of

South Devon,” Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xsiv. p. 400.

t The observations were made during extremely stormy weather.

X The valley line is represented in the figure as descending too low.
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III. Mr. Pexgelly’s Report on the Structure and Contents of the Cave.

Character and Extent of the Cavern.—On the termination of the work the cavern

was found to be comprised within a space measuring 135 feet from north to south and

100 from east to west, to consist of a series of galleries with two small chambers, and

to have four external entrances, one in the northern and the remaining three in the

western slope of the hill (see Plate XLII.).

The northern (original) entrance is that which from the beginning to the end of

the work was used as the working entrance. It was commonly called the “Dyer’s*

Entrance.” The photograph was taken the day before the work began (Plate XLI.

fig. l)f.

The galleries, which measure from 6 to 8 feet in greatest width and from 10 to 14

feet in height, resolve themselves into two sets or systems, having strictly the same

bearings as the joints of the Devonian rocks of the district.

It is not intended to imply that the absolute dimensions of the cavern have been

ascertained. Narrow ramifications probably extend very far into the hill J, and there

is reason to believe that the cavern as it now exists is but a fragment of what it

once was.

Principal Branches of the Cavern.—It was found convenient to give names to the

various divisions of the cave
;
and though some of them may be considered somewhat

fanciful, they are retained here in order to prevent confusion.

The Reindeer Gallery (that proceeding southward from the north entrance) is 135 feet

in length, and is divided into a northern and a southern branch by a narrow passage 15

feet long, and varying from 15 to 18 inches wide. This part of the gallery was known

as the Crystal Gorge, because when discovered its northern end was completely filled with

stalactitic matter.

The Steep Slide Hole descends somewhat spirally (from the Reindeer Gallery) at an

angle of upwards of 40°. It gradually diminishes in width, and at the depth 40 feet

is too narrow for working.

Kelly s Gallery (which also branches from the same part of the Reindeer Gallery)

is several feet wide at the entrance, contracts somewhat rapidly towards the inner end,

and ultimately becomes a small almost vertical flue, which probably reaches the surface

of the hill.

* This name was given to this entrance from the circumstance that the owner of the quarry was a dyer of

the name of Philp. We have changed this to “road” or “north” entrance as better indicating its position.

f Hr. Pengellt says that “ the distances in the Reindeer Gallery, including those in Tables I. and IT.,

were all measured from the point where the foot of the hill met the road, i. e. the actual commencement of the

cavern as we first knew it, i. e. the “ Dyer’s Entrance.” The photograph of the Cave represents the Reindeer

Gallery about 22 feet south of the Dyer’s Entrance, i. e. the road.”

t “ Some of the galleries certainly extend beyoud the points reached by the workmen, but they had become

so very narrow as to render the work extremely toilsome
;
in no instance, however, was the excavation abandoned

until long after it had ceased to yield fossils or other objects of interest.”
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The Pen Gallery is a small tunnel with a continuous limestone floor, and connects

the West and South Chambers.

The Flint-knife Gallery opens out of the right or west wall of the Reindeer Gallery

at G4 feet from the north entrance. It is about 7 feet wide, throws off two narrow

branches on the south and one on the north, extends almost due west for about

50 feet, where it becomes somewhat funnel-shaped, and terminates in the West

Chamber.

Keeping's and Mundays Galleries are lateral branches of the South and West Chambers

respectively, and are without any features requiring description.

Near the centre of the South Chamber a short pillar-like mass of limestone connects

the floor and roof.

Of the two external entrances which open out of the West Chamber, the base of one

is slightly above the vertex of the other. They were known as the first and second

West Entrances respectively.

During the excavation of King’s Gallery the entire mass of rock which formed its

northern or outward wall, and which was estimated at one hundred tons, fell and stopped

all further progress in that direction.

Tlte roof of the Cavern.—The northern end of the Reindeer Gallery was an open

cutting in the limestone without the trace of a roof for the first 5^ feet, and it had

only a partial roof for the next 10^ feet, and terminated as an open fissure 16 feet

south of the road. The hole through which Mr. Philp first entered was 4 feet still

further south. Excepting in the Flint-knife Gallery, a well-marked longitudinal

joint everywhere exists at the vertex of the roof, through some parts of which,

especially in the Reindeer Gallery, a somewhat copious drip, quite free from earthy

admixture, enters in wet weather. Though distinctly marked in the Steep Slide Hole,

this roof-joint is too close fitting to allow even the passage of water. A transverse or

north and south open fissure, about 18 inches wide, crosses the roof of the Flint-knife

Gallery, and corresponds with the narrow lateral branches which open out of the north

and south walls of this division of the cavern. When discovered it was filled with

angular blocks of limestone, having fine earthy matter between them. Its situation is

shown at “ m,” fig. 2, Plate XLIII.

The walls of the two principal Galleries.—Vertical cross sections taken in various

parts of the two principal galleries (see figs. A, B, C, D, & G, Plate XLIII.) show that

the walls are very irregular, whether different sections are compared with one another

or the outline of any one alone is considered. Of those taken in the Reindeer Gallery

the axes are vertical (figs. A to F) ; whilst in the Flint-knife Gallery they dip or

underlie towards the south (fig. G), thus agreeing with the joints the directions of which

they respectively have.

Notwithstanding this irregularity, however, “there are certain characters which the

walls possess everywhere. For example, all their angles are rounded off; their surfaces,

especially where they are concave, have a sort of rough polish, like that produced by
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running water carrying detrital matter in a sensibly horizontal direction ; and at cor-

responding levels in the opposite walls there are two pairs of broad deep grooves,

which, without sensible inclination, run along the entire length of the galleries (see

a a & b h, figs. D, E, G, Plate XLIII.). In the Pen Gallery the lowest pair only

exists. The abrasion or polish of the walls is most strongly marked in the Steep Slide

Hole.

The Limestone Floor of the Galleries.—The limestone walls, as seen in figs. E), E, F,

commonly curve inwards below the lowest pair of grooves ; but instead of meeting so

as to form a continuous floor, they remain separated by a central longitudinal fissure,

which varies from 3 to 18 inches in width, and averages about a foot. In the eastern

14 feet of the Flint-knife Gallery the floor is perfectly continuous, there being

no trace of a fissure, nor indeed of any line of fracture (fig. G). Towards the

northern end of the Reindeer Gallery (fig. C) there are two such floor-fissures,

and each wide enough to admit of working to a greater depth than elsewhere in the

galleries.

A north and south fissure crosses the floor of the West Chamber (Plate XLIII.

fig. 2, m), and communicates with the South Chamber through an “ undervaulting

this, though somewhat wider than the floor-fissures are elsewhere, gradually narrows

downward.

The Ceiling.—Throughout a considerable part of both the north and south branches

of the Reindeer Gallery, what may be called a Stalagmitic Ceiling
(
s'

)

extends horizon-

tally from wall to wall. It varies from 6 inches to upwards of a foot in thickness
; and

through the considerable openings which occur in it an unoccupied space is seen

above, which varies from 15 inches to more than 2 feet (o, figs. C, D, E, & fig. 1)„

In several instances pieces of old stalagmite, angular, subangular, and well rounded,

together with small pieces of quartz and limestone, are firmly cemented to its inferior

surface.

A few stalactites depended from the roof in the Reindeer and Pen Galleries, and also

in the South Chamber ; and here and there the same branches of the cavern were orna-

mented with pillars and curtains of the same material.

A Floor of Stalagmite (s), varying in thickness from a few inches to upwards of a

foot, commenced in the Reindeer Gallery about 17 feet south of the entrance (that is,

1 foot within the commencement of the unbroken roof), and extended over the detrital

accumulations southwards into, but not through or beyond, the Crystal Gorge. A lateral

branch of this “ floor ” extended into the Flint-knife Gallery, where it gradually thinned

out to a mere film (Plate XLIII. figs. 1 & 2).

It was generally of a pure white or cream colour, unsoiled by earthy matter ; but in

a few instances soil-stains were conspicuous. Vertical sections showed it to be very

distinctly laminated, the layers varying in thickness, and being sometimes alternately

crystalline and earthy. It attained its maximum thickness near the northern end of the
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Crystal Gorge. Similar floors existed in the Pen and Keeping Galleries, and in the

South Chamber, but not elsewhere.

The detrital accumulations in the principal galleries were separable into distinct

beds, and were respectively designated the “First,” “Second,” “Third,” and “Fourth”

(see sections, Plate XLIII.).

The First Fed was that mass of small angular fragments of limestone, cemented into

a compact breccia by carbonate of lime, which filled the northern end of the Reindeer

Gallery when the cavern was discovered. It was about 34 feet long, and from the com-

mencement of the entire roof formed an inclined plane dipping southwards to a little

beyond the mouth of the Steep Slide Hole, where it terminated.

The Second Fed was a thin layer of blackish matter, which the workmen were accus-

tomed to speak of as the charcoal bed. Dr. Percy, however, who saw it in situ
,
stated

that it did not contain any thing entitling it to this appellation. It extended from 12

feet south of the entrance to near the mouth of the Steep Slide Hole, and lay imme-

diately beneath the first bed. Its greatest thickness did not exceed 1 foot, which it

attained about 2 feet from its commencement, and it gradually thinned out southwards.

No organic remains were found in it, nor did any thing resembling it occur elsewhere in

the cavern.

The Third Fed
,
sometimes called the Loam Fed and the Fone Fed

,
consisted of

a reddish-brown, tenacious, clayey loam, and contained a large number of angular and

subangular fragments of limestone, which varied in size from very small bits to masses

weighing even a ton. The large blocks were found only in the West and South Cham-

bers, and in the gallery connecting them, where the angular character of the roof, unlike

that which obtained elsewhere, as well as the fact that the blocks were confined to the

upper portion and surface of the deposit beneath, showed that they had fallen from above

at a comparatively recent period. Pebbles of quartz, trap, and limestone were of frequent

occurrence, especially in the Flint-knife Gallery and in the West Chamber. Nodules of

iron-ore
,
well rounded, as if by travel, were occasionally met with in both the principal

galleries. Dr. Percy pronounced them all to be specimens of the brown or hydrous

hematite. Fragments of stalagmite, apparently portions of an old floor, were also

found in this bed in the West Chamber, the western part of the Flint-knife Gallery,

and in the Steep Slide Hole—portions of the cavern in which it does not appear that

a floor of this kind ever existed. Some of them measured as much as 18 inches square,

and from 3 to 4 inches thick. At least a cartload of this material must have been

found.

Ordinarily the third bed measured from 2 to 4 feet thick, the variations being due

partly to inequalities in the surface of the deposit next below, and partly to the fact

that the latter was invariably from 4 to 9 inches lower at the sides than in the middle

of the galleries.

Besides the inequalities just alluded to, there were two of a more marked character:
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thus at about 15 feet south of the north entrance, and adjacent to the west wall of the

Reindeer Gallery, the “bone-bed” occupied a funnel-shaped pipe (c) 5 feet deep, 12 and

4 inches in diameter at its upper and lower ends respectively, and penetrating vertically

downwards into the bed below
;
and in the West Chamber the loam filled in the inferior

bed a basin-shaped hollow (d) almost as large as the chamber itself, and upwards of

4 feet deep (fig. 2, Plate XLIII.).

The West Chamber and the adjacent portion of the Flint-knife Gallery were com-

pletely filled to the roof (Plate XLIII. fig. 2). It may be doubted, however, whether

the materials above what may be called its ordinary level should be regarded as

really a portion of the third bed. They consisted of thin fragments of limestone

and a small quantity of dry inadherent earthy matter of a drab colour, instead of the

tenacious reddish loam so characteristic of bone-caverns It is probable that

much of these materials fell through the cross fracture (m) in the roof of the Flint-knife

Gallery, and perhaps at a comparatively recent period.

With the exception of most of those found in the “basin” just mentioned

every unequiaxed object lay with its longest axis in the plane of the bed, and the

shortest at right angles to it; in other words, their centres of gravity occupied the

lowest position possible. In the basin “ d,” on the contrary, such objects were com-

monly found sticking in the loam at right and various other high angles to the plane of

the horizon.

At the northern end of the Crystal Gorge, within the vertical range, and forming

part of the third bed, there were six or seven plates of compact, crystalline, soil-stained,

finely laminated stalagmite, extending horizontally from wall to wall one over the other

in a vertical series, and alternating with an equal number of interstratified layers of the

ordinary reddish loam, which, as well as the plates of stalagmite, varied from half an

inch to upwards of an inch and a half in thickness.

The Fourth or Gravel Bed was in all cases the basis on which the third was depo-

sited ; it consisted mainly of pebbles of different kinds of rock,—quartz, greenstone,

grit, and limestone, mixed with small fragments of shale common in the Brixham dis-

trict. In short it was made up essentially of such materials as were amongst the acci-

dents of the bed above, and which, with the sole exception of the limestone fragments,

were not derivable from Windmill Hill. Two of the pebbles were so remarkably round

that, in addition to samples of the gravel, it was thought desirable to preserve them

amongst the specimens illustrative of the cavern. The first is a sensibly spherical red

sandstone ball, about inch in diameter, and was found near the upper surface of

the bed at the mouth of the Steep Slide Flole. Balls of this character, probably of

concretionary origin, are common in the New Red Sandstone at Dawlish and other parts

of south-eastern Devonshire. The second is larger, less spherical, and composed of very

compact grit approaching to quartzite. It was found in the West Chamber in the upper

portion of the bed. Though in most cases a loose aggregation of pebbles, the gravel

was occasionally cemented into a conglomerate. In the easternmost 14 feet of the

mdccclxviii. 3 u
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Flint-knife Gallery the gravel rested on a continuous limestone floor, but elsewhere its

base has not been reached, the floor-fissure being too narrow to allow of working to the

bottom.

The loam which, as previously mentioned, occupied the “basin-shaped hollow”

(cl, fig. 2) in the fourth bed was not in contact with the lower part of the western

wall of the West Chamber, but was separated from it by a steep talus of gravel, the

summit of which was a very few inches below the base of the first west entrance, and

about as much above the vertex of the second. Hence the former entrance was filled

exclusively with materials of the third bed, and the latter with those of the fourth.

This was the highest level to which the gravel attained.

Lines of Inclination in the two principal Galleries .—The longitudinal axes of the

limestone floors of the principal galleries were sensibly horizontal. Though, as has

been remarked, the “ wall-grooves ” were without sensible inclination, careful measure-

ments showed that both pairs dip, at about two degrees, from the West Chamber,

continuously through the Flint-knife and Beindeer Galleries, to the mouth of the

Steep Slide Hole. Beyond the latter point to the north entrance they are not so well

defined, but their dip is in the opposite direction, and amounts to four or five degrees.

In the Pen Gallery the inclination is southwards—that is, from the West to the South

Chamber.

Omitting the detrital accumulations in and immediately adjacent to the north and

first and second west entrances, the dips of both the third and fourth beds corre-

sponded, in amount and direction, to that of the grooves in the same branches of the

cavern. But between the eastern end of the Flint-knife Gallery and the northern end

of the Crystal Gorge the inclination of these beds was southwards—that is, from the

former to the latter point.

In the Beindeer Gallery the stalagmitic floor dipped southwards, at an angle of 25°,

from its northern end to a few feet beyond the Steep Slide Hole
;
thence to the eastern

end of the Flint-knife Gallery its dip was reversed in direction and greatly diminished

in amount ; and from the latter point to the Crystal Gorge it again dipped southward,

but still at a small angle. The exceptionally large inclination at the northern end was

due to the fact that there the stalagmite covered the talus formed by the first bed,

beneath which the second and third beds lay.

Deposits in the less important parts of the Cavern .—The description just given of

the “Third” and “Fourth” Beds applies only to the West Chamber, the Flint-knife

Gallery, and the northern branch of the Beindeer Gallery.

South of the Crystal Gorge the deposit was a mixture of loam, fine sand, and finely

comminuted shale in variable proportions, occasionally cemented and stained with

ferruginous matter. It was commonly disposed in distinct layers, which, instead of

being horizontal, were parallel to the limestone walls, and therefore approximately

vertical. The loam was much paler than the typical red cave-earth, and contained no

stones.
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Kelly’s Gallery was filled to the roof with an accumulation having precisely the

same characters, both positive and negative. In short in both these branches the materials

were such as to suggest that they were perhaps introduced through small crevices or

flues which possibly occur in the roof.

The Pen Gallery and Munday’s Gallery contained third-bed materials only ; the

latter, however, was too narrow to be excavated at any great depth.

The deposit in the South Chamber, Keeping’s Gallery, and King’s Gallery was a

mixture of such materials as composed the “ third” and “ fourth ” beds.

Shells .—A considerable number of dead land-shells of existing species were found in

the stalagmitic floor and under loose stones lying on the surface in that part of the

Flint-knife Gallery where there was no stalagmite. A few were met with also in, and

immediately beneath, the stalagmite itself. They were most numerous near the external

entrances and under the cross fracture in the roof of the Flint-lmife Gallery (Plate

XLIII. m, fig. 2). A common limpet-shell was found on the surface of the third bed

immediately beneath this roof-fracture, and was the only marine organism met with.

Mammalian Remains .—Bones were found in the stalagmite and in the first, third,

and fourth beds. Their distribution is shown in the following Table :

—

Table I.

Nos.

affixed

to each

day’s

find.

Date
when
found.

Branches of the

cavern where found.

Distances

from the

entrance

of each

gallery.

Beds.

Depths
in the

beds.

Thickness

of over-

lying

detrital

bed.

Thickness
of over-

ling
stalagmite.

Distances

from
nearest

external

entrance.

Numbers
of bones
found in

each

locality.

1858. feet. inches. inches. inches. feet.

1. July 16. Reindee r Gallery 1

5

First 18 0 0 15 12

2 . 17. 55 55 19 55
18 0 6 19 10

3. 19- 55 55 19 Third 24 50 6 19 1

4. 20. 55 55 20 55
24 47 6 20 9

5. 59 55 55 23 55
21 37 6 23 1

6. 95 55 55 24
95

18 33 6 24 2

7. 21. 55 55 29 95
12 17 6 29 10

8. 55 55 39 55 9 0 6 39 3

9. 23. „ 55 37 95
6 0 6 37 3

10. 59 55 55 32
99

6 0 6 32 1

11. 24. 55 55 47 55 9 0 8 47 2
12. 26. 55 55 47 55

10 0 8 47 4

13. 27- 55 55 76 59
6 0 3 76 6

14. 28. *5 55 70 59
2 0 4 70 52

15. •>? 55 55 67 99 7 0 4 67 1

16. 29. 55 „ 71 55
30 0 4 71 1

17. 30. 55 „ 67 Stalagmite 0 4 6 7 1

18. 55 55 55
36 Third 36 0 6 36 1

19. 31. '5 59 71 55
30 0 4 71 10

20. Aug. 2 . Flint-kn ife Gallery 2
55

0 0 3 56 25
21. 55 Reindeer Gallery 70 55

14 0 4 70 1

22, 5 ) Flint-knife Gallery l
55 9 0 3 57 9

23. 55 Reindeer Gallery 69 „ 28 0 4 69 4
24 . 3. 55 55 68

55
33 0 4 68 30

25. 4. Flint-knife Gallery 4 0 0 3 54 65
26. ,, 55 55 3

59
6 0 3 55 1 1

27. >5 55 5 >
3 9 0 3 55 i

28. 5. 55 *5 7 59 0 0 2 51 121

o tt 9
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Table I. (continued).

ATos.
affixed

to each

day’s

find.

Date
when
found.

Branches of the

cavern where found.

Distances

from the

entrance

of each

gallery.

Beds.

Depths
in the

beds.

Thickness

of over-

ling
detrital

bed.

Thickness
of over-

lying

stalagmite.

Distances

from
nearest

external

entrance.

lumbers
of bones

found in

each
locality.

1858. feet. inches. inches. inches. feet.

29- Aug. 6. Flint-knife Gallery 10 Stalagmite 0 2 48 6

30. 99 99 99 11 Third 3 0 1 47 7
31. 5? 99 99 7 99 16 0 O 51 4

32. 99 99 99 9 99 33 0 O 49 2
33. 7 - 99 99 12 99 0 0 1 46 9
34. >9 99 12 99 9 0 1 46 2

1 35. 99 99 99 10 99 36 0 2 48 9
36. 9 . 99 99 17 99 13 0 0 41 4

37. ,, 99 99 19 9> 28 0 0 39 5

38. 10 . 99 99 23 99 4 0 0 35 18

39 . 99 99 99 20 99 24 0 0 38 7
^ 40. 11. 99 99 24 99 34 0 0 34 8

: 41. 12. 99 99 29 99 14 0 1 29 2
40 . 99 99 99 26 99 33 0 0 32 6

43 . 13. 99 ,, 40 99 0 0 0 18 2

44 . 14. >9 99 34 99 58 0 0 24 12

45. 16. 99 99 36 99 60 0 0 22 2

46. 17- 99 99 49 99 30 0 0 9 2
47 . >9 99 99 42 99 36 0 0 16 6

48. 99 99 99 42 99 42 0 0 16 9
49. 18. 99 99 26 9 > 42 0 0 32 1

50. 99 99 99 36 99 54 0 0 22 1

51. 19- 99 99 40 99 60 0 0 18 29
52. 20. 99 99 46 99 60 0 0 12 64

53. 99 99 99 49 99 36 0 0 9 1

54. 24. West Chamber ... 10 99 48 0 0 0 44

|

55. 25- 99 99 3 99 48 0 0 5 1

56. 26. 99 99 4 99 63 0 0 4 13

57. 27- 99 99 4 99 60 0 0 4 40

58. 28. 99 99 4 99 96 0 0 4 5

59. 99 99 99 4 99 0 0 0 4 1

60. 31. 99 99 2 9> 54 0 0 6 3

61. Sept. 1 -
99 99 4 99 60 0 0 4 14

62. Q.
99 99 3 99 57 0 0 5 16

63. 3. 99 99 8 99 84 0 0 2 15

64. 5 .
99 99 6 „ 108 0 0 4 30

65. 7- Flint-knife Gallery 50 ,, 66 0 0 8 10

66. 9 . Pen Gallery 6 Stalagmite 0 0 1

67. 10 . South Chamber ... 9 >
0 0 0

68. 13.
99 99 • • • 99

0 0 2

69. 14.
99 99 99

0 0 2

70. 15. West Chamber ... 7 Third 48 0 0 3 6

1

71. 18. South Chamber... • • • 99 0 0 9 2

i
72. 23. West Chamber ... 5 99

156 0 0 5 9

73. 04 . 5 99 156 0 0 5 23

74. 25 99 99 5 99 156 0 0 5 5

75. 28.
99 99 5 99 1 56 0 0 5 13

76. 29 99 99 6 99 132 0 0 4 O

77- 30 Flint-knife Gallery 40 99 96 0 0 18 2

78. Oct. 1
99 99 36 99 96 0 0 22 1

|

79- 6 99 3 99 42 0 3 55 8

80. 11 Reindeer Gallery 34. 59 58 0 6 34 7

81. 12 99 99 24 99
42 37 6 24 8

82. 13
99 10 99 42 50 0 10 2

83. 99 99 99 16 99
40 60 0 16 3
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Table I. (continued).

Nos.

affixed

to each

day’s

find.

Date
when
found.

Branches of the

cavern where found.

Distances

from the

entrance

of each

gallery.

Beds.

1

Depths
in the

beds.

j

Thickness
of over-

lying

detrital

bed.

Thickness

of over-

lying

stalagmite.

Distances

from
nearest

external

entrance.

Numbers
of bones

found in

each

locality.

84.

1858.

Oct. 14. Reindeer Gallery

feet.

26 Third

inches.

42
inches.

27
inches.

6
feet.

26 5

85. 16. 99 99 70 99 0 0 4 70 1

86. 20. 99 99
34 Fourth 24 55 6 34 3

87.
9 9 99 81 Stalagmite 0 8 81 2

88. 23. 9 9 99 82 Third 0 0 9 82 i

89- 25. 99 99 82 99 58 0 9 82 4

90. 27-
9 9 99 83 99

48 0 10 83 11

91. 28. 99 99 85 99
36 0 12 85 12

92. 29. 99 99 86 99
36 0 12 86 25

93. Sept. 8. Flint-knife Gallery 49 Fourth 6 66 0 9 1

94. Oct. 9- Reindeer Gallery 24 99 6 80 6 24 1

95. 30. 99 99 81 Third 8 0 8 81 8

96. Nov. 13. West Chamber 6 99
132 0 0 4 2

97- 18. Reindeer Gallery 115 99 0 0 0 115 425

98. 20. 99 99 114 99 0 0 0 114 68

99- 26. 99 99 110 99 0 0 0 110 26

102. 29. 99 99 3 First 36 0 0 3 1

103.
;> 99 99 10 99

30 0 0 10 29
104.

99 99 99 32 Stalagmite 0 0 6 32 7

105.
99 99 99 34 Third 24 0 6 34 3

106.
99 Flint-knife Gallery 5 99 0 0 2 53 14

107. 99 99 99 10 99 0 o 48 11

108.
99 99 99 14

99 0 1 44 7

109. 99 99 99 16
99

0 1 42 7

110.
99 99 99 22 99 0 0 36 1

|
111.

1859.

Jan. 6. Reindeer Gallery 28 99
42 20 6 28 3

112 . 14. Steep Slide Hole 14 99 33 0 40 3

113. 1 5. Reindeer Gallery 20 99 54 47 6 20 4

114. 20. 99 99 18 99 48 53 6 18 4

115. 21. 99 99 15 99 108 60 0 15 3
116 . Feb. 4, West Chamber 7 99 120 0 0 3 2

117. 6. Flint-knife Gallery 14 Stalagmite 0 0 44 1

122. Mar. 8. South Chamber Third 3 0 4 4

124. 10. 99 99 99 24 0 4 1

125. 16 . 99 99 99 30 0 4 2

126. 18. King’s Gallery 99 24 0 4 i

128. 28. Keeping’s Gallery 30 0 3 i

130. April 4. Reindeer Gallery 50 9 0 8 50 i

131. 6. King’s Gallery 7 99 57 0 0 2
132. 20.

9 9 99 0 >9 9 0 0 1

135. June 7. Steep Slide Hole 28 12 0 0 54 3

139. 21. Reindeer Gallery 36 Fourth 120 48 6 36 2
141. 23. West Chamber 0 Third 42 0 0 10 2

143.

1858.

Oct. 29. Reindeer Gallery 74 Stalagmite 0 0 74 1

The number 100 and a few others, which are omitted in the first column, were appro-

priated to other objects of interest (chiefly “ Flints ”). The numbers given in the first

column were written on the bones for the purpose of identification and reference. By
“ entrance ” in fourth column is meant that end of the gallery by which it is entered

proceeding directly in from the road or north entrance. Thus the junction of the

Reindeer and Flint-knife Gallery is the “ entrance ” of the latter.
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The substance of Table I. is given in a compendious form in Table II.

Table II.

Beds.

Steep

Slide

Hole.

Reindeer
Gallery,

North.

Reindeer
Gallery,

South.

Flint-knife

Gallery.

West
Chamber.

Pen
Gallery.

South
Chamber.

King’s

Gallery.

Keeping’s

Gallery.
Totals.

Stalagmite

First Bed
11

52
247

6

7 1 6 25
52

1537

7

Third Bed
Fourth Bed

6 519 507
1

244 9 4 1

Totals 6 316 519 515 244 1 15 4 1 1621

Of the bones connected with the stalagmitic floor, two deserve particular mention.

At G7 feet from the North Entrance, and on the eastern side of the Reindeer Gallery, a

fine bone, identified by Dr. Falconer as the humerus of Bear, was found imbedded within

the floor, which was beautifully white and stainless. It lay with its longest axis in the

plane of the floor, and no trace or indication of it was discoverable from either the upper

or the lower surface. On the same side of the gallery, a few feet further south, a little

beyond the junction of the two chief galleries, lay a fine Reindeer antler. It was found

lying on the stalagmite, firmly attached to but not imbedded in it ;
indeed some portions

of it were completely free from more than the slightest incrustation (ante, p. 477).

From Table II. it is seen that the third was the ossiferous bed; it yielded 1537 of

the 1621 bones found in the cavern—that is, 95 per cent, of the whole series. They were

more abundant at the sides than in the middle of the galleries, and on the whole were

larger and of darker colour in the lower part of the bed than in the upper. Occasion-

ally some of those which were discoloured bore marks somewhat resembling such as are

sometimes left by mosses on stones on which they have grown ; whilst on some others

were found the teeth-marks of the animals by which they had been gnawed.

In some parts of the two principal galleries the fossils were confined to an upper and

lower band of the bed, which were separated by an intermediate layer of a very fine

loam, usually about 9 inches thick, and destitute of stones as well as bones.

The distribution of the fossils, as to depth, in this bed is shown in Table III.

Table III.

Depths in the Third Bed.

Branches of the Cavern. On the From From From From From From From From From From From From From
sur- 0 to 1 1 to 2 2 to 3 3 to 4 4 to 5 5 to 6 6 to 7 7 to 8 8 to 9 9 to 10 lOtoll 11 to!2 12tol3 Totals.

f&Ccb foot. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet.

Steep Slide Hole 3 3 6

Reindeer Gallery, North 2 91 17 83 43 8 O 247
Reindeer Gallery, South 511) 519
Flint-knife Gallery 262 55 10 39 20 108 10 3 507
West Chamber 1 51 73 13 15 5 30 2 4 50 244

South Chamber 2 4 1 2 , 9

Keeping’s Gallery 1 • .

.

1

King’s Gallery i i 2 4

Totals 786 154 29 128 114 191 23 15 8 33 2 4 50 1537
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Table III. presents the following prominent facts :

—

(a) More than half of the fossils referred to the third bed were found lying on its

surface ;
that is, either immediately beneath the stalagmite when this existed, or without

any covering where it did not.

(b) All those found south of the Crystal Gorge lay on the surface. There was no

stalagmite in this branch of the cavern.

(c) Excepting one only, no bones were met with either on the surface or in the upper-

most 3 feet of the bed in the West Chamber.

(cl) With the exception of one instance only, in which three small bones were found

near the bottom of the “ funnel-shaped pipe” between the North Entrance and the

Steep Slide Hole, all the fossils which occupied depths exceeding 5 feet Avere met Avitli

in the West Chamber and the contiguous portion of the Flint-knife Gallery; in fact in

the basin-shaped holloAv (cl, fig. 2, Plate XLIII.) formerly described.

The two last facts (c and d) show that in their arrangement the bones folloAved the

contour of the loAver rather than the upper surface of the bed ; and thus support the

suggestion already made, that the materials which rose above the normal leA'el of the

third bed Avere not really a portion of it.

The solitary bone found on the surface in the West Chamber had one of its ends cut

off, apparently Avith some sharp instrument.

The fossils in the southern division of the Peindeer Gallery Avere the remains of

young small rodents ; they lay in three separate heaps, one of which contained as many

as 425 bones, comprising probably the elements of complete skeletons.

Omitting these, the remaining 1112 specimens exhumed in other parts of the cavern

Avere found in 124 localities, giving in Avhole numbers an average of nine for each

locality. In a considerable number of cases, however, they Avere met Avith singly, Avhilst

in a feAV others the numbers Avere large
;
and in one instance as many as 21 Avere lying

together. Many of them Avere mere fragments, having no palaeontological value. Bones

representing distinct species of animals, and differing much in colour and other indica-

tions of exposure, occasionally lay confusedly together ; Avhilst, Avith probably no more

than one exception, those belonging to the same animal never Avere found lying in their

true anatomical connexion*.

I It appears from Table II. that, omitting the exceptional case of the south division of

the Peindeer Gallery, the Flint-knife Gallery surpassed all other parts of the cavern in

the number of bones it contained; but their different areas being considered, the West

Chamber, the Flint-knife, and Peindeer Galleries yielded fossils in about the ratios of

ten, five, and tAvo respectively.

* The specimen referred to was the leg of a Bear. Mr. Pexgelly says, he had the entire mass (bones and

loam) carefully extracted, and that immediately beneath were found subsequently several vertebrae and ribs of

Cave-Bear (see ante, p. 47S). On further examination Mr. Busk found it necessary to introduce some correc-

tions into the original statement (see Mr. Busk's Eeport, p. 533).
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Thouo-h very careful attention was given to the subject, nothing having the appear-

ance of coprolites was found in the cavern.

Large quantities of the gravel were carefully examined, but, as is shown in Table II.,

very few fossils were found in it.

Human Industrial Remains.—Several pieces of flint (ail more or less white and

having a porcellanous aspect, and some of which at least are believed to be human

implements) were met with in various parts of the cavern. Their exact situations are

shown in Table IV.

Table IV.

Nos.

Date
when
found.

Branches of the

cavern where found.

Distance

from the

entrance

of each

gallery.

Beds.

Depths
in the

beds.

Thickness
of over-

lying

detriral

bed.

Thickness
of over-

ling
stalagmite.

Distances

from
nearest

external

entrance.

Numbers
written

on the

flints *.

1 .

1858.

July 29- Eeindeer GalWy
feet.

74 Third
inches.

9

inches.

0

inches.

3

feet.

74 3

2 . „ 29. 55 55 74 55 9 0 3 74 143

3. „ 30.
5 5 55 47 5) 24 0 8 47 5

4. „ 30. 55 55 37 55 24 0 6 37 8

5. Aug. 9. Flint-knife Gallery 19 55 10 0 0 39 2

6. „ 12. 55 55 27 55 36 0 0 31 4

7- „ 17. 5 5 55 42 55 42 0 0 16 7

8. Sept. 9. Pen Gallery 14 55 42 0 9 22 6

9. „ 24. West Chamber 8 55 84 0 0 2 9

10. „ 29. 55 55 6 55 132 0 0 4 1

11. „ 30. 55 55 3 Fou rth 6 90 0 7 10

12. Oct. 12. Eeindeer Gallery 35 Third 33 0 6 35 11

13. „ 14. 55 55 26 55 48 27 6 26 84

14. „ 29- 5 5 55 86 55 36 0 12 86

15.

1859.

Jan. 20. 55 55 18 55 48 53 6 18 114

16. „ 20. 5 5 55 18 55 48 53 6 18 114

17. 2155 J ‘ 55 5 5 15 55 108 60 0 15 3 15

18. Feb. 4. West Chamber. 7 55 120 0 0 3 116

19. „ io. Flint-knife Gallery 34 Fourth 16 57 0 24 118

20. „ io. 55 55 34 55 16 57 0 24 118

21. „ 12. West Chamber 5 55 12 156 0 5 119

22 1 &
55 1

5 5 55 5 55 12 1 56 0 5 119

23. „ 19- 55 55 5 55 24 156 0 5 120

24. „ 19- 55 55 5 55 24 1 56 0 5 120

25. „ 20. 55 55 5 55 24 156 0 5 121

26. „ 20. 55 55 5 55 24 156 0 5 121

27. Mar. 24. Keeping’s Gallery 36 Third 36 0 3 127

28. „ 30. 55 55 40 55 48 0 3 129

29. May 26. West Chamber 5 Fourth 108 156 0 5 133

30. June 11. Eeindeer Gallery 33 55 126 51 6 33 136

31. „ 16 .
5 5 55 31 55 144 58 6 31 137

32. „ 16 . 5 > 55 31 55 144 58 6 31 137

33. „ 18. 5 5 55 34 55 120 48 6 34 138

34. „ 23. 55 55 20 55 144 96 6 20 140

35. QQ
55 55 55 20 55 144 96 6 20 140

36. 55 55 5 5 20 55 144 96 6 20 140

* The numbers from 114 upwards correspond with those in the “Daily EegisterJ
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The flints are numbered in the first column in the order of the dates of their discovery.

Numbers differing from these were written on all of them excepting the fourteenth when

they were from time to time forwarded to Dr. Falconer. In order to guard against con-

fusion, these are entered also in the Table, and will be found in the last column. The

former numbers only will be used here.

No. 2 flint was accidentally broken and found to be whitened throughout. Find

Nos. G and 8 were discovered by Dr. Falconer to be portions of one implement (see

Mr. Evans’s Report, p. 549). No. 17 was found with three bones near the bottom of the

funnel-shaped cavity (“<?,” Plate XLIII. fig. 1).

The following summary of Table IV. shows the distribution of the flints :

—

Table V.

Beds. Reindeer Gallery. Flint-knife Gallery. West Chamber. Pen Gallery. Keeping’s Gallery. Totals.

Third 10 3 4 1 2 20
Fourth ... 7 2 7 0 0 16

Totals 5 11 1
O 36

From the foregoing Tables we arrive at the following results :

—

(a) In relation to its area the West Chamber was the richest part of the cavern in

the “Flint Implements” as well as in bones.

(b) No flints were found in the first bed or the stalagmite, whilst bones were found in

both.

( c) As in the case of the bones, no flints occurred in the so-called upper portion of

the third bed, which, in the West Chamber and the adjacent part of the Flint-knife

Gallery, filled the cavern to the roof.

(d) In the three principal branches of the cavern the third bed yielded 17 flints and

998 bones. Two of the former, or about 12 per cent., were 9 inches deep in the bed,

whilst the remainder were at lower levels. Of the latter, on the contrary, as many as

372, or 37 per cent., were above the level of the highest flint, and were covered by the

overlying stalagmite, in which were found remains of the Cave-Bear and Reindeer.

(ie
)
Of the 1621 bones and 36 flints found in the cavern, seven of the former and

sixteen of the latter were met with in the fourth or gravel bed ; or, putting each total

= 1000, and equating to this, the bones in the gravel are to the flints in the same

deposits in the ratio of 4 to 444, or as 1 to 111. Taken as wholes, therefore, the

“ implement” zone is lower than that of the bones.

Note.—This report and that of Mr. Litisxow were received a considerable time before the others had been

written.

MDCCCLXXIII. 3 X
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IV. Mr. Bristow’s Notes on his Survey of the Cave.

After describing the locality and stating that certain lines on the plan represent the

floor of the cave as it existed at the time of his visit (i. e. after the removal of the bone-

bed and part of the shingle bed), and other lines the top and bottom of the bone-bed and

of the top of the stalagmite floor, Mr. Bristow proceeds to say that the “ longitudinal

sections through the two principal Galleries (Reindeer Gallery and the Flint-knife

Gallery, Plate XLIII. figs. 1 & 2) afford a good idea of the general arrangement of the

contents of the cave, while the cross sections (A to II) serve to show, in addition, the

peculiar shapes into which the galleries have been worn out of the rock.

“ The lower part of the cave, from the base of the bone-bed to the floor, and to as

great a depth as any explorations have been extended, consists of a reddish-brown clay

or loam, containing rounded pebbles of quartz, rounded fragments of the slate rocks of

the district, &c., precisely similar in character and appearance to those forming the raised

beaches visible on the neighbouring coast, as well as to the shingle on the shore of

Mudstone sands, north of Brixham.

“ Immediately overlying the pebble bed is the deposit in which numerous bones have

been discovered, and which has in consequence received the name of ‘ the bone-bed.’

“ It may be divided into three divisions :

—

“ The lower part, in which the supposed flint knives were met with, and also the

greater portion of the bones which have been found, is a ferruginous brown-coloured

loam or clay with included angular fragments of limestone, some of which are of con-

siderable dimensions.

“ There is no appearance of any symmetrical arrangement of the materials forming

this bed, both the upper and the under surfaces of which are very uneven and irregular,

forming undulations and filling up hollows or depressions in the upper part of the sub-

jacent pebble bed.

“ For some distance from the entrance (33 or 34 feet) a dark-coloured deposit rests

upon the bed just noticed
;

it is composed of small angular fragments of limestone,

with a white powder imbedded in a brown loamy base. From the circumstance of its

being darkly stained with carbonaceous matter (apparently), the name ‘Charcoal-bed’

has been conferred upon it ; its thickness is very variable.

“ An accumulation called the ‘ white angular limestone,’ in consequence of its being

made up of broken angular fragments of limestone imbedded in a white mortar-like

cement, rests immediately upon the charcoal-bed, and forms the upper part of the deposit

containing the bones.

“ When the cave was first discovered its present entrance was concealed by a rubbly

talus of limestone, which formed a conglomerate in places, and covered the true bone-

beds, as is shown at the northern end of the longitudinal section (Plate XLIII. fig. 1).

“ For about the first 19 feet from the entrance the rock forming the roof was divided

by a fissure, the space being filled up with a mass of rubbly limestone, similar to that

already described as blocking up the mouth of the cave.
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“ From this point southwards the roof was more or less covered with stalactitic carbo-

nate of lime, which is still in the course of formation.

44 The charcoal-bed, as well as the 4 white angular limestone,’ are described as termi-

nating somewhat abruptly near a cross joint in the limestone, between 34 or 35 feet

from the entrance.

“ Between the place where the charcoal-bed ends and the principal gallery westward

(the Flint-knife Gallery) commences, the extreme width of the cave from side to side is

8 feet, and its greatest height from the floor 14 feet; the roof also tapers gradually to

a pointed ridge, and its height is reduced to 10 feet 6 inches by the formation of stalag-

mite, which at a short distance from cross section D increases considerably in amount.
44 Cross section D shows the peculiar form of the passages in the Reindeer, Flint-knife,

and Pen Galleries. From it, and from cross sections E, F, and G, it will be perceived

that the limestone has been most eroded, and that the cave assumes a peculiar elliptical

form and is of the greatest width, at the part which is filled with the bone-bed.

44 Four feet north of cross section E> the stalagmite covering the bone-bed first makes

its appearance, and extends with a slightly variable thickness as far as the Flint-knife

Gallery, along the south side of which it continued for 9 feet, terminating in a minor

transverse hollow worn into the limestone.

44 On the north side of the Flint-knife Gallery it extended nearly to the wall of the

gallery for the same distance as on the south side, without, however, actually coming in

contact with it.

44 Hence, onwards, in a southerly direction the passages become much contracted, and

the space between the walls of the cave was, on its first discovery, almost entirely choked

by a deposit of stalagmite. On the removal of this, with much labour, the explorations

were continued for an additional 50 feet southwards ;
and small bones of recent date were

found lying on the surface of the bone-bed, which at this distance falls rapidly and lies

at a much lower level than it does in either of the passages already described.

44 Throughout the entire length of the Flint-knife Gallery the rock forming its side

has been considerably eroded, being worn into shapes somewhat resembling short broad

stalactites, while the roof is smoothly arched and free from calcareous incrustation. The

western extremity of the gallery is T21 foot higher than the eastern end, and 7*3 feet

lower than the present entrance to the cave.

44 At 36 feet the bone-bed rises to the roof, and for the rest of the distance towards the

West Chamber it occupies the entire passage. In the West Chamber itself, the bottom

of the bone-bed fills a depression or hollow in the pebble bed, extending to the floor of

the cave, on a level with which bones were found and also a flint knife.

44 The passage named 4 Pen,’ as well as the 4 South Chamber,’ became much contracted

both in height and width ;
and branching off from the latter are minor hollow spaces,

apparently eroded between the planes of cleavage.”

O ^O 9
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V. Notes on the Specimens of the Cave-beds.

Together with the animal remains, a collection was made of sixty-nine lithological

specimens to illustrate the character of the several deposits in the Cave, and which

are numbered in the “ Register ” I. to LXIX. At the request of the Committee I

examined and described these specimens. I do not consider it necessary to give all the

details of that description here, as it would involve a repetition of much that Mr. Pen-

gelly and Mr. Bristow have described. I will confine myself, therefore, to a short

abstract and summary.

Stalagmite

,

Nos. I.-VII., XIY.-XXV., XXX., LXVI.-LXVIII.—6 to 12 inches

thick, and white or red. Limestone breccia attached to under surface of some specimens.

Masses of red and white calcareous spar with some fragments of limestone from the

Crystal Gorge. Mixed with the calcareous spar are seams of stalagmite. Thin plates

(4 4 inch) of red earthy stalagmite and calcareous concretions interstratified with the

Cave-earth (I., II., III., XLY.).

First Bed—Limestone Breccia
,
Nos. XXVI., XXXIII.-IV., L., LXV., LXIX.

—

Angular fragments of fallen limestone of various sizes cemented by carbonate of lime, at

times crystalline, at others white and earthy. An occasional fragment of hone. In

some specimens from the South Chamber (LXV.) the calc-spar, which has not filled up

all the interstices between the limestone fragments, assumes nullipore-like forms.

Second or black Bed, No. LY.—Peaty calcareous earth (or leaf-mould 1) with angular

fragments of limestone.

Third Bed—Cave-earth, Nos. XL., XLI., XLIII., XLVII.-VIIL, LII., LIV., LIX.,

LXII.—Reddish loam, or loamy clay, with angular fragments of the limestone fallen

from the roof, some of a large size. No. XL. shows that it extends to just outside the

second West Entrance. No. LIX., “found in the third bed in various places,” consists

of pebbles the same as those composing the shingle bed beneath, with small worn pieces

of quartz and minute crystals of iron-pyrites (Pengelly), nodules of brown hematite,

and pieces of cellular calc-spar coated and interspersed with the peroxide of iron.

Fragments of old stalagmite (Nos. VIII. to XIII.) from the West Chamber and Flint-

knife Gallery, with rounded gravel attached to the under surface of three specimens.

Fourth or Shingle bed, Nos. XXVII., XXXI.-II., XXXVI. IX., XLII., XLVI.,

XLIX., LVI., LVII., LXIII.—Pebbles of clay-slate, micaceous and chloritic schist,

quartz, limestone, siliceous sandstone, red micaceous sandstone, greenstone, and red por-

phyry, with some peculiar round red calcareous concretions full of bits of white schist,

a few subangular pieces of quartz and of flints, and occasional angular fragments of lime-

stone,— all generally in a base of reddish loam, but occasionally of sand. In places the

shingle forms a red calcareous conglomerate; in others it contains innumerable very

small flat fragments of schist. The base of the bed (XXXI. & XLVI., Flint-knife and

Reindeer Gallery) is occasionally cemented by the oxide of iron or of manganese. In the

West Chamber a few angular fragments of limestone are mixed with the shingle. No.

XXXIX. was, like XL., found just outside the second West Entrance.
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VI. Mr. Busk’s Report on the Animal Remains.

Part I.—List of the Sites in which the Remains were found, and the enumeration of

the various specimens which occurred in each.

The Eoman numerals in the first column are those affixed to eacli specimen, and corresponding with those in

Mr. Pexgelly’s “ Eegister ” (Arabic numerals), where the exact site of each “ find ” is described. In the second

column are given the number of individual specimens in each “find” (see Table I. p. 489).

The letters H. F. indicate that the determination is on the authority of Dr. Fa lcoxeh, as taken from his

notes ;
they are applied either to specimens which have not come under my notice or which I have not iden-

tified, or to those with respect to which I have ventured to differ from him.

The situation in the Cavern of each site will be seen by reference to the corresponding number in Part II.

I. 12.

II. 10.

III. 1.

IY. 9.

Y. 1.

YI. 2.

YII. 10.

YIII. 3.

IX. 3.

X. 1 .

XI. 3.

XII. 4.

XIII. 6.

XIV. 52.

XY. 1 .

XYI. 1 .

XVII. 1 .

XVIII. 1 .

XIX. 10.

XX. !

25.

Carnassial tooth of Canis vulpes
;

ten incisor teeth of Eabbits and smaller rodents

;

femur of Arvicola amphibius ?

Fragment of the shaft of right radius of a small ruminant (sheep or goat)
;
a proximal

phalanx of same species
; numerous small Birds’ and Rabbits’ bones : all these spe-

cimens have a recent look, though dry and fragile.

Gnawed fragment of a large long bone of coarse texture; tibia of Rhinoceros ?

A canine tooth and a much-gnawed lumbar vertebra of Ursus; two much-gnawed
fragments of the tibia of Eqiius

;

lower end of right tibia and what appears to be a

portion of the palmate horn of Cervus tarandus—the latter has an incision (H.F.)? or

sharp indentation on one edge; gnawed fragment of tibia ofRhinoceros ? ; fragment
and base of mandible of Hyaena

,
and several undeterminable splinters of long bones,

one very thick and heavy.

Fragment of astragalus of C. tarandus.

Upper part of sacrum of Iiyoena
;
fragment of lower molar of Rhinoceros.

Young horn base of Gapreolus ? ;
much-worn upper milk-molar of C. tarandus

;
lower

canine of Hyaena, 6'
,-2 x 5"*4

; much gnawed fragment of radius of young Eqiius
;

gnawed splinter of inferior border of right scapula of Rhinoceros
;
part of nasal bone

of Rhinoceros ? ;
fragment of the upper end of the left radius of Ursus ?, of a very

dark colour and heavy
;
gnawed splinters of long bone, not certainly determinable,

but probably of Rhinoceros.

Metatarsal of Hycena
;
fragments of radius and of a rib of Ursus.

Two bones of Bird ; extremity of rib of Ursus.

Portion of shaft of femur of young or small C. tarandus.

Two fragments of base of horn of O. elaphus
;
fragment of long bone of Bos'?

Gnawed fragment of femur of Rhinoceros
;
small gnawed and apparently rolled splinters

of cannonbone and tibia of Bos ; fragment of scapula of ?

Gnawed fragment of scapula of Rhinoceros
;
proximal phalanx of Ursus of small size

;

right metatarsal and fragment of pelvis of Capreolus, both in the same light porous

condition
;
proximal phalanx and splinter of long bone of C. tarandus.

Forty-four bones. of young Hare and Rabbit? in beautiful preservation
;
four bones of

small Birds ;
enamel cap of lower canine of Ursus ;

canine tooth of Vidpes
;
proximal

phalanx and portion of calcaneum of Capreolus.

Left calcaneum of G. tarandus.

Right lower canine. Ursus.

Perfect right humerus of Ursus of the smaller size, imbedded in white chalky matrix,

and covered in part with red crystalline stalagmite.

Large much-worn upper canine of the larger form of Ursus ( U. spelceus, II. F.).

Right unciform, two metacarpals or metatarsals, a proximal phalanx, the right lower

canine, the right penultimate upper molar, and a fragment of the cranium of Ursus

;

gnawed fragment of left radius of 0. tarandus ; the right upper canine and the cal-

caneum of Hycena
;
much-gnawed fragment of left ulna of Rhinoceros.

X.B. All these specimens are dark-coloured and heavy.

Bones of young and older Hares, light and porous.
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XXI.
XXII.

XXIII.
XXIY.

XXY.

XXYI.

XXYII.
XXVIII.

XXIX.

XXX.

XXXI.

XXXII.

1 .

9.

4.

30.

65.

11 .

1 .

121 .

6 .

4.

9

Eight lower canine and two phalanges of large TJrsus.

Much-gnawed lower end of radius of Bos
;
lower two thirds of humerus of Equus

;

shaft of humerus, right lower caniue, and very young or foetal tibia of Ursus
;
one

trochlea of cannonbone of C. tarandus ; much-gnawed fragment of hone of Bhino-
ceros ? ;

left hind proximal phalanx of Capreolus

;

other fragments undeterminable.

Three fragments of metacarpals or metatarsals of Ursus; an amorphous gnawed fragment.

All bones of one and the same Ursus, of large size, and comprising:

—

1. A nearly entire sacrum.

2 1 .

g‘ 1 Portions of right and left ossa innominata, including the acetabula.

4. A portion, about 9" long, of the right femur, wanting the head.

5. Portion, between 6” and 7" long, of the right tibia.

6. Fragment of the right scapula, including the entire glenoid fossa.

7 . Upper part (nearly half) of the left ulna. (Corresponding in size with
Schmerling’s second or most common form.)

8. Lower end of left radius, with the articular surface nearly entire.

9-18. Vertebrae, or portions of vertebrae.

19-23. Portions of various ribs, on one of which is a small notch, such as might

be made by means of a dint or stone implement (II. F.).

24—30. Fragments of various boues, and an entire scapho-lunar bone.

X.B. All these bones are of a light yellowish colour, friable, and porous. The
cancellated tissue uot at all infiltrated, but open and of a reddish colour. Among the

small bones is a fragment apparently of the metacarpal or metatarsal of Hycena.

A numerous collection of bones, chiefly if not entirely of young Hares, Eabbits, and

Birds, with small fragments of angular bone, breccia, one containing a premolar in

germ of Ursus, dendritic.

Right ramus of mandible of young Ursus, with the canine just emerging (the crown of

the penultimate molar is just extruded); right and left ultimate lower molars with

fangs still in germ, all probably belonging to the same animal (considered Ursus

arctos by H. F.) ; a portion of the right maxilla with the 4 pm of very large size in

situ
;

five other very young teeth, all probably of the same individual
;
ungual

phalanx, black, of Ursus (mature)
;

the lower milk-canine of Ursus?

;

and a much
rolled fragment of the mandible of Hycena.

X.B. The last two specimens are dark-coloured and heavy, and in quite a different

condition from those belonging to the Ursus, which, except the ungual phalanx, are

light-coloured and much fresher looking.

The enamel cap of canine tooth of Ursus, clearly the fellow to one of those in Xo. XXVI.
Eumerous hones of small rodents, including Arvicola, &c.

;
young Hares and Rabbits,

&c., with the teeth
;
the entire left metacarpal of Capreolus; the right upper canine

of Hycena, dark-coloured and heavy, and in very different condition from the other

remains.

Left ramus of mandible of young Ursus, forming a pair with that recorded in Xo.

XXVI. It contains the second incisor fully protruded, the third just appearing in

the alveolus, the milk-canine still in situ, the base of the first premolar broken off,

and the third and fourth premolars fully protruded, though quite unworn. It is to

be remarked that these two portions of the same mandible, of most fragile consistence

and yet quite uninjured (except perhaps at the time they were extracted), were found

in the Flint-knife Gallery, one 3 feet from the entrance and 6 inches deep in the

third bed, and the other 10 feet from the entrance and lying on the stalagmite floor.

The only other bone belonging to Ursus was the shaft of a very young tibia, doubtless

of the same animal, and which was found sticking in the stalagmite. The left meta-

tarsal of C. taranclvs
; a long bone and the vertebra of young Hare imbedded in hard

red stalagmite.

X.B. Though six specimens are recorded in the Register, only five could he found.

Three enamel caps of canines and one of the outer incisor, and the fragment of the

metacarpal of a very young Ursus

;

the perfect metacarpal and the calcaneum of a

matxire Ursus
;
two bone- splinters

;
portion of the astragalus of C. tarandus.

X.B. Probably the extra specimen belongs to Xo. XXIX.
Much-worn upper right canine and fifth proximal phalanx of Felis spelcea

;
portion of

sacrum and proximal phalanx of C. tarandus

;

a metacarpal or metatarsal and a

portion of the third right rib of Ursus ?

X.B. Six specimens were found, though only four are noticed in the Register.

Lower half of right humerus, of large size, of C. tarandus, gnawed ;
metatarsal of large

Bos (very like some of those figured by Buckland, II. F.).
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XXXIII.
XXXIY.
XXXY.

XXXYI.

XXXYII.

XXXYIII.

XXXIX.

XL.

XLI.
XLII.

XLIII.

XLIY.

XLY.

XLYI.

XLYII.

XLYIII.

9.

2 .

9.

4.

5.

18.

2 .

6 .

9

12 .

2 .

2 .

6 .

9.

Bones of Hare, Eabbit, and Bird, some of them gnawed by Arvicola.

Outer incisor and upper canine of Ursus.

Shaft of femur and gnawed fragment of bone of young Ursus ;
right calcaneum and

base of metacarpal of large Ursus

;

proximal phalanx of Equus, corresponding in size

with, though differing somewhat in colour from, a second phalanx recorded in No.
LII.—-both belonging to a horse about 15 hands high

;
the gnawed fragment of a rib

of a large ruminant ? ;
gnawed splinter of a long bone, probably cervine, and the

proximal phalanx of 0. taranclus ? ; fragment of a foetal or very young bone ; large

gnawed splinter of radius of large ruminant.

Lower half of left humerus of C. tarandus

,

superficially gnawed as if by a Dog or

Pox; gnawed fragment, humerus (?) of Rhinoceros

;

upper canine of the long and

slender form (vide XCI.), and the antepenultimate lower molar (4 pm), also very

narrow, of Ursus.

Three fragments of the sixth cervical vertebra of Bos, of small size
;
the penultimate

upper molar (2 m) of Bos

;

a large metacarpal of Ursus, exactly like that recorded in

No. XLII.
N.B. The molar tooth of Bos here noticed is dark-coloured and heavy, of large

size, whilst the vertebra is light, porous, and that of an animal probably of the size

of the domestic Ox, of medium or small stature.

The right metatarsal (entire) of Capreolus, 8"'3 long
;
the shaft of femur of Oapreolus ?

;

lower end of metacarpal of C. tarandus
;
numerous broken bones of Hares, Babbits,

Birds, &c. imbedded in angular breccia
;
gnawed fragment of radius of Rhinoceros

;

portion of shaft of very young femur of Ursus.

Lower third and the lower half of the right tibia of C. tarandus, very dark-coloured

on the exterior, greyish within ; the point of an antler of Gervus elaphus ?, and a

much-gnawed fragment of large coarse bone, probably Rhinoceros
;
proximal phalanx

of Felis spelcea (Hycena, H. F.) ; a metatarsal and a fragment of the ischium of

Ursus.

A much-worn upper third molar of Bos
;
portion of ilium and much-gnawed fragment

of scapula of Ursus ; fragment of left ischium, with part of acetabulum, and frag-

ment of pubis of Equus ;
guawed remnant of lower end of humerus of Cervus or Bos

( Ursus, H. E.)
;
gnawed, or much-weathered remnant, 6" -6 long, of horn of 0.

tarandus, with brow- and second antlers
; two portions of humerus of C. vulpes, pro-

bably the same animal as in No. LXY.
Eight upper canine of Ursus, large size, but quite unworn

;
the sacrum of a Bird.

Metatarsal or metacarpal of large size, a fragment of the ulna and of the radius, and
the proximal end of a metatarsal or metacarpal of Ursus ; the fourth left metatarsal

of Equus ; a small fragment of a long bone, probably of Ursus ?

Left upper canine of Ursus of small size, much weathered and cracked ; incisor of Eabbit ?

N.B. In the Eegister two specimens are noted under this number, one being a

small slcidl

;

but the above are the only specimens forthcoming, and 1 find in Dr.

Falconer’s notes that he was only able to find the canine tooth.

Left ramus of mandible (mature), but with the teeth unworn, and with the sockets of

two small premolars immediately behind the canine and close together, and with

the 4 pm and 2 m in situ, two right upper third molars, a portion of a metatarsal,

the olecranon, a fragment of an immature ulna of Ursus
;
a nearly complete ulna, a

worn fragment of the palmate horn, a proximal phalanx (split), and large part of

the atlas of 0. tarandus
;
the glenoid fossa of Equus.

Fifth left metatarsal of Ursus, like No. XXXVII. (metacarpal, H. F.)
; a splinter of

tibia of large Bos (B. primir/enius ?).

Much-gnawed shaft with small remnants of articular ends of metacarpal of Equus-,

fragment of humerus
(
Ursus, H. F.).

Extremitjr of left mandible of Ursus, with the canine in situ, and immediately behind

it two premolars close together, the anterior much the larger ! (vide No. XLIY.)
; a

portion of a cylindrical antler and fragment of a small tine of Cervus ?; large,

gnawed fragment of tibia of Bos ? ;
fragment of pelvis and ulna, and the left

parietal bone of Ursus, 4"-2 long and nearly entire, corresponding pretty closely with
that of U. arctos in E. C. S. Museum (Horse, H. F.).

The entire crown of an unworn right upper canine, the antepenultimate lower molar

(4 pm), a very much-worn lower canine of the middle size, and a fragment of the

radius of young Ursus ; the lower end of the right tibia of Capreolus, gnawed at the

broken end, and corresponding in character with the specimen noticed under No.
XIY. ; a much-gnawed fragment of large bone, probably tibia of Bos

; a proximal

phalanx of Hyaena.
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XLIX.

L.

LI.

LII.

mi.
LIY.
LY.
LYI.

LVII.
LVIII.
LIX.

EX.

LXI.

EXII.

1 .

29.

64.

1 .

44.

1.

13?

40.

5.

1.

3.

14.

16.

Greater part of the right mandible of Ursus, with canine and penultimate molar in situ

(two premolar sockets close to canine).

N.B. It seems doubtful whether the canine, which is of the long slender type,

really belongs to the jaw.

Left upper canine, very much worn, of Hycena ; corresponds with that in No. XXXI.
Eight portions of bones belonging to Ursus, viz.

1. Portion of a long bone ?

g'
|
metacarpals.

4. Ungual phalanx.

5. Lower end of radius.

6. Great part of left humerus.

7. Left condyle of lower jaw.

8. Two portions of a rib (gnawed), and besides these are what appears to be a

foetal or very young tibia of Ursus

;

gnawed fragment of pelvis, the calcaneum,

proximal phalanx ;
large gnawed fragment of right side of pelvis, with the aceta-

bulum entire, nearly the whole of the ilium, and the distal end of the right tibia of

C. tarandus ;
a portion of the shaft of humerus and a portion of the shaft of the

femur of corresponding dimensions of Rhinoceros ; numerous fragments and splinters

of ribs of small Ursus, &c. ;
the third upper molar of Bos (vide No. XXXYIL).

Thirty or forty bones and teeth of a young Ursus, doubtless all belonging to the same

animal ;
the gnawed fragment of a scapula, ribs, astragalus, metacarpals, a sternal

bone, and bones and teeth of a mature Ursus
;
upper canine of Felis spelcea, much

worn and exactly resembling that figured in ‘ Eeliquioe Diluviance,’ pi. 22. figs. 6, 7

;

the atlas and fourteenth dorsal vertebra, and probably fragments of other bones of

C. tarandus

;

fragments of metatarsal or metacarpal and the right lower canine of

Hycena
;
the anterior lower milk-molar of Rhinoceros tichorhinus

;

three fragments

of the seventh cervical vertebra of Rhinoceros
;
several gnawed fragments.

N.B. Three upper molars of the young Bear set in plaster
;
cannot be distinguished

from the corresponding teeth of a young Ursus arctos.

Metatarsal of C. tarandus.

Bones of Babbits ; the tibiae of the latter appear to be unusually long.

Proximal end of radius of C. tarandus.

The left tibia, scapho-cuboid, astragalus, fragment of cannonbone of C. tarandus
;

two fragments of tibia of large Bos, most likely B. primigenius
; six separate teeth

and a considerable part of the left ramus of the mandible, containing second and

third premolars and the carnassial tooth, of Hycena. The third premolar in the

latter specimen is split vertically, and the entire specimen bears a striking resem-

blance to that figured in Cuvier’s £ Ossem. Eossiles,’ pi. 194. fig. 1, from Gailenreuth
;

portion of right maxilla of Felis spelcea, and with first and second premolars in situ

(3 pm and 4 pm) ;—-this specimen appears to pair with that in No. LXI.
;
the left

second premolar of Rhinoceros in germ, but of very large size
;
portion of tibia of

Ursus, of large size
;
gnawed fragment of Rhinoceros.

N.B. Thirteen specimens only are noted in the “ Begister,” but there are at least

sixteen with No. LYI. upon them.

All bones of apparently a very young Ursus.

Five teeth of Ursus of different ages.

Seventh or eighth right rib of Sheep, sawn across at the distal end, and superficially

gnawed by Arvicola

:

a recent bone.

Outer incisor of Ursus, very dendritic ; a small fragment of a flat rib of ? ;
an

amorphous fragment of bone, probably palate of Ursus.

Portion of left maxilla, with premolar in situ, and anterior part of same maxilla, with

the external incisor in situ, of Felis spelcea
;
portion of shaft of femur, of radius, &c.,

probably feline ; a third metatarsal of Ursus ; a lower molar of Rhinoceros, unworn ;

another apparently milk-molar, of smaller size and irregularly worn, with a bevelled

edge, of probably the same animal
;
several gnawed fragments of bones.

A water-worn cylindrical base of shed horn of large Cervus, with the burr nearly

worn off (the brow-antler springs about 2 inches above the base ; the circum-

ference immediately above the burr is 7" -

7) ;
an entire right radius of Equus, 12"-5

long ; fragment of radius, a large portion of the shaft of left humerus, the proximal

end of the left ulna, a fragment of the shaft of femur, and a fragment of the right

upper canine of Ursus
;
a portion of the scapula, including great part of the glenoid

fossa and the commencement of the spine, of Bos

;

left upper carnassial tooth

(1 m. s.) and the capital epiphysis of femur and carnassial tooth of Hycena (cf.
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LXIII. 15.

LXIV. 30.

LXY. 10.

LXYI. 1 .

LXYII. 4.

LXYIII. 2.

LXIX. 2.

LXX. 6.

LXXI. 2.

LXXII. 9.

LXXIII. 24.

No. LXXIII.)
; a much-worn upper molar, quite black and very fragile, an astra-

galus (finely gnawed, H. E.), the left lower milk-molar, a good deal worn and of the

same black colour as the upper molar and astragalus, and a large lower molar, much
and uuevenly worn, of Rhinoceros tichorJiinus

;

the much-gnawed distal extremity

of a cannonbone of C. tarandus
;
an amorphous fragment.

Three teeth, gnawed fragment of metacarpal or metatarsal, and the os unciforme of

Ursus
;
the left upper and lower canines and the third lower premolar of Hycena

;

an upper right molar, a lower milk-molar, and a very large lower molar of lihinoceros

tichorJiinus ; a third upper molar and gnawed splinter of humerus of Bos

;

the calca-

neum of C. tarandus.

N.B. In the “Register” 15 specimens are mentioned under Xo. LXIII., of which 11

are teeth. Ten only are given above ; and in Dr. Falconer's notes only 10 are noted,

and amongst them a lower molar of Bos, which is not now apparently forthcoming.

Eour or five bones of C. tarandus, including distal end of tibia, fragment of aceta-

bulum'?, fragment of metatarsal
;
the anterior part of right mandible, including the

canine and two anterior premolars (considerably worn and of a dark colour), the

distal end of the left tibia (apparently splintered and repaired during life), portion

of pelvis with part of acetabulum, canine, right upper carnassial, a metacarpal or

metatarsal bone of Hycena
;
portion of right ischium and of a rib ?, gnawed fragment

of maxilla of a very old animal, retaining the stump of the penultimate molar worn
down to the base and of a very dark colour, the left lower canine, the external incisor

(Hycena, H. E.), gnawed fragment of metacarpal, a proximal phalanx (Hycena, H. E.),

left half of atlas (Hycena, H. F.), left upper canine, and a sternal bone of Ursus

;

an irregular weathered and rolled fragment of spongy bone, perhaps cranium of

Rhinoceros or Elephas ?,
1"'5 thick ; right upper milk-molar, considerably worn, and

left anterior upper molar, but little worn, of Rhinoceros

;

several gnawed fragments
of bones.

Several portions of ribs of Ursus
;
gnawed fragment of lower end of right humerus of

large Ursus (cf. Xo. LI.); fragment of a metacarpal or metatarsal of Hycena-, lower
end of tibia and of radius of Vulpes (vide XL.).

X.B. All these specimens of a very dark colour, hard and resonant.

Much-worn upper right carnassial tooth of Fells spelcea, l" -5 x 0" -75.

Radius and ulna of Ursus ; a very dark-coloured femur of young Ursus imbedded in a

white chalky matrix
;
an amorphous fragment.

X.B. The “ Register ” mentions only two specimens.

Portion of left maxilla with first and second molars, quite unworn and of very large

size for C. elapJius, in situ
; a broken molar, probably of the same animal.

Two amorphous splinters of long bone, probably Elephas.

Distal end of right metacarpal of C. tarandus, much gnawed ;
two fragments of small

ulna of Ursus
;
gnawed head of tibia, and an incisor (H. E.) of Hycena; an amor-

phous fragment.

Two portions of pelvis of Rhinoceros, including a considerable part of the ilium and the

entire acetabulum, 4"-5 in diameter.

Right astragalus, much gnawed, especially on the anterior, inner, and posterior sides,

the distal end of the corresponding tibia, also gnawed on the same three sides, two
other portions of the same tibia, of Elephas pnmigenius ;

a lower molar and right

upper milk-molar in beautiful preservation, though slightly worn, of Rhinoceros;

detached proximal epiphyses of tibia of C. tarandus ; a fragment of scapula of Bos '?

;

gnawed fragment of the base of horn of large Cervus elaphus ?

A nearly perfect atlas, the upper part of the left ulna (apparently gnawed by a small

carnivore, and probably belonging to the same animal as in Xo. LXXIY.), the distal

extremity of the humerus, of very light colour, distal epiphyses of the left femur,

the right lower carnassial tooth of Hycena ;
a fragment of the right humerus, the

right upper canine, a fragment of the shaft of the femur and of a rib, the penul-

timate right upper molar, a fragment of the palate and part of the alveolus, the right

cuneiform, a fragment of the cranium '?, a very much-worn right lower last molar of

Ursus ; a fragment of the right calcaneum, an entire right metacarpal, 8"-5 long, of

a whitish colour, dry, fragile, weathered or sun- and air-cracked, especially at the

distal end, of Equus

;

the right astragalus and the distal end, apparently gnawed, of

the tibia, and fitting the astragalus, and a much-gnawed fragment of posterior border

of scapula of Rhinoceros
; a portion of the second rib, the left outer second phalanx,

and the right seapho-cuboid of C. tarandus.

X.B. Though agreeing in size, the portion of tibia and the astragalus of the RJiino-

3 YMDCCCLXXIII.
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LXXIY. 5.

LXXV. 13.

LXXYI. 2.

LXXYII. 2.

LXXVIII. 1 .

LXXIX. 8.

LXXX. 7.

LXXXI. 8.

LXXXII. 2.

LXXXIII. 3.

LXXXIV. 5.

LXXXY. 1 .

LXXXVI. 3.

LXXXVII. 2.

LXXXVIII. 1 .

LXXXIX. 4.

XC. 11.

XCI. 12.

ceros would seem to differ too much in colour and condition to allow of the supposi-

tion that they belonged to the same individual, or at any rate to have been buried

under the same circumstances. The astragalus is nearly black and very heavy ; whilst

the portion of tibia is light-coloured, and though dendritic, still comparatively very

little infiltrated with mineral matter. Only 23 specimens are mentioned in the
“ Eegister.”

A perfect right radius, part of the ischium, including the right acetabulum, fragment

of a rib, and the third cervical vertebra of Hyaena a last upper molar of Rhinoceros

tichorhinus in germ.

Portion of pelvis (young), the right patella, fragment of a rib, a metacarpal bone, of

Ursus
; canine of Felis spelcea

;

two ribs (fragments), portion of a metatarsal or meta-

carpal, and an entire left tibia, 7"‘45 long, of Hyaena

;

left upper second premolar,

very much worn, of Rhinoceros

;

astragalus of C. taranclus

;

fragment of a Bird’s

bone (H. F.).

Left radius, quite perfect, and appearing to pair with that in Xo. LXXIY., and the

anterior portion of left mandible, including the canine and first premolar teeth, of

Hycena.

Detached proximal epiphysis of left humerus of Ursus

;

gnawed fragment of distal end

of left metacarpal of Bos.

Beautiful specimen, imbedded in indurated red clay, of the left mandible of Canis vulpes.

The bone of the jaw, where visible, and the teeth are very dark-coloured from den-

dritic infiltration.

Eight second metacarpal of Equus, pairing with one in Xo. XLYIII. Portion of sca-

pula, with glenoid fossa and neck, of C. tarandus

;

neural spine of dorsal vertebra,

proximal phalanx, gnawed fragments of metacarpal of various bones (young) of

Ursus
;
a nodule of ironstone.

Large part of right tibia, including the entire distal articulation, apparently gnawed by
a large carnivore (though probably not Hycena) at either end, of Equus

;

the right

condyle of the mandible of Elephas
;
large fragment of right ulna, a fragment of the

olecranon, and the upper part of the left ulna of Rhinoceros
;
large portion of the

left ulna, of small size, of Ursus (Hycena
,
H. F.); odontoid process of axis of Q.

taranclus.

Much-worn lower molar of Rhinoceros

;

left second premolar and much-worn canine

of Hycena

;

fragments of ribs and long bones of Ursus ?, femur ? of Hycena, and

fragments of a large long bone, Bos; fragments of ribs of Ursus ‘l and Bos?, or

Cervus.

Eight upper canine of Hycena
;
same tooth of Ursus.

Eight penultimate upper molar, and large lower molar of probably the same individual,

of Rhinoceros ;
right upper molar of Equus.

Detached distal epiphysis of left tibia of Equus
;
gnawed metatarsal o” metacarpal of

Hycena
; right os magnum (pisiforme, H. F.) of Rhinoceros

;

a fragment of rib of small

C. tarandus, and a rolled splinter of a small long bone.

Small antepenultimate molar of Ursus, exactly corresponding with the same tooth in

U. arctos.

Left upper molar of small Equus
;
fragments of metacarpals or metatarsals, probably

of Ursus
;
fragment of a very young bone, Ursus ?

Fragment of fourth cervical vertebra of young C. taranclus ?, bone straw-coloured, very

light and fragile
;
fragment of tibia of young Hare, both in similar condition to those

in Xo. CIV.
Portion of right maxilla, with four teeth in situ, of Bos.

Eight astragalus, gnawed fragment of middle of shaft of right humerus of Rhinoceros ;

proximal end of ulna of Hycena
;
right upper canine and fragment of shaft of left

tibia of Ursus.

Portions of two cervical vertebras, a gnawed metacarpal, all light-coloured and porous,

three molars, dark-coloured and heavy, of Ursus

;

a canine, much-worn premolar,

both heavy and dark-coloured, of Hycena

;

left outer incisor of Felis spelcea, very

much worn, and in size &c. exactly corresponding with the same tooth in situ noted

in Xo. LXI.
;
gnawed fragment of distal end of right humerus of C. tarandus

;

an

amorphous fragment, dark-coloured and heavy (fragment of mandible of Hycena?).

Fourth cervical vertebra, gnawed splinter of femur of Bos
(
B . taurus ?)—the cervical

vertebra corresponds with that in Xo. XCII.
;
portion of shaft of right humerus of

C. tarandus ?

;

a premolar tooth of Cervus elaphus ?

;

three phalanges of light

yellow colour, the right upper canine (slender form), and two fragments of rib of
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XCII.

XCIII.

XCIV.

XCY.

XCVI.

XCVII.

XCVIII.
XCIX.

c.

Cl.

CII.

cm.

CIV.

cv.

CVI.

evil.

1.

1.

8 .

2 .

425.

68 .

26.

2

1 .

29.

7.

3.

14 .

11 .

Ursus ; a metatarsal or metacarpal of Hyaena
;
an upper molar of Rhinoceros (teste

H. E., and said by him to be something like if. liemitoechus ) ;
the splinter of a long-

bone? not determinable, of remarkably close texture and great thickness.

Large portion of right tibia, including the lower articular surface, and two other frag-

ments apparently of bones of Rhinoceros, all greyish-coloured and dendritic, but not

heavy
;
portion of the left mandible with the three hinder molars, the three separate

molars of the same side, the left astragalus of Equus
;
the left calcaneum pairing

with No. XXXV., the seventh cervical vertebra, seven or eight portions of ribs, two
large metacarpals or metatarsals, distal end of the radius (young), the left lower canine,

dark-coloured and dendritic, of Ursus; a smaller metacarpal, probably of Hyaena;
the tibia of a young Hare

;
portion of a tibia of large Bos ? ; the right os magnum of

C. elaphus, l"-6 X l"-6 ;
the third cervical vertebra of smaller Bos (vide sup. No. XCI.) ;

gnawed fragment of long hone, Bos ?

Portion, about 6 inches long, of the shaft of femur of Elephas (crushed and quite

hollow, tilled up with red clayey earth
;
the shell of bone dark-coloured, dense and

polished, and altogether in a different conditionfrom those included under No.LXXIL).
Loft metacarpal of Bos, probably young, as the distal epiphysis, together, however, with

the epiphysial surface, is absent ; the bone is sun-cracked and slight : a small species,

the upper end measuring only 1IL75 x 3 ,,-l.

Lower half, much broken and gnawed, of the right humerus of Rhinoceros (tichorhinus,

H. E.), fragment of arch of dorsal vertebra of Elephas
,
and gnawed fragment of bone

of same
;
fragment of humerus of - Bos of large size

;
anterior portion of atlas of

C. tarandus, very dark peat-colour
;
base of shed horn of C'ervus elaphus with large

unworn burr, very well developed—the brow-antler is given off immediately above

the base, the circumference of which above the burr is 7"
(Strongylocerine ,

H. E.) ;

second right metacarpal of a fragment of right humerus of Ursus, nearly perfect and
of grey colour

; a fragment apparently of a palmate horn, having a deepish notch on
one side, much resembling one made by a blunt or stone implement (H. F.), or it may
be by the canine of a Hyaena.

Seventh cervical vertebra agreeing exactly with that noticed under No. LXXIV., and
doubtless belonging to the same animal, and a small fragment of a rib of Hyaena?

A boxful of bones of several species of Arvicola, Sorex, Weasel, Birds, &c., found lying

on the surface of the third bed.

A similar collection of bones of small animals.

Seventeen bones of Birds, some like those of a Duck or Merganser, others smaller
; the

skull of Fcetorius putorius, and the mandible of another of rather larger size
;
the

tibia of a young Hare
;
the right os innominatum of Canis vulpes

;

two mandibles

of Arvicola amphibius; the fore part of the cranium and maxilla of Lagomys spelcea

(H. E.) ; a small vertebra.

Left maxilla and mandible of Canis vulpes; dentition entire and in beautiful condition.

The bone is white, dry, and adherent, incrusted with a very thin layer of hard red
crystalline stalagmite. Exactly in the same condition as many of the Gibraltar bones.

Only earth and stones.

Fourth rib of Ursus.

Twenty-five portions of the skeleton of a young Bear, and apparently all belonging to

the same individual : the collection includes the proximal ends of both femora (head

l"-65 in diam.)
;
the greater part of the right mandible, containing the canine, third

premolar, sockets of two small premolars, one close to the canine and the other to

the 3 pm ;
the diameter of the canine on the base of the enamel is 0"-7 x 0"-5.

Fragments of the cranium and right and left third premolars of Ursus.

Upper part of cranium with the bosses for the horns and a considerable part of the

occipital, the distal end of the right femur with small part remaining of the outer

condyle, the remainder having apparently been gnawed off, and four or five teeth

of young C. tarandus?

Large part of tibia, much gnawed and weathered, of Hyaena ?, rather larger and thicker

than the one included in No. LXXV.
;
gnawed fragment of horn of C. tarandus;

small gnawed fragment of cannonbone of Capreolus (cf. Nos. LXXX. & LXXXVI.).
Broken bones of Hares, Babbits, Birds, &c. ;

fragment of rib of Ursus, light colour, and
portion of a dorsal spine.

Several bones of a very young Bear. A tibia belonging to this collection is drilled

through the middle with a perfectly circular hole about i inch, in diameter, and
exactly of the same size and in the same situation as in the opposite tibia, clearly

belonging to the same animal contained in the find No. CVI1I. The edges of the

3 y 2
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CVIII. 7 -

CIX. 7.

cx. 1 -

CXI. 3.

CXII. 3.

CXIII. 4.

CXIY. 4.

CXY. 3.

CXYI. 2.

CXVII. 1 .

CXXII. 4.

CXXIY. 1 .

CXXV. 2.

exxx. 1 .

CXXXI. 2.

CXXXY. 3!

CXLI. 2.

CXLIII. 1 .

holes on both sides are slightly chipped, hut the sides -within are even and smooth.

All the bones are light-coloured, slightly dendritic, porous, and fragile. A small

fragment of the pelvis of a very young and small ruminant (Sheep or Goat)
;
the

scapho-cuboid of the same animal, a slightly gnawed and abraded astragalus of

small Bos ?, and a fragment of a tibia of a small Bos ? ; a fragment of the os inno-

minatum of a young Hare? and Fox.

The shaft of a tibia of a very young Ursus, with a circular hole drilled through the

middle
(
vid. sup.) ;

the upper bone of the sternum of the same
; three teeth (molar,

canine, and incisor) of Ursus, all partly in germ and probably belonging to the same
animal as the bones above noticed

;
portion of 1st rib, left side, portion of the shaft

of a long bone, same size as one in No. XIII., and probably of C. tarandus ?, dark-

coloured and dense
;

rest light, porous.

Left mandible of young Bear with milk-dentition (H. F .)

;

a worn old incisor with the

fang, Ursus
;

five fragments of the cranium of Ursus.

Upper half of tibia of C. tarandus
;
the bone is of a light cream-colour, incrusted in

parts with hard red crystalline stalagmite, and evidently corresponding to the femur
noticed under No. CIY.

Butt-end of shed horn, of large size, of Cervus elaphus, circumference immediately above

the burr 9" -15 ; a metacarpal or metatarsal of Hycena
;
splinter of humerus of Cervus ?

Gnawed splinters of long bones, two probably bovine, one of Ursus ?

Proximal end of right radius of C. tarandus
;
right astragalus pairing ? with one noticed

under No. LXII., and right upper molar, scarcely worn, of Rhinoceros

;

portion of

calcaneum, the apophysis broken off, of Ursus.

Gnawed and broken fragment of left astragalus of Rhinoceros’, proximal phalanx of

C. tarandus
;

splinter of tibia of Bos
;
metacarpal, split down the middle and gnawed

at one end, of Bos, said to have been found associated with two flint fragments 4 feet

deep in the third bed, highly dendritic.

Second phalanx of Cervus ; a detached incisor of Hycena (II. F.)
; a splintered fragment.

N.B. I have been unable to find the incisor tooth mentioned here, but which is

noticed in Dr. Falconer’s notes.

Fragment of a flat bone ? (H. F.)
;

“ a fine small tibia of ? (H. F.)
;

a flint

fragment.

Upper part of left radius of small Ursus.

Four molars of Equus, fresh-looking.

Fragment of long bone of Elephas ?

Fragment of right scapula of Elephas ? ; another fragment.

Tooth, premolar of Hycena (H. F.).

An amorphous fragment (gnawed).

Two fragments of long bone of Rhinoceros or Elephas ?
;
gnawed splinter of tibia of Bos.

Gnawed fragment of scapula of Ursus, of large size.

A great antler of Cervus tarandus.

Appendix.

—

Concerning specimens either not in the “Register” or doubtful.

1. In Dr. Falconer’s Notes a description is given under “No. XCII.” of a magnificent specimen, consisting

of the femur, tibia, and astragalus in situ, together with the radius and a large rib of a Great Bear, termed by

him U. spelceus. These hones all lie very close together, and must have been originally deposited whilst con-

nected by the soft parts. They are light and fragile and remarkably perfect, imbedded in an indurated red

clay. I am unable to perceive any difference between the bones in question and those of U. arctos. The entire

mass was contained in a separate box. It is alluded to in Dr. Falconer’s (p. 478) and in Mr. Pengelly’s

Report, and seems to have been found over the specimens described under No. XCII.

2. The contents of a Box marlced B.—The specimens contained in this box are said to have been found in

some or other of the Devonshire caves, and were placed in Mr. Philp’s glass cases by Mr. Bartlett. The

specimens in the box include teeth of Horse (recent) and of the domestic Ox, together with a fragment of horn

of lied Deer and bones apparently of Roebuck. The contents appear therefore to be all of domesticated animals

;

if found in caves, they must have been quite superficial.

3. The specimens numbered CII. to CN., inclusive, were found by Mr. Piiilp before he leased the cave to the

Committee, and were placed by him in a glass case for exhibition.

4. The missing numbers in the above refer to the “finds ” of flints described elsewhere.
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Part II.—Lists of the Sites in which the remains of each species of Animal were found.

N.B. In the following lists the numbers in the first column (I.) are those of Mr. Peygelly’s “Register,” and
they correspond with the numbers in the preceding part of this Report, under which will be found the other

specimens with which those noted in these lists were associated. In column II. the distance in feet from the

entrance of the Gallery is given as stated in the “ Register.” Column III. gives the depth in inches at which
each “ find ” occurred, whilst the bed in which it lay is stated in column IV. (in which column a cipher sig-

nifies the stalagmite), and the number of specimens belonging to each animal in column Y. (See also Tables I.

and III. pp. 489 & 492.)

1. Elepiias.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

I. II. III. IV. V.

LXXX. 34 58 3 1 Condyle of lower jaw ; on surface of fourth bed, but the ground had

been disturbed.

XCV. 81 8 99 1 Portion of arch of a dorsal vertebra.

Mean. . .

.

57 33 2

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XCIII. 49 6 4 1 A portion of shaft of femur, 6" long.

c. West Chamber.

LXXII. 5 156 3 4 An astragalus, three fragments of a tibia.

cl. South Chamber.

LXIX. 0 Two fragments of bone
;
on the stalagmite floor.

CXXIY. 14 24 3 1 Portion of tibia.

CXXY. 14 30 99 2 Fragment of scapula ? and of another bone.

Mean .... 14 27 3

e. Steep Slide Hole.

cxxxv. 28 12 3 1 Fragment of long bone.

2. Rhinoceros.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

III. 19 24 3 1 Gnawed fragment of tibia ?

IV. 20 24 1 Gnawed fragment of tibia ?

YI. 24 18 1 Lower molar tooth, fragment of.

VII. 29 12 2 Gnawed splinter of left scapula (vide No. LXXIII.)
;
part of nasal bone ?

XII. 47 10 1 Gnawed fragment of femur.

XIII. 76 6 1 Gnawed fragment of scapula ?

XIX. 71 30 1 A gnawed fragment of left ulna.

LXXX. 34 58 3 Portion of ulna
;
right olecranon

;
upper part of left ulna.

LXXXI. 24 42 1 A lower molar, much worn.

LXXXIII. 16 42 2 Two teeth, upper and lower molars.

LXXXIY. 26 42 i The right os magnum, quite perfect.

LXXXIX. 82 58 2 Middle portion of shaft of right humerus, gnawed at each end.

XCI. 85 36 1 An upper milk-premolar tooth.

XCII. 86 36 3 A large portion of right tibia ;
two gnawed fragments.

XCV. 81 8 3 Lower half, broken and gnawed, of righthumerus ;
fragments of vertebra &c.

CXIII. 20 54 2 An upper molar tooth ; left astragalus, slightly gnawed (vide No. LXII.).

CXIY. 18 48
99 1 Gnawed fragment of right astragalus.

Mean .... 45 32 27
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2. Rhinoceros (continued).

b. Flint-Jcnife Gallery.
1

I. II. III. IV. Y.

XXII. 1 9 3 1 Much-gnawed fragment of lower end of tibia.

XXIX. 10 2 0 1 Lower two thirds of the right femur.

XXXYI. 17 13 3 1 Gnawed and weathered ? fragment of humerus ?

XXXIX. 20 24 33 1 An amorphous fragment.

XLIV. 34 58 33 1 A fragment, gnawed.

XLVIII. 42 42 33 1 Much-gnawed fragment of upper part of tibia.

LI. 40 60 33 1 Gnawed fragment of left femur.

in. 46 60 33 5 Two teeth
;

three' fragments of the seventh cervical vertebra.

LYI. 4 63 3? 1 An upper molar, in germ.

LXI. 4 60 33
2 Two lower molars, one in germ.

LXII. 3 57 33 7 Six molar teeth
;
the right astragalus, entire.

Mean .... 20 40 22

c. West Chamber.

LXIIL 8 84 3 3 Three lower molars, of large size.

LXIY. 6 108 33 3 Two upper molars, one probably a milk-tooth
; an amorphous fragment ?

LXXII. 5 156 33 2 An upper milk-molar and a lower molar.

LXXIII. 5 156 33 3 Gnawed lower end of tibia
;
right astragalus

;
portion of scapula (vide

No. Y1I.).

LXXIY. 5 156 33 1 A lower molar, in germ.

LXXY. 5 156 33 1 An upper molar tooth.

Mean .... 6 136 13

d. South Chamber.

LXIX. 9 ? 0 1 A gnawed fragment; on stalagmite floor, 16 inches from roof.

LXXI. 9 9 0 1 Two fragments of pelvis, with the acetabulum entire (immediately

beneath stalagmite).

CXXIY. 10 24 3 1

3

Fragment of femur?

e. Steep Slide Hole.

CXXXY. 28 12 3 2 Fragments of long bone ( Eleplias ?).

3. Equus.

a. Heindeer Gallery.

IV. 20 24 3 2 Two gnawed fragments of the same tibia.

VII. 29 12 1 Much-gnawed fragment of radius (young).

LXXX. 34 58 33 2 Great part of tibia ; articular end of humerus, gnawed.

LXXXIII. 16 42 33 1 An upper left molar.

LXXXIY. 26 42 33 1 Detached epiphysis of tibia (attached to underside of stalagmite).

LXXXYI. 34 24 4 1 Upper molar (small).

XCII. 86 36 3 5 Part of mandible with three molars ; an astragalus
;
three detached molars

belonging to the same jaw.

Mean .... 35 34 13
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3. Equus (continued).

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

n. III. IV. V.

XXII. 1 9 3 1 Lower two thirds of humerus.
XXXY. 10 36 99 1 A proximal phalanx.

XL. 24 34 y> 2 Two fragments of ischium and pubis.

XLII. 26 33 99 1 An outer metacarpal (pairs with No. LXXIX.).
XLIY. 34 58 99 1 The glenoid fossa and neck of scapula.

XLVI. 49 30 99 1 A metacarpal, gnawed.
XLYIII. 42 42 1 The fourth metatarsal.

LII. 46 60 99 1 A second phalanx, fitting into Xo. XXXY. (colour different).

LXII. 3 57 1 An entire radius.

LXXIX. 3 42 99 1 An outer metacarpal (pairs with Xo. XLII.).

Mean .... 24 40 11

c. West Chamber.

LXXIII. 5 156 3 2 Part of calcaneum
; an entire right metacarpal.

d. South Chamber.

CXXII. 14 3 3 4 Four teeth, of small size.

4. Bos.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

XII. 47 10 3 1 Fragment of cannonbone.

LXXXVIII. 82 0 99 1 Portion of maxilla with four teeth (Bos jprimigenius)
;
under the floor

(Plate XLYI. fig. 11).

XCT. 85 36 99 1 Fourth cervical vertebra (Bos '?).

XCII. 86 36 99 1 Third cervical vertebra of same animal.

XCIV. 24 6 4 1 Left metacarpal, wanting the lower end (small size).

xcv. 81 8 3 1 Fragment of humerus ?

CXIY. 18 48 99 1 A metacarpal, split and gnawed at one end.

Mean .... 60 21 7

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XXII. 1 9 3 1 Lower end of right radius.

XXXII. 9 33 99 1 Fragment of cannonbone, gnawed.
XXXVII. 19 28 99 4 m 2 of B

.
primigenius ? ;

three fragments of sixth cervical vertebra, corre-

XL. 24 34 99 1

sponding with Xos. XCI. & XCII.
m3 of B. primigenius ? much worn.

XLY. 36 60 1 Fragment of tibia.

XLYIII. 42 42 1 Fragment of tibia.

LI. 40 60 99 2 m 3 ;
gnawed fragment of tibia.

LII. 46 60 99 2 mm 2, much worn ; a pm very little worn, of large size.

LVI. 4 63 99 1 Gnawed fragment of left tibia (B .
primigenius ?).

LXII. 3 57 99 1 Xeck of scapula.

LXXVII. 40 96 99 1 Gnawed fragment of left metacarpal.

CVII. 10 0 99 1 An astragalus, small size (with recent look).

Mean .... 24 46 17
|
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4. Bos (continued),

c. West Chamber.

I. II. III. IV. V.

LXIII. 8 84 3 2 pm 3 ; fragment of humerus.

LXIY. 6 108 1 Portion of olecranon.

LXXII. 5 156 99 1 Xeck of right scapula.

Mean .... 7 116 4

5. Cervus elaphus.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

XI. 47 9 3 2 Gnawed and weathered fragments of base of horn.

XCII. 86 36 99 1 The right os magnum (L6 x l -

6).

xcv. 81 96 99 1 Base of shed horn, with rose entire and origin of brow-antler (nearly

black).

CXI. 28 42 99 1 Base of large horn (Strongylocerine, H. F.).

cxv. 15 108 99 1 A second phalanx (H. F.) (black colour). See CXV. p. 513.

Mean .... 51 46 6

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XLVII.
LXII.

42
3

36
57

3
3

2
1

Portions of a small cylindrical antler and of a larger one.

The water-rolled base of a shed horn.

Mean. . . . 22 46 3

c. West Chamber.

LXXII. 5 13 3 1 Gnawed or weathered and rolled fragment of base of horn.

d. South Chamber.

LXVIII. 6 0 2 Portion of maxilla with two unworn molars, and a much-worn milk-

molar, 2 m, large size ; found on the stalagmite floor.

6. Cervus tarandus.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

IV. 20 24 3 2 Lower end of tibia ? ;
portion of horn.

V. 23 21 1 Fragment of right astragalus.

VI. 24 18 99 1 Base of sacrum.
VII. 29 12 99 1 Small snag of horn (H. F.).

X. 32 6 99 2 Portion of shaft of young femur
;
much-worn molar.

XIII. 76 6 99 2 A proximal phalanx
; a splinter of long bone?

XV. 67 7 1 A left calcaneum.
XIX. 71 30 99 1 Gnawed fragment of left radius.

CXL1II. 74 0 99 1 A great antler, found on stalagmite floor over the Ebur Chasm.
LXXX. 34 58 99 1 Odontoid process.

LXXXI. 24 42 99 1 Gnawed splinter of right radius.
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G. Cervus tarandus (continued).

a. Reindeer Gallery (continued).

I. II. HI. IY. Y.

LXXXIV. 26 42 3 1 Fragment of rib.

LXXXVII. 81 8 0 1 Fragment of cervical vertebra ;
in stalagmite floor.

XC. 83 48 3 1 Gnawed fragment of lower end of right humerus.

XCI. 85 36 99 1 Portion of shaft of humerus.
XCII. 86 36 1 The left astragalus.

XCY. 81 8 2 Gnawed fragment of atlas ; a fragment of horn ?

CIY. 32 0 0 1 Upper part of young cranium
;
portion of femur gnawed

; four teeth.

CY. 34 24 3 2 A fragment of horn (gnawed) ; splinter of metatarsal.

CXI. 28 42 99 1 Splinter of humerus ?

CXIII. 20 54 99 1 Upper end of left radius.

CXIY. 18 48 91 1 Proximal phalanx.

Mean .... 48 26 26

b. Flint-Jcnife Gallery.

XXII. 1 9 3 1 Outer trochlea of left metacarpal.

XXIX. 10 2 0 1 Greater part of left metatarsal, the lower ends wanting. In the stalagmite.

XXX. 11 3 3 1 Fragment of left calcaneum ; same condition as No. X.
XXXII. 9 33 »9 1 Lower half of right humerus.
XXXV. 10 36 99 1 A proximal phalanx.

XXXYI. 17 13 99 1 Lower half of humerus
;

superficially gnawed.
XXXVIII. 23 4 99 1 Lower end of left metacarpal.

XXXIX. 20 24 99 3 Lower half of tibia ; lower end of tibia
;
point of antler.

XL. 24 34 99 1 Gnawed fragment, 6-6 long, of horn, with brow- and second antler.

XLIY. 34 58 99 4 An entire right radius
;
fragment of horn

;
part of atlas and of tibia.

LI. 40 60 99 5 Calcaneum
;
proximal phalanx

;
portion of ilium femur, &c.

LII. 46 60 9? 2 Atlas ; second lumbar vertebra.

Lin. 49 36 1 Eight metatarsal.

LY. 3 48 99 1 Upper half of left radius (vide. CXIII.).

LVI. 4 63 99 4 Left tibia ; scapho-cuboid ;
astragalus

;
fragment of cannonbone.

LXI. 4 60 99 1 Base of sacrum.

LXII. 3 57 99 1 Extremity (gnawed) of metatarsal.

LXXIX. 3 42 99 1 Portion of left scapula.

CVII. 10 0 99 2 Left scapho-cuboid (small); lower half of left tibia with epiphysis

detached.

CVIII. 14 0 99 1 Fragment of shaft of femur ? ;
portion of a rib, left side.

cx. 22 0 99 1 Upper end of left tibia (vide CIX.).

Mean. . .

.

17 30 35
I

c. West Chamber.

LXII I. 8 84 3 1 An entire left calcaneum.

LXIV. 6 108 99 3 Shaft of right humerus
;
much-gnawed lower end of tibia

;
portion of aceta-

1

bulum.

LXX. 7 48 99 1 Lower end of right metacarpal.

LXXII. 5 156 99 1 Detached epiphysis of right tibia.

LXXI1T. 5 156 99 3 Head and neck of second left rib
;
a proximal phalanx; scapho-cuboid.

LXXIV. 5 156 99 1 An old, much-worn upper molar.

LXXV. 5 156 99 1 Left astragalus.

Mean .... 6 118 11

3 zMDCCCLXX1II.
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7. Capreolus.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

I. II. III. IV. y.

YII. 29 12 3 1 Base of horn (?).

XIII. 76 6 2 Right metatarsal, portion of pelvis
;
light-coloured, porous.

XIV. 70 2 2 Proximal phalanx
;
portion of calcaneum

;
light-coloured, porous.

CY. 34 24 1 Small gnawed fragment of cannonbone (ground disturbed).

Mean .... 52 11 6

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XXII. 1 9 3 1 Left hind proximal phalanx.

XXYIII. 7 0 1 Entire left metacarpal (immediately beneath stalagmite).

XXXVIII. 23 4 2 Right metatarsal
;
portion of shaft of femur.

XLVIII. 42 42 1 Lower extremity of right tibia.

LI. 40 60 5? 2 Fragments of long bones (?).

Mean . . .

,

28 29 7

8. FELIS SPELzEA.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

XC. 83 48 3 1 Left outer incisor (0-50 x 0-45).

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XXXI. 7 16 3 1 A fifth proximal phalanx (Plate XLY. fig. 7).

XXXIX. 20 24 1 A ? „ „ (Plate XLY. fig. 8).

LII. 46 60 V> 1 A much-worn canine (vide Rel. lliluv.).

LYI. 54 63 1 Fragment of right maxilla, with pm 1 and pm 2.

LXI. 54 60 5? 2 Fragment of left maxilla, with pm
; a second portion of same jaw with

outer incisor in situ.

Mean .... 36 45 6

c. West Chamber.

LXXY. 156 3 1 A canine tooth (Plate XLY. fig.. 5).

d. South Chamber.

LXYI. 6 ? ? 1 A right upper carnassial tooth (1-5 x 0-75), Plate XLY. fig. 6.
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9. IIytexa.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

I. n. III. IV. V.

VII. 29 12 3 1 Lower canine (0-62 x 0 -54).

VIII. 39 9 33 1 Metatarsal or metacarpal ('?).

XIX. 71 30 33 2 Calcaneum ; upper canine (0‘69 xO-52).
LXXXI. 24 42 33 3 Second premolar, upper canine, much worn

;
fragment of femur,

gnawed (?).

LXXXII. 10 42 33 1 Upper canine.

LXXXIV. 26 42 33 1 Gnawed metacarpal or metatarsal.

LXXXIX. 82 58 33 1 Proximal end of ulna.

XC. 83 48 33 2 Lower canine (0-65 x 0-50) ;
third lower premolar (0-91 x 0'55).

XCI. 85 36 33 1 A metacarpal or metatarsal.

XCII. 86 36 33 1 A metacarpal or metatarsal.

cv. 34 24 33 1 Shaft of right tibia, gnawed (? small Ursus).

CXI. 28 42 33 1 A metacarpal or metatarsal.

cxv. 15 108 33 1 Incisor tooth (H. F.). (In a pipe of cave-earth penetrating 5 feet deep

in the gravel bed No. 4.)

cxxx. 50 9 33 1 A premolar (H. F.).

Mean .... 47 37 18

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XXVIII. 7 0 OO 1 Canine tooth, dark-coloured (immediately beneath stalagmite).

XXXI. l 16 33 2 Upper canine
;
a metatarsal or metacarpal.

XLVIII. 42 42 1 A proximal phalanx.

L. 36 54 1 Lower canine, much worn, and corresponding with Xo. XXXI.
LII. 46 60 1 Lower canine.

LVI. 4 63 33 8 Portion of left mandible, with second and third premolars, and six

separate teeth.

LXI. 4 60 1 Shaft of left femur.

LXII. 3 57 33 2 First upper molar
;
detached capital epiphysis of femur.

LXV. 50 66 33 i Portion of rib (?), &c.

Mean .... 22 48 18

c. West Chamber.

LXIII. 8 84 3 2 Two upper canines (0-6 x 0'5 and 0'65 x 0'5).

LXIV. 6 108 33 3 Lower end of left tibia
;

right mandible with three teeth ; a canine

tooth (0-65 x 0-48).

LXXIII. 5 156 33 5 An entire atlas
;
portions of ulna, humerus, femur, &c. ; a lower car-

!

nassial tooth (L32 x 0 -

55).

LXXIV. 5 156
3 3

4 A perfect right radius
;
portion of pelvis

;
ribs ; third cervical vertebra.

j

LXXV. 5 156 4 A perfect tibia
;
three fragments of ribs

;
a metatarsal or metacarpal ?

LXXVI. 6 122 2 A perfect left radius
;
portion of left mandible, with four teeth in situ.

XCVI. 6 122 33 1 A seventh cervical vertebra, corresponding with Xo. LXXIV.

Mean .... 6 129 21

3 z 2
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10. Ursus.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

I. II. III. IV. V.

IV. 20 24 3 2 Canine tooth ; lumbar vertebra, much gnawed.
VII. 29 12 99 1 Gnawed fragment of left radius.

VIII. 39 9 99 2 Fragments of radius and of a rib.

IX. 37 6 99 1 Fragment of rib.

XIII. 76 6 99 1 Small proximal phalanx.

XIV. 70 2 99 1 Lower canine tooth (enamel cap).

XVI. 71 30 99 1 A lower canine tooth.

XVII. 67 0 1 A perfect right humerus of small size, in chalky matrix, U. arctos.

XVIII. 36 36 3 1 A large much-worn upper canine (1-5 X— ).

XIX. 71 30 99 7 Right unciform (large size); fourth metatarsal; a proximal phalanx;

lower canine; an upper molar; fragment of cranium.

XXI. 70 14 99 3 Lower canine ; two phalanges.

XXIII. 69 28 99 3 Three fragments of metacarpals and metatarsals.

XXIV. 68 33 99 30 Scapho-lunar bone (Plate XLVI. fig. 10) ;
twenty-nine other bones of

very large size.

LXXX. 34 58 99 1 Large part of left ulna, gnawed at each end, light-coloured, porous.

LXXXI. 24 42 99 1 Gnawed fragment of shaft of femur, of large size, nearly black.

LXXXII. 10 42 99 1 Upper canine tooth.

LXXXVI. 34 24 4 2 A gnawed metacarpal ;
fragment of metatarsal or metacarpal.

LXXXIX. 82 58 3 2 Upper canine
;
fragment of left tibia.

XC. 83 48 99 6 Three molar teeth
;
portions of two cervical vertebrae

; a much-gnawed
metacarpal.

XCI. 85 36 99 5 Canine ; three phalanges
;
fragment of rib.

•XCII. 86 36 99 13 Entire left calcaneum, pairing with No. XXXV.
;
seventh cervical ver-

tebra ; two metatarsals ; a canine tooth in germ, of large size, &c.

xcv. 81 8 99 2 A metacarpal
;
portion of right humerus.

CII. 3 36 1 1 Portion of rib.

cm. 10 30 1 27 Twenty-five portions of young skeleton
; two adult teeth.

CXIII. 20 54 3 1 Portion of calcaneum, much gnawed.

Mean .... 53 28 116

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XXII. 1 9 3 3 A canine tooth
;
shaft of humerus

;
young tibia.

XXV. 4 0 99 1 pm 2, imbedded in angular breccia.

XXVI. 3 6 9 9 10 Nine teeth
;
pm 4, in situ, of young animal

;
an ungual phalanx.

XXVII. 3 9 99 1 An enamel cap of canine.

XXIX. 10 0 2 Left mandible of young animal, pairing with No. XXVI. ;
shaft of

young femur.

XXX. 11 3 3 7 Three enamel caps of canines
;
a small incisor

; a perfeet metacarpal

;

a mature calcaneum.

XXXI. 7 16 99 3 Two fragments of metatarsals or metacarpals (? Fells)
;
portion of rib.

XXXIV. 12 9 99 3 Second incisor; canine of the slender form.

XXXV. 10 36 99 3 Shaft of left femur of young animal; right calcaneum, pairing with

No. XCII.
;
portion of metatarsal.

XXXVI. 17 13 99 2 Canine (slender)
;
pm 4.

XXXVII. 19 28 99 1 A metatarsal.

XXXIX. 20 24 99 1 A metatarsal bone (? Felis)
; fragment of ischium, very dark colour.

XL. 24 34 99 3 Much-gnawed fragments of ilium and scapula
;
gnawed fragment of

inner condyle of humerus.
XLI. 29 14 99 1 Large unworn canine.

XLII. 26 33 99 4 A metacarpal ; metatarsal ; fragments of radius and ulna, large size.

* Vide Appendix, p. 506.
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10. Ursus (continued).

b. Flint-knife Gallery (continued).

I. II. III. IV. V.

XLIII. 40 0 3 1 An upper canine, of small size, much cracked and weathered (U. arctos).

XLIY. 34 58 99 6 Left mandible of mature animal
;
a metatarsal

;
a molar tooth ;

olecra-

non, and fragment of shaft of ulna.

XLY. 36 60 1 A metatarsal bone.

XLVI. 49 30 1 Fragment of humerus.
XLYII. 42 36 99 4 Extremity of left mandible, with canine in situ

;

fragment of pelvis and
the left parietal bone

;
fragment of ulna.

XLYIII. 42 42 99 4 Three teeth
;
fragments of radius and tibia, both young.

XLIX. 26 42 99 1 Part of right mandible, with canine and penultimate molar in situ (pairs

with No. XLIV.).
LI. 40 60 99 9 Fragments of various bones, young and old.

LII. 46 60 99 50 Thirty or forty bones and teeth of a very young animal
;
gnawed frag-

or ments of scapula, ribs, &c. ;
broken astragalus of mature age, black

60 (Plate XLYI. fig. 8).

LIII. 49 36 99 1 Gnawed fragment of rib.

LYI. 54 63 y> 1 Portion of shaft of left tibia of large size.

LYII. 54 60 99 39 Pones of the skeleton of a young animal.

LVIII. 54 96 99 5 Teeth of various ages (U. prisms ?).

LX. 52 54 99 2 An outer incisor, dark-coloured
;
fragment of palate.

LXI. 54 60 99 5 A metatarsal and fragments of other bones.

LXII. 53 57 99 5 A broken canine
;
gnawed fragments of various long bones.

LXY. 50 66 99 1 Gnawed fragment of left humerus.

,

Lxxvn. 40 96 99 1 Detached proximal epiphysis of humerus.
LXXIX. 3 42 99 5 Spinous process of dorsal vertebra of large size, a phalanx, and gnawed

fragments of other bones.

CYI. 5 0 99 1 Fragment of rib
;
broken spinous process (white colour).

CVII. 10 0
99 7 Various bones of one or more young animals (white colour)

;
the tibia

has a hole recently drilled through it.

CVIII. 14 0 99 6 Other bones and teeth of apparently the same animal
;
the tibia has also

a hole drilled through it ( U. arctos).

CIX. 16 0 99 7 Portion of lower jaw with milk-teeth (same animal?); a worn old

incisor of dark colour
;

five fragments of other bones.

CXVII. 14 0 99 1 Fragment of left radius, corresponding with the ulna in No. LXXX.

;

llllUvUdvU ILL tilt/ btulu^IUilv LUj^tJlJLlvI \V 1111 tl bilLll Ui ZjK/tit-v *

Mean .... 28 32 •• 209

c. West Chamber.

LXIII. 8 84 3 5 Three teeth
; a metacarpal ; os unciforme, small and dark-coloured.

LXIY. 6 108 99 7 Three teeth
;
fragment of right mandible with old worn stump of in 1

;

right half of atlas
; a sternal bone

;
portion of ischium.

LXX. 7 48 3 Fragment of ulna, gnawed, of small size ;
shaft of left tibia, gnawed at

each end.

LXXIII. 5 156 99 7 Gnawed fragment of occipital ; left ectocuneiform
;

several teeth and
j

fragments of humerus, parietal, and other bones.

LXXY. 5 156 99 4 An entire left patella
;
portion of ischium (young)

;
fragment of rib

; a

metacarpal bone.

Mean .... 6 110 26

d. South Chamber.

LXVII. 0 3 Great part of shaft of femur of young animal imbedded in white chalky

matrix
; a radius and ulna, gnawed ;

found in the stalagmite floor

( U. arctos). (In the stalagmite.)
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11. Caxis yulpes.

a. Reindeer Gallery.

I. II. III. IY. V.

I. 15 18 1 1 Carnassial tooth, apparently modern.
XIY. 70 2 3 1 Canine tooth, apparently modern.

XCIX. 110 0 ?? 1 Eight os innominatum, modern.
C. 110 6 19 2 Left upper and lower jaws, with the entire dentition

;
bones in the same

condition as the associated Hares, Eabhits, Birds, &c.

Mean .... 76 7 5

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XL. 24 34 3 1 An entire humerus (broken across the middle), nearly black, dense,

ancient.

LXV. 50 66 2 Lower ends of tibia and radius in same mineralized condition.

LXXVIII. 36 96 11 1 The entire left mandible with perfect dentition, imbedded in red clay

(same condition).

Mean .... 37 65 4

12. Bones of Birds and small Mammals (.Lepus,
Foetorius

,
Sorex

,
Arvicola

,

Lagomys, &c.).

a. Reindeer Gallery.

II. 19 18 1 9 Numerous bones of small Birds, Hare, Eabbit, &c., modern.

XIY. 70 2 3 9 Numerous bones, chiefly young Hares and Eabbits (a Pox’s tooth).

XCII. 86 36 1 The tibia of a young Hare, in same recent condition !

XCYII. 115 0 9 Numerous bones of Arvicola, Sorex, Weasel, &c., Birds.

XCVIII. 114 0 9 A similar collection.

XCIX. 110 0 11
9 Skull of Foetorius putonus

;

mandible of a second
;

tibia of Hare ;
man-

dible of Arvicola
;
part ofcranium andmaxillaofLagomysspelceus (H. P.).

Mean .... 86 9

b. Flint-knife Gallery.

XX. 2 0 3 9 Numerous bones of very young Hares, &c.

XXY. 4 0 9 Numerous bones of very young Hares, &c.

XXVI. 3 6 9 Lower canine of Meles taxus, dark colour.

XXVIII. 7 0 9 Numerous bones of young Hares, Eabbits, &c.

XXIX. 10 2 2 Vertebra of Hare ;
long bone of Bird?, in hard stalagmite.

XXXIII. 12 0 3 9 Bones of Hares, Eabbits, small Bird, some gnawed by Arvicola.

XLI. 29 14 1 Sacrum of a Bird ?

LIY. 10 48 11 44 Bones, chiefly of Hare, amongst loose stones with but little earthy

matter, in the third bed.

LIX. 4 0 1 Seventh or eighth rib, right side, of Sheep, sawn and quite recent.

CVI. 5 0 11 14 Numerous, mostly broken, bones of Eabbits, Birds, &c., in contact with

the stalagmite.

Mean .... 8
r

r

7

c. West Chamber.

LXXY. 5 156 3 1 Pragment of a Bird’s bone (H. P.).
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Part III.—General Remarks on the Animal Remains.

Bones belonging to 20 or 21 species of mammals and of several species of birds were

met with. The mammalian species that have been identified with certainty are :

—

1 . Elephas primigenius.

2. Rhinoceros ticJiorhinus.

3. jEguus cabalius.

4. Bos primigenius.

5.

longifrons.

6. Cervus elaphus.

7.

tarandus.

8. Capreolus caprcoins.

9. Fells spelcea.

10. Hycena spelcea.

11. Ursus spelceus.

12.

prisons (s. ferox fossilis).

13. arctos.

14. Cards vulpes.

15. Meles taxus.

16. Lepus timidus.

17.

cuniculus.

18. Lagomys spelceus.

19. Arvicola amphibius.

20

.

?

21. Corex vulgaris.

I. Proboscidia.

1 . Elephas primigenius.

The remains of the Mammoth occurred in five situations, viz. the Reindeer Gallery,

the Flint-knife Gallery, the West Chamber, the South Chamber, and the Steep Slide

Hole. For the most part they appear to have lain at a considerable depth, and, with

one or two exceptions, are the only remains met with in the fourth bed. In the

Reindeer Gallery a well-marked condyle of the lower jaw was found on the surface of

the fourth bed
;
but as the ground in that situation had been previously disturbed, the

exact site is uncertain. In the Flint-knife Gallery a fragment of the femur, 6 inches

long, occurred at a depth of 6 inches in the same bed; whilst in the West Chamber an

astragalus and great part of the corresponding tibia were found at a depth of 13 feet in

the third bed, or nearly at its base. In the South Chamber and in Steep Slide Hole

the remains (which, it should be remarked, have not been identified with absolute cer-

tainty) were met with more superficially. On the Avhole, it would appear that the

elephantine remains occupied the deepest levels in the cavern.

The parts most worthy of attention are :—the condyle of the lower jaw above

referred to, the astragalus and tibia found in the West Chamber, and the portion of

the shaft of a femur found in the Flint-knife Gallery.

The condyle, which, though evidently gnawed, is very entire, is about 3 '5 inches in

its transverse diameter, and in size corresponds with that of an African Elephant of the

usual size. The form of the condyle also approaches that of the African rather than of

the Asiatic Elephant, the resemblance with the former consisting chiefly in its greater

thickness compared with the transverse diameter, and the squareness, as it were, of the

inner side, where in the Asiatic Elephant the condyle is more rounded and tapering.

The astragalus, which is also nearly entire, is much gnawed, especially on the inner,
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anterior, and hinder aspects
;
and the lower end of the tibia found in association with it,

and manifestly belonging to the same individual, is also gnawed on the same three

sides. The appearance of the bones, therefore, suggests that they were lying together,

connected by the soft parts at the time they were gnawed, and that the carnivore (pro-

bably Hyaena) had either been unable or had neglected to turn them over. The astra-

galus measures 5" -4 in the transverse and 5" in the antero-posterior direction.

The portion of femur is a good deal crushed, and it is quite hollow and filled up with

red clayey earth : the bone itself is in a different condition from the tibia and astra-

galus, being more deeply coloured, heavier and denser, whilst its surface is somewhat

polished ; and from the roundness of the angles at the broken ends, it would seem to

have been rolled.

It is a remarkable circumstance that no fragment of the tusk or teeth of the Mam-
moth should have occurred in the cavern—a circumstance from which it might be

supposed that the remains discovered there were merely the relics of parts brought in

by Carnivora for prey.

II. Perissodactyla.

2. Rhinoceros.

Between sixty and seventy specimens, certainly referrible to Rhinoceros, were met

with, of which forty-nine occurred in the “ Reindeer” and “Flint-knife” Galleries. In

the former situation the specimens occurred at all distances from the entrance from

1G to 86 feet; and they were all lodged in the third bed, at depths varying from 6 to

58 inches, the majority, however, being found at a depth of between 3 and 4 feet:

and with respect to this, it may be remarked that in some measure the depth at which

the specimens were met with increased in proportion to the distance from the entrance

into the Gallery.

In the “ Flint-knife Gallery ” the Rhinoceros remains occurred at distances of from

1 to 46 feet from the entrance
;
and they were all lodged in the third bed at a depth,

speaking generally, of about 4 feet, the only exceptions being one specimen which was

met with within a foot of the entrance, at a depth of only 9 inches, and two others

which were lodged at 13 and 24 inches: but it will be remarked that these more super-

ficial sites were all within 20 feet of the entrance, so that the apparent rule that the

deptli was in proportion to the distance from the entrance of the gallery, is even more

strikingly manifested in this locality than in the Reindeer Gallery.

In the West Chamber the few specimens met with occurred at depths of from 9 to

13 feet, also in the third bed, or at a much greater depth than in either of the two

preceding localities.

In the South Chamber, however, the case is widely different. In this department of

the cavern, the remains of Rhinoceros seem to have been laid quite superficially. One

specimen, only doubtfully referred to Rhinoceros
,
and which may have been elephan-

tine, is stated to have been found “ on the stalagmite floor.” Two other specimens,
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however, with respect to which there can be no doubt, and consisting of large frag-

ments of the pelvis, including an entire acetabulum 4"‘6 in diameter, occurred in this

part of the cavern “ immediately beneath the stalagmite door ;

” whilst a fragment of a

femur was met with 10 feet from the west entrance, at a depth of only 2 feet in the

third bed, above which lay a cake of stalagmite.

The numerous teeth of both jaws and of all ages appear to me to belong, without

exception, to Rhinoceros tichorhinus

;

but I should not omit to mention that, with respect

to one specimen among them, Dr. Falconer appears to have hesitated in opinion, as I

find a note of his in which he remarks that “ it is something like R. hemitcechus.”

The Rhinoceros bones and teeth are all dark-coloured and highly dendritic or in-

filtrated with manganesic oxide : most of them are much gnawed ; and amongst these I

have selected one of several portions of the shaft of the femur to show the manner in

which they have been attacked, undoubtedly by the Hycena (Plate XLIV. fig. 1)*. But

some among them are remarkably perfect, presenting no marks of gnawing nor any

indication of their having been rolled by water : amongst these are two or three

astragali and a remarkably perfect os magnum.

3. Equus.

The equine remains include about thirty well-marked specimens, and a few others

not so strictly determinable. They all appear to have belonged to the same species,

the individuals differing only slightly in stature, which seems to have been from 13 to 15

hands high, and are indistinguishable by any character of the teeth or bones from the

existing Equus caballus. Remains of animals of various ages are met with, though the

majority have been mature, and some aged. The bones themselves differ considerably

in condition, some exhibiting every indication of great antiquity, whilst others have a

more modern aspect, in which respects the equine remains closely resemble those of the

Bear.

Bones of the Horse occurred in the following situations :

—

1. Reindeer Gallery, at distances of from 16 to 86 feet from the entrance, and gene-

rally at depths in the third bed varying from 12 to 42 inches. .The only two exceptions

are :—one instance in which it is recorded that the specimen was found on the surface

of the fourth bed, but in a spot where it is probable the ground had been previously

disturbed; and a second, in which a much-worn tooth was met with at a depth of

24 inches in the fourth bed, associated with bones of the Bear, and in a spot where it is

noted that “ the ground appeared to be quite undisturbed ” (the specimen is that of

the first upper molar of .the right side, about 1"*6 long and 1" X V in the crown).

Another tooth, found at no great distance from the above, though at a less depth in

the third bed, presents equal signs of great antiquity. It may not improbably have

* I am informed by Mr. AV. Boyd Dawkins that he has noticed precisely similar gnawed fragments of the femnr

of Rhinoeei’os in great numbers (I think he said 200) from AYokey Hole. The occurrence, therefore, of such

remains may be regarded as diagnostic of the presence of the Hycena
,
even in the absence of its own relics.

4 AMDCCCLXXIII.
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belonged to the same animal, and, like the former, presents all the characters of the

corresponding tooth in the existing Horse.

Other specimens found in this part of the cavern worthy of note are part of the

lower jaw containing the three hinder molars in situ
,
and the three anterior molars

belonging to the same jaw and found together with it and an astragalus in association

in the same spot with bones of the Rhinoceros, Bear, and Hyaena, as well as with

the tibia of a young Hare, the os magnum of Cervus elaphus, and the cervical vertebra

of a small species of Bos. The bone of the jaw in question, which, together with the

others above mentioned, was found 86 feet from the entrance of the Gallery at a depth

of 3 feet in the third bed, is nearly white, and its surface is partially incrusted, espe-

cially on one side, with a thin layer of crystalline stalagmite. It nowhere presents the

slightest trace of metallic impregnation. So far as its appearance goes, therefore, it

would appear to have belonged to a superficial level, probably in direct contact with, if

not above, the stalagmite floor
; and this supposition seems to be strengthened by its

association with the bones of the Hare, Stag, and small Ox, all of which are in exactly

the same condition as similar remains in other parts of the cavern, and found for

the most part only in the uppermost or on the surface of the third bed and in imme-

diate contact with the stalagmite. On the other hand, the bones of Rhinoceros and

Hyaena are clearly, from their condition, of vastly greater antiquity, and must have been

derived from a much greater depth. It is not easy to account for this mixture of bones

in such widely different conditions, except on the supposition that by some accident

they had become confounded in the extraction. The

jaw and teeth are indistinguishable from those of the

existing Horse, as will be seen in the accompanying

figure, which shows the enamel flexures in the first

upper molar, and in the following dimensions^of the

individual teeth (the entire series measures 6"*6) :

—

lpm 1-2 x -75

2 pm 1-1 x ‘75

3 pm ...... l -05 x ‘75

1 m 1-0 x *75

2 m ...... 1-0 x -63

x '^1 ml. x2diam.

The astragalus, which is nearly entire, gives the following measurements :

—

Transverse diameter of anterior portion 2"-5

Height of scaphoid facet 1"*55

Distance between the summits of the trochlear ridges . . l"-5

The bone is coated, like the jaw, with hard crystalline stalagmite, and it exactly fits

the lower end of a tibia said to have been found at a distance of 50 feet from it and at

a much greater depth ; but this was in a locality that had been previously disturbed.

There can be little doubt that the two bones belonged to the same animal.
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: 2. Eleven specimens occurred in the Flint-knife Gallery at distances varying from 1 to

46 feet from the entrance, and all at depths of from 9 inches to 5 feet in the third bed.

Amongst these remains are two perfect phalanges, which, though differing somewhat in

colour, fit together so exactly as to allow little room for doubt that they belonged to

the same animal, although one was found 10 feet from the entrance at a depth of 3 feet,

and the other at a distance of 46 feet from the entrance and at a depth of about 5 feet.

Other bones worthy of note are :—1. The lower portion of a left humerus with the distal

articulatory end nearly entire, and measuring in transverse diameter about 3 inches,

With the least circumference of the shaft 5". The shaft is broken across at about the

junction of the upper and middle thirds, and the fracture, though ancient, is quite sharp,

and the bone exhibits no mark of its having been either rolled or gnawed. 2. An
entire left radius, 12"-6 long, with the proximal end l"-8 X 3 ,,-25 in the antero-posterior

and transverse diameters, and the distal 1"‘6 X 2"-
8, with a least circumference of 4"‘5,

exactly fits the above humerus. As in the former case of the tibia and astragalus, these

two bones, though found very widely apart, would appear to have belonged to one and

the same individual. They are both, it should be remarked, deeply impregnated with

manganesic oxide. 3. A left metacarpal, measuring 8"’5 in length, the proximal end

l"-35 X 1"‘9, and the distal l"-3 X V‘7, with a least circumference of the shaft of 3"*7,

and consequently corresponding in dimensions with those of a Horse about 13 hands

high. The bone, though quite entire, and to all appearance not rolled by water action,

seems to have been exposed for some time on the surface of, or partly imbedded in, the

ground, as it is much weather- or sun-cracked, principally at one end. 4. Among the

remains found in this part of the cavern are a pair of small metacarpals of the right

side, obviously belonging to the same limb, one of which was met with at a distance

of 3 feet from the entrance and at a depth of 42 inches, whilst the other occurred at a

distance of 26 feet and at a depth of 33 inches—affording another instance, of which

so many are presented in the cavern, of the separation of parts belonging to the same

animal, which it is reasonable to believe must have been brought into some part of the

cave whilst still connected by the soft parts.

3. In the West Chamber two specimens occurred at a depth of 13 feet in the third

bed, or at the most usual depth for bones in that compartment. They were both marked

with characters of the greatest antiquity.

4. In the South Chamber the only equine remains were four teeth, evidently

belonging to the same animal, though to opposite sides of the upper jaw. The teeth

are remarkably white, though more or less dendritic.

HI. IIUMINAXTIA.

4 & 5. Bos.

Remains belonging to the genus Bos are not very numerous, and, with the exception

of the teeth, most of them are very imperfect. Seven specimens occurred in the Rein-

deer Gallery, seventeen in the Flint-knife Gallery, and three in the West Chamber.

4 A 2
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But these include only the clearly determinable specimens, and it is quite possible that

there may be several others among the splinters and fragments.

In the Reindeer Gallery, with three exceptions, the bovine remains were all met with

at a less depth than 12 inches in the third bed.

The exceptions are :

—

1. A left metacarpal bone, which is entire, except that the distal articular end has

been broken or gnawed oif. Its extreme length, therefore, cannot be stated, but it

measures from the highest point in front to the vascular opening at the lower termina-

tion of the anterior sulcus 7 inches
; whilst the proximal articular end measures

l"-8 X 3" -

2, and the least circumference of the shaft is about 5". The bone itself is of

a mottled grey colour, and the cortical substance when broken is of a grey hue from

dendritic infiltration. The specimen, therefore, though apparently not so much minera-

lized as many of the others, must be regarded as belonging to an ancient period. It

was found 24 feet from the entrance, at a depth of 6 inches in the fourth bed, “ over

which the third bed was 42 inches deep, and over this again the cake of stalagmite

was about 6 inches thick.” But it is added, “ this ground had been broken by Piiilp;”

so that, notwithstanding the condition of the bone, which is by no means opposed to its

occurrence at such a depth, some doubt may be entertained whether it was originally

lodged at the level from which it was removed. 2. The second exception is also a portion

of a cannonbone which has been split down the middle on each side, and has been much

gnawed at either end, apparently by the Hyaena. The bone is of much the same size as

the preceding, and it is in the same condition in other respects, or perhaps rather more

mineralized. It was found at a depth of 4 feet in the third bed, together with two

flint fragments (implements 1). 3. The third deep-seated specimen is a doubtful frag-

ment of a humerus.

The specimens met with near or on the surface of the third bed consist of:—(1) A
small fragment of a large metatarsal. (2) The third and fourth cervical vertebrae, of

which the bone is of a light colour, with scarcely a trace of dendritic deposit, and

covered with a thin layer of crystalline stalagmite. These two vertebrae, in fact, are in

precisely the same condition as the Horse’s jaw described above. They are both stated

to have been found at a depth of 3 inches in the third bed, and at a distance of 85 feet

from the entrance, although from their aspect it would seem likely that they should

have been nearer the surface and in contact with the stalagmite. (3) A portion of

the left maxilla with four molar teeth in situ. This specimen was found, as it would

seem, on the surface of the third bed
;
but it presents no trace of calcareous deposit, and

the condition of the bone and teeth, as respects colour and mineral impregnation,

exactly resembles that of the two cannonbones above described.

This specimen is worthy of special regard. It is probably the jaw of a rather young

animal, inasmuch as the two premolars which remain are very little worn. The species

appears to have been about the size of the common Ox. The length of the series of two

premolars and two molars is 4"*5, and the dimensions of the individual teeth are the

following :

—
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2 pm -9 x ’9

3 pm *9 x "92

1 m 1-35 x 1-10

2 m 1-40 X 1-12

The second premolar is peculiar in having a double columella, which is rather curious,

since several other molar teeth were met with in the Flint-knife Gallery and in the West

Chamber, all of which present the same peculiarity*. One of these, a third molar of

the right side, in fact fits so exactly and corresponds in other respects so closely with

the teeth remaining in the jaw, that one might almost suppose it belonged to the same

set, were it not that it is very much more deeply stained with black. A left second

upper molar, also found in the Flint-knife Gallery, and a third left upper molar found

in the West Chamber, are furnished with the same double columella, and in most

respects correspond so closely with the same teeth of the right side in the jaw, as almost

to justify the supposition that they belonged to the same individual; they are, however,

much more deeply stained and rather less worn.

The peculiarity referred to in these teeth is shown in Plate XLYI. fig. 11.

In the Flint-knife Gallery, besides the teeth above noticed, were found (1) another

left third upper molai’, considerably worn, and showing the remains of a single colu-

mella, and of a very dark colour
; (2) a left third upper premolar, very closely corre-

sponding with the same tooth in the jaw above mentioned, though of a deeper colour,

and clearly belonging to the same set as the second and third molars of the left side

already described. And together with this tooth, which was found at a depth of 5 feet

in the third bed, was found a second milk-molar of the right side, and considerably worn.

The other remains, besides the teeth, found in the Flint-knife Gallery worthy of

particular note are :

—

1. A sixth cervical vertebra, which in mineral condition closely resembles the jaw

and two cannonbones found in the Reindeer Gallery. It occurred at a depth of 28

inches in the third bed, and 19 feet from the entrance, in company with one of the

molar teeth. The length of the body of this vertebra, measured in a plane parallel

with the inferior surface of the body, is 3"-6, and the height of the posterior cup l"-4 ;

it is therefore of about the same dimensions as in the common Ox.

2. A second well-marked specimen is the nearly entire distal articular end of the

radius of a much larger animal, and closely approaching Bos primigenius, if not identical

with it. The antero-posterior diameter of- this bone-is 2"’2, and its transverse 3"'7. It

is of a deep black colour, and has been manifestly gnawed by the Flyfena.

3. Several gnawed splinters of long bones, for the most part of the tibia, also of very

large size, and having the muscular impressions as well developed as in B. primigenius,

and consequently much more so than in Bison jpriscus.

The remains found in the West Chamber are, besides the tooth already mentioned,

a fragment of the humerus and of the olecranon, and the neck of the scapula, all

deeply coloured and gnawed by the Hysena.

* The duplication of the columella appears to he common in teeth of Bos primigenius.
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6. Cervus
(
StrongylocerosJ elaphus.

Not more than ten or eleven specimens, referable with tolerable certainty to the sub-

genus Strongyloceros,
Owen, appear to have been met with in the Brixham Cave. It is

far from improbable, however, that additional pieces may exist amongst the undeter-

mined fragments and splinters.

With three exceptions these remains lay at an average depth of between 3 and 4 feet

in the third bed, in the Reindeer and Flint-knife Galleries—the least depth being 9 inches,

and the greatest about 8 feet, both in the former locality. Six of these specimens

consist either of the basal portion of shed horns or of fragments (two) of round antlers.

All these specimens present an appearance of great antiquity, being deeply coloured,

heavy, and dense. The three exceptions, on the contrary, exhibit a comparatively more

modern, or rather a less ancient aspect. One of them, a proximal phalanx, was found

at the bottom of a “ pipe,” which penetrated 5 feet into the fourth bed in the Reindeer

Gallery; whilst the others, consisting of an astragalus and a portion of the right

maxilla with three teeth, were met with on the surface of, or immediately below, the

stalagmite floor in the Flint-knife Gallery and South Chamber.

The character of the horns is well marked, and such as to leave no doubt of the sub-

generic position of the species. They all appear to have been gnawed, and perhaps

rolled; and they have all formed parts of naturally shed antlers of different sizes,

varying in circumference immediately above the burr from 7 to a little more than

9 inches; they were consequently about the same size as the horns of the existing

European species. The only other decidedly ancient bone from which any comparison

can be drawn is a gnawed, or perhaps broken, and rolled right os magnum, nearly black

in colour, and which measures l"* 6 X
The other remains, which occurred more superficially, comprise the phalanx above

referred to as found in the “ pipe,” a nearly perfect astragalus, and a small portion of

the right maxilla, containing the first and second molars in situ
,
and scarcely worn, in

association with which was found a second upper milk molar, obviously belonging to

the same jaw. This specimen is nearly covered with a thin layer of red crystalline

stalagmite, beneath which the hone is of a dirty yellowish-white colour, and with hardly

a trace of dendritic infiltration. The teeth, which, as has been said, have been scarcely

brought into wear, measure :

—

1 m ..... . -98 X -90

2 m 1-10 X -90

The corresponding dimensions in a fine Scottish Stag are *77 X '81 and '90 x ‘91, and in a

female specimen from Germany '80 X '80 and *90 x '85. In the British Museum there

is a very fine collection of Strongylocerine remains from Grays Thurrock, amongst which

two forms, very distinct from each other in size, but otherwise indistinguishable from

C. ela/phus
,
can be recognized. In the larger of these forms, the two teeth in question,

in a specimen of the upper jaw (No. 20,277), which is rare as compared with the lower,

allowance being made for their great difference in wear, are, at any rate at the neck, of
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precisely the same size as those from Brixham, whilst in the crowns they seem to cor-

respond more nearly with the German specimen cited above. The second milk-molar,

which is almost worn out, measures in its present state ‘8 X ‘7 *.

The astragalus, which was found in the Flint-knife Gallery 10 feet from the entrance

on the surface of the third bed under the stalagmite floor, has a somewhat different

aspect and condition. It is so light as to float on the surface of water, of a yellowish-

white colour, with the slightest possible trace of dendritic deposit, and entirely free

from calcareous incrustation or infiltration. It is superficially eroded on the more

prominent points, apparently by rolling
;
and on one side there are two or three shallow

triangular indentations, evidently ancient, such as might be produced by the canine

teeth of a Bog or Fox. Its dimensions are :—

•

Extreme length ..... 2"-5

Extreme breadth l"-6

Extreme height l"-5

The corresponding dimensions in the Stag above referred to, and in the female Deer,

are,—in the Stag 2 /,

-0, 1"*2, l"-2, and in the Doe 1"*5, l" -

0, 0"’8. In the larger of the

Grays Thurrock forms the astragalus in four specimens measuresf

—

2"-3 x 1"*45 and l"-2.

The Brixham specimen consequently, as compared with either the existing or with the

Grays Thurrock fossil forms, must be regarded as of rather large size. This, to a certain

* These teeth, however, are very far from equalling the dimensions which, it may he supposed, were pre-

sented by the corresponding teeth in C.
(
Strongyloceros) spelceus, Ow. If we calculate these dimensions from

the size of the first lower molar in the jaw figured at page 471 of ‘ British Fossil Mammals,’ which would

appear to have been l"-38 in longitudinal diameter, and assume that the upper and lower teeth in that species

bore the same proportion to each other as they do in the "Wapiti Deer, then the size of the 1 m and 2 m must, in

Strongyloceros spelceus, have been D38 x 1-38 and 1-79 X l -

62, dimensions which seem to be enormous and scarcely

credible. In the Wapiti Deer, the largest of the existing Strongylocerine species, the teeth in question measure

1-10 x DIO and 1-30 X D25, and in Megaceros hibernicus 1-20 x D12 and 1’20 x D12.

f Four astragali of the larger form afforded the following measurements :

—

1

2-25 x 1‘4 and 1-2

2

2-3 x 1'4 and 1-2

3

2-3 x 1-45 and 1-2

4

2-15 x D4 and 1-2

Mean 2-25 x 1-41 and 1-2

Four astragali of the smaller form :

—

1. .... l-85x 1-1 and 1-0

2

1-95x1-2 and 1-1

3

1-85x1-15 and 1-1

4

1-9 x 1-2 and 1-1

Mean .... 1-98 X D16 and 1-1

» There are also numerous calcanea of the two forms, which stand in the same uniform relation to each other as

regards size; and. it is to be remarked that there are no intermediate sizes.

In fact the two forms of C. elctpJms, if that be the species, from Grays Thurrock seem to occupy the same

relative positions- as C. elcijphus and C. barbarus at the present time, both of which coexist in the Gibraltar breccia.
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extent is in accordance with the indications afforded by the teeth ; and I am disposed

therefore, notwithstanding some differences in the condition of the bones, which may be

accounted for perhaps by their different positions, to think that the fragment of jaw and

the astragalus may have belonged, if not to the same individual, yet to one of the same

size or breed. What relation this bone has to the horns and bones which lay at a

greater depth I am unable to say.

7. Cervus tarandus.

Next to those of the Bear, the remains of the Reindeer are by far the most abundant

in the collection from the Brixham Cave. I have been able to determine about seventy

well-marked specimens, besides which there are, without doubt, several more among the

undetermined fragments.

They occurred in about fifty different localities in the Reindeer and Flint-knife

Galleries and in the West Chamber, those from the two former localities, however,

being by far the most numerous.

In the Reindeer Gallery about twenty-five specimens were met with, from the surface

to a depth (in one instance only) of 8 feet in the third bed, and taken generally at a

depth of a little more than 2 feet, and at distances from the entrance varying from 18

to 86 feet.

In the Flint-knife Gallery five or six out of thirty-five specimens were found lying on

the surface of the third bed or immediately beneath it ; some below, and others either

on or protruding through the stalagmite floor. But deducting these superficial speci-

mens, the average depth at which the others occurred was a few inches deeper than in

the Reindeer Gallery.

Ten specimens were found in the West Chamber, and, as in nearly all other instances,

the remains there met with occurred at a much greater depth, varying from 4 to 13 feet.

With the exception of the eight or ten specimens which were found lying on or near

the surface of the third bed, and either upon or immediately beneath the stalagmite

floor, the Reindeer remains all have a very ancient aspect—that is to say, they are deeply

coloured, dense, and dendritic.

The superficial specimens above referred to, on the contrary, are light-coloured, dry,

and porous
;
some incrusted with a thin crystalline stalagmitic deposit, others not. And

with respect to these, it is a curious circumstance that several among them, though met

with in different parts of the cavern, and at some distance as it would seem from each

other, appear to be parts of the skeleton of one and- the same young animal. The most

noteworthy of these are:—1. The upper part of the cranium of a young Reindeer, on

which are seen the two horn-bosses, and which was found together with the distal portion

of the left femur, having the articular end nearly all gnawed off, and whose shaft

6 inches above the lowest part of the remaining outer condyle is 3"'7
;
and at the same

spot were found four or five teeth. These specimens were found in the Reindeer Gallery

32 feet from the entrance, lying on the surface of the stalagmite floor. 2. The upper
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part of the left tibia, evidently corresponding with the above femur, but which was

found in the Flint-knife Gallery 22 feet from the entrance, lying on the surface of the

third bed. 3. Three other portions of apparently the same skeleton, or at any rate of

an animal of the same age, are a portion of a cervical vertebra, which lay on the stalag-

mite floor in the Reindeer Gallery, 81 feet from the entrance, a fragment of a calcaneum,

and the greater part of a metatarsal, which were deposited one on the surface and the

other 3 inches deep in the third bed in the Flint-knife Gallery, about 10 feet from the

entrance.

With respect to the older or, at any rate, deeper remains, few remarks are required.

The form to which they belonged seems to have been of medium size ; and most of the

bones, but not all, exhibit undoubted marks of having been gnawed, most probably by

the Hyeena. But of these more deeply deposited remains two exhibit the light colour

and porous condition by which the superficial bones are distinguished : both are upper

portions of the left radius, one of which occurred at a depth of 54 inches and 21 feet from

the entrance of the Reindeer Gallery, associated with the astragalus and a tooth of

Rhinoceros and the calcaneum of a Bear, all three of which presented the characters of

great antiquity
;
the other was found by itself in the “ Flint-knife Gallery,” 45 inches deep

in the third bed, and 53 feet from the entrance, but “ amongst loose angular stones.”

I have placed in the subjoined Table the measurements of some of the parts of dif-

ferent bones of the Brixham Cave Reindeer, contrasted with those of individuals of the

existing Norwegian and American forms and some others, in order to afford an idea of

the comparative dimensions of the species.

Comparative Dimensions of Bones &c. of Reindeer. (0"‘01.)

Part. Brixham Cave.
Norwegian
Reindeer.

American
Reindeer.

Les Eyzies.

Glenoid fossa 135 x 120 120 x 110 155 x 145 140 x 130
Distal end of humerus 190x180 185 x 170 195 x 215

D ” 180 x 160
Least circumference of humerus 350 297 335

i H 235
Proximal end of radius 105x180 100 x 160 105 x 200

D D 95 x 162

D 11 95 x 160
Length of radius 920 870 1075
Least circumference 290 235 330
Distal end of metacarpal . 90 x 170 80 x 150
Acetabulum 120
Distal end of tibia 115 x 150 115 x 145 135 x 180

11 11 120x150
11 11 120 x 155

11 11 120 x 155

11 19 120 x 150
Distal end of metatarsal 90 x 170 85 x 150
Calcaneum 390x115 340

11 350 x 110
Astragalus 180x110 170 x 105

11 180x110
Scapho-cuboid 120 x 130 •• 120 x 135

4 uJIDCCCbXXIlI.
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8. Capreolus ca/preolus.

Not more than ten or twelve specimens of remains distinctly belonging to the Roe-

buck have been collected. They occurred in about equal numbers in the Reindeer and

Flint-knife Galleries only; in the former at an average depth of about 10 inches, and

in the latter of about 30. Its horizon, therefore, so far as can be judged from such scanty

materials, would seem to be higher than that of the Red Deer. In the external

appearance and general condition of the hones they would seem to be fully as ancient as

those of any of the other animals
;
and though some are lighter and more porous than

the rest, none can be regarded as decidedly modern. Several of the hones are quite

perfect, whilst others exhibit signs of having been gnawed ; and others again, if not most

of the long hones, from their cracked and weathered aspect, would seem most probably

to have lain exposed to the sun and weather before they were introduced into the cavern.

Among the remains of the Roebuck, the most worthy of note are :—
1. The lower end of a right tibia, with the articulation perfect, and measuring '90 x 1'20,

whose shaft appears to have been broken across about 4 inches above the end, the broken

end showing signs of having been gnawed. This fragment, which is light-coloured and

porous, though found at a depth of 42 inches in the third bed and 42 feet from the

entrance of the Flint-knife Gallery, appears to correspond so exactly in size, colour, and

general condition with a calcaneum met with, together with a proximal phalanx, in the

Reindeer Gallery, 70 feet from the entrance, and only 2 inches deep in the third bed

(where it was associated with numerous bones of Hare, Rabbit, and Fox, and the tooth

also of a young Bear), that it is not unfair to surmise that they may have belonged

to the same animal. 2. A beautifully perfect left metacarpal in similar condition.

3. An equally perfect right metatarsal, 8" - 3 long, of rather darker colour, but still not very

unlike the above. Both the last two bones occurred not far apart, and on or near the

surface of the third bed in the Flint-knife Gallery. 4. Another right metatarsal, very

fragile and deeply weather-cracked, was found, together with a portion of the pelvis, at a

depth of 6 inches, and 76 feet from the entrance of the Reindeer Gallery.

IV. Carnivora.

9. Fells
(
Leo

)
spelasa.

Though scanty in number, the remains of the Cave-Lion are amply sufficient to show

the existence of that species amongst the animals whose remains were found in the

Brixham Cave. These remains, all of which present the characters of extreme antiquity,

were, with perhaps two exceptions only, found at a considerable depth. The least depth

at which a specimen undoubtedly belonging to Felis speloea was met with was 48 inches

in the third bed, and a distance of S3 feet from the entrance of the Reindeer Gallery;

and it affords the only instance of the occurrence of the species in that compart-

ment of the cavern. The specimen is a left outer incisor, very much worn ;
and in

that respect, as well as in size and condition, exactly corresponding with the same tooth

still in situ in a fragment of the maxilla found at a depth of 5 feet in the third bed, and
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54 feet from the entrance of the Flint-knife Gallery. In that compartment of the

cavern five indubitable specimens belonging to the Cave-Lion were met at the depth of

about 5 feet, and all about 50 feet from the entrance. They consist of :

—

1. A much-worn upper canine, exactly resembling the one figured in ‘ Reliquiae

Diluvianee,’ plate xxii. figs. 6, 7.

2. A portion of the right maxilla, with the third and fourth premolars in situ.

3. A similar portion of the left maxilla with the 2 pm and another portion of the

same jaw with the third incisor in situ, all looking old and weathered; and the three

portions appear without doubt to belong to one and the same individual.

4. A fifth proximal phalanx of the manus.

5. A fourth phalanx, probably belonging to the same individual. The former of these

bones is very nearly entire, the latter is fractured at the distal end. Both, as I am in-

formed by Mr. Boyd Dawkins, to whom I am indebted for the certain determination of

these specimens, are remarkable for their comparative slenderness as compared with

those which had previously come under his inspection, and also for the great depth of

the dorsal pit immediately above the head of the bone. This is a character which I

find varies a good deal also in the recent species, being sometimes almost wanting, and

at others well marked
;
but I have seen no case in which it is so pronounced as in the

Brixham fossils. Both of the bones are figured in Plate XLY. figs. 7 and 8.

10. Hycena.

Next below those of C. tarandus in frequency are the remains belonging to Hycena.

They amount to about sixty in number, and were found distributed nearly equally in

three divisions of the cavern, viz. eighteen in the Reindeer Gallery, seventeen in the

Flint-knife Gallery, and twenty-one in the West Chamber.

In the Reindeer Gallery the average depth at which the bones of Ilycena were found

seems to have been about 37 inches in the third bed, and the greatest depth about 9 feet.

In the Flint-knife Gallery the average depth was about 4 feet, and the greatest depth

5 feet 6 inches.

In the West Chamber the average depth was between 10 and 11 feet, but fully half of

the bones there met with lay at a depth of 13 feet. No specimen referrible to Hycena

seems -to have occurred above the stalagmite floor, nor more than four or five on or very

near the surface of the third bed. These are :—three specimens met with in the Rein-

deer Gallery at a depth of from 9 to 12 inches, and at distances of 29, 39, and 50 feet

from the entrance ; whilst in the Flint-knife Gallery two specimens occurred at a

distance of 7 feet from the entrance, one on the surface of the third bed in immediate

contact with the stalagmite floor, and the other at a depth of 16 inches. The surface

specimen, though presenting all the characters of the greatest antiquity, was associated,

as it would seem, with more than 100 bones of the Rabbit, Flare, Birds, &c., all of which

were in the usual condition of the superficial bones elsewhere. But the anomaly may

probably be explained by the circumstance that in the same situation broken slabs of

4 b 2
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angular bone-breccia were also met with, leading to the conclusion that the ground must

at some time previously have been disturbed.

The general condition of all the Hyoena remains proves their great antiquity ; and it is

to be remarked that very few among them exhibit any indication of gnawing, weathering,

or rolling, and that amongst them are several perfect bones, in all probability belonging

to one and the same animal. Another point also connected with these remains is the

circumstance that, whilst amongst thirty-six specimens met with in the Reindeer and

Flint-knife Galleries there is scarcely an entire bone, except one or two small bones of

the feet, amongst the twenty-one specimens found in the West Chamber there are several

perfectly entire long and other bones belonging to at least two or three individuals; and

amongst these an atlas and two cervical vertebrae, which, together with other bones,

apparently belonged to the same animal. It would seem, therefore, that this part of the

cavern, which forms as it were the junction between the two principal galleries, was the

chief point of refuge during life, or at any rate the chief receptacle of the remains

shortly after death, of the Hyaenas, the marks of whose teeth are so obvious in the

numerous gnawed and splintered bones of the Rhinoceros, Elephant, Bear, Ruminants,

&c. associated with them.

The bones and teeth clearly indicate several individuals of all ages, or from that at

which the epiphyses of the femur and tibia were still ununited, up to one at which the

canine teeth were almost worn away ;
but no certain trace of a foetal or very young

Hyaena is perceptible. All the teeth belong to the permanent series.

With respect to the species of Hycenci to which these remains belong, all I would here

remark is that, so far as the bones of the extremities are concerned, it must have been of

a size pretty nearly corresponding with the existing Hyaena crocuta, though perhaps a

little lower in stature. As sufficient means of comparison between the skeleton of the

Cave-Hyaena with that of the existing H. crocuta in the wild state (for the bones of

animals that have been long caged are of little avail for the purpose) are wanting, it

will be useless here to enter at any length upon that part of the subject
;
and I would

merely remark that the quite perfect radius and tibia, shown in Plate XLV., do not

appear to differ in any respect, either as regards dimensions or form, from the corre-

sponding bones in the Spotted Hyaena*.

And with regard to the teeth, though more may be said, it is, I think, impossible to

* As material for future comparison, the dimensions of some of the principal bones of the skeleton in the

Cave specimens are suljoined :

—

1. Atlas : antero-posterior diameters of dorsal and ventral arches, 1-10 and '61
;
distance between the foramina

in front L55.

2. Humerus : distal extremity, 1*60 X 2-15.

3. Radius: length 8’20 and 8 -15
;

proximal end *75 x 1*21; distal end l-OOxl'62; circumference of shaft

(least) 2-10.

4. Acetabulum: diameter 1*12.

5. Femur : distal detached epiphysis 2-10 x 1’90
; circumference of shaft 2 - 75.

G. Tibia : length 7 -45
;
proximal end 2 ,00 x 1'90

;
distal end L50 x 1*00

;
circumference of shaft (least) 2 -40.
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point out any characters, either in size or form, sufficient to distinguish the Spelaean

from the Spotted Hyaena.

In the subjoined Table I have given the mean, maximum, and minimum dimensions

of the principal teeth in different species of Hyaena, from which it will be seen how very

closely, in almost every tooth, the fossil Hyaena agrees with II. crocuta
( fera), or, rather,

as I should explain, with the larger variety of that species. Taking the individual teeth,

it would seem that the upper canine is somewhat larger in the existing Hyaena, whilst

the third premolar is a trifle less, its maximum size only coming up to the mean in

Hycena spelcea. The fourth upper premolar is considerably less, even its maximum size

falling considerably short of the mean in the fossil form. The lower canine, again, like

the upper, is somewhat larger in the existing species, though the difference is very

slight. The first lower premolars are of nearly equal size in both, as are also the

second and third
;
but the lower carnassial tooth appears to be sometimes a good deal

larger in the fossil Hyaena, although its mean dimensions are but very little more.

Table showing the Mean, Maximum, and Minimum Dimensions of certain Teeth

in different Species of Hycena. (0"-01.)

Canine. pm 3. pm 4. Canine.

Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min.

H. crocuta (fera)* ... 76x50 80x50 55x40 94x70 100x70 71X60 146x84 150x85 130x75 66x49 75x50 55x40

H. brunnca 67X50 70x52 65x50 93x63 100x67 90x60 142x85 150x90 140x82 72x50 75x50 70x50

H. striata 60x40 70x40 55x40 80x52 90x60 75x51 117x70 120x77 110x66 54x41 60x40 50x40

H. spelcea 74x46 100x73 160x87 71 x52

H. (Brixham) 70x51 70x55 70x50 100x70 160x90 62x50 65x50 60x50

pm 1. pm 2. pm 3. m.

Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min.

H. crocuta (fera) * ... 63x44 70x48 50x35 85x60 90X62 70x50 91x52 95x50 70X50 120x50 120x55 100x40

II. brunnea 62x45 70x50 60x45 84x55 90x60 80x52 94x53 95x55 95x53 94x58 97x50 95x45

H. striata 52x32 60x35 47x30 72x44 75x48 70x40 78x43 80x45 72x40 81x40 85x40 77 X40

H. spelcea 66x48 89x65 95x59 128x54

H. (Brixham) 61x46 65x48 60x45 90x61 90x65 90X60 92x5S 95x60 90x55 125x53 132x52 120x50

On the whole, when we consider the fact that the dental differences between H.

crocuta and H. spelcea are to the full as great, if not greater, than they are between the

Lion and Tiger, I am hardly at present inclined to agree with Messrs. Boyd Dawkins
* The minimum measures under II. crocuta are taken from caged specimens. There is no reason for sup-

posing that the teeth are ever so small in the •wild state.
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and Sanford in considering it proved that II. spelcea is merely “ a variety of the Spotted

Hyaena of South Africa” *. That it has no relation to II. brunnea or II. striata is at

once seen from the comparison of the dentition
;
but that it necessarily represents the

third existing species, though highly probable, cannot as yet be said to have been

absolutely proved f.

It is rather remarkable that no coprolites of the Hyaena should have been met with

in the cavern. It is impossible, with the minute care that was bestowed in the explora-

tion, that such well-marked objects should have been overlooked. Is it possible that

they had been washed away by currents of water insufficient to remove the more solid

bones X

11-13. Ursus.

Of all the animal remains discovered in the Brixham Cave, those belonging to the

Bear are by far the most numerous, and in some respects, more especially with regard

to their distribution, perhaps of the greatest interest.

In the present, as in almost every instance, of the occurrence of ursine remains in

caverns, the extreme variation in size and other characters of the different bones and

teeth is so great as naturally to lead to the belief that they must have belonged to

more than one species. Without pretending to decide or even to enter at large into

the very difficult and important question of the distinctions between numerous species of

Cave-Bears that have been described by authors, I will subsequently point out what

appears to me to be the amount of evidence afforded by the Brixham-Cave ursine remains

in favour of the view that they belong to more than one species, but will first say a few

words with respect to their distribution in the cavern, general condition, &c.

1. Distribution of the Ursine Bemains .—The number of specimens clearly determined

is about 350 or 360 ;
but besides these there are, in all probability, thirty or forty more

amongst the as yet undetermined splinters and fragments. It should be remarked,

however, as in some measure explanatory of this number, that it includes several col-

lections, each composed of numerous bones of the skeletons of animals of various ages

found lying together at the same spot. But if we take the number of separate stations

in which ursine remains, as compared with those of the Reindeer and Hyaena, were met

with, it will be even still more clearly seen how much those of the Bear predominate.

The number of stations for each of these animals is :

—

Ursus 71

C. tarandus 50

Hyaena 30

Of the specimens included in the above enumeration, about 116 occurred in the

Reindeer Gallery, 210-220 in the Flint-knife Gallery, 26 in the West, and only 3 in the

South Chamber.

* British Pleistocene Mammalia. Introduction, p. xlii.

t Further details concerning the cranial and dental characters of the existing Hyaenas will be found in a

paper published in the ninth volume of the Journal of the Linnean Society.
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The mean level at which the hones were deposited in the Reindeer Gallery was

about 28, and in the Flint-knife Gallery about 32 inches, whilst in the West Chamber

they occurred, as would seem to have been the case with all the bones found there, at a

much greater depth, or at about 110 inches. The mean horizon, therefore, of Ursus

appears to have been about the same as that of the Reindeer, and a few inches above

that of the Hyaena. It is also to be remarked that, as compared with the latter animal,

a much larger proportion of its remains were found lying on or near the surface of the

third bed, or even imbedded in the stalagmite itself.

Another remarkable circumstance connected with the ursine remains, and which has

already been alluded to, is the number of instances in which bones obviously belonging

to the skeleton of the same animal were found collected together in one spot.

Amongst the most remarkable of these collections may be mentioned one which,

though not recorded in the “ Register,” was found, as we are informed by Mr. Pengelly,

“ on the 29th July, 1858, upwards of 2 feet deep in the third bed, immediately north of

the junction of the Reindeer and Flint-knife Galleries, in a small recess in the west wall

of the former, and about 62 feet from the entrance, at a spot where the overlying

stalagmite was about 4 inches thick.” The bones in question, so far as they are

exposed, include an entire left femur, the corresponding tibia lying in the natural pos-

ture it would assume in extreme flexion of the knee, and having the entire astragalus

articulated to it in the natural position. Close beside these leg-bones, and in fact

partly overlapping the astragalus, is the left radius
;
and attached to the specimen, when

it first came under my notice, was the detached lower articular end of the same radius,

with the scapho-lunar fossette entire. In a “ Report of Progress in the Brixham Cave”

drawn up by Dr. Falconer in Sept. 1858*, this specimen is described as a “superb

specimen of the bones of left hind leg, comprising the femur, tibia, and fibula folded

together, with the patella and astragalus in situ.” “ These were found,” the Report

goes on to say, “ near the Ebur chasm, and the other parts of the skeleton may be

looked for when that portion of the cavern is dug up.” And in a note given in p. 495

of the ‘Palaeontological Memoirs,’ dated May 1863, Dr. Falconer states that “all the

circumstances connected with the entire leg of Cave-Bear (femur with tibia and fibula

folded together, and ball of astragalus partly dislocated), and its position in commi-

nuted shale, below the ochreous cave-earth and above a well-defined flint implement,

were determined by me at Torquay and Brixham on September 2. I identified the

remains and the flint, and drew the inference that the leg must have been introduced,

with its ligaments at least fresh, after the flint had been introduced into the lower cave-

deposit.”

Subsequent examination, however, of this collection of bones, after the removal of

the matrix in which they were imbedded, has shown that Dr. Falconer was, to some

extent, misled as to the true state of the case. The bone which, when very partially

uncovered, he naturally took to be fibula, proves, when fully disclosed, to be the radius
;

* Ante, p. 476.
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and it would seem that what is described as the patella is in reality the detached end

of the radius above noticed. Besides these, a further removal of the indurated clayey

matrix has brought into view a large portion of a rib
;
and some other bones may not

improbably still be concealed in the mass, which has been left intact in order to

display the original juxtaposition of the remains.

This magnificent specimen is of special interest, as being that to which Sir Charles

Lyell, in his work on ‘The Antiquity of Man’*, and Sir John Lubbock, in ‘Pre-

historic Times’ f, refer, but with respect to which they seem to have been not quite

correctly informed. Sir C. Lyell speaks of the “ occurrence at one point in overlying

stalagmite of the bone of a Cave-Bear,” and of the “ discovery at the same level in the

bone-earth, and in close proximity to a very perfect flint tool, of the entire left hind

leg of a Cave-Bear.” Although the argument sought to be strengthened by the cir-

cumstances thus recorded (of the contemporaneity of man with the Bear) is not mate-

rially affected by the correction, it is as well that this opportunity should be taken of

stating the facts exactly as they stand.

The “ bone ” above referred to by Sir Charles Lyell as having been lodged in the

overlying stalagmite is a very perfect humerus of a Bear of small size, which was

found, in the position described, on the 30th July, 1858, at a distance of 67 feet

from the entrance of the Reindeer Gallery, or at pretty nearly the same distance as the

leg-bones
;
but it was, as has been said, completely imbedded in the stalagmitic floor,

and consequently above the surface of the third bed, whilst the leg-bones lay at a

depth of upwards of 2 feet in the clayey bone-earth; moreover, it was found at the

opposite or east side of the Gallery. It should also be stated that the humerus differs

from the other bones, not only in size, but very remarkably in its condition, which is

nearly white, and it is wholly unstained by dendritic deposit, whilst the leg-bones are

deeply coloured, very dendritic, and evidently of much higher antiquity. Nor does

it appear that either the humerus or the leg-bones were found in close proximity to a

flint implement. Three implements of the kind only can be referred to in speaking of

these bones, viz. those numbered 1, 2, 3 in Mr. Pengelly’s Report. Of these, Nos.

1 and 2 were found nearest the leg-bones. They were both found on the 29th July,

1858, 74 feet from the entrance, and 9 inches deep in the third bed, i. e. 12 feet south

and 15 inches above the level of the leg-bones, or 7 feet south and 9 or 10 inches

deeper than the humerus ; they were, in fact, deposited immediately beneath the spot

where the great antler was found on the upper surface of the stalagmite. The third

flint implement was found the next day at a distance of 47 feet from the entrance, and

34 inches deep in the third bed.

A second instance of the same kind, and equally tending to show the probability that

these remains must have lain almost undisturbed from the period of their sepulture,

w'hilst still surrounded by the soft parts, or at any rate connected by ligaments, is

afforded in the remains, evidently belonging to one and the same young Bear, which

* Third edition, page 100. t Page 260.
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are recorded under Nos. XXVI. & XXIX. in the “ Register.” The remains comprised

under No. XXVI. were found 3 feet from the entrance of the Flint-knife Gallery, at a

depth of only 3 inches in the third bed. They consist chiefly of the right ramus of the

lower jaw, with the permanent canine, though partially exposed by recent fracture of the

bone, still wholly in germ, and with the crown of the penultimate molar just protruded

from the alveolus. Together with this were several other teeth of the permanent and

milk series, which, from their age and condition, undoubtedly belonged to the same

individual, and a fragment of the right maxilla showing the 4 pm in situ and just

emerged from the alveolus. Seven feet further in from the entrance, and lying on the

surface of the stalagmite floor, was the opposite ramus of the same mandible, having the

milk-canine still in situ and the permanent tooth completely concealed in the alveolus,

though the second permanent incisor is fully protruded and the third is just making

its appearance. Near the same spot was also found the shaft of a very young tibia

sticking in the stalagmite, and which, there is every reason to conclude, belonged to the

same individual as the jaws and teeth. These bones are all in the most fragile and

delicate condition
; and more especially is it to be remarked that the shell of bone

covering the swollen germs of the permanent canines, and consequently in a much

exposed part of the bone, is as thin as paper and as fragile as glass, or even more so.

Nevertheless, except the injuries necessarily received by such fragile objects at or since

the time of extraction, they appear absolutely perfect. They are of a light colour and

very porous, in fact closely resembling the superficial bones generally. But it is a

strange circumstance that among these comparatively modern bones of a very young

Bear was found the ungual phalanx of an adult animal, nearly black in colour and a

good deal worn or weathered, and presenting all the characters of the most remote

antiquity.

A somewhat similar instance is afforded by the specimens included under Nos.

CVII., CVIII., and CIX. of the “ Register,” all of which occurred from 10 to 16 feet

from the same entrance, some lying on the surface of the third bed, and some imbedded

in the stalagmite. Amongst these bones are the shafts of the right and left humerus, of

both tibise, and a left ramus of the lower jaw (some of the milk-teeth still in situ)

;

and the occurrence of this part, as well as of the two tibiae, renders it probable that the

bones associated with it all belonged to a second individual young Bear of about the

same age as the one above described. All the bones are in the same light porous con-

dition, though slightly dendritic and infiltrated with calcareous matter. The tibiae are

each perforated near the middle by a perfectly circular hole, about ^ inch in dia-

meter ; these holes, from the appearance of the minute fractures round the edges, are

evidently recent*. Together with these bones are associated a portion of the pelvis and

the scapho-cuboid of the Roe, the slightly abraded and perhaps bitten astragalus of a

very small Ox, and a fragment of a long bone, perhaps of the same, together with a small

* From subsequent inquiry it appears that these holes were made for the purpose of fixing the bones on a

board, in order to exhibit them with other articles.

4 CMDCCCLXXIII.
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portion of the os innominatum of a young Hare. The bones of the Roecleer and Hare

are in exactly the same condition, as regards colour and amount of dendritic infiltration,

as those of the young Bear, and there is no reason to doubt their contemporaneity
; but

with respect to the bovine astragalus, as already stated, I am by no means so certain.

A similar, though larger collection of ursine bones, but of those of a mature or perhaps

rather of an aged animal, is recorded under No. CIIX. The number of bones belonging

to the same skeleton is in this instance between twenty and thirty, and they are all

pretty nearly in the same condition as those just described—that is to say, of a reddish-

white colour, exceedingly porous and friable. They were found in the Reindeer

Gallery 10 feet from the entrance, or at about the same distance as the foregoing, but

at a greater depth, as I should presume ; though this is not very clear, as it is stated

that they lay 30 inches deep in the first or uppermost bed. The collection includes :

—

the entire upper portion of the right femur and the upper part of the left minus the

head, which was found detached and had apparently been gnawed or rolled, whilst all

the other bones appear to be merely broken
; a portion of the pelvis, with part of the

acetabulum
;
several portions of the cranium and upper jaw, including the 1 m and 2 m,

both worn down nearly to the bottom of the crowns ; a detached condyle of the lower

jaw ; and a portion of the right ramus, containing the canine and 3 pm in situ
,
and

exhibiting two small sockets for the 1 pm and 2 pm, one close to the canine and the

other immediately in front of the 4 pm. There is also a part of the left ramus, con-

taining the 1 m and 2 m, both worn down to the same extent as those of the upper

jaw. The detached right upper and left lower canines and the detached head of the

femur were also met with. From the size of the teeth and other bones, I should con-

clude the species to have been Tlrsus arctos *.

A fourth remarkable specimen, but in which the bones exhibit a much greater

degree of dendritic infiltration, and are, to all appearance, of older date, is recorded

under No. NXIV., comprising about thirty bones of one and the same skeleton of a

mature animal of gigantic size compared with the others already mentioned. In order

to afford a good notion of the way in which an entire skeleton was probably left in one

spot, it will be useful to mention the bones contained in this “ find,” which occurred

68 feet from the entrance of the Reindeer Gallery, and 33 inches deep in the third bed,

or about a foot beneath and not more than 6 feet distant from the entire leg described

above. The bones, however, do not belong to the same animal, but to one of much

larger size. They include a nearly entire sacrum ; large portions of the right and left

ossa innominata, including the acetabula ; a portion, about 9 inches long, of the right

femur, wanting the head ; a portion of the right tibia
;
portion of a scapula, ulna,

and radius; nine vertebrae, some nearly entire; five or six large portions of ribs; an

entire scapho-lunar bone and fragments of other bones ;
and mixed with them is what

appears to be a fragment of a metacarpal or metatarsal bone of Hyaena.

On one of the ribs is a small notch, which Dr. Falconer observes might have been

* One of the canine teeth of this specimen is figured in Plate XLVI. fig. 3.
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made by means of a flint or stone implement. Of course this maybe so
; but upon close

inspection I am inclined to think that it is not an incision or scratch at all, but a mere

indentation by some blunt edge, which has simply depressed the soft texture of the bone

without breaking the surface. The bottom and sides, therefore, of this very trifling mark

appear rounded, smooth, and, under a magnifying-glass, exactly like the surrounding

surface
; but the appearance of antiquity which would thence attach to the indentation,

were it really an incision, may, as it seems to me, be readily explained on the presump-

tion of its being merely an accidental impression.

Several other instances might be cited, but one or two more will suffice, to show that

similar assemblages of bones were formed probably at the remotest periods of the history

of the cavern. In one case between thirty and forty bones and teeth of a young Bear,

together with a gnawed fragment of the scapula, several portions of the ribs, an

astragalus, some metacarpal bones, a bone of the sternum, and teeth belonging to a

mature animal, were found at a depth of 5 feet in the third bed, and at a distance of

46 feet from the entrance of the Flint-knife Gallery, intermixed with a tooth of Felts

spelcea and bones and teeth of Hyrena, Rhinoceros, and Reindeer. The ursine bones and

teeth are all dark-coloured and dense, and, in fact, in precisely the same condition as those

of the other animals.

A second instance of the kind was afforded about 8 feet further from the entrance

of the Gallery and at the same depth of 5 feet, where between thirty and forty bones,

or fragments of bones, of a still younger Bear were found lying altogether, but, as

it would seem, without mixture with those of any other animal. These bones present

exactly the same ancient character, and they would seem to have been those of a sucking

cub, or of one hardly beyond that stage of growth. They very closely correspond in

every respect with those of a skeleton of a young Norwegian Bear in the collection

of the British Museum, in which the middle permanent incisors of the upper jaw are in

place though quite unworn, and the second and third milk-incisors still retained, together

with the much-worn milk-canines. In the same jaw the first and third milk-molars,

and behind these the first permanent molar, or 4 pm, is nearly protruded
;
and behind

that the first (second) molar is fully out, whilst the second or last molar is still wholly

in germ, although its sac is very much enlarged. In the lower jaw the first and second

incisors are fully out, whilst the third milk-incisor is still in situ, as well as the milk-

canine and the first and second milk-molars. The point of the fourth premolar has just

made its appearance, and behind that the first or antepenultimate molar is fully pro-

truded, whilst the anterior half of the penultimate molar is visible above the alveolus,

and the third molar is still wholly in germ. As the form of the ribs at this early period

of growth appears to differ considerably from that which they subsequently assume (a

difference which at first rendered the diagnosis of the bones very doubtful), the aid

towards their identification rendered by this young skeleton in the British Museum has

been invaluable. The difference in question consists in the young ribs being nearly all

of them more or less square, with a rather deep groove on the anterior and posterior sides,

4 c 2
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and in the middle libs having a deep fossa on the dorsal aspect, between the angle and

the tubercle. Except in their size, these fragments of ribs bear a close resemblance to

those of the Hare or Beaver.

2. With respect to the general condition of the ursine bones, little remains to be

added to what has already been noticed in the preceding observations. In general terms

it may be remarked that, with the exception of the instances in which the bones were

found on or close below the stalagmitic floor or on the surface of the third bed, they

are more or less dendritic
; and in the great majority of cases they present the same

characters of extreme antiquity as are shown in the bones of Hyaena
,
Rhinoceros

,
&c.

It would appear, therefore, from this circumstance, as well as from the positions in

which the ursine remains occurred, that they belong to all periods of the Cavern’s history,

from the earliest to nearly the most recent.

Many among the bones present marks of their having been gnawed, but the condition

of a great many (and this is especially the case with those of the very young individuals)

plainly shows that they were tranquilly deposited in or not far from the sites in which

they were found. There can, in fact, be little doubt that amongst the Bear’s relics, as

with those of the Hysena, some at least must have belonged to animals which habitually

used the cavern as a place of refuge, and especially perhaps at the time of parturition

and when they were nursing their young.

With respect to size and other particulars, the bones, as already observed, exhibit the

extreme diversity which characterizes ursine remains in all situations, and which is as

manifest in the bones of the larger existing species as it is among those of their fossil

representatives. But, besides size, close scrutiny will detect in some of the bones certain

differences, which must, I think, be regarded as indicative of more than mere sexual or

individual peculiarity. Amongst the osteological characters which have been most

generally looked for in the discrimination of fossil Bears, the size and form of the

cranium and lower jaw have been more especially relied upon. The Brixham Collection

affords no evidence of the former kind, and not much of the latter. With respect to

the cranium, its form and size in existing species varies so extremely, not only between

different races of the same species, but also between the sexes, that I am not inclined to

place any very great importance upon it. As regards the lower jaw, however, the case

is different. The greater convexity of the “inferior contour of the ramus” has been

noticed as characteristic of U. spelmts by Professor Owen and other palaeontologists, and

it was regarded as of great value by Dr. Falconer among others. It appears to be a

pretty constant character even in the oldest jaws; but it should not be forgotten that in

other species the inferior contour is much more convex in the young jaw before the

teeth are fully out than it afterwards becomes. The length of the diasteme is a second

point often referred to
;
but this depends so much upon age and upon the proportionate

size of the jaw itself, as compared with the teeth, as not, I think, to be of much import-

ance. The presence of any of the small premolars is excessively rare in U. spelceus
,
whilst

in U. prisons, Cuv.
(fossilis , Goldf.), and U. arctos one or more of them, though never all
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three, are almost invariably found. When two exist, as is commonly the case in U. circtos,

they are almost always the first and third, one being situated close to the canine and the

other immediately in front of the pm 4. But in two of the jaws in the Brixham Col-

lection the two sockets are placed close together immediately behind the canine, leading

to the supposition that in these cases it was the third and not the second premolar which

was suppressed. There is, however, another character belonging to the lower jaw (which

was, I believe, originally pointed out by Mr. Watekiiouse) which appears to be of some

value
;

this is the comparative thickness of the articular condyle. In all collections of

fossil ursine mandibles they may manifestly be divided into two groups, from the differ-

ence in the proportions of this part ; and as the difference in question is also accom-

panied, in the majority of instances, by certain differences in the teeth distinctive of

U. spelceus and U prisons, it may be taken as an additional specific character. The same

difference, even to a still greater extent, is found between the mandibular condyle in the

Lion and Tiger—the former having it very much thicker than the latter, even when the

jaw itself and the teeth are of the same size. The thick condyle characterizes the lower

jaw of U. spelceus.

As regards the other bones of the skeleton, I am not at present in a position to say

any thing in detail. Many of them undoubtedly present differences which must be

regarded as specific
;
but I am not aware that these distinctions have yet been assigned

to the respective species. Amongst other bones in the Brixham Collection, differences

will be observed in the humerus, more especially as regards the angle at which the

supinator ridge descends from the shaft. Certain differences also may be noticed be-

tween two tolerably perfect unciform bones which are figured in Plate XLVI. figs. 9 & 10,

and in the case of two astragali (one of which, however, is unfortunately very imperfect)

which are represented in figs. 7 & 8.

But it is upon the teeth that we must chiefly rely in the distinction of species in fossil

Bears, affording as they do the best and most easily appreciated characters. The cha-

racters of the teeth are derived partly from their relative and absolute dimensions, and

in some of them more especially from their form. As regards the dimensions of the

teeth, it is necessary to consider them not so much individually as relatively to each

other in the same jaw. On this account the Brixham Collection, though rich in

separate teeth, does not afford very abundant materials for their proper comparison

inter se. I have placed in the following Table the dimensions of the various teeth

occurring in the collection which are sufficiently entire for the purpose, which will give

all the requisite information on that point, and will proceed to say a few words with

respect to the forms of some among them which present the most marked characters.
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Table I.—Dimensions of Teeth of Bears from the Brixham Cavern. (0
,,-

01.)

Can. pm 4. m 1. m 2. pm 4. m 1. m2.
I

m 3.

1

140 x 72
135 x 80

110 x 75
135 x 80
120 x 71
140 x 70

91x61
90x62

100 x 65

90x60
100 x 65
120 x 71
120 x 72
100 x 65

105 x 65

110x70
100 x 70
120 x 75

115x68
85 x 65

100 x 65

90x60
86x52

60x50
65x56
75x63
66x55

85x70
90 x 70

105 x 75
110x60

135 x 73
155 x 80
154 x 80
153 x SO
150 x 70
150 x 75

152x79

48x30
58x31
56x31

100 x 50
100 x 50
105x55
110x55
115x55
100 x 50
105 x 52

110 x 75
105 x 63

100x63
110x66
105 x 70
109 x 64

110x65
115x70
110x69
109x68

92x67
98x70
95x70
80 x 65

Mean. . 108x67 67 x 55 95x64 150 x 77 54x31 105 x 53
;

108 x 67 91x68

Canines .—The canine teeth in Bears appear to differ a good deal in size in the two

sexes, as might be expected perhaps in animals not altogether carnivorous
;
and conse-

quently, from the mere size of these teeth, within certain limits no very sure conclusions

as to difference of species can be drawn. In the Brixham Collection, besides numerous

incomplete or broken teeth, there are between twenty and thirty canines whose characters

can be accurately determined. Their dimensions are given in the above Table ;
and as

regards the types of form presented among them, the principal varieties are exhibited in

figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 in Plate XLVI. From these it will be seen that they exhibit what may be

termed three distinct forms, one distinguished principally by its small size, as shown in

fig. 3, and one by its slenderness of shape, fig. 4.

If the forms of teeth here represented are compared with those given by M. Schmer-

ling from the Belgian bone-caves, they will all be found amongst the latter. For in-

stance, figs. 1 & 2 of the Brixham teeth appear to correspond very closely with M.

Schmerling’s figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; whilst fig. 4 strongly resembles his figs. 8 & 9, and

fig. 3 his fig. 7. Whether, as M. Schmerling and many others suppose, these differences

in the canine teeth are of specific value, and to what extent they are so, is by no means

an easy question to determine ; and I fully agree with him that sufficient attention has

not as yet been directed to the dental, amongst other differences dependent upon sex.

It is not at all improbable, therefore, that figs. 1 & 2 (Plate XLVI.) may represent merely

the male and female canines of the same species, although it is just as likely they may

be specifically different. But, so far as I have had any means of judging, it appears
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almost impossible that fig. 3 should also belong to the same ; whilst if we regard the

peculiar form of fig. 4, it seems difficult to believe that it also does not belong to a third.

I am, however, inclined to the opinion that it may belong to the upper jaw of the same

species as fig. 3, and also that the canine teeth in the present collection indicate the

existence it may be of three, and certainly of two, distinct species of TJrsus. In this

view we might perhaps, though with doubt, refer fig. 1 to If. spelceus
,
and fig. 2 to If.

prisons, whilst I have little doubt the two small teeth belong to If. circtos. This con-

clusion is supported by the numerical data given in the Table. The mean dimen-

sions of the canine teeth found at Brixham are 108x67. Nine teeth are decidedly

above this mean, whose average dimensions are 124 X 72 ; whilst six are as much below it,

Avhose size is about 90 X 60. The dimensions of the intermediate eight are very uni-

formly 100x65. Among the teeth belonging to the first category there are four whose

mean size is nearly 140x80, and four of 120x67. Now the former may fairly be

referred to U. spelceus
,
whilst the smaller may represent either the female of that species

or the large male of If. prisons. The teeth in the second category might in like manner

be referred to If. prisons
,
whilst the smaller teeth in the third category may be assigned

to If. arctos, in which species, from the measurements I have taken, the mean size of

the canines may be given as 92 x 60. In If.ferox it is about 103 x 70, and in If. mari-

timus the same.

But it is in the molar teeth, and more particularly, perhaps, in those of the lower jaw,

that we have to seek the most marked and distinctive dental characters.

These depend upon (1) the absolute and relative dimensions, and (2) on the form of

the various teeth. As regards the former point, the materials that I have employed for

comparison are contained in the subjoined Table, in which all the measurements I have

been able to make or obtain of the molar teeth in most of the known and admitted

species of recent and fossil Bears, including those from the Brixham Cave, are given.

Upon these figures I will first offer a few explanatory remarks, and then proceed briefly

to discuss the principal morphological characters.

In doing this, however, although most of the existing species are included in the

Table, it will be needless for the present purpose to pay any particular attention to

more than three or four, viz. :—1. If. ferox, Richardson, 1825 [If. Jiorribilis, Ord, 1815)

;

2. If. arctos, LinnA ; 3. If. maritimus
,
Desrn. ; 4. If. horriceus, Baird.

The numerical data upon which I have gone in this inquiry are contained in the

following Table f
:

—

* Under which I include Myrmarctos Eversmannii, Gray, U. isabellinus, Horsf., U. syriacus, Hempr. &

Ehr., and all the other varieties of the European and North Asiatic Brown Bear, which have sometimes

received distinct specific names, believing, as I do, that, regarded as subjects of palceontology, it would be

impossible to distinguish among them.

t Eor the purpose of facilitating comparison the dimensions recorded in this Table arc graphically represented

in the “ Odontograms ” on Plate XLVII. These have been constructed on the plan described in Proc. Eoy. Soc.

1870, vol. xviii. p. 544.
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Table II.—Mean, Maximum, ancl Minimum Dimensions of the Molar Teeth of various

Species of Decent and Fossil Bears. (0" #

01.)

pm 4. m 1. m 2. pm 4.

I

1

Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Mas. Min. Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min.

1. Cuvier’s measurements 81 X 82x 79 X 1 15 X 121 x 110X 180 X 188 X 168 X
o Sciimerling’s measurements... 75 X 82 x 67 X 114X 130 X 102 X 173 X 196 X 157 X 59 X 70 X 47 X
3. All fossil forms. G. B 73x57 85x60 60 x 50 103x76 120x80 85 x 70 158x84 190x100 135x75 60x37 72x50 48x30
4. Major fossil, U. speUeus ? 80x60 75x 112x80 105 x75 180x91 170x90 64 X 43 60x40

:

5. Minor fossil, JJ. priscus ?, &o. 63 X 52 66x55 90x71 95x70 147x79 155 X 80 57x31 56 x38
| () U. p>riscus. B. M. * 65x52 90x75 135 x75 56 X 30

j

1. TJrsus fromBrixliam Cavern... 67x55 75X62 60 x 50 95x64 105x75 85x70 150x77 155 X 80 135x73 54x31 58x31 48 x 80
8. U. ferox 62x47 65 x 55 60 x 36 91x67 92x70 90x60 150x73 150 X 75 148x68 51x30 52x30 50X30
9. U. arctos 61x43 65x50 58x43 83x61 90x63 80x60 126x66 140 X 70 120x60 45x28 50x30 42x30

10. U. isabellinus 56x46 60x50 50x40 82x60 85 x 60 80 X 55 130x66 140 x 70 130x60 49 x 26 50x30 45x25
11. U. maritimus 63x37 70x40 60x30 70x60 85x62 70x55 108x60 120x 60 95x55 53x28 55x30 50x23
12. JJ. amcricanus 47x34 50x40 45x30 70x53 72x60 69x50 100x56 llOx 65 92x50 37 x 20 40x21 33x20
13. U. torquatus 52x36 55x40 50x32 80x60 85x60 75x60 117x66 120 X 70 110x60 41x23 45x25 38x22

|

14. JJ. labiatus 47x39 49x40 43x38 67 x46 70x46 65 X 46 75x40 80 X 41 70x40 40x20 41x21 40x20
|

in 1. m 2. m 3. Molar Series.

Mean. Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min.
!
Mean. Max. Min. Upper. Lower.

L Cuvier’s measurements 130x 115 x 125x 106 x 97 X 102 X 86 X 376
j

o Schmerling’s measurements. .

.

118 X 133 x llOx 1 118 x 130 x 106 X 400 x 121 x 75x 362 395

1

3 - All fossil forms. G. B 109x56 125x60 100x50 111x68 130x80 92x60 100x74 120x80 75x62 3& 380

4. Major fossil, JJ. spelants? 114x58 110x55 116x74 108x70 118x84 100x70 372 412
1 5. Minor fossil, JJ. priscus ?, &c. 100x52 108x52 105x64 110x66 86x67 98x70 300 348

6. JJ. priscus. B. M. * 100x50 95 x 60 75x65 290 326

7. Ursus from Brixham Cavern. .

.

105x53 115x55 100x50 108x67 117x70 105x63 91x68 98x70 80 x 65 312 358

8. U. ferox 97x46 98x50 95x45 102x63 105x70 100x60 1 92x62 100x60 85x55 303 342

9. U. arctos 90x42 100x50 85 x 36 90 x 55 100x60 85 x 52
|
70x54 80x60 60 x 50 270 295

10. If. isabellinus 85 x 42 90x45 80x40 92 x 60 110x60 80x60 76x60 80 x 65 70x55 268 303

11. JJ. maritimus 86x38 95x40 80 x 35 81x45 85x50 76x40 61x47 70x50 50x40 241 281

12. JJ. amcricanus 74x36 81x40 70x31 78x46 85 x 50 72x42 61x47 80x50 52x45 217 250

13. JJ. torquatus 86x38 91x40 82x40 85x52 91x55 80x50 72x55 80 x 60 66 x 242 284 !

14. JJ. labiatus 67x37 70x35 65x30 60x40 60x40 60x40 44x 45 x 43 x 189 211 1

1

In this Table are given the mean, together with the maximum and minimum, dimen-

sions of the molar teeth in nearly all the instances of different species to which I have

had access, and they may be deemed sufficient to afford fair averages. It would

have been satisfactory to have had more numerous specimens of U. ferox

;

but they are

not attainable, so far as I know. Above my own measurements, I have placed in the

two uppermost lines the mean measurements taken from those given by Cuvier and

those extracted from M. Sctimerling’s invaluable memoir on the Belgian Caves. In

the third line will be found the mean and other dimensions of the fossil teeth of all

kinds that I have met with, and these include, of course, all the possible fossil species.

Taking these mean sizes as the standard, I have separated all those teeth which came

decidedly below the mean from those which as decidedly exceeded it. The results thus

arrived at are given in lines 4 and 5. It thus appeared that the fossil ursine molars

could primarily be divided into two very distinct categories, within one of which all the

indisputable or typical specimens of U. spelceus were exclusively, or nearly so, included

;

whilst in the other, represented by the typical U. prisons, Cuv.
(fossilis,

Gldf.), fell a very

* These measurements are taken from M. Goldfuss’s original specimen in the British Museum, which is

probably that of a female.

*
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considerable number now in the British Museum, the actual dimensions of which are given

in the sixth line. In the seventh line are given, for the purpose of direct comparison, the

mean dimensions of the Brixham molar teeth, as taken from the former Table. These

numbers, it will be seen, do not greatly exceed those in the fifth and sixth lines, though

they fall far short of those in the fourth. This is in support of the opinion that these

teeth belong to more than one species ; but at the same time the lowness of the

numbers would serve to show either that there was a great admixture of very small

with the large teeth, or that the greater part of them were of an intermediate size,

corresponding pretty nearly with that of TJ. prisons. This I believe to be the case
;
but

the evidence in support of the supposition is defective in some measure, as before

observed, in the case of the Brixham teeth as compared with that of the others, in the

circumstance that the dimensions are taken not from the successive teeth in the same

jaws, but from isolated ones.

In the eighth line will be found the dimensions of the various teeth in TJ. ferox,

between which and those of the minor fossil form and of the typical TJrsus prisons

(Goldfuss’s type) the closest correspondence will be seen to prevail, not in any particular

teeth especially, but throughout the entire series, both upper and lower, as may be

gathered at a glance from the two last columns in the Table, in which it is shown that the

conjoined lengths of the upper molars is in smaller Cave-Bear 300 and in TJ. ferox 303,

and of the lower 348 and 342, whilst the actual lengths of the molar series in TJ. prisons

are 290 and 326 *. These coincidences appearing to me to be too close to be merely

accidental, I compared side by side the typical skull of TJ. prisons in the British Museum

with that of a fine and large specimen of TJ. ferox (No. 1137 b

). In doing this I was

unable to perceive any difference whatever between them, except the rather larger size

of the recent specimen. In every essential particular they appeared to be identical
;
and

I am consequently strongly inclined to the belief that it is impossible to draw a specific

distinction between TJ. prisons, Cuv.
(fossilis ,

Gldf.), and TJ. ferox. On the same occasion

also I compared a tolerably perfect cranium from a peat-bog at Clonbourne in Ireland,

and which is named in the collection TJ. arctos (No. 28906), and found that it exhibited

all the characters of the other two, and was manifestly as much TJ. prisons as the

typical specimen itself. In the museum of the Philosophical Society of Leeds there

are also two Irish-peat crania, one named TJ. spelceus and the other TJ. prisons, though

there may be reason to doubt whether the former is correctly so namedf . The differences

between them, including the width of the glenoid fossa, were precisely those which

* This coincidence will he still more readily appreciated upon comparison of the Odontograms, Nos. 12 and

13, Hate XLVII.

t With respect to that named TJ. prisons I entertain no doubt ;
but as the determination of the other has

been made principally from its large size, it may possibly be the skull of a gigantic TJ. arctos, whose jaw, as

represented by that from Manea Fen, is described by Professor Owen as equal in length “ to the largest speci-

men of the lower jaw of the Ursus spelceus.” If so, the Fen Bear must have greatly exceeded any form of the

existing Brown Bear, as Professor Owen himself observes.

MDCCCLXXIII. 4 D
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exist between TJ. spelaeus and TJ. prisons

;

but unfortunately the teeth are wanting in

both. Again, upon taking the measurements of the teeth in the fossil ursine remains

from Grays, I find that the mean dimensions of those in three mandibles agree very

closely with the sizes in TJ. prisons and TJ. ferox,
as will be seen in the subjoined

Table III., in which, for convenience, I have brought together only the mean dimensions

of the molar teeth, adding those of the specimens from Grays.

Table III.—Mean Dimensions ofMolar Teeth in Fossil and some recent Species. (0"*01.)

pm 4. m 1 . m 2. pm 4. m 1. m 2. m 3. ms. ms.

U. spelaus 80x60 112x80 180x91 64x43 114x58 116x74 118x84 372 412

TJ. priscus ? 63X 52 90x71 147x79 57x31 100x52 105 X 64 86x67 300 348

U. ferox
,
62x47 91x67 150x73 51x30 97x46 102x63 92x62 303 342

TJ. arctos 61x43 83x61 126x66 45x28 90x42 90x55 70x54 270 295

TJ. maritimus 63 X 37 70x60 108x60 53x28 86x38 81x45 61x47 241 .281

Ursus (Brixham) I 67 X 55 94x64 150x77 54x31 105x53 108x67 91x68 312 358

Ursus (Grays) 100x72 150x75 58x37 101x54 100x69 87x70 346

In these cases, again, we find a coincidence, as it seems to me, too close to be acci-

dental ; and I think further inquiry will demonstrate beyond doubt that the TJ. prisons

is the same species as those above noticed from Ireland and Grays.

As regards the other species of Bear included in Table II., it is scarcely necessary

here to make any remark. The numbers themselves will show pretty conclusively that,

with the exception perhaps of TJ. arctos, none can be well confounded with either TJ.

spelaeus or TJ. prisons. In isolated teeth it will in many cases be quite impossible to

distinguish between the smaller forms of TJ. prisons or TJ. ferox and the larger ones of

TJ. arctos
,
in which species, as will be observed, the maximum size of the teeth equals,

and in some instances exceeds, the minimum size of the same tooth in the others
;
whilst

in many of the teeth there is very little, if any, difference of size at all. The most charac-

teristic teeth with respect to size, as distinctive between TJ. prisons
(
fossilis

,
Gldf.) and

TJ. arctos
,
appear to be m 2, m 2, and m 3 ;

but even in these cases the maximum size in

TJ. arctos sometimes equals the minimum in the other. This circumstance is an

exemplification, in addition to others which might be adduced, of the great tendency to

variation exhibited in TJ. arctos, as has been already noticed. Its existence, however,

shows the necessity in many cases of caution in the determination of a doubtful species

from isolated teeth. Though I believe the mean dimensions, taken from a sufficient

number of teeth in situ, may to a certainty be relied upon, mistakes may otherwise

readily arise.

Having thus seen reason from the dimensions alone to refer TJ. prisons
(
fossilis

,
Gldf.)

to TJ. ferox, and to believe that the greater part of the Brixham specimens belong to the
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same species, intermixed with a few of a larger size and several of a smaller, it will be

interesting to inquire whether these conclusions are borne out by the forms of the more

characteristic teeth. The most distinctive of these are, in the lower jaw, pm 4 and m 3,

and in the upper, pm 4 and m 2. In his very careful description of the Manea Fen

jaw. Professor Owen * notices that the lower last premolar in TJ. spelceus has “ two

distinct tubercles and a ridge developed from the base of the principal cone,” whilst in

the Manea-Fen jaw there was only the single cone, as in TJ. circtos. Subsequently, in

speaking of TJ. prisms, he remarks that the same tooth also presents a second cusp on

the inner side and a little behind the first. Now these characters appear to me to be

very constant and of the utmost possible value. There can be no doubt, so far as I have

seen, that in the true TJ. spelceus the last lower premolar has usually two cusps, and always

one very distinct and, in some cases, a very large secondary cusp on the inner side, one

of which is in front of the principal cone, and by which, irrespective of its size, that

tooth may always be distinguished. In the typical specimen of TJ. priscus in the British

Museum the last premolar, at any rate on the right side, of which I have a cast before me,

has but an extremely faint indication of a second cusp, or rather tubercle, as it should be

called in this species ; but as the teeth in this specimen are much worn, the indistinctness

may be owing to that circumstance. In a jaw of undoubted TJ. prisms from Gower a

tubercular elevation is very distinctly situated also on the inner side of the tooth, but alto-

gether behind the main cone
; whilst in several of the Brixham teeth the small accessory

tubercle in the same position is extremely well shown. In the only specimen of TJ.

ferox in which I have had an opportunity of making the observation, the last premolar

presents a distinct tubercle in the same situation, and the hinder talon, as it may be

termed, is bitubercular. The next characteristic tooth in the lower jaw is the last

molar. In TJ. spelceus this tooth, though varying, as is shown in the table, considerably

in size, always presents more or less completely an oblong or quadrangular form with a

deep sinus on the outer side, whilst in TJ. prisms it is always more or less triangular,

and either not at all or very slightly notched on the outer border. It presents, so far as

I have seen, the same general form in TJ. ferox and TJ. circtos
;
and it would in many

cases be impossible, I imagine, to distinguish between these three species with respect to

the shape of this tooth. There are five specimens of the last lower molar in the Brixham

Collection, two considerably worn, the others very perfect. In all its shape is triangular,

and altogether different from that presented by it in any specimen of TJ. spelceus that has

come under my observation. One of the largest and smallest of these teeth are shown in

figs. 5 & 6, Plate XLVI. The smaller may, and I believe does, belong to TJ. circtos, and I

have no hesitation in referring the other to TJ. prisms.

In the upper jaw the differences in size are perhaps even more strongly marked than

in the lower teeth ;
but, as regards their form, they appear to be less constant, and to

* Brit. Foss. Mammals, p. 80. (It would be very desirable to have the measurements of all the teeth in this

specimen.)

4 D 2
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exhibit less trenchant distinctive characters. The last premolar, though usually very

much the larger in TJ. spelceus
,
presents no difference in form. In both it is tricuspid,

and the relative sizes of the cusps appear to be much alike in both. In TJrsus arctos I

have noticed two distinct forms : one exactly resembles that in TJ. spelceus, TJ. priscus,

and TJ.ferox ,
and is tricuspid, whilst occasionally the small inner cusp is entirely wanting,

and the smaller hinder outer one is so much diminished in size as almost to give the

tooth very much the form that it has in TJ. maritimus, in which the hinder cusp is very

much less in proportion to the anterior. I am unable to point out any peculiarities

between the different species beyond size in the penultimate upper molar; and with

regard to the great tubercular molar, it presents such extraordinary diversities in size

and form in one and the same species, that I have been at loss to seize any satisfactory

characters in it. Speaking generally, as regards form, the last molar in TJ. spelceus is

less contracted behind than it is in TJ. ferox (under which I include TJ. prisms
)
and TJ.

arctos

;

but so many exceptions occur to this that the character becomes of little real

value. Nor in minor particulars am I better able to discern any upon which it is worth

while to dwell. But there is a sort of coarseness, as it may be termed, in the sculpturing

of the tooth which appears to distinguish it from that of either TJ. speloeus or TJ.

arctos. Most of the Brixham teeth have altogether the facies of TJ. prisons
,
and there

is certainly none which can be referred to TJ. spelccus. But among the teeth is one so

remarkable for its size amongst the others and for its form as to demand passing notice,

although it probably has no more than an individual peculiarity. This tooth is shown

in fig. 14, Plate XLYI. It is a left upper last premolar, fully as large as the mean size of

that tooth in TJ. spelccus
;
and the inner cusp, instead of being single, is subdivided into

three distinct points, of which the middle one is nearly as large as the usually single

cusp occupying that situation.

From the foregoing particulars, it would seem that the majority of the Brixham

teeth exhibit, not only in their size but also in their form, the characters rather of

TJ. prisons than of TJ. spelceus, of which latter species indeed we have, so far as I can

perceive, extremely scanty evidence among the cave remains.

Although it is quite certain that the true TJ. spelceus has been by no means rarely

met with in Britain, not only in caverns, but also, as it would seem from the Bacton

specimen, in lacustrine beds, associated in both cases with the older extinct mammals,

it appears to me, from what I have been able to observe in ursine remains from Ireland,

that they are all referrible to what I should term TJ. ferox fossilis. No undoubted

instance of the former existence of TJ. spelceus in Ireland has as yet occurred to me

;

and although it elsewhere most certainly coexisted with TJ. prisons
,
it appears, so far as

I have been able to go into the subject, to be tolerably clear that the latter species,

more especially towards the later period, has in this country been the more abundant of

the two as a fossil, and has even survived to the present day in western North America

under the form of TJ. ferox.
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"We may perhaps thus see some reason for imagining that there has been a very

gradual succession in northern Europe of ursine species. Not to go further back, we

find the gigantic TJrsus speleeus of the German caverns, if not abounding, at any rate

existing at an early period in these islands, if islands they then were. When it first

became associated with U. priscus we have perhaps no means of knowing, but that in

progress of time it gradually gave way to the latter seems to be highly probable. It

survived, however, in all probability, sufficiently long to be associated also with

TJ. arctos, which in its turn seems to have supplanted U. priscus
( U. ferox fossilis).

There is no reason to suppose, but quite the contrary, since we find that they were

coexistent, that either of the smaller forms represents a degenerate descendant from the

larger.

When the conditions of nature were such as to allow of the flourishing in these

countries of the Cave-Lion and Hyeena, together with that of the gigantic herbivorous

mammals, it is pretty clear that the Bear of that day to hold his own against such

competitors must have possessed corresponding powers. But as these conditions

changed, the change, in all probability, was to the advantage of a smaller and less

powerful ursine carnivore. This form would flourish, as the Grisly Bear does at the

present day, so long, and only so long, as the external conditions resembled those

under which U. ferox now exists in North America. As that species is probably

destined before very long to disappear, and perhaps to be wholly replaced by TJ. ameri-

canus
,

so in this hemisphere TJ. prisons became gradually replaced by TJ. arctos
,

a

species which probably (in part from its less purely carnivorous habit, but in part also

perhaps from its greater variability and consequently greater adaptability to circum-

stances) has become the sole representative of the ursine genus in the northern parts

of the Old World.

That the Grisly Bear should have existed here at a remote period is of course no

more strange than that Ovihos moschatus should at one time, and perhaps at the same

epoch, have been a member of the British fauna. And their companion, the Reindeer,

is another instance pretty nearly of the same kind, common though it still be to both

continents. The Beaver also might be cited as an American inhabitant of Britain down

to a very late period, were it certain that the American and European species were

identical. The Lagomys
,
again, is at present as far removed from us, or nearly so, as

TJ. ferox*.

* Since the above was written, I have devoted a good deal of attention to the subject of the American

Bears, and have come to the conclusion that in all probability there are two distinct species, or at any rate

very distinct subspecies, included under U. ferox (
horribilis

,

Ord)—a larger one found, as it would seem, mostly

to the west of the Rocky Mountains, as in California &c., and the other and smaller more to the north and

even to the east of that range, the former being the true Grisly Bear, and the latter the so-termed “ Barren

Ground Bear” (apparently the form named U. horriceus, Baird). Nor is it impossible that the same two forms

might have coexisted at a former period in these islands.
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14. Cam's wipes.

Seven instances occurred of the bones and teeth of the Common Fox, comprising

nine specimens, five of which were met with in the Reindeer Gallery, and all but one

on or near the surface, the exception being a carnassial tooth, which lay at a depth of

about 2 feet. In one instance the upper and lower jaws were found intermixed with

numerous apparently recent bones of the Hare, Rabbit, and Birds, and all the other

specimens from this Gallery are evidentlv of comparatively recent date. Four speci-

mens were found in the Flint-knife Gallery, one at a depth of 8 feet, another at

5 feet 6 inches, and the most superficial at about 3 feet. All these bones, in contra-

distinction to those from the Reindeer Gallery, are highly mineralized and obviously

belong to a far more ancient period. In no other respect, however, is there the slightest

difference between them.

It is remarkable that no specimen belonging to the Badger occurs in the collection.

A canine tooth, which I had referred to that species, turns out upon further inspection

to be the lower milk-canine of TJrsus (vide No. XXFI.).

V. Rodentia.

Innumerable bones of the Flare and Rabbit, of different sizes and of all ages, occurred

in the Reindeer and Flint-knife Galleries, for the most part on or near the surface of

the third bed or in the stalagmite floor. The only marked exceptions to this are in

“ find” No. XCII., in which the tibia of a young Hare occurred at a depth of 3 feet in

the Reindeer Gallery, but apparently in the same condition as the more superficial

bones; and in No. LIV. numerous bones were met with “ amongst loose stones with

little earthy matter,” at a depth of 4 feet in the Flint-knife Gallery. The other rodents

whose remains are found in the collection, and which occurred apparently in the same

superficial situations, are at least two species of Arvicola and, the most interesting of

all, a fragment of the cranium (including fortunately the entire maxilla and all the

teeth but one) of Lagomys spelceus. This specimen (of which a figure is given in

Plate XLVI. figs. 12 & 13) was found, together with numerous bones of the Polecat,

Hare, Rabbit, Water-rats, Sorex, &c., in the Reindeer Gallery, 110 feet from the North

Entrance, lying on the surface of the third bed. It differs in no respect in appearance

from the other bones with which it was associated, and, like most of them, is slightly

dendritic.
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VII. Mr. Evans’s Remarks on the Worked Flints found in Brixham Cave.

Of the fragments of flint of various sizes discovered in the Brixham Cave, and nearly all

showing, in a greater or less degree, traces of human workmanship upon them, thirty-

two have been submitted to me for examination.

They have for the most part undergone great alteration in their structure, having

become white, absorbent, and brittle, in the case of the thinner flakes throughout their

entire substance, and in the larger pieces to a considerable depth from the surface, if

not, as appears to be the case with the largest of all, throughout. Though much

softened in texture, the surface retains in some instances a bright porcellaneous glaze.

On several there are portions left of the original surface of the flints, which appear to

have been derived from the chalk. In one instance this original external surface is

much battered, as if the block of flint had been exposed for some time upon the sea-shore

before it was picked up in order to be utilized by man.

The following is the description of the more remarkable specimens, and of the

circumstances under which they were found. The numbers are those used by Mr.

Pengelly in the 1st column of his Table IV. (p. 494) :

—

No. 1. Portion of a flake, 2f inches long and If wide, the ridge' side with three facets

for about one third of its length, one of which ceases abruptly, while the others are con-

tinued to near the point, where they intersect the natural crust of the flint. The flake

is obtusely pointed, and truncated at the butt-end, the part at the bulb of percussion

having been broken off; it bears evident marks of wear at the truncated end, the edge

being quite worn away. Both the side edges have also been much used. This instru-

ment was found near the junction of the “Reindeer Gallery” and the “Flint-knife

Gallery,” at a depth of 9 inches in the loam bed, and just under the great antler.

No. 4. Broad, irregularly shaped flake, 2f inches long, and in one part nearly 2 inches

wide, but tapering to a rounded point. Three principal facets on the ridge side. The

edges in several places have been worn away by use. About halfway along is a rounded

notch, apparently produced by scraping some cylindrical object. (It is worth while to

notice that a portion of a small cylindrical pin or rod of ivory was found in the cave.)

This flake was found at a depth of 2 feet in the loam bed in the “Reindeer Gallery,”

37 feet from the “North Entrance.”

No. 5. Broad-ended flake 2f inches long, the ridge formed by two facets, with a third

transverse facet at the broad end. This flake has been chipped or jagged along one

edge, apparently by use, while the broad rounded end is so much worn away, in all pro-

bability by scraping some hard material, as to give the implement almost the character

of the “ grattoirs ” of the French caves. These evidences of this extremely simple

instrument having been designedly formed, and of its having been employed for cutting

or scraping purposes, are most clear and satisfactory. It was found in the loam bed in the

“Flint-knife Gallery,” at a depth of 10 inches, and 19 feet from its eastern extremity,

where it joins the “Reindeer Gallery.”

No. 7. Implement of an elongated oval form, 3f inches long and If inch broad in the
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widest part, and about half an inch thick. It has been made from a large flake or

splinter of flint with an approximately flat face, showing strongly the curved and waved

lines of conchoidal fracture, and has been shaped by a succession of blows given in such

a manner as not to injure the flat face, but to produce a more or less bevelled scraping

or cutting edge all round. Some parts of this edge seem to

present appearances of wear by use. In general character this

implement resembles that of a boat-shaped form discovered by

M. Lartet in the cavern of Aurignac, but it is not so neatly or

symmetrically finished; at the same time it is more carefully

chipped than an implement of nearly similar form from the valley

gravel of the Lark, at Icldingham, Suffolk, which is in my own

collection. Closely analogous implements occurred in the cavern

of Le Moustier, in the Dordogne, explored by Messrs. Lartet

and Christy (see ‘ Reliquiae Aquitanicse,’ a. pi. iii. fig. 1). It is

shown in the figure on the scale of one half.

Nos. 6, 8. Round-pointed implement of a lanceolate form, about 6 inches in length

and 2^ inches in diameter at the butt-end, which is roughly cylindrical. In general

outline it closely resembles the spear-shaped

implements from the valley gravels of France

and England.

The point is symmetrically chipped, but

the original surface of the flint has been left

over the greater part of the butt-end, which

is more squarely truncated than is usual

with chalk flints, but is well adapted for being

held in the hand. The implement has had

the pointed end broken off by an irregularly

diagonal fracture (f) rather more than half

way along it, and the butt-end has subse-

quently split up lengthways with what might

be called a “ faulted ” line of fracture, and

about a quarter of it has been lost. The

fractures are evidently of very ancient date ;

but what is most remarkable is that the butt-

end (6) was found 12th August, 1858, 3 feet

deep in the loam bed in the “ Flint-knife

Gallery,” 27 feet from its eastern extremity

or junction with the “ Reindeer Gallery,” while the point (8) was not found until 9th

September following, 3 feet 6 inches deep in the loam bed in the “ Pen Gallery,” and

14 feet from its entrance or its junction with the West Chamber. It was not until

some time afterwards that it was discovered that the two fragments fitted each other
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and that the true character of the implement was seen. It is shown in the annexed

woodcut (p. 550) on the scale of one half linear*.

No. 9. Lozenge-shaped implement, 3^ inches and 2 inches in extreme length and

breadth, and ^ inch in greatest thickness. One face of the lozenge is nearly flat, and two

of the sides subtended by the longer axis are nearly straight and quite obtuse, while the

other two come to a sharp edge. The outline of one is curved inwards, and the obtuse

angle of the lozenge is rounded ; there is a small portion of the original crust of the flint

at one point. The sharp edges are considerably worn away by use ;
there are also marks

of wear along the obtuse edges. This implement was found at a depth of 7 feet in the

loam bed in the West Chamber.

No. 10. Fragment of a rounded block or pebble broken off by a single blow ;
the frac-

tured surface is nearly flat, of ovate form, 3 inches long and 2 wide. It has a conical

protuberance where the blow Avas given to produce the fracture. The rounded side has

a waterworn appearance, as if the flint had been found on the sea-beach. The edge is

chipped away, but whether by use or not it is impossible to say. This flint was found

11 feet deep in the loam bed in a fissure crossing the West Chamber.

No. 11. Short fragment of a flake, 1^ inch long and 1 inch Avide, the flint much decom-

posed. It bears no distinct marks of use upon it, and Avas found in the West Chamber

at the depth of 6 inches in the “ Gravel Bed,” and 8 feet deep in the total deposit of

loam and gravel.

No. 12. Portion of a narrow flake, one edge of Avhich has been lost owing to the flake

having split longitudinally
; what remains is inches in length, about \ inch in width,

and J inch in thickness. The flake appears to have had originally three principal facets

on the ridge side, but has been trimmed into a nearly semicircular outline at the butt-end

;

it bears slight but not very distinct traces of use or wear. This also Avas found in the

“Reindeer Gallery,” 35 feet from the “North Entrance,” and 2 feet 9 inches in theloam bed.

No. 13. Angular fragment of flint of irregular obtusely pyramidal form, the base of the

pyramid being a trapezium, the average length and breadth of Avhich is If inch by f .

Most of the edges at the base are chipped aAvay by wear or use. This very rude instru-

ment Avas found in the “Reindeer Gallery,” 26 feet from the “North Entrance,” lying

on the gravel bed and beneath a deposit of 7 feet, viz. stalagmite floor and cemented

angular stones 3 feet, and cave loam 4 feet.

No. 27 ?. Irregularly shaped subangular flint pebble, somewhat pear-shaped in form.

On one face the surface consists principally of the natural crust of the flint, and that of the

other appears to be due to some natural fracture; so that in this case, unlike all the others,

there is no evidence of the form being due to human agency. Most of the salient points,

however, are battered and bruised
;
and though some of this may be due to the pebble

* By permission of the Committee, Nos. G & 8, 7, and 29 were figured by Mr. Evans in his ‘Ancient Stone

Implements of Great Britain,’ and the above woodcuts are reproductions from that work. The other specimen

(4) figured by Mr. Evans has since been found to be a surface specimen placed amongst the others by mistake.

Mr. Evans had noted that it closely resembled some of the “ scrapers” found on the surface of the soil and

belonging to a more recent period than the Cave specimens
(
l. c. p. 470).

MDCCCLXXI1I. 4 E
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having been exposed to the action of the waves on the sea-shore, yet, from the excessive

battering of some of the angles, it seems probable that it may have served as a hammer-

stone, simply held in the hand.

No. 29. Fragment of a large broad flake showing on its

convex face a portion of the original crust of the flint. It

is 2f- inches in extreme width, and appears to have been

originally of an approximately oval outline, but has lost

one end by a straight fracture, where the flake was 2 inches

wide. This end appears to have been broken off in ancient

times after the rest of the instrument had been chipped into

shape. The fracture at the other end is more irregular

and existed before the completion of the tool, as several

flakes have been removed from its convex face by blows administered on the fractured

surface. One side of the flake has been trimmed by chipping, first boldly, and then

more minutely, to a segmental bevelled edge much resembling in character that of some

of the large “ side scrapers ” from the cave of Le Moustier in the Dordogne, like that

engraved in the 4 Beliquise Aquitanicre,’ a. pi. v. fig. 2. The edge presents the appearance

of having been used for scraping some hard substance. This instrument was found

9 feet deep in the gravel of the West Chamber.

Implements of the same character occur occasionally, though rarely, in the old river-

valley deposits.

1 . Broad flake, 2^ inches long and about If- wide ; the ridge side formed with two

facets, but a portion of the ridge at the butt-end, or that at which the blow was admi-

nistered to dislodge the flake from its parent flint, removed
; the other end of the flake

thick and truncated. This flake shows signs of use along a part of one of its edges.

The other edge has been broken off, the flint being much decomposed, and the flake

itself broken into three pieces.

The remaining specimens consist either of flakes, more or less perfect, or of splinters and

rough fragments of flint, by far the greater part bearing evidence of having been artificially

produced, inasmuch as one or more of their faces show the conoidal eminence or “ bulb

of percussion ” as it was termed by the late Dr. Falconer, or the corresponding depres-

sion, where the blow was administered by which they were fashioned. Some of the

splinters are very small
; and yet one of them, only f inch by § inch, shows the worn edge

resulting from its having been in use as a scraping-tool.

The general result of the examination is that the worked flints from the Brixham

Cave are found to present analogous, and in some cases almost identical, forms with

those discovered in the ancient river-gravels and in other caves associated with the

remains of animals now extinct, and that many of the implements prove not only to

have been made by man, but to have been actually in use for cutting and scraping

purposes before becoming imbedded in the cave-loam ; while from nearly the whole pre-

senting some signs of human workmanship or use upon them, it is evident that their

presence in the cave must, in some measure, be due to human agency.
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VIII. General Conclusions respecting the Cave.

The main object of this investigation is necessarily to put on record, in a form available

for future examination, information of that special and exact character which, from the

costly nature of the work and the variety of subjects connected with it, places it gene-

rally beyond individual research. It could not, in this case, have been carried out but

for the liberal and timely assistance of the Royal Society and the cooperation of several

members of the Committee, each taking a separate department. The able papers accom-

panying this Report describe in minute detail the structure and contents of a new and

unexplored bone-cave. As before mentioned, the questions of theory will be restricted to

those alone which are suggested by the local nature of the phenomena, some of which

have, however, an important bearing upon the general question of ossiferous caves.

All observers agree that the cave follows the course of the two lines or planes of joint

traversing the limestone rock, and that the galleries forming the cave have been exca-

vated or worn along these lines of joint by the slow and prolonged action of water. Mr.

Pengelly further points out that two sets of side grooves extend through the length of

the cave with a dip inwards to one point, whence he infers its action at two successive

levels, and that “each pair of grooves seems to be distinctly referable to a stream of

fresh water which was not subject to great floods, and which flowed constantly from the

West Chamber through the Flint-knife and Reindeer Galleries to the Steep Slide Hole,

and the bottom of which was successively on the plane of the lower margins of the

grooves themselves ;
while another stream came in at the road entrance and flowed to

the same Hole.”

Mr. Bristow, on the other hand, inclines to attribute some portion of the formation

of the cave and the introduction of the shingle to marine action, at the time when the

land was lower, and when, by the same marine action, the present valley was being exca-

vated ; and he observes that “ the grinding-action of the waves and shingle may have

assisted in widening a preexisting fissure and joint in the limestone, and have tended

materially to increase the dimensions of those parts of the cave which were being formed

by atmospheric influences, coupled with the flow of water resulting from the filling and

emptying of the cave at every change of tide and in his communication to the Com-

mittee he points to the fact that the “ pebbles of quartz, rounded fragments of the slate

rocks of the district, &c. (forming the pebble bed in the cave) are precisely similar in

character and appearance to those forming the raised beach visible on the neighbouring-

coast, as well as to the shingle on the shore of Mudstone-Bay sands north of Brixham.”

Mr. Pengelly considers that, in the case of the side grooves just referred to, “ the tides

and waves could not have allowed the preservation of levels so restricted,” and that in

confined spaces like the narrow galleries of a cavern, the waves of the sea would have

arranged the materials differently to what they would on an open beach. There is an

entire absence in the cave-shingle of shells, whether marine (such as would prove the

presence of the sea) or freshwater (such as might be introduced by the action of a running

stream). Fragments of the former would have been more likely to have been preserved

4 e 2
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than those of the latter, although there are many cases in which, in well-marked sea-

beaches, there is an entire absence for considerable distances of any shell-remains. The

bed of cave-earth which covers the shingle to a depth of several feet is attributed, both

by Mr. Pengelly and Mr. Bristow, to subaerial action ; but the former considers it to

have been chiefly carried into the cave by running water, whereas the latter considers it

mainly due “ to the erosion of the limestone in which the cave is formed
; that is to say,

when the calcareous portion was dissolved and carried away, the insoluble portion was

thrown down and left behind as a red mud forming the loam in question.” The quantity

of insoluble residue is, however, seemingly too large to be accounted for by the solution

of the limestone removed in the formation of the cave, even including that of the fissures

overhead, as the depth from the surface of the ground does not exceed 30 to 40 feet,

and the fissures are close or nearly so. It is most probable thahthe greater part of the

cave-earth was carried in by water from the exterior. Mr. Pengelly is also of opinion

that the bones so numerous in the cave-earth were likewise drifted in from the exterior

by the action of water; while Mr. Bristow considers that “ the bones are for the most

part those of animals which were carried into the cave to be devoured by the beasts of

prey whose lair it may have been, or they may in some cases have fallen through fissures

extending to the surface.”

Mr. Pengelly supports his view by reference to the wear of many of the bones, the

absence of coprolites, and particularly by the position and arrangement of the bones

and stones, all of which (except those in the West Chamber) were lying lengthways, fol-

lowing the direction of the galleries, implying thereby “ that the materials of this deposit

were introduced and arranged by water flowing constantly in one direction.”

But it is difficult to suppose this to have been the sole cause ; for a large proportion

of the bones are little or not at all rolled, very many of them are gnawed, and a few

limbs have been found entire, while several others were, in the opinion of Mr. Busk,

introduced with the flesh on them, although the bones were afterwards scattered.

These facts seem to point to the cave having been inhabited by animals at some time or

times. The absence of all traces of coprolites is not sufficient evidence to the contrary,

as in a cave so subject to the irruption of water, the residence of the predatory animals

could not have been prolonged, and their droppings may not have been placed under

conditions favourable to their preservation. Even without rolling, the fractured edges

of the bones also would often, like the angular fragments of limestone, be apt to lose

their sharp angles by the solvent action of the water so long continued or by weathering.

Of the 669 bones (omitting the 152 teeth) examined and arranged by Mr. Busk,

67 are stated to be gnawed. But this refers only to the strongly marked cases ;
for,

speaking of the bones of the Bhinoceros, Mr. Busk says, “ most of the bones showed

traces of gnawing by Hyeenas and he makes the same remark respecting the bones of

the Beindeer. A certain proportion of the bones of the older Bears were in the same

condition, as also were a considerable number of the undeterminable fragments of bones.

Referring again to the bones of the Bhinoceros, Mr. Busk remarks that “some are very
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perfect and have no indication of having been rolled by water and he repeats the same

observations in speaking of the state of the bones of the other animals. This condition

of the bones is hardly compatible with their having been carried in by water, but is in

accordance with the conclusion Mr. Busk has independently arrived at with Mr. Bristow,

and which agrees with our own, that the cave must at one time have been a place of

resort to Hytenas, by whom most of the remains of other animals were brought in, often

in the state of entire limbs surrounded by their soft parts. He is further of opinion

that at a later period of the cave it was used as a place of refuge and at times of par-

turition by the Bears, as the bones of very young animals, sometimes mere sucking cubs,

are often found together in heaps, and are neither rolled nor gnawed. Of very young

Hyasnae there are no traces.

At the same time Mr. Busk mentions a left metacarpal bone of horse “ quite entire

and not rolled, which seems to have been for some time exposed on the surface, or partly

imbedded in the ground, as it is much weathered or sun-cracked, principally at one end

and he notices the same appearances on some other bones, leading, as he considers, to the

inference that some portion of the bone-remains had been exposed to the open air on

the surface of the ground, and afterwards washed into the cave by the action of a stream

of water.

The dispersion of the bones of the same limbs in different parts of the cave did not

escape the notice of Mr. Pengelly, and he accounts for the fact by their separate intro-

duction and transport to variable distances into the cave by the stream ; but the cases

in which Mr. Busk has recognized an original connexion between the bones of the same

animal in different and distant parts of the cave are sufficiently numerous, and their

general condition is so alike and irrespective of position, that it is, we conceive, taking

all other considerations into account, more probable that the limbs were, as he sup-

poses, carried in entire, and that, as they were devoured, the bones were dispersed by the

animals themselves through different parts of the cave.

The total number of bones found in the cave amounts to 1621 ; but of these as many

as 691 belong to birds, rodents, and other small animals, which with few, if any exceptions,

were brought in at a comparatively recent period, leaving 930 specimens belonging to

the old cave-animals proper. Of these 669 have been determined by Mr. Busk, and 261

were in such a fragmentary state as not to be determinable. The number of species has

proved more restricted than was anticipated, and the remains of only one Elephant and

one Bhinoceros, both the common Pleistocene species, have been found. But though

the species are limited in number, an addition has nevertheless been made to the cave-

fauna of an unexpected and very interesting nature. Mr. Busk has determined the

presence of two, and probably of three, species of Bear, viz. TJrsus priscus, U. arctos, and

more doubtfully JJ. spelceus
,
the first named (which Mr. Busk was led, in this case for

the first time, to identify with the Ursus ferox) being by far the most abundant. It

would thus seem that, in addition to the Musk-Ox, whose remains have within the last

few years been discovered in the quaternary beds of this country and in the north of
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France, the Grisly Bear, an inhabitant of the Rocky Mountains and other parts of

North-western America, should also be added to the list of the old cave Mammalia of

Europe.

This important determination has a bearing beyond the local case of the Brixham Cave,

as MrfBusk considers there is reason to believe that many of the Bear-remains found in

caves in this country and on the Continent and referred to Ursus prisons belong in fact to

Ursusforox *. The presence of another small North-American animal has been ascer-

tained, viz. the Lemming ; and though its remains were found very near the surface, it

has been met with elsewhere in association with Pleistocene Mammalia.

Excluding the more doubtful smaller animalsf ,
the list, as determined by Dr. Falconer

and by Mr. Busk, of animal remains found in the Brixham Cave consists of:

—

1. Elephas primigenius .

Number of

determined

specimens.

. Mammoth 11

9
~j • Rhinoceros ticliorhinus . Tichorhine Rhinoceros 67
o
o. Equus cobcdlus . Horse 30

4. Eos ptfmigenius

1

Great fossil Ox ........
}28

5. longifrons \ . . . Small fossil Ox

6. Cerms elaphus . . . . Great Red Deer 12

7. tcirandus . Reindeer 72

8. Capreolus capreolus . . Roebuck 13

0. Fells spelcm .... . Cave-Lion or Tiger 9

10. Hyaena spelcm . . . Cave-lTycena 57

11. Ursus speloens \ . . . . Cave-Bear
'

12. arctos .... . Brown Bear .354

13. • prisons s.ferox Grisly Bear

14. Canis vulpes .... . Fox 15

15. Lepus cuniculus . . . . Hare ?

10. Lagomys speloeus . Lemming 1

The order of distribution of the remains of these animals in the cave is fully described

in Mr. Busk’s Report. From this it results that :

—

Few bones, and no teeth or fragments of tusk, of the Elephant were found, and those

few belong to the earliest occupancy of the cave: both the specimens occurring in the

shingle bed were gnawed and probably brought in by some Carnivore.

The remains of the Rhinoceros were far more numerous, and increased in numbers in

proportion to the distance from the entrance, and were probably taken into the deeper

* All tlie ursine remains from the Gower caves, that have come under Mr. Busk’s observation, appear to belong

to the so-called Ursus priscus (s. ferox fossilis, Busk).

t It is a question whether the Arvicola, Sorex, and some birds should not be included in the later part of

the Cave period. See particulars of “finds” Xos. XIY., XLI., LIY., & XCIX.
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recesses of the cavern to be devoured by Iiysenas or Tigers. They were mostly deep

in the cave-earth in ail parts of the cave.

The Horse was less abundant. Mr. Busk mentions several instances in which the

limbs seem to have been brought into the cave while held together by their soft parts,

and the bones afterwards dispersed, as in the case of an astragalus and tibia found 50

feet apart, two phalanges 36 feet apart, also two metacarpal bones belonging to the

same limb 23 feet apart. Three specimens are from the fourth and the rest from the

third bed.

The bones of the Ox were in about equal numbers with those of the Horse. One

specimen was found in No. 4 bed and the others at variable depths in the cave-earth.

We see no objection in connecting some of the specimens found in the Flint-knife

Gallery with others found in the West Chamber, notwithstanding the difference of

mineral characters.

Next to the Bear the remains of the Beindeer were most plentiful ; and they occurred

at all depths, from the surface of the stalagmite down to the top of the shingle bed, in

the three chief passages. Mr. Busk’s measurements show the animal to have been

intermediate in size between the American and the Norwegian variety.

Few remains of the Bed Deer were found, and of these six were basal portions of shed

horns. They were mostly gnawed, and, except one found in the stalagmite, they were

all in the cave-earth.

The Boebuck is equally scarce with the Bed Deer, and several of the few dispersed

specimens belonged apparently to the same animal. They were all in bed No. 3.

Of the Lion or Tiger most of the very few bones were deep in the cave-earth, chiefly

in the Flint-knife Gallery, and several belonged to the same animal. The teeth were

in large proportion.

In the case of the Hysena the preponderance of teeth is again noticeable, and, like with

the remains of the Lion, a large proportion of the specimens were deep in the cave-earth,

and became rare near the surface. The West Chamber, Flint-knife and Beindeer

Galleries were nearly equally resorted to by it : there is an entire absence of the bones

of very young animals.

The number of the bones of the Bear exceeds that of all the other animals put together.

A great part of them occurred at some depth in the cave-earth, but many were also

found on its surface and in the stalagmite. Comparatively few specimens were gnawed

;

and generally the bones of the young animals, of which there were a large number, were

neither gnawed nor rolled. They were mostly met with in the Beindeer and Flint-knife

Galleries.

The remains of the Fox were scarce
; some may be of recent origin, but a sufficient

number show evidence of antiquity. One specimen was 8 feet deep in the cave-

earth.

The same remark applies to the Hare, the remains of which, scattered in the two

main galleries, were, however, much more numerous and superficial.
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Only one specimen of the Lagomys was found, and that on the surface of the cave-

earth far in the Reindeer Gallery.

These species represent the succession of animals frequenting the cave, or those living

in the district, during the time the cave-beds were accumulating*; and the question next

to be considered is the manner in which their bones were introduced. It is evident

that the cave served for a very long period as a passage for water, though there appears

equal reason to believe that the bones were not brought in by water
;
while, at the

same time, we think that the cave could not be considered a Hyaena-den in the ordinary

acceptation of the word.

In the first place, the shingle may have been brought in by a stream entering through

the lower opening of the West Chamber, passing thence along the Flint-knife Gallery

and the northern branch of the Reindeer Gallery. This stream, or its affluents, must

have flowed over the slates, grits, and shales to the westward of Brixham, pebbles of

which rocks, together with others of greenstone and ironstone, have been carried into

the cave along with the more numerous local limestone pebbles. The area of drainage

is, however, so small and the rocks so impermeable, that the stream would have been

occasionally dry
; and at such periods probably were the remains of the Mammoth, Horse,

and Ox, which then inhabited the district, brought in at intervals by Tigers and Hyaenas

and devoured on the spot, for the bones show little traces of wear and much of gnawing.

In the second place, the bone-earth shows an entire change in the hydrographical

conditions, while the palaeontological conditions remain unaltered. Water charged with

silt probably found its way into the cave by the lower or north entrance and deposited

the cave-earth, in which occurs so great an accumulation of bones, including, in addition

to the above-named animals, those of the various Deer, Bears, Fox, Rhinoceros, Hare,

and Lemming. Looking at all the circumstances of the case, I consider it most pro-

bable that at that second period the cave was at times dry, and at other times flooded,

not by streams flowing in from higher ground, but by flood-waters from streams at a

level lower than that of the cave—that during the former intervals the cave continued

to be frequented by Carnivores who brought in their prey to devour—and that with

each successive inundation successive collections of bones were covered up and imbedded

in the sediment with which the flood-waters were charged.

There are two facts frequently noticed by Mr. Busk and apparently irreconcilable, but

which are in perfect accordance with this view of the subject. The one is that many of

the bones, although found at some depth in the cave-earth No. 3, are yet slightly

incrusted with stalagmite
;
and the other is that, as already mentioned, some of the

bones show a condition which Mr. Busk considers to be the result of exposure to the

sun and air on the surface of the ground. But if we follow out what may have been

the consequence of the state of things we have suggested, both these effects would in all

probability have resulted therefrom
;
for it is not conceivable but that, under favourable

* See Part 2 of Hr. Busk’s report, which gives the relative mean depth at which the remains of the different

animals were found.
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conditions, the water dripping from the roof of the cave must at all times have tended to

the formation of stalagmite*; and, in fact, Mr. Pengelly has shown that under such

conditions (probably sheltered places) stalagmite did form alternately with the cave-earth.

It would therefore follow that those bones which, from time to time, were exposed on

the surface of the floor of the cave to the drip from the roof would receive an incrusta-

tion of carbonate of lime of thickness proportionate to the time between their being-

left by the predatory animals on the floor of the cave, and their being covered up by

silt (the cave-earth) from some subsequent inundation. We know also that stalagmite

did not form in all parts of the cave
;
and where such was the case, or where the bones

were more out of the reach of the inundating waters, some of them must have been

exposed to the long-continued action of currents of air in the cave, and such action

probably produced the drying and weathering effects referred by Mr. Busk to atmo-

spheric action outside the cave. It was only when the cave was no longer subject to the

recurrence of inundations that the formation of stalagmite became uninterrupted, and

that the slowly accumulating layers of carbonate of lime formed the great stalagmitic

mass, which finally sealed up the cave-earth with its contained multitude of bones.

As the deposit of the cave-earth proceeded, a change appears to have gone on in the

animals frequenting the cave, either from lapse of time accompanied by a change in the

animals frequenting the district, or else owing to the circumstance of the cave having-

become gradually drier and less subject to flooding. The remains of Elephant, Xtliino-

ceros, and Cave-Lion gradually disappear, and those of the Hyaena become less common,

whilst the Bears increase largely in numbers. Both circumstances combined, and possibly

the presence of so powerful and savage an animal as the Grisly Bear, may have tended to

the exclusion of the IIy£ena3 ; but the same cause will not account for the great number

of the common Brown Bear which frequented the cave during its later period. This

animal seems to have made it a place of habitual resort, and to have taken possession

of the more retired parts of the cave, such as the Flint-knife Gallery and the further

part of the Reindeer Gallery, to the almost entire exclusion of other predatory animals.

Instead of detached bones, numbers of bones of Bears, including those of very young cubs,

were found together, leading to the inference that they were the remains of animals

which died or were killed on the spotf ;
and as they are neither gnawed nor dispersed, it

may be inferred that the Hysense had ultimately ceased to frequent the cave.

Contemporaneously with the latter change is the gradual appearance of the smaller

mammals, rodents, and birds in the cave. A few of their bones have been found as deep

as 4 feet in the cave-earth No. 3 ; but the greater number occurred on the surface of

this bed and where it is not covered by stalagmite. From the recent-looking state of

the bones of the Hare, though found at this depth, their antiquity might be questioned
;

* The coating of some of the pebbles, the cementation of portions of the shingle bed, and the thick mixed

deposit of ordinary stalagmite and crystalline calcareous spar in the Crystal Gorge, which was out of the main

water-channel, points to the prevalence throughout the whole time of similar conditions,

f Sometimes possibly drowned by the inundations to which we have referred.

4 FMDCCCLXXI1I.
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but it is to be observed that some of the bones of the larger mammals have also a very

recent aspect.

With the appearance in the cave of the smaller common rodents now living in this

country, we have to note a remarkable exception, that of the Lemming (Lagomys

spelceus)*. At the same time it is also evident that a certain number of the older cave-

animals, including the Reindeer, Ox, Horse, Roebuck, and Bear, and possibly the

Mammoth, lived on to a comparatively late period in the history of the cave, as their

remains were found in several instances in and upon the stalagmite floor, the deposition

of which marks the period when the main entrances into the Brixham Cave were

finally closed by falling debris to all except the smaller burrowing animals and a few

bones introduced through fissures opening on the surface.

Although no line of demarcation in the fauna can be drawn from the accidental

occurrence of the stalagmite floor, which seems due to favourable circumstances rather

than confined to any particular period, still it is to be noted that the smaller and

common animals do not appear till at a late period in the history of the cave, and when

the deposition of the cave-earth had almost or entirely ceased. Did this arise from

their more recent introduction into the district 1 to a change in the climatal condition

and the dying out of the larger Mammalia'? or was it (as we think more probable)

merely a circumstance dependent chiefly upon the cave becoming drier, more closed up,

and less resorted to by the larger animals 1

Some doubt must always attach to the determination of the relative antiquity of the

cave-remains, owing to the several possible causes of disturbance, whether by physical

operations which rearranged the contents of the cave, or by the agency of animals or of

man producing local displacements. It is well known that fragments and pebbles of an

older stalagmite floor are sometimes found in the beds below the existing compact sta-

lagmite now forming the floor, and also that portions of an old stalagmite floor are some-

times found attached to the sides of the cave in a higher position than the existing bed

of stalagmite. Schmerling, in his account of the caves of the neighbourhood of Liege,

describes several instances of the former, and the latter your Reporter has noticed in

the celebrated “ Grotte D’Arcy,” near Auxerre. In this case the under surface of the

stalagmite was coated with pebbles. Mr. Pengelly records precisely similar facts as

part of the phenomena of the Brixham Cave. Now it is evident that this could not

have taken place without a large remodelling of the contents of the caves. In the first

place, the caves were filled to a much greater height than at present with shingle, and

this shingle was directly covered by a bed of stalagmite. To have broken up this bed,

to have removed part, or lowered the whole mass, of shingle, and to have worn the

broken fragments of the stalagmite into pebbles, indicates a considerable disturbance,

such as, if any organic remains existed in that portion of the bed which was so disturbed,

would have removed them from their original position, and subjected them to more or less

* This circumstance tends to give a greater antiquity to a portion of the smaller remains than from their

condition and position we might have been disposed to assign to them. ,,
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wear and fracture. But as some of the fragments of stalagmite are rolled and some nearly

angular, the test of wear or of angularity in distinguishing the older remains from those of

more recent introduction becomes of no avail, as the disturbing cause has not produced a

uniform result on materials, all of which must have been originally of the same character.

The treading of the ground by the larger animals, the habit of hiding their spoil, or

their search after spoil, and even the agency of man, whose presence here we shall

presently show, may also have led to some displacement of the bones in a cave where

they were lying loose on the lioor or only buried a slight depth in soft cave-earth. Thus,

while on the one hand we see cause to believe that some of the bones may not be in

their original position, yet on the other hand, in case of the bones occurring together, it

does not follow (owing to causes we have before referred to) that because they differ in

mineral character they are necessarily of a different age. It is evident that as other con-

ditions besides those of age and imbedding, such as previous weathering or stalagmitic

coating, influence the fossilization of the bones, it must be difficult to decide upon the

limits of error to which such differences of condition may give rise. Though the fact of

the variations in the state of the bones may be ascribed to several causes and does not

vitiate the argument of antiquity, still it may be better to eliminate all such doubtful

cases (and after all it is the general condition and aspect of the bulk of the remains

upon which we must in the main depend), although the exceptions, even admitted, will

be found to be so few as hardly to affect the main question at issue, whether as regards

the actual or the relative age of the mammalian remains generally.

This group of cave-animals may be referred to a late quaternary period, probably coeval

with and prolonged beyond that of the raised beach which in places fringes the south

coasts of England ;
for mammalian remains of the same species have been found in the

rubble beds which overly the raised beaches of Plymouth, Brighton, and elsewhere.

We now have to consider another question sought to be settled by the exploration

of this cave ; and although the antiquity of man has since been established on other

grounds, this work must be ever considered as inaugurating, and as forming the first

systematic attempt to solve, this important problem.

Traces of Man's work .—Amongst the extraneous materials found in the Cave were

thirty-six specimens of chalk flint (see Mr. Pengelly’s Table No. IV. p. 494)*, fifteen of

which show unmistakable evidence of having been artificially worked, and are of forms

which have their modern analogues in the stone knives, skin-scrapers, and pointed flakes

used by uncivilized man, while one specimen (6, 8) is of that extinct large spear-head

type so common in the high-level gravels of Amiens and other places. Fourteen of these

specimens are described by Mr. Evans (see p. 549). There are nine others of which

the workmanship is very rude or doubtful f, while there are seven which I think show

* In Mr. Evans’s c Ancient Stone Implements ’ the numbers in column X. of Table IY. are used. In this

Eeport the numbers in the first column are given.

f These are marked by an asterisk; they are all from the shingle bed, except Xos. 14 and 18.

4 F 2
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no traces of having been worked at all. In the long interval since their discovery four

specimens have been mislaid. The others may be sorted approximately as under :

—

Worked Flints
(
imple-

ments and chips).

Flints not worked fj
(natural forms). )

Nos. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10* 11,12,

13, 17, 21*, 23*, 24*, 25*, 27*,

28, 29, 30, 31*, 32*, 33, 35* . 24 specimens.

Nos. 14+ 18, 19, 20, 22, 26, 34 . 7

Nos. 2, 15, 16, and 36 are mislaid; but, on the other hand, there are three extra spe-

cimens, one of which is worked and two are doubtful, upon whose numbers we cannot

agree.

Omitting the nine more doubtful specimens and mere chips, the distribution in the

Cave of the worked forms of flints, such as may have been used by man, was as under :

—

Cave-earth . . .

Reindeer
Gallery.

... 5

Flint-knife

Gallery.

3

West
Chamber.

1

Pen and Keeping
Galleries.

2
Total.

11 -

|

Shingle bed . . . 2 0 2 0 4 J

[15

While of the unworked flints the distribution is as follows :

—

Cave-earth . . . i 0 i 0 2 i

Shingle bed . .

.

i 2 2 0 5 j1

7

The four flint implements found in the bed of shingle were at depths of from 6 inches

to 104 feet, or, including the overlying beds, of from 8 to 14 feet. As the bed of shingle

is, on the whole, perfectly distinct from the succeeding cave-earth, there can be no doubt

that the associated flint implements, unless subsequently introduced by some artificial

means, date also anterior to the cave-earth ; and there is no appearance of the overlying

ground, at the several places where they were found, having been disturbed either by man

or by animals. In a few places mentioned by Mr. Pengelly the shingle, it is true, is

partly mixed with cave-earth
;
but there it seems to have been caused by the rapid influx

or efflux of the flood-waters charged with the silt which formed the cave-earth, or to be

owing to remnants of pebbles which remained lodged on the sides or roof when the

shingle bed stood higher. They are evidently foreign to the bed, as the local fragments

of limestone so common in it are all angular and show no indications of the action of a

running stream to which the pebbles are due.

The relative position of the bones of the Cave-animals and of two of these Flint

Implements is shown in the following Table, based on Mr. Pengelly’s Table IV. and

Mr. Busk’s lists :

—

t Specimen No. 3 is merely a fragment of slate nearly covered on one side with, stalagmite.

t A specimen, No. 14-4 in the collection, corresponds in the description of its find in the “ Register” with

No. 14 of Table IV.
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Number
attached to

the find in

first column
of Table IV.

Depth of

sjiecimen

in the

shingle bed.

Thickness
of the

overlying

cave-earth.

Gallery in which
found, and distance

from entrance.

j

Animals remains of which
were found in the cave-earth

i at the same distance from
the entrance.

Number of
bones of each

species.

r Elephant 4

f West

j

Chamber

—

J 5 feet (see

j

“finds” Nos."*'

!

72,73,74,

l 75).

Rhinoceros 7
llorse 2
Ox 1

29. 8 feet. 13 feet. Red Deer 1

Reindeer 4
Tiger or Lion 1
Hyaena 13

r

Bear 13

1Horse

f Reindeer Roebuck 1

j

Gallery

—

<( 34 feet (see -<

|

“finds” Nos.

Reindeer 2o o
OO. 10 feet. 4 feet. Rhinoceros 3

Hyaena 1

L 80, 105). Bear 1
| Elephant 1

In the West Chamber eight bones were found in the cave-earth at the same distance

from the entrance as Flint No. 11; while in the Reindeer Gallery, over and within 1 foot

on either side, twenty-one bones of various animals were found in the cave-earth over-

lying Flint No. 30. Both these flints were in the shingle bed.

The following specimens were, on the contrary, found in the cave-earth, and were

associated with, or were beneath, bones of the different animals here mentioned*:

—

No. of

find in

Table IV.

Animals whose remains were found on the same vertical with the
Depth in the cave-earth. Distance

from
entrance.

bones, and the number of the latter (see Tables I. and IV.).
Flint. Bones.

1 . Reindeer (1) (in the overlying stalagmite)

ft. in.

0 9

ft. in.

0 0
feet.

74
4. Hyaena, Bear? (3) 2 0 0 9 37
6. Rhinoceros, Reindeer, Bear, Horse, Hyaena (9) 3 0 2 0 31
7. Roebuck ?, Reindeer, Hyaena, Horse, Rhinoceros (6) . . 3 6 1 0 16
8. Rhinoceros, Hyaena (2) 3 6 1 6 22

12. Red Deer, Ox ? (3) 2 9 0 9 15
13. Horse, Hyaena, Rhinoceros, Reindeer (4) 4 0 3 6 26
17. Deer, Hyaena? (2) 9 0 9 0 15

At the same distance from the entrance and the same depth in the cave-earth in the

West Chamber as Flint No. 9 there were found fifteen bones of Bear, Hyaena, Ox, and

Rhinoceros; while in the Flint-knife Gallery flint No. 5 was found overlying three bones

of Ox and Bear.

Besides these cases—which determine, first, the occurrence of worked flints in the

bottom or shingle bed, and the superposition on it at the same spot of a considerable thick-

ness of undisturbed cave-earth rich in mammalian remains, and, secondly, the association

* The Register does not record the distance from the walls of the cave, so the superposition may not always

be quite vertical; but from the small width of the galleries there is little room for error.
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of bones and worked flints at the same places in the cave-earth—it is well to remember

that the relation of the cave-earth to the shingle is constant and uniform, and, further,

that the cave-earth itself is overlaid throughout a great part of the cave (including

those parts where the flint implements Nos. 4, 8, 12, 13, and 30 were found) by a layer

of stalagmite in which bones of Bear, Reindeer, and Elephant or Rhinoceros were, in

several places, found imbedded.

The Cave furnishes also some other slight indications of man’s presence. Dr. Fal-

coner alludes to part of a Reindeer’s horn (No. 4 find) which has an apparently artificial

incision*; and Mr. Evans also draws attention to the discovery of a small “ cylindrical

pin or rod of ivory,” but the position of this is not certain. Two nearly round pebbles

were also found in the shingle bed—one of siliceous sandstone, weighing 1 lb. 3 oz., in

the West Chamber, and the other of red sandstone, weighing 5§ oz., at the entrance of

the Steep Slide Hole. The first is one of those hard pebbles forming the Budleigh-

Salterton conglomerates,—beds which do not range westward of the Ex. This pebble

shows, on the side opposite to that by which it is most readily grasped by the hand, the

distinct marks and indentations arising from use as a hammer-stone. On the smaller

and softer pebble these are less marked. These specimens are unique, and the first is

of especial interest, as it seems to have been brought from a distance and could not have

been introduced by natural causes into the cavef.

Amongst the debris of bed No. 3, Dr. Percy noticed some pebbles of broAvn hematite,

a mineral which does not occur on Windmill Hill. Mr. Pengelly refers them to

Furzeham Hill; at the same time they may have been derived from denuded portions

of Parkham Hill, at the base of which this mineral is still found, and which is on the

line of the valley above the cave ; otherwise they must have been introduced by artificial

means.

But although the evidence, taken altogether, sufficiently indicates the existence of

man at the cave period, we doubt whether Brixham Cave was at any time inhabited by

man. Caves have constantly been places of resort for uncivilized man, either for shelter

or for security. When resorted to for these objects, traces of his habitation, in the form

of refuse (whether of bones cast away at meals, of broken and lost tools of daily use,

and, after the discovery of fire, of hearths and their surroundings), necessarily occur in

quantities more or less abundant, according to the length of man’s habitation. Further,

when a common and brittle material is in use for implements, the number lost or spoilt

must always have been large, as in the case of the caves of Les Eyzies, Moustiers, and

others in the south of France, where rudely worked flints occur literally in thousands.

Again, man usually takes possession of a cave when dry and capable of affording per-

manent shelter, so that the layers of debris formed during his period of occupancy are

* Mr. Busk sees reason to question this conclusion, see page 537.

f Budleigh Salterton is about twenty-five miles eastward from Brixham. Mr. Pengelly informs me,

however, that quartzite pebbles are occasionally met with on the Devon beaches. A broken quartzite pebble

has also been found in Kent’s Cavern (see Brit. Assoc. Report, 1870, p. 22).
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on a given zone,—that zone being generally above the deposit of cave-earth covering up

the remains of animals which may previously have frequented the cave.

In the instance, however, of the Brixham Cave, although we have in evidence these

primitive works of man, they are so few and so scattered, and they occur also on levels

so widely different (no two, in fact, of the fifteen flint implements found there having been

met with on the same level), that it is not possible to conceive that man inhabited the

cave at any time. The specimens are not numerous enough : they are found isolated

and without any corroborative adjuncts.

Nor do we think that the flints could have been brought in by wild beasts with human

prey, for not a fragment of a human bone was found in the cave; whereas, like with the

animals serving as prey, some of the remains of man in the shape of gnawed bones or

teeth must, in that case, have escaped destruction. Could the worked flints have been

washed in, as the unworked flints doubtlessly were, with the shingle of the fourth bed

or with the silt of the third bed 1 This is possible
;

still we are not disposed to adopt

that view, inasmuch as although some of the specimens show marks of wear, that wear

arises rather from use, and none exhibit the general wear and rounding produced by

running water
;
the wear is, in fact, often so slight, that in the instance of the remark-

able flint implement which was found broken in two pieces (p. 550), and each piece in

a different gallery, the broken edges (ff) when brought together fitted as closely as

two pieces of freshly broken porcelain. One fragment (No. 6) was found in the Flint-

knife Gallery on the line of main water passage and the other (No. 8) in a different

direction in the Pen Gallery, so that their position was in all probability determined by

artificial agency. The worked flints also in the cave-earth are to those in the shingle

in the proportion of nearly 3 to 1 ; whereas with the unworked flints, on the contrary,

the proportions are more than reversed, there being only 2 in the cave-earth to 5 in the

shingle bed, where the stream was the natural means of their introduction. The flints

in the cave-earth in No. 3 bed are in the inverse ratio in which as extraneous bodies

they should occur had natural agencies only been in operation.

After full consideration of the subject, we can only conclude that the worked flints

were lost or left behind by man during occasional visits to the cave, either for the sake

of temporary refuge or in following prey which may have sought shelter there. The

former alternative is the more likely, as during the formation of the shingle, in which

the four specimens were found, the cave was but little frequented by animals, only 7 bones

occurring in that bed
; whilst in the cave-earth, though 751 bones were found, not more

than eleven worked flints were met with. The proportion of bones to flints shows

therefore no relation one to the other, whether it be considered that man was subject

to be the occasional prey of carnivorous animals, or whether man sought his prey

amongst the herds of wild deer, oxen, and some other animals. On the other hand, the

absence of human bones would seem to indicate that early man had the skill and activity

necessary to avoid falling a prey to the powerful wild animals of the period, while at

the same time his senses, like those of animals, must have been as acute and keen
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as theirs to have carried him safely through the deep and narrow recesses of such a

cave as that of Brixham ;
for it is to he noted that although the larger proportion of

flint implements were found near the entrances where a glimmer of light might pene-

trate*, still a few were found 30 and 50 feet (and in one case as many as 74 feet) from

the nearest external entrance, where little if any light could penetrate ; and there is no

evidence of early man having been acquainted with the use of fire.

The view we have suggested with respect to the early condition of Brixham Cave is one

also in unison with the other phenomena of the cave, which, from the evidence we have

now gone through, points, we conceive, to the following conclusions. In the first instance,

some small watercourses, draining a small upland tract of Devonian slates and shales

situated between the site of the cave and the valley of the Dart, emptied themselves

and were lost, as is common now in limestone districts, in the narrow fissures or open

joints of the limestone rocks. These were the channels along which were transported

the worn and rolled shingle derived from those rocks and which were deposited along

the bottom of the cave, forming bed No. 4. As the fissures in the limestone could but

have been on the level at which these streams flowed, the valley of Brixham and its

tributaries, which then as now formed the channels of drainage of the district, must

have been from 70 to 80 feet less deep than at present.

It would seem that the stream originally entered the cave by the West Chamber

f

and escaped through the north entrance, and perhaps in part through the Steep Slide

Hole—the sea-level being then probably the one marked by the old raised beach, which

would show that the land then stood about 30 feet lower than at present. After filling

the lower part of the fissures with shingle, the prolonged action of the stream wore and

expanded the upper part of them into the wider passages at present constituting the

cave, and finally nearly filled them with shingle. The lower wall-grooves (b b) may have

formed before the shingle had choked up the cave, when, in fact, the stream was in full

force, and the upper one {a a) at a later period, when the current was more impeded,

and when, judging from the level of the old stalagmite floor, the shingle had found an

exit through the north entrance. The traces of a reverse or inward dip of the wall-

grooves between the road entrance and the Steep Slide Hole may be due to the influx

of the flood-waters at a later period. During this period, when the streams were low

or dry, the cave was resorted to, on a few rare occasions, by animals to devour their

prey ; but at this time they cannot be traced far beyond the entrance—in no case more

than 36 feet in the Reindeer Gallery, and, in the Flint-knife Gallery, to 25 feet from the

west entrance. In the same way we recognize the restricted presence of man, in the

two flint implements found at a distance of 34 feet from the north entrance, and the

two within 7 feet of the west entrance.

After the cave had become choked with shingle, the stream, either from that cause

or from the deepening of the channels outside, kept more in the main valley, and a period

* The first 16 feet was then, however, an open fissure.

f The openings in the South Chamber may also have given passage to a stream.
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of quiet succeeded, during which a first bed of stalagmite was deposited immediately

upon the bed of shingle. Remnants of this old layer of stalagmite, with the pebbles

forming the top of the original shingle bed attached to its under surface, were found

adhering to the sides of the cave, 3 to 4 feet above the second or later stalagmite floor.

The breaking up of this layer of stalagmite and the lowering of the surface of the shingle

bed to the extent of from 6 to 10 feet, was accompanied by a complete change in the

state of the cave (see figs. C, D, E, Plate XLII.).

These effects may have been produced either by an irruption of water carrying away

part of the shingle, and so undermining the stalagmite, or by the breaking up of the

stalagmite, and the settling down of the shingle deeper into the fissures, by earthquake

movements. We are disposed to adopt the latter alternative
;
for Mr. Pengelly has

remarked that the surface of the shifted shingle, instead of presenting a depression in

the middle with edges rising up to the sides of the passages, is, on the contrary,

raised in the middle and is depressed on the sides—a form which is hardly compatible

with the action of flowing water, but rather accords possibly, in our opinion, with the

results of the vibrations and settlements caused by earthquake action. Prom this

moment new conditions of the cave commenced. Instead of fissures receiving shingle-

bearing streams, and water more or less constantly flowing through the cave, we now

come to a period when the cave was habitually dry, though it remained subject to

occasional floods from the main stream of the Brixham valley, then in the course of

excavation. The flood-waters charged with silt deposited the cave-earth gradually

during each successive inundation, like as, in other districts, the loess was deposited

during the river-floods in the more sheltered spots of the main and lateral valleys
;
while

during the whole time blocks and fragments of the old high-level stalagmitic floor con-

tinued to fall in more or less abundance.

We admit the difficulties of the case,—of realizing how, in so short a course as the

Brixham stream had, and with so small an area of drainage, a sufficiently powerful body

of water could be collected to excavate such a valley
;
but it is a difficulty which meets

us in many valleys of denudation when we contemplate the small causes at present in

operation with the comparatively gigantic effects produced. We can only account for

it, as we have done elsewhere, on the hypothesis of an intensely cold climate, of which

we have such abundant evidence, accompanied by a greater rainfall, by spring floods

of great power such as now occur annually in all arctic regions, and by ice action.

It is further possible that a slow movement of elevation was in progress during

this period, which counteracted the loss of gradient in the lower part of the valley

caused by the process of denudation. The submarine forest of Torbay, which after-

wards grew on land now 30 feet beneath the sea, shows the entire rise at one time

to have been 40 feet or more above the present sea-level, or 70 feet or more above

the level of the old raised beaches, to which extent the fall of the stream was then

increased.

The breaking up of the first and original bed of stalagmite, and the lowering of the

mdccclxxiii. 4 G
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surface of the bed of shingle, whatever may have been the cause, gave greatly increased

room in the cave ;
and as it was no longer a mere channel for a flowing stream, but, on

the contrary, presented for certain periods open passages with a dry bed of loam and

limestone debris, it became a place of resort for the predatory animals of the district.

They there brought their prey to devour, scattering the gnawed bones of the disjointed

limbs in different and distant parts of the cave. The Hytense carried their prey to all

the main passages of the cave, but sought chiefly for that purpose the more retired

galleries, while their own remains are more equally scattered. Of the 669 bones deter-

mined by Mr. Busk, if we omit the bones of the Bears, we find that the distribution of

the others was as follows :

—

West Flint-knife Reindeer
Chamber. Gallery. Gallery, North.

Bones of the various animals excepting Bears 57 124 109
Bones of Hyaena 21 IS 18

It may, however, be doubted whether the ITysense made the cave more than a place

of temporary resort, as, unlike in other old caves which they frequented, no coprolites of

Hysense have been found here, though that may admit of the explanation before given.

But although now generally dry, the cave continued subject to be flooded, perhaps at

long intervals ;
and it is probable that the water found its way into the cave by the

north entrance and so through the Reindeer Gallery, the Flint-knife Gallery, to the

West and South Chambers. As it retired we may suppose it to have caused, by its fall

over the limestone ledge above d (fig. 2, Plate XLXIX.) in the West Chamber during

rapid subsidence, the disturbed and abnormal position of the bones in the cave-earth

there noticed. To such advance and retreat of the waters may also be attributed the

irregular deposition of the cave-earth, the variable depth at which bones of the same

limbs are buried, and the silting up of the passages furthest from the point of entrance

of the waters, which latter their outflow kept clear. The influx and efflux of water

was also of sufficient power to move and rearrange the bones throughout its course,

as, according to Mr. Pengelly, they were mostly found, not as scattered indiscriminately

by wild animals, but lying with their length in the direction of the passages of the

cave. By the repetition at distant intervals of these inundations, and by the accu-

mulation during these intervals of fresh crops of bones, the bone-bearing cave-earth was

gradually formed ; at the same time the occasional visits of man are indicated by

the rare occurrence of a flint implement lost as he groped his way through the dark

passages of the cave—into the more innermost recesses of which he now occasionally

penetrated, though keeping, in most cases, to within 20 to 50 feet of one of the main

entrances.

As the denudation and deepening of Brixham valley proceeded, the cave became less

and less subject to inundations, that after a time ceased to reach the level on which it

stood. With this greater freedom from inundations, the increasing number and proportion
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of their bones show that the cave became a place of more frequent habitation for Bears.

Their remains in all stages of growth, including those even of sucking cubs, were met with

in greater numbers than were the bones of any other animal. These animals resorted

especially to the darker and more secluded Flint-knife Gallery, where 209 out of 354 of

their determinable bones were found, whereas only twenty-six were met with in the

West Chamber and 116 in the Reindeer Gallery.

Finally, whether from a change of climatal conditions or from the cave becoming

quite out of the reach of the flood-waters, and partly possibly from its being more

blocked up, the formation of the stalagmite floor proceeded without interruption. The

cave, however, still continued to be the occasioual resort of beasts of prey, for remains

of the Reindeer, including a fine entire antler, together with bones of the Bear, the

Rhinoceros, or the Mammoth, were found in the stalagmite floor. But no flint imple-

ments and no remains of man are found in this position ; and while therefore we

have reason to believe that the cave continued to be frequented by some of the older

Mammalia as long as it remained open, we have no evidence that it was latterly

resorted to by man. After a time the falling in of the roof at places from the effects

of rain and weathering (and every earthquake movement must also have detached

blocks from it) stopped up some parts of the cave, and closed its entrances with an

accumulation of debris. From that time it ceased to be accessible, except to the

smaller rodents and burrowing animals, and remained unused and untrodden until its

discovery in February 1858.

The instances in which the remains of man or of his works have been found in caves

in association with the remains of extinct Mammalia are many. They were duly

noticed by Schmerling in Belgium, by Tournal and others in the South of France, by

Dr. Buckland in Wales, and by Mr. McEnery and the Natural-History Society of Torquay

in Kent’s Hole
;
but in all these cases they were either explained away, in many

instances by the observers themselves, from 'a preconceived improbability or rather im-

possibility of the circumstance, or the facts were refused credence on the same grounds

and the evidence negatived, as in the case of Kent’s Hole, without investigation. At

this time it is not necessary to contend for the correctness of many of those observations

;

they are too numerous and too well attested to admit of doubt, and are now generally

accepted
; at the same time it is to be observed that the discovery and early reports

df Brixham Cave had a very important influence in bringing about such a result.

The discoveries of Schmerling and others had dropped into oblivion, the assertions of

M. Boucher de Perthes were ignored, until the certainty of the facts established by

the exploration of Brixham Cave showed the strong jprimd facie evidence of the con-

temporaneity of man and of the great extinct Mammalia. Fresh from this new ground,

and strong with convictions acquired on other grounds, Dr. Falconer visited the valley

of the Somme in which the reputed works of man had, it was said, been found in quater-

nary deposits
; and so satisfied was he with the force of the evidence, taken in conjunction

with the observations already made at Brixham Cave, that he at once urged in the

4 G 2
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strongest manner inquiries into its correctness and value, which we ourselves had long

been contemplating, but which might have been still longer postponed but for the corro-

borative testimony afforded by Brixham Cave. Late as we are therefore in bringing

forward the whole of the evidence afforded by this cave, it must not be overlooked that,

however interesting the full record may prove, the exploration has already had an imme-

diate and direct value in the successful impulse which it gave to so important a question

as that of the antiquity of man. Well established as this fact now is from other and

independent grounds, nevertheless the evidence of Brixham has its own special points of

value,—in the completeness of its record, in the certainty of its data, and in the fact of

its having been the first entire ossiferous cavern which was worked out in a systematic

and complete manner, and the contents preserved for scientific use and reference*. It

records also a time in geological science of very great importance, one marked by the

removal of the boundary which had hitherto divided man from the extinct animals—

a

barrier no sooner removed than the search, before directed timidly to the measurement

of man’s age by the span of historical and traditional periods, became now boldly directed

back into the later geological periods in search of his first appearance. But, notwith-

standing the range of our new vista, we should not so much speculate on its indefinite

extension, but rather seek to obtain those indisputable data, whether as regards the

true position of the strata in which such remains may be found, or as regards the arti-

ficial character of those remains, without which we might have continued yet to hesitate

to admit man’s existence in the Quaternary period.

Joseph Prestwich.

{

George Busk.

R. Godwin-Austen.

A. Ramsay.

Description of the Plates.

PLATE XLI.

Fig. 1. Photograph of Entrance to Cave after clearing away the talus of limestone debris

by which it was hidden. north and south joint coincident with the line

of the Reindeer Gallery.

Fig. 2. Section of Brixham Valley, showing the position of the Cave on the slope of

Windmill Hill. The 150-feet terrace is on the authority of a section by

Mr. Pengelly.

Fig. 3. Geological Sketch Map, showing the direction of Brixham Valley and the rocks

through which it passes.

* All the specimens are to be deposited in the British Museum, and the original documents and maps in the

archives of the Royal Society.!
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PLATE XLII.

Plan of the Cave, with the position of the several sections given in Plate XLIII. The

original names are retained, with the exception of that given to the north

entrance and certain letters indicating the Galleries.

PLATE XLIII.

Fig. 1. Section along the Reindeer Gallery from the entrance to the Flint-knife Gallery.

The original surface line continued sloping to the road. The entrance is here

represented after the brickwork had been introduced into the first part of the

fissure f and the finishing of the doorway, s', remaining portions of old

stalagmite, is from Mr. Pengelly’s section.

Fig. 2. Section along the Flint-knife Gallery from the Reindeer Gallery to and across the

West Chamber. The entrance to a short side gallery is shown under m and

to Munday’s Gallery at and above d.

Figs. A to G, M M and N N. Sections across different galleries. In the section M M the

entrance to the Flint-knife Gallery is traced in central outline, and in the

section N N the entrance to Kelly’s Gallery. The position of the old stalag-

mite in fig. 1 and the rounded surface of the shingle bed No. 4, in the several

cross sections, is given on the authority of Mr. Pengelly’s sections.

The plan and sections were taken by Mr. Bristow, of the Geological Survey, with the

exception of the lower part of Bed Ao. 4 and of the line defining the bottom of the cave

after that bed was removed. These additions were made by Mr. Bovey of Torquay.

PLATE XLIV.

N.B. The figures, with the exception of fig. 13, Plate XLVI., are all of the natural size.

Fig. 1. Portion of the middle of the shaft of the femur of Rhinoceros gnawed by Hyaena.

Figs. 2, 3. Upper and lower aspects of the astragalus of Rhinoceros tichorhinus.

Fig. 4. Outer aspect of the third upper deciduous molar, left side, of Rhinoceros ticho-

rhinus.

Fig. 5. Crown surface, in which there is no appearance of the median pit or “ accessory

valley ” being formed by the fusion of two “ combing ” plates.

Figs. 6, 7. Similar views of the second upper deciduous molar of the right side, in which

the same thing is still more plainly shown.

Figs. 8, 9. Similar views of a less worn third upper deciduous molar of the right side,

on which no cementum appears to have been deposited. The outer or dorsal

lamina of euamel is entirely removed. This specimen still more strikingly

shows the median pit surrounded by a continuous wall of enamel, and that

the inner lamina of the dorsal enamel plate is continued uninterruptedly from

one side of the tooth to the other.

Figs. 10, 11. Outer aspect and crown surface of the first lower premolar, left side (pm 2).
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PLATE XLV.

Fig. 1. Portion of the left mandible of Ilycena spelcea, with the canine and three molars.

Fig. 2. The radius.

a. The proximal articular surface.

1.

The distal articular surface.

Fig. 3. The tibia.

a. The proximal articular surface.

b. The distal articular surface.

Fig. 4. A portion of the maxilla of Felis spelcea
,
containing the second premolar.

Fig. 5. A canine tooth of Felis spelcea.

Fig. 6. A carnassial tooth of the same.

Figs. 7, 8. The fifth and fourth proximal phalanges of the manus.

PLATE XLVI.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4. Various canine teeth of Ursus.

1. U. spelceus X

2. TJ. prisons.

3. TJ. arctos.

4. TJ. arctos %

Figs. 5, 6. Two last lower molars.

5. TJ. arctos'1
.

6. TJ. prisons.

Fig. 7. Astragalus of TJ. prisons or spelceus.

Fig. 8. Astragalus of TJ. arctos l

Fig. 9. Os unciforme, TJ. prisons 1

Fig. 10. Os unciforme, TJ. arctos l

Fig. 11. Portion of maxilla with four teeth of Bos prirnigenius.

Fig. 12. Dentition of Ijcicjomys spelceus.

Fig. 13. Ditto, X 2 diameters.

Fig. 14. Peculiarly formed pm 4 of TJrsus 1

PLATE XLVII.

Odontograms, or graphic representations of the dimensions of the teeth in

1, 6, 11. Ursus spelceus.

2, 7, 12. Mean of all fossil species of Ursus
,
taken together.

3,

8. Ursus ferox fossilis (mihi).

13. Ursus prisons, Cuv.
(fossilis,

Gldf.). (Brit. Mus. sp.)

4,

9, 14. Ursus ferox (recens).

5,

10, 15. The Brixham-Cave Bears.

16, 17, 18. Ursus arctos.

19, 20. Ursus maritimus.
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XV. On a new Locality of Amblygonite
,
and on Montebrasite, a new Hydrated Aluminium

and Lithium Phosphate. By M. A. O. Des Cloizeaux, Member of the Lnstitute of

France. Communicated by Professor W. H. Miller, Foreign Secretary B.S.

Received November 27, 1S71,—Read February 20, 1873.

Until last year the Amblygonite from the neighbourhood of Penig in Saxony had

alone been analyzed—namely, by Berzelius and by Bammelsberg. The beautiful trans-

parent or translucent specimens found in 1862 at TIebron, Maine, U.S.A., had been

merely tentatively examined by Prof. Brush, who announced the presence in them of

lithia in considerable quantity. Their similarity to the Penig mineral, however, led to

their being looked on, without further investigation, as Amblygonite. These specimens,

less rare and more transparent than those from Saxony, had enabled me in 1863 to

determine their crystalline system and their birefringent optical characters'*.

In 1870 M. Moissenet, mining engineer, sent me a mineral which had been found in

considerable quantities in the tin vein of Montebras (Creuse). This mineral, though

resembling the Amblygonite of Hebron, appeared to me so far to differ from it in its

optical characters and in the composition, deduced from an imperfect analysis made in

the laboratory of the Ecole des Mines, as to justify my distinguishing it under the name

,of Montebrasite f

.

Afterwards, towards the close of 1871, I received from M. Moissenet another

specimen coming from Montebras, which presented all the characters of the American

Amblygonite, and which consequently was easily distinguished from the Montebrasite, as

I showed in my notice read to the Academy on Nov. 27, 1871.

Subsequently to the publication of this note, the analyses made by Pisani (Comptes

Bendus des Seances de l’Academie des Sciences, seance du 26 Dec. 1871, tom. Ixxiii.

p. 1479), by Kobell (Sitzungsberichte der bayerischen Acad, der Wiss., Feb. 3, 1872),

and by Bammelsberg (Berichte der deutschen Chem. Gesellsch. Berlin, 26 Feb. 1872,

No. 3, p. 78) proved the identity, in point of chemical composition, of the Montebrasite

of Montebras and the Amblygonite from near Penig. This identity ought in fact to

exist in the Saxon variety, for I have lately satisfied myself that a plate cut from a Penig

specimen, in a direction, as nearly as might be, perpendicular to the two principal

cleavages, presents the same optical characters as do plates cut from some specimens

from Montebras, which will be discussed presently. But this is not the case with

* Comptes Rendus des Se'ances de l’Academie des Sciences, tom. lvii. p. 357.

t Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie des Sciences. Seances des 31 Juillet et 27 Nov. 1871, tom.

lssiii. pp. 306 & 1217.
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respect to the Amblvgonite from the State of Maine, nor with that from Montebras, the

analysis of which has been made by Pisani ;
since, as the pyrognostic characters led

one to foresee, these differ from the Amblygonites of Saxony and Montebras (which I

had previously named Montebrasite) by the absence of soda, by the preponderance of

lithia, and by the presence of a notable amount of water, while at the same time the

minerals resemble one another in their almost equal proportions of phosphoric acid and

of alumina.

If we leave the water out of the question, the soda seems here to play the part which

I have attributed to it in certain pseudodimorphous bodies, and especially in the sulphate

of potash*
; except that Amblygonite and Montebrasite belong to the same crystalline

system, and their optical characters alone present complete incompatibility, while the

crystals of sulphate of potash occur in two nearly resembling but incompatible types,

according as they do or do not contain soda.

It results from what has been above stated, that the differences which Amblygonite

and Montebrasite present in their physical and chemical characters appear to be

sufficiently decided^ to compel us to treat these substances as belonging to nearly related

but distinct species—the one anhydrous, the other hydrated. We shall retain the name

Amblygonite for the sodiolithic species first discovered at Penig by Breithaupt, and

accordingly the white or violet-tinted lamellar masses abundant at Montebras will be

included under it J ; while the hydrated and entirely lithic species, comprising the

beautiful laminar specimens and the crystals from Maine, as well as some greenish

masses from Montebras, still very rare, will be embraced under the name Montebrasite,

which I had at first proposed for the first masses from Montebras, an erroneous analysis of
s

which had been furnished, as before mentioned, by the laboratory at the Ecole des Mines.

In the following pages I shall give a detailed description of the principal crystallo-

graphic and optical characters, as well as the analyses of the two species.

I. Anhydrous Sodiolithic Species—Amblygonite.

The Amblygonite of Montebras, designated as Montebrasite in my communication to

the Academy of Sciences of Nov. 27, 1871, has only been met with in laminar masses,

sometimes opaque and of a dull white, sometimes more or less translucid, and in parts

even transparent and with a faint tinge of violet. These masses exhibit only two

* “ Memoire sur pseudodimorphisme de quelques composes naturels et artificiels,” Annates de Chimie et de

Physique, 4me ser. tom. i. p. 313.

t I would further remark, as a distinctive feature of secondary importance, that the Montebrasite (the

former Amblygonite) from the United States and that from Montebras present at least three distinct cleavages,

parallel to the faces of an oblique-angled parallelepiped
; while on none of the specimens of Amblygonite (the

former Montebrasite), so many of which have passed through my hands, have I ever been able to detect more

than two cleavages.

+ These are the masses which are designated as Montebrasite in my notice in the £ Comptes Rendus ’ of

27 Nov. 1871, whereas the greenish specimen from Montebras is described as Amblygonite. I propose this

inversion of the names out of respect to the priority of the name Amblygonite.
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cleavages, presenting nearly the same degree of facility, but yielding surfaces so uneven

and rough that, for measuring their inclination, one has to isolate small portions,

as little uneven as possible. But, even with this precaution, one can never obtain

sufficiently perfect reflections to afford exact measurements
; and it is only by repeating

these measurements on a great number of fragments, and by taking the mean of these,

that I have succeeded in determining with tolerable exactness the incidence of the two

cleavages to be 105° 44'. Close observation shows, furthermore, that the sharpness of

the reflected images is generally a little greater on one of the surfaces of cleavage than on

the other, which would induce one to suppose that they do not both belong to equivalent

crystallographic planes
;
the difference, however, is so small that one does not notice it

at first, still less can it be compared to that which I have pointed out as distinguishing

the face p (with pearly cleavage) from the face m (the vitreous cleavage) of the Monte-

brasite of Hebron in the State of Maine*.

The insufficiency of the geometrical characters naturally led to the inquiry whether

the study of some of its optical properties might not enable me to determine the

crystalline type of the mineral
;
and this investigation, which presents certain special

difficulties arising from the small extent of the transparent portions and the presence

of numerous twin plates even in the specimens that to all appearance are the most

homogeneous, has proved that, without doubt, the laminar masses of Montebras must be

referred to the triclinic system.

In order better to compare the points of analogy or of difference which distinguish

Amblygonite and Montebrasite (minerals composed of the same constituent elements but

in different proportions), I have assumed, in the first of these minerals, that the less

perfectly reflecting cleavage took place parallel to the base jj, and the more per-

fectly reflecting cleavage parallel to the face to the left, on, of an oblique-angled

parallelepiped, of which the face to the right t, and the relative dimensions are still

unknown. The angle p m of Amblygonite equals 105° 44', which differs by only 44'

from the corresponding angle in Montebrasite.

The optical investigation was commenced by the examination of thin plates cut per-

pendicularly to the two cleavages ;
and it served to establish that these plates were

obviously oblique to the plane of the optic axes. In order to obtain plates as perpen-

dicular as was possible to this plane and to the bisector of the acute angle of the axes,

it became necessary to arrange a sort of tentative method by the aid of the polarizing

microscope f.

* “ Sur les proprietes optiques birefringentes et sur la forme crystalline de l’amblygonite,” Comptes Eendus

des Seances de l’Acad. tom lvii. p. 357.

t All these tentative sections have been effected by M. H. Soleil with bis well-known patience and skill.

The working of these plates of Amblygonite (formerly Montebrasite) is all the more delicate since the best

specimens that I obtained of M. Moissenet would not allow of plates being cut of a thickness greater than J of

a millimetre, in order to present the transparency necessary for the subsequent execution of the slight modifi-

cations which the polarizing microscope might prove their worked surfaces still to require.

MDCCCLXXIII. 4 H
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The result of these tentative trials proved that the most perfect plates were those

the surfaces of which made nearly equal angles with the two cleavages (affording a

mean result of 99° S' with m and 99° 25' with p). The optic axes are situated in a

plane which divides into two very unequal parts the acute angle= 74° 16' of the two

cleavages. This direction is entirely different from that which I have found for Mon-

tebrasite (formerly Amblygonite) of Hebron and of Montebras, in which the plane of

the axes lies in the obtuse angle of 105° formed by the two principal cleavages*.

With regard to the exact orientation of this plane, I have deduced it from that which

it presents in the natural macles of which all the plates of Amblygonite of Montebras

which I have examined are constituted, and which result from the interposition in the

midst of their mass of twin lamellae that bisect almost exactly, the one set the obtuse

angle of 105° 44', the other the acute angle supplementary to it. These lamellae, which

are often met with on the same specimen, in which they cross one another at an angle

of very nearly 90°, are sometimes so thin and so numerous that they convert the whole

mass into a network with close meshes, to all appearance rectangular, in which the

coloured rings are only visible in the polarizing microscope at a few isolated points.

Fortunately this is not always the case, and plates are pretty often found which are

referable to one of the four subjoined types, and which offer more or less facility for

the study of the optical doubly refracting properties of the substance.

Fig 1 (p. 579) represents those plates which are divided into slices, triangular or tra-

pezial in section (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c.), which are more or less homogeneous, by a series of

bands which are generally narrow (2, 4, G, 8, &c.), parallel to one another, and very nearly

parallel to the bisector-plane of the acute angle of 74° 16'; in these bands we may

recognize, by the fibrous aspect which they exhibit even under illumination by ordinary

light, a number of excessively thin lamellae. Thus, while in the sectional figures indi-

cated by an odd number the disposition and dispersion of the coloured rings can be

studied in the polarizing microscope, it is only in some narrow regions of the bands

indicated by the even numbers that one can examine them. This examination suffices,

however, to show that wdienever the section has been so successfully made as that the

plane of the optic axes is as nearly normal as possible to the worked surface in the case

of the slices with the odd numbers, it still remains in a very slight degree oblique to

the plane in the case of those with the even numbers. In the latter case the orientation

of this plane is only to be explained by the existence of lamellae parallel to the edgep m
which have undergone a revolution of 180° round an axis within a few minutes of being

perpendicular to that edge. A great number of observations were made with an apparatus

in which the two Nicols were crossed, on the maximum extinction of the light in the bands

successively even and odd
;
and these gave the result, that the plane of the optic axes in

the bands of the former order formed, with that in the latter case, a mean angle of

58° 22'.

* It- will be seen further on that the Montebrasite which I have lately found among the specimens from

Montebras presents the same optical characters as that from Hebron in the State of Maine.
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The presence of the numerous lamella; of which I have spoken ought, one would

suppose, to be evidenced on the cleavages p and m by fine strife parallel to their mutual

intersection ; of these, however, I have never been able to find the smallest trace in the

midst of the irregularities which the surfaces of these cleavage-planes present. This

is no doubt due to the lamellee, which are so thin as not even to produce the phenomena

of the colours of thin plates, not permitting of our distinguishing from p and m their

faces in the turned position g and the inclination of which on the former planes has

the calculated angle p g =179° 5G' and 5^= 180° 4', a difference alike unappreciable

to the eye and to direct measurements*.

Figures 2 and 4 present plates compounded of two great divisions twinned round

an axis perpendicular to a surface of assemblage which is contained in the obtuse angle

p m=105° 44', and gave to direct measurement a mean angle of 52° 2' with p, and con-

sequently an angle of 53° 42' with m. The two figures only differ in other respects

from one another in the relative dimensions of their constituent portions
;
and these

dimensions may vary to any extent, according to the spot where the plane of assemblage

may meet the cleavages p and to. Each of these portions is furrowed by fibrous bands,

which are sometimes reduced to mere threads and present an orientation like that of

fig. 1, and by lamelhe, generally very thin, which are parallel to the plane of assem-

blage.

The tessellated pattern, often very complex, which is produced by the two systems of

lamelke is perfectly visible in polarized light with parallel rays ; and one can even

obtain by photography f magnified images in which the threads situated in the obtuse

angle may be recognized as being in general more blended and less undulated than are

those situated in the acute angle. • The mutual inclination of the lamellae which belong

to the two systems has been approximately estimated at 89° 12' and 90° 48' upon

plates cut nearly normal to the plane of the optic axes. By combining with the

angle of 58° 22' found on the twins of the type No. 1 this number 89° 12', an inclina-

tion of 123° 14' may be deduced for that between the plane of the optic axes

belonging to one region of the plate and that belonging to the other region of it.

(The measures that were made with plates similar to those of figs. 2 and 4 vary

between 122° 42' and 123° 31'.) As for the adjustment of the two regions of the

section with regard to the plane of the optic axes and to their bisector, when this

has been made as accurate as possible with regard to the one it is slightly inac-

curate with regard to the other, exactly as is the case with the twins similar to

those in fig. 1.

On the laminar masses from which I obtained the plates of the types 2 and 4 I have

* The same fact may be observed in crystals of calcite and of aragonite traversed by twin lamellae, where the

trace of these ceases to be visible upon the faces at which they come out, when they present more than a

certain degree of thinness.

4 I am indebted to M. Cornu for images of these obtained by means of a small solar microscope in the

laboratory of the Ecole Polytechnique.

4 h 2
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occasionally observed indications of the line in which the plane of assemblage meets the

cleavages in the form of a slight ridge (see that of fig. 2), or of striations which are only

visible in a bright light, and which correspond to the groove drawn to the right on the

plane on the back of the section of fig. 4 : the reentering angle mfZbvas found to be 181°

to 182°; by calculation it should be 181° 40'. When the lamellae parallel to the plane

of assemblage of figs. 2 and 4* are grouped in bands of a certain width, their arrangement

is that represented in fig. 3.

Though the determination of the crystallographic data for Amblygonite must neces-

sarily be incomplete until at least a third face has been discovered not lying in the

same zone with the two principal cleavages, I have given in the following Table a

resume of the measured and of the calculated incidences, the correctness of which may

be looked upon as fairly satisfactory. For brevity, I indicate by S the surface which

has been worked perpendicularly to the plane of the optic axes and to the bisector of

their acute angle, by H the twin plane lying in the obtuse angle of the two cleavages,

and by L the plane of the laminee lying in their acute angle. At the point in which

the three edges ^ ^ (figs. 1, 2. and 3) meet one another the plane angles are:

—

Plane angle of m = 97 17 20.

„ ,, p= 96 55 3.

„ „ S= 104 34 49.

Calculated.

m : S

p : m

p : H (fig. 4)

m : H (fig. 2)

1 P J (fig- 4)

m : w (fig. 2)

m : d (figs. 2 and 3)

pn : d (fig. 4)

r S superior : H (figs. 2, 3, and 4)

{ S inferior : 41 (figs. 2 and 4) .

.

O I

_ f 126 16
~

(
53 44

= 104 4

= 107 28

= 178 20 salient

= 181 40 reentering . . .

.

= 89 36

= 90 24

Observed.

O /

99 8 mean.

99 25 55

105 44

52 2

55

55

55

104 32 55

55

55

181 to 182°

5 3

* The twin plane contained in the angle of 105° 44' may he conceived as being parallel to an hypothetical

face c', which would truncate the posterior edge to the right of the parallelepiped, of which we only as yet know

the planes p and m, with an inclination upon p of 127° 58'. According to M. Breithaupt, there should be a

different cleavage corresponding to a similar face on the specimen of Amblygonite from Penig. In my note of

date 1863, I had thought I could make use of the inclination of this cleavage upon m for the calculation of the

height of the primitive form of Montehrasite (at that time supposed to be Amblygonite) from Hebron. As will

he seen further on, Mr. Dana has established the presence of a face c for the large crystals of Montehrasite found

at Ilehron
;
but the inclinations appear very different from those which M. Breituaupt obtained on the

Amblygonite from Penig.
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, p s
edge-: edges

fp : h (fig. 1)

m : L (fig. 1)

,

P : S (%• 1)

fm : or d : g (figs. 1 and 4)

C
S : L superior

( S : L inferior

L : H

S
,

8
edge : edge (figs. 1 and 2)

S p
edge 7- : edge —0 L 0 m

Calculated. Observed.

O 1 it

= 101 39 33

= 37 6

= 37 10

— 179 56 salient.

= 180 4 reentering.

= 101 39 50

= 78 20 10

j
89 8

{ 90 52

90 48

f 89 46

{ 90 14

J
89° 12'

>9

99

(12° 29' with m
The plane of the optic axes makes an angle of

^
’ In the twins tig.'l

the plane of the axes of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 meets that of 2, 4, 6, 8 at an angle of 58° 22'

(which is the mean of several observations). In the twins tigs. 2 and 4 the plane of

the axes of one region intersects that of the other region at an angle of 123° 14', by

observation 122° 42' to 123° 31'. The bisector of the acute angle of the axes is negative
,

and it is very little removed from coincidence with the twin plane H, and makes

respectively angles of 11° 39' 58" with the edge 53° 26' 31" with the edge and

51° S' 18" with the edge g- The mean index was measured on a prism of 59° 23', the

refracting edge of which is almost exactly normal to the plane of the optic axes ; I have

found /3= 1*594 (the yellow sodium ray).

The apparent separation of the axes admits of the two corresponding systems of

coloured rings being both visible in air. This separation, though sufficiently constant

in the different regions in the same plate, being about 86°, is, however, as low as about
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71° in some specimens. By operating in air and in oil*' on two plates tolerably

perpendicular to the plane of the optic axes and to their acute bisectors, I obtained at

20° C. for the first plate :

—

2 E =S6 23

2 It =55 18, whence 2 E= 86 28

2 E =86 21

2 11 = 55 8, whence 2 E = 86 19

|
Bed ray.

|
Yellow ray (soda).

Bor the second plate :

—

2 E =70 54

2 11 = 46 20,

O /

whence 2 E= 71 0
Bed ray.

2 E =70 32

2 H = 45 59 30", whence 2 E= 70 32 |
Yellow ray.

It is evident from these numbers that the actual dispersion of the axes is feeble,

presenting
g
> vf. We come to the same conclusion by observing in air and in oil

the fringes of the hyperbolas which traverse the two systems of coloured rings at an

angle of 45° to the plane of polarization, and which present a reddish yellow on the

inside and blue on the outside. A careful scrutiny further reveals that these fringes

seem to have a slightly more decided colour in the one system than in the other, but

in both the rings present to all appearance the same form. In the plane of polarization,

the transverse bars of the central ring in each system are bordered by colours, the

distribution of which in contrary directions indicates very distinctly a twisted dis-

persion (“ dispersion tournante ”) : these colours appear furthermore to be slightly more

definite round one of the bars than round the other
;
but so slight a difference would

not authorize us to admit the existence of a small amount of inclined dispersion, the

combination of which with the twisted dispersion (“ dispersion tournante ”) would suffice

to characterize a substance belonging to the triclinic system, unless the plates of Ambly-

gonite from Montebras (formerly Montebrasite) possessed perfect homogeneity^. The

* The oil I used was very viscous, aud had the indices M
r= l*476; ra^l’478.

.t In Montebrasite (formerly Amblygonite), State of Maine, one has, on the contrary,
^
<v on either side of

the acute bisector
;

so that this opposite character in the proper dispersion of the optic axes would suffice to

distinguish Amblygonite from Montebrasite, since it forms a distinctive character of the highest importance in

crystallized substances, and seems to be the most constant of all their properties as optically birefringent

substances. In fact there is no example of a single well-defined species of a natural or artificial product

presenting in different specimens optic axes with opposite dispersions, provided that these axes are situated in

the same plane
;
and this is true whatever may be the variations in their physical and chemical characters.

It is only when the axes pass from one plane into a second perpendicular to it, as happens in orthose,

heulandite, and other minerals, that any change takes place in the relative positions of the axes corresponding

to the red rays with regard to the axes which correspond to the blue.

J Under the same circumstances Montebrasite of Hebron and Montebras presents a horizontal dispersion in

combination with a well-marked inclined dispersion. The phenomena to which those different kinds of

dispersion give rise in the coloured rings are described and figured in my “ Memoire sur l’emploi du

microscope polarisant,” in the ‘ Annales des Mines’ for 1864, tom. vi. 6th series.
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doubly oblique form of this mineral can, in fact, only be established in an incontestable

manner by the obliquity of the cleavages p and m on the plane perpendicular to that in

which the optic axes lie, because this obliquity is absolutely incompatible with a

clinorhombic form, in which the plane of symmetry would be perpendicular to the

plane of the optic axes and to the bisector of their acute angle, in which, furthermore,

the twisted dispersion would be very strong.

Heat changes the angle of separation of the optic axes by diminishing it in a

sensible degree. A plate only slightly oblique to their plane gave in air for the

red rays

2E=86° 26' at 14°C ;
82° 16' at 120° C.

Between these two temperatures one of the axes moved about 2^- times faster than the

other, the first having advanced towards the bisector by 2° 56', while the second had

only moved 1° 14'
; the bisector, therefore, had moved from its initial position, and had

been displaced by 0° 51' towards the same side as the axis which had made the least

progress*.

When I published my first notice, “ Sur les proprietes optiques birefringentes et sur

la forme crystalline de l’amblygonite,” Comptes Eendus des Seances de 1’Academie cles

Sciences, tom. lvii. p. 357, I had only been able to place under the polarizing micro-

scope a very small plate parallel to the more difficult cleavage m of the Penig variety

;

consequently I was only able to examine the optical phenomena in this case in a very

incomplete manner. Having lately again examined a plate nearly perpendicular to the

edge of the intersection of the two unequal cleavages p and m, I could perceive that

around the negative acute bisector the plane of the optic axes is in the acute angle

p 971=74° 16', that the dispersion proper to the axes indicates § > v, and that there is

also a very observable twisted dispersion combined with a slight inclined dispersion.

In oil the separation of the optic axes is about 2 H=56° 30' (in white light). These

characters belong to Amblygonite (formerly Montebrasite) of Montebras. The only

difference that the specimens from Penig present, as compared with those from

Montebras, is that their physical constitution is more homogeneous, and that they are

not traversed, as the latter are, by twin plates.

Amblygonite melts easily in a simple alcoholic flame, without decrepitation and with

a slight bubbling, into an opaline white blebby glass. Before the blowpipe it commu-

nicates to the flame a reddish-yellow coloration, owing to the soda and lithia which it

contains. This coloration enables one immediately to distinguish it from Monte-

biasite, which contains only lithia, and consequently only yields a flame of a rich

carmine tint.

The composition of Amblygonite is established by the following analyses :

—

* A plate of Montebrasite from Hebron heated to about 100° exhibits no change in the appearance of its

coloured rings.
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Amblygonite of Montebras.
.A

Amblygonite of Penig,

r
Pisani. Kobell.

A
Kammelsbei-g. Kammelsbei-g.

Eluorine 8-20 9-00 10-06 9-44

Phosphoric acid 46-15 45-91 48-55 48-00

Alumina . . . . 36-32 35-50 36-36 36-26

Lithia 8-10 6-70 7-96 6-68

Soda 2-58 5-30 0-93 3-29

Potash .... 0-40 0-43

Time . 0-50

Oxide of manganese. . 0-40 .... ....

Loss on ignition 1-10 0-70 .... ....

Silica mixture . . 0-60 —
102-85 104-21 104-26 104-10

Density ,
3-09 to 3-10 .... .... 3-11

II. The Hydrated Litliic Species—Montebrasite.

I received quite recently (November 1871) from M. Moissenet a new specimen obtained

from the mine of Montebras, from the midst of the masses which I had at first called

Montebrasite (now Amblygonite), and distinguishable by its possessing- an unwonted

transparency rare in that substance. A cursory examination sufficed to show that I

had not to deal in it with the old Montebrasite (i. e. Amblygonite), but rather with the

mineral supposed to be Amblygonite, although then not analyzed, and of which the

finest specimens, which presented the form of laminar masses or of coarse crystals *,

had been found hitherto at Hebron, State of Maine, U.S.A.

The new specimen from Montebras is of a pale green colour in its more transparent

parts, and presents the three principal cleavages p ,
m, t which I have recognized in the

masses from Hebron, and of which the first is easily obtained, and yields an unbroken

surface with a somewhat pearly lustre, while the second, less easily obtained, results in

broken surfaces vitreous in lustre ; and the third is a still more difficult cleavage, and is

recognizable by small reflecting surfaces scattered among rough surfaces of fracture.

- * In the 5th edition of his ‘ System of Mineralogy,’ p. 545, Mr. Dana has figured a large crystal of Monte-

brasite of Hebron, the forms of which, referred to the oblique-angled parallelepiped produced by the three

principal cleavages p, to, t, and which I adopted in 1863 as the primitive form of amblygonite, now Monte-

brasite, seem as if they ought to be expressed by the simple symbols to, t, g
1

, g
l
,
x= d g

l

). Unfortunately

the measure indicated by Mr. Dana could only be approximately made in consequence of the inequalities of the

surface of the crystal, and would not justify our using them as means of determining with exactitude the

dimensions of the primitive solid.

Thus if we take for the fundamental data the numbers to t = 135° 30', p m— 10b°,p t forwards =88° 30'

(exact measures taken on planes of cleavage), t g' adjac.— 73° 20', to c adjac.= 131° 50' (approximate measures

obtained on the crystals), we obtain for the forms g
4 and x=(d f^g1

), by calculation, incidences so far divergent

from those obtained by observation, namely a difference of from 3° to 4°, that it would be better to wait for

fresh observations made upon more perfect crystals. Agreement between the results of calculation and direct

measurement is only to be obtained by having recourse to symbols for which the expressions are .so complicated

as to be altogether unusual in the triclinic system.
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Some good measurements, made on very smooth surfaces of the two former cleavages,

yielded exactly the angle p m= 105°. For the other incidences I obtained the approxi-

mate values m fzz=135° to 136°, ^ £=89° to 89° 15'.

The transparency that suitably chosen fragments acquire when cut into thin plates

has led me to modify a little the orientation of the plane of the optic axes and of

their bisectors which I found upon the Hebron specimen. By means of artificial twins

formed of two plates, each of which has been worked perpendicular to the two

cleavages p and m, and which were united by their faces p, I have been pig. 5 .

enabled to satisfy myself that the plane of the optic axes situated in the

obtuse angle p m— 105° traverses the edge but that it is not quite
m

normal to m, as I had at first supposed, since it gives mean angles of

about 82° with m and 23° with p. By the employment of a similar

process with an artificial made made from the fragments from Hebron, I

have obtained numbers that are almost identical with those just given.

The bisector of the acute angle of the optic axes is negative, and does not seem to be
p

exactly parallel to the edge — ; but its exact direction in the plane which contains

both it and the optic axes cannot be determined with great exactitude on account of

the difficulty of obtaining plates which are exactly perpendicular to it, and more par-

ticularly on account of the great separation of the axes even in oil*.

This separation, which prevents the centre of the coloured rings being ever seen in

air, is essentially variable, in consequence of the irregularity of the interlacing laminee

in the interior, the existence of which is evidenced in particular on the surfaces of the

nacreous cleavages by a waviness or by slight reentering angles visible in a bright light.

I have found upon some of the plates for the acute angle of the optic axes for red in oil

between 14° and 20° C.,

2Ha . r
=95°48'; 99° 39'

;
101°; 102°; 102° 38'.

The obtuse angle containing the positive bisector gave measurements

2Ho
.,=102°50'; 104° 21'; 106° 105

* In the neighbourhood of the bisector of the obtuse angle of the optic axes difficulties of the same kind present

themselves. It is, in fact, established by the simultaneous maximum extinction of the light in both parts of a twin

formed oftwo plates parallel tom, of which the facesp arebrought togetherin opposite positions, that the plane of the

p
axes is parallel to the edge —

, which should be a little oblique to the positive bisector, inasmuch as the coloured
m

rings seen in oil through the faces m do not seem to be at the same distance from the normal to these faces.

The position of the bisector itself could not, however, be precisely determined
;
for even when plates inclined at

about 7° or 8° upon to, as nearly as possible perpendicular to the plane of the axes, were used, it was scarcely

possible to measure with any exactitude in oil the angle that each of them makes with a normal common to

P
the plates and to the edge — • Some experiments led to the conclusion that this normal made with the positive

TO

bisector an angle of about 4° to 5°.

4 1MDCCCLXXIII.
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In some specimens the interior or real angle of the axes is 90°, and in oil is equal to

102° round each of the two bisectors. In other specimens an interchange seems to

occur between the bisector of the acute and that of the obtuse angle, their respective

signs remaining otherwise the same ; thus in two plates taken from the same fragment,

108° 24' (the angle containing the negative bisector.

r—
97° 5'{ „ „ positive „

These different variations in the separation of the optic axes are of course associated

with greater or less irregularities in the form of the coloured rings, and of the hyper-

bolas which traverse them ; hut the one invariable feature is seen in the different kinds of

dispersion which I have already remarked on in the specimens from Hebron. Direct

measurement indicates %<v to be the proper dispersion of the axes containing the

negative bisector. This dispersion, strongly marked in one of the systems of rings of

which the hyperbola examined at 45° to the plane of polarization is bordered by bright

blue in the inside and by red on the outside, is on the contrary very weak in the other

system, in which the borders of the hyperbola present, both on the outside and in the

inside, blue tints that are hardly distinguishable.

Examined in the plane of polarization, the transverse bars of the central ring of the

two systems give evidence of the existence of horizontal dispersion by the symme-

trical arrangement of their borders ;
while these borders, on the other hand, exhibit

colours that are distinctly more decided in the one system than in the other, but

the difference is the inverse of that which is seen in the position 45° to the plane of

polarization.

The characters which have been described thus show that in Montebrasite (formerly

Amblygonite) of Montebras, as in that from Hebron, there coexists with the horizontal a

well-marked inclined dispersion, a combination peculiar to crystals of the triclinic system.

About the positive bisector the inclined dispersion is united to the twisted dispersion.

Montebrasite from Montebras, and that from Hebron, contain only lithia
; hence they

communicate a colour of a brilliant carmine-red to the flame of the blowpipe, in which

they melt with great readiness into a white enamel with a distinct decrepitation. In a

closed tube they disengage a water which corrodes the glass. Their loss under the

action of the heat is observably greater than that of Amblygonite, while on the other

hand their density is lower. M. Pisani has found for the composition of the laminated

specimens from Hebron and of the green variety from Montebras :

—

Hebron. Montebras.

Fluorine 5-22 3-80

Phosphoric acid 46-65 47-15

Alumina 36-00 36-90

Lithia 9-75 9-84

Water 4-20 4-75

101-82 102-44

Specific gravity 3-03 (Pisani) 3-01 (Pisani)

2-999 (Damour) 2-977 (Damour)
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Note upon Wavellite of Montebras.

Wavellite, in the form of thin coatings, presenting a mammillated and fibrous

structure, forms a layer over almost all the fissures that occur in the Amblygonite of

Montebras
; and sometimes even the latter is seen to lose its laminar structure, to

become white and opaque, and to pass insensibly into the former mineral. When
the coatings are somewhat thick and contain cavities, radiated spherules are found in

them, which are composed of long thin needles with brilliant terminations. These

needles exhibit a vertical prism that is deeply grooved but cannot be measured ; its

acute edges are truncated by the diagonal face f, and surmounted by a rhomboidal

octahedron, two culminating edges of which are replaced by minute faces of the bevel

a1
. Professor Miller, in his ‘Elementary Introduction to Mineralogy,’ has figured two

solids of a similar kind, bk and e3 ,
both of which are situated in the zone (f a x

,
like the

terminal octahedron of the needles of Montebras
;
but their angles of incidence do not

at all agree with those that I have succeeded in measuring with some exactitude.

Moreover, by adopting the fundamental crystallographic data of Professor Miller, the

symbol of the new form will be e 8 ,
and the calculated angles, as compared with those

resulting from direct measurement, are :

—

Calculated.

=12332
3

g' e& upon e H = 56 28
3 3"

J e 8 e 8 upon a 1 = 112 56'33
e\ a1 =146 8

3

e 8 e 8 upon g
1 =120 22

V. 3
3"

Observed.

123 '

to 123 25.

56 20 to 57 30.

113 52 mean.

147 approximate.

121 mean.

Most of the known analyses of Wavellite indicate the presence in it of a small

quantity of fluorine, sometimes as much as two per cent. M. Pisani has ascertained

that the variety from Montebras, formed in the midst of other fluoriferous phosphates oi

alumina, contains :

—

Fluorine 2-27

Phosphoric acid 34 -30

Alumina 38-25

Water 26-60

101-42

Specific gravity . . . .
2-33
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XVI. The Bakerian Lecture.—On the Radiation of Heat from the Moon, the Law of

its Absorption by our Atmosphere, and of its Variation in Amount with her Phases.

By the Earl of Rosse, F.R.S.

Received February 3,—Read March 27, 1873.

In the years 1869 and 1870 I communicated to the Royal Society the results of a series

of experiments made with the view of determining, if possible, the amount of radiant

heat coming to the earth from the moon in various conditions of phase, and the nature

of that heat as regards the average refrangibility of the rays. Though more successful

than I had at first been led to expect, the imperfect accordance between many of the

observations still left much to be desired, and the novelty and importance of the subject

appeared sufficient to render it advisable to pursue the investigation with greater care

and closer attention to details than had hitherto been deemed necessary.

Since the conclusion of the series of observations which form the subject of the second

paper above referred to, nothing (with the exception of a short series of observations in

August and October 1870, of which mention is made towards the end of this paper) was

done towards pursuing the subject till the spring of the following year (1871), when the

series of observations which form the subject of the present paper were commenced, the

same apparatus (only slightly modified) being used and the same method of observation

adopted ; but, with the view of obtaining an approximate value of the absorption of the

moon’s heat in its passage through our atmosphere, and of rendering possible the satis-

factory comparison of observations made at different zenith-distances of the moon, the

observations were in many cases carried on at intervals at all possible zenith-distances

on the same night, and the most favourable opportunities for observing the moon at very

different zenith-distances in various conditions of the atmosphere were not lost.

Before proceeding further it may be well to mention the small changes in the appa-

ratus already referred to.

The piles instead of being, as before, placed in two separate circuits or loops, united

close to the terminals of the galvanometer, have, since the beginning of August 1870,

been placed in one and the same circuit, the position of the poles of the second pile

relative to the galvanometer-circuit being, as before, the reverse of the first ; and further,

to protect the piles more effectually from draughts of air, they and the small concave

mirrors were enclosed in a box with glass'* sides, that side next the large speculum being

still (unless otherwise specified) left open. The piles were single pairs of small cross

section of the kind described in the ‘Proceedings of the Royal Society,’ No. 122, 1870,

* Of glass to enable the assistant to see when the moon’s image was central on each concave mirror.

MDCCCLXXIII. 4 K
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and their back solderings were protected from sudden changes of temperature by being

imbedded in wax. More care has been taken to protect the apparatus from the wind

;

and with that view, during the last two years, the cloth which had been hitherto used

to cover the lattice-tube was prolonged to about 5 feet beyond the end of the tube, or

6 feet outside the piles. The three-foot telescope was employed in these as in the former

experiments.

The observations were made by directing the telescope towards the moon, so that by

a slight motion the faces of the piles were alternately exposed for a period of one minute

to the radiation from the part of the sky containing the moon’s disk, while the other

pile was exposed to that from an adjacent circle of sky. The galvanometer was read off

just before each motion of the telescope. Thus the difference between two successive

readings of the galvanometer exhibited the heat-effect on double the scale that would

have been possible with one pile. After three or four preliminary settings of the tele-

scope had been made, to give the assurance that every thing was in working order and

the needle of the galvanometer vibrating in equal arcs on each side of the zero, eleven

readings of the galvanometer, giving ten differences, were taken in succession. The

sidereal time was noted and the altitude read off on a quadrant attached to the telescope,

graduated to half degrees, and allowing the estimation of tenths. As far as was at all

compatible with the progress of the observations all cloud was avoided, and no readings

were taken unless the sky near the moon was clear or very nearly so. The zenith-distance

for the middle of each set of ten differences was obtained by a graphical process from the

altitudes actually observed, and the arithmetical mean (G) of the differences was taken

as the corresponding heat-effect.

These quantities, and others of which an explanation is given further on, are entered

in the following Table.

Journal of Observations and preliminary Reductions.

We have :

—

In column III. the observed deviation of the needle.

In column IV. the moon’s distance from the point directly opposite to the sun.

In column VII. the logarithm of the factor for reducing the galvanometer-readings

from tangent to arc
,
it being assumed that the latter w7as proportional to the heating-

effect.

In columns VIII. & IX. the respective logarithms for reducing each set of readings for

change of phase and of the moon’s apparent semidiameter to what it would have been

had the observation been made at the time and under the circumstances given in columns

XI., XII., & XIII. ; so that we obtained the heating-effects (given in column X.)of the

moon at various zenith-distances on each night, independent of all other causes of

variation.

The remaining columns require no explanation, beyond what will be found in the pages

which follow the Table.
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Table.

I. II. III. IY. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X.
j

XI. XII. XIII.

1871.
Sidereal

time.
Gr.

The Moon’s

fog
(ff)-

f°g(E )- log (ff).
log

(G- corr.).

The adopted mean

E.

Apparent
zenith-

distance.

Apparent
semi-

diameter.

Sidereal

time.
E .

Apparent
semi-

diameter.

h m h m o / / /'

Mar. 2. 12 22 92-9 — 50 4 61-4 15 19-8 9-9998 00027 9-9982 1-9687 13 20-0 - 49 36 15 18 0
* 13 12 86-2 — 49 41 68-7 15 18 1 9-9999 0-0005 0-0000 1-9359

13 43 72-9 — 49 26 73-0 15 1 7 1 9-9999 9-9990 0-0008 1-8624

11 8 654 - 49 14 766 15 161 9-9999 9-9981 00018 1-8154

Mar. 27. 7 45 34-2 106 8 42-5 14 59-5 00000 00127 9-9966 1-5433 10 0-0 -105 19 14 56-0

8 8 36-9 — 106 0 45-3 14 59-1 0-0000 00106 9-9970 1-5746

8 30 33-3 — 105 53 47-8 14 58-6 00000 00089 9-9974 1-5287

8 58 31-5 — 105 43 51-7 14 57 9 0-0000 00063 9-9982 1 '5028

9 24 31-3 — 105 33 55 1 14 57 -2 0-0000 00031 9-9988 1-4974

10 12 25-8 — 105 14 62-2 14 55-7 00000 9-9988 00004 1-4108

10 34 23-3 — 105 4 65-3 14 55 0 0-0000 9-9962 0-0010 1-3646

11 16 21-9 — 104 46 714 14 53-6 0-0000 9-9917 00022 1*3343

11 37 20 9 — 104 37 74-4 14 52-9 o-oooo 9-9895 0-0030 1-3126

11 59 17 6 - 104 25 77-5 14 52-2 00000 9-9865 00036 1-2356

Mar. 28. 8 57 40-8 94 46 43-3 15 4-4 00000 0-0097 9-9966 1-6170 11 o-o - 94 0 15 1-0
1

9 17 40-8 — 94 38 46-1 15 3-9 o-oooo 0-0080 9-9972 16159
|

10 55 42-1 — 94 2 59 9 15 1-1 0-0000 00001 o-oooo 1-6247

11 13 39-7 — 93 55 625 15 0 6 o-oooo 9-9990 0-0004 1-5982

11 30 34-8 — 93 47 64-9 15 00 o-oooo 9-9973 00010 1-5399

11 48 35-2 — 93 40 67-6 14 59-5 0 0000 9-9958 0-0014 1-5437

12 26 329 — 93 22 730 14 58-1 0 0000 9-9920 0-0028 1-5120

12 42 34-6 — 93 14 75-2 14 57-7 0-0000 9-9903 0 0032 1-5326

Mar. 29. 9 16 660 83 30 39-0 15 13-2 9-9999 00101 9-9962 1-8257 11 46-0 - 82 33 15 9-2
I

9 35 65-9 — 83 23 41-4 15 12-8 9-9999 0-0088 9-9966 1-8242

9 52 64-4 — 83 18 43-5 15 12-4 9-9999 0-0080 9 9970 1-8138

11 44 56-3 — 82 34 58-9 15 9-4 9-9999 00002 9-9998 1-7504

12 3 55-0 — 82 26 61-8 15 8-7 9-9999 9-9988 0-0006 1-7397

12 27 561 — 82 15 65-2 15 8-0 9-9999 9-9968 0-0012 1-7469

12 43 561 — 82 8 67-5 15 7-4 9-9999 9-9956 00018 1 7462
13 5 46-6 — 81 58 70 -7 15 6 -6 9-9999 9-9938 00026 1-6647

13 31 39-8 — 81 46 74-3 15 5-8 9-9999 9-9917 0-0034 1-5949

13 49 34-2 - 81 37 76-8 15 5-2 9-9999 9-9901 0-0040 1-5280

Apr. 3. 10 53 315-5 22 49 46-6 16 18-1 9-9983 0 0034 99970 2-4977 14 0-0 - 21 31 16 14*4

t 11 27 318-7 — 22 35 46-0 16 18-2 9-9982 0-0028 9-9968 2-5012

12 8 327-5 — 22 18 46-4 16 18 1 9-99S! 0-0021 9-9970 2-5124

12 47 318-2 — 22 3 48-2 16 17-5 9-9982 00014 9-9974 2-4997

13 55 303-2 — 21 35 53-9 16 16-4 9-9984 0 0001 9-9984 2-4786

15 3 315-5 — 21 2 62 1 16 14 4 9-9983 9-9987 o-oooo 2-4960

15 44 251-7 — 20 41 67-5 16 130 9-9989 9-9978 0-0014 2-3990

(16 30 166-4) haze
16 45 181-9 — 20 11 75-8 16 10 7 9-9994 9-9965 0-0034 2-2591

Apr. 30. 12 14 204-3 54 42 45 1 16 4 9 9-9993 0-0060 9-9960 2 3115 14 30-0 - 53 46 16 0-5

12 52 2121 — 54 28 47-8 16 4 1 9-9992 0 0042 9-9968 2-3267

13 55 197-9 — 54 1 54-2 16 2-8 9-9993 00015 9-9978 2-2951

15 32 165-3 — 53 17 671 15 59-6 9-9995 9-9969 0-0008 2-2155

16 16 148-2 — 52 55 73-4 15 57-9 9-9996 9-9948 0-0024 2T675
16 56 138-6 - 52 35 78-8 15 56-4 9-9997 9-9925 0 0036 2T376

May 3. 11 47 298-2 14 49 66-3 16 401 9-9984 00010 0-0004 2-4743 13 00 - 14 16 16 40 6

12 48 3246 — 14 21 62-3 16 41-2 9-9982 00002 9-9995 2-5092

* On March 24th, 1871, the moon was observed at an altitude of 18°
; no trace of heat was perceptible.

Moon’s age 3-6 days, 138° from full.

f Observations were also made on April 6 and April 7, 1871; but as they were intentionally made

under most unfavourable circumstances to test the effect of wind and haze, they are not included in the above

journal.

4 k 2
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Table (continued).

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII. XIII.

1871.
Sidereal

time.
G.

The Moon’s

lc>g (ff)- Dg(e)- log (<r).
log

(Gcorr.).

The adopted mean

£.

Apparent
zenith-

distance.

Apparent
semi-

diameter.

Sidereal

time.
£.

Apparent
semi-

diameter.

b m h m
/

May 28. 14 50 880 -72 48 59-8 15 57 9 9-9999 0 0050 9-9974 1-9468 16 00 -72 14 15 55*3

15 82 80-7 -72 29 65-2 15 56 6 9-9999 00025 9 9986 1-9079

16 7 75-5 -72 11 70 1 15 55-3 9-9999 9-9995 0 0000 1 8773

16 40 591 -71 55 74-9 15 54 0 9-9999 9-9972 00012 1-7699

16 58 51-4 -71 46 77-7 15 53 2 o-oooo 9-9959 0-0018 1-7087

17 12 471 -71 39 79-6 15 52-7 00000 9-9949 00024 1-6703

May 29. 14 26 121-4 -60 37 57 0 16 13 6 9-9997 0-0050 9-9972 2-0861 16 00 -59 55 16 10-7

15 0 120 9 -60 22 60-2 16 12-8 9-9997 0 0032 99980 20834
15 35 106-4 -60 11 64-

1

16 118 9-9998 00019 9-9990 20277
17 25 61-2 -59 14 78'5 16 78 9-9999 9-9951 0-0026 1-7844

May 30. 16 22 1383 -45 57 68-3 16 26-9 9-9997 0-0018 9-9988 2-1412 17 00 -45 37 16 25-7

17 30 108 5 -45 24 76-6 16 24-5 9-9998 9-9988 0 0010 20351

June 1. 15 56 279-1 -18 10 69-7 16 48 0 9-9986 00014 9-9988 2-4446 17 30-0 -17 29 16 46-5

16 34 273-7 -17 53 710 16 477 9-9987 00008 9-9994 2-4362

17 13 257-2 -17 36 73-3 16 47-0 9-9988 00003 9-9996 2-408S

18 25 193 2 -17 4 79-4 16 45 1 9-9993 9-9991 00012 2-2856

June 2. 15 47 327-9 - 3 59 74-3 16 50-5 9-9981 0-0001 00000 2-5139 16 25-0 - 3 42 16 50-5

16 25 285-1 - 3 42 738 16 50-6 9-9986 o-oooo 9-9999 2-4535

17 2 3325 - 3 26 74-2 16 505 9 9981 9-9999 0-0000 2-5197

Xov. 1. 1 52 139-3 +51 48 55-3 14 54-0 9-9997 9-9986 00012 2 1435 2 30 0 +52 2 14 55-3

!

2 8 130-9 +51 54 52-8 14 54 5 9-9997 9-9992 00008 21167
2 29 141-3 +52 2 49-9 14 55 1 9-9996 00000 0-0002 2-1499

3 31 152-2 -1-52 24 41-5 14 56 6 9-9996 0 0023 9-9986 2-1829

Dee. 19. 2 21 87-4 -78 26 57-8 15 30 8 9-9999 00010 9-9996 1-9420 2 36 0 OCO1 15 30-4

2 37 81-8 -78 20 59-6 15 30-3 9-9999 0-0000 0 0002 1 9129
2 51 79-9 -78 14 60-7 15 30 1 9-9999 9-9990 00004 1-9018

Dec. 20. 1 5 121-9 -67 9 49-9 15 20-6 9-9997 00082 9-9970 2-0910 4 00 -66 8 15 17-4

1 1 36 123-8 -66 58 495 15 20 7 9-9997 0-0067 9-9970 2-0961

1 51 132-3 -66 53 49-7 15 20 6 9-9.997 0-0061 9-9970 2-1244

2 6 124 0 — 66 48 500 15 20-6 9-9997 0-0054 9-9970 2 0955
5 31 103 5 -65 32 68-5 15 16-5 9-9998 9-9953 0-0010 2 0111

‘ 6 25 88-4 -65 9 75-8 15 147 9-9999 9-9922 0-0028 1-9414

6 39 80-5 — 65 3 77-8 15 14-2 9-9999 9-9914 00032 1-9003

! Dec. 25. 2 8 356-1 -10 56 48-3 14 53-5 9-9978 0-0009 0-0014 2-5516 4 00 -10 16 14 55-0

2 40 359-7 -10 44 4 4 0 14 54-2 9-9977 0-0007 0-0008 2-5552

3 14 357’3 -10 32 39-8 14 54 9 9-9978 00003 00000 2-5512

3 47 370 1 -10 20 36 1 14 55 5 9-9976 0 0001 9-9996 2-5656

4 26 387-6 -10 8 32-7 14 56 0 9-9974 9-9999 9-9990 25847
5 2 379-7 - 9 57 30-7 14 56-2 9-9975 9-9996 9-9988 2-5753

!
5 17 384-6 - 9 53 300 14 56-3 9-9974 9-9995 9-9988 2-5807

Dec. 26. 1 57 315-4 + 0 36 562 14 51-4 9-9983 o-oooo 00016 2-4988 3 0 0 + 0 45 14 53 0

t 2 36 308-0 + 0 41 47-8 14 52 9 9-9983 00000 o-oooo 2-4869

6 50 362 0 + 1 22 29-3 14 55-8 9-9977 0*0001 9-9974 2-5539

* 1871, June 2.—Full moon
; the moon passed clear of the earth’s shadow and penumbra,

f 1871, December 26.—Full moon
;
using the formula given at p. 135 of the Appendix to the Nautical

Almanac for 1836, which makes the semidiameter of the earth’s penumbra equal to A_L (P'+tt— o-)+ 2<r (where

Iy is the moon’s horizontal parallax, n the sun’s parallax, and a the sun’s semidiameter), it will be found that

at 3h
7m sidereal time the semidiameter of the penumbra was 1° IF 2", while the distance of the centre of

the moon from the centre of the shadow was 1° 10' 42''; so that an immersion to the extent of 20" only took

place, but at the time of observation the moon was clear of the penumbra.
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Table (continued).

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII. XIII.

The Moon’s The adopted mean
O * J . .. .. . 1

1871.
OlLltJl teti

time.
G.

Apparent Apparent
log (</) <»• log («•).

log

(G-corr.). Apparent
£. zenith- semi- £. semi-

distance. diameter.
time.

diameter.

li m o / o / // h m
Dee. 28. 4 36 306-6 + 22 49 49-9 14 56-2 9-9984 9-9977 0 0018 2-4845 7 00 + 23 38 14 58 0

5 9 2973 + 23 1 45-4 14 56-9 9-9984 9-9982 0-0010 2-4708

5 50 299-7 + 23 16 40-3 14 57 -7 9-9984 9-9989 00004 2-4744

6 19 298-7 + 23 25 372 14 58 1 9 9984 9-9993 00000 2-4729

8 52 288-7 + 24 12 311 14 59 0 9-9985 00016 9-9990 2-4596
9 26 2747 + 24 24 33-3 14 58 7 9-9987 0 0022 9 9992 2-4390

10 3 274 3 + 24 37 36-5 14 58 3 9-9987 00028 9-9998 2-4396

1872.

Jan. 2. 12 39 93-8 + 82 26 510 15 37-5 9-9998 9-9993 00000 1 9713 12 50 0 + 82 30 15 37 5
12 50 85-2 + 82 30 512 15 37 5 9-9999 000U0 00000 1-9303

Jan. 5. 14 16 17 7 + 119 46 68-2 16 17 8 00000 9-9981 00000 1-2464 14 32 0 + 119 51 16 17-S

14 32 18-5 + 119 51 67-9 16 1 7 8 0-0000 0-0000 o-oooo 1-2672

Jan. 18. 4 29 102-7 - 74 43 45-4 15 11 8 9-9998 00049 9-9982 2 0145 6 00 - 74 11 15 100
* 4 45 1031 - 74 37 46-8 15 115 9-9998 0-0040 9-9986 2 0156
* 4 58 9S-8 - 74 33 48-0 15 113 9-9998 00034 9-9988 1-9968

5 57 990 - 74 12 54-7 15 100 9-9998 00002 00000 1-9956

6 12 95-9 - 74 6 56-6 15 9-6 9-9998 9 9993 00002 1-9811

* 6 24 900 - 74 2 58-2 15 9-3 9-9999 9-9980 00006 1-9527

7 36 86-7 - 73 34 68-2 15 70 99999 9 9943 00028 1 9350

Jan. 19. 5 34 136-8 - 63 10 42-9 15 45 9-9997 00003 0-0000 21361 5 42 0 - 63 7 5 15 4-4

5 50 125-6 - 63 5 44-6 15 4-2 9-9997 9-9996 00002 2-0985

Jan. 20. 8 57 185-5 - 50 59 59-8 14 55 1 9-9994 00003 9-9998 2-2677 9 50 - 50 56 14 54 9

t 9 13 1756 - 50 53 620 14 54-7 9-9995 9-9997 0 0002 2-2438

Jan. 22. 9 55 163-6 - 28 54 50 1 14 53-4 9-9995 00006 9-9992 2-2131 10 20 0 - 28 44 14 52-7

10 23 176-6 - 28 43 54-2 14 52-7 9-9995 9-9999 00000 2-2464

10 40 188-4 - 28 37 57-2 14 52 0 9-9994 9-9996 00006 22747

5 16 247-6 + 25 19 70-4 15 16-1 9-9989 2-3927 f> 1(3-0 -f 25 19 15 16]

Jan. 30. 9 17 116-4 + 61 40 69-8 15 32-2 9-9998 9-9985 00010 2 0653 9 48 0 + 61 53 15 33-2

9 32 1281 + 61 46 680 15 32 7 9-9997 9-9992 0 0006 2T070
9 47 1300 + 61 53 66 3 15 33 1 9-9997 0-0000 0-0002 2-1138

+ 10 1 118-3 + 61 58 64-8 15 33-5 9-9997 00007 9-9998 20732
10 16 130-4 + 62 4 633 15 33 9 9-9997 0-0014 9-9994 21157

t 10 27 1301 + 62 9 622 15 34 1 9-9997 0 0020 9-9994 2T153

Feb. 1. 14 12 70 -7 + 87 54 66 1 15 5 7-7 9-9999 1-8493 14 120 -f «7 54*0 15 57-7

Feb. 16. 5 53 SSI - 83 46 39-4 15 6-5 9 9999 00063 9-9974 1-9486 7 30 0 - 83 12 1 J u’J

6 14 80-2 - 83 39 417 15 6 1 9-9999 0 0051 9-9976 1-9068

C 27 75-2 - 83 35 43T 15 5-9 9-9999 00043 9-9976 1-8780

6 43 771 - 83 29 45 0 15 5-5 9-9999 00033 9-9982 TS885
9 15 65-8 - 82 32 65-7 15 12 9-9999 9-9931 0 0022 1-8134

9 28 62-2 - 82 26 675 15 08 9-9999 9-9920 0 0026 1-7884

Feb. 20. 12 33 1976 - 38 21 60-7 14 55-6 9-9993 0-0009 9-9994 2-2954 13 00 - 33 9 14 55 0
12 47 1831 - 38 15 62-7 14 55-3 9-9994 00004 9 9998 2-2623

13 0 174-7 - 38 9 64-5 14 54 9 9-9995 00000 0 0002 2-2419

13 14 171-7 - 38 2 66-4 14 54-4 9-9995 9-9995 0-0006 2-2343

* 1872, January 18.—On this" night an iron candle-holder stood near the galvanometer; experiments made

March 13 show, however, that it did not affect the value of the readings although it considerably altered the zero.

The sets at 4h 58m and 6h 24m consisted only of eight and five differences respectively
;
but as these were

made under favourable circumstances, full weight has been given to them.

t January 20.—The scale was 36-5 in. from the mirror of the galvanometer instead of at the usual distance

of 36-0 in.
;
therefore the readings have been multiplied by

t January 30.—10h l
m

,
barely perceptible haze 10h 27m

,
very light cloud again.
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Table (continued).

I. II. III. IY. Y. YI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII. XIII.

The Moon’s The adopted mean

Sidereal

time.

log

(Georr.).
1872. G.

Apparent Apparent
log (9) log (e). log (<r).

B.
Apparent

S. zenith- semi-
time.

semi-

distance. diameter. diameter.

h m O li m o /

Feb. 24. 9 19 347-5 + 7 57 46 7 15 22 0 9 9979 9-9993 0-0000 2-5381 11 300 + 8 33 15 22-0

9 34 341-5 + 8 0 45 5 15 22-2 9-9980 9-9994 9-9998 2-5306

10 10 334-0 + 8 11 434 15 22-5 9-9980 9-9996 9-9996 2 5209
11 34 3145 + 8 33 42-8 15 22-7 9-9.983 0-0000 9 9994 2-4953

11 48 313-7 + 8 38 43-3 15 22-6 9-9983 0-0001 9-9996 2-4945

12 2 315 8 + 8 42 44-0 15 22-5 9-9983 0-0002 9-9996 2-4975

12 16 306-2 + 8 46 44-8 15 22-4 9-9984 0-0002 9-9996 2-4842

12 53 274-4 + 8 58 47-7 15 21-8 9-9987 0-0005 0-0000 2-4376

Mar. 21. 10 11 298-9 36 56 36-3 15 15-4 9-9984 0-0010 9 9996 2-4746 10 45 0 -36 42 15 15-1

10 44 296-7 — 36 42 374 15 15 2 9-9985 o-ooc-o 9-9998 2-4706

11 22 282-1 — 36 29 39-8 15 14 8 9-9986 9-9992 0-0002 2-4484

Mar. 22. 11 57 2900 24 50 42-9 15 23-7 9-9985 00011 9-9992 2-4612 13 0-0 -24 27 15 22-8

12 11 285-5 — 24 46 441 15 23-5 9-9986 00009 9-9994 2-4545

12 25 290-3 — 24 40 45-3 15 23-4 9-9985 0-0006 9-9994 2-4613

12 57 278-2 — 24 28 48-2 15 22 7 9-9986 0 0000 00002 2-4431

13 48 265-5 — 24 8 54-3 15 22 3 9-9988 9-9990 0-0012 2-4230

14 4 258-6 - 24 0 56-3 15 210 9-9988 9-9986 00016 2-4116

Mar. 24. 9 48 3543 4 26 59-3 15 39-3 9-9978 0-0001 00005 2-5479 12 0-0 - 4 9 15 40 0

* 11 47 361-8 — 4 10 51-5 15 41-0 9-9977 0-0000 9-9990 2-5552

13 37 364-1 — 4 1 53-5 15 40-6 9-9977 9-9999 9-9994 2-5582

13 51 363-5 4 0 54-5 15 40-4 9-9977 9-9999 9-9996 2-5577

14 21 358-5 - 4 0 56-9 15 39-9 9-9977 9-9999 0-0000 2-5521

11 52 251-3 + 24 44 681 15 54-6 9-9989 2-3991 11 52-0 +24 44

-89 47

15 54-6

Apr. 15. 12 21 57-7 89 53 57-1 14 56-9 9-9999 00012 9-9996 1-7619 12 36 0 14 56 4

12 36 50-4 — 89 47 59-3 14 56-4 00000 00000 0-0000 1-7024

12 50 52-4 — 89 41 61-4 14 56 0 00000 9-9988 0-0004 1-7185

Apr. 18. 10 57 175-1 56 55 38-8 15 19 1 9-9995 00050 9-9972 2-2449 13 00 -56 11 15 16 0

11 53 166 1 — 56 35 42*2 15 18-0 9-9995 0-0027 9-9976 2-2202

12 26 161-4 — 56 24 45-3 15 18-1 9-9995 00015 9-9982 2-2071

12 41 164-2 — 56 18 46-8 15 17 7 9-9995 00013 9-9984 2-2145

13 57 159-7 — 55 48 56-3 15 15-8 9-9996 9-9975 0 0002 2-2007

14 11 1541 — 55 42 58-3 15 15-4 9-9996 9-9968 0-0006 2-1848

14 25 156-9 — 55 37 60-3 15 14 9 9-9996 9-9963 0-0012 2-1927

14 53 1471 — 55 24 64-4 15 14 0 9-9996 9-9948 0 0020 2-1640

15 9 129-8 55 17 66-7 15 13-4 9-9997 9-9941 0 0024 2-1095

Determination of the Law of Extinction of the Moons liadiant Heat in our Atmosphere.

As, apart from any a priori consideration, an examination of the former observations

had shown that the quantity of heat reaching us from the moon was dependent upon

her zenith-distance, it was necessary that the whole of the new observations should be

carefully examined in order to determine the law of this dependence. But since the

moon’s phase and distance from the place of observation and from the sun’s centre are

constantly changing, the observations had to be freed from the first two of these sources

of change before they could be used for deducing the corrections dependent upon the

zenith-distance.

The necessary elements for the corrections were obtained as follows. The moon’s

* March. 24.—The sky rather hazy all night, hut the observations were only taken during- the clearer intervals.
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tabular place was taken from the Nautical Almanac for every hour of sidereal time over

which the observations extended
; then the moon’s parallax was calculated, also for every

hour, by the following approximate formulae * :

—

a'—a— — [0-3815] P sin(0— cc) sec o

tan y—Jo- 1215 ]

COS (©— a)’

y-&= [9-9009] sin (y— S)

p
Sill y J

where a!= moon’s apparent right ascension,

u — moon’s true right ascension,

V — moon’s apparent declination,

§ = moon’s true declination,

P — moon’s equatorial horizontal parallax,

©= sidereal time,

and [0-3815] = log -^—

,

[0-1215] = log tan J,

[9-9009] = log §' sin J,

where distance from centre of the earth,

<p'= geocentric latitude.

From the apparent places so obtained the moon’s apparent elongation (s) from the

point opposite the sun was derived by the equation

cos (t— s)= sin D sin cos D cos V cos (A— a'),

where

D= sun’s declination,

A = sun’s right ascension.

It is evident that 7r—s represents very nearly the angular amount of the moon's apparent

illuminated phase. A slight inaccuracy arises from neglecting the angle at the sunf

in the plane triangle earth, sun, moon.

The moon’s tabular semidiameter and a Table of augmentations gave her apparent

semidiameter, a. Finally, the moon’s apparent altitude was taken from a Table of

double entry calculated for the latitude of Birr Castle, to test, by its agreement with the

readings of the quadrant, the accuracy of the calculations mentioned above.

In the absence of an exact knowledge of the law of variation of the moon’s radiant

heat with her change of phase, that enunciated at page 439, No. 112 of the 4 Proceedings

* BiitiOTrow’s ‘ Spherical Astronomy,’ page 150 (English edition, 1865);

t This angle never exceeds 9' even at quadrature.
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of the Royal Society,’ 1869, was adopted*. In accordance with this law’, if the radiant

heat of the full moon be represented by unity, the heat
(
h

)
at any other phase will be

{cceteris paribus)

7
{%— e) cos s + sin s

The logarithmic factors for reducing- observations made at any elongation to a mean

value (g0)
for the night were readily derived from a Table of log h for every degree of g.

As the moon’s heating-power doubtless varies (cceteris paribus) as the square of her

apparent semidiameter, the double of the logarithm of the apparent semidiameter

at different times affords the simplest form of reduction for change of distance. In this

way the logarithmic factors for correcting for changes of g and c in columns log (g) and

log
(
a

)

were obtained.

For the larger readings of the galvanometer there is a small correction required to

reduce the readings from tangent to arcf. This correction maybe conveniently brought

into the form of a factor if we assume, as was approximately the case, especially for the

larger readings, that the amplitudes were equally large on each side of the zero-point J.

For if n is the difference of two readings and r the distance of the scale from the galva-

/X \
nometer, the correcting factor will be I 1— In our case r=1440, and the log

factor becomes

log corr. (g)= log (l- 34^3200)
*

The values of log corr.
(g

)

are given in column log (g) for each observation.

The sum of log G, log (g), log (g), and log (<r) gives column log (G corr.), the logarithm

* There is a misprint in formula (a) at the place referred to
;

it should have been

Q=100 ^1 -I'j cos .

Since the publication of that paper it has been found that Lambert, in his ‘ Photometria,’ had already made

o*i* ji n 2 (sin v—

v

. cos v) . A . sin2
s . sin2 n . C

use 01 it in the lorm c=—— ,

37t . sin2 S

where A=mean “ albedo ” of moon’s surface,

s = sun’s apparent semidiameter as seen at the moon,

a — moon’s apparent semidiameter,

C = brightness of an absolutely white plane illuminated by perpendicularly incident rays of the sun,

c = brightness of an absolutely white plane similarly illuminated by the rays of the moon,

v =elongation from the sun=180°— e,

S = sun’s semidiameter as seen from the earth.

t It appears rather doubtful whether this small correction (which only amounts at most to of the whole

heating- effect) should have been made at all, as from subsequent experiment the deviations in different parts

of the scale were found to he very nearly identical with the same heating-effect ; in fact the difference was less

than the probable error of observation.

+ Strictly speaking this correction should have been applied to each single reading, not to the mean of a set

of readings, as was done to save labour.
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of G corrected for change of phase, change of distance, and for the variation of the values

of the scale.

These corrected values of log G are now available for the determination of the law

of the extinction of the moon’s radiant heat in the earth’s atmosphere. For this

purpose a graphic method, suggested by that employed by Seidel* in his researches

concerning the extinction of stellar light, was made use of. The night’s observations were

arranged in order of zenith-distance, then from the log (G corr.) corresponding to the least

zenith-distance on any given night each other log (G corr.) of that night was subtracted.

The logarithmic differences so obtained were then entered on a sheet of cross-lined paper

as ordinates, the zenith-distances being taken as abscissae
;
a curve drawn through these

points gave what might be called the reducing curve in zenith-distance for that night.

A second night’s observations were then treated in the same way, and the resulting curve

moved up or down until it intersected the first night’s curve at the middle of their

overlapping parts. A third curve corresponding to a third night was then drawn and

made to agree as nearly as possible with the mean of the curves already laid down ; in this

way thirty-three curves representing the logarithmic differences of the moon’s radiant

heat at different zenith-distances were laid down.

The mean of the differences in each degree of zenith-distance was now entered as a

point at its corresponding mean zenith-distance on a separate sheet of paper, the number

of observations being indicated by short radiating lines, in the way often adopted for star

magnitudes, a simple dot representing a single observation. The ordinates of a curve

drawn through or near these points gave a provisional Table for <pz, or the logarithm that

must be added to that of the reading at any zenith-distance to obtain the logarithm of

the reading as it would have been shown had the moon been in the zenith. The Table

thus deduced for the extinction of the moon’s heat is here given in an abbreviated form.

Zen.-dist. 4--.

O

29 0-0070

30 0-0071

35 0-0089

40 0-0124

45 0-0189

50 0-0296

55 0-0447

60 0-0665

65 0-1025

70 0-1525

75 0-2200

79 0-3079

* ‘ Entersuchungen iiber die gegenseitige Helligkeit der Eixsterne erster Gr5sse nnd iiber die Extinction des

Licktes in der Atmospkare. Nebst einem Anhange iiber die Helligkeit der Sonne verglichen mit Sternen, und

iiber die Licbt reflectirende Eraft der Tlaneten.’ Yon Ludwig Seidel. Munich, 1852.

4 LMDCCCLXXIIT.
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As the moon was not observed at a less zenith-distance than 29°, Seidel’s value of <pz

for 29° was adopted: it is almost needless to remark that all the observations might

equally well have been reduced to 29° zenith-distance as a superior limit; the only effect

would have been to lessen all the subsequent numbers of this paper by part. With

the help of the above Table all the observations were reduced to the zenith, and a mean

zenith value for each night obtained. From these mean zenith quantities the mean

values corresponding to the altitudes at which observations had been taken were calcu-

lated, and logarithmic differences formed exactly as had been done with the observa-

tions. These differences were now compared with those derived from observation, and

from them was drawn the following list of the outstanding errors (C — O), expressed in

units of the fourth place of decimals, where the sign -f- represents a greater absorption

of radiant heat in the lower regions of the atmosphere at the time of observation than

under average circumstances.

Comparison of observations with reducing curve in zenith-distance.

1871. Zenith-distances. c-o. 1871. Zenith-distances. C-O.

O O O O

Mar. 2. 61*4 68-7 - 304 Apr. 30. 45-1 47-8 - 210

„ 73-0 - 80 „ 54-2 - 79

„ 76-6 - 218 „ 67-1 - 97

„ 73-4 - 356

Mar. 27. 42-5 43*3 - 355 „ 78-8 -1137

„ 47-8 + 56

„ 51-7 + 213 May 3. 62-3 66-3 + 18

„ 55-1 + 260
£9.9 + 673 May 28. 59*8 65-2 + 1

„ 65 - 3 + 887 „ 70-1 - 178
1

„ 71-4 + 552 „ 74-9 + 240

„ 74-4 + 359 „ 77-7 + 291

„ 77-5 + 530 „ 79-6 + 173

Mar. 28. 43-3 46-1 - 34 May 29. 57-0 60-2 — 122

„ 59-9 - 573 „ 64-1 + 167

,,
62*5 - 474 „ 78-5 + 604

„ 64-9 - 83

„ 67-6 - 373 May 30. 68-3 76-6 - 99

„ 73-0 - 682

„ 75-2 -1228 June 1. 69-7 71-0 - 64

,, / 3
-3 — 85

Mar. 29. 39-0 41-4 - 12 „ 79-4 - 105

„ 43-5 + 65

„ 58-9 + 259 June 2. 73-8 74*2 - 725

„ 61-8 + 195 „ 74-3 - 683

,,
65*2 — 143

„ 67-3 - 352 Nov. 1. 41-5 49-9 + 275

„ 70-7 + 116 „ 52-8 + 425

„ 74-3 + 334 „ 55*3 + 76

„ 76-8 + 543
Dec. 19- 57-8 59-6 - 97

Apr. 3. 46-0 46-4 - 121 „ 60-7 - 50

„ 46-6 + 24

„ 48-2 - 31 Dec. 20. 49*5 49-7 - 288

„ 53-9 + 22 „ 49-9 + 41

„ 621 - 539 „ 50-0 - 7

„ 67*5 - 31 „ 68’5 - 301

„ 75‘8 + 286 ,, / 5 • 8 - 612

|

M / J
- 634
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Table (continued).

1871. Zenith-distances. C-O. 1872. Zenith-distances. C-O.

O O O O

Dec. 25. 30-0 30-7 + 53 Feb. 16 . 39-4 41-7 + 394

„ 32-7 - 48 „ 43-1 + 665

„ 36-1 + 128 „ 45-0 + 531

„ 39-8 + 247 ,, 65-7 + 383

„ 44-0 + 154 » 67-5 + 461

„ 48-3 + 111

Feb. 20. 60-7 62-7 + 198
Dec. 26. 29-3 47-8 + 501 „ 64-5 + 258

„ 56-2 + 132 „ 66-4 + 164

Dec. 28. 31-1 33-3 + 201 Feb. 24. 42-8 43-3 + 2

„ 36 -5 + 178 „ 43-4 — 266

„ 37-2 -161 „ 44-0 - 37

„ 40-3 — 201 „ 44-8 + 82

„ 45-4 — 235 „ 45-5 -394
„ 49-9 — 467 ,, 46-7 — 486

1872. „ 47-7 + 493
Jan. 2. 51-0 51-2 + 405

Mar. 21. 36-3 37-4 + 32
Jan. 5. 67-9 68-2 + 177 „ 39-8 + 234

Jan. 18. 45*4 46-8 - 36 Mar. 22. 42-9 44-1 + 53

„ 48-0 + 127 „ 45-3 - 36

„ 54-7 - 52 „ 48-2 + 88

,,
56-6 + 23 „ 54-3 + 117

„ 58-2 + 242 » 36-3 + 163

„ 68*2 -339
Mar. 24. 51-5 53-5 - 90

Jan. 19. 42-9 44-6 + 449 „ 54-5 -117
„ 56-9 -147

Jan. 20. 59-8 62-0 + 103 „ 59-3 -216

Jan. 22. 50-1 54-2 -454 Apr. 15. 57-1 59-3 + 493

„ 57*2 -846 „ 61-4 + 208

Jan. 30. 62*2 63-3 + 15 Apr. 18. 38*8 42-2 + 209

„ 64-8 + 317 „ 45-3 + 296

„ 66-3 224 „ 46-8 + 294

„ 68-0 — 323 „ 56-3 + 62

„ 69-8 - 98 „ 58-3 + 236

„ 60-3 - 48

„ 64-4 — 52

„ 66-7 + 282

These errors were now treated in the ingenious way employed by Seidel (IJnter-

suchungen, p. 41)—a Table was formed in which the zenith-distance was the argument

for both horizontal and vertical columns
;
the errors were now entered at both points of

intersection corresponding to the pairs of altitudes to which they belong.

When the lesser zenith-distance is the argument for the vertical column, the sign

given in the Table was retained, in the ether case the sign was changed
; in this way all

the errors come to stand on one side of the diagonal as they are in the Table, and on

the other side with changed signs. The vertical and horizontal columns were now

examined to see whether one particular sign predominated in any part. In fact the

following corrections of the values of <pz were found to be indicated :

—

4 L 2
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Zen.-dist. Log correction.
O

29 — 0-0100

35 — •0049

40 — •0008

45 + •0027

50 + •0050

55 + •0054

GO + •0032

G5 — •0011

70 — •0041

75 — •0041

79 •0082

The corrected curve was then found to intersect Seidel’s at 38
c,
2 and at 44

o,

0, while it

was 0-0034 below it at 29
o,

0, and 0-0038 below it at 50
o,
0. On comparing the two curves

for the whole interval between 29° and 50°, the new curve was found to be exactly 0-0010

below Seidel’s on an average
;
and since, as has already been said, our observations do

not extend to within less than 29° of the zenith, this correction of +0-0010 was applied

to the whole of the Table deduced from the new curve. At the same time a small

systematic error which had arisen from an oversight in the Table for log (g) was

allowed for; the error from this source might have been neglected, as it was only

0-0001 for z= 35°"5, increasing to 0-0004 at 78°-5. These corrections being made, and

the tabular quantities being slightly adjusted so as to make the differences run more

regularly, the following definite Table for the extinction of the moon’s radiant heat in

the atmosphere was obtained, where, as before, the argument is the true zenith-distance,

and q>z is the logarithmic factor for reducing to the zenith.

Corrected Table for reducing to the zenith.

Zen.-dist.

29
30
31

32
33
34

35
36

37
38

39
40

41
;

42
’

0-0046

0-0056
^

0-0067 !!

0-0078 “
0-0090

0-0102 A
0-0115

o-oi29
J

:

0-0143

0-0158 £
0-0174 „

0-0191 '

0-0209 ®

0-0227

Zen.-dist. <p~- Zen.-dist. <ps.

O

42 0-0227

0-0247

0-0268 f

O

55 0-0575

43 56 0-0609

44 57 0-0645

45 0-0290 Y
0-0314

0-0339 A
0-0365 f

58 0-0683

46 59 0-0725

47 60 0-0771

48 61 0-0823

49 0-0392

0-0420

0-0449

0-0479 Y
0-0510 V-

0-0542 To
0 0575

^

62 0-0881

50 63 0-0945
51 64 0-1014
52 65 0-1088
53 66 0-1167
54 67 0-1254

|

55
1

68 0-1348

34

36

38
42

46

52
58
64

69
74

79
87
94

Zen.-dist.

68

69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76

77
78

79

0-1348

0-1449

0-1557

0-1673

0-1797
0-1930

0-2074

0-2232

0-2407

0-2603

0-2823

0-3069

101

108

116

124

133

144

158

175

19G

220
246
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A comparison with Seidel’s Table* given below at once shows that the extinction

of the moon’s radiant heat, although following a very similar law to that for stellar light,

is not so great at considerable zenith-distances.

At 79° zenith-distance the difference is about one tenth of the whole amount f.

On the Connexion between the Moons Phase and the amount of her Radiant Heat.

The observations were now reduced to the zenith, and the mean zenith-values deduced

from each night, each observation having a weight apportioned to it inversely propor-

tional to the number of which <pz is the logarithm. With the zenith-means and the

extinction Table the values in column “ Gcalc.” of the following Table were calculated,

and from the differences between observation and calculation the probable error of each

observation and of the zenith-mean, z, was deduced by the usual formulae. These

•are given in columns p.e. and^?.^.

The probable errors are of course based on the assumption that no constant source of

error existed ;
we shall, however, see further on that most probably large constant errors

were present on many occasions.

* For the convenience of English readers we give Seidel’s Table for the estinction of light in the atmosphere

(Fntersuchungen, p. 43) (for full title, see note, p. 505).

For z < 14° the values of (j>z are imperceptible.

0. <pz. z. <pz. Z. <pz. z. <pz. z. <pz.

o o

0-006
O o O

13 0-000 28 43 0 023 58 0-083 73 0-233
16

19

20

21

24
o£

14 o-ooi 29 0-007 44 0-026 59 0-090 J

7 74 0-249

15 o-ooi 30 0-007 45 0-028 60 0-097 7 75 0-268

16 0 001 31 0-008 46 0-031 61 0-104 7

8

9

9
10

10

10

10

10

11

13

14

15

76 0-288

17 0-001 32 0-009 47 0-034 62 0-112 77 0-309

18 0-002 33 0-010 48 0-038 63 0-121 78 0-333

19 0 003 34 0-011 49 0-041 64 0-130 79 0-359 on
20 0-003 35 0-012 50 0-045 65 0-140 80 0-388

40

56
21 0-003 36 0-013 51 0 049 66 0-150 81 0-428
OO 0-003 37 0-014 52 0-053 67 0-160 82 0-484

23
24

0-004

0-004
38

39

0-015

0-016

53
54

0-057

0-062
68

69

0-170

0-180

83
84

0-549

0-616
67
68

70
25 0-005 40 0-017 55 0-067 70 0-191 85 0-684

26 0-005 41 0-019 56 0-072 71 0-204 86 0-754

27 0-006 42 0-021 57 0-077 72 0-218

28 0-006 43 0-023 58 0-083 73 0-233

At p. 503 of the £ Abhandlungen der Math.-phys. Classe der Iv. Akademie der AVissenschaften,’ Munich, 1861,

Professor Seidel gives a new Table of <pz based on seventeen years’ observations ; but it differs so little (at most

1 per cent.) from the Table here given, that Professor Seidel himself, for the sake of uniformity, continued to

make use of the original Table only. AVhere the difference between the Tables for light and heat is greatest,

Professor Seidel’s new Table lessens this difference by about one seventh part.

t Note added Dec. 27, 1873.—Since writing the above, a possible way of accounting for the difference between

the heat- and light-extinction curves has been found in the circumstance that the former was obtained from

observations on the moon, the latter from observations on the stars. In the former case less loss would arise

from bad definition at low altitudes than in the latter, as the greater part of the light and heat would be simply

transferred from one part of the moon’s image to another ; whereas in the latter case it would be transferred

from the star’s image to the sky round it, when it would only tend to lesson the contrast. Consequently it docs

not necessarily follow that the foregoing observations point to different laws for light and heat.
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Reduction of observations to the zenith.

I. II. III. IY. Y. VI. VII. VIII.

1871.
Zenith-

distance.

Observed
G- corr.

G- calc. C-O. p .e.

Zenith-

mean
(*)•

p.Cx.

O

Mar. 2. 61-4 93*1 95-1 + 2-0 + 1-5 115-6 + i-i

68-7 86*3 83-4 - 2-9

73-0 72-9 74-1 + 1-2

76-6 65*4 64-6 - 0-8

Mar. 27. 42-5 34-9 33-3 - 1-6 A 1-7 35-13 + 0-68

45-3 37*6 32-8 - 4-8

47*8 33*8 32-3 - 1-5

51-7 31-8 31-5 - 0-3

55*1 31*4 30-8 - 0-6

62-2 25-8 28-6 + 2-8

65-3 23*2 27-2 + 4-0

71-4 21-6 23-6 + 2-0

74-4 20-5 21-5 + 1-0

77-5 17*2 18-8 + 1-6

Mar. 28. 43-3 41*4 44-8 + 3-4 + 2-1 47-47 + 0-95

46-1 41-3 44-1 + 2-8

59-9 42*1 39-8 - 2-3

62-5 39-6 38-5 - 1-1

64-9 34-7 37-0 + 2-3

67-6 35-

0

35-1 + 0-1

73-0 32-5 30-4 - 2-1

75-2 34-1 28-2 - 5-9

Mar. 29. 39*0 67-0 66-1 - 0-9 + 1-8 68-79 + 0-72

41-4 66-7 65-4 - 1-3

43-5 65*1 64-8 - 0-3

58-9 56-3 58-3 + 2-0

61*8 54-9 56-3 + 1-4

65-2 55*8 53-4 O.4

67*5 55*8 51-0 - 4-8

70*7 46-2 47-2 + 1-0

74-3 39*4 42*2 + 2-8

76*8 33-7 38-2 + 4-5

Apr. 3. 46-6 314-6 320-5 + 5-9 ± 9*8 345-7 ±4-1
* 46*0 317-1 321-6 + 4-5

46-4 325-4 320-8 - 4-6

48-2 316-0 317-5 + 1-5

53*9 301-0 305-4 + 4-4

62-1 313-3 281-8 -31-5
67-5 250-6 256-3 + 5-7

75-8 181-6 200-3 + 18-7

Apr. 30. 45*1 204-8 213-1 + 8-3 + 7-9 228-0 + 4-1

47*8 212*2 209-9 - 2-3

54-2 197-2 200-9 + 3-7

67A 164-3 170-4 + 6-1

73*4 147-1 144-3 — 2-8

78*8 137-3 113-8 -23-5

May 3. 66-3 298-1 299-9 + 1-8 1+ 1—

'

395-0 + 1-7

62*3 322-9 320-8 — 2-1
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Table (continued).

I. II. III. IV. Y. YI.
|

YU. VIII.

1871.
Zenith-

distance.

Observed
G- corr.

G calc. C-O. 2>.e.
Zenith-

mean

(O-

May 28. 59-8 88-5 86-5 — 2-0 + 2-0 103-1 1+ *0

65'2 80-9 80-0 - 0-9

70-1 75-4 71-9 - 3-5

74-9 58-9 61-9 + 3-0

77*7 51*1 54-6 -f- 3*5

79-6 46-8 49-1 + 2-3

May 29. 57-0 121-9 119-3 - 2-6 + 4-5 138-4 + 3-0

60*2 12T2 115-6 - 5-6

61-1 106-6 109-4 + 2-8

78*5 60-9 70-3 + 9-4

May 30. 68-3 138-5 139-4 + 0-9 r—

1

+1 191-4 1+

76-6 108-4 107-2 - 1-2
.

June 1. 69-7 278-3 281-6 + 3-3 + 1-6 400-0 cp
+1

71-0 273-0 272*2 - 0-8

73-3 256-4 254-0 - 2-4

79-4 193-1 192-7 — 0-4

June 2. 74-3 326-5 311-5 -15-0 + 19-4 507-5 + 18-1
* 73*8 284-1 317-0 + 32-9

74-2 330-9 312-5 -18-4

Nov. 1. 55-3 139-2 136-0 - 3-2 + 3-7 155-6 o+1

52-8 130-8 138-6 + 7-8

49-9 141-3 141-4 + 0-1

41-5 152-4 148-0 - 4-4 |

Dec. 19- 57*8 87-5 84-4 - 3-1 + 1-9 98-58 + 1-28
[

59‘6 81-8 82-9 + 1-1

60-7 79-8 81-9 + 2-1

Dec. 20. 49-9 123-3 128-1 + 4-8 + 3-2 141-0 + 1-5

49-5 124-7 128-4 + 3-7

49-7 133-1 128-2 - 4-9

50-0 124-6 128-0 + 3-4

68-5 102-6 102-2 - 0-4

75-8 87-4 81-7 — 5-7

77-8 79*5 74-4 - 5-1

Dec. 25. 48*3 356-1 351-4 - 4-7 + 4-3 382-9 + 1-7

44-0 359-1 359-9 + 0-8

39-8 355-8 366-6 + 10-8

36-1 367-8 371-5 + 3-7

32-7 384-3 375-3 - 9-0

30-7 376-1 377-2 + 1-1

30-0 380-8 377-9 - 2-9

Dec. 26. 56-2 315-4 306-3 - 9-1 + 10-6 353-1 + 6-6 1

* 47-8 306-8 324-9 + 18-1

29-3 358-0 349-0 - 9-0
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Table (continued).

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII.

1871.
Zenith-

distance.

Observed
G corr.

G calc. c-o. ]?.e.

Zenitli-

mean

(O-

p.ez.

Dec. 28. 49-9 305-2 275-5 -29-7 + 12-5 303-3 + 5-0

45-4 295-6 283-0 — 12-6

40-3 298-2 289-9 - 8-3

37-2 297-1 293-3 — 3-8

31*1 288-1 298-6 + 10-5

33*3 274-8 296-8 + 22-0

36-5 275-2 294-0 + 18-8

1872.

1 Jan. 2. 51-0 93-6 89-4 — 4-2 + 4-1 99*2 + 3-1

51-2 85-2 89-3 + 4-1

Jan. 5. 68-2 17-6 18-0 + 0-4 + 0-4 24-67 + 0-41

67*9 18-5 18-1 — 0-4

Jan. 18. 45-4 103-4 103-4 o-o + 2-1 110-7 + 0-9

* 46-8 103-6 102-6 - 1-0

* 48-0 99-3 101-8 + 2-5

54-7 99-0 97-2 — 1-8

j

56-6 95-7 95-8 + 0-1

* 58-2 89-7 94-4 + 4-7

68-2 86-1 80-8 - 5-3

' Jan. 19. 42-9 136-8 131-7 - 5-1 + 4-9 139-3 + 3-7

|

44-6 125-4 130-6 + 5-2

Jan. 20. 59*8 185-2 182-7 — 2-5 + 2-5 217*8 + 2-0

62-0 175-3 177-8 + 2-5

Jan. 22. 50-1 163-3 180-5 + 17-2 + 11-5 199-0 + 7*5
1 54*2 176-4 175-4 - 1-0

57*2 188-2 171-2 -17-0

Jan. 27. 70-4 247-0 357*2

Jan. 30. 69-8 116-2 115-1 — 1-1 + 4-2 163-9 + 2-2

68-0 127-9 120-1 - 7-8

66-3 129-9 124-6 — 5-3

* 64-8 118-4 128-0 + 9-6

63-3 130-5 131-2 + 0-7

* 62-2 130-4 133-5 + 3D

Feb. 1

.

66-1 70-7 92-6

!
Feb. 16. 39-4 88-8 81-3 - 7-5 + 2-8 84-8 ±1*3

41-7 80-7 80-6 — 0-1

|

43-1 75-5 80-1 + 4-6

43-0 77-4 793 + 1-9

65'7 65-1 65-2 + 0-1

67-5 6l-4 62-8 + 1-4

Feb. 20. 60-7 197-4 189-8 - 7-6 + 3-6 228-4 + 2-3

62-7 182-9 184-6 + 1-7

64-5 174-6 179-4 + 4-8

1

66-4 171-5 173-3 + 1-8
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Table (continued).

I. II. III. IV. V. YI. VII. VIII.

1872.
Zenith-

distance.

Observed
G COIT.

G calc. C-O. p.c.

Zenith-

mean

to-

yy.ez*

Feb. 24. 46-7 345-2 313-5 -31-7 + 14-9 338-5 + 5-6

45-5 339-2 315-7 — 23-5

43-4 331-8 319-2 -12-6

42-8 312-8 320-0 + 7-2

43-3 312-3 319-3 + 7-0

44-0 314-5 318-2 + 3-7

44-8 304-9 316-9 + 12-0

47*7 273-9 311-8 + 37-9

Mar. 21. 36*3 298-3 293-2 — 5-1 + 5-1 302-3 + 3-0

37-4 295-5 292-0 — 3*5

39-8 280-8 289-5 + 8-7

Mar. 22. 42-9 2S9-2 286-7 — 2-5 + 2-6 303-4 + 1-2

44-1 284-7 285-1 + 0-4

45-3 289-3 283-3 - 6-0

48-2 277-4 278-6 + 1-2

54-3 264-9 267-2 + 2-3

56-3 258-0 263-0 + 5-0

Mar. 24. 59-3 353-1 345-7 - 7-4 0*+1 409-8 + 2-1

51-5 359-1 368-3 + 9'2

53-5 361-6 363-1 + 1*5

54-5 361-2 360-4 - 0-8

56-9 356-6 353-6 — 3-0

Mar, 26. 68-1 250-7 342-7

Apr. 15. 57*1 57-8 54-7 — 3-1 + 2-1 63-52 + 1-46

59-3 50-4 53-6 + 3-2

61-4 52-3 52-3 0-0

Apr. 18. 38-8 175-8 172-2 - 3-6 + 3-3 179-1 ±1-3
42*2 166-1 169-8 + 3-7

45-3 161-1 167-3 + 6-2

46 8 163-9 165-9 + 2-0

56-3 158-8 155-2 - 3-6

58-3 153-1 152-7 — 0-4

60-3 155-9 149-5 - 6-4

64-4 145-9 140-8 — 5-1

66-7 128-7 135-0 + 6-3

r

J~‘
Note .—The notes, which are the same as for the unreduced observations, will be found at pp. 589-592.

The observations of each night are now represented by a single quantity, so that, after

allowing for the varying distance of the moon from the earth and sun, they will be

available for determining the rate of change of the moon’s radiant heat with her

phase. In the following Table the values of log z* are arranged in order of s.

Column I. gives the astronomical date, column II. the apparent elongation from full

MDCCCLXXIII.

* See column VIE of the foregoing Table.
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moon (_ before full moon, + after), column III. the log z; column IV. contains twice

the logarithm of the moon’s radius-vector (g) from the earth, the radius-vector of the

moon when her horizontal parallax is 57' being taken as unity ; column V. contains twice

the logarithm of the moon’s distance (B/) from the sun*, the mean distance of the earth

being taken as unity.

The natural number, z', corresponding to the sum of the quantities given in columns

III., IV., and V., or the observed mean heating- effect on each night reduced to the zenith,

is given in column VI.
; in VII. is given w, the number of sets of observations, each set

consisting of ten determinations, from which z' has been deduced
;
and in IX. the differ-

ence between columns VI and VIII.

Reduction of daily means to a mean distance of the Sun and Moon, and comparison

with Curve. (See also Plate XLVIII., A.)

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X.

1800+ £. log-?. log ?
2
. log R'2

. z' observed.
w=No.
of sets.

z1
curve. Q 1 O 01A81+

Mar. 21, 71.

27, 71.

-138 0 o-o 2
Mar. -105 19 1 5457 00356 9-9982 38-0 10 380 0-0 o-o

Mar. 28, 71. - 94 0 1-6764 0-0307 9-9988 50-8 8 54-2 + 3-4 + 6-3

Apr. 15, 72. - 89 47 1-8029 0-0352 00037 69-5 3 63-8 - 5-7 - 8-9

Feb. 10, 72. - 83 12 1-9284 0-0283 9-9902 88-5 6 80-7 - 7-8 - 9-7

Mar. 29, 71. - 82 33 1-8376 00229 9-9995 72-4 10 82-3 + 9-9 + 12-0

Dec. 19, 71. - 78 20 1-9938 00029 9-9862 961 3 93-7 - 2-4 - 2-6

Jan. 18, 72. - 74 1! 20443 00221 9-9866 113-0 7 105-1 - 7-9 - 7-5

May 28, 71. - 72 14 20134 9-9800 00126 101-4 6 110-5 4- 9-1 + 8-2

Dec. 20, 71. - 60 8 2-1493 0 0151 9-9865 141-6 7 128-8 -12-8 - 9-9

Jan. 19, 72. - 03 74 21441 00275 9-9870 1441 2 138-5 - 5-6 - 4-0

May 29, 71. - 59 55 2-1412 9-9661 00131 131-9 4 149-3 + 17-4 + 11-6

Apr. 18, 72. - 56 11 2-2531 0-0164 00057 188-5 9 162-5 -26-0 -16-0
Apr. 30, 71. - 53 46 2-3579 9-9753 0-0082 2195 6 171-5 -48-0 -28-0
Jan. 20, 72. - 50 56 2-3380 0-0366 9-9876 230-2 2 182-3 -47-9 -26-3
Mar. 2, 71. - 49 36 2-0628 00145 9-9943 1180 4 187-6 +69-6 +371
Mav 30, 71. - 45 37 2 2821 9-9527 0-0138 177-2 2 203-8 +26-0 + 13-0

Feb. 20, 72. - 38 9 2-3588 00365 9-9924 244 1 4 236-3 - 7-8 - 3-3

Mar. 21, 72. - 36 42 2-4804 0-0173 9-9993 314-1 3 2430 — 71 1 -29-3
Jan. 22, 72. - 28 44 2-2988 0-0388 9-9883 211-8 3 282-6 +70-8 +25-0
Mar. 22, 72. - 24 27 2-4820 0-0100 9-9998 310-4 6 307-0 - 3-4 - 1-1

Apr. 3, 71. - 21 31 2-5387 9-9628 0-0025 319-2 8 325-5 + 6-3 + 1-9

June 1, 71. - 17 29 2-6021 99346 00115 355-8 4 351-4 — 4-4 - 1-3

May 3, 71. - 14 16 2-5966 9-9397 00097 351-6 2 371-4 + 19-8 + 5-3

Dec. 25. 71. - 10 16 2-5830 00366 9-9876 404-8 7 393-1 -11-7 - 30
Mar. 21, 72. - 4 9 2-6126 9-9940 0-0005 404-7 5 407-2 + 2-5 + 0-6

June 2, 71. - 3 42 2-7054 9-9312 0-0148 448-1 3 407-2 -40-9 - 10-0

Dec. 26, 71. + 0 45 2-5478 00385 9-9877 375-0 3 401-4 +26-4 + 6-6

Feb. 24, 72. + 8 33 2-5295 0-0107 9-9936 341-8 8 373-1 +31-3 + 8-4

Dec. 28, 71. + 23 28 2-4819 0-0337 9-9874 318-4 7 307-5 -10-9 - 3-5

Mar. 20. 72. + 24 44 25349 9-9806 0-0008 328-3 1 301-8 -26-5 - 8-8

Jan. 27, 72. + 25 19 2-5528 00306 9-98S8 373-5 1 299-2 -74-3 -24-8

Nov. 1, 71. + 52 2 21920 0 0363 9-9943 166-9 4 182-9 + 160 + 8-7

Jan. 30, 72. + 61 53 2-2146 00003 9-9882 159-6 6 1490 -10-6 - 7-1

Jan. 2, 72. + 82 30 1-9965 9-9963 9-9856 95-2 2 965 + 1-3 + 1-3

Feb. 1, 72. + 87 54 1-9668 9-9778 9-9876 85-6 1 83-1 - 2-5 - 3-0

Jan. 5, 72. + 119 51 1-3922 9-9598 9-9843 21-7 2 21-7 0-0 0-0

* The linear distance of the moon from the sun is readily obtained from the earth’s radius-vector by the formula

grr.95
Moon’s distance from sun =E'=E+——— cos e,

where E is the ear sh’s radius-vector, P the moon’s equatorial horizontal parallax, and e the moon’s elongation

from full
;
in our ase we have adopted a mean value of P=3420", so that E'=E+[7’4178] cos s nearly.
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The values of z' were now laid down as ordinates with those of a as abscissse, the

weight being indicated on the plan previously mentioned. A curve was then carefully

drawn and read off and then compared with the observations
; in this way small correc-

tions for the curve were deduced, and finally the following Table adopted as giving the

best representation of the observations. (See also Plate XLVUL, A.)

Phase Table.

£. s. rJ £. z\ e.
gt

- 106

104

102

100

98
96
94
92
90
88
86

84
82
80

78
76
74

72
70
68
66
64
62
60
58
56

54
52
50

— 48

37*5

39*0 1°
41

‘1 2-6
43 '

7 3-0
46 *

7 3-6
50-3

3

54*2
, A

58-6
4 4

63*3
4

4
68-1 ;

8

73-2
5-3

78 ’5
5-3

83-8 _
3

89*2 H
94 ’6

5-5
ioo-i

105-6
33

m-2
117-0 ll
123,0

6-2
129-2

<5.4
135-6 7 t

142-2
6 ‘6

A R.q
149-0

68

156-0
70

163-2 i A

170 ‘6
7.6

178,2
7-8

186,0
8-0

194-0
80

0

-48
46
44

42
40

38
36
34

32
30

28
26
24
22
20
18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

- 2

0

+ 2
4

6

8

+ 10

194*0
8 .w

202-2
8 ~

219.2
8,6

228.0
9-0

!

M

15

9.6
255-9 l r

265*8 ll
276.0

0-6
286-6

297-8 ~

309-7 “.7
322,4

2-Q
335-3

2.9
348-2 -7
360-9 1
373-0 frf
384.3

0-0
394-3

”

402-

0 ' t

4

06-

2
4
;~

407-

3+
-0

406.3
3-0

403-

3
3 °

398-3
5
;5

391-6
07

383-7 ' 7
375.4

8-5
366-9

8 5

0

+ 10

12

14

16

18

20

22
24

26

28
30
32
34

36
38
40
42
44

46
48

50
52
54

56

58
60

62

64
66

+ 68

366 '
9 8-8

358>1
8-8

34 9-3
8-8

340,5
8-8

SSi-7
ll

322-8

314 -° s|

296 -2
8 9

287-3
8 9

278,4
8-9

269-5
83

260-7
8 8

OKI .Q ° j
~oi 8

8-9
242-9
034.1 88

I
g.Q

225-2
0 J

216-3
89

207,6
8-6

199-0
86

190-8
7-8

183-0
... . 7-b
1/5 '4

7-4

is a
143-0

137-7 J
132-5

+ 68

70

72
74
76
78
80

82
84
86
88

90

92
94
96
98
100
1 02
104
106

108

110

112

114

116

118

+ 120

132-5 , .

127-4 L!
122-4

5-0
U7-4

4.9
112-5 .i
107,6

4-9
102-7

' 3-0
97.7

0 u

' 4.9
92.8

5-0
87-8 M
82-9

78-0 4.9
73- 1

nl 4,8
63-5

4 .7
58-8

, t
r A Q

4-5
° 4 3

50-0
4 3

45.9
3-9

42-0 „ Z
38-3

34-8
3 ‘3

31-5
3-0

*** r6
25-9

;

®

23*6
2.0

21-6
* u

Prom this Table the numbers in column VIII. were taken out. Column IX. shows the

difference between curve and observation ; and for the purpose of giving a better idea

of the degree of agreement, the percentage error is given in column X. The sum of

r 100 1
2

.

w lXr(C—O) i is 25917*4, and the number of nights, omitting the first two and the last,

is 34 ; whence the mean percentage error of a single set of ten readings has been calcu-

lated on the usual assumption that the errors are inversely proportional to the square

root of the number of sets.

This mean error is ±28*02 per cent., corresponding to a probable error of ±18*9 per

cent. The average number of sets is 47 ; this gives ±12*9 per cent, for the mean and

±8*7 per cent, for the probable error of a night’s observations; a comparison of these

numbers with column IX., however, shows that large constant errors were doubtless

4 M 2
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prevalent on many nights, so that any increase of the number of sets was almost

powerless to obtain a more reliable result. Irrespective of the number of sets and

excluding, as a matter of course, the first and last determinations, the mean error is

rhlO‘4 per cent.

For the sake of comparison we may state that Seidel found the probable error of a

single complete determination (consisting of four readings of his photometer) of the

relative brightness of two stars of the first magnitude to be y^, or 8*3 per cent. By
inspection of the curve it will be perceived that the maximum of heat appears to take

place a little before full moon, hut that the heat at the time of the first quarter is

rather less than at the last quarter ; and also that the average heat during the period

from first quarter to full moon is less than during the corresponding period after full.

Both these departures of the curve from symmetry on the two sides of the full appear

somewhat too large to be ascribed entirely to accidental error in the observations.

Possibly the considerable inequality in the distribution of the mountainous regions

and the plains and so-called “ seas ” between the preceding and following halves of the

moon’s visible surface may be looked to as the cause
;
and it may be desirable to direct

attention to this point in a future course of observations, but for the present it would

evidently be premature to speculate further. As to the amount of the difference, it is

found by examination of the curve that at the first quarter the amount is 63*3, and at

the last quarter 78‘0, that just before full moon being 407 -

3.

In conjunction with the foregoing experiments determinations of the proportion of the

moon’s heat transmitted by a plate of glass were occasionally made. The following is a

Table corresponding to those at pp. 589-592 and 600-603 for the moon’s unobstructed

heat.
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Journal and Eeduction to zenith of observations made with glass plate interposed.

I. II. III. IV. Y. VI. VII.
|

VIII. IX. X.

1871.
Sidereal

time.

Mean
deviation

(G').

Zenith-

distance.

Observed

G' corr.
G' calc.

Difference

of columns
V. and VI. 'p.e.

Zenith-

mean
(0-

p-ez.

C-O.

h in

Apr. 3. 11 11 42-2 46-2 42*2 45-3 + 3-1 + 2-5 48-7 + 1-2

11 48 42-6 46-0 42*6 45-3 + 2-7

12 27 47-6 47*1 47-6 45-1 -2-5
13 33 40-9 51-8 40-9 43-7 + 2-8

15 23 40-1 64-7 40-1 38-2 -1-9
16 13 38-8 71-4 38-8 32-8 -6-0

Apr. 30. 12 34 24-8 46-4 24-8 25-0 + 0-2 + 1-9 26-9 ±1-1
13 13 24-8 49-8 24-8 24-4 -0-4
14 16 18-6 56*7 18-6 23-2 + 4-6

15 52 20-7 69-9 20-7 18-8 -1-9
16 34 18-2 75-8 18-2 15-6 -2-6

May 3. 12 21 41-4 63-6 41-4 43-2 + 1-8 + 1-7 54-2 + 1-5

13 56 46-7 61-0 46-5 44-8 -1-7

May 28. 15 10 8-5 62-4 8-5 8-5 0-0 + 0-2 10-4 + 0-2

15 50 7-9 67-8 7-9 7-7 — 0-2

16 23 6-4 72-5 6-4 6-8 + 0-4

May 30. 16 42 22-3 70-6 22-3 32-4

June I. 16 13 42-0 70-2 42-0 43-8 + 1-8 + 2-1 63-1 + 1-9

16 52 40-2 72-0 40-2 41-7 + 1-5

17 30 42*2 74-5 42-2 38-4 -3-8

June 2. 16 8 63-6 73-9 6.3-6 63-5 -0-1 + 0-1 102-0 + 0-1

16 48 63-1 74-0 63-1 63-2 + 0-1

Dec. 20. 2 22 12-7 50-5 12-7 14-0

Dec. 25. 2 25 52*1 46-0 52-3 51-7 -0-6 + 0-5 55-5 + 0-3

2 56 51-6 41-9 51-7 52-7 + 1-0

3 31 54-3 37*8 54-3 53-6 -0-7
4 45 54-5 31-5 54-3 54-6 + 0-3

Dec. 28. 4 53 40-4 47-5 40-4 34-0 -6-4 + 3-0 36-8 ±1-6
5 31 34-5 42*6 34-4 34-9 + 0-5

9 9 34-0 32-1 34-1 36*2 + 2*1

9 45 32-2 34-8 32-3 35-9 + 3-6

1872.

Feb. 24. 12 37 41-5 46-2 41-5 41-1 -0-4 + 0-4 44-3 ±0-3
13 15 39-8 49-8 39-9 40-3 + 0-4

Mar. 21. 10 27 34-3 36-7 34-3 31-8 -2-5 + 2-5 32-9 ±1-7
10 59 29-2 38-2 29-2 31-7 + 2-5

Mar. 22. 12 40 32-7 46-7 32-7 32-4 -0-3 + 0-4 34-9 + 0-3

13 13 31-0 50-0 31-0 31-7 + 0-7

14 21 30-1 58-5 30-1 29-7 -0-4

Mar. 24. 14 5 48-8 55-5 48-8 55-9

Apr. 18. 11 14 16-7 39-7 16-8 16-3 -0-5 + 0-5 17-0 ±0-4

12 9 15*5 43-6 15-5 16-0 +-0-5
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The corrections for the changes of the moon’s phase and semidiameter during the

observations were very small, on which account the particulars are omitted, as also the

adopted mean elongation, semidiameter, and sidereal time, which are the same as for

the total heat determinations. The observations are satisfactorily represented in altitude

by the Table already deduced. Although these results were fully examined by means

of a curve like that for the total heat, it is not necessary to give further particulars here,

as these observations will afterwards be combined with others, of which we must now

give an account.

Observations made during the Autumn of 1870.

The preceding investigations having thus given, at least, a tolerably close approximation

to the law of the extinction of the moon’s radiant heat in our atmosphere, and the extent

to which its amount is influenced by her change of phase, we are in a position to make

use of a compact series of observations made in the autumn of 1870. These are, as a

rule, confined to low altitudes
;
and the range on any given night is, with one or two

exceptions, so small that they could not have been used with advantage in the con-

struction of the altitude curve, nor, owing to alterations in the height of the directive

magnet of the galvanometer, were they at once available for the determination of, or

comparison with, the phase curve. However, as they were made for the most part under

very favourable circumstances of weather, and as from their chiefly referring to the

waning moon they are important as filling an all but vacant gap in the records of

1871-72, they are introduced here, although out of their chronological order. The

particulars of the observations are arranged in nearly the same way as those already

discussed, the only difference being that the sets taken with a plate of glass interposed

are left in their original place in the journal. As a matter of convenience, and on

account of its greater accordance with fact, the Phase Table at p. 605 was used in place

of Lambert’s formula for the correction for the change of phase. The Table of $z was

used for reducing to the zenith. In this way the quantities in column “ log (G corr.)
”

were obtained.

Occasionally the time of observation was not noted, but it could generally be deter-

mined with sufficient accuracy from the measured altitudes of the moon. As has been

already mentioned, some uncertainty exists as to the height at which the directive

magnet was placed on some nights
;
but as it was always used in one or other of two

positions (3-00 or 3-46 inches), the directive force on the needle being as little as 0-6579

in one position as compared with unity in the other, little anxiety can arise as to the

correctness of the assumptions made.

The following Tables contain the Journal of Observations and their reductions, which

will be readily understood on comparison with those already given.
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Journal of Observations and Preliminary Reductions.

]

1

L n. III. IY. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX.
1

X ' XI. XII. XIII.

The Moon S The adopted mean
Observed
deviation

(G.).

1870.
Sidereal

time.
Apparent
zenith-

Apparent
semi-

log (g)- log

(*

)• log (c).
log

(G corr.). Sidereal

time.
e.

Apparent
semi-

distance. diameter. diameter.

h m O /

1-9920
h m

Aug. 8. 10 13 97-8 -30 33 76-4 15 56 1 9-9998 00019 00000 19 45-0 -30 19 15 56 0
19 31 830 -30 25 76-5 15 56-1 9-9999 00008 0 0000 1-9198

-x- 20 1 774 -30 13 77-0 15 56 0 9-9999 9-9991 00000 1-8877

t gl 20 13 110 -30 8 77-4 15 55 9 0-0000 9-9984 00000 1-0398

Aug. 10+

.

20 29
f 162-7

1

l gl 36-0 j
- 5 59 73-3 15 40 0 f 9-9995 1

\ 0-0000 j
00000 00000 2-2109 20 29 0 - 5 59 15 40 0

Aug. 1 1

.

21 18 3 73 4 + 8 29 700 15 30-8 9 9995 9-9992 00000 2-2377 21 500 + 8 39 15 30-8

Igl 21 33 347 + 8 34 69-8 15 30-8 00000 9-9996 00000 1-5399

21 4S 106-6 + 8 38 69-6 15 30-8 9-9995 9-9999 0-0000 2-2211

gl 22 3 323 + 8 43 69-5 15 30-9 0-0000 0-0003 0-0000 1-5095

22 28 155-9 + 8 51 69-7 15 30 9 9-9996 00010 0-0000 21934

Aug. 12. 19 55 133-6 + 19 35 75-8 15 196 9-9997 9-9956 0-0022 21 233 22 0-0 +20 19 15 21-9

II
21 35 172-6 +20 10 67-5 15 21-6 9-9995 9-9991 0-0002 2-2358

Hffl 21 52 27-9 +20 16 66-8. 15 21-8 00000 9-9997 0-0002 1-4455

22 9 181-3 +20 22 662 15 22 0 9-9994 00003 0 0000 2-2581

gi 22 25 320 +20 27 65-8 15 22 0 0 0000 00008 00000 1-5059

22 40 181-6 +20 32 65 -5 15 22-1 9-9994 00013 0-0000 2-2598

Aug. 13. 19 49 74-7 +31 0 78-2 15 10-2 9-9999 9 9954 0-0028 1-8714 20 30-0 +31 38 15 129
**gl 20 15 15 1 +31 10 75-0 15 110 0-0000 9-9966 00020 1-7776

20 27 102-8 +31 15 73-6 15 114 9-9998 9-9971 00016 20105
gi 20 45 165 +31 22 71-6 15 11-8 0-0000 9-9980 00012 1-2167

21 4 124-7 +31 28 69-7 15 12-3 9-9997 9-9987 0-0008 2-0951

22 49 145-2 +32 4 62-0 15 14 l 9-9996 0 0029 9-9992 2-1637

9l 23 4 21 0 +32 8 61-5 15 14-3 0-0000 0-0034 9-9990 1-3246

23 19 148-9 +32 12 61 1 15 14 3 9-9996 00038 9-9990 21753

Aug. 11. 21 6 146-7 +42 49 70-3 15 4-2 99996 9-9982 0 0008 21651 21 40-0 +43 2 15 50
tt gl 21 21 11-5 +42 55 686 15 46 00000 9-9990 00004 1-1608

21 37 147-2 +43 0 66-9 15 5-0 9-9996 9-9997 00000 2 1672
gi 21 51 15-4 +43 6 65-4 15 5-3 00000 0-0006 9-9998 11879

22 10 1420 +43 14 62-9 15 61 9-9996 00018 9-9988 2T525

* Aug. 8.—No mention of cloud. At 20b lm the directive magnet was at 3-46 in.
;
the reading has already

been reduced to what it would have been with the magnet at 3-00 in. See preceding page.

t 20h 13m . This and all subsequent experiments marked gl were made with the glass plate interposed.

t Aug. 10.—Sky more or less streaky all night. The only available observations on this night were three

sets, giving 252-1, gl 54 -

7, and 242-5 with the magnet at 3-46 in., for which the sidereal time 20h 29m has

been adopted as best suiting the recorded altitudes.

§ Aug. 11.—The original readings were taken with the magnet at 3-46 in. ; the proper reduction to 3-00 in.

has been made. Sky slightly streaky all this night.

||
Aug. 12.—There is no mention of the height of the magnet on this and the following night; but as the

observations were made with it at 3-46 in. on the 11th and 14th, it is assumed to have been at the same height

on the 12th and 13th.

The telescope not on the moon for about half a minute.

** Aug. 13.—Magnet at 3-46 in., observations reduced to 3-00 in.

ft Aug. 14.—E.N.E. wind all night; galvanometer very unsteady. The magnet mentioned as being at

3-46 in.
; observations reduced to 3-00 in.
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Table (continued)

I. n. III. IV. V.
’

VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII. XIII.

1870.
Sidereal

time.

Observed
deviation

(<*

•).

The Moon’ S

log (g). log (s'). log W-
log

(G corr.).

The adopted mean

E.

Apparent
zenith-

distance.

Apparent
semi-

diameter.

Sidereal

time.
E.

Apparent
semi-

diameter.

h m h in

Aug. 35. 22 3 107-6 +54 20 64-9 14 59-2 9-9998 9-9977 00008 20302 22 45 0 +54 35 15 0-2

* gl\ 22 30 7-1 +54 26 62-9 14 59-6 0-0000 9-9987 0-0004 0-8504

22 45 109 1 +54 35 60-2 15 0-2 9-9998 0-0000 00000 2-0376

gl 23 9 10-5 +54 43 57-8 15 0-7 0-0000 00013 9-9996 1 0221

23 29 112-1 +54 50 56-2 15 1-0 9-9998 00024 9-9992 20510

9l 23 58 119 +55 0 540 15 1-5 0-0000 00039 9-9986 1-0780

Aug. 16. 22 51 88-8 +65 34 60-6 14 561 9-9999 9-9982 00010 1-9475 23 26 0 +65 47 14 57-1

gl 23 6 9-5 +65 40 58-7 14 56-5 0-0000 9-9990 00006 0-9773

23 26 95-2 + 65 47 56-4 14 57 1 9-9999 00000 0 0000 1-9785

9l 23 46 9-7 +65 54 54-3 14 57-4 00000 00009 9 9996 0-9873

0 1 98-7 + 65 59 52-9 14 57-8 9-9999 00016 9-9992 1-9950

9l 0 16 9-7 +66 4 516 14 58-0 0-0000 0-0022 9-9990 0-9880

Aug. 19. 0 9 34-8 +99 0 600 15 1-4 0-0000 9-9954 00012 1-5383 0 50-0 +99 16 15 2 7

t gl 0 26 31 +99 7 57-5 15 2-0 0-0000 9-9978 00006 0-4863

0 46 55 3 +99 15 54-7 15 2-6 00000 9-9997 00000 1-5311

9l 1 11 26 +99 24 51-4 15 3-2 0-0000 0 0024 9-9904 0-4139

1 33 55-6 +99 32 48-5 15 3-8 0-0000 00047 9-9088 1-5375

Oct. 4. 20 53 96-7 -54 22 72-5 15 270 9-9998 00023 00001 1-9876 21 38 0 —54 5 15 271
yi 21 23 13-8 -54 11 72 1 15 271 00000 00008 00000 1-1407

21 43 98-8 -54 3 72 2 15 271 9-9998 99998 00000 1-9944

gl 22 5 12 9 -53 55 724 15 270 00000 9-9988 00001 1-1095

22 17 105 4 -53 50 72-7 15 26 9 9 9998 9-9981 00002 20210

Oct. 9. 22 33 349-3 + 6 31 61-3 14 56-9 9 9979 9-9993 00012 2-5416 23 33 0 + 6 40 14 58-1

II S* 23 3 62-7 + 6 36 58-2 14 57-6 9-9999 9-9997 0-0004 1-7973

23 25 370-4 + 6 39 56T 14 580 9-9976 0-0000 00000 2-5663

gl 23 43 61-4 + 6 42 54-6 14 58-3 9-9999 00002 9-9998 1-7881

23 56 389-6 + 6 44 53-7 14 58-5 9-9973 0-0004 9-9996 2-5879

gi 0 8 620 + 6 46 52-8 14 58-7 9-9999 00006 9-9994 1-7923

O 20 385-9 + 6 48 52 -2 14 58-8 9-9974 00007 9-9992 2-5838

Oct. 10. 22 45 ** 337-8 + 15 56 61-5 14 52-6 9-9980 9-9988 00008 2-5252 23 53 0 + 16 8 14 53 5

If gl 23 5 47-4 + 16 3 590 14 53 1 0-0000 9-9995 00004 1-6757

23 25 31 13 + 16 9 56-7 14 53-6 9-9983 0-0001 9-9998 2-4914

gi 23 47 46-2 + 16 16 54-3 14 54-1 00000 0-0009 9-9996 1-6651

0 0 321-4 + 16 20 52-8 14 54-4 9-9982 00013 9-9992 2-5057

* Aug. 15.—N.E. wind all night; hazy sky; the moon was orange-coloured when low. No mention of

the height of the directive magnet; it is assumed to have been at 3-00 in., as was the case on the following

night.

t 22h 30m . Galvanometer very unsteady.

t Aug. 19.—The scale was 38^- inches from the galvanometer; therefore the readings have been multiplied by

IHHr to reduce them to the usual distance of the scale, and by 0-6579 to reduce them to a height of 3-00 in. of

the directive magnet.

§ Oct. 4.—New speculum used for the first time. Magnet at 3-46 in., observations reduced to 3-00 in.

Apparently clear, hut still a slight fog which makes the moon’s image faint although still sharp.

||
Oct. 9. Magnet at 3-46 in., observations reduced to 3-00 in.

Oct. 10.—Magnet at 3-46 in., observations reduced to 3-00 in.

** The single readings vary more than 20 per cent.
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Observations without glass plate
; reductions to zenith.

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII.

1870.

Apparent
zenith-

distance.

Observed

G. corr.
G. calc. C--O. p.e.

Zenith-

mean
(0-

p.ez.

Aug. 8. 76*4 98-2 87-2 11-0 + 6-6 154-4 + 6-8

* 76-5 83-1 86-8 + 3-7

77-0 77-2 84-8 + 7-6

Aug. 1 0.

*
73-3 162-5 256-0

Aug. 11. 70-0 172-9 164-1 — 8-8 + 9-0 234-8 ± 8-4

* 69-6 166-3 165-8 — 0-5 -

69-7 156-1 165-4 + 9-3

Aug. 1 2. 75-8 132-8 135-7 + 2-9 + 1-8 234-3 ± 1-2

* 67-5 172-1 173-7 + 1-6

66-2 181-1 178-3 — 2-8

65*5 181-9 180-7 — 1-2

Aug. 13. 78-2 74-4 89-2 + 14-8 + 6-2 172-8 + 3-9

* 73-6 102-4 108-6 + 6-2

69-7 124-5 121-7 — 2-8
|

62-0 145-7 141-1 — 4-6

61-1 149-7 142-8 — 6-9
1

Aug. 14. 70-3 146-2 133-6 12-6 + 8-7 192-7 ± 6-7
j* 66-9 147-0 144-6 — 2-4

'

62-9 142-1 155-2 + 13-1

Aug. 15. 64-9 107-2 103-1 — 4-1 + 2-4 132-3 + 1-6

* 60-2 109-0 110-5 + 1*5

56-2 112-5 114-8 + 2-3

Aug. 16. 60-6 88-6 90-9 + 2-3 + 1-4 109-2 + 0-9

56*4 95-2 94-7 — 0*5

52-9 98-9 97-2 — 1-7

Aug. 19. 60-0 34-5 32-7 — 1-8 + M 39-1 ± 0-7

* 54-7 34-0 34-3 + 0-3

48-5 34-5 35-8 + 1-3

Oct. 4. 72-5 97-2 100-2 + 3-0 + 3-2 153-8 + 2-8

* 72 -2 98-7 101-1 + 2-4 i

72-7 105-0 99-6 — 5-4

Oct. 9. 61-3 348-0 353-2 + 5-2 + 4-0 428-5 ± 2-3
* 56-1 368-4 372-1 + 3-7

53-7 387-2 379-1 — 8-1

52-2 383-5 383-2 — 0-3

Oct. 10. 6 1 -5 *335-2 307-5 — 27-7 + 15-9 374-1 + 10-6
* 56-7 310-0 323-2 + 1 3-2

52-8 320-4 333-2 + 12-8

* The remarks will be found at pp. 609 and 610.

4 NMDCCCLXXIII.
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Observations with glass plate ; reductions to zenith.

I. II. III. IY. Y. VI. VII. VIII.

1S70.

Apparent
zenith-

distance.

Obsei-Ted

G. corr.
Gr. calc. c-o. p.e. z' p.ex .

Aug. 8.

O
77-4 11-0 20*4

Aug. 10. 73-3 36-0 56-7

Aug. 11. 69-8 34-7 33-4 —'1-3 + 1*3 47-5 + 1-3

69*5 32-3 33-6 + 1*3

Aug. 12. 66-8 27-9 29-7 + 1*8 + 1-7 39*5 + 1*6

65*8 32-0 30-3 -1-7

Aug. 13. 75*0 15-0 15-1 + 0*1 + 0-3 25*2 + 0-2

71-6 16-5 16-9 + 0*4

61-5 21*1 20-7 — 0*4

Aug. 14. 68*6 14-5 14-4 -0*1 + 0*1 20*0 + 0*1

65*4 15-4 15-4 0-0

' Aug. 15. 62-9 7*1 9-4 + 2-3 + 1*4 11-7 + 0*9

57-8 10-5 10-0 -0*5
54-0 12-0 10-3 -1*7

! Aug. 16. 58-7 9-5 9-3 -0*2 + 0*1 11-0 + 0*1
| 54*3 9-7 9*7 0*0

51*6 9-7 9-9 + 0*2

Aug. 1.9. 57-5 3-1 2*8 — 0-3 + 0*3 3*2 + 0*2

51-4 2-6 2-9 + 0-3

Oct. 4. 72-1 13*8 13-4 -0*4 + 0*4 20*3 + 0-4

72-4 12-9 13-3 + 0*4

Oct. 9- 58-2 62-7 60-5 -2*2 + 1*3 70*9 + 0-8

54*6 61*4 62-3 + 0*9

52*8 62-0 63-2 + 1*2

Oct. 10. 59-0 47*4 45-8 -1*6 + 1*5 54*2 + 1-2

54-3 46-2 47-7 + 1*5

Before these results can be compared with each other, it is necessary to examine into

another source of uncertainty, which, however, as will be seen, can not only be got rid

of, but even made to yield a most interesting result. During the month of August an

old and consequently tarnished speculum was used
;

this was replaced by one of great

brilliancy before the observations of October were commenced. Hence the readings

taken in August are below, and those in October above what they would have been with

a mirror of ordinary working quality. Taking these facts into consideration, the obser-

vations were divided into two groups, according as they were made with the old or new

speculum; and by comparing these groups with the Phase Table for 1871-72, at p. 605,

the following values of speculum factors for reducing the observations to the standard

mirror of those years were obtained. The weight which has been attached to the factor
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of each day varies directly as the square root* of the number of sets, and inversely as

the reduction to the zenith, October 4th having only half weight on account of bad

weather.

Observations without glass plate.

1870. Speculum-factor. Weight.

Aug. 8 . . 1-806 0-9677
’

10 . . . 1-560 0-8982

11 . . . 1-530 1-2170

12 . . . 1-298 1-4270

13 . . . 1-456 1-5620

14 . . . 1-046 1-3010

15 . . . 1-185 1-4330

16 . . . 1-140 1-4940

19 . . . 1-314 1-5190

Whence August speculum-factor vwithout glass plat<3= 1-345; weight 11-82.

In the same way :

—

1870. Speculum-factor. Weight.

Oct. 4 . . 1-090 0-5645

„ 9 . . . . 0-822 1-7360

„ io . . . . 0-833 1-4880

Whence October speculum-factor without glass plate= 0-866
;
weight 3*79 f.

These factors may also be deduced, though with less certainty, from the experiments

with the glass plate for those elongations within the range of the observations of

1871-72.

1870. Speculum-factor. Weight.

Aug. 8 . . . . 1-818 0-5386

„ io . . . . 1-300 0-6351

„ 11 • • . . 1-030 0-9970

„ 12 . . . . 0-880 1-0740

Whence August speculum-factor with glass plate = 1-164; weight 3 "2 4.

In the same way:

—

1870. Speculum-factor. Weight.

Oct. 4 . . . . 1-042 0-4837

„ 9 . . . . 0-722 1-1801

„ 10 . . . . 0-661 1-0868

Whence October speculum-factor with glass plate =0-867
; weight 2-75.

These four factors must be kept separate, because in 1870 the glass plate was always

* This ratio was used as tending to lessen the preponderance of any given day.

t Combining the factors for experiments without glass plate, it appears that a new speculum reflects 1-55,

say once and a half as much heat as the most tarnished one that would be considered serviceable.

4 n 2
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warmed at the tire in order to dissipate any accidental film of moisture, while in the

subsequent years it was merely kept in a dry room and then briskly rubbed with cotton-

wool before being placed in the telescope. The quantity of heat transmitted by the

glass is greater in the former case than in the latter.

The results for 1870 can now be arranged like those for 1871-72
; but, in addition to

the reductions to a mean distance of the sun and moon, the speculum-factors must be

applied. We have thus the following summary, where

log^corr. = log log E,2

-f- log speculum-factor.

Observations reduced to a mean distance of the Sun and Moon compared with Curve.

1870. £. log 2 corr. z’ (obs.).
No. of
sets.

1871-72.
z' (curve).

C-O. ^(C-O).

Oct. 4.
O /

— 54 5 9-9443 135-3 3 170-3 + 35-0 + 25-9

Aug. 8. -30 19 0-1217 204-4 O
*J 274-3 + 69-9 + 34-2

„ io. - 5 59 0-1364 350-3 % 406-2 + 55-9 + 16-0

Oct. 9. + 6 40 9-9715 401*4 4 381-0 — 20-4 - 5-1

Aug. 11. + 8 39 0-1448 327-7 3 372-8 + 45-1 + 13-8

Oct. 10. + 16 8 9-9756 353-7 3 339-9 — 13-8 - 3-9

Aug. 12. + 20 19 0-1527 333-0 4 321-4 -11-6 — 3-5

„ 13. + 31 38 0-1610 250-3 5 271-1 + 20-8 + 8-3

„ 14. + 43 2 0-1681 283-8 3 220-6 -63-2 —22-3

„ 15. + 54 35 0-1722 196-6 3 173-2 -23-4 -11-9

„ 16. + 65 47 0-1737 163-0 3 138-4 -24-6 — 15-1

„ 19. + 99 16 0-1674 57-4 3 56-0 — 1-4 — 2-4

z' (obs.) is the zenith-value of the total heat for a mean distance of the sun and moon

and for an average speculum

;

z' (curve) is taken from the curve derived from the results of 1871-72

;

C— O is the difference between curve and observation, and ^(C— 0)is the percent-

age difference.

The deviation of the total heat-results from the curve of 1871-72 are within such

moderate limits, that, taking into consideration the way in which the speculum-factors

were derived from it, it does not appear advisable to alter its course in order to attempt

a still closer representation of the whole of the observations.

The following Table gives a summary of all the observations made with the glass

plate interposed, during the years 1870, 1871, and 1872, of which the preliminary reduc-

tions have already been given.
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Glass-plate observations reduced to a mean distance of the Sun and Moon, and com-

pared with the Phase-Curves. (See also Plate XLVIII., Curve B.)

1S00+ 6 . log 0. log S corr.
w=No.
of sets.

z" obser-

vation. curve.
O1o

Percentage of moon’s heat

transmitted by glass. Numbers
of sets.

Observations. 1 Curves.

May 28, 71.
o /

-72 14 10175 0-9926 3 10-2 10-2 0-0 10 1 9-2 6 and 3
Dec. 20, 71. — 06 8 11472 0-0016 1 14-1 13-4 - 0-7 100 104 7 ., 1

Apr. 18, 72. -56 11 1-2301 0 0221 2 17-9 18-7 + 0-8 9-5 115 9 „ 2
Oct. 4. 70. —54 5 1-3084 9-9447 2 17 9 19-9 + 2-0 13 2 117 3 „ 2
Apr. 30, 71. -53 46 1-4297 9-9835 5 25-9 200 - 5-9 11-8 11-7 6 „ 5
May 30, 71. -45 37 1-5109 9-9665 1 30-0 24-3 - 5-7 1 6-9 1 1-9 2 „ 1

Mar. 21, 72. -36 42 1-5109 0-0166 2 34-2 29 1 - 51 1 0 9 12-0 3 ,, 2
Aug. 8

, 70. -30 19 1-3086 00589 1 23-3 33-3 + 10-0 11-4 12 1 3 „ 1

Mar. 22, 72. -24 27 1-5434 00098 3 35-8 39-6 + 3-8 11-5 12-9 6 „ 3
Apr. 3, 71. -21 31 1-6879 9-9653 6 45 0 43-9 - 1-1 14-1 135 8 „ 6
June 1, 71. -17 29 1-7999 9-9491 3 561 50-6 — 5’5 15 S 14 4 4 „ 3
May 3, 71. -14 16 1-7340 9-9494 2 48-2 56-6 + 8-4 13-7 15-2 2 2
Dec. 25, 71. -10 16 1-7446 0-0242 4 58-7 63-8 + 5-1 14-5 16-2 7 „ 4
Aug. 10, 70. - 5 59 1-7535 0-0600 1 65 1 69-4 + 4-3 1 8-6 17 1 2 „ 1

Mar. 24, 72. - 4 9 1-7473 9-9945 1 55-2 70-2 + 15-0 13-6 17 2 5 „ 1

June 2, 71. - 3 42 2-0083 9-9460 2 90 0 70-3 -19-7 20 1 1 7 3 3 „ 2
Oct. 9, 70 . + 6 40 1-8509 9-9714 3 664 61-4 - 5 0 16-6 16 1 4 „ 3
Feb. 24, 72. + 8 33 1-6462 00043 2 44-7 58 -7 + 14-0 13 1 15 7 8 „ 2
Aug. 11, 70. + 8 39 1-6768 00686 2 55 6 58-6 + 3-0 17 0 15-7 3 2

Oct. 10, 70. + 16 8 1-7339 9-9759 2 51-3 48-9 - 2-4 14 5 14 4 3 „ 2
Aug. 12

,
70. + 20 19 1-5963 0-0768 2 47 1 44-2 - 2-9 14-2 13 8 4 „ 2

Dec. 28, 71. +23 28 1-5601 0 0211 4 38 7 40 6 + 1-9 12 1 13-2 7 „ 4

Aug. 13, 70. + 31 38 1-4020 00853 3 30-7 319 + 1-2 12-3 11-8 5 „ 3
14, „ +43 2 1-3004 0-0929 2 24 7 22 2 - 2-5 8-7 10-1 3 9

15, „ +54 35 1 0681 00975 3 14 6 16 2 + 1-6 7-4 9-4 3 „ 3
10

, „ +65 47 10417 00996 3 13-9 130 - 0-9 8\5 9-4 3 „ 3

” 19, „ +99 16 05067 00951 2 40 4-0 0-0 70 71 3
^

2

Phase Table for observations with glass plate. (See Plate XLVIII., Curve B.)

£. z".
£.

1

z".
!

|

e.
gll £.

o

-74
72
70
68
66
64

62
60

58
56
54

52
50

48
46

44

42
40

38
36

34

32
-30

9-2
j.j

!0-3
.

11,4
-0

12-4
.J

!3’5
.

H-6
.j

W
-

17-8

18 '8
.1

19-9
.

21-0
-0

QQ.f)
1 u

~~ M
23>1

-0
24’ 1

J.J
25-2

1

2
^
3

-0
Q7 •H~ °

1-1
28'4

•

29-

5 ;.0

30-

7 .3
32’0

|

“

33-5
0

O
-30
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26
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22
20
18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4
— 2

0

+ 2
4

6

8

10

12

+ 14

33-5

35-4 li
37‘6

g.g
40 '2

2-9
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46-3 h
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3-6
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57-1 |.®

60*8 , {
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3-0
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3
,

69-

4
" 1
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3
+ 0,9

t .0 0-0

rSi- 0 -8

fi

9
1-8

G'7 a.,
VD Q.Q

* O.Q
59-5 Z
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2*5
5D5

O

!

+l
t
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51*5

49,1
2-3

46-8 it
44-5 %%
42 3

2-3
40-0 %%
37-8 ;~
3o ‘6 0 ,

33-5
~

3+5 0 „

29-5 To
07.7

J

^
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26-0 . t
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.
1

’

00.q
4'°
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21 -5
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1 6

~u - j.]

18 1
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;
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:
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0
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78
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+ 100

Jjj'l 0-6
14-5

0 5
14-0 :

b
r

>3-4
0-3

12-9
^

0.4
O’3

1 1*8

U-3
2-5

10-8

10-2 J ?

9-7
°'5

J ' 0*5

8
:i 2-6

l ^
0-5

7‘? 0-5
6-0 r-

5-9
0 6

0-5
°' 4

0-5

it
2-2

3-8
0 '5
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Comparison of the reducing curve in zenith-distance with. Laplace’s law.

As the observations of the moon's radiant heat were all made within a range of little

more than 50° of zenith-distance, it is of interest to see if any of the more generally

received formulae for the extinction of heat or light in our atmosphere agree with the

Table at p. 598; for only in the event of this being the case can we extend our consider-

ations to some interesting cases not included within that range.

The best form for such a formula is doubtless that first given by Laplace *, and

which is to be found in Pouillet’s ‘ Meteorologie’ (t. ii. p. 711) in the modified form

••(!)

where t is the heat-effect in a given interval of time, and z the amount of air through

which the rays of heat have passed ; a and p are constants to be determined from the

observations ; z is calculated on the assumption that the atmosphere forms a coat of

uniform density of a thickness h, which is taken equal to unity. If any value, r, for the

radius of the earth be assumed, then s can be calculated for any zenith-distance, z, by

the formula

s=\/2rli -f- Id -j- r
2
cos2

z— r cos z.

Substituting logarithms in (1), we have

log t= log a-j- z logp,

where for log t we can take <pz'with its sign changed, and thus get a series of equations :

—

— <pz = log«-(-£ logy*,'

-(<f>z)' = log a+ s' log^,
y ( 2 )— [<pz)"= log a-V-z" logjp,

&c. &c.

whence log a and log p can be deduced. In his researches on the sun’s radiant heat

Pouillet assumed r— 80 h. In accordance with this the values of s for every degree

from 29° to 80° were calculated and the constants a and p deduced. It was then found

that the values of <pz were tolerably well represented, yet at the same time it was evident

that r=70 h or r=6Q h would fulfil the required conditions more accurately; and in

point of fact r=60 li is very nearly the value that makes the outstanding errors in the

representation of (pz a minimum; r=5Sh lessens the sum of the squares of the errors

to an extent altogether immaterial. The following are the 51 equations of the form (2),

where the coefficient of log p is

s=<v/l21+ 3600 cos2
z— 60 cosz.

* Mecanique Celeste, t. iv. livrc s. chap. 3.
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t— C.

0-0046 log a + 1-141 log_p — 0-0002

0-0056 — log a + 1-152 logjj 1

0-0067 = log a + 1-163 logp 2

0-0078 = log a + 1-176 log^9 1

0-0090 = log a + 1-188 logjt? 2

0-0102 = log a + 1-202 log^9 1

0-0115 = log a + 1-216 log^9 1

0-0129 = log a + 1-231 log 1

0-0143 — log« + 1-246 log^9 2

0-0158 — log a + 1-263 log_p 1

0-0174 = log a + 1-280 logj9 1

0-0191 = log a + 1298 logj? 2

0-0209 = log a + 1*317 logp 2

0-0227 = log a + 1-337 log2) 1

0-0247 — log a L
1

1-358 log^9 2

0-0268 = log a + 1-380 logj9
o
O

0-0290 — log a + 1-403 log_p 4

0-0314 log a + 1-427 logj9 5

0-0339 = log« + 1-453 log^9 6

0-0365 = log a + 1-480 logp 7

0-0392 — log CL + 1-508 log^9 9

0-0420 = log a + 1-538 log^? 9

0-0449 = log a + 1-570 log_p 8

0-0479 — log a + 1-603 logp 8

0-0510 — log a + 1-638 log_p 6

0-0542 = log a + 1-676 logp — 0-0003

0-0575 — log a + 1-715 logp 0-0000

0-0609 = log a + 1-757 logp ~r 0-0004

0-0645 — log a + 1-802 logp 10

0-0683 — log a + 1-849 log2i 15

0-0725 — log a + 1-900 log2i 20

0-0771 — log« + 1-953 logp 23

0-0823 =

'

log a + 2-010 logp 24

0-0881 — log a + 2-072 logp + 0-0023
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t— C.

- 0-0945 - log a + 2-137 logjp + 0-00019

- 0-1014 = log a + 2-207 log^ 15

- 0-1088 = log a + 2-283 logjP 11

- 0-1167 — log a + 2-364 iogi> 7

- 0-1254 = log a + 2-452 log^ + 0-0002

- 0-1348 = log a + 2-547 log^> -0-0005

- 0-1449 = log a + 2-650 logi? 11

- 0-1557 = log CL + 2-762 \ogp 15

- 0-1673 = log a + 2-884 logp 18

- 0-1797 — log« + 3-017 iogi> 20

- 0-1930 ---- log a + 3-163 log_p 18

- 0-2074 = log a + 3-324 log^> 13

- 0-2232 = log a + 3-501 log^> 8

- 0-2407 = log a + 3-697 log^ -0-0001

- 0-2603 = log a + 3-915 \ogjp +0-0004

- 0-2823 — log CL + 4-157 log^ 8

- 0-3069 = log a + 4-428 l°g_P + 0-0012;

whence
51-00 log a + 101-7900 log_p - 4-2542 = 0,

101-79 log cl + 240-8824 logjp - 11-9755 = 0;

whence
log ct = 0-10096; logjj = 9-90762 - 10.

If these values of log a and log p are substituted in the above fifty-one equations, the

equations will he found to he satisfied, excepting the t—

c

(table — calculation) given on

the right of the page.

The smallness of these differences naturally leads us to regard the formula as trust-

worthy for those circumstances under which it has hitherto been impossible to procure

observations, and even for those cases where they are altogether beyond our reach.

For taking the formula (1),

t=aps
,

we have only to put s= l in order to get

t=aj),

or the zenith-effect of the moon’s heat; and further, by taking the extreme case s= 0,

we have

t=a,

or the heat-effect supposing the atmosphere to be removed altogether*.

* Taking the moon’s maximum zenith heat-effect at the earth’s surface at 407 -

3 (p. 606), we have 513-9 as

the maximum before her rays enter our atmosphere.
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It will be remembered that the value <pz= 0-0046 for 2= 29° was obtained by com-

parison with Seidel’s results, based on the comparison of observations of the light of

stars near the zenith with that of others at various altitudes.

Formula (1) now enables us to find this quantity independently of Seidel’s results

;

for since <pz is the logarithmic factor for reducing to the zenith it must become zero for

g= l, or we have the new condition

log a 4- logyj=0
;

it is, however, 0-00858, which must be added to all the values of <pz and subtracted from

log a in order to fulfil the above condition.

Simultaneous Observations of the Moons Heat and Light during the Eclipse of November

Uth
,
1872.

During the partial eclipse of the moon of November 14th, 1872, an attempt was made

to ascertain whether or not the lunar surface required an appreciable time to acquire

the temperature due to the action of the sun’s light shining on it at the moment.

Obviously a total eclipse would be a favourable time for determining this point (at

least for heat which has penetrated to a small depth only), as the transition from light

to darkness is so much more rapid than that caused by the moon’s rotation on her

axis
;
but owing to the smallness of the eclipse (there being little more obscuration than

that due to the penumbra alone), the considerable decrease of the moon’s altitude

towards the close of the eclipse, and still more to the uncertainty of the weather (which

allowed us only a few glimpses now and again of the moon), the results only go so far as

to show that the heat was diminished during the eclipse in a rather greater proportion

than the light. The minimum for both heat and light occurred at or very near the

middle of the eclipse.

The following Tables, in which the columns correspond respectively to those with

the same heading in the Tables already given, contain full particulars of the observations

and their reductions.

The moon’s light was measured with a Zollxer’s photometer, with which, as is well

known, the total light of the observed body is, coeterisparibus, proportional to the square

of the sine of the reading of the intensity-circle. This reading is given in column I. (see

next page). This being borne in mind, the meaning of the other columns will be readily

understood.

Observations of the Moon’s Heat, Nov. 14th, 1872.

Mean deviation

(G).

The Moon’s

Sidereal time.

s.
Zenith-

distance.

Apparent
semidiameter.

log (£) log (ff). $z. Zenith-mean (.?).

h m
6 15 479-0

o

2 7 50-2 15 40-0 9-9960 0-9970 0-0426 520-0

7 47 264-7 -i 40 62-4 15 37-5 9-9977 0-9994 0-0906 323-9

8 32 186-4 +i 34 68-9 15 35-7 9-9994 0-0010 0-1439 259-8

8 45 182-5 +i 34 70-8 15 35-2 9-9994 0-0014 0-1649 267-3

9 6 198-6 +i 32 73-9 15 34-4 9-9993 0-0022 0-2059 320-2

The moon’s tabular semidiameter . . . =15 36-6

The moon’s adopted apparent semidiameter =15 30-0

MDCCCLXXIII. 4 O
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Observations of the Moon’s light, November 14th, 1872.

Sidereal time. I. Log sin2 I. Log. corr. (<r). Zen.-dist.
Moon’s app.

semidiameter. (J)£»,
Moon’s light.

h m O O , „
6 141 49-5 9*762 9-997 50-1 15 40-0 •045 0-6368

6 181 47-5 9-735 9-997 50-6 15 40-0 •047 0-6012

7 46i 34-65 9-510 0-000 62-4 15 37-3 •116 0-4227

7 50 32-15 9-452 0-000 62-9 15 37-2 •120 0-3733

8 281 31-0 9-424 0-001 68-5 15 35-8 •175 0-3981

8 331 29-05 9-372 0-001 69-2 15 35-6 •182 0-3589

8 371 29-2 9-377 0-001 698 15 35-5 •189 0-3690

*8 411 23-95 9-217 0-001 70-3 15 35-3 •195 f 0-25881

8 451 29-5 9-385 0-001 70-9 15 35-2 •203 0-3882

8 491 31-4 9-434 0-001 71-4 15 35-0 •210 0-4416

9 81 29-35 9-380 0-002 74-2 15 34-2 •253 0-4295

9 121 27-6 9-332 0-002 74-8 15 34-2 •264 0-3963

Interpolating the light-observations ancl multiplying them by the common factor

764 - 9 to reduce them to the same scale as the heat-observations, the following compa-

rison of the moon’s heat and light is arrived at.

Comparison of the Moon’s Heat and Light.

Sidereal time
from middle
of eclipse.

Moon’s heat. Moon’s light. l-k.

h m
-2 11 520-0 477*6 -42-4
-0 39 323-9 309*0 -14-9

+ 0 6 259-8 295-2 + 35-4

+0 19 267-3 299-3 + 32-0

+ 0 40 320-2 309*8 -10-4

It may be well to add that although the thermopiles used on this day were the same

as for the rest of the experiments, they had been remounted in the early summer, by

which their sensitiveness was considerably increased. The allowance for the extinction

of the moon’s heat in the atmosphere was made in accordance with the Table deduced

in the earlier part of this paper, while that for the moon’s light was taken from

Professor Seidel’s Table.

Comparison of the Phase-Curvefor Heat as given in this paper with thatfor Light deduced

by Professor Zollxer from his and Sir Jonx PIerschel’s observations.

A diagram (Plate XLVIIL, Curve C) accompanies this paper, on which is laid down

the heat-curve and the determinations for the moon’s light, those marked Z and Z2

derived from observations made by Professor Zolexer by his first and second methods

taken from the Table at p. 102 of the ‘ Photometrische XJntersuchungen,’ and those

marked H derived from Sir John Herschel’s observations taken from plate iv. of that

work.
* Some mistake in reading the intensity-circle

;
observation rejected.
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Four determinations made by Professor Zollnee after his diagram was engraved are

here given, and two errors pointed out by him* in the elongations of two of Sir John

Heesciiel’s observations (caused by errors in the ‘Cape Observations’) have been rectified.

The dotted line is Professor Zollnee’s calculated curve, the ordinates of which have

been increased in the ratio of 4*880 to 1 3 so as to make it agree as closely as possible

with the heat-curve f.

On inspecting the diagram, it is at once apparent that the increase of the moon’s light

hi approaching the full moon is more rapid than that of her heat, so much so that

Zollnee resorted to a cusped curve for its representation. The introduction of the

additional observations, however, three of which are upper ones in elongations —27°,

— 24°, and — 11°, would not only seem to indicate a necessity for rounding off the maxi-

mum of the light-curve, but also for placing it slightly before full moon, and thus making

it agree with the heat-curve in this remarkable feature.

Some uncertainty appears to arise on account of the employment by Zollnee of a

photometer in which, when used on the moon, the light has to traverse a system of

Nicol prisms ; but it does not appear clear in what azimuth the system was turned

during each observation, and consequently it is not known whether the correction due

to this cause would diminish the departure of the heat- from the light-curve, or the

reverse J.

Attempt to compare the Moons Radiant Heat with thatfrom a terrestrial source.

The effect of the moon’s heat has hitherto been expressed in this paper on a purely

arbitrary scale, namely by the differences of the readings of one and the same galva-

* Photometrische Untersuchungen, p. 175, note.

t In accordance with the heading of the Table (Phot. Unt. p. 198) the curve is kept within the limits of 50°

before and 70° after full moon.

+ Taking the extreme ease, where the plane in which the sun, moon, and earth, and therefore the plane in

which the moon’s light is polarized, .is parallel to the plane of reflection of the transparent plate of parallel glass

in the photometer, the system of Nicols being supposed to be set with the principal axis parallel to this plane,

the phase-curve obtained would differ from the heat-curve by only about two thirds the present amount. Were

the system of Hicols moved round through 90°, the correction to be applied to the curve would be in the other

direction.

It has been assumed that the' ratio of the two components of natural light after passing through the plate of

glass is 0-84 to 1-00 at 45° incidence, and the corresponding ratio for moonlight 0-83 to 1-00 (probably

too high an estimate of the mean polarization of the moon’s light), at quadrature the maximum polarization

occurring at aborrt 77° elongation. The ratio of intensities found in the two cases would thus be the same at

about 85° from full moon, and their ratio 084 to 1-00 at full moon. Sir J. Hekschel employed a photometer

which appears to be free from this source of error.

I cannot find that any one has devoted much attention to the subject of the polarization of light from the

moon except Arago and Father Secchi. The former states that the maximum polarization occurs at or near

quadrature, but gives no estimate of its amount. Our experiments in this direction are not as accordant as

might be wished, and for the present do not appear worth publishing.

It may, however, be well that any who happen to be working at Photometry should have their attention in

the mean time called to this possible source of error.

4 o 2
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nometer under certain conditions of adjustment, when acted on by the electric currents

generated by the moon’s heat, which, falling on the large mirror of the 3-foot telescope,

is concentrated by concave mirrors of short focal length alternately on each of a given

pair of thermopiles. It was therefore desirable to compare the effect thus produced by

the moon’s heat with that of a given terrestrial source (say, a blackened tin vessel) acting

under circumstances as nearly as possible similar to those in the case of the moon. The

great focal length of the telescope (27 feet) altogether precluded the use of the whole

instrument for this purpose, so the condensing-mirrors with the thermopiles were

detached from the telescope, and each separate pile was exposed to the alternate action

of two circular surfaces of blackened tin backed by water of different temperatures, these

surfaces being alternately exposed for the interval of a minute through a circular aper-

ture in a fixed wooden screen.

In this way, by varying the temperature of the water, a considerable range of readings

of the galvanometer was obtained
; and these being compared, by means of an empirical

formula it was easy to calculate the reading for any given temperatures of the tins.

In this way, by taking into account the moon’s apparent semidiameter, the effective

area and reflective power of the 3-foot speculum, and the action of the two piles on the

one hand, and the distance and radius of the circular aperture, the effective area of the

condensing-mirror, and the one pile on the other, the temperature of the tin vessel

necessary to produce an effect equal to that of the full moon, when acting under similar

circumstances, could be at once calculated.

In the case of the moon-observations we have the following particulars :

—

in.

Full area of speculum =973T2
Deduct for direct obstruction . . . = 116-80

856-32

The assumed reflective power of the speculum; =0-5325

Proportion of the cone of rays not intercepted by pile and holder = 0-900G4

Hence the 3-foot speculum may be replaced by one of perfect

reflective power whose area =410-7 sq. in.

Moon’s mean apparent semidiameter =15'-557

If we take F as the unit,

the moon’s area=TX 15*5572
,

and the source of lunar radiation for a unit of excess of temperature

=t.(15-557) 2 x410-7=M.

Again, the distance of the hot tin from the condensing-mirrors was 111 inches, its radius

6 inches, and the unobstructed area of the condensing-mirror 8‘597 inches, therefore

source of heat for comparison='v(0 ,054054x3437‘75)2 x8-597=T; hence

T
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That is, under the circumstances stated above, a difference of temperature of the black-

ened tins acting alternately on one pile produces P4933 times the effect that the same

excess of temperature of the area occupied by the moon’s disk above that of an equal

area of the neighbouring sky (assumed of the same temperature as the colder tin) would

do acting on the two piles in their position in the telescope.

It has been shown (p. 618, note) that the moon at full, or, more strictly speaking, at the

time of its maximum heat, before its rays traverse our atmosphere, would produce an

effect on the galvanometer of 513'9 parts of the scale
; therefore the tin at the same excess

of temperature (the radiating powers of the two surfaces being assumed equal) would

give 513-9 x 1*4933= 767-4 parts.

Therefore, employing Dulong and Petit’s formula for the velocity of cooling'*,

Y=ma\at— 1)

(where $ is the temperature in degrees Centigrade of the colder tin, t-{-Q that of the

hotter one, a a constant=l - 0077, V the mean difference of consecutive pairs of readings

of the galvanometer, and m a constant deduced from experiments with the tins= 55 8-0 f),

a mean value of 0= 45° Fahr. (7°*22 Cent.) will give V= 767'4 when £=1970,5 Fahr.

(109°- 7 Cent.)$.

This result, it will be observed, differs much from a rough estimation of the value of

the scale-readings given at the conclusion of a former communication §. Probably this

may be caused principally by neglect in distinguishing between the effect of one pile

and of both piles ; in other words, omitting a factor 2 from the former calculation, the

* Annales de Ckim. et de Phys. t. vii. This formula is, strictly speaking, only applicable to a radiating body

in vacuo

;

but for the comparatively moderate temperatures here dealt with it is perhaps as correct as any other.

t These experiments were made on March 25th and 26th, 1872, and are as follows, where Y is the mean of

10 consecutive differences:

—

Pile A.

Pile B.

6 (Cent.). t. V obs. V calc. c-o.

5-67 21-44 110-4 113-9 + 3-5

6-06 21-83 100-7 100-9 + 0-2

7-11 40-11 198-8 200-9 4-2-1

7-50 34-39 172-3 169-0 -3-3

7-89 29-78 145-7 144-1 -1-6

8-33 24-39 116-4 115-9 -0-5

5-78 23-11 110-4 116-7 + 6-3

6-17 20-50 95-6 102-8 + 7-2

6-72 43-22 241-4 238-0 -3-4

7-33 36-95 202-7 199-4 -3-3

7-72 32-22 170-2 171-1 + 0-9

8-00 28-17 148-1 147-5 -0-6

8-28 26-22 137-1 136-6 -0-5

534-3

m=581'7

If Newton’s law (V=Ct) be employed, the corresponding excess of temperature of the tin would come ou

152°-2 Cent.=274° Fahr.

§ Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 112 (1869), p. 443.
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details of which have not been preserved. Although the result now given has been

worked out with every care, it must still be considered simply an attempt to connect

the readings of the galvanometer with a constant known source of heat ; and we must

admit that the problem of the determination of the lunar temperature is nearly as far

removed as ever from our grasp. The formula we have made use of is admitted to be

a purely empirical one, based on experiments made within very limited ranges of tem-

perature, within which it appears to agree more closely with the observed law than

Newton’s more simple formula. Nevertheless we can obviously feel no assurance that

it is generally true, nor indeed can we employ it, like Newton’s, to determine the excess

of the temperature of the hotter over that of the cooler body, without knowing one or

other of the two temperatures.

I feel that X should not conclude this paper without bearing testimony to the energy

and perseverance with which my assistant, Dr. Ralph Copeland, lias conducted the

observations which form the subject of the greater part of it, as also to the great

care and the ability with which he has worked out the reductions. X had hoped

to have sent in this paper before the close of last Session
; but the greater completeness

which is the result of the delay, as well as the fact that the exceptionally unpropitious

state of the weather would have prevented our profiting, in a new series of observations

by any suggestions which might have come to us, have removed all cause for regretting

this. One thing I should have much wished to have added to this investigation had

there been any reasonable prospect of doing so without considerably more delay—namely,

a more satisfactory determination of the value of the scale, by means of a comparison of

the deviations due to solar with those due to lunar radiation, than that given in a former

communication based on observations made with an uncertain sky and of only two or

three hours’ duration.

Appendix.

Received May 7, 1873.

Since the foregoing was written an explanation has suggested itself for the very con-

siderable divergence (more than could fairly be ascribed to errors of observation) of our

heat-curve from Professor Zollner’s light-curve for change of phase, which will at the

same time account for the increase of the percentage of heat transmitted by glass towards

the time of full moon.

Were it not for the negative result obtained with the thermopile on March 24th, 1871 #
,

the latter fact might perhaps have been attributed to a constant amount of heat emitted

from the interior of the moon
;
but now this explanation is no longer admissible.

On referring to the Table at page 615 of the foregoing paper, it will be seen that the

percentage of heat transmitted by glass increases gradually from each side to a maximum
at or near the time of full moon

;
consequently the phase-curve for “ heat through glass

”

* See page 589, note.
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will rise more rapidly towards full moon than the total heat-curve, and should therefore

diverge less from Zollner’s than the total lieat-curve, when the ordinates are increased

by a suitable factor.

This comparison has accordingly been made. The ordinates of the curve B (Plate

XLVIII.) have been multiplied by 5*7916; to make the curve correspond in average

height with curve A (Plate XLVIII.)
; and, with the same object, Zollner’s photometric

determinations obtained with two different photometers and those by Sir John PIerschel

with the prism photometer -were multiplied respectively by the following factors"*:

—

Zollner’s 1st method 3-8471

„ 2nd (or improved) method .... 3-8304

Herschel’s 4-2920

Applying these factors to the numbers given at page 102 of the ‘ Photometrische

Untersuchungen’ (for Zollner’s observations), and to the quantities taken from plate iv.

of that work for Herschel’s results, the following numbers were obtained :

—

Professor Zollner; 1st method.

e. Moon’s light. £. Moon’s light.

1 Oo 181-2 + 13 317-7

-28 217-1 + 27 222-7

- 8 354-7 + 42 146-7

- 1 379-3 + 69 56-1

+ 5 335-5

Professor Zollner ;
2nd method.

S. Moon’s light. £. Moon’s light.

I -r Oo 77-8
0

-19 262-0 .

-58 103-9 -11 339-9

-46 138-3 + 28 218-3

-41 168-2 + 39 159-7

-33 187-1; + 52 111-5

-27 243-1' + 62 78-1

-24 273-4

* The necessity for applying different factors to render comparable groups of observations already similarly

treated by Zollner, arises from the fact that Zollner, since he constructed his diagram, has added four obser-

vations by his second method, and has discovered two errors of 10° each in the elongation of the moon as given

in the ‘ Cape Observations.’
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Sir John Herschel.

s. Moon’s light. S. Moon’s light.

o

-75 81-6
o

-13 269-6

-59 127-0 - 1 417-3

-51 112-9 + 13 300-4

-48 144-6 + 28 244-6

-46 134-4 +41 171-7

-39 151-1 +44 166-2

-37 165-3 + 82 52-4

-19 243-0

Then tracing with a perfectly unbiassed mind the curve given in Plate XLVIXL
(Curve D), and not until afterwards superposing the curve of “ heat through glass,” treated

as already stated, there was found to be a fair agreement between the two curves.

For the luminous rays, then, from the moon, the results obtained with the eye aided

by the photometer and those derived from the indications of the thermopile are as

nearly identical as could be expected; and it seems just to seek for the explanation of

the far greater divergence (see Plate XLVIII., Curve C), under more favourable circum-

stances of observation, of the “ total heat-curve ” in a real difference between the laws

which govern the emission of heat and light from the lunar surface.

Let us for the moment assume with Zollner that the moon’s surface is covered with

angular ridges, whose sides are planes of, say, 52
e
inclination, and whose direction is

perpendicular to the plane in which the earth, sun, and moon lie. The sun’s light will

then in many parts shine on one side only of each of these ridges, which will reflect or

diffuse the incident light diminished by the amount absorbed. Let 1—[Jj — quantity

absorbed, ^= that emitted.

Some of the latter will strike the shaded sides of the ridges, but of this 1—

^

will be

absorbed and only p emitted. With the heat, however, this will not be the case. If the

moon’s temperature be assumed from moment to moment practically constant, the whole

of the heat which falls on her surface must necessarily leave it again
;
whereas for every

unit of light and heat which falls on the surface, of the former only p leaves it after one

reflection, + after two reflections, fx

?

after three reflections, and so on. Therefore the

proportion of heat emitted by the shadows will be, as compared with the light coming

from those same parts,
^
times greater than what comes from the parts in direct sun-

light; the heat emitted in directions removed some distance from the sun will be larger

compared with that thrown back more towards the sun, and the greater flatness of the

heat-curve and the increase of percentage of heat transmitted by glass at or near full moon

are at once explained.

The complete solution of the question would probably be complicated, and, owing to

the very unequal distribution of mountain and plain, perhaps unprofitable, even if we
possessed fuller data than we at present have on which to base our calculations.
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A further, but probably a less important, cause for the divergence of the heat- and

light-curves lies in the fact that the moon’s surface to a certain extent “ regularly

reflects” as well as diffuses light and heat.

Let R, R' be respectively the light and heat regularly reflected.

D, D' be respectively the light and heat regularly diffused, unchanged in refran-

gibility.

E, E' be respectively the light and heat regularly absorbed and afterwards emitted.

F, F be respectively the light and heat regularly radiated after more than one

reflection.

As long as ^ie ^w0 curves be identical, even though R and R' be

a different function of the elongation from D-f-E-f-F and D'-f-E'+ F. But if this rela-

tion does not hold, which will be the case if for F<F andE'= 0, then the phase-

curve for R, R' will govern the resulting curve for total light more than it will do that

for total heat.

4 pMDCCCLXX1II.
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XVII. On a new Genus of Amphipod Crustaceans. By Kudolph von Willemoes-

Suhm, Ph.I)., Naturalist to the ‘ Challenger ’ Exploring-Expedition. Communicated

by Dr. Wyville Thomson.

Received February 27,—Read March 6, 1873.

Leaving Gibraltar on the 26th of January, 1873, H.M.S. ‘ Challenger’ proceeded in a

south-westerly direction, and on the 28th the trawl was sent down, in lat. 35° 47', long.

8° 23', to a depth of 1090 fathoms, the temperature of the surface being 15
0,55 C., and

that of the bottom 2
0,
66 C. The haul was an uncommonly rich one

;
for, besides three

species of fishes and many very interesting Echinoderms, a species of Euplectella was

brought up and a large transparent animal, which we at first thought might be the larva

of one of the higher Crustaceans.

Two enormous faceted eyes occupying the whole upper part of the head, and the

presence of what seemed clearly to be an ovary, negatived, however, that supposition

;

and at Professor Wyville Thomson’s request I made a closer examination of this

animal, which was evidently of great interest in many respects.

The specimen is almost entirely transparent. Its length is 84 millims. and its

greatest breadth 21 millims. The body consists of three parts :—1. The head, with one

pair of antennae in front, two contiguous faceted eyes occupying the whole of its upper

surface, and the mouth situated at the posterior part of the under surface. 2. The

thoracic region
,
composed of six segments, bearing two pairs of maxillipeds, five pairs

of ambulatory legs, and three pairs of branchiae. The second pair of maxillipeds and

the first pair of ambulatory legs are on the second thoracic segment, which, as we shall

see hereafter, may probably be formed by the fusion of two segments. We also

remark the vulva on the under surface of the first segment. 3. The abdomen
,

which consists of five segments, three bearing pairs of pedes spurii, and the fourth

and fifth the caudal appendages and the anus. An elevated line running along the

dorsal aspect of the thoracic and abdominal regions divides them longitudinally into a

right and a left half.

The Head.—The upper surface of the head is entirely occupied by two contiguous

faceted eyes, which are separated from one another by a mesial line, 20 millims. in

length (Plate XLIX. figs. 2 & 3). Each eye is 13 millims. in width, and its anterior

and lateral borders are limited by a slightly coloured band, which will be referred to

when considering the structure of the eyes. The posterior border nearly corresponds

with the posterior border of the head, which arches gently over to the first segment of

the thoracic region. The anterior border of the head is transverse and nearly straight,

4 P 2
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running out at either side into a spine, which is the first and largest of a series of

twelve spines bordering the outer edge of the head-shield. The mouth (Plate XL1X.

fig. 1, o) is a very small opening on a round papilla placed near the posterior edge of

the lower surface of the head. It is covered by a pair of rudimentary maxilla?, with a

sort of labium between them, and by two pairs of inaxillipeds (Plate XLIX. fig. 1 ,mx).

A groove, the borders of which are adorned by series of one larger and five smaller teeth,

runs backwards to the mouth along the middle line of the lower surface of the head.

Fig. 3 gives a lateral view of the under surface, which is more easily understood from a

figure than from the description. At the fronted border, separated by a distance of

about 7 millims., there are two antennae 26 millims. long. The antennae consist of two

elements, of which the proximal is longer than the distal, which is enlarged at the end,

and bears a very small recurved claw.

Tiie Thoracic region consists of six segments. The first of these bears the smaller

pair of inaxillipeds, and shows on its inferior surface an elevation, which is the

genital papilla. The second segment is wider than the first, and bears two pairs of

appendages—the longer inaxillipeds and the first pair of ambulatory legs, which are

more slender than the other four pairs, and have the proximal joint not so strongly

denticulated
;
they are also inserted a little within the other four pairs, and they were

held by the animal (which was still living when brought up) in the characteristic

position of the accessory legs of the pycnogonid Nymjphon. The eggs, which in this

case are not held by the two rudimentary lamellae near the vulva, were attached to

these legs. The next four segments of the thoracic region bear each one pair of

ambulatory legs, making, along with the pair on the second thoracic segment, five pairs

in all. Of these the third pair is the longest ;
this is followed in length by the fourth,

then comes the second, then the fifth, and finally the first. The length of the longest

limb is 69 millims. The legs consist of four joints, showing denticulations and

hairs. At the point of attachment of the proximal joint to the body no coxa can be

distinguished. The leg is inserted into the thoracic segment, in the same manner as in

Phronima. In the limbs of the third, fourth, and fifth pairs the proximal joint is

terminated distally by a large spine. The second joint is very small in the limbs of the

first pair, and still smaller in those of the fifth. In the limbs of the fifth pair the third joint

is also remarkable, as it bears at its distal end a large tuft of straight hairs ; and the fourth

is more enlarged than the corresponding joint of the other limbs, and terminates in a

stronger and more recurved claw. In Phronima the fifth pair of ambulatory legs, which

corresponds with the third pair in the present form, presents the same modification.

The enlarged distal terminations of the limbs and of the antennae are not, like the

remaining part of the appendages, transparent, but are of a milk-white colour, produced,

I believe, by glands in their interior analogous to the glands in the enlarged claw of

Phronima. To the bases of the second, third, and fourth pairs of legs three pairs of

gills are attached.

The Abdomen consists, as in Phronima
,
of five segments, the first three of which bear
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pairs of abdominal feet, consisting of a quadrate basal joint, to which are attached two

feathered appendages. These are followed by two segments, to each of which are

attached a pair of appendages, the four forming together the tail. Each of these

appendages is bifurcate with a sharp and a rounded point. The rounded termination is

milk-white, and is separated from the main piece of the appendage by an articulation.

The anus is situated at the end of the last segment.

The Muscular System.—The animal is so transparent that all the main muscles are

clearly visible
;
but they do not seem to present any thing very remarkable, with the

exception of those of the thoracic legs, which are only very weakly developed. From

this I suppose that the movements of the animal are not very rapid -when it is obliged

to walk over the sea-bottom. It may be, however, that, like Phronima, it makes but

little use of these legs, and swims by aid of the abdominal feet only
; these also are

very small in relation to the size of the body.

The Nervous System.—The transparency of the body makes it possible likewise to

distinguish clearly the cephalic ganglion and the ventral chain, consisting of five thoracic

and three abdominal ganglia (Plate XLIX. fig. 1). The cephalic ganglion is situated in

the anterior part of the head, more on the dorsal than on the ventral side; it is 3 - 50

millims. in width, and is horseshoe-shaped with pointed ends. From the middle of its

anterior margin two large nerves run straight to the end of the antennae, while from the

opposite side two commissural cords run backwards, traversing the head and, after having

encircled the mouth, uniting with the first thoracic ganglion. The nerves passing from

the sides of the cephalic ganglion are all employed as ocular nerves to supply the huge

compound eyes. Those of the anterior end are better seen, as they go to the anterior

part of the eyes, while those of the posterior end seem to go to the posterior parts.

The first thoracic ganglion is seated just underneath the ovary in the second segment,

and sends out the nerves for the mouth and for the genital organs. The two cords then

separate till they are united again in the third segment in the second ganglion
; thence

they run backwards in a single chain and form a ganglion in each of the subsequent

segments, sending nerves to the legs. Altogether we find five thoracic ganglia for six

segments, and in the abdomen three ganglia for five segments. The last ganglion of

the abdomen is more slender than the preceding ones, and seems to send out nerves in

different directions, especially to the anus and caudal appendages. In Phronima there are

ten pairs of ganglia, five of which, as in the present case, are thoracic and five abdominal.

The Eyes are contiguous, the line separating them being, however, clearly visible :

the length of this line is 20 millims. The eyes thus occupy a rectangular space, the

outer edges of which are separated from the spiny borders of the head-shield by a

space 6 millims. in width. At the front of the head there is a space of 3 millims.

betwmen their anterior borders and the line into which the two antennae are inserted.

Along the sides of the eyes there is a brownish line produced by elongated chitinous

appendages, 0T40 millim. long (Plate L. fig. 8), attached irregularly to the borders

of the cornea. These appendages are hollow tubes pointed and closed at the top, and
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flattened and slightly denticulated at the base. The cornea of the eye is faceted

externally, the facets being hexagonal (Plate L. fig. 7). Beneath the facets we find very

elegant slender crystalline bodies, 0840 millim. long, and at the top 0T47 millim.

broad (Plate L. figs. 9, 9 a). I have figured two pairs of these, as they are always united

together by their slender ends, the point of union being shown at fig. 9 a. In their

upper part a granulation is to be seen, giving them a slightly brownish colour ; and in

their tapering extremities there are some clear vesicles, which have some resemblance to

the varicosities of a nerve-fibre. The nerve-rods which are present in Plironima are absent

in this form, and there is no pigment.

It is impossible to say whether organs of hearing or of touch exist, as it was not

practicable to dissect the single specimen we procured in order to examine the different

parts under the microscope.

The Organs of Digestion and the parts of the Mouth.—The opening of the

mouth (Plate L. fig. 6, o) is oval, and is situated on the top of an elevation (Plate L.

fig. 6, A) at the base of the head. It is usually closed by a pair of very small denticulated

maxillae (fig. 6, ma), and between them a labium (fig. 6, lab) in the form of a small denti-

culated plate. Other maxillae are entirely wanting; they are physiologically represented

by two pairs of maxillipeds, which must be regarded morphologically as two pairs of

ambulatory legs transformed for that purpose. Their relations become apparent on

comparison with Plironima. These maxillipeds (Plate XLIX. fig. 1, mx) consist of two

joints, and are terminated by a pair of claws. The external margin of the second joint

is denticulated. The first pair of maxillipeds is attached to the first segment of the

thorax, and the second larger pair to the second segment, to which is also attached the

first pair of ambulatory legs. I therefore think that this larger second segment has

arisen from the fusion of two segments.

The small mouth leads into a large slightly yellowish stomach, through a recurved

oesophageal passage, in which there seems to be a chitinous layer, as a dark spot is to

be seen there from the outside. The walls of the stomach (Plate XLIX. fig. 3, cce) are

striated and probably muscular. The stomach appears to be decal, and the particles of

food brought into it must return in order to get into the intestinal tube, which opens

from the oesophagus and runs as a thick-walled tube over the right side of the ovary

(fig. 3, in). Its walls then become thinner and nearly transparent, so that only its

reddish contents showed me the remainder of the tube running straight to the anus

(figs. 1 & 2, as), to which muscular fibres, forming a sort of constrictor ani, are

attached on both sides.

This configuration of the digestive system is in many respects similar to that in

Plironima ; the external parts of the mouth, however, bear but little resemblance to

those in that genus. In Plironima there are one pair of mandibles, two pairs of

maxillae, and a labium
;
while of these we have here only the labium and one pair of

maxillae. In Plironima the two first pairs of ambulatory legs have no relations to the

mouth as they have in this case.
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The dark spot which we have pointed out in the oesophagus appears to answer to

what Claus calls the “ dental plates ” in Plironima
;
and the caecal appendage which he

describes in that animal has, in the present species, assumed so large dimensions as to have

replaced the stomach, which does not exist morphologically, hut is physiologically

represented by the caecum.

Circulation and Respiration.—While the animal was alive I did not succeed in

seeing the heart. I only saw it when it had been put into weak spirit ; and under the

same treatment I also saw the nervous system much better than before. The heart is

an elongated tube extending from the second to the fifth segment (Plate XLIX.
fig. 3, c). Probably there are three openings in it as in Plironima

,
one in each segment

;

but of these nothing could be made out.

The respiratory organs consist of three pairs of small transparent sac-like gills at the

bases of the second, third, and fourth pairs of feet (Plate XLIX. fig. 1, hr). They

are in form and number nearly the same as in Plironima. The water is driven over

them by the action of the three pairs of abdominal feet.

Genital Organs.—The single specimen taken is a female. There is a large ovary,

distinguished by its rose-colour, occupying the middle portion of the first body-

segment (Plate XLIX. fig. 3, ov). I suspect that it consists of two ovaries lying close

together, and having two excretory ducts leading to the genital papilla
; but it is impossible

to ascertain this without mutilating the specimen. The genital papilla is an elevation in

the centre of the ventral surface of the first thoracic segment between the two limbs,

which, as I have already mentioned, are destined to bear the eggs at their base, as in the

females of Nymphon. The colour of the papilla is rose, with scattered scarlet points pro-

duced by small spines on the surface of the carapace. In the centre of the genital papilla

there is a large spine (Plate L. fig. 6, d) with a groove leading into a depression (c),

in which I believe are seated the apertures of the ovarian ducts. This pit is protected

by two soft appendages (Plate L. fig. 6, Z), answering to the valves which are to be

found in most female Amphipods, and in which they keep their eggs. In the present

species, however, they are only rudimentary, and they do not seem' to be used for

that purpose, as I found the eggs attached to the bases of the first pair of ambulatory

legs.

Eggs and Development.—The eggs which I found adhering to the legs had a diameter

of07 millim., and were provided with an unsculptured chorion. They contained embryos

in different stages of development. Unfortunately I discovered this only after the animal

had been for a night in weak spirit, in which it had been placed for fear it should suffer

decomposition.

The main point with regard to its embryology could, however, still be settled—namely,

that there is no metamorphosis, and that the antennae, the five pairs of thoracic, and the

abdominal legs are already to be seen in the embryo. Figs. 4 and 5 of Plate L. give

lateral and dorsal views of an embryo, showing the five ambulatory legs. Embryos in

the stages which showed the antennae and the abdominal legs were not in a sufficiently
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good state of preservation for figuring. All the eggs seemed, as might have been

expected, to be in nearly the same stage of development, and I could not determine

whether the spherical organ (“ kugelformiges Organ ” of the Germans) makes its

appearance or not.

Systematic Position and Affinities.—We have already pointed out so many rela-

tions between the Crustacean described and Phronima
,
that no room is left for doubt

that it is an Amphipod, although an aberrant one. We must now consider the

characters in which the new genus differs from Phronima as well as from the Amphi-

pods in general, and the position which must be assigned to it in the system of classifi-

cation. I have only a very small part of the literature of the Amphipoda to refer to

;

but the form and the anatomical structure of this genus is so remarkable, that I think,

had it been previously described in detail, either Professor Wyville Thomson or I

must have seen a figure of it. As this is not the case, I venture to introduce it to

science with the following generic characters under the name of

Thaumops, gen. nov.

Caput oblongum, inflatum, oculis maximis superiorem capitis partem tegentibus.

Segmenta thoracica 6, abdominalia 5. Antennarum in feminis par unum, maxil-

larum par unum, pedum paria duo minima maxillarum locum tenentia. Mandi-

buke nullae. Pedes thoracici 5, abdominales 3 in quoque latere. Appendices

caudales 4. Gangliorum pectoralium paria 5, abdominalium 3.

Thaumops pellucida, sp. nov.

Corpus longitudine 84 mm., latitudine 21 mm., pellucidum.

Locality. A single specimen of the female taken with the trawl from a depth of 1090

fathoms off Cape St. Vincent.

The segmentation of this genus presents only a very slight difference from that of

Phronima
,
in which there are seven thoracic segments, while in Thaumops six only can

be clearly discerned ; but, as I have already observed, the second segment is larger than

the others, and bears two pairs of limbs—the second pair of maxillipeds and the first

pair of ambulatory legs. It is therefore probable that this segment represents two seg-

ments fused, in which case the segmentation of Thaumops would differ in no essential

particular from that of Phronima.

The shape of the head and of the eyes in Thaumops is very peculiar, and so is the

position of the antennas. In the presence of a single pair only of antennae, and in the

antennae being composed of two joints, Thaumops agrees with the female of Phronima
;

but in the former genus the antennae are placed on the front of the head, while in the

latter their place of attachment is close to the mouth.

1 he number of the joints of the legs is the same in both forms; for if we recognize

the two pairs of maxillipeds as legs, we have in both Crustaceans seven pairs in the
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thoracic region. Even the claw which Phronima usually has on the fourth leg is repre-

sented here by the enlarged terminal joint of the last pair of thoracic legs.

The three pairs of abdominal feet and the segmentation of the abdomen present

only very small differences from Phronima
,
in which there is one pair of appendages

more than in Thaumops.

In both forms the nerve-chain shows five ganglia in the thoracic region. In the

abdominal region Thaumops has three ganglia for five, Phronima five for five, segments.

Both forms alike have very large compound eyes, with an externally faceted cornea

and crystalline bodies. The general conformation of the stomach in Thaumops is similar

to that of Phronima
,
only in the former the csecal appendage is developed to an extra-

ordinary degree. The intestinal tube presents nothing remarkable. The heart is con-

fined, as in Phronima
,
to the anterior part of the thoracic region, and the gills are three

pairs, with nearly the same form and mode of attachment in both cases.

The genital papilla in Thaumops is in the centre of the first thoracic segment, while

in Phronima it is in the seventh body-segment. The ovaries in Thaumops seem to be

double, and are of a cylindrical form, while in most other known Amphipods they are

cylindrical.

Thaumops is nearly related to Phronima

;

nevertheless I do not think it can form

a member of the family Phronimidse, as the transformation of the first two pairs of

thoracic appendages into maxillipeds, the absence of mandibles, the entirely different

structure of the head, the genital papilla being situated in the first body-segment, and

the last pair only of the thoracic appendages being enlarged and bearing claws, seem

to me to be characters of more than generic value.

As to the habit of life of Thaumops, the question arises whether it is a pelagic

animal (like Phronima
)
which may have been caught in the trawl on its way up from

the depth to which it had been lowered, 1090 fathoms, or whether it lives on the

bottom. I have already given my reasons for thinking that this Crustacean is not a

good swimmer, and for suggesting that it may, like Nymphon, live at the bottom
;
but

I am well aware that these reasons are not sufficient to establish the point, which must

be kept open to be decided by future observations.

Description op the Plates.

PLATE XLIX.

Fig. 1. Thaumops pellucida, seen from below. nat. size.

A. Head with the cephalic ganglion and the nerves departing from it.

o. The mouth.

B. Five pairs of feet attached to the thoracic region.

, gp. Genital papilla.

mx. Maxillipeds.

mdccclxxiii. 4 Q
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br. Branchiae.

C. Three pairs of abdominal feet.

as. The anus.

Fig. 2. The same, seen from above. The head entirely covered by the faceted eyes (oc),

as. The anus.

Fisr. 3. The same. View from the side.

oc. Eyes.

ap. Line of brownish appendages.

o. Mouth.

C(B. Gastric caecum.

in. Intestine.

gp. Genital papilla.

ov. Ovary.

c. Heart.

PLATE L.

Fig. 4. Embryo in the egg, seen from above. x70.

Fig. 5. The same, seen from the side. x70.

Fig. 6. Papilla of the mouth (A) and genital papilla (B), seen from below, x 10.

ma. Maxillae.

lab. Labium.

0. Opening of the mouth.

c. Depression for the oviducal apertures.

1. Breeding lamellae.

sp. Small scarlet spines.

d. Large spine at the entrance of the vulva.

Fig. 7. Facets of the cornea. x70. Represented diagrammatically.

Fig. 8. Chitinous aj)pendages at the lateral line of the eye, showing also the chitino-

genous layer of the carapace. Xl20.

Fig. 9. Two pairs of crystalline bodies. Xl20.

Fig. 9 a. Point of union of one pair of the crystalline bodies. x!2Q.
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Appendix.

On the Male and the Structure of Thaumops pellucida.

Received October 24,—Read December 11, 1873.

Since my paper on the large Hyperid was read at the Royal Society, three males

of Thaumops have been caught by us. One of these, which was taken at the surface

in the towing-net during the night, was very much spoiled
; and I dissected its oral

apparatus in order to elucidate several points about which I remained doubtful when

I examined the female.

The largest of the males is 103 millims. in length, exceeding in length the large

female by 19 millims., and showing that Thaumops attains a prodigious size. It was

caught by the trawl in lat 5° 48' N., long. 14° 20' W. Another very well-preserved

male is younger, only 46 millims. long, but shows the genital organs better. These

males differ from the females by the absence of the genital openings at the base of the

first segment and of the breeding lamellae. The two elongate testes begin just behind

the caecum of the stomach, and their vasa deferentia run down to the last segment of

the pereion, where they terminate by two simple openings between the last pair of

pereiopods.

There is not a trace of a second pair of antennae, either in the male or in the female.

In the former, however, the first pair of antennae, the five pairs of ambulatory pereiopods,

and the caudal appendages are distinguished by the want of the glandular apparatus.

In the female these glands cause an enlargement at the top of each of the appendages

in question, and this enlargement is of course also wanting in the male.

The anterior antennEe have, in the large male, a length of 18 millims., and consist of

two joints, the first of which is very short. The oral apparatus presents the same

papillar shape which I figured in the female
;
but the mandibles, which at first I

thought were entirely wanting, have now been found. They are very much like those of

Phronima
,
only shorter and not so elongate as in that animal ; the palpus, which is

present in the mandibles of the male Typliidce
,
could not be detected in Thaumops.

The first maxillae are also very small, and differ by their shortness from those of

Phronima, but otherwise show the same characters. The second maxillae could not

be found with certainty
; they are either wanting or represented by an organ which I

thought was the labium (Plate L. fig. 6, lab). This organ arises from the second

joint of a very peculiar appendage, which I have interpreted in my first paper as maxillae

(Plate L. fig. 6, ma). I am now satisfied, however, that these are the maxillipeds, con-

sisting of three joints. Two of these joints are united together, the first being attached
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to the oral apparatus, and the second giving rise to a peculiar organ which consists of

twTo chitinous claws united by a thin layer of the same substance, so as to form a sort of

plate. I have already mentioned that I am not quite sure whether this is a labium or, as

it seems more probable, the result of the displacement and union of the second maxillae.

This organ is situated at the inner side of the maxillipedes, the third joint of which

consists of two strongly denticulated and separate claws. The two appendages (Plate

XLIX. fig. 1, mx) which I first thought act as maxillae are the gnathopoda of Spence Bate,

followed by five pairs of pereiopods. The pleopods or swimmerets consist in the male,

as well as in the female, of only three pairs.

All the other particulars described in the female may also be found in the male.

The question now arises whether the systematic position which I assigned to Thaumops
,

as a representative of a new family of Hyperidce
,
to be placed next to the Plironimce

,

can still be maintained. After having carefully examined the question, I think it

not only can but must be maintained. As Professor Claus was kind enough to write

to me, and as I had remarked already before getting his letter by studying living

specimens of Oxycephalus
,
there are several points by which Thaumops approaches the

Typhidce
,
especially the elongate shape of the head, with the mouth underneath and the

claws terminating the gnathopods. On the other hand, however, the want of the

second antennae in the male, the elongate slender shape of its first antennae, which show

nothing of the enlargement and the olfactory hairs peculiar to the male Typhidce
,
and the

want of the palpus in the male mandible, show that it differs widely from the Typ>hidce.

I therefore think that the position I first proposed for this animal is the right one.

The characters, however, which I assigned to it must be changed somewhat in the

following way.

Thaumops, nov. gen.

Caput oblongum, oculis maximis superiorem capitis partem tegentibus. Segmenta

thoracica septem, abdominalia quinque. Antennarum in utroque sexu par unum.

Mandibulse et maxillse minimse. Maxillipedum par unum conjunctum. Pedum

thoracicorum paria septem, anteriora duo parva et chelis armata. Pedum abdo-

minalium paria tria.

Thaumops pellucida, n. sp.

Corpus longitudine 84-103 mm. In maris Atlantici parte septentrionali.

There is no doubt that Thaumops is a pelagic crustacean ;
and it is probably spread

all over the Atlantic, for we got it off the coasts of Portugal and very near the equator.

It was caught once at night in the towing-net and three times by the trawl, coming up

from a great depth ;
therefore it seems probable that, like many other pelagic animals

which in the daytime live in a depth of 40-100 fathoms and come up only in the night,

it retreats to a considerable depth ;
and this is probably the reason why it has so long-

remained unknown.

II.M.S. 1 Challenger ,’ Bahia
,
September 1873.
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y. On the difference between flame-spectra and

those produced by a weak electric discharge.

Barium.

Strontium.

Conclusions.

S. Experiments to determine the cause of the

similarity of the spectra of the various salts

observed in air.

Conditions of the experiments.

Spectra of Strontium salts.

Conclusion.

e. Considerations which follow from the above

observations in connexion with the spectra

of chemical compounds.
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Spectra of the metalloids.
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and stellar spectra.

II. Mechanical mixtures.

Method employed in preparing mixtures.

Observations.

Application of these observations to the solar

spectrum.

In my former communication under the above title I pointed out that the new method

of spectroscopic research adopted by Dr. Frankland and myself had enabled me to

establish :

—

(1) That when a metallic vapour is subjected to admixture with another gas or vapour,

or to reduced pressure, its spectrum becomes simplified by the abstraction of the shortest

lines and by the thinning of many lines.

(2) That when metals are chemically combined with another element (I used

chlorine) only the longest lines of the metal remain in the spectrum of the chloride

—

the number being large in the case of elements of low atomic weight, and small in the

case of elements of high atomic weight and of twice the atom-fixing power of hydrogen.

(3) That I had reason to believe that by means of mechanical admixtures the

^ spectrum of a metal could be made simple in the same manner, thereby giving a

foreshadowing of a quantitative spectrum-analysis.

I then showed the bearing of these determinations on several questions connected with

Solar Physics.

I have now the honour of communicating to the Royal Society the results of the

continuation of my inquiries.

mdccclxxiii. 4 R
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I. CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS.

In extension of the former experiments to which I have alluded, it became of import-

ance to try several series of salts in which the atomic weights varied

:

1st. In each series.

2nd. In the associated elements in each series.

With this view the spectra of the following series were mapped :

—

PbF
2 ,

PbCl
2 ,

PbBr
2 ,

Pb I
2 ;

Sr F
2 ,

Sr Cl
2 ,

SrBr
2,

Sr I
2 ;

Ba F2 ,
Ba Cl

2,
Ba Br

2 ,
Ba I

2 ;

MgF
2 ,
Mg Cl

2 ,
Mg Br

2 ,
Mg I

2 ;

Na F, Na Cl, Na Br, Na I.

Conditions of the Experiments.

The conditions of the experiments were as follows :—The salts were rammed into the

small aluminium cups described in the former paper, and the cups fastened to copper

rods which passed through a cork into the interior of a wide glass tube. An aluminium

point'* formed, as in the former experiments, the opposite pole, which was also fastened

to a copper rod passing through a cork fitted into the opposite end of the tube. Both

corks were pierced and furnished with narrow glass tubes
;
one of these served

to admit hydrogen, while the opposite one served as an exit-tube for the gas. The

hydrogen was prepared from zinc and sulphuric acid, and passed first through a scrubber

filled with broken pumice-stone saturated with solution of plumbic acetate to free it from

sulphuretted hydrogen, then through a wash-bottle containing concentrated sulphuric

acid, and lastly through a tube containing fragments of sodium, the latter serving both

as a drying tube and freeing the gas from any acid mechanically carried over by it.

The hydrogen thus purified was admitted in a gentle stream into the tube containing

* “ An examination of the spectrum of the spark by the new method shows that the light given out by the

discharge depends upon the amount of vapour lying between the poles, and that if both poles are composed of

equally volatile metals, or the same metal, the bridge is formed by an equal, or nearly equal, amount of vapour

lying round each pole
;
hence, supposiug that the vapours do not intermingle, it follows that the longest line

can only be half the length of the actual distance between the poles.

“ When, however, the poles are unequally vola tile, the bridge appears to be formed entirely of vapour from

the most volatile pole
;
hence the longest line can extend almost or quite across the space from pole to pole.

“ It was on account of these observations that aluminium was used for the poles in the experiments described,

it having been found that that metal was extremely refractory in the spark, i. e. that all its lines in the most

visible portions of the spectrum were very short—the vapour which extended above the short line region being

practically capable of giving but the two lines of aluminium which fall between H
t
and H

2
.

“ There are, however, many phenomena in connexion with this which are well worth study ; for instance, in

a case where the spectrum of copper was examined with a plumbago point opposite to the copper pole, the effect

of the former was shown by the remarkable way in which the copper lines were shortened. Even when the

poles were almost touching, the copper lines were confined to the copper pole, and did not extend across the

spectrum.”—Extracts from Laboratory Notebook, 23rd September and 30th October, 1872.
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the poles, and the spark was then passed, the induction-coil already mentioned being

used. When it was desired simply to observe the spark in air, the hydrogen apparatus

was disconnected, or the poles were placed in an ordinary spark-stand.

Besults of Experiments.

The following are the results of some experiments made with the spark in air, the

jar being thrown out of the circuit.

Lead.

Plumbic Fluoride
,
Pb F

2
.—It will be seen on referring to the map of this spectrum

(Plate LI.) that the eleven longest lines of the following wave-lengths*, 4167*5, 4246*0,

4386-5, 5163-0, 5372-0, 5523-5, 5546-0, 5607-0, 6040-0, 6059-0, and 6452-0, were seen.

Of these it is to be remarked that 4246-0 and 4386’5 are only seen for a short time

when the spark first begins to pass, 6452-0 is very faint, and 5523-5 very short; so that

practically the spectrum contains but seven distinctly visible lines.

Plumbic Chloride, Pb Cl
2

.—On observing the spectrum of this salt, it is found to have

been simplified in the following manner :

—

The lines left are 4167*5, 5163-0, 5372-0, 5523-5, 5546-0, 5607-0, 6040-0, 6059-0, and

6452-0, nine in number
;
5523'5 has become excessively short, and 6452-0 rather brighter

than it was in the fluoride.

Plumbic Bromide, Pb Br
2

.—4167*5 still maintains its brilliancy undimmed, 5163 -

0,

5372-0, 5546-0, and 5607*0 remain; 5523-5 is just distinguishable as a dot on the pole,

but 6040-0, 6059-0, and 6452-0 are completely lost, the spectrum thus being reduced to

five lines.

Plumbic Iodide, Pb I
2

.—4167‘5 is little or not at all altered in appearance, 5163-0,

5372-0, 5607-0 yet remain ;
5546-0 has become a dot, and faint indications of 5523-5, in

the same state but much fainter, are visible.

The composition by weight of these compounds is as follows :

—

Pb F2,
Pb to F .

1-0 to 0-18

Pb Cl
2,

Pb „ Cl . . . .
1-0 „ 0-34

Pb Br
2,

Pb „ Br . . . .
1-0 „ 0-77

Pb I
2 ,

Pb „ I • • • . 1-0 „ 1-22

If these results are expressed in another way, by making the

unity, we have :

—

Pb F
2 ,

F to Pb . . . 1-0 to 5-4

Pb Cl
2 ,

Cl „ Pb . . .
1-0 „ 2-9

Pb Br
2,

Br „ Pb . . .
1-0 „ L2

Pb I
2,

I „ Pb . . . .
1-0 „ 0-8

Now the lines in the spectium of lead increase in length and

the above series, i. e. as the percentage weight of lead increases, as is shown in the second

* From Thal£n’s observations.

4 e 2
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Table. The fact may then be simply stated, that in the case of lead the complexity of

the spectrum increases as the atomic weight of the non-metallic element with which it

is combined decreases.

Barium.

The next metal experimented on wTas barium, an element of much lower atomic weight

than lead, and in this respect occupying a position not very much above the mean atomic

weight of the elements. It was soon found that the facts observed with lead did not

completely hold with regard to barium, although they include the phenomena presented

by the chloride, bromide, and iodide. Even with these salts, however, the phenomena,

though the same in kind, differ somewhat in degree. For instance, the same number of

metallic lines was observed in all these salts, and between the appearance of the chloride

and the bromide spectrum there was no appreciable difference. In the case of the

iodide, however, there was a sensible change in the direction expected from the behaviour

of lead

—

i. e. the spectrum became dimmer, that is, exhibited a tendency to die out.

When, however, baric fluoride was examined, a different state of things was observed.

Instead of the spectrum becoming more complex it became simpler, exhibiting in fact

only the four longest lines of barium with any degree of distinctness, and these showing

but little brilliancy.

Strontium and Magnesium.

Strontium behaved in this particular in the same way as barium did, the falling off of

the lines in the fluoride being very marked. In the case of magnesium (which, as regards

its chloride, bromide, and iodide, followed the behaviour of the alkali metals, to which I

shall immediately refer, rather than that of barium and strontium), the fluoride exhi-

bited the same stubborn resistance to the action of the spark. It is to be remarked that

these three fluorides are non-volatile, and so infusible that even after long exposure to

the current there was little or no indication of coherence
;
in fact, in the case of mag-

nesic fluoride, the salt was distinctly seen to be blown out of the cup as a cloud of dust,

and when one of these particles was converted into vapour in the spark, the spectrum

exhibited fragments of lines sharp at both ends.

On blowing a cloud of magnesic fluoride in fine powder through the spark, b in

particular was seen as a series of three pointed lines.

It will be seen from the above experiments, and from the annexed map of the strontium

salts observed in air (Plate LI.) taken as a type of this group, that the general statement

made for lead does not apply to barium or strontium, the chlorides, bromides, and iodides

of which metals are pretty equally volatile, while their fluorides are apparently not readily

volatile at any temperature which I could employ.

Sodium.

Sodium and lithium, elements of low atomic weight, were the next metals experimented

upon.
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Some sodie fluoride was inserted into one of the aluminium cups, and opposite was

placed a clean blunt aluminium point* ; the small coil and a jar were employed.

On passing the spark, D only was seen. The break was then readjusted and the spark

made heavier, but the result was the same. Some new and moist sodic fluoride was then

placed in the cup, but the result still remained as before.

Sodic Chloride was then treated in the same way, a fresh aluminium pole being

reserved for it and placed opposite to its cup. D was present and was bright; the

double line in the red once flashed in, but it was not again seen though the cup was

charged and recharged with the salt repeatedly.

Sodic Bromide treated in the same way gave D, the red line being seen but once

;

D, however, was brighter than before.

Sodic Iodide treated as above gave D and the red double line, which remain constantly

visible, the double green line near D being also occasionally seen. D was intensely

brilliant, and the salt fumed away from the pole in a dense white smoke.

The following day a fresh attack with more powerful apparatus was made. One of

App’s 6-inch quantity coils and a jar with about 224 square inches of coated surface

were employed with a powerful battery of five one-pint Grove’s cells. The results,

however, went exactly in the same way. Na I and NaBr gave all the metallic lines of

sodium, which were very brilliant ; whilst Na Cl gave D and the double red very bright,

and stretching all across the spectrum. Na F gave also D and the double red line
;
but

the latter only extended three quarters across the spectrum, and neither D nor the red

line was so bright as they were in the chloride. Further observations showed that under

certain circumstances all the lines appeared even in these latter salts ; but they were so

dim as to be scarcely visible, and the fact of these compounds behaving in direct contra-

vention to the observations with lead was established.

Lithium.

The following experiments were made with lithic iodide and chloride in coal-gas.

Lithic Iodide gave the red line of this metal, 6705, extending all across the spectrum,

but it was very faint. 6102, the orange line, was very brilliant and about two thirds

across. 4603, the blue line, was very short and nebulous when seen, which was only on

one occasion. This differs but little from the spectrum given by the metal itself, except

that the lines are in the latter case much brighter, and that the red and orange extend

right across the spectrum, and the blue three quarters across.

A line at 4972 was seen also in the spectrum when the metal was used; but this has

never been seen by Kirchiioff, Thalen, or any other observer except FIuggins, in

lithium.

Thalen, however, saw this line alone in caesium, of which metal it constitutes the

entire spectrum.

FIuggins has nevertheless included this line in his map of the lithium spectrum. But

* Special precautions being taken to keep the poles the same distance apart in all the experiments.
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there can be no doubt that it is the caesium line, and that it is due to the presence of a

trace of caesium existing as an impurity in the lithium, as it does not appear in the

spectrum of the pure salts ; and no one but Dr. Huggins has seen it in lithium, at any

rate with sufficient distinctness to consider himself justified in including it in a map

or list.

Lithic Chloride gave 6705-2, the red line, thin and faint, but all across the spectrum;

the orange very bright and across the spectrum
;
the blue line was also visible, but it

did not extend across the spectrum.

It will be seen from the above that lithium, the least electro-positive of the alkali

metals, approaches in its spectroscopic behaviour the metals of the alkaline earths,

strontium and barium, as it approaches them in some points of its chemical behaviour.

Thus the spectrum of its iodide differs from that of the chloride as the spectrum of baric

iodide differs from that of baric chloride, and not as the spectrum of sodic iodide does

from sodic chloride, as might have first been supposed from the usual position, among

the alkalies, assigned to the metal.

On the difference between Flame-sjpectra and those produced by a weak electric discharge.

The following experiments were made with beads of the various substances mentioned,

heated in the Bunsen flame on loops of platinum wire.

Barium.

Baric Iodide.—This salt gave the spectrum since proved to be due to the oxide and

the line 5534-5 very distinctly
;

it coloured the flame a greenish yellow, and fused to a

globule.

Baric Bromide gave the oxide spectrum and 5534-5 with difficulty; the spectrum was

not very bright, and the flame but little coloured.

Baric Chloride gave the same spectrum as the two salts mentioned above
; but the

spectrum was much brighter, and the flame was coloured a bright pale green.

Baric Fluoride gave scarcely a trace of the oxide spectrum, and 5534-5 was very faint

indeed
;
but no signs of fusion were visible, no bead being formed, and the flame was only

coloured slightly and in parts.

Strontium.

Strontic Iodide
,
heated on platinum wire in the Bunsen flame, gives the spectrum in

the red, so well represented in Bunsen’s and Kirchhoff’s drawing, and the great blue

line 4607-5 of the metal.

Strontic Bromide behaves much as the iodide does, but shows more of the structure

in the red. 4607-5 is also always present, and is very bright, a considerable change from

its appearance in the iodide, in the spectrum of which it is for a time faint and then

becomes brighter.

Strontic Chloride gives the bands very brightly at first, but not so brightly after a

time ;
4607-5 is fainter, but is very distinct.
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Strontic Fluoride refused to give any trace either of the strontium or compound spec-

trum
; it is, in fact, only capable of being heated to a white heat and giving a continuous

spectrum.

Conclusions.

It is to be observed, then, that when the spectra before referred to produced by flames

are compared with those produced by the low-tension spark, the spectra of the metals

in the combination are in the former case invariably more simple than in the latter, and

that they are simplified to such an extent that only the very longest line is left ; thus:

—

Baric Iodide with the low-tension spark gives five and twenty lines. In the flame it

gives but one, and that the longest, namely 5534*5.

Baric Bromide gives five and twenty lines with the spark ; only one in the flame, the

same longest line 5534*5.

Baric Chloride five and twenty lines in spark and one, 5534*5, in flame.

Baric Fluoride four lines in spark, 5534*5 alone in flame.

Again, taking the case of strontium, we find that in the case of strontic iodide thirty-

two lines are observed in the spark, one alone in the flame, and that is the longest,

namely 4607*5, a line by far the longest in the spectrum of strontium.

Strontic Bromide gives also thirty-two lines in the spark and but one in the flame, the

same longest line 4607*5.

Strontic Chloride gives thirty-two lines in the spark, but only this one, 4607*5, in the

flame.

Strontic Fluoride gives fourteen lines in the spark, but in the flame does not even give

the longest line. There is, in fact, no spectrum at all due either to the metal or the

compound.

It is especially to be remarked that strontic oxide furnishes us with an intermediate

condition of things between the chloride and fluoride.

In this compound the hand near D is the only representative of the spectrum of the

compound. The longest metallic line, 4607*5, is also invisible. We are justified, there-

fore, in assuming that only a small quantity of the undissociated compound is present in

the reaction.

Experiments to determine the cause of the similarity of the spectra of the various salts

observed in air.

It was noticed in the earliest observations of the spectra of salts in the spark that

after a time the spectrum was nearly the same, whatever salt had been placed in the cup.

I therefore determined upon a careful study of the phenomena when the salt was

submitted to the heat of the ordinary Bunsen flame; and after some preliminary obser-

vations, I requested Mr. Friswell to make a detailed examination of the various stages

of the reactions in question. I now append his observations, which, taken in connexion

with the other branches of the inquiry, clearly establish that the band spectrum is that

of the oxide.
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Conditions of the Experiments.

The observations about to be detailed were made as follows :

—

The large Steinheil spectroscope was used with four prisms, such as were used for the

ordinary observations of the metallic spectra with the spark.

The slit was, however, wider. The salt was placed in a tangled loop on a piece of

platinum wire held in a clip. The source of heat was a small Bunsen burner.

Spectra of Strontium Salts.

Strontic Iodide.—When the wire was first inserted into the flame the salt fused, and

the flame showed an intense yellow coloration.

The spectrum during this stage exhibited the D line very strongly, and the orange band

of the strontic salt spectrum lying just on the least refrangible side of D; but the metallic

line 4607 , 5 was invisible
,
or at the best but very faint.

If the fused bead be now quickly withdrawn from the flame and held in front of a

sheet of white paper, it is seen to be evolving dense violet fumes of iodine. If the bead

be again thrust into the flame and the heat continued, it gradually becomes less and less

fusible, and ultimately solidifies ; the yellow tinge now vanishes from the flame, and D
drops out of the spectrum, the flame becoming red ; the band spectrum and 4607’5 are

now very brilliant, and the solidified mass becomes white-hot and emits a continuous

spectrum. If it be placed in a test-tube and treated with an acid it effervesces
; and if

submitted to the action of nitric acid and starch no blue colour is produced.

Evidently, then, the iodine has been driven off, and the mass consists in all probability

mainly of strontic oxide with some strontic carbonate.

It seems then that the breaking up of the compound and the volatilization of the

iodine consume so much heat that the Sr I
2
never gets sufficiently heated to enable it to

be volatilized ; and hence we should not see its spectrum even were the flame sufficiently

hot to render its vapour luminous, and the body sufficiently stable to bear such a heat

without decomposition. The fact, however, is, that what spectrum is seen is produced

by the decomposing action of the flame acting either on small quantities of the Sr I
2 ,

which do get volatilized, or, what is more probable, are mechanically carried off by the

ascending currents of iodine vapour. It is to be remarked that when the bead has

become infusible the spectrum begins to die out
;
the orange band then only appears

very faintly, and 4607 ’5 has utterly gone. We then have the non-volatile oxide only

left in the flame, and it of course cannot give any thing but the continuous spectrum

due to its own incandescence.

Strontic Bromide behaves very much in the same manner as the iodide, the difference

that exists depending on the greater stability of the latter compound in the flame.

On removing the bead but slight fuming is observable, and there is very little odour of

bromine. After the bead has been roasted for along time it still evolves bromine, when

treated with sulphuric acid and manganic oxide.

Strontic Chloride never shows any tendency to undergo decomposition
;

it remains
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clearly transparent and fusible to the end, and evolves chlorine when treated for that

purpose.

Strontic Fluoride was the most stable of all ; it would not fuse, gave no coloration to

the flame, and obstinately retained its fluorine to the last, as was shown by the mass

giving the usual reaction of fluorine when treated on a glass plate with sulphuric acid.

Conclusion.

These facts justify us in coming to the conclusion that the similarity of the spectra

observed under the conditions in question is due to the fact that the spectrum observed

is that of the oxide ;
for whereas in the first instance there is a differentiation between

the various spectra, after the action of the flame has been continued for some little time

the spectra observed are the same.

Considerations which follow from the above observations in connexion with the spectra of

chemical compounds.

General discussion of Spectra.

In what has been said before, both in this communication and in my former paper

on the spectra of chemical compounds, I have only referred to the lines of the metals.

I now propose to discuss the spectra generally.

Some of the earliest observations of this nature (1860) have been described by

Kirchhoff and Bunsen*. They remark, “We have compared the spectra represented

on the Plate f, which we have obtained from the pure chlorides, with those produced

when the bromides, iodides, hydrated oxides, sulphates, and carbonates of the several

metals are brought into the following flames

“ Into the flame of sulphur.

,, „ bisulphide of carbon.

,, „ aqueous alcohol.

Into the non-luminous flame of coal-gas.

Into the flame of carbonic oxide.

„ „ hydrogen.

Into the oxyhydrogen flame.

“ As the result of these somewhat lengthy experiments, the details of which we here

omit, it appears that the alteration of the bodies with which the metals employed were

combined, the variety in the nature of the chemical processes occurring in the several

flames, and the wide differences of temperature which these flames exhibit, produce no

effect upon the position of the bright lines in the spectrum which are characteristic of

each meted.

“ It was found that the same metallic compound, placed in one of these flames, gives

* Translated in Philosophical Magazine, 1860, vol. xx. pp. 91-93.

t The spectra shown on the Plate are those known as llame-spectra,

MDCCCLXXIII. 4 S
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a more intense spectrum the higher the temperature of the flame. In the same flame,

those of the compounds of a metal give the brightest spectra which are most volatile.

“ In order to prove still more conclusively that each of the above-mentioned metals

always produces the same bright lines in the spectrum, we have compared the spectra

represented in the Plate with those produced when the electric spark passes between

electrodes made of these metals.

“ Small pieces of sodium, potassium, lithium, strontium, and calcium were fastened to

fine platinum wires and melted two by two into glass tubes, so that the pieces of metal

were separated by about 1 to 2 millims., and the platinum wires were melted through

the sides of the glass tubes. Each of these tubes was placed in front of the spectrum-

instrument, and by meansof a Ruhinkorff’s induction-apparatus*, sparks were allowed

to pass between the pieces of metal inside the tube ; the spectrum thus produced was

then compared with that given by a gas-flame in which the chloride of the metal was

brought. The flame was placed behind the glass tube. By alternately bringing the

induction-apparatus into and out of action, it was easy, without measuring, to convince

ourselves that in the brilliant spectrum of the electric spark, the bright lines of the

flame-spectrum were present in their right position. Besides these lines, other bright

ones appeared in the electric-spark spectrum
;
some of these were produced by foreign

metals present in the electrodes, others arose from nitrogen, which filled the tubes after

the oxygen had combined with a portion of the electrodes ”f.

As already mentioned in a note, the Plate given with this communication shows that

the spectra thus referred to by the illustrious German chemists were the flame-spectra

of the elements in question.

This question was advanced in 1862 by MitscherlichJ and by Professors Roscoe and

Clifton^, from whose memoirs I proceed to give extracts, and in 1865 by Diacon[[.

Mitscherlich, in his memoir, after detailing some experiments, goes on to remark :

—

“ It follows from these experiments that metallic compounds do not always give a

spectrum, and that in the case of those that do, the spectra are not always the same

;

and, further, that the spectra are different when they are due to a metal or its combina-

tions. We have also the right to conclude that each binary compound which gives a

spectrum gives one peculiar to itself, excepting always of course when the combination

is destroyed by the flame. Up to the present time we are acquainted with little beyond

the spectra of the metals themselves, by reason of the facility with which the flame

reduces their combinations.

“ Up to the present time also it has been admitted that metals always give the same

spectra with whatever they are combined^]". As in the above experiments this was not

* No mention is made of a jar, which doubtless was not employed.

f I shall produce evidence in the sequel to show that this explanation is probald}' not the correct one.

+ Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. 1862, p. 175.

§ Trans. Lit. and Phil. Society, Manchester, 1862.

||
Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 4 ser. vol. vi. p. 5.

il This is a reference to Kirchhoff’s and Bunsen’s paper just quoted.
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found to be the case, it became necessary to determine whether the ordinary spectra are

due to the metals or their oxides, since according to my experiments all compounds

which contain the metal in the form of oxide give the same spectra.”

As a result of his experiments on sodium, he states that in the flames which give the

line of sodium the spectrum is due to the metals and not to the oxide. Hence he

concludes that in the case of oxides the spectrum is the spectrum of the metals*.

He then states that the new lines which had then lately been discovered without

corresponding elemental lines were probably due to binary compounds.

The main view in Mitscherlich’s paper, that each binary compound has a spectrum

of its own, is borne out by the conclusion arrived at by Clifton and Roscoe, who remark

in their paper above referred to :

—

“ Kirchhoff, in his interesting memoir on the Solar Spectrum and the Spectra of the

Chemical Elements, noticed in the case of the calcium-spectrum that bright lines which

were invisible at the temperature of the coal-gas flame became visible when the tempe-

rature of the incandescent vapour reached that of the intense electric spark. We have

confirmed this observation of Kirchhoff’s, and have extended it, inasmuch as we, in the

first place, have noticed that a similar change occurs in the spectra of strontium and

barium
;
and, in the second place, that not only new lines appear at the high temperature

of the intense spark, but that the broad bands characteristic of the metal or metallic

compound at the low temperature of the flame or weak spark totally disappear at the

higher temperature. The new bright lines which supply the part of the broad bands

are generally not coincident with any part of the band, sometimes being less and some-

times more refrangible. Thus the broad band in the flame-spectrum of calcium named

Ca ,6 is replaced in the spectrum of the intense calcium-spark by five fine green lines, all

of which are less refrangible than any part of the band Ca /3 ;
whilst in the place of the

red or orange Ca a, three more refrangible red or orange lines are seen. The total dis-

appearance in the spark of a well-defined yellow band seen in the calcium-spectrum at

the lower temperature was strikingly evident. We have assured ourselves, by repeated

observations, that in like manner the broad bands produced in the flame-spectra of

strontium and barium compounds, and especially Sr a, Sr/3, Sry, Baa, Ba/3, Bay, Bat),

Ba s, Ba q, disappear entirely in the spectra of the intense spark, and that new bright

non-coincident lines appear. The blue Sr § line does not alter either in intensity or in

position with alterations of temperature thus effected ; but, as has already been stated,

four new violet lines appear in the spectrum of strontium at the higher temperature.

“ If, in the present incomplete condition of this most interesting branch of inquiry,

we may be allowed to express an opinion as to the possible cause of the phenomenon of

the disappearance of the broad bands and the production of the bright lines, we would

suggest that, at the lower temperature of the flame or weak spark, the spectrum observed

is produced by the glowing vapour of some compound, probably the oxide, of the diffi-

cultly reducible metals; whereas at the enormously high temperature of the intense

* This opinion he corrects in his next communication, to which reference will be made hereafter.

4 S 2
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electric spark these compounds are split up, and thus the true spectrum of the metals is

obtained.”

Two years later (in 1864) Mitscherlich, in a second communication*, expanded his

views and brings an overwhelming mass of evidence in favour of them. The methods

he employed were as follows :

—

The substances were heated :

1. In the flame of a Bunsen burner.

2. In the flame of coal-gas burning in oxygen.

3. In the flame of hydrogen burning in chlorine.

4. In the flame of mixtures of hydrogen and bromine or iodine-vapour burning in air

or oxygen.

5. In the case of combustible gases they were allowed to emerge out of the middle

aperture of an oxyhydrogen burner, and were burnt in air or oxygen.

In the case of non-combustible gases they were mixed with a combustible gas, such as

carbonic oxide or hydrogen.

6. In the case of solid substances they were introduced into a tube one end of which

was connected with a Rose’s hydrogen-apparatus ; the substance was then volatilized, and

the gas kindled at the other end of the tube.

7. Or the spark was taken between poles containing the metal or compound in any gas ;

or between,

8. Liquid electrodes
,
in which the temperature is much lower than in 7.

From the beautiful series of researches carried on by these several methods, he con-

cludes “ that every compound of the first order which is not decomposed, and is heated

to a temperature adequate for the production of light, exhibits a spectrum peculiar to

this compound, and independent of other circumstances.”

Bearing of the New Observations.

The experiments I have lately made, taken in conjunction with my determination of

the long and short lines of metallic vapours, and the consequent simplification of the

spectra by the reduction of pressure or molecular distance, set this question at rest, and

in the direction indicated by Mitscherlich, Clifton, Roscoe, and Diacon
;
while much

light has been thrown upon all the prior observations, as a consequence of which they are

brought much more into harmony than at first appeared.

First. I have observed f that whether the spectra of iodides, bromides, &c. be observed

in the flame or weak spark, in air
,
the spectrum is in the main the same, as maintained

by Ivirchhoff and Bunsen
;
but that this is not the spectrum of the metal is established

by the facts, that with a low temperature only the longest lines of the metals are present,

showing that only a small quantity of the simple metal is present as a result of partial

dissociation, and that by increasing the temperature, and consequently the amount of

dissociation, the other lines of the metals appear in the order of their length with each

rise of temperature.

* Translated in Philosophical Magazine, 1864, vol. xxviii. p. 169. f See antb, p. 645.
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Secondly. I have convinced myself that this is the spectrum of the oxide, because in

air

,

after the first application of heat, the spectra and metallic lines are in the main the

same, while in hydrogen the spectra are different for each compound, and true metallic

lines are represented according to the volatility of the compound, only the very longest

lines being visible in the spectrum of the least volatile compound.

In proof of this statement I append a drawing (Plate LII.), on the scale of the maps of

the last paper, representing the spectra of the chloride, bromide, and iodide of strontium.

In order to avoid the introduction of the oxide spectrum, and so to secure the differentia-

tion of the three spectra if possible, they were observed in hydrogen, which gas had been

carefully treated in such a manner as to secure as far as possible the exclusion of any

trace of oxygen. It will be seen at a glance that the spectra differ not only from the

spectrum given by the metal, or by its salts in air at a high temperature, but considerably

amongst themselves. In the experiments care was taken to keep the spark temperature

as low as possible; and of course no jar was used, its presence in the circuit being

instantly felt by the introduction of large numbers of metallic lines and the disappearance

of the banded spectrum.

The drawings were made from readings of the scale of the Steinheil spectroscope, and

then approximately laid down on a scale of wave-lengths.

General Statement.

These and other facts which I have observed can be included in a general statement

such as the following.

1. A compound body, such as we have been considering, has as definite a spectrum as

a simple one
;
but while the spectrum of a simple metal consists of lines, the number

and thickness of some of which increase with molecular approach, the spectrum of the

compound consists in the main of channelled spaces and bands, which increase in like

manner. In short, the molecules of a simple body and a compound one are affected in

the same manner by their approach or recess, in so far as their spectra are concerned

;

in other words
,
both spectra have their long and short lines

,
the lines in the spectrum of the

element being represented by bands or channelled lines in the spectrum of the compound
;

and in each case the greatest simplicity of the spectrum depends upon the greatest sepa-

ration of molecules, and the greatest complexity (a continuous spectrum) upon their

nearest approach.

2. The heat required to act upon a compound, so as to render its spectrum visible,

dissociates the compound according to its volatility : the number of true metallic lines

which thus appear is a measure of the dissociation; and as the metal lines increase in

number, the compound bands thin out*.

* The above statement is confirmed by the following experiments. A bead of strontic chloride was inter-

posed between two aluminium electrodes; the induced current, without ajar, was then passed. The red-band

spectrum of the oxide was very intense, and the only metallic line of any strength was 4607'5. The wire and

bead soon became red-hot, and the latter evaporated, the spectrum disappearing. Ajar of 186 square centims.
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It will be seen from the above that my researches have convinced me that the opinion
o

held by the illustrious Angstrom, that metallic elements (in which I include hydrogen)

have only one spectrum, is the only tenable one ; and it is to be hoped that science will

soon be enriched by the results of more experiments similar to those recently made with

such success by Mr. Schuster.

Spectra of the Metalloids.

Mitscherlich, in the paper to which I have so often referred, calls attention to the

fact that the metalloids show the same spectra with regular shading as compound bodies

;

but I think there is the difference to be remarked that, as a rule, the structure of the

spectrum of the metalloids extends further along the spectrum from the least refrangible

end than in the case of the spectra of compound bodies. As I do not think it is too

much to say that, as a rule, the lines of the metallic elements are more prominent in the

green and more refrangible parts of the spectrum than in the red (which may even be

gathered from an inspection of the solar spectrum), the question arises whether it be a

possibility that the molecules of a metalloid, in structure, lie between those of elements

on the one hand and compounds on the other.

Applications of these considerations to Solar and Stellar Spectra.

Mitscherlich, in his first memoir, thus refers to the bearing of his observations with

regard to the solar spectrum :

—

“ Ces essais montrent comment l’analyse spectrale peut conduireala connaissance des

affinites mutuelles des corps simples a la temperature de l’atmosphere solaire. Si l’on

observait, par exemple, le spectre d’un chlorure alcalin terreux dans la lumiere du

soleil, on en pourrait conclure que son metal possede, a la temperature du soleil, une

affinite pour le chlore plus grande que le potassium ou le sodium, ces derniers metaux

existant a l’etat de liberte. Reciproquement, la connaissance des combinaisons existant

dans l’atmosphere solaire pourra conduire a connaitre la temperature de cet astre, si

toutefois nous ne parvenons jamais nous-memes a approcher de cette temperature.

“ La presence du sodium libre dans 1’atmosphere conduit a admettre qu’il n’y existe

pas de corps electro-negatifs libres, tels que l’oxygene ou le soufre, et qu’ils n’y existent

meme pas autrement en quantite assez abondante pour se combiner avec tout le sodium.

coated surface was tlien introduced into the secondary current. The metallic lines appeared all along the

spectrum, the “ structure ” (oxide spectrum) became fainter, and its intervals wider ;
the bead soon became

red-hot. A jar of 467 centims. gave lines only and no structure, and one of 2214 centims. the same result, the

bead remaining cold.

On usiug the bead as the electrode, the results were nearly the same
;
but the heating-effect continued when

somewhat larger jars were used than the one with 362 centims., which did not show this effect with the

former arrangement. When the slit was very narrow it was observed that several of the bands of the oxide

spectrum broke up into masses of fine lines, exactly liko those of the iodine vapour absorption-spectrum
;
and

this remarkable resemblance was rendered still more striking by the appearance of a beat like that shown by

iodine.
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En outre, tous les metaux que le sodium chasse de leurs combinaisous doivent aussi y
exister a letat de liberte.

“ Les nouveaux spectres que j’ai fait connaitre pourront conduire a constater dans

l’atmosphere solaire la presence du chlore, du brome, de l’iode, du phosphore, etc.

“ D’un autre cote, de l’absence des raies d’un metal dans le spectre solaire on ne

saurait conclure celle du metal lui-meme dans l’atmosphere du soleil
;

il peut, en effet,

s’y trouver des metaux, le lithium, par exemple, qui y sont engages dans des combinaisons

qui ne donnent pas de spectre.”

In the former communication I have given, I trust, the true explanation of the absence

of certain lines from the solar spectrum
;
and I think in what has gone before there is

ample evidence that the explanation advanced by Mitsciierlich is absolutely untenable

;

for at the temperature of the sun, which is high enough to allow hydrogen and even

sodium to exist uncombined and in a state of incandescence above the photosphere,

there would be heat enough to dissociate compounds, and therefore to cause the longest

lines, at all events, of the metalloids to be visible even if they existed in combination as a

rule, but former observers have recorded* no trace of any metalloids in the solar spectrum.

As further evidence that there is no chemical combination whatever in the photo-

sphere, the structure of the spectrum may be also instanced
; it certainly would be very

different from what it is, did compounds exist in the solar atmosphere
;
the least refran-

gible end of the spectrum would, I hold, be the more, instead of the less complex
;
and

although Professor Young has recently recorded in the spectrum of a sun-spot certain

appearances which might be imagined to favour the idea of the existence of compounds

in the comparatively cold downrush into a spot, the general facts, to say the least, seem

to point the other way, and in all my observations of sun-spots I have never seen any

thing approaching to the appearance put on by a compound spectrum.

On this I would also remark that with our present knowledge it is not difficult to

gather from Father Secchi’s observations on stellar spectra, that if the atmosphere of a

star contains compound molecules, they at once make themselves very obviously visible.

Several stars, the spectra of which have been mapped by him, have undoubtedly, in my
opinion, atmospheres containing compound molecules

;
and it may be that the pheno-

mena of variable stars may be connected with a delicate state of equilibrium in the

temperature, so that at one time we get the feeble line-absorption of the dissociated,

and at another the strong band-absorption of the associated elements in their atmo-

spheresf . Father Secchi’s idea that we have in such stars a prevalence of spot-spectrum
J,

will, I think, not hold
;
but this point, which is one of extreme interest, I propose

to dwell on at greater length in a future communication. In the mean time I may

remark that I am inclined to attribute spots more to an accumulation of absorbing

material at a greater pressure than to a similar accumulation at a lower temperature.

* Angstrom, ‘ Recherches sur le Spectre Solaire,’ p. 37.

f I find that in this conclusion, drawn from my long and short line observations, I have been anticipated by

Angstrom, who reasoned from less precise data, op. cit. p. 39.—Note added, January 21, 1874, J. N. L,

t Secchi, ‘ Le Soleil,’ p. 288 et sep
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II. MECHANICAL MIXTURES.

The mechanical mixtures experimented on in continuation of the researches referred

to in my previous communication were prepared in the following manner.

Method employed in preparing mixtures.

A quantity of the larger constituent, generally from five to ten grammes, was weighed

out, the weighing being accurate to the fraction of a milligramme
; and the requisite

quantity of the smaller constituent was calculated to give, when combined, a mixture of

a definite percentage composition by weight (this being more easily obtainable than a

percentage composition by volume).

The quantities generally chosen were 10, 5, 1, and 0T per cent.

In a few cases with metals known to have very delicate spectral reactions a mixture

of O'Ol per cent, was prepared.

The larger constituent was then introduced into a small crucible (the bowl of a common

clay tobacco-pipe). A tube conveying a stream of pure dry hydrogen was introduced

into the mouth of the crucible, and the metal heated by a Bunsen burner.

As soon as it was melted, the metal, the spectrum of which was to be examined, was

introduced in fragments, the hydrogen stream being kept up, and the heat raised if

necessary until the last added metal had melted. When this had taken place, the fused

mixture was agitated by rapidly shaking the crucible, or by causing the hydrogen to

bubble through the melted mass.

When the mixing was judged to be complete, the mass was poured out. On cooling,

a point was cut from it and placed in the spark-stand, the opposite pole being made of

the metal which constituted the bulk of the mixture. Thus an alloy of 90 parts tin

and 10 parts cadmium would have a tin pole opposite, and one of 90 parts lead and 10

zinc a lead pole, and so on.

It is important that each electrode of a mixture should have its corresponding elec-

trode of the pure metal which exists in the greatest quantity in the mixture, as when

the spectrum is observed the long and short lines of this constituent are seen stretching

from top to bottom of the spectrum, the longest lines being continuous across, while the

lines of the smaller constituent are seen only at the top or bottom of the spectrum,

according to the place occupied by the mixture in the spark-stand.

Observations.

The observations thus made have been recorded in the accompanying maps* in the

following manner:— First the pure spectrum of the smallest constituent has been

observed, and the lines laid down from Thalen’s map generally.

The mixture containing the greatest percentage of the substance whose spectrum is

to be studied is then inserted in the spark-stand with its opposite electrode of the sub-

stance with which it is mixed, and the spectrum observed. This process is repeated

until the lowest percentage is reached.

* These maps were exhibited to the Society, but they have not been engraved.
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In the maps the spectrum of the pure vapour is shown below, the spectra of the

mixtures above, the highest spectrum being that of the mechanical mixture containing

the smallest percentage.

The series mapped are as follows :

—

Sn+ Cd percentages of Cd 10, 5, 1, 0T5

Pb+ Zn „ Zn 10, 5, 1, 0T
Pb+Mg „ Mg 10, 1, 0T, 0-01

I may remark that these substances were used in consequence of their low fluid tem-

peratures and of the consequent ease with which the mixtures could be made with the

arrangements at my disposal.

An inspection of the maps will render any long verbal statement of the results

obtained superfluous. I may, however, remark that although we have here the germs

of a quantitative spectrum-analysis, the germs only are present, because from the exist-

ence of several “ critical points”*, and great variations due to causes which have not yet

been investigated, the results thus obtained are not sufficiently close or constant for

practical application.

Further researches, however, have shown me that, by discarding altogether this method

of eliminating lines from the spectrum and adopting a different procedure, it is pos-

sible by means of spectrum-analysis to make quantitative determinations of certain

mixtures with almost if not quite as great accuracy as that generally obtained by the

methods in use.

As these researches are still incomplete, I shall defer an account of them and the

process adopted till a future occasion.

Application of these observations to the Solar Spectrum.

Let it be assumed for a moment that subsequent investigations may justify us in

applying these considerations to the composition of the reversing layer in the sun’s

atmosphere, and suppose it to be composed of a mixture of zinc and lead vapours.

The percentage of zinc indicated by the number of lines actually known to be reversed

in the solar spectrum would certainly be between one and five per cent.

Similarly, the percentage of sodium would be 100 per cent., of magnesium 100 per

cent, at the maximum sun-spot period, a little less at other times ; the percentage of

iron always something less than 100 per cent., and so on. Adding these percentages

together, we get an apparently impossible percentage composition of the reversing layer.

But here another set of considerations comes in. In each case the percentage composition

has been assumed to be determined by the lines omitted from the spectrum observed at

atmospheric pressure—a pressure accidental to this planet.

* For instance, in the cadmium experiments hut little difference occurs between 10 per cent, and 5 per cent.

In the case of zinc between 10 per cent, and 5 per cent, only a very small change occurs. In the case of mag-

nesium only two lines are lost between 100 and 10 per cent.

4 TMDCCCLXXIII.
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It follows, however, from what has gone before, that the number of lines in a spectrum

increases as the molecular distance is diminished within the range of atmospheric pres-

sure
; and there is no doubt whatever that this will go on with greater pressures until a

continuous spectrum is reached, as in Eeankland’s classical experiment with hydrogen,

in which the lines broadened—a peculiarity confined, so far as I know, to that spectrum.

If this be so, with increased pressure we shall get reduced percentages
; and some day

we possibly shall be able to largely increase our present knowledge by observing the

pressure at which, with the increased number of spectral lines in the pure vapours known

to be in the sun, the percentages of the known solar elements, determined by their

reversed lines, will together make up 100 or thereabouts. It is clear, however, already

that a pressure of several earth atmospheres would be required.

Such an inquiry might not so much make us familiar with the existence of new ele-

ments in the reversing layer as it would enable us to allocate the unnamed lines of the

spectrum to those already known to exist there
;
and it may also be remarked that now

the absence of any element from the sun is much more easily determined than before,

as its longest line only need be considered. If that is not reversed the inquiry need be

carried no further, for all other lines will certainly be absent. I do not wish to imply

that a trace of an element can be detected in this way, my experiments rather tend in

the other direction ; besides which it must not be forgotten that we have bright lines

in the solar spectrum itself, and that in the chromosphere I have recorded bright lines ;

and Professor Young has recently recorded more in some observations, to which I shall

take a future opportunity of referring.

It is a pleasing duty to me to again take an opportunity of expressing my obligations

to Mr. Friswell for the valuable assistance he has afforded me in these inquiries. All

the maps have been constructed by him.

I have also to express my thanks to G. Gore, Esq., of Birmingham, who supplied me
with the fluorides used in the experiments, and to J. Mellor, Esq., of the Magnesium

Metal Works, Salford, for a present of a large quantity of magnesium, potassium, and

other metals, which have also been used in these inquiries
; they were sent anonymously,

but I have learnt the donor’s name from Professor Poscoe.
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Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE LI.

Upper Half.

Spectra of strontium salts in air with low-tension spark.

A, spectrum of Sr I
2

.

B,

C,

D,

E,

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

Sr Br
2

.

Sr Cl”

Sr pj
metallic strontium.

Notes .—Some of the lines in the red in the spectrum of strontic fluoride are seen, but

the “ structure ” of the compound spectrum renders it difficult to decide which.

The structure (for the first three salts) is at first exceedingly brilliant and varies with

each salt, but after a time it gets dimmer and is the same for all salts.

The brilliant compound spectrum renders the presence of the lines at W. L. 5970-5

and 5850-0 in the salts very doubtful.

The line 4226-3 has since been proved to belong to calcium.

The line 4161-0 is always very faint.

Lower Half.

Spectra of lead salts in air with low-tension spark.

A, spectrum of Pb I
2

.

B, „ „ Pb Br
2

.

C, „ „ PbCl
2

.

D, „ „ Pb F
2

.

E, „ „ metallic lead.

Notes .—The line 6452-0 was very faint and difficult of observation in Pb F0 .

The line 5163-0 is coincident with an air line, and its length is uncertain in the

metallic spectrum, though it is brilliant. It is, however, long in the salts.

The lines 4386 -5 and 4246-0 only appear for a short time in the spectrum of PbE
2 ,

though the time is longer than in the other salts. In Pb I
2 they flash in and instantly

vanish
;
in Pb Cl

2
they vanish nearly as quickly.

The line 4062-5 is faint; it is probably not a lead line.

4058-0 is the longest line.
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PLATE LII.

Upper Half.

Spectra of strontium salts in hydrogen with low-tension spark.

A, spectrum of Sr I
2

.

B, ,, ,, Si Bi
2 .

C, „ „ Sr Cl
2

.

D, ,, „ metallic strontium.

Notes.—The lines in the red have been omitted, as they are difficult of observation,

and the point is proved by the more refrangible lines. The bands are approximately

laid down on the wave-length scale from readings of the scale of the Steinheil spectro-

scope.

Lower Half.

Spectrum of the oxide of aluminium compared with the spectrum of the pure metal.

A, spectrum of aluminium oxide.

B, ,, „ aluminium.

Notes .

—

The lines at W. L. 637L0 and 6344-5 are not shown; they have not been

identified though seen by ThaLen.

The spectrum A disappears in hydrogen.

In air, with a low-tension spark, none of the metallic lines are seen, indicating that

the oxide (Al
2 03 X) is not at all dissociated.

The oxide spectrum is laid down on a wave-length scale from careful approximations

to the lines of air, copper, and zinc.
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